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Preface
The present volume explores a theme which has so far rarely received the attention it legitimately deserves, although its fundamental importance to proper understanding of the true nature of Indian philosophical enquiry and intellectual heritage
seems unquestionable. Whether in Indian social and historical context or throughout
the history of Western thought, the relations between logic, belief and philosophy
have always been very complex and multifaceted.
The general theme of the enquiry presented here is adequately reflected in the title
of the volume: Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy, which aptly highlights the
yukti-âgama dimension. In particular, it focuses on various aspects of Indian thought,
and Indian logic in particular, with special emphasis on the relationship, and tension, between rational examination and belief in Indian philosophical tradition.
The selection of papers by world-acclaimed specialists in Indian philosophy deals
with a broad spectrum of problems such as the real nature and status of reason and
faith in India, their rational, or otherwise, grounding or the extent to which their
correlation is bipolar or interdependent. A number of vital philosophical questions
stimulated the discussion in the volume: Can we speak of the symbiosis or, rather,
tension between philosophy, logic in particular, and religion in Indian context? How
do sound proof and irrefutable evidence relate to the bequeathed body of dogmas?
To what degree did Indian thinkers consider logical means of enquiry independent
of belief? How can logic itself be rationally validated without a recourse to assumptions sanctioned by tradition and belief? What is the place of scepticism or mystic
experience vis-à-vis rational method and logical tools? How did Indian logicians try
to accommodate the idea of irrationality and religious belief in the scheme of
pramâòa? These questions do not only concern the relationship between the phenomena of religiosity and religion, on the one hand, and rationality and rational
justification, on the other. They are also applicable to the spheres of ritual, religioussocial practices, or even gambling, as well as to various ways of how behaviour and
religious acts were rationalised.
The contributions were grouped in thematic sections, the titles of which are selfexplanatory. Some articles probe deeply into very detailed and intricate doctrinal
aspects of selected Brâhmaòical philosophical schools and of Jaina and Buddhist
traditions, whereas others attempt synthetic conclusions as well as methodological and
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theoretical reflection concerning the very nature of Indian philosophy and its religious background. The reader will also find an English translation of ‘The chapter on
the negative-only inference’ (Kevala-vyatireki-prakaraòa) of Gaógeœa’s Tattvacintâ-maòi, a ground-breaking work that revolutionised mediaeval Indian logic.
Some of these contributions were directly presented by the authors during the International Seminar ‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy—The Impact of Indian
Thought in Asia and Europe’ (for the programme see below, p. 9), held between 30
April and 5 May 2006 in Bia³owie¿a, one of the most beautiful and picturesque
spots in Poland, in the heart of the great Bia³owie¿a Forest, supposedly the largest
primeval forest in Europe. The Seminar ‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy’ was
organised by Piotr Balcerowicz, Marek Mejor and Monika Nowakowska.
On this occasion, on behalf of the organisers of the Seminar, I would like to extend most sincere thanks to UNESCO, to the Polish National Commission for
UNESCO and the Rector of the University of Warsaw for their much appreciated
financial support, without which the Seminar could not have taken place.
I also wish to express my deepest gratitude to my colleagues Marek Mejor and
Monika Nowakowska of the Faculty of Oriental Studies, the University of Warsaw, for
their organisational efforts that made the Seminar possible.
The present volume appears as Volume Three of the Series Warsaw Indological
Studies by the arrangement with Motilal Banarsidass Private Limited, Delhi. When I
met my friend Narendra Prakash Jain, the Director of Motilal Banarsidass, in December 2006 and mentioned the plans to publish the proceedings of the Seminar
‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy’, he enthusiastically greeted the idea. I personally feel deeply obliged to him for his readiness to accept the publication for
print and his efforts to make the contributions included in this volume available to
a wider readership.

Piotr Balcerowicz
Warsaw, July 2008
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Myth, Belief
and
Appeal to Rationality

What Did Indian Philosophers Believe?
JOHANNES BRONKHORST

1. Did the Indians believe their myths?
1.1. Introduction
Popular writers about Christianity sometimes maintain that only modern fundamentalist Christians take the Biblical creation story literally; no one in pre-modern
days, they say, ever thought of doing so. Karen ARMSTRONG represents this view in
various publications, in one of which she states (2005b): ‘Until the advent of the
modern period, nobody would have regarded the six-day creation story [of the Bible] as a literal, historical account.’1 She is not the only one to maintain such a position. Some scholars of religion hold quite generally that myths were not taken literally in earlier days.2 Ninian SMART (1996: 138), to mention but one example, has
the following to say about myths in general and about the way they are understood
at present and in the past:
‘[It] seems … that we are moving out of the age of what may be called
“fanciful” myth into that of “factual” myth. I do not mean by this that
the more fanciful myths have not been believed in some sense to be
factual: describing reality. But now there is a more earthbound understanding of what is factual. So Adam and Eve have to be real persons:
or if they are not they have to be symbolic representations of a real
human condition that can be described metaphysically or existentially.’

1

She elaborates these ideas in ARMSTRONG (2005a).
An example of a philosopher who holds similar views is Mary MIDGLEY (2006: 51): ‘For a
long time this kind of language [i.e. mythical language—JB] was reasonably well understood.
Since the mid-nineteenth century, however, there has been a disastrous attempt to get rid of it,
keeping only literal statements of fact.’
2
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And again (SMART (1996: 161)):
‘As we move towards another century and into it, the divergence, considered phenomenologically, between the old myth and the new history tends to fade away. Legends of Moses and Krishna and the Buddha and Confucius tend to solidify. Since historicity is regarded as a
plus, there is a trend towards thinking of the legendary as historically
real. In any case, it becomes a problem to distinguish between the
two.’
These passages suggest that, at least according to Smart, there was a time when
myths were not understood to be true in an earthbound factual manner, not historically real. Unfortunately he does not elaborate or clarify this suggestion, and nor
does he give any specification as to the date or period during which the important
transition toward the new understanding of myths took place. Why should such a
change take place? And what is it that supposedly pushes ‘us’ to change our understanding of myths? Neither Smart nor Armstrong propose answers to these questions.
Some support for the position of Smart and Armstrong may be derived from a
well-known article by Raffaele PETTAZZONI (1954 /1984), whose original Italian
version came out in 1948. It points out that many societies described by ethnographers distinguish between ‘true stories’ and ‘false stories’, with creation myths typically belonging to the ‘true stories’. However, as PETTAZZONI (1954 /1984: 102)
points out, ‘myth is true history because it is sacred history, not only by reason of its
contents but also because of the concrete sacral forces which it sets going.’ The
truth of myths ‘has no origin in logic, nor is it of a historical kind; it is above all of a
religious and more especially a magical order’ (p. 103). These myths remain ‘true’
as long as the world they are part of remains by and large the same. However,
PETTAZZONI (1954 /1984: 108) observes, ‘a day will come when the myths of beginnings too will lose their “truth” and become “false stories” in their turn … This
will occur when their world, built up on the ruins of the first one, collapses in its
turn to give place to a later and different structure.’
Pettazzoni’s remarks are interesting, but strictly speaking they only concern
‘truth’ in inverted commas. If I understand them correctly, ‘truth’ in inverted commas may be paraphrased with the help of some such word as ‘applicability’. Pettazzoni’s remarks leave open the question whether or not members of the societies involved literally believe even their ‘true’ stories (‘true’ in inverted commas). They
suggest that these people may normally not bother about their ordinary truth, they
may never think about it. The question whether they believe their stories may therefore be misplaced, inapplicable in the situation.
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This reflection is related to a known difficulty in anthropology, whose description
I borrow from the philosopher Daniel C. DENNETT’s book Breaking the Spell (2006:
161):
‘Many anthropologists have observed that when they ask their native
informants about “theological” details—their gods’ whereabouts, specific history, and methods of acting in the world—their informants
find the whole inquiry puzzling. Why should they be expected to know
or care anything about that? Given this widely reported reaction, we
should not dismiss the corrosive hypothesis that many of the truly exotic and arguably incoherent doctrines that have been unearthed by
anthropologists over the years are artefacts of inquiry, not pre-existing
creeds. It is possible that persistent questioning by anthropologists has
composed a sort of innocently collaborative fiction, newly minted and
crystallised dogmas generated when questioner and informant talk past
each other until a mutually agreed-upon story results. The informants
deeply believe in their gods—“Everybody knows they exist!”—but
they may never before have thought about these details (maybe nobody in the culture has!), which would explain why their convictions
are vague and indeterminate. Obliged to elaborate, they elaborate,
taking their cues from the questions posed.’
The suspicion that some myths may be artefacts of inquiry rather than pre-existing
creeds gains in interest in the light of the recent and much discussed claim that the
Pirahá, a people of Amazonian hunter-gatherers, have no creation myths at all. 3
It may not be justified to extrapolate directly from anthropological literature to societies with sophisticated intellectual traditions, but it may make us aware of possible difficulties. These latter societies may preserve ancient myths by means of
writing or refined mnemonic devices well beyond their sell-by date. How do educated readers or listeners consider them?
Scholars of classical Greece have repeatedly addressed the question whether the
ancient Greeks believed their myths. The question is complicated and cannot, it
turns out, be answered with a simple yes or no.4 It is yet justified to ask the question,
if for no other reason than that classical Greece witnessed the coming into being of a
tradition of critical reflection. It would certainly be interesting to know whether
there were issues that were considered beyond questioning, and the realm of myths
might conceivably be one of those.
3
4

See EVERETT (2005), DOUGLAS (2006).
See VEYNE (1983), LLOYD (1990: 44 f.).
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This way of formulating the problem shows that the exact meaning of the word
‘myth’ is of little importance for its solution. It does not matter here whether myth is
a meaningful or useful concept in and outside ancient Greece, nor whether the
Greeks themselves had a concept corresponding to it. All that counts here is that
critical reflection in ancient Greece was sooner or later confronted with traditional
forms of knowledge, usually presented in narrative form. Was this confrontation
experienced as one by the individuals involved? And what was its outcome? These
questions are interesting, even if—as appears to be the case—their answers are multiple and complex.
Some thinkers point out that Judeo-Christian religion distinguished itself, already
in Antiquity, from Greek and other religions in that reflexive thought about myth
became an integral part of it. The requirement of truth in religion, it is claimed, pervades all of ancient Christian thought.5 This, if true, would distinguish the JudeoChristian tradition from other religions.
I have already pointed out that it is not clear whether or to what extent myths—I
use the word again in its broadest sense—are believed to be true in societies which
have no strong tradition of critical reflection. One can easily imagine a society many
of whose members, even though thoroughly familiar with its myths, have never
asked themselves the question whether they are true or not. One thing seems however clear. In a society in which there is a tradition of critical reflection, at least
some members will sometimes ask this question. Some of them will answer in the
positive, and hence be conscious believers; others will decide that some of these
myths, or all of them, are not, or probably not, literally true.
1.2. An Indian creation myth 6
Classical India, like classical Greece, had many myths, and a tradition of critical
reflection that expressed itself primarily in its philosophies. A number of thinkers,
many of them belonging to different philosophical schools, were engaged in an ongoing debate, in which each tried to improve his own system in the light of the criticism he received or might receive from others. The consequences of this debate
were far-reaching, and various school doctrines appear to have been adopted, even
invented, for no other reason than to improve the inner coherence and consistency of
the different philosophies.

5

STROUMSA (2005: 34–36), with a reference to ASSMANN (1997: 1–8).
This section and the following one use material found also in BRONKHORST (2001); see further BRONKHORST (2007: 212 ff.).
6
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What attitude did these philosophers have with regard to their myths?7 This question is important, for it may enable us to understand these thinkers better. For when
classical Indian philosophers defend their positions against each other, they normally defend the philosophical aspects of their beliefs, leaving other aspects—such as
the ‘mythical’ ones—out of the discussion. Yet there is at least one myth which is so
often referred in the surviving literature that some conclusions can be drawn about it.
This myth is particularly important in the Brahmanical context. It is a creation
myth which tells us not only about the creation of the world, but also about that of
the different classes (varòa) in human society.8 It is important for Brahmanism, for
the division of society into these four classes is the cornerstone of their vision of
society. No doubt for this reason it is told or referred to in many texts, not always in
exactly the same form. The story finds its classic, and as far as we know earliest,
exposition in the Puruša-sûkta of the Åg-veda (RV 10.90). This hymn recounts how
the world and its inhabitants came about as a result of a sacrifice in which the primordial giant, Puruša, is dismembered. The hymn does however more: it also explains how the proper hierarchy of human beings came about.9 The for us most important parts read, in the (slightly adjusted) translation of Wendy DONIGER O’FLAHERTY (1983: 30–31):
‘[1] The Man has a thousand heads, a thousand eyes, a thousand feet.
He pervaded the earth on all sides and extended beyond it as far as ten
fingers. [2] It is the Man who is all this, whatever has been and whatever is to be. He is the ruler of immortality, when he grows beyond
everything through food. … [6] When the gods spread the sacrifice
with the Man as the offering, spring was the clarified butter, summer
the fuel, autumn the oblation. … [11] When they divided the Man, into
how many parts did they apportion him? What do they call his mouth,
his two arms and thighs and feet? [12] His mouth became the Brahmin; his arms were made into the Warrior, his thighs the Common
man, and from his feet the Servant was born.’

7

The question what story is to be counted as myth, and which not, will not be addressed here.
The Indian epics constitute a marginal case. Note here that the sixteenth-century commentator
Maheœvaratîrtha states, with regard to Vâlmîki’s Râmâyaòa (ad 2.41.10 vulg.), that everything that
happened in it was absolutely real; see POLLOCK (1993: 279).
8
Note that this is not the only creation myth that accounts for the origin of the classes; for
other examples, see MUIR (1972).
9
OBERLIES (1998: 381–382): ‘In dem diese Opferung beschreibenden Sûkta … wird nicht nur
die Entstehung der Welt und der sie bevölkernden Wesen—im weitesten Sinne—erklärt, sondern
auch die Ordnung der Gesellschaft.’
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It is not obvious how exactly the composer and early listeners of this hymn believed this process to have taken place. It may not be all that difficult to imagine
such a sacrifice, even though its size exceeds that of the world. However, some of
the details pose serious challenges to our power of imagination. How, for example,
does one use spring as clarified butter, summer as fuel, autumn as fuel in a sacrifice?
And there are serious problems related to the division in which the primordial giant’s mouth became the Brahmin, his arms the Warrior (râjanyà), his thighs the
Common man (vaíœya), and his feet the Servant (œûdrá). These four classes of human beings—this seems to be the first mention of the four varòas in Indian literature—are referred to in the singular. Do we have to conclude that just one Brahmin,
one Râjanya, one Vaiœya and one Œûdra were created at that time? In that case one
could wonder where they found partners so as to procreate. Should we perhaps understand the text differently, in the sense that all Brahmins were created out of the
mouth of primordial Man, all Râjanyas from his arms, all Vaiœyas from his thighs,
and all Œûdras from his feet?
It might be objected that myths should not be read like this. No cosmogonic myth,
it could be maintained, was ever understood in such a literal fashion. It cannot be
questioned or analysed in the way a modern scientific theory is subjected to questioning and analysis. Myths have to be interpreted and should not be taken at face
value. When a Bororo individual says ‘I am a parakeet’ this must be understood to
mean—according to some anthropologists—‘As a man, I am to other men what a
parakeet is to other birds.’10 With regard to the Puruša-sûkta, M. Sunder Raj points
out that it ‘is an allegory, a poetic vision, and is not to be taken in a literal sense.’ 11
The hymn to Puruša is, in the words of Louis RENOU (1965: 8), ‘the major source
of cosmogonic thought in ancient India’; elsewhere he says (1956: 12):
‘Il n’y a guère de poème cosmologique de l’Atharvaveda où l’on ne
retrouve quelque allusion voilée au mythe du Géant sacrifié et au
schéma évolutif qui en résulte … C’est encore le thème du Géant qui
sous les traits de Prajâpati ‘le seigneur des Créatures’ ressurgit dans les
Brâhmaòa et en commande la plupart des avenues.’
Jan GONDA (1968: 101) calls it ‘the foundation stone of Višòuite philosophy’. Especially the part concerning the creation of the four main divisions of society, the
four varòas, has been taken over in numerous texts belonging both to the Vedic and
to the classical period. We find it, for example, in the Taittirîya-saôhitâ (7.1.1.4–6),
the Mahâ-bhârata (3.187.13; 8.23.32; 12.73.4–5; 12.285.5–6), the Râmâyaòa
10
11

WEINER (1994: 573), who ascribes this recast to Lévi-Strauss.
DANDEKAR (1993: 27).
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(3.13.29–30), but also in the first chapter of the Manu-småti. The Lord, we there
read, created, ‘so that the worlds and people would prosper and increase, from his
mouth the Brahmin, from his arms the Kšatriya, from his thighs the Vaiœya, and
from his feet the Œûdra.’12 Elsewhere the same text refers to this myth as common
background knowledge, used as an alternative way of speaking about the four
varòas.13 The Puruša-sûkta remains important in later literature and practice. 14
These and many other references to the myth of the Puruša-sûkta do not allow us
to decide with certainty whether the authors concerned took this myth literally. They
do however show that this myth remained ‘true’ in Pettazzoni’s sense in remaining
relevant to a social situation that continued to prevail, or that should prevail according to those primarily concerned, the Brahmins. But did they think that the
myth was true in the sense of corresponding to reality? The answer, it seems, was
yes for at least some Brahmanical thinkers. There is indeed evidence that Indian
thinkers, or at least some of them, did take the myth of the creation of the four
varòas out of the initial giant quite seriously, i.e. literally—as being literally true.
Part of the story is retold in the Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha, also known as
Praœastapâda-bhâšya, which is the classical surviving treatise of the Vaiœešika philosophy, written by Praœasta, alias Praœastapâda. The passage concerned reads: 15
12

MDhŒ 1.31:
lokânâô tu vivåddhy-arthaô mukha-bâhûru-pâdataÿ /
brâhmaòaô kšatriyaô vaiœyaô œûdraô ca niravartayat //
The translation follows, with modifications, DONIGER–SMITH (1991). The Bhavišya-purâòa has
the same verse, see LÁSLÓ (1971: 117).
13
MDhŒ 10.45:
mukha-bâhûru-pajjânâô yâ loke jâtayo bahiÿ /
mleccha-vâcaœ cârya-vâcaÿ sarve te dasyavaÿ småtâÿ //
Tr. DONIGER–SMITH (1991: 241):
‘All of those castes who are excluded from the world of those who were born from
the mouth, arms, thighs, and feet (of the primordial Man) are traditionally regarded
as aliens, whether they speak barbarian languages or Aryan languages.’
See also MDhŒ 1.87, 92–94; 8.270; 10.45.
14
See SHENDE (1965), GONDA (1977: 98–105 (390–397)).
15
PBh, p. 11: evaô samutpannešu caturšu mahâ-bhûtešu mahêœvarasyâbhidhâna-mâtrât
taijasebhyo ’òubhyaÿ pârthiva-paramâòu-sahitebhyo (variants: pârthivâdi-paramâòu-sahitebhyo,
pârthivâòu-sahitebhyo) mahad aòðam ârabhyate (some editions read: utpadyate). tasmiôœ caturvadana-kamalaô sarva-loka-pitâmahaô (variant: catur-vadana-kamala-sakala-loka-pitâmahaô)
brahmâòaô sakala-bhuvana-sahitam utpâdya prajâsarge viniyuókte (variant: niyuókte). sa ca
mahêœvareòa viniyukto (variant: niyukto) brahmâ ’tiœaya-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvarya-sampannaÿ
prâòinâô (variant: sarva-prâòinâô) karma-vipâkaô viditvâ karmânurûpa-jñâna-bhogâyušaÿ
sutân prajâpatîn mânasân manu-deva-rši-pitå-gaòân (variant: manûn deva°) mukha-bâhûru-
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‘When in this way the four composite elements have come into existence, a great egg is formed, caused solely by God’s meditation / volition, out of atoms of fire with an admixture of atoms of earth (i.e.
gold). In it [God] creates Brahmâ, with four faces like so many lotuses,
the grandfather of all worlds, and all worlds; he then enjoins him with
the duty of creating living things. That Brahmâ, thus enjoined by God,
and endowed with abundant knowledge, complete absence of passion
and absolute power, knows the effects of the deeds of living beings; he
creates the Prajâpatis, his mind-created sons, with knowledge, experience and span of life in accordance with their [past] deeds; [he also
creates] the Manus, Devas, Åšis and groups of Pitås, the four varòas
out of his mouth, arms, thighs and feet [respectively], and the other
living beings, high and low; he then connects them with dharma,
knowledge, absence of passion and power in accordance with their
residue of past deeds.’
In order to correctly evaluate this passage, it is important to realise that the
Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha is no book of stories and myths, and nor is it meant to
be read as literature. Quite on the contrary, it is a very serious treatise about the constitution of reality, of which it presents a coherent and systematic explanation. It is
hard to believe that any passage of this serious work, including the one just cited,
was not meant to convey reality, not metaphorically, but in a most literal manner. It
is true that the contents of this passage may not have been part of the Vaiœešika
philosophy during the time preceding Praœasta. There are reasons to believe that the
very notion of a creator God may have been introduced into the system by this
author, and that he borrowed this notion from the religious current to which he may
have belonged, that of the Pâœupatas. This does not, however, mean that this notion
is to be taken less seriously than the remainder of the Padârtha-dharmasaôgraha.16
The explicit mention of the creation of the four varòas out of the mouth, arms,
thighs and feet respectively of the creator in a work as serious and reality-oriented as
Praœasta’s Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha strongly suggests that at least one participant
in the tradition of critical reflection accepted this myth as literally true. It seems
likely that there were other Brahmanical intellectuals of that period who did the same.

pâdataœ caturo varòân anyâni côccâvacâni bhûtâni (variants: bhûtâni ca; anyâni côccâvacâni ca
såšþvâ) såšþvâ, âœayânurûpair dharma-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvaryaiÿ saôyojayatîti.
16
On the philosophical reasons underlying the introduction of the notion of a creator God into
Vaiœešika, see BRONKHORST (2000: § 7, esp. p. 37 f.); further BRONKHORST (1996).
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As is well known, the Buddhists did not accept the Brahmanical division of human society into four classes, nor did they accept the myth that lent credence to it. A
number of Buddhist authors criticise the very same myth which Praœasta (and
probably many others with him) explicitly accepted, the myth that the four varòas
were originally created out of the mouth, arms, thighs and feet of the original being.
They do so by showing that it is incoherent, or that it has implications which even
the Brahmins would not be willing to accept. 17
We find such criticism already in the Aggañña-sutta of the Dîgha-nikâya. The
Brahmin Vâseþþha here reports the position of his fellow-Brahmins, according to
whom ‘only the Brahmins are the real sons of Brahmâ, born from his mouth, born
from Brahmâ, produced by Brahmâ, heirs of Brahmâ.’18 The Buddha responds that
they maintain this position, ‘forgetting what is old’ (porâòaô assarantâ). This expression has been variously interpreted by the commentators: some speak of an old
tradition,19 others of ancient history.20 The context however favours a third interpretation: these Brahmins forget the past, that is to say, the relatively recent past of
their own birth. This is shown by what follows.21 According to the Buddha it is undeniable that the wives of Brahmins (brâhmaòânaô brâhmaòiyo) have their periods, become pregnant, give birth and feed; in spite of being thus born from a human
womb, the Brahmins maintain that they are born from Brahmâ.22 In doing so, these
Brahmins insult (abbhâcikkhanti) Brahmâ.23 This criticism is obviously based on
the most literal interpretation of the Brahmanical myth. The claim of the Brahmins
of being born from Brahmâ is in conflict with their birth from a human mother. In
other word, the Brahmins are credited with the belief of having been born, at the
beginning of their present life, from the mouth of Brahmâ.
A somewhat more recent text, the Vajra-sûcî, proceeds in a similar manner. One
finds here the following argument:

17

For the following paragraphs, see ELTSCHINGER (2000), RENOU (1960: 43).
DN III, p. 81: brâhmaòâ va brahmuno puttâ orasâ mukhato jâtâ brahma-jâ brahma-nimmitâ
brahma-dâyâdâ. Cp. MEISIG (1988: 80 f.) for the Chinese parallels.
19
WALSHE (1987: 408): ‘ancient tradition’; RHYS DAVIDS (1921: 78): ‘ancient lore’.
20
Sv III, p. 862: porâòan ti porâòakaô aggaññaô lok’uppattiô cariya-vaôsam; FRANKE
(1913: 275) ‘es ist nicht uralte Erinnerung an eine wirkliche Tatsache.’
21
The following remarks also occur in the Assalâyana-sutta (MN II, p. 148).
22
DN III, pp. 81–82: dissanti kho pana vâseþþha brâhmaòânaô brâhmaòiyo utuniyo pi
gabbhiniyo pi vijâyamânâ pi pâyamânâ pi, te ca brâhmaòa yonijâ va samânâ evam âhaôsu:
brâhmaòâ va … brahmuno puttâ orasâ mukhato jâtâ brahma-jâ brahma-nimmitâ brahma-dâyâdâ.
Cp. MEISIG (1988: 86 f.).
23
This last remark does not occur in the Assalâyana-sutta.
18
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‘There is another defect [in your proposition]. If the Brahmin is born
from the mouth, where is the Brahmin woman born from? Certainly
from the mouth. Alas! Then she is your sister! So, you do not regard
the convention of licit and illicit sexual intercourse! But that is extremely repugnant to the people of this world.’ 24
The Œârdûlakaròâvadâna states essentially the same:
‘If this world has been created by Brahmâ himself, the Brahmin
woman is the sister of the Brahmin, the Kšatriya woman the sister of
the Kšatriya, the Vaiœya woman [the sister] of the Vaiœya, or the Œûdra
woman [the sister] of the Œûdra; in case she has been created by
Brahmâ, [a woman of the same class], being a sister [of her husband],
will not be a suitable wife.’ 25
This is not the place to investigate how the Vaiœešikas answered, or might have
answered, the criticism of the Buddhists. It must here be sufficient to note that the
three classical commentaries on Praœasta’s Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha—the
Vyomavatî, the Nyâya-kandalî, and the Kiraòâvalî—dedicate in this connection long
discussions to the question as to the existence of a creator God, but do not say a
word about how this particular myth is to be interpreted so as to avoid contradictions. The discussion stays on a highly abstract, ‘philosophical’, level, where inferences and logical analyses have their place. The details of the myth, on the other
hand, do not receive attention.
Note that a number of Jaina texts, too, criticise the myth of the primordial giant,
along with other Brahmanical myths. These texts are part of what may have been a
micro-genre of Jaina literature that uses satire to make fun of these stories. JeanPierre Osier has recently studied four of these texts that have survived: two versions
of the ‘Ballad of the rogues’ (Dhûrtâkhyâna, Dhuttakkhâòa)—one in the Cûròi of

24

VSûc1, p. 225 l. 6–8, VSûc2, p. 9 [JJ]: anyac ca dûšaòaô bhavati. yadi mukhato jâto
brâhmaòo brâhmaòyâÿ kuta utpattiÿ. mukhâd evêti cet hanta tarhi bhavatâô bhaginî-prasaógaÿ
syât. tathâ gamyâgamyaô na sambhâvyate. tac ca loke ’tyanta-viruddham. Tr. MUKHOPADHYAYA
(1960: 20).
25
Divy(V) no. 33, verses 76–77, p. 332:
yadi tâvad ayaô loko brahmaòâ janitaÿ svayam /
brâhmaòî brâhmaòa-svasâ kšatriyâ kšatriya-svasâ //
atha vaiœyasya vaiœyâ vai œûdrâ œûdrasya vâ punaÿ /
na bhâryâ bhaginî yuktâ brahmaòâ janitâ yadi //
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the Niœîtha-sûtra, the other one by Haribhadra—and two ‘Examinations of Dharma’
(Dharma-parîkšâ), by Harišeòa and Amitagati respectively.26
What can we conclude from the above? One gets the impression that those in the
Brahmanical tradition were inclined to accept the creation story considered (and
other myths) literally, in spite of the difficulties this entailed. One might be tempted
to conclude, with Ninian Smart and Karen Armstrong, that perhaps in those premodern days no one would dream of understanding a myth literally. This position is
however undermined by the fact that the Buddhists (and the Jainas) had no difficulty
whatsoever to interpret the myth so literally that they could make fun of it. They had
no difficulty imagining all Brahmins being born, literally, from the mouth of the
primordial giant, and they drew absurd consequences from this. But if the Buddhists
could interpret this myth literally, so could the Brahmins, or at least those Brahmins
who had trained themselves as philosophers and debaters. Some of these Brahmins
may have silently discarded a literal interpretation of the myth, but some, among
them apparently Praœasta, did not, and included the myth, literally understood, in
their analytical vision of the world.
1.3. Mîmâôsâ
The Mîmâôsakas are probably the most orthodox upholders of the Vedic tradition. They present their school of thought as a school of hermeneutics, i.e. textual
interpretation. These Mîmâôsakas were therefore directly involved in the question
we are studying: do we have to take everything in the Veda literally?
These Vedic hermeneuts are aware of the difficulties that may arise, and they discuss it in their classical text, the commentary by Œabara on the Mîmâôsâ-sûtra.
Œabara points out that certain Vedic statements are hard to accept if interpreted literally. Œabara gives the following examples: ‘The trees sat down for a sacrificial session’; ‘The snakes sat down for a sacrificial session’; ‘The old bull sings mad
[songs].’27 These statements are in conflict with our experience. Œabara does not ask
us to accept them. On the contrary, he proposes a form of Vedic interpretation that
allows us not to accept any descriptive statement at its face value.
The justification for this radical position lies in the Mîmâôsâ conception of what
the Veda really is. It is a corpus of texts, to be sure. But it is a corpus of texts that
has no beginning in time, and therefore no author. The reasoning is simple. An
26

OSIER (2005: 45, 80 f.) for the myth of the primordial giant; see also OSIER (2000) and
OSIER–BALBIR (2004: 76).
27
ŒBh 1.1.32: vanas-patayaÿ sattram âsata; sarpâÿ sattram âsata; jarad-gavo gâyati
mattakâni. None of these three citations seems traceable in the Veda as we know it.
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author, any author, composes his text at a specific moment of time. A text that was
always there can have no author, because it has no beginning. Such a text cannot
refer to any historical event either, for such a reference can only be made after the
event. Œabara pronounces himself on this issue in connection with the Vedic statement which says that the god Prajâpati extracted his omentum.28 Œabara discusses
this statement and observes: ‘If a historical event were to be referred to, the Veda
would be open to the charge of having a beginning.’29 Similarly, the Vedic statement ‘We grasped your right hand, o Indra’30, if taken literally, would be open to the
same charge.31 Elsewhere (1.1.31) Œabara is obliged to give different interpretations
to expressions such as prâvâhaòi and auddâlaki, which normally signify ‘son of
Pravâhaòa’ and ‘son of Uddâlaka’;32 of course, the Veda cannot refer to historical
personalities or their sons.
This procedure is radical, as I pointed out already. It does not permit a literal interpretation of large portions of the Vedic texts. The creation myth which we discussed
above falls by the wayside, as do all other stories, whether mythical or historical. In
the end Œabara and his co-Mîmâôsakas decide that only injunctions are to be taken
literally. Mîmâôsakas like Œabara did not believe any of the Vedic myths. The criticisms uttered by the Buddhists against a Vedic creation myth was no threat to them.
One may wonder whether there were really many Brahmins in ancient India who
spent their lives performing complex and demanding rituals that were not accompanied by myths, in whatever way understood. We will return to this question later on.
Theoretically the classical Mîmâôsâ position is coherent: Yes, Vedic rituals have to
be performed, but no, the myths and other stories that are told in those same Vedas
should not be taken literally. One wonders how many people were satisfied with
ritual obligations that would, so to say, be hanging in the air.
It is yet noteworthy that the custom to give metaphorical interpretations to myths
continued undeterred in India, particularly so in connection with the stories told in
the Râmâyaòa and Mahâ-bhârata. Christopher MINKOWSKI (2005) draws attention
to the seventeenth century commentator Nîlakaòþha, who interprets the whole
Mahâ-bhârata in a non-dualist manner. The story of Manu and the Flood, for example, is about the ontological possibility of jîvan-mukti, i.e. the possibility of con28

TaitS 2.1.1.4: sa âtmano vapâm udakkhidat.
ŒBh 1.2.10: våttântânvâkhyâne ’pi vidhîyamâne âdimattâ-došo vedasya prasajyeta.
30
RV 10.47.1 etc.: jagåbhmâ te dakšiòam indra hastaô.
31
ŒBh 9.1.9: athÎvam ucyate, tasyÎtad vacanaô yo gåhîtavâôs tasya hastam iti. ucyate.
nÎtad adhyavaseyam. âdimattâ-došo vedasya prasajyate.
32
POLLOCK (1989: 608) refers to this passage in an article that draws attention to the non-historical nature of much of Sanskrit literature, possibly in imitation of the Veda.
29
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tinuing embodied life after spiritual enlightenment. Manu, seen this way, is the
mistaken egoism (ahaôkâra); the fish that saves him is the jîva; the boat that Manu
builds is his last human embodiment etc. And Nîlakaòþha was not alone in providing
such allegorical interpretations.
1.4. Purâòic versus Siddhântic astronomy
At the beginning of this lecture I talked about the Biblical creation myth that, if
taken literally, is in conflict with the findings of science. The Vedic creation myth
which we subsequently considered was not accused of being in conflict with science, and yet it was criticised for being in conflict with common sense, or with propriety. We do not normally associate difficulties that arise within Indian religions
with a presumed conflict with science, but this is too simplistic a position, as the
following example with show.
The Vedic corpus was not the only corpus which was invested with canonical
status within the Brahmanical tradition. A subsequent stage of this tradition found
expression in the Purâòas, a large number of texts of great length, and contrary to
the Veda the texts in this corpus were read by numerous Hindus.33 These Purâòas
present a view of the universe that has been summarised as follows by Christopher
MINKOWSKI (2001: 81):
‘The Purâòas are consistent in presenting a model of the cosmos in
which the earth is a flat horizontal disk in a vertical, egg-shaped universe, in which there are seven heavens above and seven underworlds
below. Mount Meru stands at the centre of this disk, and above Meru
are suspended a series of wheels, with the Sun, Moon, nakšatras, Mercury, Venus, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and the Saptarši stars, in that order,
riding on them. Above the Saptarši is the pole star. The rising and setting of the Sun, Moon, nakšatras and planets is explained by the enormous height of Mt. Meru, behind which in their circular rotations
above us the celestial bodies are blocked from our sight.
Viewed from above, the disk of the Earth is made up of seven concentric continents with seven intervening oceans. The central continent
33

These texts contain contradictions, and some of them are aware of it. McComas Taylor
(Indology discussion forum, 2 March 2007) draws attention to some relevant passages in the Œivapurâòa: before this Purâòa arises in the world, ‘all the œâstras will contradict one another’ (1.2.7),
and ‘all [other] Purâòas will clamour on the surface of the earth’ (1.2.10); there will be disputes
among tîrthas, mantras, places of pilgrimage, pîþhas (seat, throne, sacred place), donations, devas
and doctrines (siddhânta) (1.2.11–17).
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with Meru at its centre is called the Jambûdvîpa, which is surrounded
by the salt ocean. The southernmost portion of Jambûdvîpa is the location for the land of Bhârata. As far as distances are concerned, Mt.
Meru is 84,000 yojanas high, Jambûdvîpa is 100,000 yojanas in diameter, the Bhâratavarša is 9,000 yojanas in extent, while the disk of
the earth as a whole, including all seven continents and seven oceans,
and what lies outside them, is 50 crores or 500 million yojanas in diameter.
… this account of the cosmos is found in a number of Purâòas and
can be traced to a common source, which Pingree has argued was
probably completed in the latter half of the 2nd century C.E. (Kirfel,
1954: 7–49; Pingree, 1990: 275).’
Besides this mythological model of the universe, there existed in India also a tradition of astronomy which had undergone strong Hellenistic influence. It found expression in a number of texts called Siddhântas. MINKOWSKI (2001: 81) summarises
the Siddhântic view of the universe in the following words:
‘In the Siddhântic model of the cosmos the earth is a fixed, non-rotating sphere at the centre of a series of interesting spheres on which the
sun, moon, and the various planets and stars revolve around the earth.
In this model the planets are ranged above the earth in this order:
Moon, Mercury, Venus, Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and all the Stars.
In this model the diameter of the earth is calculated to be about 1600
yojanas, with a circumference of about 5000 yojanas. This is the
model articulated already in the Paitâmahasiddhânta of the fifth century, and it is the model taken up in all other astronomical Siddhântas
in India, regardless of their other differences (Pingree, 1990: 276–78).’
It will be clear that these two models of the universe are very different from each
other, and that one might say that here a religious point of view was in conflict with
a scientific one. The inconsistencies between the Purâòic and Siddhântic cosmologies do indeed strike the eye: in the former the earth is flat, while in the latter it is a
globe; in the first it has a huge size, in the second it has a manageably small size;
etc.34
What happened when the two met? MINKOWSKI (2001: 82) gives the following
brief résumé:

34

MINKOWSKI (2001: 82).
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‘As far as we know, [the] mutual inconsistency [between the Purâòic
and Siddhântic cosmologies] passed largely undiscussed until the midninth century, when the astronomer Lalla turned to a critique of the
Purâòic model in his Siddhânta, the Œišyadhîvåddhidatantra. Lalla did
attempt to accommodate some elements of the Purâòic model to the
globular earth of the Siddhântas: Mt. Meru is made the axis inside the
earth on which the earth revolves; all the other oceans and continents
of the Purâòic model are assumed to be south of the equator; and the
power that drives the interesting spheres is still the Pravaha wind,
which is the force that makes the planets and stars revolve around
Meru in the Purâòic model.
Nevertheless Lalla explicitly rejected the improbable Purâòic assertions that eclipses are caused by Râhu; that night is caused by Meru
blocking the Sun; that the Moon wanes because the gods are drinking
the Soma in the moon; that the Moon is higher in the heavens than the
Sun is; and that the earth is flat and rests on a support. These criticisms
are repeated in later Siddhântas, especially in Bhâskara II’s very influential work, the Siddhântaœiromaòi, of the 12th century …’
So far there is a rather clear parallel with the Christian scientist who reinterprets
certain Biblical passages and rejects others so as to leave space for his scientific
convictions. What happened next in India invites a comparison with the creationism
of today. From the sixteenth century onward astronomers and some others started
writing treatises to show that there is no contradiction between the Purâòic and the
Siddhântic models, and that the Purâòas are right. I cite once again MINKOWSKI
(2001: 83–84):35
‘Since the Purâòas must be true, therefore, it is in their proper interpretation, and in the proper construal of the Siddhântas, that contradictions can be removed. Typically it is asserted that the Siddhântas describe only some limited part of the real, Purâòic world, or else that
they describe some alternative, and less actual world, or that the
Siddhântic model is simply a convenient fiction, not literally believed
even by the astronomers, but useful for making calendars and calculating the relative latitudes and longitudes of places in our local range
of knowledge.’
Here, then, there can be no doubt that the authors concerned believed their myths,
literally and not symbolically. It is remarkable that the two different models seem to
35

See further MINKOWSKI (2000), (2002a), (2002b), (2004).
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have coexisted peacefully for a number of centuries. Following this, some professional
astronomers made critical remarks with regard to Purâòic cosmology. Only during the
last few centuries did the upholders of tradition strike back with force. Do we have to
conclude from this that people had started to attach more value to their traditions, that
they had perhaps started to read their traditional texts ever more literally?
The disputes between the upholders of the Purâòic and the Siddhântic views of the
universe were fierce, and became even more so when Lancelot Wilkinson, the British Political Agent to the court of Bhopal from 1829 to 1841, acted on the belief that
the best way to introduce the modern Copernican system of astronomy to learned
Indians was through the medium of Sanskrit, and in particular through the instrumentality of the Siddhântic model of the cosmos. This led to a vivid exchange of
pamphlets and treatises, surveyed by MINKOWSKI in a recent publication (2001).
The details do not interest us at present. It is however clear that the literal interpretation of ancient religious teachings were at the heart of this debate.
2. Did the Indians believe their philosophies?
It might be argued that the myths we have considered so far—the myth of creation
out of a primordial giant, the myth of singing bulls, the mythical concept of the universe—are not part of the core beliefs of Brahmanism, about which unshakeable
faith should be expected. To make a comparison with Christianity once again, those
who reject, or reinterpret, the creation myth of Genesis may yet remain good and
convinced Christians. Their belief, these Christians may think, centres on more vital
issues than some stone age myths. The same might be thought of Indian philosophers, who made great efforts to base their philosophical claims on sometimes
elaborate arguments, but did not use their reasoning skills (at least not in the surviving philosophical literature) to prove the correctness of the myths of their religions.36 What is more, these philosophers, while criticising each others’ views, never
attacked each others’ myths. Yet these myths would have been easy targets, if they
had been seriously believed in. This may be taken as an indication that, say, Buddhist philosophers did not think that their Brahmanical opponents took the Brahmanical myths seriously, and vice-versa.

36
LO TURCO (2005) argues that stories, too, can be arguments, and cites a number of modern
philosophers to support this claim. Unfortunately the Indian thinkers we are interested in had not
read these philosophers. As a result they persisted in their (positivist?) ways and tried to prove
their positions with arguments rather than stories. This is even true where this position is a subjective illusionism which denies the existence of the world; see BRONKHORST (1999).
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Which are the vital issues of Brahmanism? Or rather: which knowledge did the
Brahmins consider vital? It is possible to answer this question, for certain types of
knowledge are for many Brahmins an essential precondition for reaching the highest
religious goal: liberation from the cycle of rebirths. Philosophers have made efforts
to formulate this liberating knowledge as clearly as possible. There are different
schools of Brahmanical philosophy, to be sure. This is due to the fact that there were
differences of opinion as to what exactly constitutes this liberating knowledge. The
Sâôkhya philosophers, for example, claimed that knowledge of Sâôkhya was a
precondition for reaching the highest goal. The Vaiœešika philosophers had a rather
different vision of the world, knowledge of which was essential for them. And so
there were other schools of thought, with equally high claims.
Knowledge of the right philosophy, seen in this way, is extremely important in the
Brahmanical tradition (similar applies to Buddhism). Reaching such knowledge was
not just a matter of life and death, but far more important: a matter of being liberated from, or hopelessly enmeshed in, the endless cycle of rebirths. Here the certainty of the beliefs concerned could not be taken lightly. There would be no possibility to treat this kind of knowledge in the same way as mythological ‘knowledge’.
This, at least, is what one would expect.
However, this expectation is confronted with some difficulties.37 There is a long
list of commentators who wrote on philosophies which were clearly not their own.
The most famous example is Vâcaspatimiœra I (tenth century), who wrote important
works in the fields of Advaita Vedânta, Nyâya, Sâôkhya, Mîmâôsâ and Yoga.
Scholars may be tempted to think that Vâcaspati changed his convictions several
times over, i.e. experienced several conversions, but there is no indication in his
works to suggests this (as far as I am aware). One rather has the impression that
Vâcaspati, by writing all those works, established himself as an authority in all those
fields; what he privately believed was not part of this exercise.
Vâcaspati does not stand alone.38 Several Jainas wrote commentaries on Buddhist
logical texts: Mallavâdin and Durvekamiœra on Dharmottara’s Nyâya-bindu-þîkâ,
Haribhadra on Œaókarasvâmin’s Nyâya-praveœa. Another Jaina, Abhayatilaka, wrote
a commentary on Nyâya, the Nyâyâlaókâra. Various authors of Mîmâôsâ works
quietly dissent from a number of key premises of the tradition, most notably its
37
Eli Franco and Lawrence MacCrea alerted me to the phenomenon described in what follows.
Franco also shared with me his impression that mostly Jainas and Vedantins wrote on other systems. See further below.
38
It is quite unusual in the history of Indian thought to find members of one school writing
commentaries on a text of another school with an eye to refuting its arguments, yet this happened
in the case of Œrîharša’s Khaòðana-khaòða-khâdya, which was in this way attacked by Naiyâyikas
and Navya-Naiyâyikas. See POTTER (1977: 15–16).
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strict atheism. MacCrea mentions in particular Murâri Miœra, author of the Aógatvanirukti, a Mîmâôsâ work, and Lakšmaòa, author of the Tantra-vilâsa, both in
the eighteenth century CE. But already Kumârila-bhaþþa (seventh century CE)
begins his Œloka-vârttika with a dedicatory stanza to Œiva,39 a feature which his
commentator Pârthasârathi Miœra makes an attempt to explain away.40 Inscriptional
evidence from the end of the first millennium CE, too, shows that there were
Brahmins who claimed expertise in various incompatible schools of philosophy.
The Malhar stone inscription of Jâjalladeva, for example, speaks of a Brahmin who
‘had no rival in the doctrine of Kâœyapa and in the Sâôkhyas. He completely mastered the two Mîmâôsâs. He had for his eyes the teaching of Akšapâda.’41
A quick glance at the bibliography of Karl Potter’s Encyclopedia of Indian Philosophies (EIPh) creates the impression that the more we advance in time, the more
scholars felt free to write commentaries on altogether different schools of philosophy; it contains numerous names of authors who appear to have commented on
works belonging to different schools. A famous example is Nâgeœa Bhaþþa, also
known as Nâgoji Bhaþþa (around 1700), who made his reputation as a grammarian,
but also wrote commentaries in the fields of Nyâya, Sâôkhya, Yoga, and Advaita
Vedânta. I myself have had the privilege of learning from a traditional teacher,
Œrînivâsa Œâstrî, who was a recognised expert in the field of Navya-nyâya, but personally committed to Advaita Vedânta. This double (or triple, or quadruple) allegiance of a large number of traditional scholars has never been made the object of a
study, as far as I am aware. It seems however clear that for many of them philosophy did not exhaust their religious commitment. It is hard to obtain precise information, but there is reason to think that many Nyâya philosophers had links with
Œaivism, the worship of the god Œiva. A number of thinkers of the ‘old’ NyâyaVaiœešika schools are known to have been Œaivas, or even more specifically
Pâœupatas; this is true of Praœastapâda (probably), Uddyotakara, Bhâsarvajña, Vâdi
39

MŒV, Pratijñâdhikaraòa, 1:
viœuddha-jñâna-dehâya tri-vedî-divya-cakšuše /
œreyaÿ-prâpti-nimittâya namaÿ somârdha-dhâriòe //
There are further indications suggesting that Kumârila may have been concerned to integrate
‘Hinduistic’ elements, such as his acceptance of the idea of liberation (see MESQUITA (1994); there
is no reason to think that earlier Mîmâôsakas had accepted this idea, cp. BRONKHORST (2000:
100)). See further below.
40
Cp. BIARDEAU (1964: 145): ‘Est-ce … que la Mîmâôsâ épuise la croyance religieuse des
brahmanes qui l’enseignent ou qu’elle l’ait jamais épuisée? Pour l’époque contemporaine, il est
certain que non: les rares Mîmâôsaka d’aujourd’hui se disent généralement smârta et se rattachent
donc aux disciples de Œankara.’
41
GUPTA (1983: 30), with a reference to Epigraphia Indica I, p. 44.
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Vâgîœvara.42 Other philosophers may have had other religious convictions which
however have left no traces in their works.
Most of the examples here talked about are relatively recent. But the knowledge
that there were many recent authors who wrote about more than one system of
thought raises questions about early authors who did the same. The most famous
example is no doubt Vasubandhu, who is supposed to have converted to the
Yogâcâra school of Mahâyâna Buddhism, having been a Sautrântika before. Robert
KRITZER (2005) has recently collected numerous passages that show that Vasubandhu’s presumably early Abhidharma-koœa-bhâšya was already strongly influenced by the Yogâcâra-bhûmi, one of the most prominent early texts associated with
the Yogâcâra school. This suggests that the legend about Vasubandhu, too, may be
in need of renewed reflection.
What, then, did Indian philosophers believe? It appears that, also in the Indian
situation, it may not be possible to generalise. Some, it would seem, were willing to
believe at least a number of their traditional myths quite literally, others would
rather avoid being associated with these improbable tales. Some took the philosophies they wrote about quite literally, others took their distance with regard to at
least some of them.
It is tempting, and I think illuminating, to recall in this connection what Wilhelm
Halbfass had to say about the Sanskrit doxographies, texts which offer a survey of
‘all’ or ‘six’ systems or doctrines. The most well-known of these texts is the Sarvadarœana-saôgraha of Mâdhava-Vidyâraòya (fourteenth century CE), the oldest
known is the Šað-darœana-samuccaya of Haribhadra (eighth century), but there are
many others. HALBFASS (1988: 351 ff.) draws attention to the fact that the Indian
doxographic literature is largely the work of two religio-philosophical groups—the
Jainas and the Advaita Vedântins. This may not be coincidence. The Jainas had
developed a way of presenting non-Jaina points of view in such a way that they
appear as partial truths within a context of comprehensive perspectivism. Advaita
Vedânta viewed other doctrines as stages on the way to its absolute truth, which was
tantamount to their subordination to Advaita Vedânta. To quote HALBFASS (p. 356):
‘The two traditions (i.e. Jainism and Advaita Vedânta) claim to include
and fulfil other doctrines—as a perspectivistic or a hierarchically subsuming inclusivism. They claim that in their ultimate and perhaps hidden meaning these doctrines converge in what is clearly and explicitly
42

On Praœastapâda, see BRONKHORST (1996); on Uddyotakara, see the final colophon of the
Nyâya-vârttika; INGALLS (1962: 284); on Bhâsarvajña, see SARMA (1934); on Vâdi Vâgîœvara, see
RAGHAVAN (1942). See also GERSCHHEIMER (2007: 240): ‘l’on regroupe le Nyâya et le Vaiœešika
sous une même étiquette—parfois tarka, ou œaiva.’
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taught in Advaita Vedânta (or in Jainism according to the Jainas). This
is expressly stated in the introductory verse of the Sarvasiddhântasaôgraha of Ps.-Œaókara: that which, in a variety of forms, all philosophical doctrines express, is the one Brahman which is taught by the
Upanišadic Vedânta.’
But also Bhavya, a Buddhist author of the Madhyamaka school, has an inclusivist
attitude with regard to the other schools of thought he describes. As he put it: 43
‘The Blessed One has taught the very existence (astitva) of the Self
(âtman) in order to divert (i.e. to remonstrate) those who grasp nonexistence and advocate non-existence, [and] those whose minds are
impaired by the view (dåšþi) which negates (apavâda) causality (hetuphala). He attracts those and in order to stop attachment to the grasping of a Self (âtmagraha) among the adherents of a Self (âtmavâdin),
he teaches: “The Self does not exist” (âtmâ nâsti). Conventionally
(saôvåtitaÿ), he teaches the abandonment of the Self, and to those who
are endowed with receptivity (kšânti) for the vast and profound doctrine (dharma), he teaches that in ultimate reality (paramârthataÿ)
there is neither Self (âtman) nor non-Self (anâtman). Thus the very
teachings in the many preachings (pravacana) of the Blessed One are
taught in accordance with relative (saôvåti) and absolute (paramârtha)
[truth (satya)], so there is no contradiction (virodha).’
It can easily be seen that several religio-philosophical groups allowed, even encouraged, their followers to study other systems of thought in detail. It would be
worth a separate study to see whether and to what extent the history of Indian philosophy manifests a development from confrontation to subordination. Whatever the
outcome of such a study, it seems clear that the answer to our riddle may have to be
looked for in the peculiar nature of Jainism, Advaita Vedânta, Madhyamaka Buddhism, and perhaps other schools, which took a wider view of reality, in which there
was also place for alternative philosophical positions.

43

Tarka-jvâlâ on Madhamaka-hådaya-kârikâ 8.88, as translated by QVARNSTRÖM (1989: 106–
107); cited in KIBLINGER (2005: 51).
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Pramâòa, Logic and Belief
CLAUS OETKE

—1—
Unlike many papers read on conferences about Indian philosophy the present essay will not primarily deal with something which is found in texts but something
which is not found, or more exactly with something which is conspicuous by its
absence. The idea of belief or some comparable notion can hardly be encountered as
a topic in textual passages in which epistemological issues are discussed, and this
holds good in particular for passages dealing with the so-called pramâòas as well as
those which focus on matters that are commonly considered as topics of logic in its
Indian variety. This is a remarkable fact even if hardly anybody has found that circumstance surprising. But the topics of pramâòas and of ‘Indian Logic’ in particular
are in fact essentially related to the issue of belief, and objective connections between those phenomena exist in various regards.
An adequate assessment of the relations between pramâòa, logic and belief requires, however, a terminological clarification or more precisely an elimination of
possible misconceptions as far as belief is concerned. Presumably there are intuitions that suggest a contrast between the notions of logic and belief. Those who feel
that logic is intimately connected with truth and knowledge whereas belief has its
place in religion or generally in areas in which safe knowledge can hardly be attained are probably influenced by such intuitions. But what is the basis of these
impressions? I remember that in school I once gave an explanation of ‘belief’ which
reads as follows:
Belief is if one regards something as true without knowing that it is true.
Nowadays I regard this definition as incorrect and I believe to know why that error
arose. A concise description of the mistake is that the idea that lack of a certain ingredient is an essential feature of a concept had been amalgamated with the idea that
lack of a certain feature is an essential ingredient of a concept. In other words, from
the fact that something is not implied by a term it had been inferred that the term
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implies the exclusion of the pertinent semantic ingredient. Such a derivation is
surely illegitimate. Using linguistic terminology one can say that ‘believe’ is in
contrast to ‘know’ a ‘non-factive’ verb. By attributing to a person a belief one does
not presuppose that that which is believed is true. But although it is indeed correct
to say that somebody might believe something without knowing it this does not
entail that nobody can both believe and know one and the same thing (at the same
time). As far as one can see the only reasons which are suited to induce the impression that believing something excludes knowledge are connected with presumably
universal principles of linguistic behaviour but not with the conceptual content of
‘belief’ and ‘knowledge’. It might be noted in passing that precisely this circumstance could partly explain why belief has not been made topical in Indian theories
of pramâòa because of the mistaken idea of a contrast between belief and knowledge. At any rate, I adopt here a view which is widely accepted nowadays, namely
that knowledge entails belief but not vice versa, or to put the point in a more stylish
manner: ‘NN knows that p’ entails ‘NN believes that p’ but not the other way
around. The tenet of entailment between knowledge and belief could arouse feelings
of uneasiness in view of phenomena of ‘implicit knowledge’. Perhaps we should say
that every competent speaker of English knows that the following sentence
(i)

If everybody go to this meetings then he are not happy.

is grammatically incorrect. But is it equally correct to say that every native speaker
of English believes that the above cited sentence is incorrect? Nevertheless, in the
present context complications of this sort can be set aside because it suffices to assume that according to a standard way of using terms of knowledge an implication
between knowing and believing holds true.
Against the background of the preceding conceptual elucidations one can easily
convince himself of the fact that posing questions concerning relations between
logic and belief can be important and relevant. Two examples suffice for an illustration of this point:
(Q1) If (a proposition) P logically implies (a proposition) Q, does it hold true for
everybody that if he knows P he believes Q?
(Q2) If (a proposition) P logically implies (a proposition) Q, does it hold true for
everybody that if he knows P and believes Q he knows Q?
A negative answer to Q1 casts a light on the common concept of belief, whereas
an affirmative answer would be suited to arouse questions concerning some pertinent concept of belief or logical implication or both. The high relevance of Q2 can
be gathered from the consideration that if, given identical concepts of knowing and
believing, different answers could be legitimately given to the question, the differ-
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ence would necessitate the supposition of deviant concepts of logical implication.
One can thus a priori establish that if an affirmative answer would be suitable with
respect to (a number of) logical theories of the Western tradition whereas a negative
answer would be appropriate to (a number of) doctrines that are commonly acknowledged as logical theories of the Indian tradition, then the concepts of the notion of logical implication and presumably the import of the term ‘logical’ must be
essentially different in both cases, provided that the deviant verdicts concerning Q2
result on the basis of identical concepts of belief and knowledge. That suffices for a
justification of the claim that the mutual connection of the notions of logic, knowledge and belief is an issue of fundamental importance for the assessment and understanding of the area which is often designated by the term ‘Indian Logic’ and that
this holds good independently of empirical details.
—2—
Before assessing the question of the treatment of belief in textual sources a further
terminological specification concerning the noun ‘belief’ and the verb ‘to believe’ is
required. The verb occurs both in contexts such as
(ii)

Karl believes in acupuncture.

as well as in
(iii)

Karl believes that Kathmandu is the capital of Bhutan.

Only the usage of ‘believe’ in the last example and the corresponding notion of
belief will be the topic of the present discussion. It can be set apart from other possible uses of the word by the criterion that ‘to believe’ is replaceable by ‘to regard as
true’ and the corresponding concept could be distinguished by a term such as ‘Tbelief’, where ‘T’ signals the specific connection between believing something and
regarding something as true. Nevertheless, in the subsequent paragraphs the word
‘belief’ or ‘believe’ will be used throughout, so that one must be aware of the fact
that a conceptual specification is involved here. It might be worthwhile to note in
passing another factor that could have contributed to an unwarranted neglect of the
notion of ‘belief’ in epistemological treatises of the Indian tradition: Philosophically
relevant notions or concepts are often not made available by words of a language in
a ready made form but must be distilled from current usages of linguistic expressions.
The following examples serve as illustrations and should convey a clearer idea of
the exact manner in which the phenomenon of belief in the sense of regarding as
true without involving any commitment about actual truth has been disregarded. In
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the Praœastapâda-bhâšya in which the relevant items acknowledged in the
Vaiœešika school of philosophy have been systematically classified mental entities,
in particular mental events or states have been relegated to the domain of the category ‘Quality’ (guòa). In this treatise six mental qualities are made topical, five of
which, namely ‘pleasure’ (sukha), ‘pain’ (duÿkha), ‘desire’ (icchâ), ‘dislike’ (dveša)
and ‘effort’ (prayatna), cannot be equated with belief in any sense of the word and
relate to clearly distinct phenomena of the mental realm. In contrast to these the
item which the text mentions in the first place, namely buddhi, exhibits an undeniable connection with the cognitive sphere. The two most fundamental statements
concerning buddhi which the text makes are the following: 1) The terms buddhi,
upalabdhi, jñâna and pratyaya are equivalent (paryâya). 2) There are two main varieties of buddhi, namely ‘knowledge’ (vidyâ) and ‘non-knowledge’ (avidyâ). It is
easy to see that the term buddhi, which might be rendered here by ‘cognition’, exhibits a significant trait which it shares with the concept of belief as explicated
above. Both belief and buddhi have in common that they lack entailments with respect to actual truth or more precisely: the extent to which those terms refer to
mental states involving a relation to something that can be true the existence of that
relation does not presuppose the factual truth of the pertinent relatum. But buddhi in
the sense of the Praœastapâda-bhâšya represents a more general concept and can
never be equated with belief. There are two items belonging to the non-knowledge
variety of buddhi which obviously do not involve that something is regarded as true
by anybody, namely ‘doubt’ (saôœaya) and ‘non-ascertainment’ (anadhyavasâya).
The latter term is significant insofar as it is explained by examples in which persons
who are in a perceptual position which could permit them to classify certain objects
do in fact not classify them in some pertinent regard. Accordingly, they suggest a
close affinity between the correlating non-negated term adhyavasâya and the concept of ‘judgement’ which has played and sometimes still plays a prominent role in
Western philosophy. The latter term is significantly related to the concept of belief
inasmuch as judging that something is the case represents a typical manner of acquiring a belief. Nevertheless, although the term adhyavasâya explicitly occurs in
the section that deals with non-ascertainment the text provides no clue as to whether
it denotes a mental act that presupposes the truth of some object of ascertainment or
not. Everything which the Praœastapâda-bhâšya says in connection with adhyavasâya
or anadhyavasâya is, so far as one can see, perfectly compatible with the assumption that the root from which it is derived is a factive verb and thus belongs to the
same category as ‘know’, ‘regret’ etc. The same holds true regarding the term
niròaya that appears in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya in connection with an assessment
of the outcome of the operation of the two pramâòas ‘perception’ and ‘inference’.
To be sure, there is no definite evidence that could rule out that those words or par-
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ticular occurrences of certain other terms such as avadhâraòa are meant to denote
acts of judgement that do not presuppose truth. But the very fact that those terms are
left undetermined seems to betray that non-factive notions like believing or judging
had not evoked the interest of the author. The same diagnosis can be given regarding the Tarka-saôgraha, a work which represents the later tradition of NyâyaVaiœešika. According to this text ‘cognition’, represented by the terms buddhi as
well as jñâna, comprises two varieties, namely (1) ‘remembrance’ (småti) and
(2) ‘experience’ (anubhava). Since the text declares concerning the latter term that it
comprises two varieties, namely a) ‘corresponding to an object’ (yathârtha) and
b) ‘not corresponding to an object’ (ayathârtha) one could be tempted to believe
that the pertinent notion exhibits an affinity to that of belief inasmuch as it specifically relates to acquisitions of new beliefs concerning some object irrespective of
whether the concerned beliefs are true or false. However, the elucidations that are
given in connection with the ayathârtha-type suffice to show that this equation must
be erroneous. For according to the text there are three varieties of this type, namely
(i) doubt (saôœaya), (ii) error (viparyaya) and (iii) counterfactual reasoning (tarka).
The occurrence of the first sub-variety makes it impossible to equate anubhava with
either judgement or belief. The last variety on the other hand excludes an identification of yathârtha with ‘true’. For according to the Tarka-saôgraha, tarka is instantiated by counterfactual deliberations such as ‘If fire would not occur then smoke
would not occur either’. According to a natural understanding, counterfactual
propositions like the cited one can be true, and it appears evident that the term
yathârtha possesses a restricted import corresponding to its compositional semantic
value ‘as an object’ or ‘as its object’ so that it can only refer to judgements which
ascribe to really existing entities attributes which they in fact possess. Although the
terms buddhi, jñâna and anubhava according to the elucidations which the text provides subsume a range of phenomena that could be plausibly considered as involving acquisitions of beliefs, none of them can be equated with notions like
‘judgement’, ‘belief’ or ‘acquisition of belief’. On the one hand they are too general,
because of the inclusion of states of doubt, and on the other hand they are too restrictive, because they do not provide room for other types of hypothetical judgements apart from a special variety of counterfactual deliberations or other non-hypothetical judgements apart from those that pertain to atomic subject-predicate
propositions. Sources of the Nyâya-school, such as the Nyâya-sûtras and the Nyâyabhâšya, reveal a similar lack of interest concerning notions equivalent to
‘judgement’ or ‘belief’. The terms buddhi and jñâna occur equally in many places in
the Nyâya-sûtras (NS), and those items even occupy a prominent place because in
NS 1.1.9 buddhi is explicitly mentioned as a member of the category ‘objects of
cognition’ (prameya) and NS 1.1.15 declares that buddhi, upalabdhi and jñâna are
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equivalent (buddhir upalabdhir jñânam ity anarthântaram). However, in view of
NS 1.1.10 which says that desire, dislike, effort, pleasure, pain and cognition are the
characteristic of the soul (icchâ-dveša-prayatna-sukha-duÿkha-jñânâny âtmano
liógam) one should suspect that in a similar manner as in the Vaiœešika jñâna is a
general notion that is meant to comprise all mental phenomena which are neither
volitional nor emotional or sensational. Since jñâna in its technical sense should
relate to mental entities that possess the duration of a single moment, this term is at
any rate unsuited to represent a dispositional state like belief. On the other hand
various occurrences of upalabdhi show that the term refers to mental acts that have
concrete objects, such as material substances or qualities as objects, see e.g. NS
3.1.10, 3.1.26 etc. And the same holds probably good for a number of uses of the
terms that are declared to be its equivalents, see e.g. NS 3.2.33. The term niròaya,
which occurs in the enumeration of the Nyâya-categories in NS 1.1.1, seems to represent a notion that is closer to the ideas of judgement and belief insofar as it apparently denotes an attitude which concerns objects that are capable of being true. Nevertheless the definition provided by NS 1.1.41 which says that niròaya is the ascertainment of a matter after deliberating over it by means of a position and a counterposition (vimåœya pakša-pratipakšâbhyâm arthâvadhâraòaô niròayaÿ) betrays that
the term can refer to judgements at best with respect to specific situations occurring
in debates. In the Nyâya-bhâšya this problem is recognised and at the end of his
explanation of NS 1.1.41 the author of the Nyâya-bhâšya states that the same sort of
ascertainment equally occurs without deliberations concerning a thesis and a
counter-thesis as a result of perception (na câyaô niròaye niyamaÿ vimåœyÎva
pakša-pratipakšâbhyâm arthâvadhâraòaô niròaya iti. kintu indriyârthasannikaršôtpanna-pratyakše ’rthâvadhâraòaô niròaya iti). A reference to belief
itself could be assumed in the definition of ‘example’ (dåšþânta) which is given in
NS 1.1.25 and which reads: laukika-parîkšakânâô yasminn arthe buddhi-sâmyaô
sa dåšþântaÿ. For a natural translation of this sentence could be: ‘An object regarding which there is an agreement of beliefs / opinions / views of ordinary men and experts is an example.’ Nevertheless, neither here nor in the preceding passage of
NS 1.1.14 is it absolutely certain that the pertinent terms niròaya, arthâvadhâraòa and
buddhi are meant to represent non-factual concepts like ‘judgement’ and ‘belief’.
For the hypothesis that translations such as ‘Niròaya is the true ascertainment of a
matter after deliberating over it by means of a position and a counter-position’ or
‘An object regarding which there is an agreement of true beliefs of ordinary men
and experts is an example’ represent the intended import of the concerned statements is not at all eccentric and commentaries like the Nyâya-bhâšya do not
disconfirm such an understanding. The fact that the words niròaya, avadhâraòa and
buddhi do not embody a factual import by virtue of their linguistic meaning can
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surely not refute that supposition. As far as I can see there is only one unambiguous
reference to a non-factive notion of belief or conviction which occurs in NS 2.1.3
viprattipattau ca saôpratipatteÿ. For there is no reason to question the interpretation suggested by the Nyâya-bhâšya, at least to the extent that this phrase expresses
the thought that situations in which differences of opinions exist are situations in
which different persons have in common that they are convinced of contrary propositions. Since among contrary propositions at least one of them cannot be true the
term saôpratipatti cannot represent a factive notion and the assumption that it
should relate to states of belief or conviction appears very plausible. At the same
time, however, one must acknowledge the fact that the statement of NS 2.1.3 occurs
in the context of a deliberation about the origins of doubt and this is a topic which is
at best remotely connected with that of logic in any defensible meaning of this term.
Seen in this light one could be tempted to ask: ‘What have belief and logic in
common in Indian philosophy and what could justify a symposium with the title
‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy’?’
—3—
It appears advisable to transcend the narrow framework of a purely immanent perspective. For even if it should turn out that the Indian tradition itself has nothing or
little significant to say about relations between logic and belief in some sense of
those two terms it does not follow that nothing significant can be said. Let us therefore have a closer look at the issue as to whether the subject-matter associated with
the denomination ‘Indian Logic’ is objectively connected with the phenomenon of
belief if one hypothesises the notion of ‘belief’ that has been explicated in the first
chapter.
The topic of ‘Indian Logic’ appears under an internal perspective as a component
of the comprehensive area of epistemology and in particular of the theory of
pramâòas. Given the assumption that this outlook is not completely erroneous it
emerges that logic in its Indian variety and belief are in fact significantly related and
that this holds even true in various respects. The expression pramâòa is rendered by
‘means of knowledge’, ‘means of (right) cognition’, and in the German tradition
often by ‘Erkenntnismittel’ or even ‘Mittel gültiger Erkenntnis’. All these expressions suggest that pramâòa is instrumental in the acquisition of knowledge and one
could even surmise that ‘means of acquisition of knowledge’ would be a very apt
rendering of this expression. But if it is true that a pramâòa is instrumental for the
acquisition of knowledge it must equally hold good that a pramâòa is a means for
the acquisition of belief given the above claimed entailment between knowledge and
belief. Nevertheless, this fact alone cannot suffice for a vindication of the contention
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that one should explicitly attribute to pramâòas a function with respect to belief.
Inasmuch as an accelerator is an instrument for an increase of speed it is also an
instrument for the change of speed, but the characterisation of an accelerator as a
means to increase speed appears more significant than to characterise it as a means
for changing speed. By the same token one could argue that a characterisation of
pramâòas as a means for the acquisition of beliefs is less significant than its characterisation as a means for the acquisition of knowledge. It could therefore appear
that emphasising links between logic and belief in Indian philosophy is more misleading than revealing. This objection could be set aside if one were able to show
that, even given that the equation between pramâòa and ‘means of knowledge’ is at
least roughly correct, the notion of pramâòa is connected with the notion of belief in
other ways than merely by the circumstance that anything that applies to knowledge
equally applies to belief because every state of knowledge is a state of belief.
The claim that pramâòa is related to belief in a more significant manner than the
one depicted above rests on the theses that (1) pramâòas themselves, i.e. items designated by the term pramâòa, are related to states of belief not only by some sort of
instrumental relation, (2) theories of pramâòa are linked with belief on account of
methodological connections and (3) an objectively proper explication or definition
of the term pramâòa would contain reference to belief as an ingredient. The first
two points possess a special significance because they manifest different respects in
which empirical knowledge is relevant for philosophical undertakings. Inasmuch as
the contention of a significant relation between logic in its Indian variety and belief
is concerned, it can be vindicated on account of three sorts of connection that are
correlates of (1)–(3), namely (a) belief is a relevant object of cognitive processes
which are an object of concern in ‘Indian logic’, (b) acquisition of belief constitutes
a phenomenon that is methodologically important for the establishment of theories
of the concerned type and (c) the ideas of belief and acquisition of belief are needed
for a description of the nature of pertinent logical doctrines.
Ad (1)
In the context of doctrines of pramâòa belief comes into play as a relevant object
in two regards. Belief is a possible object of a most significant variety of pramâòa
and it is an important type of object of that variety. The fact that inference
(anumâna) plays a central role in doctrines of pramâòa is beyond any reasonable
doubt. It is equally plain that ‘inference’ in this context must be taken to represent a
broad notion allowing for a subsumption of inferential activities taking place in
everyday practice. If one poses the question as to what types of entities are the most
common objects of inferences in common life, the following answer appears indis-
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putable: states of beliefs are typical objects. Even against the background of an immanent perspective it is appropriate to assign to beliefs a distinguished status among
the possible objects of inference. The tenet that states of beliefs of other people cannot be directly observed by ordinary men is, as far as one can see, universally acknowledged in the Indian philosophical and non-philosophical tradition. On the
other hand, recognition of unobservable objects is at various places in the textual
sources depicted as a distinguishing mark of inference.
The fact that knowledge of states of belief can be equally considered as a result of
verbal communication in combination with the circumstance that some textual
sources suggest such a view does not refute the contention that belief represents a
most important kind of objects of central varieties of pramâòa. Even against the
background of statements that assign to the pramâòa ‘word’ or ‘linguistic communication’ (œabda) a particular relevance for the recognition of unobservable entities,
the assignment of a prominent status to beliefs as objects remains valid. On the one
hand, with the exception of the minority group which acknowledges only perception
as a pramâòa, it is generally assumed that the importance of certain varieties of
means of knowledge lies in their capacity to make imperceivable objects recognisable, irrespective of variations of detail as far as the question is concerned as to
whether the concerned objects can be even imperceivable in principle. Accordingly,
it is at most of secondary importance what the varieties of pramâòa performing such
a function are called and how they are described. It is anyway doubtful whether the
debates concerning the sub-classification of pramâòas and their exact number concern a substantial issue. For without the lack of explicit criteria for the identity of
types of pramâòa it is not sure that deliberations of this sort possess significance
and even if explicit criteria were stipulated it would not follow that a number of alternatives cannot be equally legitimate. At any rate, given that the standard type of
inference that is explicated in the framework of ‘Indian Logic’ as well as in the
context of pramâòa-theories concerns the acknowledgement of facts which can be
derived from certain data on the additional supposition that some pertinent case
does not deviate from a norm (in some or the other sense of the term), an extension
to the area of linguistic communication is apposite. The same considerations which
have been put forward as arguments supporting the claim that acts of linguistic
communication create under certain conditions a basis for the recognition of facts
which are communicated can be equally used to support the claim that acts of linguistic communication are suited to convey the existence of particular beliefs on the
part of communicating subjects. The basis is in all cases an assumption of compliance with regularities. In fact, the descriptions offered by the texts usually suggest
that the existence of situations described by linguistic expressions can only be validly derived on the hypothesis of a corresponding belief. As a matter of fact, one can
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hardly dispute that if an act of communication, say an assertion of NN to the effect
that P, constitutes a valid basis for the acquisition of the knowledge that P on the
part of some other person, a recognition of a corresponding belief of the speaker on
the part of the recipient is at least sometimes, if not even regularly, an indispensable
requirement.1 Moreover, it is plain that acts of verbal communication are not the
only basis for knowledge of other person’s belief; the common basis of such knowledge is behaviour in general in combination with assumptions concerning wishes,
desires or preferences of other beings.
The circumstance that beliefs are not only possible but even important objects of
pieces of inferential reasoning is due on the one hand to the pervasiveness of their
occurrence in human beings and on the other hand to the importance of knowledge
about beliefs for the acquisition of knowledge of other matters such as states-of-affairs
which other people consider as true, of actual or possible behaviour of people, of
human character, of the import of acts of communication etc. For such reasons belief deserves to play a central role in the humanities. Knowledge of the mechanisms
of belief acquisition is particularly important for making predictions in the realm of
social life.
Belief as an object of knowledge possesses even epistemological relevance under
the aspect of the issue as to how knowledge about belief can be attained in special
cases. Concerning the question as to what is generally required for having knowledge of other persons’ beliefs a natural answer would be that an essential requirement is the existence and knowledge of some piece of evidence, in particular some
linguistic or non-linguistic (way of) behaviour. This is a picture which is equally
suggested, although as far as one can see not explicitly stated, in Indian epistemological treatises. But is that true? The issue which is at stake is crucial because it
affects the methodology of historical studies on philosophy. According to an alternative view, which I consider as correct, the above depicted ‘behavioural evidence’
account of knowledge of belief is inadequate because in certain instances possession
of adequate evidence is insufficient. What is acquired in addition is the possibility
of providing a plausible account of why and how a considered possible belief could
have been adopted. An important reason for advocating a stricter standard of knowledge concerning belief is rooted in the phenomenon of linguistic indeterminacy. It
happens that even in view of contextual features different and non-equivalent hypotheses concerning interpretation are admissible and that the ascription of nonequivalent beliefs on the basis linguistic acts are equally compatible with all fea1

Here one can leave out of account the doctrine that the eternal words of the Veda constitute
valid means for the recognition of certain (non mental) facts, because on the one hand this opinion
is merely shared by certain groups and on the other hand even the proponents of this doctrine allow for the possibility of acquiring knowledge by ordinary acts of communication.
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tures of linguistic behaviour. If the pertinent interpretations and the corresponding
belief-ascriptions differ regarding the possibility of providing a plausible account of
their origination or the rationality of their adoption, a decision between the alternatives would have to rely on those considerations. Or one could say, more cautiously,
that if definite knowledge of beliefs is possible in such cases then considerations
pertaining to behavioural evidence must be supplemented by considerations pertaining to rational intelligibility. Is thus explicability or rationality a means of
knowledge on the same par with perception, inference etc.? In the context of linguistic communication one could provide additional support for such a view by referring to cases in which speakers employ linguistically indeterminate forms of expression in connection with expectations to the effect that interpreters will apply
considerations of intelligibility including considerations pertaining to the explicability and rationality of beliefs for an interpretation of their utterances. It is not necessary to pursue this issue deeper here. But the point should be noted that this phenomenon manifests that considerations pertaining to empirical matters, such as the
way in which linguistic communication is related to belief and knowledge about
belief, are potentially relevant for the detection of problems arising in philosophical
investigations.
If belief possesses so much epistemological significance merely as a possible object of knowledge one could wonder why many if not the overwhelming majority of
textual sources fails to assign to belief a special significance in the above discussed
respects. Why did authors writing on pramâòa miss the opportunity to highlight the
importance of their topic by stressing the fact that their investigations pertain to the
methodological equipment of acquiring knowledge about other person’s beliefs? On
the one hand, this omission can appear intelligible in view of the fact that in the
context of the philosophical literature pramâòas were naturally brought in connection with the ascertainment of theoretical propositions, in particular tenets that belong to the field of metaphysics and sometimes also to religion. Under such a perspective it is natural to think that one should ascertain in the first place how the
world really is rather than what individual people believe about it. On the other
hand, however, functions are attributed to pramâòas which are objectively related to
successful practice—and this connection has been even explicitly acknowledged in
the Indian philosophical tradition. Since at least in the social sphere success of
practice is intimately connected with knowledge of what people believe, the degree
of lack of attention regarding belief exhibited by treatises on pramâòa is by no
means a matter of course. The relevance of knowledge about beliefs of people exists
independently of whether the concerned beliefs are true or not. The same holds true
for knowledge pertaining to the mechanisms which are at work in the acquisition of
beliefs. It is a well known fact that success on the stock market crucially depends on
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the ability of recognising not only what other people believe but also of predicting
what people will believe irrespective of the truth of their beliefs. What matters is a
sufficiently firm grasp of the mechanisms which are actually at work in the acquisition of beliefs. Possibly the overwhelming emphasis on knowledge in theories of
pramâòa has favoured a neglect of all the aspects of belief which are not immediately related to the contrast between (mere) belief and knowledge.
It has to be admitted that from the circumstance that some topic is objectively important it does not follow that it deserves to occupy a prominent place in epistemological theories. Moreover, given the existence of momentous divergences between
the modern world and the world which the creators of theories of pramâòa experienced, there is no a priori basis for being surprised if our attributions of importance
to phenomena and those of past writers radically differ. Therefore the fact is significant that the preceding considerations do not yet provide an exhaustive account of
the issue. One reason is that the very nature of the undertaking of elaborating a theory of means of acquisition of knowledge bestows importance to adoptions of beliefs. Given the correctness of the previously suggested explication of pramâòa, the
attribution of vital relevance to the phenomenon of belief-acquisition can be immanently derived from the idea of a doctrine of pramâòas.
Ad (2)
It is the methodological aspect that establishes a most significant relationship of
relevance between a philosophical theory of pramâòa, taken as something involving
a specification of possible means of acquisition of knowledge or of possible justifications for knowledge claims, on the one hand and investigations of actual ways of
acquiring beliefs on the other. A main reason lies in the comprehensive, and, so to
speak, topic-neutral character of such a theory. A philosopher wanting to investigate
the nature of knowledge will surely not be satisfied by listing everything which in
his opinion is an instance of this notion. But even if he did, he would not be well advised to begin with collecting items which instantiate that term because a crucial
problem lies in the fact that his personal opinions about what counts as knowledge
and what does not might not be shared by everybody. Moreover, an adversary could
rightly object that if an enumeration of all items satisfying a term should specify its
import or nature then the question becomes vital whether our philosopher counts as
knowledge his personal opinions about knowledge and whether he allocates his
belief about the correctness of the outcome of his own investigations to the realm of
knowledge. Thus a vicious circle threatens. On the other hand, it cannot be a satisfactory procedure to pick out certain items which are commonly acknowledged as
instances of the notion of knowledge. For the general and comprehensive nature of
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the envisaged investigation forbids one to start with a partial selection and on the
other hand one could expect from a philosophical investigation concerning knowledge that it does not merely tell us what people generally believe to be an instance
of knowledge but also embodies a critical examination whether or not the concerned
beliefs are justified and conveys some idea about what does not fall under the notion
and why this should be so. Isn’t it therefore recommendable to tackle the pertinent
problem by investigating properties of a notion that deviates from knowledge exactly by lacking the commitment of truth which is inherent in that notion? Belief
exhibits this feature. Moreover, a reliable assessment of what people actually believe does not appear unrealistic. There is no need to enumerate all instances of this
notion. The general and topic neutral nature of the project entails merely that all
relevant types of belief occurring in all areas of possible knowledge are accounted
for. To be sure, it cannot be a priori guaranteed that actual accounts using this
method fail to be exhaustive in this regard. It is even conceivable that lack of
exhaustiveness is unavoidable due to the circumstance that relevant types of belief
have not occurred in the society which is accessible to the investigator, and a
glimpse on the Indian intellectual tradition seems to show that this is not merely a
theoretical possibility. Nevertheless, all those impediments also affect a procedure
starting from the notion of knowledge. Therefore the advantage of avoidance of
circularity characterising the approach by belief is decisive.
To be sure, in a philosophical context not every a posteriori investigation and
classification of actually occurring beliefs and their possible objects is meaningful.
But some classifications are in fact philosophically relevant. At the beginning of the
Nyâya-bhâšya it is stated that an agent of cognition after having apprehended an
object by means of knowledge desires either to acquire or to get rid of that object
(pramâòena khalv ayaô jñâtârtham upalabhya tam artham abhîpsati—variant
reading: tam îpsati vâ jihâsati vâ). Apparently the writer of the text thinks here that
an ‘apprehension’ of an object represents something which is brought about by a
pramâòa as a means, and the object can hardly be something else than a concrete
particular because otherwise it would be hard to see how that could become an object of desire or aversion. In the light of the general conception of pramâòa as a
means of (the acquisition) of knowledge this is puzzling given that this characterisation appears to rule out from the outset knowledge pertaining to abstract entities.
If somebody recognises that the number 321 can be divided by three, does he
thereby develop a desire to acquire or get rid of that object? Maybe, the remark concerning the alleged consequences of ‘apprehensions’ by a pramâòa are not really
essential, but another component of the pertinent conception, namely that pramâòas
are means of apprehending objects seems to be a vital ingredient of such theories.
As we had seen before, the Tarka-saôgraha distinguishes between experiences that
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are in accordance with the object (yathârtha) and experiences which are not
(ayathârtha). The four pramâòas acknowledged in this work are viewed as instruments for the former type of cognition, which is according to the text designated by
the term pramâ. Such experiences are defined as cognitions classifying objects as
they really are, for example a cognition (jñâna) with respect to a piece of silver that
it is silver. Regarding the other type the author of the work remarks that it is an experience that classifies something as something which it is not and that the cognition
with respect to a conch-shell ‘this is silver’ represents an example. (tad-vati tatprakârako ’nubhavo yathârthaÿ. yathâ rajata idaô rajatam iti jñânam. sa eva
pramêty ucyate. tad-abhâva-vati tat-prakârako ’nubhavo ’yathârthaÿ. yathâ œaktâv
idaô rajatam iti jñânam—the second and the last sentence is missing in some
manuscripts). This shows two things: (1) The expression jñâna appears (in this passage and elsewhere) as a non-factive term, applying to yathârtha experiences such
as ‘this is silver’ with respect to silver as well as to ayathârtha experiences such as
the above cited one. (2) Both types of ‘experiences’ appear to correspond to a three
place relation between a subject, an object and some mode of conceiving an object
that could be represented by a sentence-scheme such as ‘A apprehends B in the
manner C’. Accordingly, the nature of this experience must be closely akin to the
states that are described by sentence-forms such as ‘A regards B as (a) C’ and
‘A believes B to be (a) C’. Irrespective of whether we even identify the pertinent
cognitions as beliefs or acquisitions of beliefs or not, the following question is relevant: ‘Must belief always be analysed as a relation that holds good between a subject, an object and a way of viewing an object?’ There is no doubt about the correct
answer: ‘This is not true’. Cases exist in which belief cannot be analysed in this
way. People can believe that Hanuman fought against Râvaòa, and for the existence
of this belief it is absolutely immaterial that Hanuman and Râvaòa probably never
existed, so that such a belief cannot consist in a relation of viewing-as concerning
certain objects on the part of a subject. It is equally difficult to see how a conception
of belief as a relation between a believer and a particular object can do justice to
beliefs pertaining to non specified objects, i.e. states of beliefs which are ascribed to
some believing subject by sentences such as ‘A believes that a / some cat is on the
mat’ (according to their most natural reading) and how those theories can account
for the difference between such a belief and a belief which would be expressed by
‘A believes that his cat is on the mat.’ We had seen above that the Tarka-saôgraha
itself mentions counterfactual propositions like ‘If fire did not exist, smoke would
not exist either.’ Those who persist in thinking that such sentences should be understood as expressing relations between (real) fire and (real) smoke should also consider counterfactuals such as: ‘If a second sun existed it could be much warmer.’
There should be no need to elaborate in more detail that there are a lot of actual or
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possible beliefs that cannot be analysed in the manner suggested by the Tarkasaôgraha, the Nyâya-bhâšya and other sources. If one wants to specify a more general form and simultaneously wishes to preserve the conception of belief as a relation it would be more suitable to analyse it as a relation between a subject and an
abstract entity that can be denoted by ‘that’-clauses, but is surely not well suited as
an object of acquisition or avoidance or of corresponding desires.
The upshot is that an analysis of belief reveals in a more immediate manner than
an analysis of knowledge why theories of pramâòa are threatened by crucial deficiencies. An advocate of the pramâòa-tradition might argue that one should refrain
from classifying as knowledge propositional attitudes pertaining to fictions. After
all, the writer of the Tarka-saôgraha explicitly assigns ‘experiences’ referring to
counterfactual propositions to the realm of tarka which is subsumed under the category of experiences that do not correspond to an object, i.e. which are ayathârtha.
But against the background of belief such a move turns out to be futile. The fact that
beliefs can pertain to fictions is undeniable. It can equally be hardly denied that such
beliefs can be true.—After all, if Hanuman did not exist, the belief that Hanuman
did not exist should be true.—Accordingly, the question as to which factors either
guarantee or increase the probability that if beliefs occur they are also true, irrespective of whether or not they are de re beliefs, i.e. beliefs about actually existing
objects, is not spurious. If ‘knowledge’ were defined in such a manner that in principle all true beliefs could be classified as knowledge, then it follows that the question as to which factors might guarantee or enhance the probability of the occurrence of knowledge cannot be solved by taking only de re beliefs into consideration.
If, on the other hand, one defined knowledge in some narrower sense then the aim
of specifying all relevant factors for its existence might be attainable even if one
restricted one’s attention to particular varieties of belief, but in this case the relevance of achieving the pertinent aim becomes questionable. By considering the phenomenon of belief without supposing an artificially restricted meaning of the term
the entire range of phenomena can be discerned which any theory of means of
knowledge or means of acquisition of knowledge must account for if it should be
both correct and relevant.
Not only accounts of the nature of belief, but also a survey of manners of acquisition of beliefs is methodologically relevant for a theoretical account of means of
knowledge. A first question that should be posed is: (a) ‘Are all beliefs acquired?’.
This question is not spurious because the view that there are innate beliefs is not
absurd. Another question that must be equally considered is: (b) ‘Are all beliefs that
are acquired, acquired by experience?’. Obviously the notion of acquisition of a
belief is vague to some extent. Nevertheless, there is a legitimate reading of the term
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according to which one could say that a person can acquire the belief that, say
Peano’s second axiom, which reads
(x)(Nx o (y)((Ny & Syx) & (z)(Szx o z = y))
and which means in ordinary language
‘Every natural number has exactly one successor’
is true. Is such a belief, if it is acquired, acquired by experience? Maybe, a staunch
defender of pramâòa-theories of the sort of the doctrine propagated in the Tarkasaôgraha would be inclined to bring the pramâòa ‘verbal communication’ (œabda)
into play and point out that ordinary people adopt the belief that Peano’s second
axiom is true by reading books written by competent mathematicians. But it is not
difficult to discern that such a reply misses some most vital points. First one cannot
reduce the problem to the acquisition of the de dicto belief, that Peano’s second axiom is true. Most people who understand the axiom will not merely come to the
conclusion that there was some person called ‘Peano’ who stated some mathematical truth, but they will rather, possibly ‘triggered’ by reading some book, come to
believe that that which the axiom says is true. Should one nevertheless say that persons who believe that it is true that every natural number has exactly one successor
after having read a book have adopted their belief by experience? Obviously a distinction must be drawn here. On the one hand one could admit that experiences like
reading a book might stimulate persons to grasp the pertinent thought that every
natural number possesses just one successor. But this does not entail that a person
who has grasped the thought must rely on experience in order to believe it or to recognise that he is justified to believe it because it is true. As a matter of fact, in this
regard considerations of trustworthiness of the conveyor of a verbal message, which
have usually been considered as an essential ingredient of verbal communication in
pramâòa-theories, are quite irrelevant. Acknowledgement of mathematical axioms
or proofs only because of the trustworthiness of a person is a deficient manner of
adopting a mathematical belief. If anything essentially matters it is insight into the
content of a message and not assumptions regarding a conveyer of a message. In
view of these facts it could appear natural to retort that theories of pramâòa are
meant to account for just one of two aspects of acquisition of knowledge and argue
that doctrines like the one proposed in the Tarka-saôgraha are fully adequate because they specify a decisive factor, namely verbal communication, that causes persons to grasp a true thought. But in the final analysis this move is futile. For verbal
communication can only serve to impart something which some person—or maybe
some god—has recognised as true without being informed by acts of verbal communication. One should note that this view is in complete agreement with state-
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ments that can be found in the textual sources about verbal communication as a
pramâòa. Accordingly, both grasping the thought which the above cited or some
other axiom expresses and recognising its truth—provided it is true—should be possible without relying on any verbal communication as a means of knowledge. The
most plausible supposition is that knowledge is at stake which can be acquired
without any experience. Anyhow, the question as to whether beliefs pertaining to
mathematical axioms or theorems are acquired by experience requires a differentiated answer embodying a reference to the distinction between grasping or entertaining a thought and judging it to be true. Even if acts of grasping thoughts are
caused by experiences it does not follow that beliefs in their truth depend on experience. Thus an analysis of certain varieties of belief are suited to reveal crucial distinctions which in their turn throw a different light on the notion of a means of
knowledge. This result has not only a bearing on the issue that emerged in the preceding paragraph as to whether ‘rationality’ or terms involving reference to rationality, such as ‘rational intelligibility’ etc., could designate something possessing the
status of a means of knowledge. It possesses equally potential relevance for an explication of the notion of a means of knowledge—and the question of the equivalence between ‘means of knowledge’ and pramâòa.
It had been suggested earlier that accounts of ways of acquiring beliefs might be
bound to remain deficient due to ‘social’ circumstances because of the fact that a
community in which a philosopher was active ignored certain sorts of cognitive
practice. Now one can see, why this problem is not merely theoretically conceivable. In contrast to the Western tradition knowledge of mathematical axioms and
mathematical proofs was not a central topic in Indian philosophy. The most plausible reason is that mathematical reasoning did not play the same role in ancient Indian communities as in ancient Greek society. This sort of limitation is, however,
not peculiar to accounts of acquisitions of beliefs but affect accounts of knowledge
and theories of pramâòa, too.
Nonetheless, even under an Indian perspective certain aspects of acquisition of beliefs which are not retrievable from theories of pramâòa could have been detected.
The pertinence of the above formulated question, viz. ‘Are all beliefs acquired?’,
can be recognised without taking special areas of knowledge into consideration. For
it is in the first place observation of the world of everyday practice and common
sense which undermines confidence in an affirmative answer. Is it reasonable to
assert that people at some time acquire the belief that they are living or that other
things apart from themselves exist? Perhaps one should even here observe a distinction which has been suggested in the preceding paragraph. For it seems implausible
to maintain that very small children grasp the thought that they live or exist. In some
sense at least, which involves the idea of grasping a thought, one might say that
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people acquire the belief that they exist. In another sense it seems apposite to ascribe even to small children a belief in their existence as well as the existence of an
external world, because they behave in ways which (seems to) betray some grasp of
a difference between their own existence and that of other persons and objects and
because their behaviour could not be regarded as reasonable if the pertinent beliefs
were not true. At any rate, given that a person grasps thoughts pertaining to her own
existence or the existence of an external world, it appears doubtful that additional
experiences are needed in order to make valid assessments of their truth. This suggests the idea that there might be beliefs such that entertaining the thought
(proposition) which is their content is sufficient for their truth and beliefs such that a
recognition of the truth of their content cannot rely on additional experiences apart
from grasping the pertinent content. Beliefs about one’s own existence or the existence of an external world are by no means the only candidates for such a status;
believing that something is the case and recognising that one is believing this or the
proposition expressed by substituting ‘thinking’ for ‘believing’ in the preceding
sentence could be other examples. At any rate, if one admits that there can be true
beliefs classifiable as knowledge which do not require any experiences apart from
grasping certain thoughts for a recognition of their truth, one might consider either
the act of grasping thoughts as a means of knowledge or accept that states of knowledge occur which do not depend on any means of knowledge. Neither alternative
has been accepted in any pramâòa-theory, as far as one can see. It appears even that
the latter alternative of knowledge not relying on means of knowledge has been
(almost?) unanimously rejected in the Indian philosophical tradition. Seen in the
light of the preceding considerations this appears astonishing. One might accordingly think that a different idea has been associated with the term pramâòa and that
the possibility of assigning to acts of grasping thoughts the status of a pramâòa
should be rejected because pramâòa-theories ask for the primary causes of states of
knowledge and therefore cannot recognise that acts of grasping a thought which are
caused by different factors are means of knowledge in the pertinent sense. However,
this move threatens to be self-defeating. All theories accepting inference as a
pramâòa—and this is the overwhelming majority—acknowledge that inferences can
and usually are ‘triggered off’ by acts of perception. As long as not the entire canon
of pramâòas is reduced to perception, it needs to be admitted that mental processes
that take perceptual data as inputs can in principle occupy the position of a
pramâòa. In view of the above mentioned examples of presumably true beliefs or
other common examples such as truly believing that one does not experience a severe tooth-ache at present, it is by no means immediately plausible that inference or
indicators permitting valid inferences should be a means of knowledge but not processes of grasping a thought, of becoming aware of something, of interpreting data
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etc. or their respective objects. Seen from a purely immanent perspective it could be
objected that the notion of pramâòa is intimately connected with the notion of the
acquisition of new information, so that e.g. acts of obtaining awareness might not
appear as suitable candidates for the status of means of knowledge in the relevant
sense. However, the notion of new information is affected by crucial vagueness. It is
notorious that Dharmakîrti accepted as valid inferences derivations such as ‘A is a
tree’ from ‘A is an oak.’ Given that this philosopher accepted also the tenet that a
means of knowledge must impart new knowledge that did not exist before, it follows that the proposition that something is a tree must represent new information
with respect to the proposition that the entity concerned is an oak. This is by no
means a matter of course but might be accepted given a suitable understanding of
‘new information’. The problem is, however, that precisely on this understanding of
the notion it becomes difficult to see why subsuming perceptual data under concepts
or other varieties of interpretation of data are denied the status of a separate means
of knowledge. One could point out that problems of consistency of Dharmakîrti’s
theory must not affect in the same way other doctrines of pramâòa because they
permit the hypothesis of a stronger reading of ‘new information’, according to
which information is new relative to some (set of) data only if its recognition requires additional experience apart from experience of the pertinent data. Accordingly, something can be a pramâòa only if it plays an instrumental role for the acquisition of beliefs which are new in the strong sense. This, however, leads us back
to a problem which had been encountered before: Internal consistency might be
saved, but this has the price of diminishing the relevance of the entire theory as a
general account of knowledge and acquisition of knowledge .
The methodological relevance of accounts concerning belief rests on purely systematic grounds and possesses two facets. First a registration of actually existing
types of belief and an analysis of actual ways of belief acquisition constitute a relevant heuristic device for detecting properties of possible knowledge and its acquisition. On the other hand any account that involves a specification of possible sources
of knowledge can be effectively controlled by testing whether some pertinent inventory of sources of knowledge exhibits the property that for every variety of belief
there is at least one source exemplifying a type occurring in the inventory. Even if a
negative result does not immediately necessitate a rejection of the concerned knowledge account it either yields reasons for putting its adequacy into doubt or furnishes
motives for specifying some regard in which the account would be adequate. Accordingly, the topic of belief and belief acquisition is in principle also relevant for
the understanding of theories of pramâòa. Questions of detail as those mentioned in
the preceding sections only illustrate the systematic connections.
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Ad (3)
The preceding considerations are compatible with the assumption that theories of
pramâòa specify factors which are decisive for the possession or acquisition of certain true beliefs. They do not refute the conditional saying that every belief is such
that if it has been acquired by means of a pramâòa then it is true and possibly an
instance of knowledge. The arguments of the preceding paragraph concern only the
contention that the reverse, namely that everything which is an instance of knowledge has been acquired by means of pramâòas, is most probably false and that
therefore the methodological relevance of belief casts a critical light on ‘really existing doctrines of pramâòa’. But can one admit that the Indian doctrines of
pramâòa identify factors for which it holds true that every belief that depends on
those factors is also true and can be classified as an instance of knowledge? My
claim is that this is not only not true but that certain textual sources even betray an
implicit recognition of this fact.
In the second half of the comments on NS 1.1.3 the Nyâya-bhâšya deals with the
question as to whether the different pramâòas pertain to different or to identical
objects. The position of the Nyâya-bhâšya is that although certain objects can only
be vindicated by one specific pramâòa various cases exist in which different
pramâòas can have common objects. An example is, among others, the acquisition
of knowledge of the occurrence of fire at some place. Somebody might be informed
(by a trustworthy person) that fire exists somewhere, somebody might infer the occurrence of the same fire because he perceives smoke and somebody might have a
perceptual experience of the fire itself. These different ways of ascertaining the existence of objects might even occur regarding one and the same person. In this connection the Nyâya-bhâšya remarks, however, that some sort of priority needs to be
attributed to perception. This is illustrated by the example that somebody first ascertains an object about which he has a desire to acquire knowledge on the basis of
verbal cognition but desires to ascertain it also by inference and after this task has
been performed still wants to ascertain it by perception. Only after the object has
been perceived, the ‘desire to know’ vanishes, according to the opinion of the author
(sâ cêyaô pramitiÿ pratyakša-parâ. jijñâsitam artham âptôpadeœât pratipadyamâno
lióga-darœanenâpi bubhutsate, lióga-darœanânumitaô ca pratyakšato didåkšate,
pratyakšata upalabdhe ’rthe jijñâsâ nivarttate). The significant fact is that the
writer expresses the view that both after verbal communication and after inference a
desire to know can persist. To be sure, one could interpret this remark as a result of
the consideration that a subject might be unsure whether something which appears
to him to be based on a pramâòa is really based on a pramâòa. This means that the
initial ascertainment by linguistic communication leaves room for the doubt whether
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that which the subject cannot distinguish from valid linguistic communication and
which would under the hypothesis that it is an instance of valid linguistic communication furnish an appropriate reason for believing that some communicated state of
affairs is the case exhibits in fact the property which it appears to exhibit, i.e.
whether it really is an instance of valid linguistic communication. Nevertheless,
whereas such an interpretation might be acceptable regarding the stage of verbal
cognition because misjudgements concerning the reliability of what other people
say is not uncommon, a similar diagnosis appears little plausible as far as the stage
of inference is concerned. In view of the fact that the standard inference of fire from
smoke is pertinent in the present context one must ask: If even in standard cases of
inference doubt can persist whether the inference is really valid, how could one rely
on inference at all? To be sure, one could imagine that the writer of the Nyâyabhâšya had in mind that in the context of an inference a person can be subject to a
perceptual error by considering something as smoke which is not smoke. But if
perceptual error is a relevant issue here, then it is hard to understand why the author
of the text categorically declares that after perception desire to know comes to an
end. The idea that the curiosity is satisfied by perception in particular because in a
perceptual situation one recognises a number of characteristic features of an object
which cannot be ascertained by means of communication or inference should not be
decisive here because the remarks appear in the broader context of a discussion of
the phenomenon that different means of cognition can pertain to the same object.
Therefore the most plausible hypothesis is that the writer of the text intuited that
both verbal communication and inference are relatively fallible and felt that perception possesses a higher degree of reliability. This could be true even if this view
militated against the general theoretical outlook of the author. For whenever theoretical tenets are concerned which appear intuitively doubtful it can happen that in
some context somebody expresses thoughts that do not fully harmonise with his
theory. Perhaps it is no accident that later commentators such as Uddyotakara and
others employ the more neutral term âkâókšâ ‘desire’ instead of ‘desire to know’
(jijñâsâ).
The recognition of the phenomenon that inferences can be blocked either by other
inferences or by other means of cognition is attested by sources of various periods.
Even relatively late treatises, such as the Tarka-saôgraha, admit this possibility
notwithstanding the fact that such a position probably implies a rejection of certain
earlier tenets, in particular those of Dharmakîrti and his successors, and a reintroduction of views which were prevalent at still earlier periods. The Tarka-saôgraha
explicitly stipulates that among the fallacious reasons a variety, called sat-pratipakša, and another variety, called bâdhita, exist. The first one is exemplified in
cases in which an inference or inferential argument is counterbalanced by a different
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inference or inferential argument employing a different ‘reason’ (yasya
sâdhyâbhâva-sâdhakaô hetv-antaraô vidyate sa sat-pratipakšaÿ). The second one
occurs if the outcome of an inference or inferential argument militates against some
proposition that is vindicated by some other means of cognition (yasya
sâdhyâbhâvaÿ pramâòântareòa niœcitaÿ sa bâdhitaÿ). Although it is plain that these
as well as other fallacious reasons or pieces of reasoning do not qualify for the
status of a pramâòa, those phenomena possess relevance for the assessment of inference as a means of knowledge. For the manner in which they are treated strongly
suggests that if the same pieces of reasoning would not be counterbalanced in the
mentioned ways, then they would qualify for the status of a pramâòa.
We may well abstain from investigations concerning the ‘real intentions’ of writers of works on pramâòa. For if one assesses the issue from an objective point of
view the verdict should be that inferences, even if they are valid, do not guarantee
truth. According to many theories of inference (anumâna) compliance with the criteria for the validity of a reason leaves room for the possibility that the criteria are
fulfilled and the outcome is false precisely because some pertinent case exhibits a
unique exception to an otherwise general regularity. The examples which are commonly discussed in ‘Indian Logic’ only allow the diagnosis that that which is at
stake is a derivation of some proposition from certain data under the premise that
the pertinent data do not exhibit a deviance from a norm. Given that this is true, one
must draw the conclusion that Indian theories of inference attempt to account for
pieces of defeasible reasoning. It follows from this fact that the account of inferential reasoning that is represented by the tradition of Dharmakîrti is misleading. Although inferences employing so-called svabhâva-hetus could be considered as
pieces of reasoning in which from given data propositions are derived which can be
recognised as true without bringing other experiences into play, the variety of the
kârya-hetus corresponds to pieces of reasoning in which the data do not license the
derivation of the conclusion without bringing propositions relying on other data of
experience into play. Whereas the first variety corresponds to acquisitions of beliefs
which need not rely on any knowledge except knowledge of pertinent data, the second variety corresponds to acquisitions of beliefs which can never be licensed by
knowledge of data without relying on additional experiential knowledge concerning
regularities. The issue of the correct answer to the above formulated query (Q2),
namely
If (a proposition) P logically implies (a proposition) Q, does it hold true for
everybody that if he knows P and believes Q he knows Q?
is quite intricate as far as ‘Indian Logic’ is concerned. If the phrase ‘(a proposition)
P logically implies (a proposition) Q’ is interpreted in the sense of ‘(a proposition)
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Q can be established by a faultless anumâna on the basis of (a proposition) P as a
datum’ an affirmative answer to the question might well correspond to views held
by a number of writers even outside the tradition of Dharmakîrti’s school. On the
other hand, however, it is questionable whether such a stance is objectively adequate and it is even possible that a negative answer harmonises better with internal
theoretical elements of doctrines advocated in the Indian epistemological tradition.
Knowledge imparted by verbal communication as defined in textual sources is
equally defeasible because even if all the stipulated requirements of reliability of a
verbal communication are met the fact that the linguistic data of a message need to
be interpreted by a recipient of a message introduces an ingredient of fallibility that
cannot be eliminated.
The proposition that defeasible reasoning is a primary concern of Indian Logic
would alone suffice for a falsification of the above formulated conditional that
whenever a belief has been acquired by means of a pramâòa then it is true and a
possible instance of knowledge. Means of acquisition of new beliefs which, applied
in a correct manner, guarantee true outcomes, might in fact exist. Arithmetical operations could be a suitable example. One could also mention phenomena such as
the capacity to make safe predictions about possible outcomes of particular situations in certain games or the ability of competent speakers of a language to identify
possible meanings of sentences not encountered before. But precisely examples like
these are conspicuous by their absence in discussions on pramâòa. (The discussions
on the pramâòa sambhava in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya or the Nyâya-bhâšya do not
invalidate this statement.) On a more general level the problem is that doctrines of
pramâòa are meant to provide an account of empirical knowledge. In this context it
is doubtful whether a specification of means playing an instrumental role for the
acquisition of states of beliefs or criteria that could be invoked for a justification of
claims of knowledge, such that their existence or satisfaction guarantees truth, is
possible and meaningful at all. For on the one hand considerations of relevance
demand that the range of possible belief and knowledge should not be restricted to
trivial and completely uncontroversial propositions, and on the other hand the desideratum that the account should be significant calls for a specification of means of
knowledge that is not overtly or covertly circular. If it were stated e.g. that knowledge could be acquired by entertaining arbitrary thoughts and simultaneously ascertaining in oneself a feeling of well being of some type and if the danger of the
fallibility of such a criterion were averted by stipulating that a feeling of well being
exhibits the relevant type only under the condition that the entertained thought is in
fact true, then the provided specification would evidently trivialise the account.
Similar consequences threaten if the concepts of perception, inference etc. were manipulated in such a way that they imply the truth of some concerned content.
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If theories of pramâòa have neither achieved an exhaustive account of the acquisition of true beliefs nor a non question begging specification of criteria such that
beliefs complying with those criteria are guaranteed to be true, one might wonder
whether those doctrines possess any value at all. Should we say that the Indian
epistemological tradition including Indian Logic was an aberration in the history of
philosophy? In order to recognise that this verdict is not justified we should reverse
the perspective by looking at certain outcomes and pose the question in which respect those results could be useful. Let us only take the Nyâya doctrine of the four
pramâòas, ‘perception’, ‘inference’, ‘comparison’ and ‘verbal communication’, as
an example and let us set aside the third pramâòa ‘comparison’ which usually plays
a marginal role. Bearing in mind that pramâòas are classified as instruments
(karaòa) in textual sources, this means that we should ask whether perception, inference and verbal communication can be regarded as relevant factors for the acquisition of true beliefs in some respect. Or let us address the issue like this: ‘Which
question concerning belief or knowledge would exhibit the property that a specification of perception, inference and verbal communication as instruments would
provide a significant reply to it?’ There is at least one promising answer to this
question which demands though to give up the quest for a connection between
pramâòas and individual beliefs or individual pieces of knowledge. The proposal is:
Perception, inference and verbal communication possess an exceptional relevance as
instruments for the regulation of systems of beliefs. The term ‘regulation of systems
of beliefs’ refers here to processes of acquisition of new beliefs, abandonment or
suspension of previous beliefs as well as the replacement of old beliefs by new beliefs in the framework of a structure of a multitude of (partly interconnected) beliefs,
representing a totality of beliefs held by an individual person or even a social community. If an individual or a group of individuals regularly employs perception, inference and verbal communication as a means of acquiring new beliefs and of controlling inherited or previously adopted beliefs he boosts the chances to better his
‘score of knowledge’, both in the sense that the amount of true beliefs is augmented
and in the sense that the proportion between true and false beliefs is improved. This
does not entail that the employment of those means of knowledge guarantees truth
in each individual case. Their function is merely to contribute to increase of knowledge in the longer run. It is not any more assumed that those means fulfil only an
instrumental role for acquisitions of beliefs because, in contrast to the view suggested in theories of pramâòa, it is acknowledged here that their employment might
equally possess an abandonment of previous beliefs without an adoption of a different opinion as a result.
Against this background it is even possible to appreciate the adoption of verbal
communication as a separate pramâòa in Nyâya. For verbal communication is the
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only pramâòa which hints at the dimension of social control of the adoption and
preservation of beliefs of individuals. Notwithstanding the fact that historical examples show that the actual manner in which opinions of individuals are influenced by
social communities is sometimes disastrous, the possibility of social control is immensely significant. An important way of detecting perceptual error is the knowledge, most often imparted by verbal communication, that other persons who are in a
similar perceptual situation have divergent perceptual experiences. This also reveals
the importance of the adoption of a plurality of means of cognition. In this light one
can recognise the questionable nature of the arguments of philosophers advocating a
rejection of certain pramâòas or a reduction of their number on the basis of the allegation that the concerned pramâòas do not always generate true beliefs. By reducing the number of pramâòas one diminishes the chances of mutual control. It is the
conception of means of acquisition of knowledge which invariably generate true
beliefs alone by themselves which deserves to be rejected rather than the admittance
of instrumental factors that cannot perform such a task in isolation.
To be sure, as an account of instrumental factors enhancing increase of knowledge
in general theories of pramâòas in the form encountered in the texts are presumably
deficient. It can hardly be doubted that the prevalent conception of inference explicated in the framework of Indian Logic is too narrow and that this diminishes the
significance of those theories for a general account of increasing knowledge by inferential means. The textual sources betray the intention to single out as relevant
inferences relying on the hypothesis of regularities to which no exceptions are
known. Thereby the possible relevance of hypotheses concerning regularities to
which exceptions are known is ignored. As far as the general question is concerned,
as to precisely when and why extrapolations of regularities can be employed for the
acquisition of new beliefs or of knowledge, it seems that some clues can be got from
Dharmakîrti’s works, but these represent at best a beginning. The role of an a priori
component in the acquisition of belief and knowledge is completely ignored in
pramâòa-theories. In addition to this, they provide no clue which instrumental
function should be attributed to actions, such as sending someone to see what is
happening, placing something on scales or making an experiment. Theories which
simply declare that pramâòas are mental entities do not provide a satisfying reply.
The decisive problem is why non-mental activities must be precluded and in this
connection answers relying on doctrinal tenets such as that in reality there are no
entities except mental ones are hardly convincing. As far as the question of the factors relevant for ‘improving the score of knowledge’ is concerned, remembrance can
surely not be ruled out as irrelevant. Judgements such as the one expressed by the
sentence
(iv)

He is now much bigger than last year
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are only justified on a basis which involves acts of remembrance. Notwithstanding
those and other problems, regarding the question as to how human beings are able to
increase knowledge pertaining to the world of experience by bettering the score of
true beliefs in the longer run, both theories of pramâòa and Indian Logic provide
relevant answers, and this holds true despite the fact that those teachings were developed under a different perspective. Therefore the results of Indian doctrines of
pramâòa possess significance under the aspect of the question of how human beings
can extend their realm of knowledge. One might even characterise pramâòas, such
as perception, inference of the sort of an Indian anumâna or verbal communication,
as means or instruments of knowledge as long as one bears in mind that the pertinent concept of the vague notion of a means of knowledge is that of a tool by which
human beings are able to increase their knowledge both on the individual and on the
collective level. The above mentioned items are suited as tools for increase of
knowledge in two different ways: (a) They can function as quite reliable sources for
the acquisition of new beliefs, such that individual beliefs that are adopted on their
basis possess a fairly good chance of being true. (b) They can be employed as means
of controlling possible beliefs in the manner that they are used as criteria for assessing the truth of (the contents of) potential beliefs either in the way of questioning the basis on which beliefs have been actually adopted or in the way of examining whether or not the propositional contents of possible beliefs are in accord with
other possible experiences. This is a much more modest role than the one which is
suggested concerning pramâòas in many textual sources of the Indian tradition. One
might wonder what should explain such a divergence. To this question at least a
partial answer can be offered: Competing schools of thought in Ancient India were
eager to establish their own doctrinal tenets and defend them against rival contentions and detected in the idea that their tenets can be vindicated by pramâòas a useful device for validating their claims. Against this background every account of
pramâòas that emphasises aspects of fallibility must appear unattractive.
Inquiries on belief in Indian philosophy will presumably yield quite meagre results as long as they only investigate what explicit statements occurring in textual
sources, and in particular treatises on pramâòa and inference, tell us about belief.
Nonetheless, a pursuit of the question of belief in Indian philosophy can render an
immense help for a better understanding of the subject-matter which was a concern
of logic and epistemology in Ancient India.

Can There be Unbiased Epistemology in Indian Philosophy?
RAGHUNATH GHOSH

In this paper an effort is made to show that epistemology (pramâòa-œâstra) as
available in Indian philosophical systems is not unbiased, but is vitiated through
various metaphysical or ontological presuppositions, though it is claimed by Indian
philosophers that through a means of knowing (pramâòa) a knowable entity
(prameya) is substantiated. Gradually we will see that this principle of mânâdhînâ
meya-siddhiÿ is a myth, because pramâòa itself is not untouched by the scheme of
prameya admitted by them.
—1—
The Naiyâyikas have accepted means of knowing (pramâòa) as a first category,
depending on which the other factors involved with it become meaningful. According to Vâtsyâyana, if pramâòa remains in its true form, such concepts as knower
(pramâtå), knowable entity (prameya) and valid cognition (pramiti) become meaningful. In fact, the meaningfulness of all these depends on that of pramâòa.1 That is
why pramâòa and pramâòa-œâstra receive so much importance in this system. How
do we know that a pramâòa is a genuine one? In reply, it is said that the genuine
nature of it is substantiated on the strength of its successful inclination.2 In fact it is
itself a form of inference in which arthavattva (‘capability of being meaningful’) is
the sâdhya (‘probandum’), pramâòa (‘means of knowing’) is pakša (‘subject of
inference’) and pravåtti-sâmarthya (‘efficacy to successful inclination’) is the hetu
(‘probans’). The genuinity of a pramâòa is proved in terms of another pramâòa, i.e.
inference, which ultimately leads to infinite regress (anavasthâ). In spite of this the
Naiyâyikas are very much concerned with proving the genuinity of pramâòa with
the help of its efficacy to successful inclination (pravåtti-sâmarthya) after keeping

1
2

NBh 1.1.1: arthavati ca pramâòe pramâtå prameyaô pramitir ity arthavanti bhavanti.
NBh 1.1.1: pramâòataÿ artha-pratipattau pravåtti-sâmarthyâd arthavat pramâòaô.
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the theory of parataÿ-prâmâòya (‘extrinsic validity of proof’) in view. Whether
something is a pramâòa or a pseudo-pramâòa (pramâòâbhâsa) is dependent on its
successful inclination, which leads to the supposition that the theory of pramâòa on
which a meya (‘provable object’) is substantiated is not free from the influence of
meya-related presuppositions.
—2—
Each and every system of Indian Philosophy has got some metaphysical presuppositions that are reflected in their theories of knowledge. That is the only reason
which gives rise to the principle of mânâdhînâ meya-siddhiÿ (‘the substantiation of
the knowable entities depends on the source of knowing’). This principle is true in
the sense that knowable entities or categories are different in different philosophical
systems. Hence, the definitions are formulated in such a way so that their presupposed entities can be proved. One could raise the problem of circularity in these
cases. When a philosopher of a particular school is framing a definition of pramâòa,
it is to some extent ‘subjective’, but not objective in the sense that he bears some
presuppositions. Whatever may be the reasons the philosophical systems particularly in India are not free from this defect of biasness. The point will be clearer if I
put forth some definitions of perception (pratyakša) accepted by different systems.
The definition of perception given by the older Naiyâyikas is as follows: ‘The
perceptual knowledge is a cognition arising out of the contact of the sense-organ
with an object, which cannot be described through language, which is non-deviating
(avyabhicârin) and non-erroneous (vyavasâyâtmaka).’3 This definition was accepted
by the older Naiyâyikas because it was formulated in such a way so that their accepted
theories of indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša), indicated by the inclusion of such terms as ‘something inexpressible by words’ (avyapadeœya), ‘contact’
(saônikarša) between sense-organs and the object, ‘non-erroneous character’
(vyavasâyâtmaka), ‘non-deviating character’ (avyabhicârin) etc. be preserved. To
them an object (artha) was a kind of category accepted by them and capable of being perceived (yogya). There did not arise any question of perceiving an absurd
entity, as the categorical scheme admitted by them did not permit us to do so. The
Nyâya did not admit an entity which could not be included under the accepted seven
categories. In this case the term artha was included so that an absurd object not
belonging to the set of admitted categories did not find entry in the scheme of perception.
3

NS 1.1.4: indriyârtha-sannikaršôtpannaô jñânaô avyapadeœyaô avyabhicâri vyavasâyâtmakaô
pratyakšaô.
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Let us have a look towards the Advaita theory of perception. According to the
Advaitins, the whole world is nothing but the manifestation of Brahman or Âtman or
Consciousness (caitanya). Under this situation Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra, a follower of
the Advaita school, thinks that mere connection (saônikarša) between sense organ and
an object may not be the cause of perceptual cognition. If the whole world is Consciousness (caitanya), object (artha) is something covered by this Consciousness.
Other object, like our sense organs etc., are the consciousness limited by objects, sense
organs etc. Though Consciousness (caitanya) is one, it may have limiting adjuncts
(upâdhi) such as consciousness of an object (višayâvacchinna-caitanya), consciousness of the mental mode (antaÿ-karaòa-våtty-avacchinna-caitanya) and consciousness
of the knower (antaÿ-karaòâvacchinna-caitanya). These limiting adjuncts of one Consciousness are called višaya-caitanya, pramâòa-caitanya and pramâtå-caitanya respectively. Being one, it has limiting adjuncts just as time, though one, has limiting
adjuncts (upâdhis) in the form of hours, days, week, fortnight, month, year etc.4 After
keeping these metaphysical presuppositions in mind Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra accepted two criteria of perceptuality: perceptuality of knowledge (jñâna-gata) and
perceptuality of object (višaya-gata). To him when there is a union between consciousness of a means of knowing (pramâòa-caitanya) and consciousness of an object
(višaya-caitanya), then it is the case of the perceptuality of knowledge (jñâna-gatapratyakšatva). It is to be borne in mind that they Advaitins have made a distinction
between perception of the knowledge of a jar and perception of a jar. In the case of
the perception of the knowledge of a jar there is the union between višayacaitanya (‘consciousness of an object’) and pramâòa-caitanya (‘consciousness of a
means of knowing’) but pramâtå-caitanya (‘consciousness of the knower’) will
remain isolated in the sense that it maintains its separate existence by playing the
role of an agent (kartå). How is such union of these two caitanyas possible?
Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra left no stones unturned to make us convinced with the
following reasoning. When our mind, after issuing from the body reaches to the
object with the help of sense organs and assumes the shape of the object, then it is
called mental mode (våtti), which is also a form of the consciousness.5 To them the
4

VPar (Pratyakša-pariccheda), p. 13: siddhânte pratyakšatva-prayojakaô kiô iti cet, kiô
jñâna-gatasya pratyakšatvasya prayojakaô påcchasi, kiô vâ višaya-gatasya? âdye pramâòacaitanyasya višayâvacchinna-caitanyâbheda iti brumaÿ. tathâ trividhaô caitanyaô višayacaitanyaô pramâòa-caitanyaô pramâtå-caitanyaô cêti. tatra ghaþâdy-avacchinnaô caitanyaô
višaya-caitanyam antaÿ-karaòa-våtty-avacchinnaô caitanyaô pramâòa-caitanyam antaÿkaraòâvacchinnaô caitanyaô pramâtå-caitanyam.
5
The luminous mind, issuing through the eye etc. essential for perception of an external object only (happiness etc. being perceived inwardly), goes to the space occupied by objects like a
jar etc. and is modified into the form of a jar. This modification is called mental mode (våtti).
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Advaitins the mind (antaÿ-karaòa), like liquid substance, has no shape of its own,
but assumes the shape of the object just as water assumes the form of the container.
If this were the case, the consciousness of an object (višaya-caitanya) becomes
identified with its corresponding mental mode (antaÿ-karaòa-våtti). The union of
these two limited forms of consciousness gives rise to the perception of the knowledge of the object.6 The pramâtå-caitanya (‘consciousness of the knower’) which,
being a knower, remains isolated and perceives the knowledge of an object (jñânagata-pratyakša). In this case there is the distinction between a knower (jñâtå) and a
known object (jñeya). That is why it is the perceptuality of knowledge of an object
(jñâna-gata-pratyakšatva).
But there is another case of perception, which is called perceptuality of an object
(višaya-gata-pratyakšatva). For having a cognition of an object the existence of a
knower is a precondition, insofar as the cognition of an object without the knower is
impossible. If it is said that there is the perceptuality of object, it should be treated
as different from the perceptuality of knowledge of an object (jñâna-gata-pratyakša).
It is not knowledge which is perceived, but the object only. Such a situation cannot
give rise to knower–known relationship (jñâtå-jñeya-bhâva). Hence Dharmarâja
Adhvarîndra says that in such cases there is only the knower in the form of consciousness (pramâtå-caitanya); but other two, i.e. consciousness of the mental mode
(antaÿ-karaòa-våtti) and consciousness of an object, are united in the knower
(pramâtå). This situation is described by him as pramâtå-sattâtirikta-sattâkatvâbhâva
(‘an absence of the existence of other forms of consciousness excepting the existence of the knower’).7 Herein lies some sort of metaphysical presupposition. In this
case Dharmarâja is dealing with metaphysics in disguise of epistemology. When a
person thinks himself identified with the whole world, it is the stage of liberation
due to the absence of reality of more than one (advaita). In this case an object is not
mere an object but a subjectified object. Though there is no difference in saying
‘subjectified object’ and ‘objectified subject’ as evidenced in the Bhagavad-gîtâ
(BhG 6.29: sarva-bhûta-stham âtmânaô sarva-bhûtâni câtmani, i.e. extension of
self to others and bringing others under self), Dharmarâja preferred to use
‘subjectified object’, since pramâtå (‘knower’) only remains at this stage. There is
the absence of the existence of other objects excepting the existence of knower
(pramâtå). Is it not a state of liberation? Such a state is generally realised temporally
at the time of aesthetic enjoyment (rasa). In KÂ, p. 92, Abhinavagupta has ex6

VPar, p. 14: tatra yathâ taðâgodakaô chidrân nirgatya kulyâtmanâ kedârân praviœya tadvad
eva catuš-koòâdy-âkâraô bhavati, tathâ taijasam antaÿ-karaòam api cakšurâdi-dvârâ nirgatya
ghaþâdi-višaya-deœam gatvâ ghaþâdi-višyâkâreòa pariòamate sa eva pariòâmo våttir ucyate.
7
VPar, p. 25: ghaþâder višayasya pratyakšaô tu pramâtr-abhinnatvam … pramâtr-abhedo
nâma na tâvad aikyaô kintu pramâtå-sattâtirikta-sattâkatvâbhâvaÿ.
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plained this state of ‘subjectified object’ as ‘the melting of the state of the knower’
(pramâtå-bhâva-vigalana). Just as an object when liquidified covers many areas, in
the like manner the knower can expand himself in such a way so that all objects are
included in him. At this stage he is not confined within himself but expands himself
to all the objects and hence objects have no other existence other than that of the
knower. That is why an individual can enjoy aesthetic pleasure (rasa) as he considers the pathos etc. belonging to characters of the novel or drama as his own due to
his emotional involvement. This sharing of others’ feelings is called by Abhinavagupta (KÂ, p. 84) tan-mayî-bhavana (‘becoming one with other’). It may be
asked to the Advaitins whether it is the case of epistemology or metaphysics. Whatever may be their reply, we have shown that a set of metaphysical presuppositions
has led Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra to formulate such a definition of perception.
If we turn to the Buddhists in general and Dharmakîrti in particular, they are also
not free from some basic presuppositions such as theories of momentariness, dependent origination, causal efficacy (artha-kriyâ-kâritva) etc. as a characteristic
feature of being (sat) etc. Keeping these in view Dharmakîrti has formulated the
definition of perception: ‘perceptual cognition is the non-erroneous cognition of an
entity free from mental ascriptions.’8 Is it not true that such a definition is given
keeping some presuppositions in mind? 9
Hence there is hardly anything in different systems of Indian philosophy which
may be described as ‘pure epistemology’ or ‘unbiased epistemology’. Perhaps this is
the characteristic feature of all branches of philosophy. Behind the formulation of this
definition Dharmakîrti has two presuppositions in mind: (1) the mark of an existent
entity is its causal efficacy (artha-kriyâ-kârtitva-lakšaòaô sat) and (2) whatever is
existent is momentary (yat sat tat kšaòikam). An object endowed with mental
ascriptions is not momentary due to its conceptualisation and hence it loses its
unique singular (sva-lakšaòa). That is why the perceptual entity is described as free
from mental ascriptions so that its unique momentary character is preserved.
While discussing the Buddhists definition of perception one could easily remember the affinities between sva-lakšaòa-character of an object and indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša). Regarding the acceptance of a sva-lakšaòa (‘unique
singular’) entity there are problems. As for example, an unique singular (svalakšaòa) entity is existent (sat) by virtue of its causal efficacy (artha-kriyâ-kâritva).
8

NB 3: tatra kalpanâpoðham abhrântaô pratyakšaô.
The presuppositions like an entity’s momentary (kšaòika) and unique singular character
(sva-lakšaòa) lead the Buddhists to formulate the definition of perception in such a manner so that
this momentary and unique singular character of an entity is protected. In this context the question
of circularity may be raised but it is of the virtuous type because no theorisation is possible without these presuppositions.
9
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How can the causal efficacy of it be judged with a moment (kšaòa), the minutest
particle of time? At the same time I would like to state that the Navya-nyâya theory
of indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša) in its turn is not free from
some problems either. I would suggest one or two problems that the acceptance of
the theory of indeterminate perception as admitted by the Nyâya poses. These
problems occur due to the inconsistency of the presuppositions of the Naiyâyikas.
First, Viœvanâtha in his Bhâšâ-pariccheda (verse 51) and Siddhânta-muktâvalî has
accepted that presentative cognition (anubhava) may be valid (yathârtha) and invalid (ayathârtha). The valid presentative cognition (yathârthânubhava) is of four
types: perceptual cognition, inferential cognition, cognition through similarity and
verbal testimonial cognition. The instruments of these are the four pramâòas, i.e.
perception (pratyakša), inference (anumâna), comparison (upamâna) and verbal
testimony (œabda). The perception is of two types: determinate (savikalpaka) and
indeterminate (nirvikalpaka). Viœvanâtha has accepted indeterminate perception as a
form of perception but subsequently he remarks: ‘the cognition which is indeterminate is beyond our sense-organ.’10 If it is beyond the reach of our sense organ, how
can it be called a form of laukika-pratyakša (ordinary perception)?11 For, there is the
lack of conditions of being perceptual due to not having the contact of the sense
organ with the object (indriyârtha-saônikarša). Secondly, there arises the problem
of determining its validity (prâmâòya). If it is a form of perception, it must be true.
But afterwards it is said that the truth-value cannot be assigned to it. It is neither true
nor false. If it is so, it can never be a case of perceptual knowledge. Thirdly, if it is
accepted that it is true how can prâmâòya be ascertained? The Naiyâyikas believe in
the extrinsic validity of truth (parataÿ-prâmâòya), which cannot be applied to the
indeterminate perception. Viœvanâtha’s position cannot be taken for granted due to
the absence of feasibility of applying the extrinsic validity of truth which will go
against the Naiyâyikas basic presuppositions. In this way we judge the justifiability
of a theory through the spectacle of the ontological presuppositions, which proves
that there is hardly any room for independent reasoning devel oped afterwards.
That the Naiyâyikas are bound with the ontological presuppositions is evidenced
from the acceptance of the prameyas (‘knowable entities’). The Nyâya admits twelve
prameyas: the self (âtman), body (œarîra), sense-organ (indriya), object (artha),
cognition (buddhi), mind (manas), inclination (pravåtti), defect (doša), rebirth
(pretya-bhâva), result (phala), suffering (duÿkha) and liberation (apavarga), the real
10

BhPar 58: jñânaô yan nirvikalpâkhyaô tad atîndrayaô išyate.
It may be argued that there are certain perceptions like yogi-pratyakša (transcendental perception) and ârša-pratyakša (seer perception), which are non-sensuous (atîndriya) in character
caused by the contact of âtman and manas. But it should be kept in mind that these are not ordinary forms of perceptions but extra-ordinary (alaukika).
11
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cognition of which leads us to realm of apavarga. From the false cognition an individual is entangled with this worldly affair leading to suffering and hence the real
cognition of twelve pramayas leads us to the world of liberation. Among these
prameyas self is fundamental. Wrong cognition of the self arises where the self is
understood as the non-self. Ordinary human beings consider the non-selves such as
the body, sense organ and mind as selves and take new birth and death again and
again. So long as there is no separation of the self from the body etc. an individual
cannot be absolutely free from suffering. As soon as the wrong notion of the self in
non-self vanishes, an individual attains liberation in the form of absolute cessation
of suffering due to the loss of the cause of suffering. Hence, the realisation of the
self is the real cause of liberation and hence the self is mentioned at the outset
among the prameyas.
The right cognition of the categories leads us to the attainment of mundane and
transcendental well-being (dåšþa and adåšþa niÿœreyasa). The right cognition of the
categories such as pramâòa, vâda, jalpa, chala, hetv-âbhâsa etc. leads us to the
mundane well-being, because they are beneficial for defeating others and defending
our own stand point. If an individual is well conversant with the categories and their
application, he can easily understand the points of defeat (nigraha-sthâna),
‘quibble’ (chala) and ‘pseudo-reason’ (hetv-âbhâsa) in others argument, which can
lead him to the world of victory in the field of philosophical debate. In the same
way, the right cognition of the self, one of the prameyas, can conjoin us with the
transcendental well-being (adåšþa-niÿœreyasa), i.e. the attainment of liberation.12
The true cognition of the self can remove ignorance or wrong notion (mithyâjñâna), which again removes suffering, aversion and attachment (râga-dveša)
caused by the wrong notion. If there is non-attachment, there cannot be inclination
(pravåtti) towards an object. Due to the absence of inclination the merit and demerit
cannot be generated. Owing to the lack of dharma and adharma there is no possibility of rebirth, which is meant for the enjoyment of the result of karma by an individual being. The absence of birth leads to the absence of suffering, which is the
state of liberation according to Nyâya. 13
This type of philosophical procedure of attaining liberation through self-realisation in primarily due to the Naiyâyikas first belief in the authority of the Veda and
Vedas. Though the Nyâya is taken to be a realistic philosophy, yet it is not free from
the influence of Veda or Vedas at the grass root level of their philosophy. Like the
Vedântins they also believe that the realisation of the self ultimately leads to the
12

NS 1.1.1, vol 1, p. 65.
NS 1.1.2: duÿkha-janma-pravåtti-doša-mithyâ-jñânânâm uttarôttarâpâye tad-antarâpâyâd
apavargaÿ.
13
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realm of liberation. Though the Naiyayîkas have mentioned pramâòa as the first
category to prove the existence of prameya, yet it cannot be ignored that the application of pramâòa is to know the self truly (tattva-jñâna), otherwise there is a
chance of misapprehension of self. When pramâòa is applied, the total end-in-view
of applying it, i.e. to conjoin an individual to liberation through self-realisation, is in
the background. Hence pramâòa is not ‘objective’, because of an agent cannot apply it ‘freely’, but ‘subjective’ or teleological, in the sense that it cannot be unbiased. That the Naiyayîkas are bound with the Upanišadic self etc. is evidenced from
the example of jahad-ajahad-lakšaòa (‘quasi-inclusive implication’) taken by
Annambhaþþa as tat tvam asi (‘Thou art that’). Is it a case epistemology in the true
sense of the term? Certainly not, because it is mixed with the metaphysics, which
has been taken as an indeterminate perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša) by the
Advaitin. In this case the testimonial cognition is based on some notion of self
which is metaphysical.
Let us explain the same in the following way.
The indeterminate perception or nirvikalpaka-pratyakša is accepted in the case of
the recognitive cognitions, such as ‘This is that Devadatta’ (so ’yam devadattaÿ) or
‘That art thou’ (tat tvam asi), on account of the fact that it does not reveal the relation between the two, i.e. this and that Devadatta or That and thou. It has been interpreted by the Advaitins that the sentence conveys the sense that Devadatta exists in
Devadatta himself or an individual self exists in himself in the form of Brahman.
But they do not admit any relation between the two by the term vaiœišþyânavagâhin
(‘absentee of knowledge apprehending relatedness of the qualificand and qualifier’).
If the meaning of the aforesaid sentences is pondered upon, it will be revealed that
these are not actually relation-free. In other words, like other components the relation is also revealed in such cases due to the following reasons. First, how do we
know that Devadatta exists in himself without the assumption of the relation of
identity between them? Any type of recognitive cognition presupposes the relation
of identity (at least in the sense of similarity) between two existing earlier or at present time. To the Advaitins identity (tâdâtmya) is the vital relation in the phenomenal cognition. In fact, they admit tâdâtmya in the places where there is a part-andwhole relation (avayavâvayavi-bhâva-sambandha) etc. Hence tâdâmya has very
often been accepted as a relation. To the Advaitins tâdâtmya (‘identity’) is taken in
the sense of similarity as found in colour and the possessor of it. In the cases cited
above there must be a relation of identity (tâdâtmya) in the sense of similarity between this and that Devadatta. That is why the recognitive knowledge (pratyabhijñâ)
is possible. Secondly, though there is no absolute identity between this Devadatta
and that Devadatta or an individual being and Brahman, there must be an essential
identity (svarûpa-tâdâtmya) between them. Otherwise, the sentences could not pro-
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vide the intended meaning. Lastly, the cognition coming through the sentences are
called relational in character, as it is sentential in nature. A sentence becomes
meaningful if there is a word, its meaning and their relation. It may be asked
whether in the words and their meaning there is signifier–signified relationship
(vâcya-vâcaka-bhâva) or not. If the answer is in positive, relation is accepted between them. If not, the sentences cannot provide the desired meaning due to the lack
of signifying character (vâcakatva) of the words. In fact, Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra
has accepted the meaningfulness of the sentences, which entails the existence of the
relation in them. Hence the definition of nirvikalpaka perception as formulated by
the Advaitins is hardly adequate. At least this type of definition apparently fails to
justify nirvikalpaka cognition. The problem has been well taken by the Advaitins by
giving a fresh interpretation of the above-mentioned sentence. To them the meaning
of the sentences such as so ’yaô devadattaÿ or tat tvam asi etc. is indivisible
(akhanðârtha). When the sentences produce right cognition without being related to
the relation among the words, it is called indivisible meaning. Only the stem
(prâtipadika), which are free from the suffixes causing relation, can give rise to
indivisible meaning. In the case of the nirvikalpaka-pratyakša there is no relation
between the meanings of the terms, but it gives an indivisible meaning after ignoring the individual ones.14 Such statement is dependent on some metaphysical presuppositions, such as the phenomenon of œabda-brahman or sphoþa in Vedântaparibhâšâ (VPar).
Two types of perception, apart from the previously mentioned one, are jîva-sâkšin
and îœvara-sâkšin. It has been mentioned in the Vedânta-paribhâšâ that the distinction between an individual being (jîva) and witness in self (jîva-sâkšin) lies on the
status of internal sense-organ (antaÿ-karaòa). If consciousness is limited by mind or
inner organ it is called jîva (antaÿ-karaòâvacchinnaô caitanyaô jîvaÿ). If the same
antaÿ-karaòa remains as a limiting adjunct (upâdhi) in a jîva, it is called jîva-sâkšin.
In the same way, the consciousness qualified by mâyâ is called îœvara or God
(mâyâvacchinnaô caitanyaô paramêœvaraÿ). When the same mâyâ remains as a
limiting adjunct (upâdhi) of consciousness, it is called witness in God (îœvarasâkšin). The property, which is related to the predicate (kâryânvayin) and becomes a
distinguisher (vyâvarttaka), being present (vartamâna) in a possessor of property, is
called viœešaòa while something, which cannot be related to the predicate
(kâryânanvayin) and becomes a distinguisher (vyâvarttaka), being present (vartamâna)
in the possessor of property, is called upâdhi. Though the distinction between
viœešaòa and upâdhi has been shown clearly, it is very difficult to understand the
14

VPar (Pratyakša-pariccheda), p. 35: idam eva tat tvam asi ity-âdi-vâkyânâô akhanðârthaô
yat samsargânavagâhi-yathârthâjñâna-janakatvaô iti.
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exact position whether the inner organ (antaÿ-karaòa) remains in an individual
being as an adjunct or limiting adjunct. In the same way the position or status of
mâyâ in consciousness (caitanya) cannot be known with the help of the reason.
Without the help of intuition it is very difficult to have an idea about the status of
mind in an individual being or the status of mâyâ in a consciousness. It needs vision
to know the same. If these are known transcendentally, why are they called the
forms of perception? The phenomena of jîva-sâkšin and îœvara-sâkšin are more
metaphysical in character than epistemological. Hence the Advaitins cannot do
‘pure epistemology’ without the help of metaphysics.
In connection with the immediate awareness (aparokša-jñâna) Dharmarâja
Adhvarîndra has pointed out that such perceptual awareness may sometimes arise
from the testimony also, which is called perceptual awareness generated through
verbal testimony (œâbda-janya-pratyakša).
It has been argued by the Advaitins that, when an individual comes to know of his
happiness through the utterance of the sentence ‘You are happy’ (tvaô sukhî) by
somebody else, would it be considered as perceptual? The answer is in the positive,
to the Advaitins. They have put forward an example of perceptual awareness through
some testimonial cognition. A leader of a team is counting the members of his team
to confirm that nobody is left behind. Among the ten members every time he is
counting nine members but not ten, not including himself due to his absent-mindedness. Being pointed out by some body else he comes to know that he has not
counted himself. Ultimately the person pointed him out as the tenth person and said:
‘You are the tenth’ (daœamas tvam asi). This is a case of perception, no doubt,
which is generated through the utterance of the sentence by some body else.15 Actually this type of awareness suggests a great area of the Advaita philosophy. To the
Advaitins an individual being is always free, but he does not know it. When it is
pointed out that he is free from suffering through the injunction of the œâstra or âgama
or through hearing (œravaòa), reflection (manana) and meditating (nididhyâsana),
he suddenly sees himself free. This freedom is not new to him, but it is acquirement
of what is acquired (prâptasya prâptiÿ). An individual’s liberation or freedom is not
at all a new achievement, but awareness of something, which is already known. This
knowing of the known is possible through the testimonial statement as found in
different œrutis. The function of the testimony in the form of œruti is to make someone aware of his own position and status. It provides the true picture of the human
being, his freedom etc. about which he did not know. Hence, perception in the field

15

VPar (Pratyakša-pariccheda), p. 19: na cÎvam api vartamâna-daœâyâô tvaô sukhî ity âdivâkya-janya-jñânasya pratyakšâpattiÿ syâd iti vâcyam išþatvât, daœamas tvam asi ity-âdau
sannikåšþa-višaye œabdâd apy aparokša-jñânâbhyupagamât.
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of freedom or liberation is generated through the âgamic statement tat tvam asi,
which is very much significant in Indian Philosophical systems. In order to highlight
this metaphysical aspect they have introduced a specific type of pratyakša called
œabda-janya-pratyakša (‘perceptual cognition generated through verbal testimony ’).
Indian theories of error called ‘error theory’ (khyâti-vâda) as admitted by different
systems are based on purely metaphysical structure. The Vijñâna-vâdin and Œûnyavâdin schools of Buddhism propagate consciousness-centric error theory (âtma-khyâtivâda) and non-existent error theory (asat-khyâti-vâda) respectively after keeping the
theory of consciousness in the form of vijñana (consciousness) and œûnyatâ (voidness)
in view. Such is the case with the indescribable theory of error (anirvacanîyakhyâti-vâda). In this case the represented object or the mistakenly known object is
admitted as different from existent or non-existent (sad-asad-vilakšaòa), because it
(i.e. the snake in the case of rope) is neither existent due to its sublation by the latter
cognition nor non-existent due to having its apparent awareness (prâtibhâsikasattâ). The Mîmâmsaka who do not believe in the existence of erroneous cognition
formulates the theory of no error theory (akhyâti) presupposing it in view.
The Naiyâyikas admit that more than one pramâòa can be applied to know a single object, which is called the theory of pramâòa-samplava. The nature of an object
is not a factor for applying pramâòa. As for example, ‘fire’ can be known through
perception, inference or verbal testimony. But so far as the Buddhist view is concerned, a particular nature of an object determines the particular means of knowing
(pramâòa) through which alone it is revealed. An object having a unique characteristic (sva-lakšaòa) is revealed by perception alone. A sva-lakšaòa-entity (‘unique
singular’) cannot be revealed by inference and in the same way the sâmânyalakšaòa-entity (‘entity characterised by generality’) can be known by inference
alone, but not capable of being known by perception. This metaphysical presupposition leads them to admit the system of a specific fixed means of knowing
(pramâòa-vyavasthâ). The Buddhists may say that if more than one pramâòa is
applied in a certain case, the object may be seen as having contradictory nature. To
them if perception, inference and verbal testimony have a common object, the object
should have been of similar type. But actually we find ‘fire’ for example, perceived in
proximity is different from that existing in a remote distance. If an object is seen from
a distance, it is seen as associated with some general features. When it comes near, the
same object seems to have some other special features. Hence, perception, inference
and verbal testimony differ from each other regarding the object grasped by them.
But the Naiyâyikas stick to their decision that many modes of knowing (pramâòa)
can be applied to the same object. They assert that a locus having diverse properties
is one and the same. Jayanta (NMa, p. 33) has referred to the paradigm case of applying various pramâòas in a particular situation. From the words of a trustworthy
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person an individual can know of the existence of fire in a distant place. He goes
towards the locus of fire. When he goes certain distance, he sees smoke arising from
a place by which he infers the existence of fire. When he goes nearest to the fire, he
perceives the same with his own.
—3—
From the above-mentioned arguments it can be concluded that pramâòa-œâstra is
not free from metaphysical or ontological commitment. In fact, when a particular
epistemic theory is propagated by a particular system, the philosophers belonging to
the school keep the ontological presupposition in view. Being influenced by this
they formulate an epistemic theory, which can ultimately prove these presuppositions. Before a particular epistemic theory is formulated, its formulation is influenced by the presuppositions. The ontological commitment guides a philosopher
remaining in him in the form of proposition (pratijñâ). The same ontology or prameya
is proved through the pramâòa, which is in the substantiated form as we find in the
case of conclusion (nigamana). When it is said that ‘prameya is established through
pramâòa’ (mânâdhînâ meya-siddhiÿ), Indian philosophers talk of the latter type of
function occupying the position of nigamana. The above-mentioned point may be
highlighted again following the Advaitic line. In the beginning of the Adhyâsabhâšya Œaókara has given the definition of superimposition (adhyâsa) as ‘the appearance of the previously seen object in a different place, which has affinities with
memory is called superimposition.’16 This definition is in the description level,
which has no relation with the actual realisation of the same. This is not the result of
experience. When the self is realised, an individual can realise the truth of the
statement describing âdhyâsa (‘superimposition’). This description is the starting
point to reach the realm of realisation. The true nature of the illusoriness of the
world (adhyâsa) can be realised just after self-realisation has been attained. The first
introduction with the concept of adhyâsa is taken as proposition (pratijñâ) and the
realisation of the same at the end is the conclusion (nigamana). Though the proposition and conclusion seem to be the same, there is a gulf of difference between the
two. The former is a mere description given by somebody else from his experience
while the latter is the result of an individual’s own realisation. Such is the case with
other theoretical enterprises. But it should be kept in view that these probable entities (meya) are working in the brain of the philosophers before the theoretical formation of knowledge starts. Hence, theory of knowledge can never be unbiased in
the true sense of the term.
16

ABh, p. 4: âha—ko ’yaô adhyâso nâma iti. ucyate—småti-rûpaÿ paratra pûrva-dåšþâvabhâsaÿ.
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Power and Insight in Jain Discourse*
PETER FLÜGEL

In contrast to earlier Jainological emphasis on the unchanging and dogmatic nature of doctrinal Jainism, recent historical-philological and anthropological scholarship focuses predominately on historically changing, syncretic and hybrid features
of Jain beliefs and practices, and on the role of agency in the construction of
socioreligious identity.1 Contrary to culturalist self-images and academic representations, it is widely recognised that the ‘differences which separate Jainism from
Hinduism and Buddhism … are largely differences of emphasis for all are built from
common material’ (WILLIAMS (1983: xxii));2 and that ‘even though Jainism is a
distinct religion and not a sect of Hinduism, still it is a fact that in the past [and present] many Jains used to regard themselves as Hindus and were also regarded by
others as Hindus’ (SANGAVE (1980: 3)). This raises questions about the characteris*
This essay was originally conceived as a prolegomenon to my paper Worshipping the Ideal
King: On the Social Implications of Medieval Jain Conversion Stories, which will be published
under this title. Earlier versions of this paper were presented to the ‘Hindu Studies Seminar’ at the
School of Oriental and Africa Studies in London, 25 November 1992, and to the ‘Jains in Indian
History and Culture Workshop’ at Amherst College, 25 June 1993. A version of the prolegomenon
written up for publication in 1996 was presented, essentially unchanged but updated and expanded, to the Conference ‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy’ in Bialowieza, Warsaw University, 5 May, 2006. I am indebted to the participants of these fora for feedback, and particularly to
Kornelius Krümpelmann, who commented on the manuscript. I also wish to express my gratitude to
the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) and the Arts and Humanities Research Board (AHRB)
in Britain for supporting my participation in the conferences in Amherst and Bialowieza.
1
It is impossible to define a religious tradition, such as Jainism through a list of unchanging attributes. LÉVI-STRAUSS (1970: 3 ff.) prefers to talk about crystallisation of secondary differences within
syncretic fields. Another viable strategy is to analyse contextually changing self-attributions. FOUCAULT
(1981: 69) investigates discourse diachronically as a ‘regular and distinct series of events’ rather than
positing a ‘tradition’ which might be ‘behind discourse’. See also LUHMANN (1982). CARRITHERS
(1990) and GOMBRICH (1996: 7), similarly, opt for the study of religious tradition as ‘a chain of events’.
2
Because of this common heritage, contemporary Jain ‘orthodoxy’ classifies only originally nonIndian traditions, such as Judaism, Christianity, and Islam, as truly heretical. See JAINI (1979: 314, n.
63). In the following I will focus on the relationship between ‘Hindu’ religions and Jainism only.

Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy
Warsaw Indological Studies 3 (2011/2016) 85–217.
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tic features and the politics of Jain discourse, the principle medium of Jain cultural
synthesis.3 DUMONT (1980: 210) once stated that the Jains, like any non-Hindu
group in India, ‘cannot be regarded as independent of the environment in which it is
set, as really constituting a society by itself, however strongly its own values push it
in this direction.’ Yet, whether, or to what extent, the Jains ‘derive their raison
d’être from their distinctive ways of manoeuvring within a [hierarchical] structure
that they share with the whole society’ (MARRIOTT (1976: 131)) needs further
research.4 LAIDLAW (1985), (1995: 95), in one of the few studies of Jain discourse
to date,5 argues that ‘Jain cultural distinctiveness does not rest on rituals or practices
in which people are marked as different and counted in or out’ but on ‘a range of
practices and relationships through which Jains participate in Hindu public culture
in India, and do so as Jains.’ Jain culture is defined as a shared ethical life-style, or
‘class psychology’, grounded in ‘a set of processes and practices which cluster
around the ownership, management, funding, and use of property’ (LAIDLAW (1985:
147, cf. 349 f.)). Socioreligious group formations beyond the institutions of family,
caste and religious trusts are seen as ephemeral and dependent on instrumental processes of strategic mass mobilisation by individual lay leaders. CARRITHERS (1992:
118) studied how in conventional settings Jain public speakers ‘create, manipulate,
and transform’ connections between listeners (œrâvaka), in particular through the
narration of religious stories in communal rhetoric.6 LAIDLAW’s (1985: 55 f.) theory
3

The single defining criterion that is universally accepted within the Jain tradition is the reference to the Jinas, especially Mahâvîra. To a lesser extent, the notions of practising ahiôsâ and
vegetarianism, which is nowadays shared with many ‘Hindus’ and Buddhists, are used as reference points. On problems of Jain identity see FLÜGEL (2005), (2006a), (2006b).
4
In spite of their differences, DUMONT and MARRIOTT both rely on the code-model of classical
structuralism. However, MARRIOTT (1976) and his followers posit a multiplicity of incongruent cultural codes and/or rule-oriented strategies in order to investigate ‘surface’ phenomena as products of
their interaction. The unity of ‘Hindu society’ or ‘culture’ is no longer presupposed, ‘rather it is an
empirical observation to be analyzed’ (BURGHART (1978b), (1978a: 38)) in terms of competing
groups which ‘regulate their interaction on the basis of their own code of hierarchy’ (BURGHART
(1978a: 36)). The essentialism of ‘society’ is thus replaced by the essentialism of competing ‘strategic
groups’ or ‘(sub-) cultures’ (within a territorial state).The unity of a system as a whole is then generated through (a) mutual incorporation of elements of other codes, and (b) temporary agreements on
the code of interaction (BURGHART (1978a: 37)). BURGHART (1983), (1985), in his outline of the study
of intra-cultural ‘arenas of interpretation’, first noted points of transition between the multiple codemodel and HABERMAS’ (1980–81) theory of communicative action (which however avoids a priori
reification of ‘groups’ altogether by merely presupposing universal interactional competencies).
5
LAIDLAW (1985) offers an analysis of the relationship between Jain ‘mokša-discourse’ and
‘puòya-discourse’, on which see CORT (1989) and BABB (1996), who do not explicitly use discourse-analytical approaches.
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of the Jain ‘language game’ and CARRITHERS’ (1991: 262) work on the ‘rhetoric of
samâj’ both successfully move away from essentialist notions of communal identity.
But they achieve this only at the price of recurring to instrumentalist definitions of
community formation, disregarding the key dimensions of felt togetherness and
shared belief and custom.7
In this essay, I propose to avoid both a priori definitions of socio-cultural identity
and instrumentalist theories of community formation by analysing the stated principles of Jain religious discourse itself. I will compare and contrast these principles
with the categories of Jürgen HABERMAS’ (1980–81), who in his Theory of Communicative Action offers a seemingly non-reductionist interpretation of linguistically
mediated processes of socio-cultural synthesis. In contrast to the explicit normative
ideals of the Jains, rooted in an ontology of karman, Habermas’ theoretical investigation presents itself as a non-ontological reconstruction of regulative ideals implicitly presupposed by all actual human discourse.8 Some preliminary remarks on
the architecture of his theory are necessary.
Habermas’ model seeks to transcend the false alternative of ‘community’ and
‘society’—which still dominates the sociology of Indian religions—by focusing on
the relationship between ‘lifeworld’ and ‘system’ instead, as differentiated in contemporary modern society. ‘Lifeworld’, a term imported from phenomenology, is
defined as the horizon or context of linguistically mediated communicative action.9
6

See CARRITHERS (1992: 106) on the importance of the setting for processes of negotiation of
Jain identity through the medium of cultural narratives; and FLÜGEL (1993) on the significance of
self-referentiality in conversion stories narrated in settings, such as sermons, similar to those described in the narrative itself, thus generating self-verification. BOURDIEU (1991a), in FAUCONNIER
(1981: 202 n. 8), demonstrated that self-verification must be distinguished from the success of an
intended perlocutionary effect. See also FAUCONNIER’s (1981: 185) analysis of the ‘principle of
incorporation’, the description of a rite within the rite.
7
See TÖNNIES’ (1887) classical work on community and society.
8
HABERMAS’ analysis of discourse is influenced by the work of Karl-Otto APEL (1973) and
the analysis of the 'colonisation' of discourse by generalised media of communication by the neoParsonian social systems theory of LUHMANN (1979) , etc. ‘Discourse’ is here used in the general
sense of a set of verbal or written statements. HABERMAS (1980: 71) / (1984–1987 I: 42), (2005:
20) understands ‘discourse’ in a more restricted (and old-fashioned) sense as ‘reasoning’, i.e. the
rational exchange of arguments for or against contested claims. In his terms, ‘discourse’ is the
reflective form of ‘communicative action’ which is distinguished from mere ‘communication’.
LUHMANN (2002: 42 n. 37) points out that ‘capacity for reasoned elaboration’ is a traditional definition of ‘authority’. See infra 106 f.
9
Following Peirce and Royce, Apel and Habermas presuppose the ideal of an ‘infinite community of interpretation’ as the ‘collective subject’. The resulting contrast between the ‘real community of communication’ and an implicitly presupposed ‘ideal community of communication’
has been criticised, for instance by WELLMER (1986: 68 f., 81–102) and ALBERT (2003: 30, 50
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It is, in his view, constituted by language and has three components or actor-world
relations, in which communications are simultaneously embedded: cultural symbols,
social norms, and personal aims. Lifeworlds are conceived as thematic resources for
the intersubjective construction of social situations though symbolic or communicative action.10 In case of disagreement, situations are ideally defined rationally and
consensually, through co-operative processes of interpretation based on the rejection
or acceptance of claims of objective truth (cognition oriented), normative rightness
(action oriented), and subjective sincerity (person oriented). The limited explanatory
scope of the lifeworld perspective conceded, HABERMAS (1981: 180) / (1984–1987
II: 118) defines society as a whole ‘simultaneously as a system and a lifeworld’:
‘societies are systematically stabilised complexes of action of socially integrated
groups’ (1980–1981: 228) / (1984–1987 II: 152). This definition acknowledges that
society is not constituted through symbolic or communicative action alone, but
also—and increasingly so—through systemic processes, i.e. the unintended consequences of action and interaction mediated by ‘steering media’ such as money or
power rather than by language. Habermas thus situates the social role of discourse
within a theory of differentiation of system and lifeworld. The degree of differentiation determines the extent to which social integration can / must be achieved through
symbolic or communicative action alone.11 Habermas argues that lifeworld and
system perspectives are mutually incompatible. His proposed synthesis (chided as
‘eclectic’ by his critics) prescribes a systematic alternation of the two perspectives,
thus addressing the problem in a similar way as Jain perspectivism. Within this
framework, Habermas’ contribution to discourse analysis results from a single conceptual move: the substitution of the pivotal concept of subjective ‘intentionality’

Royce ff.), who advocate for a fallibilistic notion of consensus and deny a general interest in infinite discussion (ALBERT (2003: 70)). For a similar conceptual structure see, however, the Buddhist
(and Jain) distinction between ‘real’ and ‘ideal’ saógha, analysed for instance by BECHERT (1961:
23 f., 35). HABERMAS (1991: 133) conceded that the normative content of universal pragmatic
presuppositions can not be equated with obligatory norms of interaction. Anticipating presuppositions are normative in ‘a wider sense’, enabling practice, without regulating it. In his recent revision of his epistemic universal pragmatic concept of truth, HABERMAS (2004: 50–55, 256 f.) renounced the concept of a ‘final consensus’, because it is beyond the necessity and problems of
discourse, and distinguishes now between truth and legitimation.
10
Communicative action is defined as the reflexive form of symbolic interaction .
11
HABERMAS (1981: 219) / (1984–1987 II: 145): ‘Universal discourse points to an idealized
lifeworld reproduced through processes of mutual understanding that have been largely detached
from normative contexts and transferred over to rationally motivated yes/no positions. This sort of
growing autonomy can come to pass only to the extent that the constraints of material reproduction no longer hide behind the mask of a rationally impenetrable, basic, normative consensus, that
is to say, behind the authority of the sacred.’
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(championed by Weberian, Husserlian or Wittgensteinian variants of interpretive
sociology)12 with the notion of intersubjective ‘communication’ (Verständigung),
which in his view is the inherent telos of human language.13 The intersubjective
alternative to conventional subject-philosophical approaches14 enables Habermas to
criticise empirical discourses of power, based on ‘instrumental action’, as
‘deviations’ from an ‘original’ mode of unconstrained ‘communicative action’, implicitly presupposed by all interlocutors.
Habermas’ characterisation of the constitutive role of implicit idealisations for
linguistically mediated interaction by the term ‘ideal speech situation’ has been
widely criticised (in similar ways as Chomsky’s ‘ideal speech community’), since,
by definition, ideal situations are rarely, if ever, empirically encountered, and not
even consciously contemplated by the majority of interlocutors.15 Though it is a
truism that ideals can only influence behaviour if they differ from it, a society which
relies entirely on explicit consensus is both a modern utopia and a nightmare, since
everything can become problematic under the imperative of rational control in an
ideal world of unconstrained intersubjectivity. To avoid the ‘cost’ of social reflexivity, social life has to rely on traditions, habits, routines and systemic processes
(mediated by institutions or markets) which are taken for granted, until questioned.
This is recognised by the model. Habermas insists, however, that the fundamental
unspoken expectations underlying all social interaction can be analytically reconstructed. Conflict, for instance over values, can only be peacefully resolved if the
normative presuppositions of communicative action, such as common interest in the
avoidance of violence, are implicitly observed.16 Hence, rather than dismissing
Habermas’ ‘utopianism’ outright,17 it may be more fruitful to ask whether the prin12

See HABERMAS (1984: 35–82, 307–50) on three types of intentionality: fundamental intentionality of consciousness, strategic intentionality, and intentionality of non-deliberate actions. Phenomenological ‘intentionality of consciousness’ (not to be confused with Weber’s ‘strategic intentionality’ or Searle’s
concept of subjective ‘meaning intentionality’) can be usefully compared with Jain concepts of consciousness and intentionality. An intentionalist stance alone can, however, not account for social processes of acceptance or definitions of acceptability of actions or arguments. APEL (1993: 41) stressed,
rightly in my view, the ‘reciprocal dependence of a priori of consciousness and linguistic a priori’.
13
HABERMAS (1984: 461). Verständigung is itself an ambiguous word, combining
‘understanding’ (something, someone) and ‘coming to an agreement’ or ‘reaching understanding’.
14
See HABERMAS (1985) for an analysis of the aporias of 20th century philosophy.
15
E.g. ALEXY (1996: 155 ff., 412 ff.).
16
HABERMAS (1991: 169) derives the normative presuppositions of communicative action from
the notion of ‘common interest’. In (neo-)Parsonian sociology, the condition that the interacting
units know that both could also act differently is known as ‘double contingency’.
17
ALBERT (1994: 259) chides the analytical projection of such an ideal into ‘pre-theoretical
knowledge’ as ‘normative essentialism’.
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ciples of discourse identified by Habermas function indeed as universal presuppositions of communicative action or are merely one set of possible idealisations
amongst many. The question is pertinent, since ‘communicative action’, according
to Habermas, is predicated on the implicit recognition of the values of individual
autonomy and equality, and the existence of domination-free social spaces and
interactional competencies, which are rarely given in any concrete situation. Does
Habermas’ model, then, merely impose modern European ideals or is his theory
indeed of universal relevance? 18
This question can be explored by comparing Habermas’ dialogical model of the
‘ideal speech situation’ with other models of highly idealised speech situations of a
similar level of abstraction, such as the Jain theory of speaking, which, at first sight,
seems to be predicated on hierarchical, or subject oriented, rather than egalitarian, or
intersubjective, normative presuppositions.19 From Habermas’ perspective, the principles informing hierarchical systems, even if culturally dominant, cannot be universalised, since they themselves are predicated on the principles of communicative
action which are (from the perspective of analytical reconstruction) consciously or
unconsciously presupposed in all linguistically mediated interaction. Conversely,
from a Jain perspective, the ontology of soul, non-soul, karman and the principle of
non-violence are implicitly presupposed in all universally acceptable actions. In

18

KEENAN’s (1976) ethnographic critique of the postulated universality of Grice’s conversational maxims has been extended to Habermas by PRATT (1986: 70). Disregarding criticism of
Keenan’s arguments, for instance by PRINCE (1982), she argues that Habermas’ ‘ideal speech act’
merely reflects dominant Western standards of normality used to criticise ‘deviations’ as ‘systemic
distortions’. Following Nietzsche, FOUCAULT (1981: 56) had earlier criticised the ‘will to truth’ as
a ‘machinery of exclusion’ of ‘false discourses’. See also LINKENBACH’s (1986: 108 n. 43) anthropological critique of Habermas ‘objective hermeneutics’. HABERMAS (1983: 88 ff.) / (1990: 78 ff.)
responded to objections to his ‘ethnocentrism’ in his work on discourse ethics, distinguishing
‘moral’ questions of ‘common interest’ or ‘justice’, orienting his own work, from ‘ethical’ questions of ‘the good life’ or ‘self-realisation’ which are culturally specific ( HABERMAS (1983: 118).
19
Normative presuppositions in Indian theories of language have been discussed by GANERI
(1999: 17), who pointed to differences between the subject-centred epistemological conception of
language in Nyâya and information transmission theories which, in contrast to the Nyâya theory of
‘direct, non-inferential assent’, assume that ‘assenting to another’s utterance is never direct, but
always depends on the hearer’s awareness of the speaker’s intentions.’ The proposal that the
‘normativity of meaning’ by divine decree in Gadâdhara’s (Navya-nyâya) semantics can
‘partially’ be defended in terms of the notion of tacitly shared ‘conventional semantic theories’ as
‘the standard of correctness’ within a specific linguistic community, rather than recurring to
Matilal’s ‘ideal hearer’ concept (GANERI (1999: 44)), presupposes an intersubjective solution of
‘the co-ordination problem’. For the use of ‘optimal standpoints’ for reconstructing the presuppositions of Jain many-valued logic see also GANERI (2002: 271).
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both cases, moments of ‘insight’ can be generated through the acceptance20 and
situational projection of the respective model.21 It is debatable whether any comparison between contrasting philosophical or religious models implies a dialectical
third perspective which will ‘always be more general than the most general postulates of a religion and the most general rules of investigation itself’ (PIATIGORSKY
(1985: 210)) or is simply an addition without being ‘higher or lower’ (MURTI (1955:
127)). Frequently cited examples of overarching perspectives that are not predicated
on specific comparisons are the dialectic of the categories of reflection (Hegel), the
politics of cultural hegemony (Gramsci), or indeed the Jaina conception of a disjunctive synthesis of differences or alternatives (anekânta-vâda), which according to
MURTI (1955: 128) is ‘more a syncretism than a synthesis’. A non-relativistic
scenario is plausible if one model is able to reconstruct another on its own terms in
a non-reductive way, or if it improves the other model, without losing information,
while the reverse is not possible. In such a case, the analytical superiority of one
model over the other must be conceded in principle.
A peculiar feature of Habermas’ universal pragmatic theory is that it can only be
operationalised by ‘reversing step by step the strong idealisations’ of the concept of
20

See for instance the extensive literature in analytical theology, following WITTGENSTEIN
(1953), on the role of models for religious insight. For example RAMSEY’s (1967: 37) analysis of
the ‘disclosure situation’, based on religious commitment: ‘So we see religious commitment as a
total commitment to the whole universe; something in relation to which argument has only a very
odd function; its purpose being to tell such a tale as evokes the “insight”, the “discernment” from
which the commitment follows as a response. Further, religious commitment is something bound
up with key words whose logic no doubt resembles that of words which characterise personal
loyalty as well as that of the axioms of mathematics, and somehow combines the features of both,
being what may be called “specially resistant” posits, “final” endpoints of explanation, key-words
suited to the whole job of living—“apex” words.’ See further SMART (1965), HICK (1969), and others.
21
The concept of ‘insight’ is used somewhat ambiguously in this article, referring both to cognitive insight in the sense of Habermas (Einsicht) and to Jain religious insight (samyaktva or
samyag-darœana). This can be justified by pointing to similar ambiguities (a) in Habermas’ use of
Einsicht referring both to understanding and acceptance (close to Skt. saôjñâ, agreement, understanding, harmony), and (b) in the Jain usage of samyaktva which can refer to cognitive insight
and acceptance of the ‘rightness’ of Jain doctrine, but mainly describes the ‘direct experience’ of
the soul/self; see JAINI (1979: 80). The understanding of doctrine and self may or may not be
linked, for instance in conversion experiences (FLÜGEL (1993)), which can be interpreted as a
‘realization and internalization of important dogmatic subjects’ (BRUHN (1997–1998, V.1)),
though this conception does not account for the ‘self-reported’ enlightenment experiences of the
Jinas. See SCHMITHAUSEN (1981: 199 n. 3) on similar ambiguities of the term ‘insight’ in early
Buddhist scriptures. Generally on the problem of communicating ‘experience’ in Buddhist contexts see SCHMITHAUSEN (1981: 200 ff.), and for ideological uses FAURE (1991) and SHARF (1995).
On Buddhist insight meditation, see GRIFFITHS (1981) and HOUTMAN (1999), amongst others. For
observations on Buddhist and Jain meditation see BRONKHORST (1993b).
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communicative action to approximate the complexity of natural situations. Because
most methodological provisions and theoretical assumptions have to be dropped in
this process, universal pragmatics becomes, for all practical purposes, indistinguishable from empirical pragmatics, except for the additional conceptual sensitivity
‘needed to recognise the rational basis of linguistic communication in the confusing
complexity of the everyday observed’ (HABERMAS (1980: 444) / (1984–1987 I:
331).22 What is gained is the ability to discover different levels of the linguistically
represented reality, and communicative pathologies, such as veiled power relationships or systemic distortions of rational communication through the use of generalised media of communication.23 For formal pragmatic investigations of South Asian
discourse the fundamental empirical question is not whether, for instance, mantras or ritual language can be considered as ‘speech acts’, or in which sense.24 The
question is rather, as Richard BURGHART (1996: 301) put it, ‘how does non-distorted speech communication take place in hierarchical structures’? BURGHART
(1983), (1985) was the first South Asianist to tentatively explore the possibilities of
the theory of communicative action for an understanding of religious and political
discourse in South Asia. Since his premature death, few advances have been made
in rendering Habermas’ highly abstract theory fruitful for South Asian studies.
In this essay, I make a fresh attempt in exploring the analytical potential of
Habermas’ communication theoretical approach for South Asian Studies by contrasting Habermas’ discourse ethics, the reflective form of communicative action,
with Jain discourse ethics, a reflective form of non-violent action. I will focus particularly on their respective theorisation of the subtle role of power in processes of
indirect communication. Habermas opened up a new critical perspective by studying
the constitutive role of idealisation in discourse and its exploitation. Alternative
approaches, such as FOUCAULT’s (1981) and BOURDIEU’s (1991a), by contrast,
emphasise the ubiquity and institutionalised nature of power. This view exerts a
strong influence on current empirical investigations of Jain processes of social self22
On the difference between formal and empirical pragmatics see HABERMAS (1980: 440–52) /
(1984–1987 I: 328–37).
23
Talcott Parsons was the first to argue that symbolically generalised media of communication, steering media, such as power, money, status and value commitment, are the functional
equivalents of sacred symbols in co-ordinating actions in societies not dominated by tradition:
‘Instead of negotiating to consensus … men rely on symbols <promising> the experience of
meaning as a statistical probability over many acts. They are freed from the efforts to negotiate
basics all the time’ (BAUM (1976) on Parsons, cited by HABERMAS (1981: 393) / (1984–1987 II:
262).
24
The potential of speech-act theory for South Asian studies has been explored by POTTER
(1970), (1984), WHEELOCK (1982), DESHPANDE (1990), FINDLEY (1989), TABER (1989), GÖHLER
(1995a), (1995b), amongst others.
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identification.25 In comparing Habermas’ and Jain theories of discourse, I pursue
three main arguments as far as the principles of Jain discourse is concerned:
(a) Despite being differently constructed, the Jain theory of speech plays a similar
role within Indian philosophy as Habermas’ theory of communicative action
does within Western philosophy. Both aim at the integration of a variety of
perspectives, proclaim the primacy of morality over truth and logic, and
predicate critical analysis of typical speech acts, especially latent strategic
speech acts (perlocutions), on idealised normative presuppositions. 26
(b) The orientation towards, and mastery of, the principles of Jainism generates
interactional competencies regarding the non-violent resolution of conflicts,
and cognitive distancing effects, which enable competent agents to intentionally create ambiguous symbols (utterances and gestures), and to manipulate
identities through the re-interpretation of culturally normative or conventional
presuppositions. The same can be said of the cognitive functions of modern
theories of communication.
(c) The perceived plurivocality or multifunctionality of symbols—one of the main
features of syncretism and socio-cultural synthesis in general—is in the Jain case
not only a feature of rule-application, or a consequence of external imposition or
extrinsic borrowing etc.,27 but also a consequence of religious knowledge, which
can generate effects of insight qua (re-) interpretation of any given content.
From the conventional point of view of communicative action, the principles of
Jain hermeneutics produce systematically distorted communication, albeit one
that is ideally oriented to salvific rather than material ends.
My basic contention is that philosophy (and logic), whether preoccupied with
questions of universal validity, scepticism or pluralism, is always embedded in
socio-cultural milieus which it both reflects and influences in varying degrees. Philosophy is always not ‘merely philosophy’, but a form of social discourse with social functions, manifest or latent. Philosophy does not merely consist in sets of
propositions and logical or argumentative procedures but has also, directly or indirectly, pragmatic and expressive dimensions, and presupposes matching lifeforms
25
See LAIDLAW (1985), (1995), and CORT (1989), (2001: 11, 171), who invokes Eliade’s rather
then Foucault’s theory of power. See FLÜGEL (1997), (2006b: 108 f.).
26
Citing examples, GÖHLER (1995b: 66) noted, similarly, the ‘überraschende Gegenstandsgleichheit der Untersuchungen der Mîmâôsâ und der “Sprechakttheoretiker”’ Austin and Searle:
‘In etwas anderer Fassung finden sich diese Kategorien auch in der Mîmâôsâ’ (GÖHLER (1995b: 69)).
27
On extrinsic borrowing see DUMONT (1980: 194). For a Jain example see MISRA (1972: 16)
on the merely ‘nominal adoption’ of the local South Indian culture by (Râjasthânî) Œvetâmbara
Jain merchants in Bangalore.
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and institutions for its social recognition.28 The comparison between two expressly
non-absolutist universalist theories, the theory of communicative action and the Jain
theory of language usage, in my view, demonstrates that philosophies are intrinsically
connected with a selective range of matching life-forms, while recognising that most
socio-cultural milieus are culturally hybrid and contain elements which are universally
acceptable. To what extent procedures and contents of ‘rational inquiry’29 are influenced by and influence social context is a question for empirical research.
The aim of this essay is to outline a new approach for the analysis of religious discourse in South Asia, and to prepare the ground for future critical sociolinguistic studies of Jain discourse. For this purpose key theoretical issues of philosophical pluralism
and cross-cultural comparison are explored in a heuristic way. The essay is in eight
parts. First, I am going to review the general problematic of Jain syncretism (I) and the
existing academic literature on Jain rhetoric and discourse (II), followed by an overview of Habermas’ theory of communicative action (III) and aspects of the work of
Grice and Brown and Levinson, which will prove useful for operationalising Habermas’ theory (IV). To prepare the ground for empirical investigation, I will then propose a typology of characteristic social settings of Jain religious discourse, and discuss
their normative implications (V). Thereafter, I analyse the key features of the Jain
theory of speech (VI), and of Jain discourse ethics in form of the Jain tetrad of the
modes of speech (VII). Finally, I draw some general conclusions by comparing and
contrasting the normative presuppositions of the theory of communicative action and
the Jain theory of speech, which both in their own way offer critical analytical perspectives on the role of power and violence in human communication (VIII).30

—I—
One of the key arguments of this essay is that Jainism, as a meta-philosophy
whose social efficacy is predicated on the systematic reinterpretation of conventional perspectives, constitutes a form of discourse which produces syncretic patterns. At present, syncretism is predominantly understood as a transitional phase
28

See LUHMANN (1990). HABERMAS (1991: 25): ‘Moralische Einsichten müßten für die Praxis
in der Tat folgenlos bleiben, wenn sie sich nicht auf die Schubkraft von Motiven und auf die
anerkannte soziale Geltung von Institutionen stützen könnten. … jede universalistische Moral ist
auf entgegenkommende Lebensformen angewiesen.’
29
BRONKHORST (1999: 23 f.).
30
Readers who are not interested in the discussion of the relevant theoretical context and literature are advised to move straight to section V.
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within an overall dialectical process of religio-historical development—
syncretisation or acculturation—which often involves parallel processes of linguistic
syncretism and/or group formation.31 PYE (1994: 220), for instance, defines the
‘syncretic situation’ as ‘the temporary ambiguous existence of elements from diverse religions and other contexts within a coherent religious pattern.’ He locates
syncretism between a ‘mere mixture’ and a ‘coherent mixture’ or ‘synthesis’:
‘If coherent mixture, or synthesis, represents the conclusion to a process which is thereby completed, syncretism by contrast is to be understood as dynamically open and indeed patent of resolutions other than
synthesis. These might be, in particular, the outright dominance of one
strand of meaning by another (assimilation), or the avoidance of synthesis through the drawing apart of the distinct elements and the consequent collapse of the syncretism (dissolution).’ 32
Earlier, BECHERT (1978: 20–3) had proposed a similar typology of syncretic phenomena, i.e. of ‘the different forms in which religious traditions have influenced
each other’, associating them with particular ideological or cultural systems: (1) The
marginal acceptance of single elements (e.g. Jains), (2) proper syncretism ‘where
elements from different religious traditions gain equal weight’ (e.g. Nepal, Bali, Sri
Lanka), (3) full integration (Neo-Hinduism), (4) perfect synthesis (e.g. Sikhs). According to Bechert, Jainism (in general) is an example of type one, because its
‘essential characteristics’ are not touched by the assimilation of new elements.
Bechert’s assessment of Jainism was probably influenced by BRUHN’s (1954: 136)
remarks on the lacking ‘mixture of traditions’ and the prevalence of a combinatorial
coexistence of elements from diverse traditions in Jain literature. BRUHN (1987a:
109) later pointed to the frequent co-occurrence of various syncretic phenomena
within a single tradition. He distinguished, for instance, between ‘syncretism’ and
‘import’ in Jain literature. In contrast to Bechert and Pye, in his view ‘syncretism’
denotes the end product of the process of syncretisation, i.e. a ‘real’ synthesis of
elements (from the participants point of view), whereas ‘import’ describes a situation of ‘unreal’ synthesis, where new elements are incorporated but not yet properly
integrated (danger of disintegration). Bruhn also suggested distinguishing more
clearly between different sources and periods, in order to achieve greater realism. In
this context belong analytical distinctions between (a) the ‘hinduised’ (WILLIAMS
31

COLPE (1987: 220 f., 226).
PYE (1994: 220). Structural-functionalist models of acculturation artificially limit the role of
ambiguity and change to a ‘liminal’ phase between presumably static extremes (e.g. TURNER
(1986: 93)). So called post-modern approaches try to invert this scheme by defining identity itself
as a limit case.
32
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(1983: xx)) or ‘pseudo-jainised’ (JAINI (1974: 335), (1979: 291–4) ritual and literature of (post-) medieval temple-worshipping Jain traditions, (b) the ‘islamicised’
(JAINI (1974: 314 n. 63)) iconoclastic reform movements which emerged in the
Mughal period, and (c) contemporary ‘westernised’ developments.33 Whatever the
merit of such typologies, which contrary to WEBER (1988) are often based on the
supposition of ‘essential characteristics’, it is apparent that one of the main ambitions of present research is the construction of comprehensive classifications of
various forms of syncretisation and their strategic uses. 34
An important debate between GOMBRICH (1971: 49) and BECHERT (1978: 20–4)
on the question of the relation between literary syncretism (eclecticism) and the
syncretism of popular religious practice in contemporary (Theravâda) Buddhism is
also relevant for the understanding of similar phenomena amongst the Jains. Gombrich describes non-monastic forms of Buddhism as ‘accretive’ or corrupted forms.
Bechert, on the other hand, criticises his devaluation of popular beliefs and of the
political role of religion as ‘elitist’. Instead, he interprets Buddhist ‘cultures’ as
‘systems’ or organic totalities, encompassing both saógha and society. TAMBIAH
(1977), too, focuses less on Buddhist doctrine and the saógha and more on cultural
history, emphasising especially the constitutive role of local cosmologies
(‘pantheons’) which are implicated in the cults of Buddhist kingship. This approach,
which favours a typified ‘common man’s’ view from within and privileges
‘hierarchisation’ (‘hegemony’ or ‘totalisation’) as the most important strategy of
acculturation, was pioneered by DUMONT (1980: 427 n. 6, 433 n. 19), who argued
that historically the ‘worldly religion’ of ‘Hinduism’ emerged as a product of cumulative interactive processes between the ‘two ideal types’ of Brâhmaòism and
Jainism / Buddhism which superimposed an ‘individual religion … on to the religion
of the group [caste]’ (DUMONT (1980: 275)).35 From the perspective of an individ33
See the somewhat different ideal-typical distinction between ‘canonical’, ‘classical’, ‘protestant’ and ‘modern’ types of Jainism in FLÜGEL (2000: 37–40), to which ‘mystical’ Jainism (Digambara Mysticism) needs to be added.
34
The following strategies have been suggested for instance: addition, parallelism, identification,
hierarchical subordination (inclusion), re-interpretation. See HACKER (1985: 12), DUMONT
(1980: 260), COLPE (1987: 223), PYE (1994: 222), BECHERT (1978: 23), BRUHN (1993: 38). With few
exceptions, research on syncretism has been restricted to the comparative study of the semantics of
cultural ideologies. This article, by contrast, utilises the analytical tools of rhetorics and pragmatics.
35
The theoretical appropriation of ‘the participant’s point of view’ generated much confusion
in South Asian Anthropology because of the ambiguous status of the key Neo-Kantian concept of
‘value-realisation’, which, on the one hand, reifies culture, and, on the other hand, claims to
achieve greater empirical adequacy by representing the ‘native’s point of view’ (HABERMAS
(1981: 340–3, 351) / (1984–1987 II: 226–8, 234)). DUMONT (1980) oscillates ambiguously between two interpretations: Hinduism (1) as a mixture between two literary ideal types, and (2) as a
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ual, GUMPERZ (1972: 230 f.) pointed out, superposed structures demand a wider
socioreligious repertoire, including role compartmentalisation and perspective
variation. Dumont’s view that, from a lay participant’s point of view, soteriological
cults appear as religions of individual choice which are superimposed upon worldly
religion, lends support to both accretionary and syncretistic interpretations. It also
highlights the marginal historical role of Jainism in India, which, for want of political support, was nowhere able to achieve a culturally dominant position comparable
to Buddhism in the countries of Theravâda Buddhism, and consequently not forced
to develop its own (hegemonic) social system. Jainism always remained primarily a
monastic religion which relied on the institutions of Hinduism and the state to legislate for society. Jain philosophical syncretism conceives merely of a negative totality based on the disjunctive synthesis of differences within an infinite horizon of
plural perspectives. Yet, negative philosophical forms of syncretism are to be distinguished from positive linguistic or socioreligious forms of syncretism, which are
less prominent in Jain discourse, but dominant in practice. 36
The Jain case shows that it is an empirical question whether a given form of
popular religion appears to be predominantly accretic or syncretic. It also underlines
the crucial importance of configurations of power for competitive processes of doctrinal syncretism and socio-cultural synthesis. The religious status of ‘popular Jainism’—‘deviation’, ‘cultural bedrock’ or ‘modern political essentialisation’—is the
subject of ongoing disputes between rivalling Jain leaders. Epistemologies and religious rituals for Jain laity were constructed intentionally by Jain monks. Yet, the
form of popular religious practice, resulting from the hierarchical incorporation of tribal cults,
textual Brâhmaòism, and ‘the great heresies’ (cf. DUMONT (1980: 428 f. n. 10)), through
(a) Brâhmaòic mediation, and/or (b) popular extrinsic borrowing of social signs from superiors
without functional transformation (DUMONT (1980: 194)). The elitist Brâhmaòa-centredness of
this approach has attracted much criticism. Dumont himself indicated that his approach is not
much different from the one of the philologist (DUMONT (1980: 433 n. 19)). The problem is that
the ‘common man’ is usually treated as a literary type—‘the Buddhist king’ (Tambiah) or ‘the
Brâhmaòic householder’ (Dumont)—which mediates between doctrine and practice in a
normatively prescribed way. By contrast, GLUCKMAN (1955: 128), for instance, appeals to the
universal rationality or ‘reasonableness’ of common sense: ‘The concept of the “reasonable”
measures the range of allowed departure from the highest standards of duty and absolute conformity to norm, and the minimum adherence which is insisted on.’ ‘Reasonability’ can be normalised, but, strictly speaking, it refers to empirical conditions.
36
On the Jain philosophical ‘syncretism’ of anekânta-vâda and syâd-vâda see for instance
MURTI (1955: 127 f.) and GANERI (2001: 147), (2002: 279): ‘In moving from pluralism to syncretism, the Jainas commit themselves to the claim that we are led to a complete account of reality by
integrating of all the different points of view’ (ib. GANERI (2002: 279)). It has to be noted, though,
that this approach does not tolerate ‘invalid’ (apramâòa) points of view. Hence, not every statement is conditionally true.
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extent to which social life is regulated by Jain social philosophy varies locally and
from sect to sect, and from caste to caste. Iconoclastic Jain sects rely on the Hindu
social system alone, whereas temple-worshipping sects accept the ‘hinduised /
jainised’ practices of popular Jainism as an integral part of Jain religion,37 while
communal reformers demand the ‘eradication of every non-Jain element from the
Jaina community’ (SANGAVE (1980: 410)) in order to form entirely new social entities. Present political attempts to ethnicise the ‘Jain community’ by propagating
intra-religious, trans-sect and trans-caste marriages are unlikely to succeed, however, because of ongoing internal sectarian rivalries, exclusive caste and class affiliations of the laity, and the continuing existence of mixed religious castes. Effectively, Jain communalism contributes to the strengthening of the cultural self-consciousness of an important faction of the new Indian business class, but does not
alter the hierarchical structure of the society itself.
Jain laity usually practises ‘Jain’ and ‘Hindu’ rituals side by side, combining soteriological religion with worldly religion without mixing the two, as described by
Dumont.38 Even the lay followers (œrâvaka) of contemporary Jain reformist groups
(e.g. ‘Jain communalists’) cannot avoid combining ‘Jain’ and ‘Hindu’ religious
practices, because of lacking Jain life-cycle rituals.39 Sometimes popular practices
are ‘jainised’ by ascetics, and in this way legitimately incorporated into Jain religion. ‘Jain marriages’ for instance, and similar life-cycle rituals, are created simply
by adding a Jain mantra to customary local procedures; and ‘Jain pûjâs’ are rendered possible if interpreted as forms of dâna, i.e. without expectation of return etc.
(WILLIAMS (1983: xx–xxv, 216)). Re-interpretation and modification through addition etc., are essential techniques for incorporating elements from other traditions
and for constructing cosmologies and embryonic Jain social systems along the lines
of pre-existing Hindu and Buddhist models. Yet, only few elements of ‘Hindu’
popular religion have been fully integrated, predominantly into the ritual corpus of
37

See JAINI (1991: 187).
MAHIAS (1985: 96 f., 287), GOONASEKERE (1986: 185 f.), CORT (1989: 433), and others, talk
about the Jain layman’s ‘oscillation’ between ‘alternative’ Jain (or Jain and Hindu) ‘realms of value’.
The social function of Jain practices for legitimising status-mobility within Indian society remains to
be studied.
39
‘Jain practices’ are considered to be forms of temporary renunciation which are derived
from the code of conduct for individual Jain mendicants, like the six obligatory rites (âvaœyaka),
asceticism (tapas), meditation (dhyâna), plus, for the laity, the obligatory giving of alms to the
ascetics (dâna); whereas all social rituals mediated by the Brâhmaòas, such as life-cycle rituals
(saôskâras) or the worship (pûjâ) of gods other than the Jinas, are regarded as ‘Hindu practices’.
Of course, ‘Jain practices’ are considered to be hierarchically superior by Jains, although ‘Hindus’
regard them as ‘heretical’ deviations from standard practice, because they are neither predicated
on the authority of the Vedas nor on the mediation of the Brâhmaòas.
38
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temple-worshipping sects. Aniconic Jain sects do not practice socioreligious rituals
to the same degree as image-worshipping sects, and thus have a less clearly defined
socioreligious identity. Structure and semantics of the ritual terminology correspond
to socioreligious structure. The paradigmatic case of an apparently ‘non-Jain’ popular ritual which was appropriated and re-interpreted by medieval Jain ascetics to
build up a Jain system of lay rituals is pûjâ.40 Its ambiguous status between soteriological and world-affirming orientations is reflected in the intentional multivocality
of the religious terminology employed in this and similar lay rituals, as WILLIAMS
(1983), LAIDLAW (1985) and CORT (1989), (1991) demonstrated.41 The socioreligious dimension constituted by a system of jainised lay rituals seems to be predicated on generalised indirectness.

— II —
Modern writers on Jainism have often noted the abundance of similes and double
meanings (œleša) in Jain narrative and ritual literature,42 and their strategic use to
infuse conventional language and popular stories with different meanings, derived
from Jain ethics.43 WILLIAMS (1983: xviii–ix) was the first scholar to highlight the
ways in which medieval Jain writers, such as the Digambara âcârya Jinasena
(9th CE), instrumentalised œaivaite terms (amongst others) as ‘vehicles’ for the indirect communication of their own religious views:
‘Jain writers have shown a remarkable aptitude for the subtle handling
of words … The polyvalence of certain expressions even within the
limits of the same text is often disconcerting: guòa in particular is
greatly overworked and so are kriyâ and karman. Indeed one is led to
wonder whether the double meanings given to many words and their
40

It is an open question whether Hindus or indeed Jains or Buddhists first introduced pûjâ rituals in Indic religion. Jain pûjâ manuals are comparatively late.
41
The fact that the status of pûjâ as a ‘Jain ceremony’ is disputed within the Jain tradition diminishes the relevance of HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW’s (1994: 41 f.) ‘cognitive-psychological’ analysis
of Jain pûjâ, as they point out themselves (LAIDLAW (1994: 137)). See FLÜGEL (2006b) for a review of this issue.
42
E.g. WINTERNITZ (1920 II: 303–5), BLOOMFIELD (1923: 262 f.), SCHUBRING (2000: 268,
§ 150), BALBIR (1983), BRUHN (1993: 36) etc.
43
E.g. HERTEL (1922: 8), JAIN (1981: 11), MONE (1987: 324 f.) etc. The social implications of
the possibility that the multivocalities in Jain texts are intentional have, however, only reluctantly
been considered by textual scholars to date, not least because of the unclear status of the element
of necessary violence it implies (cf. BALBIR (1984: 37), GRANOFF (1992)).
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formal identity with Hindu terms may not be voluntary. Examples of
such coincidences (with the Jaina meanings noted in parentheses) are:
œiva (mokša), lióga (the monks symbols such as the rajo-harana), guòatraya (the ratna-traya), paœupati (the Jina) mahâ-deva (the Jina) whilst
on the other hand the word Digambara itself can be an epithet of Œiva.’
WILLIAMS (1983: xix) sees the reasons for the intentionally multivocal use of
terms in the political assertiveness of ‘Hinduism’ in medieval South Indian society
which forced the Jains to conceal their ‘heterodox’ beliefs behind a conformist public facade as a way of social self-protection:
‘It may be that such resemblances were intended to render Jaina doctrines attractive to œaivas or that œaiva persecution made it desirable to
give to certain Jaina texts an innocuous aspect. Certainly the Jaina’s
concept of asatya44 would make it easy for them to adopt an attitude
similar to that of those Shiite sectarians who in the early days of Islam
maintained an outward conformity by concealing their real beliefs under forms of words.’
Numerous studies on diglossia, multilingualism / multifaithism and code-switching
demonstrated in the meantime that the strategy of ‘outward conformity and inward
dissent’, based on the method of differentiating hierarchical levels / media of discourse, is not limited to a certain historical period in South Asia or to the Jains in
particular, but a universal feature, especially of dependent subaltern groups, minorities, or elites. DUMONT (1980: 194) analysed the method of ‘extrinsic borrowing’
‘from superiors of certain features as social signs and not as functional features’ in
terms of a theory of acculturation, which distinguishes three contemporary types of
cultural interaction:45 ‘rejection, mixture, in which traditional and modern features
exist happily side by side, and combination, which unites them intimately in new
forms of a hybrid nature and ambiguous orientation’ (DUMONT (1980: 229)).46 Oth44

See infra (p. 194) on satyâsatya: something may be true as well as false (satya-måšâ) or
neither true nor false (a-satya-måšâ).
45
Cf. FERGUSON’s (1972: 244 f.) definition of diglossia: ‘DIGLOSSIA is a relatively stable
language situation in which, in addition to the primary dialects of the language (which may include a standard or regional standard), there is a very divergent, highly codified (often grammatically more complex) superimposed variety, the vehicle of a large and respected body of written
literature, either of an earlier period or in another speech community, which is learned largely by
formal education and is used for most written and formal spoken purposes but is not used by any
sector of the community for ordinary conversation’ [author’s italics].
46
See FLÜGEL (1995–6: 170 f.) on the relationship between conventional indirectness and
‘mixed’ and ‘combined’ strategies of integration.
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ers emphasised the political implications of counter-hegemonic adaptive strategies.
SEAL (1968), RUDOLPH–RUDOLPH (1984), HAYNES (1991), and JAFFRELOT (1993),
for instance, investigated the paradoxical effects of double-strategies employed by
political mediators in (colonial) South Asia, which used ‘modern language’ in the
public sphere, i.e. institutions of the state and print media, and ‘traditional language’
within their own community. Sociolinguistic theories of discourse and
multilingualism will prove useful for the future study of the interaction of different
levels within Jain religious language and of Jain discourse being superimposed on
different contexts.47 In Jain literature, DERRETT (1980: 144) identified ‘double standards’. CARRITHERS (1991: 266 f.) showed how the multivocal ‘political rhetoric’ of
the leaders of Jain lay communities (samâja) gains persuasive force only if indirectly tapping into a ‘diffuse realm of religious sentiments’. LAIDLAW (1985: 60)
and CORT (1989: 449–70) suggested, conversely, that the official renunciatory
‘religious ideology’ of the Jains implicitly relies on a ‘diffuse Jain ideology of
wellbeing’, and how ‘symbolically rich’ multivalent concepts, such as lâbha or
maógala which can mean either ‘profit’ or ‘power’ both in the world and in the
religious sphere, ‘bridge the two ideologies’ (CORT (1989: 465)). The merit of
Carrithers’, Laidlaw’s and Cort’s approaches lies in the attempt to interpret the implicit links between the Jain religious discourse and the socio-economic sphere in
terms of a theory of symbolisation.48 But they suffer from an exclusive focus on the

47
GUMPERZ (1972: 225) distinguishes two types of relationships between variants: ‘dialectal
and superposed’. On ‘seemingly intentional processes of distortion’ by argots and on the use of
implicit language to claim in-group membership and to maintain group boundaries see GUMPERZ
(1961), (1972: 221–3, 227 f.). Most authors in a recent volume on religious discourse edited by
OMINIYA and FISHMAN (2006) derive their inspiration from the classic papers of FERGUSON
(1959/1972: 232 f.) and FISHMAN (1967) on diglossia and bilingualism in exploring situational
uses of either two varieties of a (religious) language, or of two distinct (related or unrelated) languages side by side throughout a speech community, each with a clearly defined role. Jain
heteroglossia is discussed, with varying success, by PANDHARIPANDE (2006), with the additional
help of BOURDIEU’s (1991: 107) institutional theory of the power of language. See also
DESHPANDE (1979) on Jain claims of Ardhamâgadhî being a prestigious ‘Âryan’ language.
48
Cf. STRECKER (1988). For similar descriptions of the ‘dual purposes’ of the Jain cult, see
WEBER (1920/1978: 217), HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW (1994: 171 f.), LAIDLAW (1995: 354), JOHNSON
(1995b: 310), and BABB (1996: 98–101). However, as WILLIAMS (1983) indicated, there is nothing
particularly ‘Jain’ about the ‘undefinable symbolic realm of wellbeing’ (CORT (1989: 455)). Wellbeing as a religious value is generally associated not with Jainism but with ‘Hinduism’ or interpreted as a general social value (CORT (1989: 458)), SANGAVE (1980: 409), MAHIAS (1985: 109,
287), GOONASEKERE (1986: 185 f.)). In the Jain context it might as well be interpreted as a mere
contextual condition of success of ascetic life. FLÜGEL (2006b: 104), therefore, proposed to distinguish between well-being A (socioreligious) and well-being B (material). See also contemporary
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laity and from the artificial treatment of Jain communities as quasi-ethnic groups
isolated from the wider context of Indian society, which makes a critical analysis of
the contextual relationships between Jainism and society, Jainism and power etc.—
masked by the use of multivalent symbols—virtually impossible.49 ‘Clearly’,
writes CORT (2001: 11), ‘most scholars of ideology view power as ubiquitous.’
LAIDLAW (1995), following Foucault, shares this view. However, while Williams’
remarks need to be qualified, I think he and his successors posed the crucial question
for an understanding of the characteristic ‘syncretic’, ‘hybrid’ or ‘parasitic’ form of
much Jain narrative literature and lay ritual, by pointing to the intentional
multivocality of basic concepts of popular Jainism, invented by ascetics, and their
political-rhetorical function within contexts of competitive religious proselytisation.
Williams did not pursue this line of research further, but confined himself to the sociologically less interesting search for the precise entailments of single terms. In order
to handle the potentially boundless increase of investigations of such terms, BRUHN
(1983: 61) proposed to limit ‘rhetorical studies’ to specific Jain genres, and most of
Williams’ successors followed this path.
I chose a different strategy in this article, turning away from the description and
analysis of literary genres and doctrinal semantics (a task for the philologist) to the
investigation of the pragmatics of Jain discourse. The limited aim of this study is to
explore the methodological preconditions for an investigation of contextual implications of intentional multivocal utterances in Jain religious language. To accomplish this, a prior comparative analysis of the constitutive principles of Jain discourse and its typical normative contexts is required. Particularly significant is the
question of the ways in which the specific ethical principles of Jain discourse
interlink both with contextual norms and with universal moral presuppositions of
communication per se, upon which intentional language usage indirectly relies, if
Habermas is to be believed. I will seek to demonstrate that critical reflection on
language usage on a level of abstraction similar to universal pragmatics is doctrinally prescribed for Jain ascetics, who need to consider the ethical implications of
their own religious rhetoric in different contexts.50 Because the social implications

Terâpanth reformist attempts to disambiguate the concepts of Jain popular religion, i.e. to separate
clearly between religion and society.
49
See the first principle of FISHMAN’s (2006: 14) decalogue of theoretical perspectives for the
sociology of language and religion: ‘The language (or ‘variety’) of religion always functions
within a larger multilingual/multivarietal repertoire.’ The notion of ‘religious repertoire’ is derived
from GUMPERZ’s (1972: 230) definition of the ‘verbal repertoire’ of a speech community (or individual) as ‘the totality of dialectal and superposed variants regularly employed.’
50
The notion of univocality has to be used with great care, because of its association with
positivistic ideal language theories. In practice, perceived univocality is always relative to a his-
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of the Jain rules of speech themselves are hardly illuminated in Jain hermeneutical
literature,51 I will start my investigation with a theoretical analysis of characteristic
Jain hermeneutical procedures and discursive strategies in typical situations of linguistically mediated interaction.
The social function of Jain theories of speech, I argue, can be understood from the
perspective of a theory of interactional competence. The term interactional competence encompasses cognitive, linguistic and rhetorical ability, and hence the capacity to use language both for the pursuit of power and insight. Interestingly enough,
the use of mental and linguistic violence is a necessary requirement for accomplishing both aims. Power and influence are intrinsically connected with violence. It
is one of the most intriguing questions how power works through discourse. Power
has been defined by Max WEBER (1972: 28), from an intentionalist perspective, as
the ‘opportunity existing within a social relationship which permits one to carry out
one’s own will even against resistance and regardless of the basis on which this
opportunity rests.’52 Rhetoric has similarly been characterised as a competencebased social technique by means of which a minority, or an elite, may gain or exercise social influence, personal prestige or persuasive power, over a majority. Its
capacity to influence is often predicated on the measured violation of a conventional
structure by means of the manipulation of linguistic and non-linguistic media of
communication; i.e. it presupposes a ‘deviance’ from what is culturally felt as being
‘normal’ without threatening the co-operation of the listeners. Influence is further

torical background of implicit contextual knowledge and cannot be explicated merely by referring
to logical or grammatical rules. Strictly speaking, common-sense knowledge cannot be described
exhaustively at all, because ultimately the whole world is implicated in every expression.
51
See in particular the canonical Aòuogaddârâiô (AòD).
52
HABERMAS (1981: 400–12) / (1984–1987 II: 267–77) adopts both Weber’s definition of
power as ‘instrumental action’ and Parsons’ theory of money and power as ‘codes’ or ‘generalised
media of communication’, distinguished from the codes of influence and value commitments.
Parson’s theory of power was further developed by LUHMANN (1975)/(1979) and HABERMAS
(1981) / (1984–1987 II). Power as code is explained as follows: ‘The power code schematises
alter’s possible responses in a binary fashion: he can either submit to or oppose ego’s demands. A
preference for compliance is built into the code through the prospect ego holds out for sanctioning
later in case the latter fails to carry out orders. Under those conditions, the person in power can
condition the responses of those subordinate to him, without having to depend primarily on the
willingness to co-operate. From both sides is expected an objectivating attitude toward the action
situation and an orientation to the possible consequences of action’ (HABERMAS (1981: 401) /
(1987: 268)). Habermas thus implicitly operates with two notions of power: power as a code in the
sense of Parsons and Luhmann, and as instrumental action in the sense of Max Weber. In this
article the instrumental definition of power is predominately referred to. For a discussion of Jain
conceptions of power, see FLUGEL (forthcoming).
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strengthened through commitment and dogmatism on the side of the proponent.53
By such means, a speaker may exert a disproportionate influence on individuals and
society at large and stimulate changes in a pre-meditated direction. Social influence
is rooted in conflict and striving for a new consensus: ‘Conflict is … at the root
of influence, either because it arises from the presence of a difference or because
the existence of a disagreement brings it into the open’ (MOSCOVICI (1985: 353)).
Rhetoric has another, ethical-pedagogical, side: it may not only serve as an instrument of power and manipulation, but (from the perspective of the addressee) also as a
critical analytical method of truth-finding and insight. Both aspects are often intrinsically related and can only be dissected analytically.54 The ways in which Jain ascetics
play with the two aspects of rhetoric, how they use multivocal language strategically
as a means of normative influence and religious conversion, are interesting questions
for sociological research.55 If, as Williams argued, the multivocal categories of/for
popular Jainism are intentionally constructed by proselytising ascetics, and if this is
done to generate effects of religious insight (samyag-darœana) in the audience, for
instance through the rhetorical provocation of vairâgya-shocks (aversion leading to
renunciation),56 how then does Jain philosophy account for the element of violence
which is necessarily implied in acts of persuasion? In other words, if social influence
can only be achieved through strategic acts of violence, how do ascetics conceive of
the moral paradox involved in the violent production of non-violent attitudes?

— III —
For the analysis of the role of violence in rhetoric, or speech acts in general, a
standard of non-violent speech is required. Such a standard is offered in the Jain
scriptures. It will be discussed in Chapters V–VII. Comparable paradigms in contemporary Western philosophy are the conversational maxims of GRICE (1975) and
the universal pragmatic validity claims of HABERMAS (1980), both echoing Kant
rather than Carnap. A comparison with the Jain model promises to elicit key differences and highlight the specific nature of the principles of Jain discourse. In the
following discussion of the two models, I adopt HABERMAS’ (1980–1981: 440 ff.) /
53

LUHMANN (1982) and ALEXY (1996: 326 ff.).
See HABERMAS (1981: 270 ff., 414–18/1984 II: 181 ff., 280) on trust (based on possession of
valid knowledge and autonomy), and punishment and reward (based on property and means of inducement and deterrence) as distinct—rational and empirical—sources of generalised acceptability.
55
SONTHEIMER’s (1991: 201) observation that codified ‘Hinduism had [has] only persuasive
power and was no law in the western sense’ equally applies to doctrinal Jainism.
56
BRUHN (1983: 32).
54
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(1984–1987 I: 328 ff.) suggestion to treat empirical pragmatic models as if they
were conscious operationalisations of universal pragmatics.57 The latter claims to be
a more general than the former since it does not only theorise principles of linguistic
exchange but also the morally binding force of rational argument and the socially
constitutive function of rationally constituted consensus. Contrasting claims to universality of the models of Habermas and the Jains, the former would claim (on debatable grounds), can be tested through comparative analysis.
In his Theory of Communicative Action, HABERMAS (1980: 384–88) / (1984–1987
I: 284–89) distinguishes between ‘communicative’ and ‘strategic’ types of linguistically mediated interaction to be able to discriminate between consensus-oriented
and manipulative forms of language usage. The key variable in his model is the
dominant social orientation informing language usage.58 Communicative action is
orientated towards consensus through rational argumentation, understanding and
insight, whereas strategic action (success-oriented action) is orientated towards
power and the pursuit of self interest through the manipulative use of speech.59 Despite the ambiguity of his key terms Verständigung (‘communicative understanding’) and Einsicht (‘insight’),60 Habermas differentiates clearly between linguistic
and normative aspects of communicative action, that is, the understanding of the
meaning of a speech act and the acceptance of implicit validity claims. In contrast to
speech act theoreticians such as Austin, Grice, and others, Habermas does not
privilege the intention of the speaker as determinative of the social meaning of a

57

This approach goes back to Pierce, Royce and Mead, and was revived by Apel.
HABERMAS (1980: 442 n. 84) / (1984–1987 I: 444 f. n. 84). This formulation is still
intentionalist. The artificial segregation of perlocutions from the other components has been criticised, as well as Habermas’ original equation of perlocutions with latent strategic action, his exclusive attribution of teleological goal-oriented behaviour to strategic action, and the logocentric
ideal type of rationality. In response to criticism, HABERMAS (1986: 401 n. 60) later accepted the
‘basic teleological structure of all actions’ and proposed a combination of ‘actor-orientation’
(success vs. understanding) and ‘types of coordination of action plans’ (influence vs. agreement)
as a replacement. This formula was necessary to save his definition of ‘proper illocutions’ being
dependent not only on subjective conditions of satisfaction of the meaning of a speech act, but
also on intersubjective conditions (reasons for the acceptance of validity claims). In reality, strategic action always appears to be intermingled with communicative action (HABERMAS (1986: 443)),
and perlocutionary effects are not only consequences of strategic action but also of communicative
action. Cf. HABERMAS (1980: 397) / (1984–1987 I: 295 f.) versus SEARLE (1993: 98 f.).
59
Most critics of Habermas rejected his strict distinction between poesis and praxis.
60
HABERMAS (1996: 339): ‘“Insight” signifies that a decision can be justified on the basis of
“epistemic” reasons’, that is, when practical reflection ‘extends beyond the subjective world to
which the actor has privileged access [“pragmatic” reasons] to the [implicitly known] contents of
an intersubjectively shared social world.’
58
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speech act, which he sees as negotiable, but focuses on the (contextually varying)
conditions of acceptability, that is, the implicit or explicit reasons on which the validity claims of a speech act are based, which can be accepted or rejected in processes
of intersubjective communication. The question is: What does it mean to understand a
speech act? Not: What does it mean to understand an intention? Habermas expands
AUSTIN’s (1962) distinction between ‘locutionary’, ‘illocutionary’ and ‘perlocutionary’ speech acts, which he re-labels, partly following SEARLE’s (1979: 12–20) terminology, as ‘constatives’, ‘regulatives’ and ‘expressives’ in analogy to his three universal validity claims ‘truth’, ‘rightness’ and ‘truthfulness’, by focusing not so much on
speech acts themselves but on the social function of speech for the co-ordination of
action. The advantage of Habermas’ distinction between ‘speech acts’ and ‘linguistically mediated interaction’, prefigured in the work of sociolinguists such as GUMPERZ
(1964), (1972) and HYMES (1972b),61 is that it allows to analyse the contextual moral
and legal implications of language usage, i.e. the socially binding force of the validity
claims implied in illocutionary speech acts, which cannot be reduced to the ‘power of
words’ themselves nor to the underlying intention of the speaker.
‘Communicative action’ is not the same as ‘communication’. It refers to a situation where the intersubjective co-ordination of action-plans is reached by way of
rational agreement, that is, where an explicit consensus is constitutive for social
integration (HABERMAS (1998: 396–98)). ‘Strategic action’ (success / influenceoriented action), on the other hand, refers to a situation of exploitation, because it is
not able to generate new normative consensus through rationally motivated acceptance of reasons itself, but only through the force of pre-existing norms and institutional or other configurations, which are external to the communicative process.62
61

GUMPERZ (1972: 381): ‘Verbal interaction is a social process in which utterances are selected in accordance with socially recognized norms and expectations. It follows that linguistic
phenomena are analyzable both within the context of language itself and within the broader context of social behavior.’
62
HABERMAS (1984: 313–5) distinguishes between cognitive and expressive intentions; arguing that the illocutionary goal of speech acts, that is, consensus, can be reached either through the
intersubjective recognition of power claims (perlocutionary effects) or of validity claims
(illocutionary effects) (HABERMAS (1980: 385 ff.) / (1984–1987 I: 286 ff.), (1981: 107 ff.) / (1984–
1987 II: 69 ff.)). Cf. his comparison between imperatives (directives), e.g. commands, and
regulatives (commissives), e.g. promises (HABERMAS (1980: 427 ff.) / (1984–1987 I: 319 ff.)):
both commissives, and directives (and declaratives) imply normative conditions by referring to
situations that OUGHT to be, whereas assertives merely represent situations as they ARE.
Acts of social self-commitment to do something in the future or to give reasons for a validity
claim, by way of promises, oaths and contracts, and acts aiming at committing others through
directives (commands, injunctions), by instrumentalising existing obligations, are both focal elements of Jain discourse. The difference between the models of Habermas and the Jains is that the
former rely on universal moral justifications, whereas the latter require only socially valid norms
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Hence, by defining communicative action as the original mode of language usage,
directly oriented towards normative agreement, Habermas is able to criticise strategic action as a success orientated mode of language usage, which is parasitic on the
former, because it is only indirectly orientated towards communicative understanding. The whole purpose of Habermas’ theory lies in the analysis of the conditions of
the possibility of a consensual constitution of social order, without grounding the
emancipatory potential of discourse either in metaphysical postulates or in institutional configurations of power as suggested by FOUCAULT (1981), BOURDIEU
(1991a), (1991b), or BLOCH (1975). The critical emancipatory interest which informs the theory of communicative action is directed against (illegitimate) power
and in favour of consensual (and non-violent) forms of conflict resolution and institution building. HABERMAS (1998: 449) argues that the emancipatory potential of
language is not a metaphysical ideal, but manifest in the ‘unconcealed idealising
surpluses of an innerworldly transcendence’ in form of the universal validity claims
implicitly presupposed in all processes of communication, as the vanishing points
(Fluchtpunkte) of infinite processes of open intersubjective interpretation.63
How can we explain the power of non-institutionally bound illocutionary acts to
produce feelings of normative obligation? What motivates a listener freely to submit
him / herself to normative constraints if not self-interest or external force? At first sight,
HABERMAS’ (1980) argument that illocutionary binding effects are the product of
processes of rational understanding, i.e. of insight into the validity of reasons (e.g.
common values and convictions), seems to rely on the pre-existence of an implicit
normative consensus and of the rhetorical ability of the speaker (HABERMAS (1980:
386)). However, like other proponents of formal pragmatics (Apel, Allwood, Grice),64
Habermas attempts to circumvent both normative reductionism and subjectivism, by
not focusing on the local ‘ethical’ context of specific empirical cases, but on the general ‘moral’ presuppositions of communication, that is, the universal normative conditions of intersubjective recognition which must be fulfilled for a speech act to be accepted. He states that ‘we understand a speech act, if we know, what makes him acceptable’ (HABERMAS (1980: 400)). Crucially, he assumes that every linguistically
mediated interaction presupposes a set of idealisations on the side of the interlocutors
as conditions for their acceptability. Expressives are a different case altogether. They are not
predicated on truth claims nor on claims of rightness, and therefore not redeemable by argument.
Legitimacy is entirely based on sincerity and redeemable by practice only (HABERMAS (1981: 97–
100) / (1984–1987 II: 62–4). For differing views on the structure and interrelationship of the various components see APEL (1993: 45–9), HABERMAS (1993), and SEARLE (1989), (1993).
63
Remarks on religious communication can be found in HABERMAS (1988: 23, 34, 60, 185),
and HABERMAS (2005). See also ARENS (1991: 174–6).
64
On the history of formal pragmatics see APEL (1993: 43) and HABERMAS (1993: 21–5).
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themselves. He explicates these implicit basic conditions of communicative action in
terms of a model of three universal pragmatic65 validity claims underlying all grammatically comprehensible utterances: (1) (propositional) truth, (2) (normative) rightness, and (3) (expressive) sincerity.66 Habermas argues that the binding power of rea-

65

Cf. HABERMAS (1984: 354 f., 440). With some exceptions (HABERMAS (1980: 418 f.) /
(1984–1987 I: 312 f.)) his validity claims correspond closely to Grice’s cooperative principle and
conversational maxims (see infra) (and more generally to Searle’s conditions of success and nondefective performance). However, one of the great misconceptions of speech act theory is the
assumption that almost all social actions are communicative actions, and that communication is
more or less identical with conversation. The cooperative principle of speech exchange should not
be mixed up with consent to social co-operation (HABERMAS (1980: 397) / (1984–1987 I: 295)).
Another mistake is to assume that only intentional communicative actions have communicative
effects. SEARLE (1993: 89) was the first to criticise Grice’s ‘meaning-nominalism’ with counterexamples showing that even non-intentional statements can have an effect, which demonstrates
that conventional propositional content of words, i.e. representation, is more fundamental than
speaker intention, and that Grice, by concentrating exclusively on the transfer and decoding of
information, ultimately ‘confuses meaning with communication.’ In other words, understanding an
utterance cannot be regarded as a perlocutionary effect. Critics of Grice denounce the infinite
regress involved in the inference of speaker’s intentions, and the vagueness and arbitrariness
(incompleteness and incoherence) of the maxims. HABERMAS (1984: 333–48, 362), (1980: 371,
418) / (1984–1987 I: 274 f.) and APEL (1993: 32) criticise Grice’s (etc.) mentalist ‘intentional
semantics’ as treating understanding exclusively in terms of strategic action, á la Weber and economic game theory, by reducing meaning to the perlocutionary effect of the intentions of an isolated individual, not taking into account community context and conventional intersubjectivity and
understanding through consensual agreement by condemning the hearer to passivity.
From HABERMAS’ (1993: 18 f.) perspective, Searle offers an intermediary approach between intentional
semantics and universal pragmatics: ‘From my point of view, a speech act, which the speaker uses in order
to come to an agreement with the addressee about something, expresses simultaneously (a) a certain
speaker intention, (b) a certain state of affairs, and (c) an interpersonal relationship. According to the
original intentionalist view [Grice, P.F.], the whole communication process can be explained from the
perspective of the speaker and his intentions in such a way that (c) and (b) are derived from (a). …
Searle modifies his explanatory strategy to the effect that successful communication now depends on
the successful representation of states of affairs, namely that both (c) and (a) are derived from (b).’
66
Habermas’ validity claims are grounded in Popper’s ‘three world’ theory of subject, object,
and society. See ALBERT’s (1994: 240) critique of this ‘ontology’ from a ‘one world’ perspective.
Cf. Searle’s five ‘conditions of successful speech’ (essential condition, preparatory condition,
propositional content, sincerity), three of which correspond to Habermas’ validity claims (truth =
essential condition, rightness = preparatory condition, sincerity = sincerity), whereas one
(propositional content) is unique to Searle. On the basis of the idealised ‘standard form’ of rational
communicative action, HABERMAS (1980) generates a complex system of analytical categories, by
correlating the validity claims and the two dominant social orientations, consensus and power,
with four ‘basic’ types of speech acts (imperatives, constatives, regulatives, expressives). The aim
is to discriminate between consensual and latent strategic forms of language usage. The resulting
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sons, that is, of rationally motivated validity claims whose acceptance implies weak
normative obligations,67 is not rooted in content but in procedural form, i.e. in the
guarantee of the speaker, if necessary, to justify his / her claims in terms of these three
types of validity claims and to give reasons which can be criticised and rejected (only)
with better reasons (HABERMAS (1980: 406)).68 Precondition is the principal autonomy
of the interlocutors, their ability to say ‘no’. Only under this provision does acceptance
imply voluntary agreement. For Habermas, who follows Kant and Durkheim here, the
socially constitutive power of discourse is predicated on the independence of interdependent interlocutors, who co-operate on the basis of negotiated agreement. This, critics object, is the logic of the modern market based on functional division of labour.69
HABERMAS (1981: 62 f.) / (1984–1987 II: 38 f.), (1991: 25, 44) acknowledges, the
readiness to accept the binding power of agreed normative claims, instead of traditional authority, is itself a product of processes of social conditioning and presupposes
specific forms of life and socialisation. The development of moral consciousness is
predicated on the internalisation of the perspective of the generalised other or threatening or factually exercised sanctions. Moreover, the social manifestation of the idealtypical ‘standard form’ of rational argumentation presupposes situations or institutions
where unconstrained rational argumentation between equals plays a constitutive role
for society, such as the public sphere, the parliament, the courts of justice, or the university.70 According to Habermas, modern social milieus such as these are the product
of evolutionary processes of social differentiation generating an increase in both inter-

‘pure types of linguistically mediated interaction’ are summarised in Figure 16 of Theory of Communicative Action (HABERMAS (1980: 439) / (1984–1987 I: 329).
67
They concern the present discourse of norm legitimation, not norm application. In updated versions of his theory HABERMAS (1991: 131–42) distinguishes two steps of argumentation: (1) related to
moral judgement (legitimation) and (2) to moral action (application); i.e. Begründungsdiskurs and
Anwendungsdiskurs.
68
‘The binding effect of illocutionary forces comes about, ironically, through the fact that participants can say ‘no’ to speech-act offers. … A hearer can be “bound” by speech-act offers because he is not permitted arbitrarily to refuse them but only to say “no” to them, that is, to reject
them for reasons’ (HABERMAS (1981: 114) / (1984–1987 II: 73 f.). GADAMER (1993) objected that
co-operation in communication does not automatically imply submission to the power of the better
argument, at least not without considering the relevance of reasons. FOUCAULT (1981), BLOCH
(1975: 21) and BOURDIEU (1991a: 107) similarly reject the idealisations of speech act theory in
terms of institutional theories of discursive or symbolic power: ‘The power of words is nothing
other than the delegated power of the spokesperson’ (BOURDIEU (1991a: 107)). For HABERMAS
(1980: 418) / (1984–1987 I: 311 f.), (1985) these arguments apply only to empirical pragmatics.
69
For instance R. Bubner, and A. Wellmer. See HABERMAS (1991: 32, 86 f., 166 f., 15).
70
On the difference between informal and institutionalised ‘ideal speech situations’ see
HABERMAS (1991: 132).
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dependence and individual autonomy and responsibility through a progressive universalisation of law and acquisition of moral competence. He argues that in cases where
communicative action is consciously used for the production of normative consensus
and social co-operation, discourse takes over the social function of ritual, and becomes
a second order ritual (HABERMAS (1981: 86)).71 With reference to the apparently increasing importance of explicit negotiation in processes of social self-identification,
Habermas defines this process of rationalisation as the ‘linguistification (Versprachlichung) of the sacred’, and argues that it goes hand in hand with the progressive ‘technicisation’ or ‘colonisation of the lifeworld’ by systemic processes.
How to analyse Jain discourse from the point of view of the theory of communicative action? Generally, religious discourse is depicted by HABERMAS (1980–1981)
as a form of communication based on structures of traditional authority in which
status rather than argumentation functions as a medium of generalised acceptability.72 The role of power and insight in Jain discourse could be analysed in these
terms. But one has to be aware of the fact that the ‘rational reconstruction’ of the
universal normative presuppositions of linguistic exchange projects its own idealisations into human reality. The theory of communicative action itself contains a
religious element in its notion of the ‘unconscious innerworldly transcendence’ that
is implicitly presupposed in communicative action. A deeper analysis of the differences between the theory of communicative action and the Jain doctrine of speech
therefore requires a comparison between the normative ideals underlying Habermas’
theories of communicative action and discourse ethics73 with those of Jain discourse
ethics (to my knowledge there are no Jain attempts to rationally reconstruct implicit
rules), supplemented by comparative analyses of rules and discourses of norm application in typical speech situations (See infra section V–VI).
The daily sermon (pravacana) of Jain ascetics is a good example for a transitional
ritual, where discourse serves both as an instrument for the reproduction of the traditional authority of the saógha, and for the eventual production of new normative
consensus via the evocation of religious insight amongst yet unconverted listeners. A
71

Cf. WEBER (1978) on ‘ethicisation’, and FOUCAULT (1981: 62 f.) and LUHMANN (1982:
144 f.) on the progressive substitution of ritual through discourse. An evolutionary theory of religious development as increasing manifestation of communicative competence has been proposed
by DÖBERT (1973: 152). For a critique see PEUKERT (1992: 231 f.).
72
HABERMAS (2005) pointed out that within the public sphere religious arguments function in
same way as other arguments, as reasons to be accepted or rejected.
73
HABERMAS (1983: 103, cf. 76) / (1990: 93, cf. 66) defines the basic principle of discourse
ethics (D), the reflective form of communicative action, as follows: ‘Only those norms can claim
to be valid that meet (or could meet) with the approval of all affected in their capacity as participants in a practical discourse.’
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Jain discourse of conversion presupposes mutual independence of interlocutors and
creates new consensus via the unconstrained acceptance of validity claims. The main
difference compared with the ideal situation of communicative action is the institutionalised one-sidedness of a monological discourse and its coded semantic form
which does not allow for a negotiated modification of the religious dogma itself, at
least not in the short run. Because insight and power go hand in hand in traditionbased religion, conversion discourses always take the form of strategic action, producing insight (psychological and verbal acceptance of the dogma) as a perlocutionary
effect predicated on the intentional deconstruction of the pre-existing conventional
normative consensus.74 In this case, latent strategic action serves as the vehicle for
both communicative action or even mythopoetic world disclosure, and for the unquestioned reproduction of the hierarchy of power. In practice, the two fundamental ways
of interpretation are irreducible to each other. But they can be analytically differentiated. In the following, I analyse the plurivocality of Jain discourse primarily in terms of
its social implications—as a form of latent strategic action—though multiple ambiguities can be distinguished in every speech act in a conventional speech situation.
It is an open question to what extent the theory of communicative action falls under this verdict as well.75 HABERMAS (1986: 383), who after all regards communicative action as the original or constitutive mode of language usage, insists on the
empirical inevitability of indirect violence and power in the initial stages of the
historical evolution of abstract norms. He distinguishes two developmental phases
of communicative co-operation and social integration: Communicative action, he
argues, is originally embedded in contexts of latent strategic action, because, initially, situation definitions do not sufficiently overlap. The participants therefore
have to use indirect communication ‘following the model of intentional semantic
approaches (Grice)’, in order to avoid a breakdown of co-operation. In the opening
phases of all processes of co-operation indirect communication plays an important
role for the creation of overlapping definitions of the situation, as an alternative of
meta-communication: the speaker makes the hearer understand something qua
perlocutionary effects, i.e. latent strategic speech acts, whose contextual implications are not directly expressed, and need to be inferred by the hearer.76 However,

74

This creates paradoxical consequences once communicative action as a value becomes itself
topical.
75
SEARLE (1993: 99).
76
On perlocutionary effects and latent strategic speech acts see HABERMAS (1980: 393–7) /
(1984–1987 I: 292–5).
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these strategic sequences are embedded within the general context of communicatively oriented speech.77
For HABERMAS (1980: 402–8) / (1984–1987 I: 298–304), (1981: 57–63) / (1984–
1987 II: 34–9), as for SEARLE (1993: 91, 99), normative authority is originally embedded within imperative authority, and takes the form of context-specific intentions
and speech acts of particular individuals. This fits the case of the Jain sermon. However, Habermas’ evolutionary theory of the genesis of norms is highly speculative and
certainly the weakest part of his conceptual system. Moreover, he has not elaborated
his theory of latent strategic language usage. But he indicates the systematic role of
latent strategic action within a typology of social actions,78 and shows how shared
convictions may serve as sources of legitimate power. Power enters unnoticeable into
the pores of everyday-life communication via two forms of pseudo-communication
concealing strategic intent under the facade of consensual action: (a) conscious deception or manipulation, and (b) systematically distorted communication (HABERMAS
(1984: 548)).79 In cases of manipulation, at least one actor intentionally deceives others by hiding the fact that s/he does not comply with the three universal pragmatic
validity claims. In cases of systematically distorted communication at least one of the
participants deceives him / herself about the fact that s/he acts strategically, while
maintaining the external appearance of communicative action (HABERMAS (1984:
461)). In both cases a deviation from universal pragmatic presuppositions takes place,
through the splitting up or doubling of communication. In the first case, a competent
speaker generates intentionally multivocal expressions for social purposes. In the second case, the internal organisation of speech is distorted by way of a privatised use of
language. In psychoanalysis this is regarded as a process of de-symbolisation. According to Habermas it is symptomatic for a loss of interactional competence (which
may or may not be culturally normalised) (HABERMAS (1984: 251–4)). He argues that
distorted forms of communication often occur in situations of social dependency,
where they serve as unconscious defence mechanisms concealing conflict smouldering
beneath surface consensus (HABERMAS (1984: 232, 264–9)).80 A manipulative, intentionally symbolic usage of language, on the other hand, creating conflict artificially for
the sake of influence, is to be expected in situations of social dominance, and requires
cognitive and communicative competencies. We will see that ambiguous language can
be used for religious purposes as well.
77

HABERMAS (1980: 444) / (1984–1987 I: 331).
HABERMAS (1980: 446) / (1984–1987 I: 333).
79
For Durkheimian criticisms of psychological theories of ‘rationalisation’ see TURNER (1986:
36, 56).
80
Cf. JAIN (1929: 72), GOONASEKERE (1986).
78
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It could be asked whether the structural multivocality generated by Jain discourse,
superposed on varying contexts, can from different viewpoints be interpreted either
as a form of latent strategic action or of systematically distorted communication.
The perceived ambiguity of certain terms or utterances in Jain discourse is a function of processes of religious interpretation. Depending on circumstances, they may
involve forms of symbolisation as well as the expression of latent structural conflicts, resulting for instance from the typical position of many Jains as subaltern
elites within the hierarchical structure of Indian society. On the one hand, Jain ascetics use the strategy of intentional re-interpretation of dominant forms of discourse and popular rites, thus creating a private language for competent members of
their religious community. On the other hand, the propagation of Jainism through
proselytising renouncers eventually triggers effects of moral insight amongst some
listeners, by providing a language for example for the explanation and expression of
diffuse feelings or implicit conflicts, which may explain part of its appeal. It is important to note that the Jain tradition itself provides a yardstick for the critique of
self-deceptions and symptoms of alienated modes of life with its ideal of non-violence.
The authenticity associated with such a life-project could be understood as a higherlevel validity claim, in analogy to the claim to truthfulness in expressive speech acts.81
However, better analytical categories are required to investigate the empirical diversity
of forms of concealed strategic action. As Habermas indicates, some of them are provided by the intentional semantic approaches of Grice and Searle.

— IV —
One of the most interesting contributions to the theory of linguistic communication
and rhetoric is GRICE’s (1975) analysis of the communicative function of
‘conversational implicature’. In his article Logic and Conversation, Grice provides a
pragmatic description of how multiple meanings are purposefully generated. He investigates what he calls ‘implicature’, that is, instances in which ‘a speaker deliberately says something which is not, in fact, what he means’ (GRICE (1975: 43 f.)).
Grice’s analysis is based on the fundamental pragmatic postulate that there is a assumption by all conversationalists of the rational and efficient nature of talk—a supposition, which can be formally stated in terms of a set of counterfactual principles and
maxims concerning the efficient and univocal transmission of information, given that
both parties co-operate and are interested to continue the conversation. Against this
assumption polite, multivocal ways of speaking appear as deviations, requiring ra81

HABERMAS (1996: 341).
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tional explanation on the part of the recipient, who finds in considerations of politeness
reasons for the speaker’s apparent irrationality or inefficiency. Given the speaker’s
rationality of expression, and the hearer’s willingness to co-operate, unclear, ambiguous language forces the hearer to work out the implied suppositions of a multivocal
statement. The latter must ask her / himself why a speaker, who can express her / himself unambiguously, has chosen not to say directly what s/he means, but rather speaks
in a veiled language. In such cases, Grice argues, the hearer (interpreter) will assume
that the speaker has deliberately ‘flouted’ the mutually presupposed conversational
principles to ‘force an implicature’ onto the hearer, who then has to infer what the
speaker intended without saying so openly. Particularly interesting are cases in which
someone deliberately violates a maxim, not to mislead, but to influence others by getting another message across. Strategically constructed ‘deviations’ such as these,
which are ‘parasitic’ to direct communication, are particularly successful in achieving
social influence, because they induce the necessary element of conflict in a manifestly
non-violent form, not breaching social norms openly but only indirectly via implicit
‘exploitation’ or ‘flouting’ of presupposed conversational principles. It is precisely this
‘non-violent’ form of social influence which I regard as central to Jain rhetoric.
The construction of implicatures is one of the foremost rhetorical and poetical devices. Yet, only under certain contextual conditions will a conversational act of flouting lead to social consequences. Without the hearer’s willingness and ability to cooperate, and to invest the effort to work out or to grasp intuitively the implications of
an ambiguous statement, rhetorical communication with the help of implicature would
not be effective. The uses of implicatures presupposes the invocation of contextual
knowledge or common experiential ground on the part of the hearer, who is forced to
generate a meaningful interpretation in response to the speaker’s deliberate violation
of the principles of conversation, which implicitly forces on the hearer a choice between deference to the veiled imperative or discontinuation of the communication.
The efficacy of this kind of indirect communication is ultimately based on ego’s
exploitation of alter’s willingness to adhere to the general cooperative principle of
language exchange under given normative conditions. Accordingly, the principal
means of physically ‘non-violent’ resistance is non-cooperation.82
Grice’s theory of language usage is, in itself, of limited use in anthropological research. Theories of information processing cannot sufficiently account for the empirical role of conventional meaning and contextual knowledge, as HYMES (1972a),
(1972b) convincingly argued.83 BROWN’–LEVINSON’s (1978) theory of politeness,
82

SHARP (1960), (1973).
In his summary critique of Grice’s intentionalist semantics, DAVIS (1998: 174) notes that
‘common interests sustaining indirect speech act conventions are much deeper than mere politeness.’ However, ‘A common interest need not be universally shared to sustain a common practice.’
83
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which builds upon Grice’s principles, therefore links the theory of conversational
implicature with Goffman’s theory of social self-identity or ‘face’ (self-esteem or
public self-image). It argues that talk exchange can be related to contextual, that is,
institutional, variables by considering the relative social position of speaker and
hearer, which decisively influences choices of politeness strategy. ‘Face’ is relationally defined, ‘that is, normally everyone’s face depends on everyone else’s being
maintained, and since people can be expected to defend their faces if threatened, and
in defending their own to threaten others’ faces, it is in general in every participant’s
best interest to maintain each other’s face’ (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 66)). Two
kinds of ‘face wants’ are distinguished: ‘negative face wants’ (to be unimpeded by
others)—often achieved by strategies of non-interaction (which Marriott regards as
typical for Jains, and vaiœyas in general)—and ‘positive face wants’ (to be desirable
to others) (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 66)). ‘Face threatening acts’ (FTA’s) are illocutionary acts which might cause a loss of face by way of orders, requests, threats,
offers, suggestions etc. They run contrary to particular face wants, and motivate
certain strategies of politeness, employed to minimise the threat, and to maintain
face in a particular situation (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 70–3)).
BROWN and LEVINSON distinguish four main strategies of politeness: (a) ‘bald on
record’ (being as clear as possible), (b) ‘positive politeness’ (the expression of solidarity), (c) ‘negative politeness’ (the expression of restraint), and (d) ‘off record’ (the
avoidance of unequivocal impositions) (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 73–5)).84 Any of
the four strategies may satisfy the opponent’s face wants to avoid conflict and to
minimise threat. Yet, politeness is also used in order to stimulate conflict in a calculated way. Positive politeness and negative politeness—the dominant Jain strategy— I

‘Speaker meaning’ and the ‘actual linguistic conventions of language communities’ should be studied: ‘Rather than trying to deduce arbitrary practices from some general psychosocial principles, we
must look at the social functions that particular conventions serve.’—‘In sum, Gricean theory fails
because speaker implicature is a matter of intention, sentence implicature is a matter of convention,
and neither is calculable from or generated by psychosocial principles. Conversational rules instead
codify social goals motivating intentions and sustaining conventions’ (DAVIS (1998: 190)).
84
Examples for positive politeness are familiar and joking behaviour. Negative politeness is
mainly concerned with self-determination. It is at the heart of respect behaviour and corresponds
to Durkheim’s ‘negative rites’, that is, rituals of avoidance, which are typical for Jains. Characteristic examples of negative politeness are: conventional indirectness, question/ hedge, be pessimistic (don’t coerce, don’t assume other’s willingness to co-operate), minimise imposition, give deference, apologise (beg forgiveness), impersonalise, state FTA as a general rule, nominalise, go on
record as incurring a debt, or as not indebting the hearer (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 134–216)).
There are certain similarities between these strategies and Searle’s and Habermas’ illocutionary
components, although Brown and Levinson’s categories reflect the inconsistency of Sahlins’ well
known scheme of reciprocities, which was obviously influential.
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would argue, are primarily strategies of conflict avoidance. The most interesting strategy, also often used in Jain discourse, is to go off-record, that is, to construct intentionally multivocal statements: ‘A communicative act is done off record if it is done in
such a way that it is not possible to attribute only one clear communicative intention to
the act. In other words, the actor leaves himself an “out” by providing himself with a
number of defensible interpretations; he cannot be held to have committed himself to
just one particular interpretation of this act. Thus if a speaker wants to do a FTA, but
wants to avoid the responsibility for doing it, he can do it off record and leave it open
to the addressee to decide how to interpret it’ (BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 216)). The
purpose of off-record strategies is to make the addressee responsible for decoding the
intentions. An FTA, like any word, rule or symbolic act,85 gains its meaning through
context and becomes threatening only through its realisation via ‘wrong or correct’
interpretation.86 The near universal usefulness of off-record strategies for purposes of
persuasion and social influence is aptly expressed by STRECKER (1988: 114): ‘To go
off-record is one of the most pervasive strategies in social interaction whenever actors
want to avoid harsh confrontation and the possibility of conflict, and when they want
to persuade others, to influence them so that they do what they cannot be openly coerced to do. All this is done by means of indirect message construction.’ Important for
my argument is that politeness and symbolisation is used to avoid open conflict. A
great deal of politeness and symbolisation is therefore to be expected from the Jains.
BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 254–6) conclude their discussion of politeness phenomena with a typology of characteristic patterns of strategy distribution in speaker /
hearer relationships regarding the contextual variables of power (P) and social distance (D) (which could be associated with ‘active’ directive and ‘passive’
commissive orientations respectively). In this way, they try to tie Grice’s concept of
conversational implicature into a context-sensitive social theory of linguistically
mediated interaction.87 They predict that in a situation where one of the interlocutors
has high social power over another, and where social distance is low, the speaker
with high social power will predominately use on-record strategies, and the speaker
with low social power will use negative politeness and off-record strategies.
STRECKER (1988: 165 f.), however, notes that individuals in an inferior position are
generally not allowed to force an implicature upon the socially powerful (only vice
versa). He suggests that the dominant pattern of strategy distribution in asymmetri-

85

Cf. CASSIRER (1923–1929).
Cf. BROWN–LEVINSON’s (1978: 219) depiction of off-record strategies as violations of the
Gricean maxims.
87
Cf. BROWN–LEVINSON’s (1978: 255) chart of dyadic strategy types.
86
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cal social contexts is the combination of off-record strategies on the part of superiors and on-record strategies and negative politeness on the part of inferiors.
The still unresolved discrepancy between Brown and Levinson’s and Strecker’s
interpretation provokes the question whether it makes sense at all to link types of
socially-purposeful language usage to certain ‘social positions’, given the wide
range of contextually acceptable strategy choices. Off-record strategies, in fact, can
be used for many purposes: for purely aesthetic reasons, for the negotiation of unclear social relationships, for the veiling of heavy FTA’s or forms of control, or for
the stabilisation of asymmetrical social relationships. More importantly, a statement
in itself does not force a reader / listener to adopt a particular type of interpretation
(and no particular action follows from it in any structured way). Everything, in fact,
depends on the wider social context, particularly on the informal or institutionalised
norms and social conventions of a given field of discourse, which sanction the way
in which language is used and which interpretations are regarded as feasible. As
Habermas shows, it is only in situations where social pressures and normative sanctions are attached to language usage, that normative claims can be enforced through
extra-linguistic sanctions. It is impossible to force anybody to comply with pragmatic conditions for the fulfilment of an implication, in the Gricean sense, without
implicitly presupposing an institutional context and referring to a set of known social sanctions attached to the specific norms of a particular discursive field. 88
This point has evaded most linguistic theories of politeness, because—as Habermas
points out—they do not clearly distinguish between co-operation in conversation and
the role of speech acts for social co-operation. Therefore they cannot explain, for instance, how, in certain situations, superiors may rely on contextual pressures to force
inferiors to decode their veiled speech and to fulfil the indirectly communicated demands. It is not the power of the words themselves nor the speaker’s intentions which
inform the ‘calling in’ of conversational implicature, but the role of the presupposed
norms and sanctions which assure the perpetuation of social systems which, for instance, force inferiors to infer unequivocally the indexical meaning of intentionally
ambiguous statements of their superiors, and to practically fulfil their unspoken commands without questioning the normative basis of their social co-operation.89 Because
88

Strategies can be conventionalised and ossified into norms of dominance, and compliance
can be legitimately enforced. See HABERMAS (1984: 253).
89
In the technical linguistic and philosophical literature the term ‘implication’ is used in different
ways and still awaits clarification as BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 216 f.) note. For recent work see
HORN (1973), (1985), (2001), DAVIS (1998), LEVINSON (2000), HORN–WARD (2004), ATLAS (2005).
In the following I will call the process of fulfilling accepted validity conditions the ‘social implication’ of a speech act, in contrast to the ‘logical’ or semantical implication of a communicative act, and
to its psychological ‘conditions of satisfaction’. The social implications of a speech act are the possi-
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they accept the unnecessary constraints of Grice’s theory of information processing,
even Brown and Levinson and Strecker cannot avoid reductionist interpretations of
language usage in terms of pre-existing ‘social positions’ and differential ‘power’.
Habermas’ distinction between communicative and success orientated language usage,
however, seems to open a path for a non-reductionist understanding, for instance, of
the social function of positive politeness, which, in the words of Brown and Levinson,
can only ‘express’ but not ‘generate’ solidarity. Reductionism can only be avoided if
not merely the reflexive but also the constitutive function of discourse for the construction of social identities is considered. From this perspective, strategies of negative
politeness and off-record appear to have greater power than positive politeness or onrecord strategies, particularly in social situations where coercion cannot succeed and
where co-operation is primarily engendered through indirect communication.

—V—
Any empirical analysis of conversational implicatures requires a careful description of the discursive field and conventional ways of speaking in different ‘speech
situations’ which form part of the ‘communicative competence’ (HYMES (1972b))90
and ‘repertoire’ of the members of a particular ‘speech community’ (GUMPERZ
(1964), (1972)).91 From an observer’s point of view, there are four formal contexts,
ble actions which may follow from it, if its validity claims are explicated through context-sensitive
processes of interpretation of indexical meaning, and accepted. Cf. WEBER (1988: 95, 125) on the
social function of ‘noetic’ interpretations of the social motives of ambiguous commands (in contrast
to the objective understanding of the meaning of a statement) either (a) in terms of/ for practical
purposes, or (b) in terms of value-relations and for purposes of scientific understanding.
90
See GUMPERZ’s (1995: 209) definition: ‘Communicative competence can be defined in interactional terms as “the knowledge of linguistic and related communicative conventions that
speakers must have to create and sustain conversational cooperation”, and thus involves both
grammar and contextualization.’
91
GUMPERZ (1964: 137) defined ‘speech community’ first as ‘any human aggregate characterized
by regular and frequent interaction over a significant span of time and set off from other such aggregates by differences in the frequency of interaction.’ Later he added the criterion of compartmentalisation
(GUMPERZ (1972: 231)) and emphasised the role of social norms for the definition of a speech community:
‘any human aggregate characterized by regular and frequent interaction by means of a shared body of
verbal signs and set off from similar aggregates by significant differences in language usage. … Regardless
of the linguistic differences among them, the speech varieties employed within a speech community form
a system because they are related to a shared set of social norms’ (GUMPERZ (1972: 219 f.). See also
GUMPERZ–HYMES (1986) and HABERMAS (1980: 382 f.) / (1984–1987 I: 283). HYMES (1972b: 55) tries
to ‘bypass’ the difficulties of defining ‘community’ by stating: ‘The essential thing is that the object of
description be an integral social unit.’ The problem of essentialism does not pose itself at all in the more
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or ‘speech situations’92 and associated ‘speech events’ and ‘genres’, which are relevant in the case of Jain discourse: (a) the religious debate (vivâda93 or prayoga),94
for instance at a royal court or modern court of law, (b) the public sermon
(pravacana),95 (c) the interaction between ascetics and non-ascetics in informal
settings (bhâšâ), and (d) the interaction between ascetics (vinaya).96 Each of these
settings involves a different set of social and stylistic conventions, norms and expectations.97 The agonistic debate at a royal court or a court of law for instance is a
highly pragmatic affair whose outcome might decide the fate of a particular monastic
group. Here, the contextual rules are defined by the king or the state, and classical

abstract theory of communicative action and Jain theories of speech (HYMES (1972b: 56), (1983:
167));—despite ALBERT’s (1994: 259 n. 41) objections. See footnotes 10, 18, 67, 142.
92
‘Such situations may enter as contexts into the statement of rules of speaking as aspects of
setting (or of genre). In contrast to speech events, they are not in themselves governed by such
rules throughout’ (HYMES (1972b: 56)).
93
Þhâò 6.67 lists six empirical types of debate, and Þhâò 10.95 ten special faults of debate. On
Indian traditions of rational inquiry and theories of debate see, for instance, BRONKHORST (1999),
PRETS (2004).
94
CARRITHERS (1992: 112 f.) singles this setting out as particular significant; while emphasising the universal principle of free negotiation of situations (CARRITHERS (1992: 105 f.)).
95
Cf. WEBER (1978: 213 f.) on the role of politeness in the proselytisation of Jainism, and
WILLIAMS (1983: 45 f.) on the ‘spreaders of religious faith’ (prâbhâvaka).
96
Obviously, this is not an exhaustive taxonomy of all typical situations of language usage in
Jain culture. I do not discuss examples of formulaic language, such as mantra or japa, or political
oratory, which have already been exhaustively treated in the literature, but concentrate on those
types of ritualised interaction where religious discourse is the predominant form of language usage. There are many different classifications of speech situations in the Jain scriptures, which
deserve further investigation. For example, the four types of speech appropriate for an ascetic
performing bhikšu-pratimâs listed in Þhâò 237 (4.22): (1) requesting speech, used in the context
of the begging round (jâyaòî bhâsâ <yâcanî bhâšâ>), (2) questioning speech, used in the context
of the studying the meaning of the scriptures, or path-finding (pucchaòî bhâsâ <pracchanî
bhâšâ>), (3) speech used for seeking permission, for example to stay at a certain place
(aòuòòavaòî bhâsâ <anujñâpanî bhâšâ>), (4) speech used in the context of question-answer
dialogues (puþþha-vâgaraòî bhâsâ <praœna-vyâkaraòî bhâšâ>). Þhâò 4.274 specifies also four
situations in which it is permitted for monks and nuns to talk to each other.
97
HYMES (1972b: 55–66) proposed the following useful analytical categories: language field,
speech situation, speech event, speech act, speech styles, ways of speaking, components of speech
(message form, message content, setting [physical], scene [psychological/ cultural], purpose
[outcome], purpose [goal], key, channel, forms of speech [varieties], norms of interaction [social
structure], norms of interpretation, genres). They roughly correspond to Malinowski’s earlier
distinction of dogmatic context, ritual context, and sociological context, as well as structure and
mode of recitation (HYMES (1972b: 64)). The interrelation of genres, events and acts and other
components in Jain settings is worth studying further (HYMES (1972b: 65)).
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philosophical and political rhetorical skills are in demand. The public sermon, on the
other hand, is comparatively informal, despite its conventional setting and asymmetrical structure. It conveys religious content, inspiration and insight in an entertaining
manner, and is often followed by casual discussions at the end. The fundamental
norms of comportment are defined by the monastic community itself. The interactions
between ascetics and non-ascetics ideally take place within a hierarchical context of
worship of ascetic purity, and are sometimes highly ritualised.98 However, there are
also informal interactions, which require greater discriminatory skills on the part of the
ascetics for not transgressing the norms of non-violent interaction. The code of polite
interaction within the monastic order itself is derived from the principles of ascetic
seniority (dîkšâ-paryâya) and group leadership, and operates in a similar manner.
I have ordered these four ritualised types of discourse sequentially in terms of their
increasing coincidence with Jain ideals, starting with political rituals, then conversion
rituals, interaction rituals, and finally monastic rituals. Other forms of classification are
possible; for instance in terms of degrees of formality, social setting (assembly or individual contact),99 or regarding the relative importance of discourse in ritual.100 How-

98

CARRITHERS (1992: 106) notes that in Jain (Indian) settings, the free negotiation of meaning
is constrained by socio-cultural norms: ‘There is a bias towards the authoritative pronouncement,
that is, towards a relationship of unquestioning domination of the instructor. … If we substract the
authoritarian flavour, the telling of Siddhasagar’s story [his example, P.F.] still retains an essential
element, the creating of a common meaning by working jointly, interactively, to establish which
interpretation is to be accepted.’
99
TAMBIAH (1968: 177 ff.) and BLOCH (1975: 19) also distinguish between the ‘primary function of language’, as a vehicle for communication, and certain types of ‘ritual language’ (e.g.
mantra or formalised oratory), which violate the communication function by being formal, unintelligible, and/ or private (see also WHEELOCK (1982: 57); and HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW’s (1994: 89)
psychological variant). However, both ignore the constitutive function of language, and do not
distinguish between speech acts and linguistically mediated interaction. Hence, they are forced to
resort to reductionist interpretations of the social function of ritual language either in terms of
institutions of power (BLOCH (1975: 24)) or paradigmatic cultural ideas (TAMBIAH (1985: 154)).
Bloch’s singular, BERNSTEIN (1964) inspired, emphasis on formality as (a) the decisive and
(b) restrictive attribute of political and ritual discourse in contexts of traditional authority, can
neither account for the Jain emphasis on content rather than form, nor on their insistence on ethics
and the generative power of restraint. Tambiah criticises Bloch for not taking into consideration a
number of factors: the intelligibility of ritual language derived from cosmological ideas, the role
of ritual functionaries, and social context. Despite emphasising intellectual content of sacred language (in Buddhism), and similarities between sacred and profane language, Tambiah himself
only discusses cases of popular ‘magical’ usage of language (e.g. mantra), and accepts emic
‘power of words’ theories as empirical fact, without discussing the role of discourse in ritual and
emic theories of language (e.g. Vedic: RENOU (1955), Navya-Nyâya: GANERI (1999); the power of
words to signify is also recognised by Jain philosophers).
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ever, for our primarily sociological purpose, the crucial variable is ‘interactional competence’, that is, the knowledge and ability to use rules and moral judgement for interaction in specific situations. Interactional competence presupposes ‘cognitive competence’ (PIAGET (1937)), ‘linguistic competence’ (CHOMSKY (1965)),101 ‘communicative competence’ (HYMES (1972a)), including ‘oratory skill’ (BLOCH (1975)).
HABERMAS (1984: 187 ff., 231 f.) defines interactional competence more specifically
as the universal pragmatic ability to regulate social conflict consensually through rational agreement, even in situations of severe discord, in accordance with the three
universal pragmatic validity claims. He distinguishes further between the intuitive or
conscious knowledge of specific grammatical and socio-cultural rules and contexts,
and the mastery of the universal pragmatic conditions of the possibility of mutual understanding (Verständigung).102 Because Habermas’ notion of ‘communicative competence’, a composite of cognitive, linguistic and interactional competencies (in a
more narrow sense),103 is more abstract and formal than Hymes’ sociolinguistic notion
of ‘communicative competence’, it circumvents the problem of analytical reification of
'speakers' or of ‘speech communities’. Building upon HABERMAS’ (1991: 111–3) distinction between two levels of competencies, also reflected in his differentiation between universal ‘moral’ and cultural specific ‘ethical’ principles, and HYMES’ (1972b:
57 f.) notion that knowledge of grammatical rules and of determinate ways of speaking
together form the communicative competence of a particular speech community or
individual, I propose to differentiate further between general ‘interactional competence’ and specific ‘Jain interactional competence’, that is, the formal procedural
knowledge necessary for constituting discourse in agreement with Jain principles.104
100

TAMBIAH (1968: 176) poses the interesting question of the relationship of words to actions in
ritual, noting the predominance of words and intelligible language in healing and initiation rites addressing human beings, in contrast to rites of mass participation and rites addressing supernatural
beings or forces of nature. He also discusses the problem of alternation between various types of
language in ritual, and reformist attempts to destroy the ritual formalism of sacred language in favour
of increased accessibility and understanding. Both observations apply to contemporary Jainism.
101
See also DURBIN (1970).
102
HABERMAS (1975: 3).
103
To distinguish the two kindred notions of communicative competence, I privilege the term
interactive competence here. The usefulness of HYMES’s (1972a), (1972b) approach for the
empirical investigation of ways of speaking has frequently been highlighted by HABERMAS (1975:
5), (1980: 440) / (1984–1987 I: 328). Habermas first used ‘interactional competence’ and later
preferred ‘communicative competence’. I use the term interactional competence in the broader
sense of social coordination of actions through linguistic and non-linguistic means.
104
This application of the theory of social competence was first outlined in FLÜGEL (1994),
(1995–6: 165). For theories of religious competence (often combined with theories of religious
socialisation) see SAMARIAN (1969), LUHMANN (1982), WAARDENBURG (1979), and GLADIGOW
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Jain interactional competence is informed by general ‘Jain religious competence’,
which can be defined as the sum total of Jain religious knowledge learned by an individual. In addition to general ‘Jain interactional competence’, religious rules and contextual knowledge necessary for navigating specific contexts can be studied, and the
‘Jain religious repertoire’ of a specific population or individual analysed (as part of a
particular ‘socio-cultural repertoire’).
General ‘interactional competence’ refers to the ability of a flexible reflective regulation of total conduct in terms of universal moral presuppositions, contrasting with
institutionalised settings, which, through their formal properties, relieve the individual to some extent from the task of defining the situation and from difficult moral
choices. ‘Jain interactional competence’ varies with the degree of knowledge and the
internalisation of general and cultural specific (sectarian etc.) It is necessary to distinguish Jain principles and their contextual rules of use; that is, the cognitive and noncognitive (motivational, emotional etc.) know how to act in accordance with abstract
and specific doctrinal principles in different socio-cultural circumstances. Jain principles and rules of application, of varying degrees of specificity.105 General Jain principles are characterised by constitutive rules, generative of the field of Jain discourse
as a whole. They are exemplified by ideal Jain speech events. Jain interactional
competence is context-sensitive. The corresponding rules are deliberately constructed to enable a performer to react flexibly to emergent properties of a specific
speech situation, and to shape it in accordance with Jain principles. Since principles
and rules only negatively determine the field of pragmatic possibilities, speaking the
Jain way, or avoiding interaction altogether, are creative acts, performances, which
(1997). The latter noted that the ability to orient oneself in complex religious contexts, to distinguish between different situations, to develop a ‘religious identity’, and to act appropriately cannot
be taken for granted: ‘Die Kompetenz, in einer polytheistischen Religion zu leben, sie angemessen
zu benutzen, wird von modernen Interpreten einfach unterstellt’ (GLADIGOW (1997: 105)). Following Luhmann and Waardenburg, he advocates for the semiotic analysis of religious pantheons
as ‘languages’ which can be learned and selectively used (GLADIGOW (1997: 106)).
105
Cf. SINGER’s (1961: 96–138) distinction between principles and rules: ‘I argued that moral
principles are to be distinguished from moral rules by the fact that the former hold in all circumstances and do not admit of exceptions; that principles are always relevant whereas rules are not;
that principles are invariant and do not vary with changes in circumstances or conditions; and by
the fact that it is impossible for moral principles to conflict with each other. … I distinguished
between fundamental rules, local rules, and neutral norms. Local rules … depend on local conditions in a way that fundamental rules do not, and hence are peculiar to, and differ with, different
groups and communities—that is to say, different circumstances. Neutral norms are local rules
that are conventional in a way that other rules are not [‘it would make no moral difference if their
opposites were adopted’ (SINGER (1961: 113))], but both neutral norms and local rules depend on
social needs or purposes that are advanced by general observance and would be frustrated or defeated
by their general violation’ (SINGER (1961: 327 f.)). On levels see also HARE (1981: 35 ff.).
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ideally transform any speech event into a Jain discourse. Actual speech performances,
or Jain ‘speech styles’ in the terms of HYMES (1972b: 57), I would argue, can not be
sufficiently understood in terms of statistical features of overt behaviour, or as deviations from a general norm or ideal, but only as constitutive acts dependent on
‘qualitative judgements of appropriateness’ of selected features in a given situation.106
Theoretically, the required interactional competence of the ideal ‘pure ascetic’
(œuddha-sâdhu) increases with the degree of informality of the interactional situation, because ascetic self-control, in accordance with Jain principles, is the price for
freedom from external (social and ritual) control. In practice, Jain ascetics try to
prevent rule-transgressions due to insufficient procedural knowledge with various
methods: for example, by teaching context-sensitive rules not in abstract, but
through exemplary cases, or by keeping inexperienced ascetics away from morally
overcomplex situations through strict supervision. Similar competencies are outlined for the Jain laity. An ideal lay person is characterised, for instance by Hemacandra (YŒ 1.47–56), as one who is listening (œravaòa), memorising (dhâraòâ),
showing respect (vinaya), being an expert in sacred lore (pravacana-kuœala), and
also avoiding religiously unprofitable speech (sat-kathâ) etc. (WILLIAMS (1983: 265–
72)). Thus, it is always the Jain interactional competence, the religious and cultural
repertoire of an individual or group, which generates the capacity of defining or judging situations in terms of Jain principles, of imposing or inferring implicatures, and
determining the relevant type of rhetoric or hermeneutic procedure.107
Once the settings and the required competencies are considered, the social implications of Jain discourse can be analysed in terms of the conditions and presuppositions of the acceptability of particular validity claims in Jain intersubjective hermeneutics. These can be discovered by negating speech acts as a whole.108 The question is always: What are the social implications of a religious claim in this particular
context? ‘What makes a religious statement acceptable?’109 Ultimately, such a
question can only be answered by the participants themselves, because only they
can determine on which grounds to accept or to reject a particular claim. In other
words, the explication of implications can never be achieved objectively, for instance by explaining the ‘cogency of ideas’ through a description of ‘the structure of
106

On appropriateness and general features of discourses of rule application see also WELLMER
(1986), and HABERMAS’ (1991: 137–42) discussion of K. GÜNTHER (1988).
107
Non-literal speech-acts can only work if their implications are understood (and accepted).
BRUHN (1987b: 67), for instance, writes: ‘The fact that everybody knew the basic pattern [of Jain
soteriological sequences, P.F.] made it rather simple to find suitable words for a lecture or a sermon.’
Cf. GLUCKMAN (1955: 24) on degrees of ‘flexibility or of moral implication’ of legal concepts.
108
HABERMAS (1993: 26).
109
Cf. GOMBRICH’s (1988: 10) question: ‘What makes a religious innovation acceptable?’
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a problem situation’ alone, as GOMBRICH (1988: 11) suggests, but is always an outcome of specific intersubjective processes of socio-cultural self-interpretation.110
Classical performative approaches to ritual or ritual language, for instance, which
made use of Grice’s or Searle’s analysis failed to investigate this (like Grice and Searle
themselves). In fact, they neglected the role of discourse in ritual altogether, in favour
of either cultural determinism (Tambiah) or mental (Humphrey and Laidlaw) or material reductionism (Bloch). Following Searle’s and Habermas’ interpretation of the dual
(illocutionary and propositional) structure of the speech act, TAMBIAH (1985: 153)
argues that, because ritual action appears to mediate between (cultural) ideas and
(political) practice, it can be interpreted as a performative matrix of ‘indexical symbols
(and indexical icons) as duplex structures carrying semantic and pragmatic meanings’:
‘The duality thus points in two directions at once—in the semantic direction of cultural presuppositions and conventional understandings
and in the pragmatic direction of the social and interpersonal context
of ritual action, the line-up of the participants and the process by
which they establish or infer meanings. We note that the sense in
which I imagine actors to infer indexical meaning is similar to Grice’s
formulation of “conversational implicature”, in that by saying or enacting something a certain meaning is implicated, which can be readily
understood (conventional implicature) or is capable of being “worked
out” (non-conventional implicature), given certain contextual features
and certain common understandings’ (TAMBIAH (1985: 154)).
Although he treats ritual acts as speech acts (thus identifying action and his own
action description), speech itself is curiously absent in Tambiah’s conception (and
where he talks about it, he returns to the traditional ‘power of words’, œabda-œakti,
theory). Moreover, the propositional component of the ritual act, its symbolism, is
not treated in terms of specific validity claims whose debatable normative implications may or may not be acceptable, but identified with timeless and incontestable
cultural paradigms. Tambiah’s performative analysis is therefore still oriented towards the theological model of textual hermeneutics, that is, the dogmatic explication (phronesis) of contextual implications of mythic paradigms or sacred texts. His
approach assumes that the knowledge embodied in texts is superior to the interpreter’s, and has to be accepted.111 Because his performative analysis does not
clearly distinguish between ritual acts and ritually mediated forms of social interaction, it must assume socially binding effects emerge automatically from the experi110
111

Cf. GARFINKEL–SACKS (1970).
Cf. HABERMAS (1980: 193–6) / (1984–1987 I: 134–6).
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ence of ritual acts themselves, and that the authority of traditional ritual form should
always be accepted, without question. The underlying notion of ritual enactment, a
variation of the Neo-Kantian model of value realisation, cannot account for processes of intersubjective negotiation of conditions of acceptability and for the
contextually varying social implications of ritually communicated validity claims.
The presumed timelessness of mythical paradigms re-produces the characteristic
pseudo-concreteness of Durkheimian functionalist studies of ritual performance,
positing social integration both as a presupposition and result of ritual, without investigating the constitutive role of discourse in and about ritual itself.
Tambiah’s theory does not throw light on Jain religious discourse, which appeals
to reason and insight, instead of formulaic repetition, and whose contextually specific normative claims are constantly challenged and revised by the Jain âcâryas,
under the threat of failure to appeal. In sum, because of the lacking theory of social
constitution and cultural change, and the absence of sociolinguistic interest,
Tambiah’s approach cannot assist analysing the problem of contextual ambiguity of
indexical meaning, which I deal with later in this essay. As an alternative, I suggest
investigating Jain ritual discourse through the analysis of the Jain discourse ethics
and traditional interpretative procedures for negotiating social meaning; to avoid
falling into the same trap as Bloch, who identifies an increase of formality generally
with a loss of meaning, which Tambiah rightly criticises.
Even if the idealist limitations of universal pragmatic or culturalist discourse
analysis could be overcome, there is still the problem of how to analytically reconstruct implicatures in specific cases in a methodical way. This question is particularly prominent in theological, juridical and moral-philosophical debates concerning
the status of rule application, that is, of interpretative processes that are involved in
the specification of principles and rules through the explication of the contextual
implications of given principles and rules.112 As language in general does,113 explicit
normative principles and rules always entail an anonymous indexical element. That
is, they implicitly refer to a range of possible situations as their field of applicability, which we must know and accept, if we wish to act accordingly. To explicate
general conditions of applicability, one has to refer to paradigmatic situations. Paradoxically, the range of applicability diminishes with the increasing specification of
the conditions, and increases with the diminishing specification.114 In other words,
the problem is the principal vagueness and ambiguity of the indexical meaning of
symbolic forms, which, as GLUCKMAN (1955: 293) and TURNER (1986: 44) argued,
112

GADAMER (1993: 107), WELLMER (1986).
APEL (1993: 41).
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WELLMER (1986: 28, 35 f.).
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is in fact a positive functional feature of abstraction, because it secures the adaptability
of general principles to changing contexts.115 An exhaustive characterisation of merely
negatively determined situations, therefore, cannot and, indeed, should not be achieved
once and for all by participants, even if a principle itself is accepted.116
The contextual meanings and social implications of symbolic forms (and the forms
themselves) are always underdetermined and hence negotiable.117 They can only be
established temporarily through use and agonistic intersubjective interpretative processes, whose outcome is always open, even if methods of argumentation and discursive procedures are conventional,118 and predicated on idealised universal pragmatic
presuppositions. I therefore suggest supplementing standard descriptions of ritual, or
action in general, by an analysis of the discursive procedures which define situations
and establish relevance and contextually acceptable social meaning. The discursive
field surrounding rituals and other social settings should be the main focus for an investigation of social dimensions of ritual efficacy. Conventional analyses of ritual
focus almost exclusively on the given ceremonial setting and on the performative experience itself, and tend to give undue weight to the procedural knowledge of ritual
functionaries, textualised cultural ideas, and articulated subjective experience. The
resulting meaning reductionism can be avoided by investigating discursive negotiations of validity claims in situ,119 including possibly the relationship between general,
for instance moral, language games and institutionalised forms of reflexivity, such as
theology and the social sciences. The analysis120 of implicit judgements invoked in
everyday practices of moral justification, moral utterances and moral disputes, can also
demonstrate how cultural resources are used as potential reasons for claims of validity.
From this perspective, social solidarity does not only emerge exclusively as a consequence of partaking in ‘effervescent’ rituals, to use Durkheim’s expression, but primarily—and increasingly so—as the result of the participation in socially constitutive
discourses of norm legitimation and shared definitions of situations.
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Pace BLOCH (1975: 17). On the function of general principles see also HARE (1981: 41).
On the impossibility of an objective description of indexical meaning of Jain religious terminology see CORT (1989: 93), (1992: 178), HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW (1994: 101), and FLÜGEL (2006b).
117
General principles or rules are generally combined with more specific rule of application.
See WITTGENSTEIN (1953). ‘Keine Norm enthält die Regeln ihrer eigenen Anwendung’
(HABERMAS (1991: 24)).
118
They may include culturally specific discourse etiquettes and formalised interpretative procedures,
such as the (monological) forms of Jain scholastic exegesis (niryukti) described by BALBIR (1993: 56).
119
See the pioneering work of TURNER (1986: 45). Lately, HABERMAS (2004: 53) conceded
that all discourses are embedded in lifeworld practices, because they have the function to restore
partially distorted background consensus (as analysed by TURNER).
120
HABERMAS (1996: 335) used the term ‘critical understanding’ through ‘reconstructive translation’.
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The paradigmatic example of practical hermeneutical explications of implied indexical meaning, are intentionally multivocal forms of communication within ‘master-slave’
relationships; often discussed either in terms of formalisation of discourse, and of understanding implicit directives (e.g. commands), or in terms of the instrumentalisation
of interpretation as such by the rhetoric of spiritual power in contexts of traditional
authority. Building on the work of Brown and Levinson and Strecker on the influence
of social structure on discourse, DRECHSEL (1994: 50), for instance, draws an analogy
between the relationship of off-recordness and on-recordness in politeness theory, and
the relationship of the ambiguous symbolism of ‘sacred’ kingship and the unequivocal
social and material implications of royal pomp, which, he suggests, have to be worked
out by the lower strata of society qua unspoken command. Although mere compliance
or non-compliance with implicit directives in no way shows that they are legitimate or
illegitimate,121 the explanatory problem of this institutional theory is the same as in
Habermas’ analysis of latent strategic action in terms of universal normative presuppositions. The king’s dual socially constitutive role, as a living symbol of society and as an
individual with its own specific interests, involves his subjects in a paradoxical doublebind situation.122 Because the king is the condition of socio-cosmic existence, royal
power appears not primarily ‘exploitative’, but ‘attractive’, to the extent that the subjects try to read the king’s mind and, ideally, to fulfil his unsaid wishes. Because the
king is the condition of social order everyone is forced to identify with him. In fulfilling
his wishes, the subject reproduces the conditions of its own social existence as a social
being. A good example is the relationship between the king and his officials in the context of the ‘polite society’ of the court, and their characteristic mutual strategic orientation: the characteristic ambiguity of the king’s role forces the officials to work out the
‘implications’ of royal gestures, and to fulfil his unspeakable material needs in form of
service, presents etc.123 Even a cursory glance at the vast literature on South Asian kingship shows the empirical significance of such phenomena, first theorised by HEGEL
121

APEL (1993: 49).
BURGHART (1996: 306): ‘In a “Government of one”, conventionally called monarchy, everyone else leads double lives. They lead a life as dictated by the will of their lord and master, and
they lead a life of their own.’
123
See also ALI (2004). LUHMANN (1979: 36) argued that the efficacy of power in general is predicated on the mutual desire to avoid anticipated possibilities of open conflict and brute force. Obedience
is usually not the result of explicit commands but based on the avoidance of expected sanctions in case
of the non-performance of desired behaviour: ‘Der Machthaber braucht gar nicht erst zu befehlen, auch
seine unbefohlenen Befehle werden schon befolgt. Sogar die Initiative zum Befehl kann auf den
Unterworfenen verlagert werden; er fragt nach, wenn ihm unklar ist, was befohlen werden würde.
Explizite Kommunikation wird auf eine unvermeidbare Residualfunktion beschränkt. In gewissem
Umfange geht mit dieser Form der Machtsteigerung Macht auf den Machtunterworfenen über…’ A
classical European text on this phenomenon is LA BOÉTIE (1983: 136).
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(1981: 145–77) in his analysis of the dialectic of recognition, and investigated by ELIAS
(1983) in his sociological study of the French court and KANTOROWICZ (1957) on the
ideology of European kingship.124 BURGHART (1996: 308) found similar mechanisms
within the political discourse under the Hindu monarchy in Nepal of the 1980s, combining arguments from Habermas and Bloch: ‘The king cannot speak informally to the
body politic: rather he must speak formally to everyone, for he represents everyone.
Little that he utters, therefore, can be taken at face value, and one treats Governmental
speech with some suspicion. It is, as a matter of course, something distorted.’
The relationship between a king and his subjects is structurally homologous to the
relationship between senior and junior Jain ascetics, and to the relationship between
ascetics and laity (œrâvakas, ‘listeners’, or upâsakas, ‘servants’). In Jain scriptures,
the junior partners in both relationships are characterised by the combined virtues of
politeness (vinaya) and serving the guru (vaiyâvåttya) (Uttar 30.30–7). From the
point of view of Jain laity, even the relationship between Jains and Non-Jains should
be analogous to the relationship between ascetics and Jain-laity (ascetics : laity ::
laity : non-Jains). Similar (on / off record) strategic orientations are therefore to be
expected. From an anthropological perspective, the crux of politeness theory is that
functional contributions for the maintenance of public self-image are not coerced
but received through processes of deliberate ‘fulfilment’ of face-wants of speakers
of superior status by ‘hearers’ of inferior status; particularly the ‘faces’ of legitimate
public figures, which condense the sense of identity in wider social circles. Social
power operates here indirectly through the medium of free will and consent, if only
under the implicit threat of social sanctions in the case of non-satisfaction of facewants. In the words of TURNER (1986: 30), ritual in general is a mechanism that
‘converts the obligatory into the desirable.’ 125

— VI —
It is essential for my argument to investigate Jain conceptions of pragmatic language
usage, and to compare them with the theories outlined in the previous sections. The
central question concerns the applicability of the theory of communicative action and
124
On indirectness see for instance VELUTHAT (1978), BURGHART (1983: 297), BALBIR (1993:
267–9). In his work on bhakti, LORENZEN (1995: 3) recalls Gramsci’s notion of ‘hegemony’, i.e. ‘that
the ideology (or ideologies) of privileged classes may exert, by a combination of persuasion and coercion, a “hegemony” over the ideology (or ideologies) of nonprivileged classes in the same society.’
125
GÖHLER’s (1995b: 72 f.) discussion of Kumârila’s explanation of the ‘impersonal’ injunctive force of Vedic words whose propositional content can only be realised under certain conditions could be reinterpreted in similar terms.
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its forms of operationalisation to the Jain context; particularly the role of the
‘universal’ validity claims and of the Gricean maxims. I have argued that the Jain
theory of speech plays a similar role within Indian social philosophy as Habermas’
theory of communicative action does within Western philosophy, because both proclaim the primacy of morality and ethics in language usage. Underlying Habermas’
theory of communicative intent (verständigungsorientierter Sprachgebrauch) is not
only the notion that, by definition, in the immediate context of communication all
participants must have a common interest in the maintenance of linguistic exchange,
and hence implicitly presuppose the ideal of non-violence, at least of the avoidance of
physical violence, but also that they are implicitly oriented toward reaching agreement.126 In this regard, Habermas’ notion of infinite consensus represents a functional
equivalent of the Jain notion of infinite knowledge leading to salvation (see infra, p.
129 f.). Moreover, universal pragmatic validity claims can be usefully compared and
contrasted with the Jain vows of ahiôsâ and satya. On lower levels of abstraction, the
Jain doctrine of the ways of speaking (bhâšâ-jâta), as exposed already in the older
texts of the Œvetâmbara scriptures, can be usefully compared and contrasted with the
conversational maxims of Grice; and conversational implicatures in Jain discourse,
theorised in Jain literature, can be analysed as forms of latent strategic action in terms
of Brown and Levinson’s typology of FTAs. I do not argue that there is an exact correspondence between these modern and ancient Jain schemes of interpretation. Nor do I
believe that there is only one way of reconstructing the social implications of Jain
theories of language from the point of view of modern social philosophy and logic.
But the comparison generates new perspectives on both Jain and Western philosophy ,
in particular on the ways in which fundamental ontological distinctions or questions
can function as codes for the constitution of different discourses.
The principal difficulty of this enterprise is the apparent incompatibility of
dialogical and monological perspectives; of the—quasi-legal—intersubjective and
egalitarian normative underpinnings of the theory of communicative action and the
self-centred and hierarchical normative foundations of the Jain theory of speech,
that is, their different ontological commitments.127 Habermas’ differentiation between universal ‘moral’ and culturally specific ‘ethical’ presuppositions undermines
from the outset the claim to universality of any religious ethical system. Since the
legitimacy of Jain religious speech is rooted in the traditional authority of the
126

Cf. HABERMAS (1991: 17, 173). HABERMAS (2004: 49) distinguishes four idealised presuppositions of argumentation: (a) public inclusion of all concerned individuals, (b) equal distribution of
rights to communicate, (c) non-violence in the discourse situation, (d) truthfulness of all participants.
127
See GERT (1973: Ch. 5–6) on the ways in which ego-centred legitimations of moral rules
can be universalised; and critical comments of WELLMER (1986: 41 f.) and HABERMAS (1991:
173 f.) from the point of view of dialogical ethics.
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speaker (âpta), that is, his/her Jain religious competence, rather than the procedural
form of communicative action (œabdânuœâsana),128 from the perspective of the theory of communicative action, its claims to universality can only gain acceptability in
an open field of discourse to the extent that it articulates phenomena for which no
other language is available.129 Jain authors have also formulated a principles of discourse intended to transcend cultural boundaries. These principles can, however,
only claim universality to the extent that they fulfil the condition of universal acceptability. Yet, this criterion is not foregrounded in Jain texts. A rational defence of
the universality of Jain ethics will need to reconstruct the presuppositions of the
egological Jain ethical perspective from the point of view of general interest. Conversely, discourse ethics rooted in formal pragmatics has only weak regulative force
and needs to be supplemented by obligatory norms of action. The reduction of religion to morality and ethics and the epistemic approach, which Habermas inherited
from Kant, are however shared, to some extent, by Jain doctrine. The following
comparative study of Jain discourse ethics begins with the question of the status of
religious language in Jain philosophy, especially intentionally multivocal language,
which, at first sight, appears to violate the fundamental norms of universal pragmatics.
The main difficulty in understanding Jain concepts of religious language derives
from the paradoxical, direct and indirect, nature of Jain religious knowledge
(âgama). The problem is that, doctrinally, every utterance can be interpreted both
from the transcendental or ultimate point of view (niœcaya-naya or pâramârthikanaya) (henceforth PN), and from the practical point of view (vyavahâra-naya)
(henceforth VN).130 For a participant, ultimate and relative points of view are not
necessarily absolutely distinct, but complementary, hierarchically related modes of
orientation, which mutually implicate one another (like noesis and noema in
128

Cf. UPADHYAYA (1987: 448).
HABERMAS (2005). Christian theologians such as ARENS (1989: 11, 17 ff.) criticised this
point already. ARENS (1991: 191) follows PEUKERT’s (1984) views: ‘In einer politischtheologischen Kritik an Habermas ist Religion selbst als kommunikative Praxis zu begreifen, die
“als Praxis, also im kommunikativen Handeln, Gott für die anderen behauptet und im Handeln zu
bewähren sucht”.’ ARENS (1995: 150) proposes to see the ‘church as a community of communication’ in a double sense: ‘Jesus Christ is communicated in the church and through the church’s
mediation.’
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Although influenced by the Nyâya school and by Nâgârjuna, within Jainism this terminological distinction goes back to Kundakunda, a South Indian Digambara ascetic of the c. 1st–8th
century CE, who gives the following definition: ‘From the vyavahâra point of view, conduct,
belief and knowledge are attributed (as different characteristics) of the Knower, the Self. But from
the real point of view there is no (differentiation of) knowledge, conduct and belief, in Pure Self’
(SSâ 1.7). Cf. MATILAL (1981: 43), CAILLAT (1984: 71 n. 54). The paradoxes generated by the
PN/VN distinction gave rise to an extensive commentary literature which cannot be reviewed here.
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Husserl’s notion of intentionality). We are thus confronted with a conception of
stages of religious insight and corresponding ways of using and interpreting language, measured in terms of degrees of insight (jñâna) and restraint (saôyama), i.e.
practice of non-violence (ahiôsâ).131
The Jain tradition uses the term âgama ambiguously.132 It refers primarily to the
ultimate truth, which Mahâvîra, the last Tîrtha(ó)kara, had experienced directly and
preached to the world, and in a second sense to ‘canonical’ Jain scriptures, which
still form the doctrinal basis for sermons and writings of present day ascetics
(MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 10–13).133 In classical Jainism, knowledge of ultimate religious
truth and reality can only be gained through meditation (bhâvanâ). However, in the
present ‘unhappy’ time cycle (dušamâ avasarpinî) direct insight cannot be achieved
anymore. Instruction through the words or testimony (œabda or âgama) of Mahâvîra, handed down by the religious authorities (âcârya), is the only way of gaining
religious knowledge at all. The doctrinal primacy of cognition over language explains why Jains (and Buddhists) ‘have tried to preserve the meaning of the words
concerned and not (like the Brahmins—P.F.) words themselves’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ
(1968: 1)). Jainism teaches that, ultimately, all words—and indeed: doctrines—are
neutral; it is the attitude of the knower alone that turns them into means of valid
cognition (pramâòa).134 Conversely, for the knower, each word of the Jain scriptures appears to condense the teachings of Mahâvîra in a summary fashion. This is
part of its evocative power:
‘The Jainas maintain that the meanings of one single sentence, grasped
by different hearers, are innumerable in accordance with their innumerable capacities … a sentence in the âgama has the power to suggest
in various ways innumerable meanings’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 12)).135
It is crucial for any understanding of Jain attitudes to language that, from the ultimate point of view (PN), sensuous cognition (mati) and words (œruta or âgama)136
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Cf. CAILLAT (1991: 10).
Cf. AòD 51, 467–70.
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The âgamas (scriptures) are not merely texts (HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW (1994: 199 f.)) but
transmitted ‘words of the omniscient’ (Mahâvîra), that is, of trustworthy authority (âpta). They are
considered as the vital force of Jain religion (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 1). Âgama can be roughly translated as knowledge or testimony (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 9)).
134
SHAH (1966: 211), TULSÎ (1985: 190 f.).
135
Cf. WITTGENSTEIN (1953) on word meaning and contexts of use.
136
DUNDAS (1996: 77) translates œruta-jñâna both as ‘knowledge of religious scripture’ and as
‘knowledge located within scripture’, which needs to be revealed through interpretation. On the
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are both forms of indirect, mediated knowledge (parokša) (TS 1.11).137 This is why
Digambara Jains insist that the sermons of a Jina take the form of a miraculous
sound (divya-dhvani), which radiates the meaning (artha) of his teachings instantaneously, not mediated through words. As there is no language for the unspeakable
(avaktavya) ultimate truth, any language can be used to express it.138 As a consequence, ‘from the absolute standpoint, the validity of a word or sentence is not intrinsic but extrinsic. That is, it depends on the merit of the speaker as well as of the
listener’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1996: 2)). The conventional perception that ‘there is no possibility whatsoever of any faults or defects in the content of the Agamas’ thus rests
entirely on the dogmatic belief that ‘the speakers of the Jain Agamas were selfrealized (i.e. omniscient, P.F.) persons’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 3)). The normative
basis of traditional hermeneutics euphemistically stated: ‘In substance, this means
that the absolute standpoint mainly keeps the listener in view while determining the

role of scriptures in Jain discourse see also FOLKERT (1993) and GRANOFF (1993). I am less concerned
with the problems of textual hermeneutics here than with the pragmatics of religious discourse.
137
According to TS 1.9–35, valid knowledge (pramâòa) is of two types, direct (pratyakša) and
indirect (parokša). Direct knowledge (PN) is based on immediate intuition. It includes kevala
(omniscience), manaÿ-paryâya (mind reading), and avadhi (clairvoyance). Indirect knowledge (VN)
is based on mediated intuition. It includes mati (empirical knowledge, acquired through the senses
and the mind) and œruta (knowledge acquired through instruction). Mati is subdivided into four subcategories: småti (memory), saôjñâ (recognition), cintâ (reasoning), abhinibodha (perception). œruta,
scripture, is knowledge communicated with the help of material symbols such as words and gestures.
There are a variety of views in Jain philosophy how the following four conventional means of knowledge derived from Nyâya philosophy relate to mati and œruta (mostly they are associated with the
latter): paccakkha <pratyakša> (perception), aòumâna <anumâna> (inference), ovamma <upamâòa>
(analogy), and âgama (verbal testimony of a person of authority, or scripture) (Þhâò 4.504, AòD
436). See NYAYAVIJAYA (1998: 327 n. 1), TATIA (1951: 27–80), also TULSÎ (1985: 26 ff., 177–81).
138
Generally, Jain ascetics use the local vernacular. They reject the idea of the intrinsic sacredness of Sanskrit or other liturgical languages. However, with the canonisation of the scriptures, Ardhamâgadhî gained an equivalent esoteric status. Many later Jain writings were composed
in Sanskrit, the language of the Brâhmaòic elite. The âgamas are in need of interpretation through
a person of authority, i.e. an individual who knows the language and who has privileged access to
religious insight (darœana). Initially, only the authority of Mahâvîra was accepted, the presumed
author of the teachings in most transmitted texts, but later also the authority of the œruta-kevalins,
and of the âcâryas, who now interpret the âgamas for their disciples. The Jain doctrine of testimony thus legitimates the institutional hierarchy of religious authority. However, there are numerous
problems, because Jains are also realists acknowledging the power of words as sources of valid
knowledge, because they are connected with things, as well as with a speaker’s intentions, and linguistic conventions. The logical arguments which were put forward, for instance by the NSâ 5–8 or
by MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1996: 2), to support the idea that the moral authority of the speaker is always more
important than the content of his speech are, however, debatable (cf. SHAH (1966: 226 f.)). On the
role of normative authority in Nyâya theories of testimony see GANERI (1999: 38 ff.).
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validity of the scriptures, and the empirical standpoint mainly keeps the speaker in
view while determining the same’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1968: 2)).139
Although kevala-jñâna (omniscience), the highest form of pâramârthika knowledge according to Jain doctrine, cannot be achieved in the present age, even today’s
ascetics are supposed to have mind reading (manaÿ-paryâya) and clairvoyance
(avadhi) capacities. Through their training in non-identification they are expected to
be capable of switching perspectives between pâramârthika-naya and vyavahâranaya, and, thus, to look at the same phenomenon both directly and indirectly (note
that from PN, VN appears as a form of indirect cognition). This has significant consequences for the apprehension of verbal utterances. From the religious point of
view (PN), language appears merely as a superficial ornament, which disguises the
essential truth and beauty of the inner soul, of pure consciousness, which can be
experienced through meditation only.140 In other words, the ambiguity of the concept of âgama is itself understood in terms of the ‘absolute’ and ‘practical’ points of
view, which permit distinguishing clearly between ultimate religious meaning and
linguistic means.141 The main consequence of this perspective is the cognitive desubstantialisation of everyday conceptions of language. From the worldly point of
view (VN), the propositional content of a word (œabda) depends on convention (and
on its power of signification).142 The semantic, and pragmatic, implications of a
grammatically correct verbal utterance vary according to context. Speaker’s intention (abhiprâya) is one of the contextual conditions of meaning. Yet, it is rarely discussed in the context of objectivist Jain (and Nyâya) semantics.
My general argument is that the doctrinal distinction between practical and transcendental orientations, and the learned ability of reversing perspectives, informs
both the discernment and the systematic generation of plural, multivocal meanings
in Jain discourse.143 In my view, the cognitive competence of perspective alternation
139

Cf. Matilal’s theory of the ‘ideal hearer’ discussed by GANERI (2006: 115 f.).
Examples are discussed by RYAN (1998: 77) and FLÜGEL (1993).
141
Cf. PYE (1991), FAURE (1993: 209, 213) and GOMBRICH (1996: 24) on the Buddhist doctrine of skilful means (upâya).
142
Similar relationships between ‘authentic knowledge’ (jñâna) and ‘discursive/ reflective knowledge’ (vijñâna) can be found in Buddhism. Cf. LAMOTTE (1992: 21), BHARATI (1975: 169),
SEYFORT RUEGG (1985: 309–12).
143
In a modified form, the argument also applies to Mâdhyamika Buddhism, and can be extended to any context informed by universalistic two truth theories. Cf. KOKOSZYNSKA (1936) on
absolute truth (ideal language) and relative truth (everyday language). See ALBERT (1991: 124 ff.),
(2003: 128) for Popperian criticism of (a) double truth theories, (b) of Cartesian recourse to ‘god’,
and (c) Apel’s and Habermas’ recourse to the ‘hermeneutical god’ of the ‘ideal community of
communication’ as guarantors of certainty instead of a real, fallible consensus. Albert argues that
all double-truth theories are dogmatic ‘immunisation strategies’: ‘Particular viewpoints are intro140
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is a fundamental presupposition of Jain hermeneutics and rhetoric, and can be used
both for the pursuit of insight and power.144 Rooted in Jain ontology, the distinction
between empirical and transcendental perspectives was an implicit feature of Jain
doctrine even before its philosophical conceptualisation. The fundamental religious
problematic of Jainism, framed by the asymmetrical soul / body, non-violence / violence codes, creates paradoxes and pragmatic ambiguities which require interpretation and contextual specification / conditioning with the help of additional coding.145
How to translate these asymmetrical codes into practice? Many Jain texts address
this problem. According to classical Jain philosophy of standpoints (anekântavâda),
the epistemic tension created by the basic soul-body dualism of Jain doctrine, can
only be resolved, if at all, by a process of perpetual alternation of PN-VN perspectives.146 In Kundakunda’s Samaya-sâra (SSâ), this epistemic necessity is endowed
with a soteriological function. The technical Jain syâd-vâda philosophy, the
conditionalisation of assertions, by contrast, is based on the conventional point of
view (VN).147 How do these two types of Jain perspectivism deal with the problem
of multivocality? The Jain religious point of view (PN) infuses all phenomena with

duced that supposedly allow the separation of some problem areas from others, with the intention
of eliminating any possibility of criticism from that direction; in short, one applies dogmatic
shielding principles’ (ALBERT (1991: 126). DUMONT’s (1980) theory of the complementary opposition of status and power in Hinduism could be cited as another example of a dualism thesis.
144
For different interpretations of the (potential) social functions of Jain perspectivism see for
instance MATILAL (1981), and JOHNSON (1995b), (1999). Cf. HOUTMAN (1999) for the political
functions of insight meditation (vipassanâ) in Buddhist Burma.
145
See LUHMANN’s (1982) theory of ‘steering differences’ which tend to have the form of
‘distinctions directrices’, applied to the Jain context in FLÜGEL (1995–6: 164 f.). LUHMANN (1990:
215) argues that binary codes, which define self-referential systems in an unequivocal functional
way, and ambiguous semantics are complementary: ‘Durch semantische Ambiguität wird die
Willkür in der Schließung des Systems und in der Ausschließung aller weiterer Werte aus dem
Code des Systems berücksichtigt. Ambiguität ist gleichsam das kommunikationsinterne Korrelat
für das, was im Beobachten und Beschreiben “zwischen” die Pole der Unterscheidung, besonders
zwischen “wahr” und “unwahr” fällt. Die Ambiguität entspricht der Stille, die nicht mitspricht,
wenn man spricht, oder auch die Weiße des Papiers, auf das man schreibt, und sie vertritt im
System all das, was an Stelle dieser Leere eigentlich der Fall ist. Der Widerspruch von
Eindeutigleit und Mehrdeutigleit kann auf diese Weise durch Differenzierung aufgelöst werden.’
146
Cf. JAINI (1979: 90 f.).
147
JOHNSON (1995a: 252 f.) argues that there is ‘a fundamental incompatibility between syâdvâda and the absolute vyavahâra-niœcaya distinction. The former is essentially an intellectual
strategy for evading confrontation … The latter, on the other hand, has … a soteriological function.’ For GANERI (2001: 133) anekânta-vâda and syâd-vâda are complementary: the former provides the epistemology and the latter the semantics. On the technical definition of alternation
(anyataratvâdinâ) in syâd-vâda theory see p. 143 f.
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new meaning by re-coding them in terms of the doctrinal body / soul distinction. I
shall designate this type of systematic distortion or appropriation of conventional
meaning which at the same time opens up new semantic space, ‘ontological ambiguity’, in contrast to ‘linguistic ambiguity’,148 in a wider sense, including expressions
whose implications are semantically and / or pragmatic underdetermined (vagueness,
indexicality, indirectness, presupposition etc.). Ontological ambiguity is not the same
as linguistic ambiguity. But it can only be expressed in linguistic form. Therefore, both
can be easily confused. Systematically distorted communication qua doctrinal re-coding and latent strategic communication are both predicated on the intentional creation
of multiple meanings. Like latent strategic communication, ontological codes imply
disguised generalised indexicality in form of the asymmetry of the binary code. Hence,
from a practical point of view, both are social practices of symbolisation. Only their
purposes, and perspectives, are different. From the point of view of Jain philosophy,
the estranged view of the everyday world, which is intentionally created by the transcendental Jain perspective, is a product of discriminating knowledge, not of deliberate
deception. This does not mean that it is unambiguous. LUHMANN (1990) argues, in my
view convincingly, that every binary distinction creates at the same time clarity on one
level, and ambiguity on another, ad infinitum. Different types of ambiguity become
visible in the light of different distinctions. For instance, for someone applying the
dogmatically prescribed Jain philosophical standpoints (naya) (TS 1.34), and the corresponding procedures for disambiguating contextual meaning, plurivocality becomes
problematic in the light of conventional univocality, etymology etc.
More research is required to delineate different types and functions of multivocality in Jain discourse. However, one aspect of the Jain analysis of ambiguity deserves
to be mentioned at this point. According to Jain logic, linguistic ambiguity149 should
not be confused with vague or incomplete description, which Jain naya philosophy
contrasts with the epistemic ideal of definite description.150 The problem of definite
description has recently been discussed by HARE (1981: 40–3) regarding the media-

148

Cf. HEIDEGGER (1925) on the difference between ‘ontological’ and ‘ontic’ perspectives; and
LUHMANN (1990) on the difference between ‘code’ and ‘semantics’.
149
Analytical philosophers such as DONOVAN (1976: 1) broadly define religious uses of language as ‘oblique’ and ‘evocative’ or ‘expressive’, in contrast to plain ‘informative’ language
(DONOVAN (1976: 11)): ‘In very broad terms, what happens in religious interpreting can be described thus: the kinds of things in life found in one way or another to be religiously significant by
those who practice religions are taken to have meanings over and above their scientific, historical
or every-day meanings. These distinctively religious meanings they attempt to grasp and to communicate through the use of words, concepts, imagery, or stories drawn from the traditions of
religious belief’ (DONOVAN (1976: 100)).
150
GANERI (2001: 133 ff.), BALCEROWICZ (2003: 46 ff.).
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tion of general principle and specific situation, e.g. moral conflict.151 Hare advocates
a variant of the two-level theory of ethics. He argues that an exhaustive description
of a particular situation from the point of view of intuitive prima facie principles is
impossible, because they must be very general and simple. To inform moral choices,
prima facie principles need to be supplemented by exceptions, or by critical
principles, which ‘can be of unlimited specificity’.152 Both prima facie principles
and critical principles are universal prescriptions. However, critical principles can
only be universalised on condition of unlimited processes of specification by an
infinite intelligence, that is, an omniscient being. Because a superhuman ‘ideal observer’153 can only serve as a theoretical vanishing point for finite cognition, the
need for prima facie principles and exceptions arises (HARE (1981: 44 ff.)).154
HARE’s (1981: 58) characterisation of the cognitive preconditions of ‘the rigor of
pure prescriptive universality’ enables us to recognise the similarities between the
Jain ideal of definite description, as a standard against which incomplete or vague
propositions can be measured, and Habermas’ ideal consensus of an infinite community of interpretation, against which both systematically distorted and latent strategic communication can be assessed. The subject-philosophical role of ‘omniscience’
and the universal pragmatic role of ‘infinite discourse’ are functionally equivalent.155
The comparison suggests also that the Jain ideal of omniscience is a logical consequence of Jain epistemology, and not a mere product of fanciful religious speculation.156 The question whether in specific contexts vague utterances are ambiguous or
151

Cf. supra, the discussion of rule-specification. See the critical discussion by WELLMER
(1986: 32–7), who argues that the problem of exceptions can only be solved in concrete situations
on the basis of ‘reasons’, not through processes of unlimited norm specification of ‘principles’, in
analogy to unlimited processes of specification of causal laws in the natural science. In human
history, the idea of a complete description does not even make sense as a regulative idea. Therefore, this attempt to synthesise universal principles and specific situations cannot solve problems
of practical ethics. WELLMER (1986: 31)) himself derives secondary moral norms by way of negation of non-universalisable maxims.
152
HARE (1981: 41): ‘Briefly, generality is the opposite of specificity, whereas universality is
compatible with specificity, and means merely the logical property of being governed by a universal quantifier and not containing individual constants. The two principles “Never kill people” and
“Never kill people except in self-defence or in cases of adultery or judicial execution” are both
equally universal, but the first is more general (less specific) than the second.’
153
The term was introduced by Adam Smith.
154
HARE (1981: 40): ‘Critical thinking consists in making a choice under the constraints imposed
by the logical properties of the moral concepts and by the non-moral facts, and by nothing else.’
155
Infinite discourse also presupposes infinite knowledge (Lafont, in HABERMAS (2004: 256)).
156
This observation applies mainly to the historically later concept of ‘absolute omniscience’
as opposed to ‘complete self-realisation’.
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merely semantically underspecified157 cannot be rationally determined from a nonomniscient perspective. From a participant’s point of view, under given normative
conditions, any utterance can be created or perceived as an intentionally plurivocal
symbol, even if the implicit indexical meaning or normative command can be inferred
unequivocally. Everything depends on the pragmatic context.
A peculiarity of the Jain theory of speech, derived from the Jain karman theory, is
that utterances are seen as material substances which stick to the impure soul but not
to a pure one. In fact, speech as a technique of social influence is not only an important subject for proselytising ascetics, trying to attract followers (systematic distorted and latent strategic action are identical in this case),158 but also an explicit
topic of the Jain doctrine of karmic bondage, that is, the mechanism of binding
(bandha) the soul of a listener, through the medium of his / her passion (kašâya) and
desire (râga), via an influx (âsrava) of insight-generating pure matter (œuddhapudgala) (cf. TS 5.22). It is not necessary to recall the details and history of this
doctrine, because SCHUBRING’s (2000: 174, § 84) authoritative depiction of Jain
cosmology implicitly operates with a theory of Jain rhetorical influence. Schubring
shows, for instance, how processes of possession, which are considered to be the
reverse of insight, are explained in certain texts in terms of the sending of inauspicious atoms (aœubha-pudgala) (SCHUBRING (2000: 151, § 69)); and how individuality (which increases with social standing) and thus, ideally, the degree to which
karman is felt, generates the power of acting upon others, and to influence and bind
people by imprinting (dhâraòâ) certain karmic perceptions onto their soul via the
ejection of pudgala (SCHUBRING (2000: 181–7, § 87–91)):
‘This process [of speech] is, to put it briefly, the ejaculation (nisarai,
nisåjati) of substances (davva) taken in (geòhai) previously (now being
ready either for use or in store). They consist of f atoms (aòantapaesiya), occupy the space of ¿ units, last for 1 sam. and own all
qualities possible with reference to colour, smell, taste and sensation.
Their reception is meant to bring about a close contact (puþþha,
ogâðha), i.e. with the units of the soul (âtma-pradeœa, Prajn.), and to it
both fine and coarse particles (aòu and bâyara) are subjected, which is
discussed circumstantially. The reception takes place either with or
without interruption (antara) in that either reception or ejaculation, or
both reception and ejaculation occur within 1 sam., and then, by the
way (267a), they will belong to the same content of speech (true, false
etc.) for which they were taken in. Their destiny depends on the inten157
158

A question raised by GANERI (2001: 133 ff.), and answered in the negative
Cf. SUNAVALA (1922: 26).
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sity of speech. As we learn from Prajn. on Pannav. 262b. and from Vy.
on Vij. 621b, when speaking [in a] low [voice] the particles of speech
leave the mouth in coarse portions (abhinna), but they do not reach far
and will perish soon, whereas when speaking loud they are finely divided (bhinna), and in this case speech will increase infinitely and
reach the boundaries of the world’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 149, § 68).
The strategic production of religious influence via karmic binding is of course not the
primary concern of Jain karman theory, but certainly one of the possible consequences
of the application of Jain categories to worldly problems. From the conventional point
of view (VN), Jain scriptures describe speech as a potential weapon (duppauttamaòo-vâyâ <dušprayukta-mana-vacana>) (Þhâò 10.93): ‘Speech, so Pannav. 255b
says, originates in the soul, while it becomes manifest in the body in the shape of a
thunderbolt … [and] exists only the moment when being spoken’ (SCHUBRING (2000:
148 f., § 68).159 Yet, fundamentally (PN) it is described only as an external ornament
of the soul without any intrinsic power, except the power of signification:
‘[1] Speech is different from the self (no âyâ bhâsâ, annâ bhâsâ). It is
concrete (lit. fashioned, rûviô), devoid of consciousness (acitta) and
inanimate (ajîva) though peculiar to living beings (jîvâòaô bhâsâ, no
ajîvâòaô bh.). [2] Speech exists and is divided’ (bhijjai) neither before
nor after but only during actual speaking. … .’ (Viy 621a = 13.7.1ab,
summarised by DELEU (1970: 199 f.)).160
If the hearer is aware of this s/he cannot be bound. Both interpretations derive
from the dualistic doctrinal distinction between soul and body, and their asymmetrical hierarchical relationship. 161
We can conclude from the foregoing discussion that, from the point of view of
Jain doctrine, both linguistic conventions and intentional language are vyavahâra—
worldly oriented—and ultimately of no religious value. Any pragmatic use of language, even for purposes of religious instruction, has only relative value, because
the speaker is forced to orientate him / herself toward the external world, and to turn
away from the ideal meditative focus on the potentialities of the soul. From this perspective, one can hardly speak of a Jain concept of ‘religious language’ at all. Jains
never fully acknowledged the religious significance of mantras and other types of
159

Cf. Viy 102b, 621a, MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 321–6).
Cf. Âyâr 2.4.1.5. JACOBI (1884: 150 n. 3) points out that the commentator uses categories of
Vaiœešika philosophy to explain the meaning of this verse.
161
Cf. HUMPHREY–LAIDLAW (1995: 214) on the paradoxes generated by the Jain karman/ jîva
code; and GANERI (2001: 137) on Jain ‘discourse pluralism … organised in a vertical hierarchy.’
160
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mystical utterances, which could be distinguish as ‘religious’ from ‘non-religious’
language. This applies even to Ardhamâgadhî, the liturgical language of the oldest
scriptures. The only religious ‘languages’ which Jains clearly recognise are silence
and meditative sounds, like Mahâvîra’s legendary divya-dhvani.162
Because Jain (and most Buddhist) philosophers recognise that language is rooted
in convention and mainly used for everyday communication, and other practical
purposes, discourse theoretical perspectives promise a useful new angle on the neglected question of the socially constitutive function of Jain discourse. Studies of
the Jain philosophy of language to date focus almost exclusively on Jain semantics,
in particular on the seven nayas and the sapta-bhaógî, that is, pre-defined (but in
principle infinite) perspectives for the analysis of the semantics of words or sentences under different contextual conditions. However, MATILAL (1981: 60 f.),
JOHNSON (1995a: 253), and GANERI (2001: 137), (2002: 275, 279 f.), following
earlier 20th century authors, interpret the Jain naya-schemes as models of ‘discourse
pluralism’, intended to integrate different perspectives in a syncretic and ultimately,
that is, from the perspective of unlimited perspectives, ‘complete account’. The
underlying theory of ‘intellectual ahiôsâ’ is doubted by CORT (2000: 341) with
reference to (a) scriptural examples of the ‘history of Jain struggles with non-Jains’,
and (b) criticism of the assumption that omniscience is ‘the sum total of all possible
nayas’: ‘The Jains posit that there is an absolutely true perspective’ (CORT (2000:
332)). The argument could be strengthened by a slight modification. Mistaking the
‘partial truth’ of a one-sided (ekânta) statement for the ‘whole truth’ is not the only
way of being wrong (durnaya) (CORT (2000: 331)) according to Jain philosophy.
Jain perspectivism is only concerned with the relationship between partially and
wholly true testimony (pramâòa), not with entirely false testimony (apramâòa),
which is excluded at the outset.163 Hence, it is not admissible to say that, by definition, ALL statements contain an element of truth. Strictly speaking, Jain naya doctrines are not theories of discourse, since they are focused exclusively on semantics.
Yet, the Jain scriptures and commentaries dealing with the practicalities of ascetic
life contain a general theory of the pragmatics of language usage, based on Jain
discourse ethics, and show how Jain principles applied to worldly problems generate
unique analytical possibilities of perceiving and manipulating speech. In contrast to
Jain semantics, which privileges the perspective of the listener, Jain pragmatics
privileges the perspective of the speaker.
162

On the systemic function of monastic silence and paradoxical language in general see
FUCHS (1989: 37).
163
Cf. BALCEROWICZ (2003: 46). The negative truth value (f) in the sapta-bhaógî relates only
to (underdetermined) existential predicates, not to statements that are doctrinally ‘false’, and exposed as such in the polemical Jain literature.
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— VII —
Although Jain ascetics use the vernacular of their local followers, and reject the
Brâhmaòical idea of the intrinsic sacredness of certain words (MDhŒ 4.256), they
do maintain a clear distinction between religious and non-religious ways of USING
a given language, that is, the intrinsic structural (not metaphysical) features, intentions and functions of an expression.164 In accordance with their basic religious
principles, they emphasise not the religious (dharmika) qualities of a language per
se but of speaking (and writing) as a social practice, and of the importance of the
underlying rules as well as the intention and function of speech.165 Already in the
early canonical scriptures, Jain ascetics developed a normative doctrine of religious
language usage, a discourse ethics supplemented by casuistic context-sensitive
rules, which, as I will now show in greater detail, shares certain concerns and features with universal pragmatics.
Normative principles and rules of speech are constitutive for Jain discourse to the
extent that they are used by speech communities, both to generate and to interpret
speech. The way in which actual communication is informed by these principles is a
matter of empirical investigation. Characteristically, Jain norms of speech are presented in the form of hierarchical levels of universality and corresponding competence of judgement and restraint of the speaker. Principles and rules of speech
inform practice in varying degrees, according to their level of abstraction. For the
following presentation, I distinguish four relevant dimensions of Jain doctrinal reflection on and prescription of ways of speaking: 166
(1) Principles and criteria for religious speech (ahiôsâ and satya);
(2) General rules and clauses for language usage (bhâšâ-jâta);
164

BALCEROWICZ (2003: 53) observes: ‘No utterance is simply either true or false. In order to
ascertain its truth-value one has to ascribe it to its specific viewpoint type, that supplies the contextual information that is lacking.’ Similarly, no utterance is simply religious or non-religious.
165
Interestingly, speaker’s intention is not included in the list of Jain philosophical standpoints.
166
The underlying method of specification is akin to Jain methods of progressive specification
through fixed standpoints. See GANERI (2001: 133) for an analysis of the Jain view that linguistic
expressions are contextually ‘underspecified’ and contain ‘a hidden indexical element’ which Jain
dialecticians seek to systematically expose through the methods of syâd-vâda, using actual values
or quantifiers such as syât (GANERI (2001: 139)). For another example of the ways in which Jain
logicians contextualise utterances through a method of ‘progressive indexication’ of formalised
conditionally valid viewpoints (naya) or ‘context indicators’ which gradually specify the relevant
context in a controlled way see BALCEROWICZ (2003: 44 ff.). In contrast to the analysis of implications offered by universal pragmatics, Jain scholastic hermeneutics is based on dogmatically
fixed viewpoints considered in form of a monological pluralism.
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(3) Context-sensitive rules for proper ways of speaking;
(4) Examples (considering karmic and social implications) (dåšþânta).
(Ad 1) The main criteria for identifying ‘religious’ language-usage are (a) non-violence (ahiôsâ), and (b) truth (satya), that is, the first two of the five great and small
vows (mahâ-vrata and aòuvrata) of Jainism,167 which have to be accepted by anyone
who wants to be formally recognised as a practising Jain.168 ‘Non-religious’ language
is characterised by the opposite qualities—violence (hiôsâ) and non-truth or from the
point of view of the agent (the two perspectives are not clearly differentiated): nontruthfulness (asatya).169
(Ad a) Ahiôsâ is the most important criterion for religious language usage. Jains, like
Buddhists, regard speech as an active force and a potential weapon which, if misused,
implies violence and negatively affects the karman of the one who handles it.170 However,
they also emphasise the fundamental connection between pure speech and spiritual advancement, which the Buddhist Subhâsita-sutta171 seems to deny.172 In order to minimise violence, Jain âcâryas, like other South Asian legislators (cf. MDhŒ 4.138 f.), laid
great emphasis on the rules concerning proper speech, which they systematised probably for the first time in Indian philosophy:173 ‘the Jains insist on the absolute necessity
of refraining from directly or indirectly aggressive speech’ (CAILLAT (1984: 67)).
(Ad b) Truthfulness or truth (satya) is the one fundamental Jain principle that is
directly related to language use. Its importance for the Jains is indicated by the fact
that it is second only to the all-encompassing ahiôsâ-vrata, whereas it is given
fourth place in the Buddhist dasa-sîla list. The Âyâr II, one of the oldest texts of the
Jain tradition, gives the following wording of the satya-vrata (in Jacobi’s translation):
‘I renounce all vices of lying speech (arising from anger or greed or
fear or mirth). I shall neither myself speak lies, nor cause others to
167

‘All the prohibitions and injunctions included in the two relevant lessons of Âyâr and Dasav
can be shown to proceed from the above fundamental principles, observance of truth based on
saôjama, and observance of ahiôsâ’ (CAILLAT (1991: 10)).
168
Most laity treats the aòuvratas only as regulative ideals.
169
Cf. BRUHN (1987a: 110), (1993: 28).
170
CAILLAT (1984: 64).
171
On well spoken language: ‘O Bhikkhus, the Bhikkhu speaks well-spoken (language), not
ill-spoken; he speaks what is right (dhamma), not what is unrighteous (adhamma); he speaks what
is pleasing, not what is unpleasing; he speaks what is true, not what is false. O Bhikkhus, the
speech that is provided with these four requisites, is well-spoken, not ill-spoken, both faultless and
blameless to the wise’ (SN 3.3).
172
CAILLAT (1991: 14).
173
CAILLAT (1984: 61).
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speak lies, nor consent to the speaking of lies by others. I confess and
blame, repent and exempt myself of these sins in the thrice threefold
way, in mind, speech, and body’ (Âyâr 2.15.3.1–5).174
Noticeable in this statement is, firstly, that lying is ‘renounced’, i.e. the possibility is
explicitly recognised, but deliberately excluded. Truth is not defined positively but
negatively, through the exclusion of what it is not; which has been a popular approach
in South Asian philosophy in general. Secondly, the vow refers to contexts of communication (speech acts such as consenting, causing others to do something). Thirdly,
speaking the truth and lying are conceived as effects of the emotions which motivate
the speaker’s intentions (as the clauses indicate). Truth is here not primarily perceived
in terms of the representational function of language, as a propositional relationship
between words and things, but in terms of the expressive and regulative functions of
language. After all, the intention of Jain authors was not primarily to produce a sound
semantic theory of truth, but a pragmatic method for the liberation of the soul. The
expressive aspect of speech, or truthfulness, is related to the character of the speaker,
that is, his / her ‘purity’ of insight and sincerity:175 ‘truth means the state of being true’
(TULSÎ (1985: 84)). The ethical and social dimensions of language are addressed in
Âyâr 2.4 and DVS 7.11 (see infra p. 161 and 162) in terms of the dispositions of the
speaker and the effects of language on speaker and hearer. Viy 25.1.4.a (854b) reflects
on fifteen kinds of activity (joga) which are affected by the four modes of inner sense
(maòa) and of speech (bhâsâ), which are seen as intrinsically connected.176 In all
cases, pivotal importance is given to avoiding violence.
It is worth noting that both the Jain theory of speech and the theory of communicative action privilege pragmatic notions of truth. Habermas’ analysis of validity claims
focuses on the interplay of the dimensions of propositional truth, sincerity of expression and intersubjective rightness. Separately, these aspects are also distinguished in
Jain texts on ways of speaking. The multi-functional nature of utterances, the contextrelativity of truth values cum truth acts,177 and the relationship between belief and
meaning,178 etc., requires further investigation. In his analysis of intermodal transfer of
validity between speech acts, HABERMAS (1981: 442 f.) / (1984–1987 I: 444 f.),
(1984: 105–12, 126)) demonstrates that performative and ethical or aesthetic statements also contain propositions, which can be questioned by interlocutors. Vows, for
instance, are expressives which also carry a strong normative element; while most
174

Cf. DVS 4.12.
SCHUBRING (2000: 157, § 74).
176
DELEU (1970: 267) points to the parallel in Paòò 317a where joga is replaced by paoga.
177
See FAUCONNIER (1981: 183) etc.
178
See DAVIDSON (1984: 153) etc.
175
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commissives and declaratives cannot work without emphasising the expressive component.179 Declarations of sincerity, however, cannot be redeemed by argument but
only through behavioural practice. This observation makes us aware that one of the
functions of Jain ascetic practice is the public validation of sincerity, which is converted into generalised acceptability qua prestige and moral authority.180
(Ad 2) The principles of ahiôsâ and satya are too abstract to be useful for judging
actual behaviour. This is why Jains have added further, lower order rules of language usage, which supplement the general principles and facilitate translating them
into practice (speaking and writing). Two of the ‘senior’ canonical Jain texts deal
with language usage in greater detail—the chapter on modes (‘species’) of speech
(bhâsâ-jâya <bhâšâ-jâta>)181 in the Âyâr 2.4.1–2 and later parallels in the canon,182
and the chapter on pure speech (vakka-suddhi <vâkya-œuddhi>) in the Dasa-veyâliya
(Daœa-vaikâlika, DVS 7), which is probably derived from the Âyâr, but offers further clarifying statements.183 In addition, there are several passages in the Viyâhapannatti (Bhagavatî, Viy),184 and the more systematic but on the whole ‘strikingly
ill-assorted’185 explanations of the modes of speech (language) in Chapter 11 of the
Pannavaòâ (Prajñâpanâ, Paòò) which, according to tradition, was composed c. 79–
37 BCE by an ascetic called Ârya Œyâma. The relevant passages of the Pannavaòâ
and its principal commentary, Âcârya Malayagiri’s (c. 1131–1203) Prajñâpanâ-þîkâ
(PaòòÞ), were summarised by S CHUBRING (2000: 148 f., § 68; 157 f., § 74),
MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 321–26) and, in passing, by CAILLAT (1991: 10 ff.).186 The
179

APEL (1993: 49).
Cf. HABERMAS (1981: 270 f.) / (1984–1987 II: 181 f.).
181
Sanskrit châyâ of Prakrit words is indicated by the symbols < >.
182
Uttar 24.22, Þhâò 4.23 (238) [183b/464b].
183
SCHUBRING’s (2000: 157 n. 2, § 74) opinion that the DVS version is derivative from the
Âyâr has been challenged by GHATAGE (1938: 137), who tried to prove the reverse. OKUDA (1975:
126) distinguishes between the Uttar (= Âyâr which is not mentioned) and DVS variants. Cf.
CAILLAT (1991: 2).
184
Viy 1.10 (103b), 10.3 (499b), 13.7 (621a).
185
SCHUBRING (2000: 157, § 74).
186
In addition to these key texts there are many scattered œlokas concerning proper speech in
the DVS 7–9. These texts are concerned with ‘humility’ and relate to the monastic environment,
i.e. the guru-œišya relationship. Similar passages can be found in the Âyâr and other texts which
deal with problems of monastic discipline, e.g. Uttar 1. They do not concern speech as such but
rather contextual factors, which I will discuss in the next section. DIXIT (1978: 59) notes, that ‘the
problem of employment of speech … is conspicuous by its absence in the old Cheda-sûtras’, and
that speaking is rarely mentioned in the later literature (but see FLÜGEL (1994: 110–115)). There
is, however, an extensive œrâvakâcâra literature, which specifies some of the old monastic rules of
the Âyâr and the DVS for the Jain laity. See WILLIAMS (1983: 71–8). I will refer to this literature
180
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categories of speech of the Âyâraôga (Âyâr), and one of the lists of sub-categories
of the Pannavaòâ appear also in Mûlâcâra (MÂc) 5.110–120 of the Digambara
author Vaþþakera. This text is generally dated 1st–3rd century CE (OKUDA (1975:
12 f.)), and must have been composed after the Pannavaòâ.
The situations which are depicted in these texts as problematic invariably show
individual ascetics interacting with the wider social environment, coinciding with
our paradigmatic speech situation type c. They are distinctly different from situations of monastic politeness (vinaya), formal sermons (pravacana), or public debates (prayoga), which will be briefly discussed later.
The presentation of the bhâšâ-rules in the Âyâr is hierarchically structured in accordance with Jain principles and ethos. It begins with the satya-mahâ-vrata, explaining
its various modes: referential truth, grammaticality, clarity of expression, the avoidance
of doubt, and of false promises etc. Then, various modalities of the ahiôsâ-mahâvrata are described, such as the avoidance of harsh words, politeness, and indirect
affirmation of violent deeds of others.187 In addition to the vow of satya, five general
clauses are given to the neophyte. They explain how to avoid false speech. That is,
to speak with deliberation, and not in anger, fear, or mirth, because these states of
mind might move one to ‘utter a falsehood’ (Âyâr 2.15.3.1–5). Two further maxims
are important for the ascetics: the observance of the bhâšâ-samitis, the circumspection
regarding all speech acts, and of the bhâšâ-guptis, the controls of the four types of
speech, which are laid down in the Uttarajjhayaòa (Uttarâdhyayana, Uttar) 24.188
Like ahiôsâ and satya, they are intended to direct the attention away from violent
speech, from the expression of desire, and ultimately away from speech at all. These
maxims and rules are not linguistic in any technical sense, and not conventional or
customary in a folkloristic sense. They rather resemble the Gricean postulates, and
hence, I would argue, function within Jain philosophy in a manner similar to
operationalisations of HABERMAS’ (1980: 400) formal pragmatic presuppositions of
communicative action. That is, as principles, or general interpretive procedures,

only in footnotes. Because I am interested in the pragmatic aspect of speech, I will not discuss the
technicalities of the analytical-pedagogical nikšepa (transferring epithet) method and similar
purely exegetical devices of the Jains, which are used to delineate the true (intended) contextual
sense of an utterance through elimination of unwanted multivocality. It is important to note that
‘clear literal meaning’ is an explicit aim in (VN) Jainism.
187
Ahiôsâ is here not taken as a general principle, but only related to language. One could distinguish these two meanings as ahiôsâ I and ahiôsâ II. Satya takes precedence over ahiôsâ in this
context, because it is necessary to spell out rules of truthful speech first if one wants to discuss
ways of avoiding their violation. Cf. footnote 305.
188
Uttar 24.2, 24.22–23. See also TS 9.4–5. For further canonical references see SCHUBRING
(2000: 304 f., § 173).
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which theorise the normative conditions of the acceptability of statements, and
hence of the ability of language to avoid violence and to enable, or generate, both
non-violence and social co-operation (which is therefore seen as problematic).
In the following, I will analyse and compare these Jain modes of speech, both
with Habermas’ validity claims of truth, truthfulness and rightness, which correspond to constative, representative, and regulative aspects of speech acts (which are
differently weighted in different contexts), and with the Gricean postulates, which
from the perspective of Habermas’ model further specify empirical pragmatic conditions of validity claims. The discussion of some of the implications of the major
bhâšâ-rules follows, for purely formal reasons, the sequential order of Grice’s cooperative principle and conversational maxims, though a mode of presentation oriented towards Jain principles could have equally been chosen.
GRICE (1975: 45 f.) defines the ‘cooperative principle’ (CP), and the four main
‘conversational maxims’, which he labelled in analogy to the pure categories of
understanding (reine Verstandesbegriffe) in KANT’s (1974: 118 f.) transcendental
logic, as follows:
CP:

‘Make your conversational contribution such as required, at the
stage at which it occurs, by the accepted purpose or direction of
the talk exchange in which you are engaged.’
Quantity: ‘Make your contribution as informative as required (for the current purpose of the exchange). Do not make your contribution
more informative than is required.’
Quality: ‘Try to make your contribution one that is true: Do not say what
you believe to be false. Do not say that for which you lack adequate evidence.’
Relation: ‘Be relevant.’
Manner: ‘Avoid obscurity of expression. Avoid ambiguity. Be brief
(avoid unnecessary prolixity). Be orderly.’
Although the Gricean postulates are widely accepted as a theory of general principles of human communication, it is clear that partners in a conversation have to
resort to more than just the rules of their language and the cooperative principle. For
instance, to (1) conventional meaning of words and context, (2) background meaning, such as common cultural assumptions etc. That is, dimensions such as those
listed as the seven Jain nayas. What counts as an appropriate, informative, true
(plausible), relevant, and unequivocal expression cannot be judged in abstract, but
only by the participants in a specific discourse. But it is the task of the analyst to
elicit both the unspoken conditions of communicative success and the social conditions of fulfilment of speech acts in concrete situations. Here, I only indicate simi-
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larities and differences between the Gricean conversational postulates and analogous categories of the Jain analysis of speech and discourse ethics, and attempt to
elicit the implications for a comparison with the theory of communicative action.189
Cooperative principle—non-violence (ahiôsâ)
Grice regards the cooperative principle as fundamental for any conversation. His
notion of ‘appropriateness’ corresponds to Habermas’ more general notion of ‘communicative intent’, which presupposes a commitment to the universal validity
claims of propositional truth, expressive truthfulness and normative rightness, in
addition to the basic condition of linguistic comprehensibility. Despite their differences, both notions are grounded in Kantian moral philosophy, rather than in utilitarian principles.190
Interestingly, in the two key Jain texts mentioned, no equivalent to the cooperative
principle per se can be found, nor, of course, is there any mention of a specific consensus orientation. This is in accordance with the individual or jîva-centred attitude
that is recommended from the ‘ultimate point of view’ (PN).
However, a passage in Kundakunda’s Samaya-sâra, whose importance has been
emphasised by CAILLAT (1984: 71 n. 54), clearly states the necessity to observe the
‘accepted purpose of the talk exchange’ (here: religious instruction), as maintained
by Grice’s principle. The purpose of this statement is to explain, why the teaching of
(ultimately incommunicable) Jain doctrines forces ascetics to give up their ideal
meditative silence temporarily to use worldly pragmatic language (VN) in agreement with conventional standards of comprehensibility and rightness: 191
‘Just as a non-Aryan (foreigner) cannot be made to understand anything except through the medium of his non-Aryan language, so the
knowledge of the Absolute cannot be communicated to the ordinary
people except through the vyavahâra point of view’ (SSâ 1.8).

189

Amongst the few South Asianists who considered Grice’s categories for understanding the
nature of religious language are WHEELOCK (1982) and SEYFORT RUEGG (1985) and for text interpretation OETKE (1991: 61 ff.). The latter accepted the Gricean standards as cultural universals and
as a tool for the methodical reconstruction of an author’s ‘original intention’ (OETKE (1991: 35)),
arguing that ‘the Nyâyasûtras and the philosophical Sûtra-texts in general seem to be tailored to an
application of the Cooperative Principle and Grice’s conversational maxims’ (OETKE (1997: 140)).
See BRONKHORST (1993a). GÖHLER (1995b: 75), by contrast, argued that the speech act theories of
Austin and Searle are hardly applicable to written texts.
190
On Kant’s influence on the theory of communicative action see HABERMAS (1991).
191
The acceptance of linguistic conventions was generally taught in ancient India. See SCHARF
(1995) on Patañjali.
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The true insights of Jain teaching, it is stated here, cannot be understood by pupils
and the wider public if ascetics do not orientate themselves towards the capacities
and expectations of their audience and take a co-operative attitude. This is a Jain
version of the theory of ‘skilful means’ (upâya).192 The commentator Amåtacandra
explicitly states that ascetics should direct their utterances towards the pragmatic
‘purpose of the discussion’:
‘The ultimate reality must be subjected to an intellectual analysis and
the constituent elements so obtained must be selected and emphasised
according to the interest of the student and also consistent with the
purpose of the discussion. The variations in the context and the intellectual aim will naturally determine the nature of the descriptions
adopted with reference to the reality studied. The method of selective
description to suit the purpose of the context is the method adopted by
the ordinary man … Since the method is determined by a purpose of
practical interest, the investigation will be relevant only to that purpose
and the conclusion obtained must therefore be partial … .’ (Commentary on SSâ 1.8; p. 18 of Chakravarti’s rendition).
Supporting the spiritual quest of others is one of the duties of the (thera-kalpa) ascetic (DVS1 9.4.5). Yet, ultimately, social co-operation is not seen as a religious value
in itself, but as a hindrance for the process of self-purification. Teaching religion to
others is merely a ‘method determined by a purpose of practical interest’, but not directly oriented towards salvation itself, and therefore akin to the attitude ‘adopted by
the ordinary man who is engaged in his pursuit in life’ (SSâ 1.8, Commentary p.18).193
The doctrine of the ultimately (PN) non-religious character of teaching religious
knowledge is, I think, the prime reason for the conspicuous absence of any mention
of a functional equivalent of the cooperative principle itself in the Âyâr. From the
‘practical point of view’ (VN) co-operative intent is acceptable, and even assumes a
religious function, if the objective of the conversation is the furtherance of non-violence. In fact, the only difference between worldly co-operation (laukika-upakâra)
and religious instruction or supra-mundane co-operation (lokôttara-upakâra) is the
purpose of co-operation itself; that is, either the pursuit of worldly aims, or of the
purification of the soul.194 The same holds true for the difference between ‘worldly’
and ‘religious’ rhetoric, as we will see later. One should, therefore, expect mentioning of the cooperative principle in the AS’s discussion of pragmatic language
192

For Buddhist notions see for instance PYE (1978).
See the discussion of the ‘maxim of relation’ below.
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TULSÎ (1985: 174 f.).
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usage as well. In order to explain its absence, I suggest an additional argument,
derived from the observation that violence is the main threat to co-operation, and,
conversely, that non-violence is its fundamental pre-condition. Thus, we find that
the value of ahiôsâ, which ultimately promotes total non-action (ayoga) in the
world, also reflects, on a secondary level, the potential of total (hierarchical and
non-violent) co-operation, in the sense of opening spaces, refuges, for existence
(Seinlassen). Accordingly, many Jain texts emphasise that the implication of
ahiôsâ, non-violence, is dayâ, compassion. The ahiôsâ-mahâ-vrata, therefore,
implies the sought-after cooperative principle, although it does not say so explicitly.
Indeed, from a Jain point of view, it could be argued, with good reason, that the
positive notion of communicative intent is merely an application of the more general negative moral principle of non-violence within the sphere of social life. This
begs the question: How universal are the cooperative principle and the formal pragmatic validity claims? Does communicative intent presuppose a more fundamental
commitment to an ethics of (physical) non-violence?195 The cooperative principle,
albeit apparently only concerned with straightforward information transmission
from speaker to hearer, implies normative conditions such as physical non-violence
(and of non-silence) to ensure ongoing linguistic co-operation. But it remains indifferent to the distinction between violent and non-violent aspects of overt speech
(and of thought) itself. Communicative action considers form and content of speech
also only under formal aspects, that is, acceptability, which may include violent
communications. The Jain principle of ahiôsâ, by contrast, implies not only formal
but also qualitative conditions for the perpetuation of co-operation.
Numerous examples of rules concerning violent speech in the Âyâr and DVS implicitly refer to non-violence as a condition for co-operation and as form of co-operation, as in the following œloka:
‘Revered is he who speaks not ill in one’s absence, who uses not a
sharp tongue in one’s presence, who speaks not with assertion, nor
uses words that are harsh’ (DVS2 9.3.8–9).
It is not apparent from this statement why these attitudes should be revered, apart
from general considerations of the detrimental effects of violence on the karmic
195

Christian theologians attacked the self-limitation of universal pragmatics to formal conditions of social communication from similar vantage points. PEUKERT (1984), (1992), for instance,
argues for the priority of the ‘resource’ of ‘universal solidarity’ in the lifeworld over communicative ethics. The objective idealist HÖSLE (1997: 248 ff.) complains about the moral indeterminacy
of formal consensus (reasonable/ unreasonable) and calls for a defence of ethics based on substantial values; as do other ‘Neo-Aristotelians’ discussed by HABERMAS (1983), (1991), who accepts
this point and modifies his position in HABERMAS (2004).
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constitution on the speaker. But it is clear by implication that one who avoids ‘sharp
tongue’ etc., is revered also because, otherwise, the continuation of co-operation is
threatened and might be terminated. This and many similar statements implicitly
stress the value of completely avoiding ‘face-threatening acts’, although not saying
so openly. They are presented in the form of negations of non-universalisable
maxims.196 The closest one can get to an explicit, positive postulate of a ‘cooperative principle’ are statements concerning the ascetic values of offering fearlessness (abhaya-dâna) and supra-mundane co-operation (pâramârthikôpakâra) for
the upliftment of the soul, which are seen as the greatest gift to society, in fact, constituting its fundamental condition.
Paradoxically, however, the methods of liberation taught by Jain ascetics do not
emphasise co-operation but its direct opposite: separation and non-interaction with
the world. This paradox is the main obstacle for an understanding of the social implications of the principle of ahiôsâ. SEYFORT RUEGG (1985) addressed this problem in Gricean terms in an interpretation of the Âbhiprâyika and Neyârtha-sûtras of
Tibetan Buddhism. He argues that the Buddha’s way of teaching non-cooperation
amounts to an act of ‘flouting’ not only of the conversational maxims, but of the cooperative principle itself. But because the Buddha’s acts of ‘flouting’ are not intended for the achievement of worldly gains, but for the spiritual liberation of others, SEYFORT RUEGG introduces the terms ‘salvific principle’ and ‘salvific violence’
as religious supplements to the pragmatic Gricean ‘cooperative principle’:
‘In fact Grice’s Cooperative Principle yields in such Sûtras to what we
might call a Salvific Principle put to use in a perlocutionary manner.
Still, in conformity even with this Salvific Principle of the Buddha,
‘flouting’—or more specifically upâya-governed salvific exploitation—of the Conversational Maxims are to be found in Âbhiprâyika
and Neyârtha Sûtras, just as they have been recognized in Grice’s second type of conversational implicature involving exploitation of conversational maxims’ (SEYFORT RUEGG (1985: 317)).
SEYFORT RUEGG’s remarks are useful for understanding salvific violence, which
‘conquers violence’. At the same time, his analysis is problematic, because he does
not clearly distinguish between linguistic co-operation and social co-operation. Even
the Buddha (or Mahâvîra) was of course forced to observe the cooperative principle
during his sermons, like everyone else who wishes to communicate (SEYFORT
RUEGG (1985: 315)), even if esoteric Buddhist (and Digambara Jain) schools deny
this. From a pragmatic point of view, the ‘salvific principle’ of insight creation
196

Cf. WELLMER (1986: 24 f.).
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through acts of symbolic violence appears merely as a culturally specific norm, a
systematic distortion of communication which, indeed, as SEYFORT RUEGG (1985:
318) argues, cannot be inferred from the surface meaning of a communication, only
elicited via a systematic hermeneutics of the doctrinal system as a whole. Yet, from
an emic point of view, the non-motivated ‘intentional ground’ of socially ‘purposeful’
communication, cannot be simply identified with the codified doctrinal system of
Buddhism, as SEYFORT RUEGG (1985: 314 f.) suggests, because it refers to the existential conditions of meaning per se which can be explored only through direct meditative experience. From an etic point of view, the Buddhist intention to put an end to
intention as a value, compared for instance with the phenomenological theory of the
constitutive role of the structure of intentionality of consciousness or Dasein, is one
ideology amongst others, and must be communicated in a conventional way.197
The conundrum of ideal non-cooperation becomes clearer, if we consider not only
discourse but also religious practice. The practice of renunciation, which Buddhist and
Jain doctrines aim to stimulate, is a religiously sanctioned act of social separation and
selective non-cooperation, which does involve what might be termed ‘sacred violence’,
in opposition to ‘physical violence’ and ‘symbolic violence’ (flouting) in the two forms
of latent strategic action and systematically distorted communication (‘salvific violence’). Within a hierarchical system, renunciation is a paradoxical act of status
encompassment which creates at the same time new asymmetrical social relationships
(renouncer / renounced, guru / devotees) and symmetrical social relationships (between
devotees). In this way, acts of social separation and religious self-limitation are socially
constitutive and culturally regenerative. Renunciation does not necessarily violate the
conversational ‘cooperative principle’. But, as a one-sided act of transcendence and
symbolic incorporation of already established links of social co-operation, it contributes
to the legitimation of stratified systems of functional differentiation and moral divisions
of labour. Following DUMONT (1980: 197) and SEYFORT RUEGG (1985), I therefore
propose to distinguish between the ‘salvific’ violence of (Jain) religious rhetoric and the
‘sacred violence’ of the quasi-sacrificial act of renunciation itself.198 Effectively, Jain renouncers do not live outside society, but ‘unbound … amongst the bound’
(Âyâr 2.16.7). After renunciation, linguistic co-operation is strictly regulated, but continues. Worldly social co-operation, however, is severed more radically, although only
unilaterally, while the scope of social co-operation in religious contexts is actually widened.199 Sacred violence differentiates the levels of institutional non-violence and violence, while conditioning the patterns of selective co-operation. The necessary violence
197

See FAURE (1991), SHARF (1995).
On ‘sacred violence’, see for instance GIRARD (1977) and his critics.
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(ârambhajâ hiôsâ) of the social world is always presupposed by Jain ascetics, in form
of Brâhmaòic household rites, the state and the socio-economic institutions and activities of their followers, which grant them one-sided material support:
‘The lay estate … cannot exist without activity and there can be no activity without the taking of life; in its grosser form this is to be avoided
sedulously but the implicit part of it is hard to avoid’ (Âœâdhara’s 13th
CE Sâgara-dharmâmåta 4.12 summarised by WILLIAMS (1983: 121)).
Institutionalised ahiôsâ, therefore, does not only imply dayâ, but also hiôsâ,
within a structure of moral division of labour. That is, conceptually as well as practically, it necessarily implies—even presupposes—its own opposite.
In all these cases, from the practical point of view (VN), the principle of co-operation
is implicitly presupposed, if not constituted, by unconditional acts of one-sided renunciation, although only the avoidance of violence is expressed. From the transcendental
point of view (PN), however, ahiôsâ requires total non-cooperation with the world.
Both possibilities of action, co-operation and non-cooperation, are open only to an individual which, by positing renunciation as the norm, is able to ‘offer cooperation’, or
withdraw it,200 selectively. It is mainly because the interdependence (and potential conflict) between the renouncer and the world cannot be stated openly in systems of hierarchical co-operation, that the Jain principle of ahiôsâ fulfils the functions both of the
linguistic cooperative principle and of the constitutive principle of social co-operation
only implicitly: without saying so.201 In fact, most Jain norms for well spoken language
do not advocate positive values, but the avoidance of their violation. Negative principles
such as these are of a different kind than positive prescriptions à la Grice, who demands
‘do cooperate’, whereas the Jains implicitly say, ‘do not not cooperate’. Thus, co-operation is implied in ahiôsâ, but in a modalised form.
The method of universalisation of specific moral norms and maxims qua double negation has been defended by WELLMER (1986: 21–37),202 against HABERMAS (1991:
167 f., 172 f.) objection that consequentialist concepts of universal morality, predicated on norms of prohibition qua single or double negation, are inspired by the restricted ‘liberal’ aim of creating spaces of negatively defined individual freedom, contrasted with positive maxims, which are oriented towards publicly negotiated common
interest. According to Habermas, the individualist conception of morality is based on a
200

Cf. SHARP (1960), (1973).
DUMONT (1980: 44, 60).
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WELLMER (1986: 21 f.) argues that because obligatory norms of specific content cannot be
derived from the categorical imperative of Kant, secondary moral norms are necessary which can
only be derived by way of negation of non-universalisable maxims. See also the work of SINGER
(1961) and HARE (1981), critically discussed by Wellmer.
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negative reading of the monologically applied categorical imperative. In contrast to
positive duties, negative duties (and positive permissions) derive their plausibility
from the qualities of apodictic prohibition: (a) unconditional validity, (b) determinateness of content, and (c) unequivocal specification of addressees. From the perspective
of the potential victim, to every negative duty corresponds a right; for example, to the
duty not to kill, the right to body and life. Yet, a principle of morality which permits
only the legitimation of general norms of prohibition cannot serve as an unequivocal
basis for the constitution of a positive common will. WELLMER (1986: 31 f.) and
HABERMAS (1991: 170 f.) agree that neither positive nor negative duties can claim
absolute validity, because every situation is different, and requires the invocation of
different norms. In discourses of norm application, as opposed to norm legitimation,
both negative and positive rights and duties can act as reasons for appropriate action,203 though positive norms tend to be more unspecific. Yet, in concrete situations,
moral norms themselves cannot be legitimated privately, only from the perspective of
‘common interest’, determining what is equally good ‘for all’. While positive norms
are burdened with discourses concerning concrete aims (problem of prognostics, performance, attribution of outcomes and unintended consequences, expectation and
moral division of labour, evaluation of a result in terms of quantifiable aims), negative
norms seem to remain aloof of problems of application, which cannot be avoided altogether though. Negatively defined principles can only protect the integrity and subjective freedom of the potential victim and, by implication, the freedom of the individual
moral person itself. This may be the general principle underlying the Jain practice of
deliberate renunciation of all violent action.204
The absence of positive principles in Jain ethics has frequently been criticised. In
HABERMAS (1991: 166 f.) view, positive duties cannot be based on negative duties,
but only on the principle of mutual recognition informing communicative action.205 In
203

HABERMAS (1991: 170): ‘Die unwahrhaftige Auskunft, die einem anderen das Leben rettet,
ist moralisch ebenso geboten, wie die Tötung in Notwehr oder die unterlassenen Hilfeleistung zur
Vermeidung größerer übel moralisch erlaubt sind.’
204
See the ‘ten commandments’ of GERT’s (1973) ‘minimal ethic’, and C. FRIED (1978: 29)
cited by HABERMAS (1991: 172): ‘What we may not do to each other, the things which are wrong,
are precisely those forms of personal interaction which deny to our victim the status of a freely
choosing, rationally valuing, specially efficacious person—the special status of moral personality.’
205
According to HEGEL (1981: 148 ff.) voluntary death is the absolute proof of freedom in the
struggle for recognition. Liberation, both in a social and a religious sense, is also the positive implication of the Jain practice of sallekhanâ, the culmination of the process of implementing the negatively
formulated rule of non-violence. HABERMAS (1991: 173 f.), similarly, notes the fundamental nature of
‘self-referential’ norms which implicitly define the duty of fulfilling the pragmatic presuppositions of
communicative action, i.e. the positive norms of preserving the physical integrity of the body and life
and personal freedom which seems sometimes more important than death.
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his conception of morality, private morality and public justice differ not in principle,
only in terms of the types of institutionally mediated interaction. The positive normative equivalent of the apodictic prohibition of speaking the untruth (“you should not
lie”) from the communication theoretical perspective is phrased in the following way:
‘Act with an orientation to mutual understanding and allow everyone
the communicative freedom to take positions on validity claims’
(HABERMAS (1991: 173) / (1993: 66)).
Interestingly, this is not a maxim of truthfulness, but a reformulation of the cooperative principle. Being truthful, does not only imply the renunciation of deception, but is
a positive act which contributes to the constitution of a social rela tionship.
There is another, practical, reason for the negative formulation of the cooperative
principle. A negative statement forces the ‘user’ or interpreter of such a principle to
work out the implied positive contextual presuppositions. This process involves the
personal experiences of the individual concerned, in such a way that the positive
‘implied’ meanings and / or functions of the formal principle appear to be generated
from the inner pool of values and expectations of the individual itself, and not as an
externally imposed rule. The realm of ‘sociability’ or of ‘the social’ itself is theorised as an aspect of personal character, and not as an independently existing dimension of intersubjectivity (as in modern law, moral philosophy and sociology). From
the perspective of Jain ethics, positive rules are generally regarded as lower order
specifications of negative rules, whose conditions of application are implicitly presupposed. Negative rules secure a higher degree of formality and universality than
positive rules, and hence greater contextual adaptability.206 These are some of the
reasons why positive principles are seldom expressed explicitly in the âgamas, but
left to the interpretative imagination of their users, who have to work out their conditions of fulfilment.207 However, if ahiôsâ is the functional equivalent of the cooperation principle, likewise do the modalities of the satya-mahâ-vrata correspond
to the conversational maxims, to which I will turn now.
Quantity—restraint (saôyama)
There is no equivalent Habermasian validity claim for Grice’s quantity-maxim,
although it could be easily constructed. Functional equivalents of the maxim among
the Jain rules of speaking are the principles of deliberation, moderation, and restraint (saôjama <saôyama>). Even if something is true, but is not to be said
206

Cf. GONDA (1959).
Closest to Grice’s formulation of this principle is Âyâr 2.4.1.6–7 (examples: Âyâr 2.4.8–11,
cf. DVS 7.11, Âyâr 2.4.2.19).
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(avattavva <avaktavya>), because it may create harm, or if it cannot be understood,
one should not say it. The purpose of the latter maxim is to avoid unintentional ambiguity due to ignorance of the listeners (cf. SSâ 1.8).208 The information processing
aspect is expressed in Jain texts in general terms, such as ‘speaking with precision’
or ‘straightforward’ (åju). Often prescriptions are mixed with moral considerations,
thus overlapping with the manner aspect, as the following example demonstrates:
‘A monk or nun, putting aside wrath, pride, deceit, and greed, considering well, speaking with precision, what one has heard, not too quick,
with discrimination, should employ language in moderation and restraint’ (Âyâr 2.4.2.19).209
There is no mention here of the recipient of an utterance, nor of the ‘information’
to be communicated. The reasons are similar as in the case of the ‘cooperative principle’ ahiôsâ. Restrained speech is regarded in Jainism primarily (PN) as an exercise in self-purification, to be measured in terms of the strength of the commitment
to Jain values, and the degree of Jain interactional competence. Only indirectly (VN) is
restrained speech regarded as a vehicle for the univocal transmission of information.
This, again, derives from the fact that the realm of the ‘social’ is only presupposed
as a background for the individual ‘path of purification’. 210
The problem of ambiguity resulting from the fact that, from the perspective of PN,
VN might be taken as a ‘mixture of truth and untruth’ is important. Interestingly, it
is discussed in the Âyâr and DVS itself in the context of half-true speech, or satyâmåšâ bhâšâ (see infra pp. 162–169):
208

Cf. CAILLAT (1975: 80). See VANDERVEKEN’s (1993: 378) generalisation of this maxim in
terms of the ‘strength’ of illocutionary acts, ‘in the sense that they have more conditions of success, of non-defective performance … .’ For similar Jain formulations see BALBIR (1993: 71).
From the hearer’s point of view (which is not mentioned in the Âyâr sections on speech), the most
important quality is the ability to ‘conquer one’s senses’ and not to become restless through the
‘lashes of words reaching the ears’ (DVS 2 9.3.8).
209
CARRITHERS (1990: 157–9) singles saôvara out, as the singular ‘aesthetic standard’
‘underlying both the rules and the morality’ of Jainism. This concept of aesthetics (which is
linked, in a footnote, with the concept of habitus) does not account for the normative religious
aspects of saôvara. The same applies to LAIDLAW (1995: 159).
210
BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 218 ff.) suggest corresponding off-record strategies to Grice’s
quantity-maxim: understatement, overstatement, and tautologisation. STRECKER (1988: 194) sees
silence as an extreme-form of the off-record strategy of understatement and thus as a violation of
the quantity maxim. From the ‘practical point of view’ this may be correct. For Jains, silence is
the prime vehicle of exercising restraint, as indicated by the bhâšâ-gupti, and counts as a form of
penance. For instance, an ascetic who fasts for one month ‘may express himself by four ways
only: by begging for alms, by putting a question, by making a request for lodging and by giving an
answer’ (Þhâò 183b, in SCHUBRING (2000: 158, § 74).
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‘Speaks not the wise something which is not known, or which generates confusion—whether this or that sense is right’ (DVS 2 7.4).
Ideally, a mendicant should remain silent. Otherwise, straightforward speech
should be used. All language that could be both truth and false should be avoided:
‘In speaking (a monk) should use as few words as possible; he should
not delight in another’s foibles; he should avoid deceiving speech, and
should answer after ripe reflection.—One will repent of having used
the third kind of speech (which is both true and untrue—P.F.); a secret
should not be made known. This is the Nirgrantha’s command.—[A
monk] should not call one names, nor “friend”, nor by his Gotra;
“thou, thou” is vulgar; never address one by “thou”’ (Suy 1.9.25–27).
Quality—truth (satya)
The equivalent of Grice’s quality-maxim is satya, or truth. VANDERVEKEN (1993:
377) has shown that the maxim of quality can be generalised to cover commissives and
directives, as well as assertives. A maxim of truth is expressed in the satya-mahâ-vrata,
which Jain ascetics recite twice a day during their obligatory pratikramaòa ritual (see
supra).211 However, in accordance with the preferred Jain method of negative determination, the general principle of truth is treated in this context only in terms of its characteristic violations (aticâra), that is, as the opposite of non-truth (asatya). The precise
implications of the maxim of truth for language usage are specified elsewhere in form
of a distinction of four types or ‘species’ of speech (bhâsâ-jâya <bhâšâ-jâta>), which
are at the centre of the Jain theory of discourse, which looks at speech primarily as an
object, and not from the perspective of the speaker. These analytical categories should
be known and utilised by mendicants (ideally by all Jains) to prevent both the preparation and performance of violence (ârambha):
‘A mendicant should know that there are four kinds of speech: The first
is truth; the second is untruth; the third is truth mixed with untruth; what
is neither truth, nor untruth, nor truth mixed with untruth, that is the
fourth kind of speech: neither truth nor untruth’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.4).212
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WILLIAMS (1983: 73) quotes Somadeva’s (959 CE) ‘casuistic analysis’ of the satya
aòuvrata for the laity with the help of this tetrad as an original statement, although it is clearly
only a restatement of Âyâr 2.4.1.4.
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Âyâr 2.4.1.4: aha bhikkhû jâòejjâ cattâri bhâsâ-jâyâiô, taô jahâ—saccam egaô paðhamaô
bhâsa-jâyaô, bîyaô mosaô, taiyaô saccâ-mosaô, jaô ò’eva saccaô ò’eva mosaô ò’eva saccâmosaô—asaccâ-mosaô òâma taô cautthaô bhâsâ-jâyaô. CAILLAT (1991: 8 n.4) located the following parallels to the above sûtra in the Œvetâmbara canon: Uttar 24.20–23, Þhâò 4.23 (238), Viy
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Notably, the same scheme of four modes is applied to speech and to cognition
(maòa <manas>) or knowledge (òâna <jñâna>) (Viy 622b/8.7.1b, 874b/15.1.4).
Hence, the four bhâsâ-guttis <bhâšâ-guptis>, or controls of speech, and the four
maòa-guttis <mano-guptis>, or controls of the inner sense, are both characterised by
the same terms in Uttar 24.19–23. The four modes, thus, represent general attitudes
towards truth, both in mind and in speech:
1.
2.
3.
4.

saccâ <satyâ>
mosâ <måšâ>
saccâ-mosâ <satyâ-måšâ>
asaccâ-mosâ <asatyâ-måšâ>

truth
untruth
truth mixed with untruth
neither truth nor untruth

The formal structure of the four alternatives (tetra-lemma) is known as catuš-koþi
in Buddhist literature, but used differently here.213 As the frequent use of the four
13.7.1a (621a-b), Pannavaòâ 11 (860–866). See also Viy 16.2.2b (701a), 18.7.1 (749a), 19.8
(770b), Samavâya 13.1, and DVS 7.1–3. OHIRA (1994: 14, 155) is of the opinion that the four
modes were first taught at the time of DVS 7, which she dates between 5 th–4th century BCE.
213
There is an extensive academic literature on the catuš-koþi in Buddhist philosophy. See for
instance SCHAYER (1933), RAJU (1954), MURTI (1955), BAHM (1957), ROBINSON (1957), STAAL
(1962), SMART (1964), JAYATILLEKE (1967), CHI (1974), SEYFORT RUEGG (1977), WAYMAN
(1977), JONES (1978), GUNARATNE (1980), (1986), BHARADWAJA (1984), SCHROEDER (2000), and
others. STAAL (1962: 52 n. 4) suggests the earliest passage to be Majjhima-nikâya 63. Nâgârjuna’s
(2nd CE) positive formulation of the ‘tetralemma’ (ROBINSON (1957: 303)) in his Mûla-madhyamakakârikâ 18.6 attracted most academic interest (even more so the negated forms): ‘Everything is either
true or not true, or both true or not true, or neither true or not true; that is the Buddha’s teaching’
(Translated by ROBINSON (1957: 302), cf. MMK 18.8). In contrast to the debate on the use of the
catuš-koþi in ‘Buddhist logic’, focusing largely on the ‘negative dialectic’ of Nâgârjuna, the cited
Jain cases indicate that the catuš-koþi was used (at least by Jains) as a quasi-systematic scholastic
frame for the discussion of logical alternatives, without specific doctrinal implications being connected with the frame itself. MURTI (1955: 129) noted early on: ‘Four alternative views are possible on any subject’ (referring to Madhyamaka and Jainism: he also cites Haribhadra) (see also CHI
(1974: 298)). Notably, the four alternatives in Âyâr 2.4.1.4 etc., are disjunctive, not additive, as
stereotypical representations of ‘Jaina Logic’ generally assume. Because Jain usage of catuš-koþis
was ignored, and because of the almost exclusive focus on Nâgârjuna, Buddhist scholars compared
the ‘four-cornered negation’ only with the ‘Jain relativism’ in general. They derived the catuš-koþi
either speculatively from Jain syâd-vâda (GUNARATNE (1980: 232)) or vice versa (BAHM (1957:
128)), or (and) contrasted it with ‘the relativistic logic proposed by the Jains, to which Buddhism
was opposed’ (JAYATILLEKE (1967: 82)). According to RAJU (1954), the mythical Sanjaya framed
the four alternatives already in the 7th century BCE, negating all of them, whereas ‘Jaina logicians
saw a relative truth in each pole and thus adopted a more positive and determinate attitude toward
our cognitions of the world.’ For recent, less logocentric, views on Nâgârjuna, focusing on
‘skillful means’, see for instance JONES (1978), SCHROEDER (2000). A similar four-valued theory
of truth was defended by the Megarians (PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1989: 13)), which demonstrates that
no specific philosophical position is associated with the form itself, only with its uses.
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alternatives (catur-bhaóga or catur-bhaógî) as a classificatory scheme in Þhâò IV,
for instance, indicates,214 the catuš-koþi is used in Jain scholasticism in a similar way
as the nikšepa pattern, described by BRUHN–HÄRTEL (1978: v) as a formal
‘dialectical technique (often employed in a “pseudo-exegetical function”)’. 215
JACOBI (1884: 150 n. 2) understood the first three modes to refer to assertions and
the fourth to injunctions. According to Paòò 860 (255b), the first two modes are
distinct (pajjattiyâ <paryâptâ>) ways of speaking, which can be analysed in terms
of the true / false distinction, and the third and fourth are indistinct (apajjattiyâ
<aparyâptâ>) ways of speaking, whose validity or non-validity is indeterminable.
The sub-categories of distinct speech are true speech (satyâ bhâšâ) and false speech
(måšâ bhâšâ), and the sub-categories of indistinct speech are true-as-well-as-false
speech (satyâ-måšâ bhâšâ) and neither-true-nor-false speech (asatyâ-måšâ bhâšâ). A
muni should use only the first and the last mode of speech, and avoid the remaining
two ‘by all means’ (DVS2 7.1) in order to minimise harm:
‘A monk or a nun, considering well, should use true and accurate speech,
or speech which is neither truth nor untruth (i.e. injunctions); for such
speech is not sinful, blameable, rough, stinging, &c.’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.7).216

214

See DUNDAS (2007: 50 f.) on the analogy between four types of armies and four types of
ascetics in Þhâò 292 (4.280–1). ALSDORF (1966: 186 f., cf. 190 f.) discussed a different type of
catur-bhaógas in Jaina literature, made up of combinations of two positive and two negative possibilities. He pointed out that the use of the ‘fourfold combination’ is ‘very typical of the scholastic who never misses an opportunity to make a “caturbhanga”, i.e. the four possible combinations
of two positive and two negative possibilities…’ (p. 186).
215
Þhâò 3.239 offers also a trilemma: (1) to state the truth (tavvayaòa <tadvacana>), (2) to state
the untruth (tadaòòavayaòa <tadanyavacana>), (3) to state something meaningless or negative (noavayaòa <no-avacana>); Þhâò 7.129 a heptalemma: (1) speech (âlâva <âlâpa>), (2) taciturnity (aòâlâva <an-âlâpa>), (3) flattery (ullâva <ullâpa>), (4) insult (aò-ullâva <an-ullâpa>), (5) dialogue
(saôlâva <saôlâpa>), (6) prattle (palâva <pralâpa>), (7) contradiction (vi-ppalâva <vi-pralâpa>).
216
I do not give the original wording in all cases. In different words, the same teaching is expressed in DVS1 7.1–3, which may be the oldest text concerning this subject:
cauòhaô khalu bhâsâòaô parisaôkhâya pannavaô /
doòhaô tu viòayaô sikkhe, do na bhâsejja savvaso // 1 //
jâ ya saccâ avattavvâ saccâmosâ ya jâ musâ /
jâ ya buddhehi ’òâinnâ, na taô bhâsejja pannavaô // 2 //
a-sacca-mosaô saccaô ca aòavajjam akakkasaô /
samuppeham asaôdiddhaô giraô bhâsejja pannavaô // 3 //
‘[1] Of the four kinds of speech, the thoughtful monk] should, after consideration,
learn the training in two, [but] should not use the other two ones at any occasion.
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(a) Speaking truthfully can either be interpreted ethically, as straightforward and accurate talk (on-record), or ontologically, as an assertion of the way things are.217 Both
perspectives can be found in the Jain and non-Jain commentary literature alike,218 often
mixed together, as the identical characterisation of the four guptis of mind and speech
illustrates. Satyâ bhâšâ refers both to the psychological and the normative conditions of
truthfulness, that is, sincere, grammatically accurate and contextually acceptable speech,
and to propositional truth.219 It is explicitly recognised in the Jain scriptures (though not
in these terms) that, as a speech act, propositional language has also an expressive and
normative content. The normative, the expressive, and the propositional components of
spoken language are altogether necessary to communicate something.
Paòò 862 states that ‘the truth or validity of the speech depends on various situations
and conditions’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1970: 325)). Ten different dimensions or ‘validity conditions’ of truthful speech are distinguished220 (the compound saccâ <satyâ> can be
translated as ‘sincere’ or ‘true’ ‘according to the conventions of ____’):221
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

jaòavaya-saccâ <janapada-satyâ>
sammata-saccâ <sammata-satyâ>
þhavaòâ-saccâ <sthâpanâ-satyâ>
òâma-saccâ <nâma-satyâ>
rûva-saccâ <rûpa-satyâ>

Country
Consensus
Representation
Name
Form

[2] That [form of speech] which is true, [but] not to be uttered, that which is halftrue, that which is [quite] untrue and which is not practised by the Jinas, the
thoughtful monk should not use.
[3] [But] he should, after deliberation, use a speech not exposed to doubt, [a
speech] which is neither true nor untrue and [a speech] which is true, provided that
it is not to be blamed [and] rough’ (SCHUBRING (1932: 101)).
See Âyâr 2.4.8–11 and cf. DVS 7.11, 7.2 for examples.
217
Cf. HABERMAS’ (1980: 419 ff.) / (1984–1987 I: 312 ff.) defence of his clear-cut distinction
between claims to truth and claims to truthfulness.
218
Mookerjee, in TULSÎ (1985: 107): ‘Truthfulness is the revelation of truth. (Gloss) Truth
means the straight-forwardness [åjutâ] in deed (physical movement), intention and word, and nondiscrepant behaviour. The revelation (disclosure) of that truth is called truthfulness.’ ‘(Note) Here
“truth”, as an ethical principle, is defined and explained. Umâsvâti [Tattvârtha-bhâšya 7.9], however has included revelation of ontological reality also as an aspect of truthful ness.’
219
Þhâò 308 (4.349) gives the nikšepa of satya: name, object, knowledge, knowledge and action according to truth. Þhâò 254 (4.102) distinguishes four types (aspects) of truth defined in
terms of unequivocality or sincerity (ujjuyayâ <åjutâ>) of (1) gesture, (2) speech, (3) mind,
(4) seamless combination of the three, with the intention not to deceive.
220
See also Þhâò 10.89.
221
JACOBI (1895: 160) translated bhâva-satyâ as ‘sincerity of the mind’, and yoga-satyâ as
‘sincerity of acting’.
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6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

paðucca-saccâ <pratîtya-satyâ>
vavahâra-saccâ <vyavahâra-satyâ>
bhâva-saccâ <bhâva-satyâ>
joga-saccâ <yoga-satyâ>
ovamma-saccâ <aupamya-satyâ>
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Confirmation
Custom
Inner Meaning
Practice
Analogy

The same list is given and explained in Mûlâcâra 5.111–116, with exception of yogasatyâ, which is replaced by category No. 8 sambhâvanâ-satyâ, translated by OKUDA
(1975: 128) as ‘truth of possibilities’ (Möglichkeitswahrheit; see infra p. 161).222 There
is no apparent systematic connection between the categories in this list. Yet, the list is
clearly informed by the four ‘doors of disquisition’ (aòuogaddâra <anuyoga-dvâra>)
of canonical hermeneutics (AòD 75), especially by the method of contextual interpretation (aòugama <anugama>) through progressive specification via fixed standpoints
(naya) (AòD 601–606).223 The occurrence of the terms nâma, sthâpanâ and bhâva indicates the deliberate incorporation of a variant of the ‘canonical’ nikkheva <nikšepa>,
as BHATT (1978: xv, 20) suggested, although the davva <dravya> standpoint is missing.224 A nikšepa is a scholastic scheme which delineates fixed perspectives for the
analysis of the principal dimensions of the possible contextual meanings of a word
(contemporary linguistics is still struggling to establish comparable categories). The
original purpose of the list of ten, as a whole, may have been similar. That is, assessing
the meaning of an utterance from several commonly relevant perspectives.225
Most categories are self-explanatory. Truthful utterances based on the linguistic conventions of a country are explained by the commentaries through the example that ‘in
Konkan piccaô is said for payas and that by the gopâla the lotus is called aravinda
only’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 157 n. 4, § 74)). Because terms such as these are synonyms,
they are all equally true.226 Similarly, what is accepted by many people, i.e. linguistic
222
MÂc 5.111: jaòa-vada sammada þhavaòâ òâme rûve paðucca-sacce ya sambhâvaòa
vavahâre bhâve opamma-sacce ya.
223
According to AòD 605, contextual interpretation (aòugama) of the meaning of a sutta
should progress in the following sequence: ‘Know that the characteristic features (of exposition)
are sixfold, viz. (1) the (correct) utterance of the text (saôhitâ), (2) disjunction and parting (of
words), (3) paraphrasing, (4) expounding of compound words, (5) anticipation of objections, and
(8) establishment (of the correct meaning).’
224
Cf. Þhâò 4.349.
225
BHATT (1978: 14) emphasises that the nikšepa in Paòò 863 ‘has no execution in the canonical context.’ The material is therefore likely to belong to ‘post-canonical works from which it was
taken before the canon acquired its present shape.’ He lists similar passages in the canon and the
commentary literature (BHATT (1978: 157)).
226
PaòòU 81: jana-pada-satyaô nâma nânâ-deœî-bhâšâ-rûpam apy avipratipattyâ yad ekârthapratyâyana-vyavahâra-samartham iti, yathôdakârthe koôkaòâdišu payaÿ piccaô nîram udakam ity-
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expressions, is conventionally true (sammata-satyâ).227 Pragmatic theories of truth
would fall under this perspective. A figurative representation, such as a statue which is
not god itself, may itself not be accurate, but that what it symbolises can be recognised
as true (sthâpanâ-satyâ).228 The same applies to a name such as Devadatta or ‘given by
god’ (nâma-satyâ) (MÂc 113).229 Allusions to external appearance in form of prototypes such as ‘white cranes’ (not all cranes are white) are examples of rûpa-satyâ.230
According to the commentators Haribhadra (PaòòV) and Malayagiri (PaòòÞ), the term
pratîtya-satyâ designates an utterance which is true only under certain conditions, and
thus predicated on empirical confirmation.231 Examples are relative size (‘this is long’)
or the relative state of transformation of objects at a given time (cf. MÂc 114).232 Like
other conventional expressions which, under certain conditions, could equally be
classified as ‘truth-mixed-with-untruth’, common or idiomatic utterances such as
‘the kûra (i.e. the cooked rice) is cooking’ (MÂc 114) are acceptable as customarily
true (vyavahâra-satyâ).233 The Œvetâmbara commentators explain the inner truth
(bhâva-satyâ) expressed by certain utterances with the example of a ‘white crane’
(œuklâ balâkâ),234 which MÂc 113 uses to illustrate rûpa-satyâ, whereas Vaþþakera
interprets the term as designating the ‘higher truth’, i.e. saying something untrue in
order to avoid injury to someone (MÂc 116). This perspective is also applied to
âdi, adušþa-vivakšâ-hetutvân nânâ-jana-padešv išþârtha-pratipatti-janakatvâd vyavahâra-pravåtteÿ
satyam etad iti, evaô œešešv api bhâvanâ kâryâ. PaòòÞ1 257a.1: ity-âdi “jaòa-vaya-saccâ” iti taô taô
jana-padam adhikåtyêšþârtha-pratipatti-janakatayâ vyavahâra-hetutvât satyâ jana-pada-satyâ yathâ
koókâòâdišu payaÿ piccam ity-âdi.
227
PaòòU 81: sammata-satyaô nâma kumuda-kuvalayôtpala-tâmarasânâô samâne paôkajasaôbhave gopâlâdînâô sammatam araviôdam eva paôkajam iti.
228
PaòòU 81: sthâpanâ-satyaô nâma akšara-mudrâ-vinyâsâdišu yathâ mâšako ’yaô kâršâpaòo
’yaô œatam idaô sahasram idam iti.
229
PaòòU 81: nâma-satyaô nâma kulama-varddhayann api kula-varddhana ity ucyate dhanam
avarddhamâno ’pi dhana-varddhana ity ucyate, apakšas tu pakša iti.
230
PaòòU 81: rûpa-satyaô nâma tad-guòasya tathâ rûpa-dhâraòaô rûpa-satyaô, yathâ
prapañcayateÿ pravrajita-rûpa-dhâraòam iti. PaòòÞ1 257a: yathâ dambhato gåhîta-pravrajitarûpaÿ pravrajito ’yam iti.
231
OKUDA (1975: 127) translates pratîtya-satyâ as ‘relative truth’.
232
PaòòU 81: pratîtya-satyaô nâma yathâ anâmikâyâ dîrghatvaô hrasvatvaô cêti, tathâ hi
tasyânaôta-pariòâmasya dravyasya tat tat-sahakâri-kâraòa-sannidhânena tat tad-rûpam
abhivyajyata iti satyatâ. PaòòÞ2 257a uses the expression pratîtya-âœritya, recourse to confirmation. PaòòV 11.17 gives the synonym apekšâ, consideration or regard.
233
PaòòU 81: vyavahâra-satyaô nâma dahyate giriÿ galati bhâjanaô anudarâ kanyâ alomâ
eðiketi, giri-gata-tåòâdi-dâhe loke vyavahâraÿ pravarttate, tathôdake ca galati sati, tathâ
saôbhoga-jîva-prabhavôdarâbhâve ca sati, lavana-yogya-lomâbhâve cêti.
234
PaòòU 81: bhâva-satyaô nâma œuklâ balâkâ, saty api paôca-varòa-saôbhave.
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other contexts in the Œvetâmbara texts Âyâr 2.4.1.6 and DVS 7.11. An example of
truth based on association with practice (yoga-satyâ) is to describe someone according to his / her activity, for instance the designation chattrî (a kšatriya who should
protect his realm performs chattra-yoga), or daòðî (who performs daòða-yoga or
punishment).235 Instead of yoga-satyâ, the Mûlâcâra 115 has sambhâvanâ-satyâ,
which means that assuming the possibility of something is a valid condition of
truthful language: ‘If he wanted, he could do it. If Indra wanted, he could overturn
the Jambudvîpa’ (OKUDA (1975: 128)). As an example of speaking the truth, using
comparison or analogy (aupamya-satyâ),236 MÂc 116 mentions the word palidovama
<palyôpama>, literally ‘like a sack of corn’, which designates a high number.237
Aòuogaddârâiô (AòD) 368–382 demonstrates the practical ‘usefulness’ of this
simile through the naya method of progressive disambiguation.238
(b) Untruthful language or speaking untruthfully (måšâ bhâšâ) is the proscribed opposite of truth or truthfulness.239 In contrast to the ten conditions of truth, featuring the
semantics of propositional utterances, the ten conditions out of which untruth ‘arises’
(compound: nissiya <niÿsåita>), listed in Paòò 863, are primarily psycho-physical
conditions.240 According to SCHUBRING (2000: 157, § 69), ‘speech springing from
emotion is by itself understood as mosâ.’241 Eight of the ten categories overlap with
the standard Jain list of the eighteen sources of sin (pâva-þhâòa <pâpa-sthâna>),242
starting with the four passions (kasâya <kašâya>), and attachment and aversion,
which in the Paòò are the sole cause of karmic bondage, disregarding yoga, or activity
(MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1970: 384)). Most types of untrue speech, conditioned by these factors,
can be categorised as expressive utterances. The last two categories, âkhyâyika235

PaòòU 81: yoga-satyaô nâma chattra-yogâc chattrî daòða-yogâd daôðîty evam âdi.
Cf. UPADHYAYA (1987: 105–7) on Hemacandra’s examples of upâcara, secondary meaning
of a word based on similarity.
237
PaòòU 81: upamayâ satyaô nâma samudravat taðâgaô.
238
The problem of the vagueness of the concept of ‘heaps’ is also addressed in the so-called
sorites paradoxes attributed to Eubilides.
239
Þhâò 254 (4.102) distinguishes four types (aspects) of untruth defined in terms of equivocality or insincerity (aòujjuyatâ <anåjukatâ>) of (1) gesture, (2) speech, (3) mind, (4) contradictory combination of the three, with the intent to deceive.
240
According to Jain philosophy, cognitive and motivational factors are linked. See also
HYMES (1972a: 283) notion of communicative competence: ‘The specification of ability for use as
part of competence allows for the role of non-cognitive factors, such as motivation, as partly determining competence. In speaking of competence, it is especially important not to separate cognitive from affective and volitive factors, so far as the impact of the theory on educational practice
is concerned; but also with regard to speech design and explanation.’
241
Arguably, conditions such as anger and pride can also evoke (painfully) true statements.
242
Viy 1.9.1 (95a).
236
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niÿsåita243 and upaghâta-niÿsåita,244 do not refer merely to an underlying negative
psycho-physical state in general, but to the unspecified psycho-physical conditions of
two specific types of self-referentially defined commonly untrue speech acts—hearsay
and false accusation—with predominately constantive and regulative attributes.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

koha-nissiya <krodha-niÿsåita>
mâòa-nissiya <mâna-niÿsåita>
mâyâ-nissiya <mâyâ-niÿsåita>
lobha-nissiya <lobha-niÿsåita>
pejja-nissiya <premana-niÿsåita>
dosa-nissiya <dveša-niÿsåita>
hâsa-nissiya <hâsya-niÿsåita>
bhaya-nissiya <bhaya-niÿsåita>
akkhâiya-nissiya <âkhyâyika-niÿsåita>
uvaghâya-nissiya <upaghâta-niÿsåita>

Anger
Pride
Deceit
Greed
Attachment
Aversion
Ridicule
Fear
Hearsay
False Accusation

CAILLAT (1991: 11) observed that the Paòò presents the kašâyas as the cause of
untruth, not of injury, as in Âyâr 2.4.1.1 and DVS 7.11. This change of perspective,
from ahiôsâ to satya as the main criterion, may reflect the shift of emphasis in
classical Jain karman theory from act to intention. The ten categories seem to have
in common that they refer to acts which, intentionally or unintentionally, produce
unwholesome perlocutionary effects in the addressee (and the speaker as well).
They are either factually false, ethically wrong or both. 245
(g) The category ‘partially true speech’246 or ‘truth-mixed-with-untruth’ (saccâmosâ bhâsâ <satyâ-måšâ bhâšâ>) should not be mixed up with the conditionally
true standpoints of syâd-vâda, which apply only to valid statements, not to false

243
Following Haribhadra (PaòòU 82: âkhyâyikâ asaôbhavyâbhidhânaô) and Malayagiri
(PaòòÞ1 258b.9: âkhyâyikâ-niÿsåtâ yat-kathâsv-asambhâvyâbhidhânam), akkhâiya <âkhyâyika>
is usually understood as a narrative (kathâ) of something non-existing or impossible, based on
mere ‘legend’ or hearsay. See RATNACANDRA (1988 I: 59), and GHATAGE (1996 I: 64). This betrays the spirit of realism of Jain philosophy. Though, kathâ may also refer to ‘talk’, ‘discussion’
or ‘disputation’. Potentially negative consequences of knowledge based on mere hearsay are explained in Viy 9.31(430a–438a). Þhâò 7.80 lists seven types of gossip (vi-kahâ <vi-kathâ>).
244
Uvaghâya/ uvagghâya <upaghâta> is explained by Malayagiri (PaòòÞ1 258b.10) through
the example cauras tvam (‘you are a thief’), understood here as abhyâkhyâna—false and groundless accusation. The term upaghâta generally designates an act of violence, but here more specifically an insult. See also Âyâr 2.4.8 for this and similar examples of ‘sinful speech’.
245
Þhâò 6.100 lists six types of unwholesome speech. Þhâò 6.101 lists six types of false accusations, related to the context of enumeration (pathârâ <prastâra>) in confession.
246
See for instance NYAYAVIJAYA (1998: 343–5).
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knowledge (apramâòa). ‘Truth-mixed-with-untruth’ designates intentionally or
unintentionally ambiguous or unclear speech, which is strictly prohibited.247 The
meaning of the term is explained by DVS 7.4–10:
‘4. But this and that topic which confines the Eternal within limits—
this half-true speech the wise [monk] should avoid.
5. By a speech which is untrue, though its appearance is that of a true
one, a man is touched by sin, how much more a man who speaks plain
untruth!’ (DVS1 7.4).248
Satyâ-måšâ bhâšâ is sinful language, based on the whole on non-universalisable
ethical principles. For instance, the language of heretical forest-monks, who do not
abstain from killing, whose thought, speech and behaviour is not well controlled:
‘They employ speech that is true and untrue at the same time: “do not
beat me, beat others; do not abuse me, abuse others; do not capture me,
capture others; do not torment me, torment others; do not deprive me
of life, deprive others of life”’ (Suy 2.2.21).
The ten types of truth-mixed-with-untruth listed in Paòò 865249 do not explicitly
address expressive or regulative aspects of speech acts, but only propositional content; despite the fact that performatives can also be both true and untrue. According
to the commentaries, all types deal with indiscriminate speech, and with semantic
and logical fallacies, such as category mistakes regarding the quality or quantity of
objects or temporal modalities which can be easily ‘mixed up’ (compound: missiyâ
<miœritâ>), for instance in utterances designating part-whole relationships.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
247

uppaòòa-missiyâ <utpanna-miœritâ>
vigaya-missiyâ <vigata-miœritâ>
uppaòòa-vigaya-missiyâ <utpanna-vigata-miœritâ>
jîva-missiyâ <jîva-miœritâ>
ajîva-missiyâ <ajîva-miœritâ>
jîvâjîva-missiyâ <jîvâjîva-miœritâ>

Born
Destroyed
Born-Destroyed
Life
Matter
Life-Matter

On combinations of truth and untruth in behaviour (vyavahâra), intent (pariòata), belief
(dåšþi) etc., for instance in succession, theorised in terms of character types, see Þhâò 241 (4.35–
44). See CAILLAT (1965/1975: 80) on types of duplicity to be avoided.
248
DSV 7.4–5:
eyaô ca aþþhamannaô vâ jaô tu nâmei sâsayaô /
sa bhâsaô sacca-mosaô pi taô pi dhîro vivajjae // 4 //
vitahaô pi tahâmottiô jaô giraô bhâsae naro /
tamhâ so puþþho pâveòaô, kiô puòa jo musaô vae // 5 //
249
See also Þhâò 10.91.
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7.
8.
9.
10.

aòanta-missiyâ <ananta-miœritâ>
paritta-missiyâ <parîta-miœritâ>
addhâ-missiyâ <adhva-miœritâ>
addhâddhâ-missiyâ <ardhâdhva-miœritâ>

Infinite
Separate
Time
Halftime

The list of ten modalities evidently reflects general issues of particular concern for
Jain doctrine. It can be thematically subdivided in two triplets and two pairs. The first
triplet—utpanna, vigata, utpanna-vigata—addresses unclear distinctions concerning
life and death. The commentators explain the meaning of utpanna-miœritâ as speaking
in non-specific ways about the born, mixed with references to the yet unborn; for instance birth occurring in this or that village or town, that ten or more or less boys were
born (‘ten boys were born in this village today’) etc.250 In the same way, vigata-miœritâ
refers to cases of ‘stating mortality in an indefinite way, e.g. saying that ten people
have died in this village, etc.’ (RATNACANDRA (1988 IV: 400)).251 Utpanna-vigatamiœritâ refers to both true and false, or contradictory assertions (visaôvâda) regarding
manifestations of both birth and death.252 The second triplet—jîva, ajîva, jîvâjîva—
similarly addresses the problem of pointing in a general way to ‘great numbers’ of
either living or dead beings, or quantities of mixed living and dead beings.253 Life
(jîva) in abstract and concrete form can be confused through vague language, such as
the language of sets (râœi), or other numerical expressions. The same applies to matter

250

PaòòU 82: saccâ-mosâ dasa-vihâ uppaòòa-mîsaga-vigata-mîsagâdi, uddissa gâmaô vâ
nagaraô vâ dasaòhaô dâra-gâòaô jaômaô pagâsaôtassa ûòesu ahiesu vâ evam âdi uppannamissiyâ. PaòòÞ1 258a: “uppaòòa-missiyâ” ity-âdi, utpannâ miœritâ anutpannaiÿ saha saôkhyâpûraòârthaô yatra sâ utpanna-miœritâ, evam anyatrâpi yathâ yogaô bhâvanîyaô, tatrôtpannamiœritâ yathâ kasmiôœcit grâme nagare vâ ûnešv adhikešu vâ dârakešu jâtešu daœa dârakâ asminn
adya jâtâ ity-âdi.
251
PaòòU 82: em eva maraòa-kahaòe vigaya-missiyâ. PaòòÞ1 258b: evam eva maraòakathane vigata-miœritâ.
252
PaòòU 82: jammaòassa maraòassa ya kaya-pariòâmassa ubhaya-kahaòe visaôvâdaòe
uppâeòa-vigata-missitâ. PaòòÞ1 258b: tathâ janmato maraòasya ca kåta-pariòâmasyâbhidhâne
visaôvâdena côtpanna-vigata-miœritâ.
253
PaòòU 82: jîvaôta-mayaga-saôkhaòagâdi-râsi-darisaòe aho mahaô jîva-râsi tti
bhaòaôtassa jîvaôtesu saccâ maesu mosa tti jîva-missitâ, ettha ceva bahusu matesu aho mahaôto
’jîva-râsi tti bhaòaôtassa maesu saccâ jîvaôtesu musâ iti ajîva-missiyâ, saccaô mayam amayaô
vâ ubhayaô òiyameòa avadhârayaôtassa visaôvâde jîvâjîva-missiyâ. PaòòÞ1 258b: [4] tathâ
prabhûtânâô jîvatâô stokânâô ca måtânâô œaókha-œaókhanakâdînâm ekatra râœau dåšþe yadâ
kaœcid evaô vadati—aho mahân jîva-râœir ayam iti tadâ sâ jîva-miœritâ, satyâ-måšâtvaô câsyâ
jîvatsu satya tvât måtešu måšâtvât, [5] tathâ yadâ prabhûtešu måtešu stokešu jîvatsu ekatra râœîkåtešu œaókhâdišv evaô vadati—aho mahânayaô måto jîva-râœir iti tadâ sâ ajîva-miœritâ, asyâ api
satyâ-måšâtvaô måtešu satyatvât jîvatsu måšâtvât, [6] tathâ tasminn eva râœau etâvanto ’tra
jîvanta etâvanto ’tra måtâ iti niyamenâvadhârayato visaôvâde jîvâjîva-miœritâ.
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(ajîva), and both life and matter (jîvâjîva). The consequence of imprecise language
may be unintentional violence against individual living beings (in a ‘heap of dead
beings’). According to Âvassaya-nijjutti (ÂvNi 8.56–100), one of the principal heretics
of the canonical period, Rohagutta, committed the mistake of mixing up categories by
positing a third principle, nojîva or the half-living, which mediates between jîva and
ajîva. Hence, his heresy was called terâsiyâ.254 The pair ananta and parîta addresses
indiscriminate language regarding aspects of finite-infinite, part-whole, or singular
term-existence relationships. The commentaries explain ananta-miœritâ with reference
to the case of certain plants, for instance root vegetables such as radish (mûlaka),
which have only one body, yet are composed of an infinite number of souls (anantajîva).255 The category parîta-miœritâ focuses, conversely, for instance on the independence and separateness of each individual element within a composite form of vegetation.256 The two ontological levels of the relationship between one and many can easily be mixed up in these cases; which has potential ethical (karmic) consequences. One
of the principle concerns of the Pannavaòâ, highlighted in Malayagiri’s commentary, is the difference between the categories infinite (ananta) and uncountable
(asaôkhyâta).257 With regard to adhva, time, speech is both true and untrue if one
says, for some reason, that ‘it is night’ during the daytime, or ‘get up, it is day’ when it
is night.258 The same applies to the part of a measure of time, or ardhâdhva, such as a
254

See LEUMANN’s (1885) article on the seven early schisms (niòhava).
PaòòU 82: mûlakâdi aòaôta-kâyaô tasseva paðirikkaya-paôðuô-pattehiô aòòeòa vâ
vaòassaikâeòa missaô daþþhûòa esa aòaôta-kâyôtti bhaòaôtassa aòaôta-missiyâ. PaòòÞ1 259a:
tathâ mûlakâdikam ananta-kâyaô tasyÎva satkaiÿ paripâòðu-patrair anyena vâ kenacit-pratyekavanaspatinâ miœram avalokya sarvo ’py ešo ’nanta-kâyika iti vadato ’nanta-miœritâ. Cf. GHATAGE
(1996 I: 227). On the ananta-kâyas see WILLIAMS (1983: 113–6).
256
PaòòU 82: tam eva samudayaô karamette sarittâòaô amilâòaô râsî-kayaô parittam iti
bhaòaôtassa paritta-missiyâ. PaòòÞ1 259a: tathâ pratyeka-vanaspati-saóghâtam ananta-kâyikena
saha râœî-kåtam avalokya pratyeka-vanaspatir ayaô sarvo ’pîti vadataÿ pratyeka-miœritâ.
257
See MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 271, 430). Þhâò 10.66 lists ten meanings of the word ananta.
258
This characterisation cannot be related to the difference between experienced or conventional time (samaya) and imperceptible abstract time (addhâ) explained in Viy 11.11.1 (532b)
(DELEU (1970: 178)), because in this case the speech act would be neither-true-nor-false. As the
authoritative work of Jain scholastic hermeneutics, the Aòuogaddârâiô shows, Jains are careful to
distinguish semantic ambiguity from philosophical perspectivism (anekânta-vâda, syâd-vâda,
nikšepa, naya etc.), which is seen as an analytic instrument for disambiguation: ‘Whereas in the
fallacy of chhal (fraud), one word has two meanings, no word in this argument [of syâd-vâda] is
of such nature. … To declare the existence of an object from one point of view and to declare its
non-existence from another point of view, is not to indulge in a pun, and thus to be guilty of this
fallacy’ (KANNOOMAL (1917: 16)). Cf. C. R. JAIN (1929: 8, 16–18), GANERI (2001: 133). It should
be noted that similes and analogies are considered to be media of disambiguation and not convey255
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prahara, a quarter of the bright or dark period of the day.259 The statements may be
true in as much as time in general is concerned, but false with regard to time in particular (i.e. it may be bright, although technically it is still night).260
Examples for a potential mix up of the modalities of time, which may have negative moral consequences in cases of promises for instance, are given in Âyâr 2.4.2,
and in DVS 7.6–10 as paradigmatic cases for satyâ-måšâ speech. The illocutionary
form of these sentences is not essential, since they can be transformed into propositions of the form: ‘x promises (commands etc.), that p’: 261
‘6. Such speech therefore, as e.g. “we [shall] go”, “we shall say”, “we
shall have to do that”, or: “I shall do that”, or “he shall do that”, 7. uncertain in the future or with regard to a matter of the present [or] of the
past, a wise monk] should avoid. 8.9. If [a monk] does not know, [or]
has some doubt about, a matter which concerns past, present and future, he should not say: “it is thus”; 10. (this he should do only) when
there is no room for doubt’ (DVS 1 7.6–10).262

ors of mixed truth and untruth. Obviously, they can play both roles. On chala, features of ‘god’,
‘bad debates’ etc., especially in the Nyâya-sûtra, see MATILAL (1999, Chapters 2–3).
259
RATNACANDRA (1988 I: 270 f., 268), GHATAGE (2001 II: 454, 461).
260
PaòòU 82: addhâ kâlo so divaso rabhî vâ, jo tam-missiyaô kareti, paraô turiyâveôto
divasato bhaòati-uþþhehi rattî jâyatti, esâ addhâ-missiyâ, tasseva divasassa râtîe vâ ega-padeso
addhâddhâ, taô paðhama-porisi-kâle taheva turiyaôto majjhaòhî-bhûtaô bhaòatassa
addhâddha-missiyâ. PaòòÞ1 259a: [9] tathâ addhâ—kâlaÿ, sa cêha prastâvât divaso râtrir vâ
parigåhyate, sa miœrito yayâ sâddhâ-miœritâ, yathâ kaœcit kaœcana tvarayan divase varttamâna eva
vadati—uttišþha râtrir yâtêti, râtrau vâ varttamânâyâm uttišþhôdgataÿ sûrya iti, [10] tathâ
divasasya râtrer vâ ekadeœo ’ddhâddhâ sâ miœritâ yayâ sâ addhâddhâ-miœritâ, yathâ prathamapaurušyâm eva varttamânâyâô kaœcit kañcana tvarayan evaô vadati—cala madhyâhnî-bhûtaô iti.
261
HABERMAS (1981: 97–117) / (1984–1987 II: 62–76), and others, showed that semantic
content of normative sentences can be transformed into propositional sentences while the reverse
is not always possible.
262
DVS 7.6–10:
tamhâ gacchâmo, vakkhâmo, amugaô vâ òe bhavissaî /
ahaô vâ òaô karissâmi, eso vâ òaô karissaî // 6 //
evamâî u jâ bhâsâ esa-kâlammi saókiyâ /
saôpayâîyam aþþhe vâ taô pi dhîro vivajjae // 7 //
aîyammi ya kâlammî paccuppannam aòâgae /
jamaþþhaô tu na jâòejjâ “evameyaô” ti no vae // 8 //
aîyammi ya kâlammi paccuppannam aòâgae /
jattha saókâ bhave taô tu “evameyaô” ti no vae // 9 //
aîyammi ya kâlammi paccuppannam aòâgae /
nissaókiyaô bhave jaô tu “evameyaô” ti niddise // 10 //
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Somadeva, in his Yaœas-tilaka of 959 CE (YT, p. 349–350), mentions a similar
example of a statement which is on the whole true but to some extent false, that is,
when someone ‘after promising to give something at the end of a fortnight, gives it
after a month or a year’ (HANDIQUI (1968: 265)). He also mentions the statement
‘he cooks food or weaves clothes’ as one which is to some extent true but on the
whole false because ‘properly speaking, one cooks rice etc. and weaves yarn’. A
different example of mixed speech, mentioned in Viy 18.7.1 (749a), are utterances
of someone who is possessed. The fact that this case, referring to an existentially
mixed psycho-physical state rather than to semantic ambiguity, cannot be easily
fitted into any of the ten categories illustrates that the list is not exhaustive. From
other viewpoints, the examples may also fit the categories of the other lists.
All of the ten enumerated modalities seem to refer to utterances in which the universal and the particular, or modalities of time, quantifiers, or other categories,263 are
mixed up in an indiscriminate and hence ambiguous way.264 Though the mistakes
discussed in the texts seem to be primarily based on indiscriminate cognition, producing objectionable uncertainty (cf. Âyâr 2.4.1–2), the ten categories are very broad and
can cover a great variety of motives, logical and semantic conundrums, such as vagueness or paradoxes, and linguistic forms and discursive strategies, such as off-record
uses of metaphor, similes, veiled speech and politeness, which Brown and Levinson
have analysed as popular forms for saying one thing and meaning another.265 These
phenomena deserve more detailed analysis in future studies. For the purpose of this
essay, a few comparative notes on the implications of the findings for the question of
the stance of Jain philosophy on the law of non-contradiction must suffice.
For PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1989: 3), ‘admission or insistence, that some statement is
both true and false, in a context where not everything is accepted or some things are
rejected, is a sure sign of a paraconsistent approach—in fact a dialethic approach’,
i.e. the assumption that ‘the world is inconsistent’. The Greek word dialetheia (two-

263

See the mixed true-false utterance ‘The god of the sky’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.12–13) and similar examples of mislabelling discussed in footnote 293.
264
In symbolic logic such problems are discussed under the labels such as ‘no-item thesis’,
‘misleading form thesis’, ‘truth value gap thesis’, and ‘new truth-value thesis’ (HAACK (1974: 47 ff.)).
According to PRIEST (1987) the single rationale underlying the theory of different types of truth value
gaps, derived from the correspondence theory of truth, is that ‘for certain sentences, a there is no Fact
which makes a true, neither is there a Fact which makes ¬a true’, which are to be distinguished from
dialetheia, or true contradictions such that both statement A and its negation, ¬A, are true. In his view,
the argument fails, because ‘if there is no Fact which makes a true, there is a Fact which makes ¬a
true, viz. the Fact that there is no Fact which makes a true’ (PRIEST (1987: 54)).
265
See for instance BALBIR (1987: 9) and DUNDAS (1996: 62).
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way truth) refers to a true contradiction facing both truth and falsity.266 PRIEST–
ROUTLEY (1983: 17) were the first to point out parallels between Jaina logic and
modern discussive logic, but argue, like most logicians before them, that Jain perspectivism is predicated on the rejection of the law of contradiction.267 However,
GANERI (2002: 274) demonstrated in his re-construction of the assumptions underlying the method of seven-fold predication (sapta-bhaógî), based on an extension of
discussive logic via modalised many-valued truth-tables, that Jain logic ‘does not
involve any radical departure from classical logic … The underlying logic within
each standpoint is classical, and it is further assumed that each standpoint or participant is internally consistent.’ The findings of BALCEROWICZ (2003: 64) on the contextual logic of the seven nayas concur with this general conclusion. Both authors
show that Jain logic is context-sensitive and a quasi-functional system.
To syâd-vâda and anekânta-vâda the Jain catuš-koþi of the modes of speech can be
added, as another example of ‘Jain logic’ which clearly operates within the confines of
the law of non-contradiction, and does not need to be interpreted as a form of scepticism, nor of syncretism predicated on the notion of a total truth integration of all viewpoints, as MATILAL (1981) argues. Our brief glance at the Jain interpretation of the
third mode of the so-called ‘four-valued logic’ of the catuš-koþi, applied to language
usage, that is, the explicit exclusion of the values ‘false’ and ‘both true and false’,
showed that ‘Jain logic’ does not ‘flatly deny’268 the law of non-contradiction. The
examples in Jain scriptures for modes of speech which are both-true-and-false, and
their explicit rejection, demonstrate, on the contrary, that Jain philosophy is unequivocally opposed to violations of the law of non-contradiction. This conclusion is also
borne out by the Jain analysis of the temporal aspects of action (Viy 1.1.1=13a,
9.33.2d = 484a), which explicitly denies the possibility that an action that is being
performed is not equal to the completed action, as the heretic Jamâli held (‘has the bed
been made or is it being made’). The question of the identity of an action in time has
important consequence for the evaluation of karmic consequences, also of speech-acts.

266

PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1983: 14) cite Stoic and other authors from Greek antiquity defending
this view.
267
‘In this respect the Jains anticipate contemporary discussive logic, initiated by Jaœkowski,
and they may similarly be interpreted in terms of integration of different worlds, or positions,
reflecting partial truth … Naturally such a theory risks trivialisation unless some (cogent) restrictions are imposed on the parties admitted as having obtained partial truth—restrictions of a type
that might well be applied to block amalgamation leading to violations of Non-Contradiction.
Unlike the Jains, the Mâdhyamikas apparently affirmed the law of Contradiction. But this does
not prevent a certain unity of opposites, e.g. in the negative dialectic of Nâgârjuna, a concept, such as
Being, can become indistinguishable from its opposite, Non-Being’ (PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1983: 17)).
268
STCHERBATSKY (1958: 415), cited in PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1989: 16)).
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Contrary to PRIEST–ROUTLEY’s (1989) intuitions, it seems, the main technique of
argumentation used by Jain philosophers in all these cases resembles Aristotle’s refutation of Heraclitus and other ‘paraconsistent’ thinkers in ancient Greece:
‘Key parts of his analysis involved the use of time to avoid contradiction—instead of saying that a changing thing was both in a given state
and also not in that state, it was said that the thing was in that state at
time t1, but not in that state at a different time t2—and the theory of
potentiality—required to reunify these now temporarily isolated states
as parts of the one (and same) change. The appeal to different temporal
quantifiers illustrated the method of (alleged) equivocation used since
ancient times to avoid contradiction and reinforce consistency hypothesis; namely, where both A and A appear to hold, find a respect
or factor or difference r such that it can be said that A holds in respect
r1 and A in respect r2. It can then be said that a contradiction resulted
only by equivocation on respect or factor r. Often however the method
of alleged equivocation does not work in a convincing way, and it
breaks down in an irreparable way with the semantic paradoxes, as the
Megarians were the first to realize’ (PRIEST–ROUTLEY (1989: 8)).
Speech that is both-true-and-untrue is rejected in the Jain scriptures, because it
mixes aspects which can be discriminated, if necessary with the help of the method
of perspective variation in time. To what extent ancient Jain philosophers would
have agreed with Aristotle on this point is a question which can only be clearly answered in a separate study. It seems to me that the Jain theory of time is fundamental, also for Jain perspectivism.
(d) The most interesting of the four modes of speech (and cognition) is ‘speaking
neither truth nor untruth’ (asaccâ-mosâ). That is, speech to which the true / false
distinction is not applicable. Muni Nathmal (Âcârya Mahâprajña) characterised
asatyâ-måšâ language as vyavahâra-bhâšâ, or conventional speech (Þhâò 4.23,
Hindî commentary). Twelve types of the asatyâ-måšâ bhâšâ are distinguished in
Paòò 866 = Viy 10.3.3 (499b):269

269

LALWANI’s (1985 IV: 133 f.) rendition of Viy 10.3.34 reads as follows: ‘[Gautama speaks]
Bhante! There are twelve forms of language—address, order, prayer, question, advice, refusal,
consent, enquiry, conviction, confusion, distinct and indistinct. Now, when one says, I shall take
lodge, I shall lie, I shall stand, I shall sit, I shall stretch, do these forms conform to the fifth type
viz. advice, and it is correct to say that they are never false?—[Mahâvîra answers] Yes Gautama!
They conform to the fifth type and they are never false.’
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

âmantaòî <âmantraòî>
âòavaòî <âjñâpanî>
jâyaòî <yâcanâ>
pucchaòî <påcchanî>
paòòavaòî <prajñâpanî>
paccakkhâòî <pratyâkhyânî>
icchâòulomâ <icchânulomâ>
aòabhiggahiyâ <anabhigåhîtâ>
abhiggahiyâ <abhigåhîtâ>
saôsaya-karaòî <saôœaya-karaòî>
voyaðâ <vyâkåtâ>
avvoyaðâ <avyâkåtâ>

Address
Order
Request
Question
Communication
Renunciation
Consent
Unintelligible
Intelligible
Doubt-Creating
Explicit
Implicit

Nine of the twelve categories are also listed in MÂc 5.118–119. The categories 1–
7 are identical in both texts. Of the last five, only saôœaya (No. 10) is mentioned by
Vaþþakera, and a category labelled aòakkhara <anakšara>, ‘incomprehensible’,
which can be read as an equivalent of aòabhiggahiyâ <anabhigåhîtâ> (No. 8, maybe
also incorporating aspects of No. 12). 270
Speaking neither-truth-nor-untruth is interpreted by JACOBI (1884: 150 n. 2,
151)271 and MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 325 f.) as referring to injunctions. However, considering the great variety of listed speech acts (only the first three are injunctions), it
seems better to use AUSTIN’s (1962) term ‘performatives’, which are by definition
neither true nor false, to characterise the first seven terms.272 The last five terms
cover aspects which Grice discussed under the conversational maxims of relation
(‘relevance’) and manner (‘avoid obscurity’). In Austin’s terminology, addressing,

270

On articulated (akkhara-suya) evidence, composed of written and oral sources see
SCHUBRING (2000: § 74).
271
Âyâr 2.4.1.4 n., 2.4.1.7.
272
AUSTIN (1962) distinguishes between implicit and explicit, self-verifying, performatives. An
‘explicit performative sentence’, such as taking a vow, ‘indicates that the issuing of the utterance
is the performing of an action—it is not normally thought of as just saying something’ (AUSTIN
(1962: 6 f.))—this would be a ‘descriptive fallacy’ (AUSTIN (1962: 3)). ‘None of the utterances
cited is either true or false’ (AUSTIN (1962: 3)). ‘It is essential to realize that “true” and “false”,
like “free” and “unfree”, do not stand for anything simple at all; but only for a general dimension
of being a right or proper thing to say as opposed to a wrong thing, in these circumstances, to this
audience, for these purposes and with these intentions. … This doctrine is quite different from
much that the pragmatists have said, to the effect that the true is what works, &c. The truth or
falsity of a statement depends not merely on the meanings of words but on what act you were
performing in what circumstances’ (AUSTIN (1962: 144)). The problem of determining truth-values of performative utterances has been discussed, for example, by FAUCONNIER (1981: 182).
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ordering, requesting, and questioning etc. are all illocutionary acts. Questions,273
commands, and exclamations are not propositions, since they can not be asserted or
denied; that is, they are neither true nor false. Imperatives (directives), such as orders and requests, and regulatives (commissives), such as consenting and renouncing (promising, vowing etc.), through which the speaker commits him / herself to
perform certain actions in future, imply normative conditions which ought to be
fulfilled, but which are not fulfilled yet. In this sense, the propositional content is
also neither true nor false. Truth, and its opposite, falsity, are properties that belong
only to propositions. Propositions are statements that either assert or deny that
something is the case. Not all sentences are true or false, because not all sentences
make such claims. Commands, questions, and expressions of volition neither assert
nor deny that something is the case, and are, consequently, neither true nor false.
ARISTOTLE (PH 4) already noted that ‘every sentence is not a proposition; only such
are propositions as have in them either truth or falsity. Thus a prayer is a sentence, but
is neither true nor false.’ Problems related to the ontological and truth-functional status
of future events and the grammatical future were also discussed in Greek philosophy,
which may or may not have influenced Indian philosophy in this point.274 In De
Interpretatione (PH), ARISTOTLE offers the following solution to a paradox posed by
Diodoros Cronus as to the truth-value of the sentence ‘Will there be a sea battle tomorrow?’ Any definite answer (‘yes’ or ‘no’) to this indecidable question is presently
neither true nor false, but if in future one becomes true, then the other becomes false:
‘One of the two propositions in such instances must be true and the
other false, but we cannot say determinately that this or that is false,
but must leave the alternative undecided. One may indeed be more
likely to be true than the other, but it cannot be either actually true or
actually false. It is therefore plain that it is not necessary that of an affirmation and a denial one should be true and the other false. For in the
case of that which exists potentially, but not actually, the rule which
applies to that which exists actually does not hold good’ ( PH 9).
For Aristotle, as for the Jains, it is both unethical and factually wrong to assume
the future is determined, since actions evidently influence events. Although it is not
entirely clear what exactly Aristotle and the Jain author(s) had in mind, in both
cases the commitment to free will and to the logic of events overrules the logic of
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Þhâò 6.111 lists six types of question-contexts, not all of which can be categorised as neither-true-nor-false; e.g. vuggaha-paþþha <vyudgraha-praœna>, questioning an opponent.
274
On ambiguities created by the use of the future tense see also FAUCONNIER (1981: 180 f.),
and others.
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propositions. Generally, empirical facts can neither be proven true nor false by logical necessity: ‘Even if I say “It’s raining now” when the sun is shining, I have not
said something that is n e c e s s a r i l y false, just something that happens to be
false’ (HARNAD (1999: 1)).275 From a purely logical point of view, Bertrand
RUSSELL (1905) showed that all predicates with variables are not propositions to
which a truth value can be attached in an unambiguous way. Hence they are neither
true nor false. However, they can be transformed into propositions by replacing the
variable with a value or a quantifier.276 It is, of course, difficult to say to what extent
ancient Jain philosophers already shared certain intuitions with modern logicians.
The first seven categories, sometimes combined, cover most speech acts a Jain ascetic would conventionally use in contexts of monastic life; for instance taking
vows (paccakkhâòa), requesting permission (âpucchaòâ), ordering (âjñâ), confessing (âlocanâ), begging forgiveness (kšamâpaòâ) etc. Âmantaòî <âmantraòî>
speech or language, for instance, is ‘used for attracting somebody’s attention, a
vocative word or expression’ (GHATAGE (2003 III.2: 1001)), for instance ‘O Devadatta’.277 MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 325) gives the following examples of an address and an
order: ‘when a person wanting John to come near him says “O! John”‘ or ‘when a
person says to another person, “Go ahead”.’ However, not in all contexts are such
expressions neither-true-nor-false. Under certain circumstances, the first example may
represent or can be read as an ‘indirect’ or ‘implicit performative’ speech act clad in
form of an address, and it could be argued that, in certain contexts, the second example
does not correspond to the prescription in Âyâr 2.4 for mendicants to avoid pragmatic
interventions.
The last five terms of the list are of a different nature. The term aòabhiggahiyâ
<anabhigåhîtâ> refers to ‘unintelligible or incomprehensible speech’ (RATNACANDRA (1988 I: 156)), which is either ‘irrelevant’ (DELEU (1970: 169)) or / and ‘unacceptable’ (GHATAGE (1996 I: 237)), but neither-true-nor-false. Its antonym,
abhiggahammi boddhavvâ, intelligible instruction, refers to ‘clear and intelligible
275
HAACK (1974: 58 f., 73–90) criticises the ‘modal fallacy’ in Aristotle’s argument on future
contingents, but accepts it as valid if interpreted as a truth value gap theory.
276
See further STRAWSON (1950) and the ensuing debate, on which see also HORN (1985),
(2001: 362 ff.), and others.
277
PaòòU 82 f.: “âmantaòî” ity-âdi, he deva iti âmantaòî, ešâ kilâpravarttaka-nivarttakatvât
satyâdi bhâšâ-traya-lakšaòa-viyogataœ câsatyâmåšêti, evaô sva-buddhayâ anyatrâpi bhâvanâ
kâryêti, kajje parassa pavattaòaô jahâ imaô karehitti âòavaòî, katthai vatthu-visesassa dehitti
maggaòaô jâyaòî, aviòòâyassa saôdiddhassa vâ atthassa jâòaòatthaô tad-abhijutta-codaòaô
pucchaòî, viòîyassa uvaeso jahâ—pâòavahâu òiyattâ havati dîhâuyâ arogâ ya emâdi paòòavaòî
paòòattâ vîyarâgehiô. PaòòÞ1 258b: “âmantaòi” iti tatra âmantraòî he devadatta ity-âdi, ešâ hi
prâg-ukta-satyâdi-bhâšâ-traya-lakšaòa-vikalatvân na satyâ nâpi måšâ nâpi satyâ-måšâ kevalaô
vyavahâra-mâtra-pravåtti-hetur ity asatyâ-måšâ.
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language’ (RATNACANDRA (1988 IV: 351)), which is ‘relevant’ and ‘acceptable’, and
neither-true-nor-false.278 Malayagiri’s commentary explains the difference between
irrelevant and relevant speech through the following example: ‘to the question
“What shall I do now?” the answer “Do as you like” is aòabhiggahiyâ, the answer
“Do this, do not that!” is abhiggahiyâ’ (DELEU (1970: 169)).279
It is not entirely clear why saôsaya-karaòî bhâsâ <saôœaya-karaòî bhâšâ>,
‘ambiguous language which causes doubt’ (RATNACANDRA (1988 IV: 570)), is regarded as neither-true-nor-false, and therefore permissible. It must be assumed that
only the use of strategically ambiguous messages for the purpose of creating
vairâgya-shocks is seen as legitimate, but not language which creates doubt about
Jainism in the minds of believers. He seems to follow Malayagiri (PaòòÞ), who
argued that from the niœcaya-naya not only satya-måšâ but also asatyâ-måšâ statements are false—‘if they are spoken with the intention of deceiving others’(
MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 346)). However, Viy 18.7.1 (749a) states that, by definition, the
speech of a Kevalin, because it is harmless, can only be true or neither-true-norfalse.280 The statement associates higher moral truth with this type of speech, which
can thus be compared with the ‘twilight-language’ (sandhâ-bhâšâ) of Tantric Buddhism, which is also characterised as neither-true-nor-false.281 According to OKUDA
(1975: 129), MÂc 119 explains saôsaya-vayaòî <saôœaya-vacana> as ‘speech
which expresses doubt’. But its commentator Vasunandin (11th–12th century) interprets this as ‘speech of children and old people’ as well as the sounds of (fivesensed) ‘roaring buffalos’ etc., which cause doubt as to their meaning, while the
Digambara authors Aparâjita and Âœâdhara and the Œvetâmbara Haribhadra commenting on DVS 7, read saôsaya-karaòî simply as ‘ambiguous speech’ (anekârthasâdhâraòâ). Haribhadra classifies speech of children as aòakkhara <anakšara>,
incomprehensible, which also figures as the ninth and last category listed in MÂc

278
PaòòÞ1 259a: abhigåhîtâ prati-niyatârthâvadhâraòaô, yathâ idam idânîô karttavyam
idaô nêti.
279
PaòòÞ1 259a: anabhigrahâ yatra na pratiniyatârthâvadhâraòaô, yathâ bahukâryešv
avasthitešu kaœcit kañcana påcchati—kim idânîô karomi?, sa prâha—yat pratibhâsate tat kurv iti.
See SPERBER–WILSON’s (1986) arguments for considering ‘relevance’ as the key to communication and cognition.
280
DELEU (1970: 241).
281
Jambûvijaya’s edition of the Þhâò 4.23 (238) contains the following commentary of
Jinabhadra’s Viœešâvaœyaka-bhâšâ (VÂBh) 376–7: aòahigaya jâ tîsu vi saddo cciya kevalo
asacca-musa.
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119, which Vasunandin reserves for expressions of animals of two-four senses, and
for sounds created by snipping fingers etc. (OKUDA (1975: 129)).282
Vyâkåtâ bhâšâ refers to clear distinct speech with explicit unambiguous meaning
(RATNACANDRA (1988 IV: 511)).283 There is no example given by the commentaries for distinct speech which is neither-true-nor-untrue. Avyâkåtâ-bhâšâ>, refers to
indistinct involuted or poetic speech consisting of obscure or unintelligible words
‘with deep and profound meaning’ (RATNACANDRA (1988 IV: 445), cf. GHATAGE
(2001 II: 800)).284 Mantras or sûtras may be fitting examples. The fact that the
Mûlâcâra does not mention these two categories reinforces the suspicion that they
are redundant, and overlapping with the category of incomprehensible language.
The most interesting case is pannavaòî-bhâsâ <prajñâpanî-bhâšâ>, explanation,
the generic term which Mahâvîra himself employs in the scriptures285 to designate
his discourse, which also gives the Pannavaòâ-suttaô its name. Like all descriptions of speech acts, pannavaòî is a somewhat ambiguous term, because it refers
both to the illocutionary act, locutionary content, and perlocutionary effect of proclaiming something. This ambiguity is reflected in different translations of the word.
SCHUBRING (2000: 158, § 69) and DELEU (1970: 169) translate pannavaòî as
‘communication’ (Mitteilung). According to SCHUBRING (2000: 157 f., § 69), the
examples for ‘communication’ given in Viy 10.3.3 (499b) = Paòò 866, ‘We want to
[wollen] lie down’ (âsaissâmo) etc., refer to ‘expressions of an intention’ (to do
something). However, DELEU (1970: 169) and LALWANI (1985: 133) translate
âsaissâmo <âœayišyâmaÿ> as ‘we will lie down’ and ‘we shall lie down’ respec-

282

PaòòÞ1 259a: saôœaya-karaòî yâ vâk anekârthâbhidhâyitayâ parasya saôœayam utpâdayati,
yathâ saindhavamânîyatâm ity atra saindhava-œabdo lavaòa-vastra-purušavâjišu. SCHUBRING (2000:
157 f., § 74): ‘All animals with two to four senses and beings with five senses express themselves in
the neither true nor wrong way, but the latter will employ the first three modes just as well (Pannav.
260a) provided they have learnt to do so or carry along with them a higher ability.’
283
PaòòÞ1 259a: vyâkåtâ yâ prakaþârthâ.
284
PaòòÞ1 259a: avyâkåtâ atigambhîra-œabdârthâ avyaktâkšara-prayuktâ vâ avibhâvitârthâtvât.
285
The Pâli equivalents of pannavaòâ and pannatta are paññâpana, paññatta (MÂLVAÒIYÂ
(1971: 212)). The word pannatti <prajñapti>, teaching, information, instruction, is frequently used
in the canon, for instance at Viy 2.1.90, or Viy 16.6 (709b) where the verbs pannaveti parûveti
<prajñâpayati prarûpayati> are used in to describe Mahâvîra’s preaching activity. Hence, his
teachings are called pannavaòâ <prajñâpana>, exposition, or parûvaòa <prarûpana>, explanation
(AòD 51, MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 210)). The ‘proclamations’ (Kundmachung) or preachings of the
unattached ones are also called niggantha pâvayaòa/ pavayaòa <nirgrantha pravacana> in Viy
2.5.5 (134b), 20.8.5 (792b) and Þhâò 176a. See SCHUBRING (2000: 73, § 37).
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tively, that is, as the description of a future action or state.286 MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971:
211), who points to kindred views in the Pâli text Puggala-paññatti, prefers the
word ‘describing’ as a translation of pannavaòî which he renders as ‘speech that
intends to describe a thing’. In this, he follows the 13th century commentary of
Âcârya Malayagiri who stated that pannavaòî ‘means the speech that intends to
describe the thing (or event) [as it is]’.287 It is a form of asaccâ-mosâ speech, ‘a
speech which has nothing to do with norm (validity or invalidity) but which only
describes the thing (or event)’: ‘To be more explicit, the speech which has nothing
to do with religious dos and do-nots but which simply describes the thing is called
Prajñâpanî.’288 MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 212) cites the example quoted by the commentator Malayagiri’s Prajñâpanâ-þîkâ, ‘Those who refrain from killing living beings
live long and enjoy good health (in the next birth)’,289 and notes: ‘The gâthâ in point
contains no command “do not kill” but simply describes the fact that those who do
not kill live long and remain healthy.’ Such speech ‘has nothing to do with religious
dos and do-nots’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 211)). Hence, it should be distinguished from
implicit performative speech. But, of course, it may be interpreted as such by a listener who infers an ‘ought’ from the ‘is’. MONIER-WILLIAMS’ (1986: 659) SanskritEnglish Dictionary translates the causative prajñâpana as ‘statement, assertion’.
286

DELEU (1970: 169) writes: ‘âsaissâmo is âœayišyâmaÿ, not, as Abhay. says, âœrayišyâmaÿ.’
According to the rules of speech in Âyâr 2.4.1.5 and DVS 7.8–10 one should avoid such a statement if one cannot be entirely sure.
287
PaòòÞ 249b: yathâvasthitârthâbhidhânâd iyaô prajñâpanî, in MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 211, cf.
346).
288
Contrary to MÂLVAÒIYÂ’s (1971: 211) view that asatya-måšâ speech ‘has nothing to do
with norm’ it is obvious that by referring to situations that ought to be both imperatives, commissives (vows), and declaratives imply normative conditions, even if used by an enlightened being.
Only assertives attempt to represent situations as they are. Searle showed that from the hearer’s
perspective even literal speech implies a contextual horizon to be intelligible (HABERMAS (1980:
452) / (1984–1987 I: 337)). According to Paòò 246b, asatyâ-måšâ speech signifies not only
ohâraòî <avadhâraòî> or determinative expressions such as ‘I believe’ or ‘I think’, but all attempts to communicate transcendental truth through descriptive (prajñâpanî) speech, which is
assumed to be context-free and thus by definition neither-true-nor-false (satyâ-måšâ). The Paòò
accounts for the use of certain classificatory terms and words which express universals (e.g. masculine, feminine, neuter) without clearly specifying their contextual range of meaning. Imperatives
such as ‘go ahead’ belong to this category too. For instance, we may ‘order a person of any gender
and this person may or may not carry out orders. … This âjñâpanî (imperative) speech too could
not be held as false. It should be regarded as a case of prajñâpanî speech’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971:
326)).
289
PaòòÞ1 249b:
pâòivahâu niyattâ havaôti dîhâuyâ arogâ ya /
emâî paòòattâ paòòavaòî vîyarâgehiô //
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LALWANI (1985 IV: 133) apparently follows the Illustrated Ardhamâgadhî Dictionary of RATNACANDRA (1988 III: 443), based on Malayagiri, in using the word
‘advice’ (upadeœa).290 What is probably meant by the term pannavaòî is that from
the conventional point if view, which underlies the Jain ‘catuš-koþi’ of language
usage, the testimony of an authoritative person is neither true nor untrue, because its
meaning may be incomprehensible for a hearer, similarly to unintelligible utterances
of non-enlightened creatures. With imperatives and addresses expressing universal
truths or ideals has in common that no referent exists in re at a given place and point
of time (as for instance in Malayagiri’s example which should not be read as a prediction relating to a specific individual). The multidimensional implications of a
general statement or rule such as this cannot be understood entirely in an instant, as
WITTGENSTEIN (1953: 53–55, § 138–40) noted in his remarks on the relation between meaning and use of a word (WITTGENSTEIN (1953: 190 ff., § 138 f.)). Moreover, the example given by the commentaries concerning the necessary link between
non-violence and health cannot be proved or disproved from a conventional perspective. It must be accepted on the basis of the authority of the speaker. Interestingly enough, the two truth theory is not invoked by the commentaries in defence of
the concept of transcendental speech, being neither-true-nor-false, in spite of its
capability to immunise any statement against criticism. 291
Paòò 832–857 gives another example for speech which is neither-true-nor-false by
discussing the question of the ‘congruity of grammatical and natural gender and number’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 158, § 74)). It argues that words such as go, cow, which express (genderless) universals but are employed in masculine singular, are not false or
both-true-and-false, say, with regard to female cows, but neither-true-nor-false. The
same applies to imperatives (âjñâpanî), since ‘we may order a person of any gender
and this person may or may not carry out our orders’ (MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 326)).292
The last of the four variants of ohâraòî-bhâsâ <avadhâraòî-bhâšâ>, or determinate speech, is another example of speech which is neither-true-nor-false. Reflexive
290
Uttar 28.16 ff. lists amongst the ten sources of right insight (samyag-darœana) communications such as upadeœa, instruction, âjñâ, command, bîja, seed (suggestion), as well as abhigama,
comprehension of the sacred scriptures, and vistâra, complete course of study (including proofs,
pramâòa, and perspectives, naya): nisagguvaesa-ruî, âòâ-ruî sutta-bîya-rui-meva / abhigamavitthâra-ruî, kiriyâ-saôkheva-dhamma-ruî // .
291
Cf. MURTI (1955: 129) on transcendental language which expresses truth which is beyond
language; and GANERI (2002: 271) on the non-assertible (inexpressible) in classical Jain sevenvalued logic (sapta-bhaógî), which may be conceptually related to incomprehensible speech.
292
This example could be interpreted as an early version of the ‘misleading form thesis’
addressed by RUSSELL (1905) and others. See HAACK (1974: 53–55). By contrast, the example
‘Devadatta, give me the cow’, mentioned by GLASENAPP (1915: 46), is neither-true-nor-untrue as a
simple performative.
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expressions such as ‘I believe’ or ‘I think’ are said to be capable of expressing any
of the four modes of speech, depending on whether they serve religion (ârâhiya
<ârâdhita>), in which case they are true by definition, harm religion (virâhiya
<virâdhita>), in which case they are false, both serve and harm religion, in which
case they are true-as-well-as-false, or whether they do neither, in which case they
are neither-true-nor-false (Paòò 830–831 [246b]).293
The examples show that in the Jain philosophy of speech pragmatic efficacy, that
is, non-violence, supersedes propositional truth:294
‘It goes with the sphere of ethics that all four modes of speech, and
consequently the mode of wrong speech as well, are admitted, provided they are employed in a pious way of mind (âuttaô =samyak),
while even true speech coming from a sinner’s mouth will count for
nothing (Pannav. 268a)’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 158, § 74).
Conversely, as mentioned before, ‘a mode of speech springing from emotion is by
itself understood as mosâ’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 157, § 74)). In other words, the
speaker’s beliefs, attitudes or intentions (if not his / her Being), and the specific pragmatic context is decisive, not the words themselves, or the propositional meaning.
Arguments relating to the ‘higher truth’ of morality based on similar considerations.
HANDIQUI (1968: 266) notes that the 10th century Digambara âcârya Somadeva
is more concerned with ethics than with propositional truth:
‘Somadeva appears in certain circumstances to attach greater importance to self-preservation and philanthropic considerations than to
speaking the truth. He opines that the truth must not be spoken if it is
likely to endanger others and bring inevitable ruin to oneself.’
Another example of this attitude is given by the Œvetâmbara Âcârya Hemacandra
who, in his 12th century Yoga-œâstra (YŒ 2.61) and self-commentary, narrates that
the sage Kauœika, who was famous for speaking the truth, ‘went to hell because
accurate information given by him led to the capture and killing of a band of robbers’ (cited by HANDIQUI (1968: 266 n. 4)):
‘On the other hand (api), even though a statement may be true, it
should not be spoken if it causes affliction to others [This is] because,

293
294

Cf. SCHUBRING (2000: 158, § 74), MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 325 f.)).
Cf. CAILLAT (1975: 80), QVARNSTRÖM (2002: 41 n. 4).
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even if it is accepted [by all the people] in the world, Kauœika was sent
to hell [on account of making such a statement]’ (YŒ 2.61). 295
The explanations of the four modes of speech in canonical Jain literature and its
medieval Sanskrit commentaries show that they are conceived as meta-rules, on a
level of abstraction comparable to the discourse ethics of universal pragmatics,
while the sub-categories and examples correspond to the level of empirical semantics and pragmatics. The levels of abstraction of the lists of examples in the commentaries vary, since the Jain lists are relatively unsystematic, although some may
have been intended as scholastic devices for cumulative indexication qua fixed
analytical perspectives. From the point of view of comparative analytical philosophy, some examples could serve as illustrations for one or other of the conversational postulates à la Grice (‘be relevant’ etc.), Searle, or Habermas, while others
can be related to the modern logical investigations of vagueness, category mistakes,
quantifiers, or modalities of time in particular. In contrast to modern intentionalist
semantics, Jain philosophers of language analyse examples of fundamental types of
speech rarely with reference to the intention of the speaker, but prefer an objective
or listener’s standpoint. That is, they investigate the structure of the utterance as a
whole, from the de-contextualised point of view of the four combinations of the
basic true / false distinction, seen from the perspective of discourse ethics. The same
perspective is preferred by universal pragmatics.
We can conclude from this brief discussion of the explanations of the four modes
of speech in the Œvetâmbara canon and commentaries that the rules of Jain discourse
are less concerned with referential truth than with the pragmatics of speech;296 in
particular with the expression of the ‘higher truth’ of religious insight gained
through direct self-experience, and speaking in accordance with the ethics of nonviolence. Yet, it would be a mistake to assume that truth in Jain discourse is always
defined as an aspect of objective illocutionary force, depending on the form of the
utterance and the intentional state of a speaker alone, without the need to be backed
up by argument in processes of critical inquiry. The primacy of pragmatic ethical
and moral considerations, considered from a monological perspective, makes the
Jain theory of speech in many ways akin to Habermas’ theory of communicative
action. The analysis of the implications of the Jain maxim of truth for language
usage show that it combines as it were the validity claims two, three and four:
295

For discussion of the ethical implications of this dilemma, for instance in terms of appropriateness, see for instance GERT (1973), HARE (1981), WELLMER (1986: 26 ff.), and HABERMAS
(1991: 170).
296
GANERI (2002: 277) shows that the sapta-bhaógî is also ‘not strictly truth-functional’, but
suggests a solution to this problem.
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propositional truth, normative rightness, and expressive truthfulness. Despite the
primacy of non-violence and sincerity of expression, there are numerous examples
for rules concerning referential truth, the ideal of univocal or straight (åju) speech,
and the avoidance of deception, especially Âyâr 2.4.1.1, Âyâr 2.4.2.19, and DVS
8.46.297 Such rules of avoidance of false representations (including false references
297

Interestingly, some œlokas are similar to the last of Grice’s quality maxims: ‘Do not say that for
which you lack adequate evidence’, which invokes questions of referential truth and of the relationship between representational and expressive functions of language. The definition of the concept
truth and falsehood, or of aspects thereof, is a notoriously difficult problem for modern science and
philosophy, whose discourse is constituted by this fundamental distinction according to FOUCAULT
(1981) and LUHMANN (1990). It is therefore interesting to see how the Jains tackle this issue, which is
one of their foremost concerns. There is a note by LALWANI added to DVS2 4.12 which identifies
three types of falsehood: ‘(i) to deny what is, (ii) to establish what is not, and (iii) to alter the meaning’. They can be illustrated by the following examples:
(i) Jains are epistemic realists. Hence, it is not surprising that there are explicit statements defending the ideal of objective truth in the scriptures, as opposed to mere appearance, opinion,
or consensus. The following passage stresses the necessity for ascetics to use their faculty of
judgement to discover the truth of a given phenomenon, and not to be deceived by false appearances: ‘Employing their judgment, they should know something for certain and something for uncertain: (1) Having received food or not having received food, having eaten it or
not having eaten it, has come or has not come, comes or does not come, will come or will nor
come’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.1–2). This orientation toward the world, predicated on a realistic analysis
of the modalities of time, is diametrically opposed to Brâhmaòism and Vedântic concepts
such as mâyâ etc. This is evident in the following passage, which implicitly criticises the confusion of natural phenomena with illusory imagery of divine agency: ‘A monk should not
say: “The god of the sky! the god of the thunderstorm! the god of lightning! the god who begins to rain! the god who ceases to rain! may rain fall or may it not fall! may the crops grow
or may they not grow! may the night wane or may it not wane! may the sun rise or may it not
rise! may the king conquer or may he not conquer!” They should not use such speech. … But
knowing the nature of things, he should say: “the air; the follower of Guhya; a cloud has
gathered or come down; the cloud has rained”’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.12–13).
(ii) False appearance and deception should be avoided by all means: ‘A muni speaks of appearance, ignoring the truth, encounters a sin. Then what to speak of one who indulges in
whole untruth [Note by LALWANI: When a woman is dressed as a man and if she be called
a man, it is a falsehood, though in her dress she appears like a man …].’ (DVS2 7.5, cf.
Âyâr 2.4.1.3). Ways of ‘establishing what is not’, such as vague promises and speculation,
are also seen indiscriminate or deceptive utterances, because of the confusion of past, present, and future. Language which may create doubt (‘maybe or not’) has to be avoided by
all means: ‘When one knows not true implication, in the context of the present, past, and
future, says not one, “surely it’s like this”. When one is in doubt about implication, in the
context of the present, past and future, says not one, “surely it’s like this”. “Surely it’s
so”,—says one when one has not an iota of doubt of implication about the present, the
past and future’ (DVS2 7.8–10, cf. DVS2 7.6–7, Âyâr 2.4.1.5). It is remarkable, that early
Jainism already insists on the correct use of temporal modalities, which must be related to
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to past, present and future) and non-deceptive speech etc., can be understood as
expressions of a pragmatic anti-illusionist (anti-Brâhmaòic) realism, that is, as antideception strategies. From the perspective of politeness theory, one could add that the
underlying cognitive realism does not only serve as a strategy of self-protection, as
WILLIAMS (1983: xix) argues, but also to calculate the karmic consequences of speech
acts, and functional demands on social inferiors, who (have to) read and fulfil the
pragmatic implications of intentionally ambiguous statements of social superiors.
Relation
The Gricean maxim of relation, concerning the relevance of a statement, is generally determined by the ‘purpose of the talk exchange’ as already stressed by the cooperative principle, of which it is but a mode298 (and therefore absent in Habermas’
scheme).299 The principle of relevance is vital for the selection of appropriate contextual references of both utterances and standpoints of interpretation. In religious
discourses, the implicit limitations inscribed in the semantic structure of the ideological system, enforced by a system of related institutional and social sanctions,
play an important role in the discrimination of relevant contextual references.300
the philosophy of transmigration, but also with the critique of the Brâhmaòic sacred-word
theory: ‘speech exists only the moment when being spoken’ (SCHUBRING (2000: 149,
§ 68). The practical value of all the cited examples is the same: reducing illusory appearances to their ‘real’ content.
(iii) There are no further maxims concerning ‘changing the meaning’ in the texts on the ways
of speaking. Effectively, however, Jain narrative literature is based on a method of
‘changing the meaning’ of Indian folklore (HERTEL (1922)). The combined systematicity
and context-sensitivity of Jain rules and regulations is particularly obvious in the following statement of the Digambara author Vasunandin’s (1100 CE) Œrâvakâcâra 209, which
propagates not only the ‘abstention from untruth spoken out of passion or hate’ but ‘from
truth too, if it provokes the destruction of a living being’ (cited in WILLIAMS (1983: 78)).
This and similar examples illustrate how the hierarchically superior principle of ahiôsâ
supersedes the maxim of truthfulness in cases of rule-contradiction. Cf. MÂLVAÒIYÂ
(1971: 325) on the role of the (situational) conditions of truthfulness in the Pannavaòâ.
298
Amåtacandra’s commentary on the Samaya-sâra (supra p. 147) states this implication openly.
Similar references can be found with regard to public debates at the royal court etc. Cf. ÂyârD 4.2.
299
HABERMAS (1980: 418) / (1984 I: 312) remarks that it is hard to establish the universality of
this maxim.
300
Œrîmad Râjacandra’s rules of speech recommend avoiding controversial religious themes:
‘1. While you are talking of one thing, you may not, unless it is absolutely unavoidable, bring in
another thing. 2. Listen attentively to what the other is saying. 3. You should answer it patiently
and with a sense or propriety. 4. Only such words be uttered as do not involve you either in selfpraise or self-abasement. 5. For the time being, the less you talk of religion the better. 6. Do not
involve yourself with others on issues pertaining to religion” (in MEHTA (1991: 72)).
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I have argued elsewhere,301 that the ethical ‘code’ of ahiôsâ / hiôsâ forces limitations and therefore an attitude of reflective distance onto those individuals who observe themselves self-referentially with the help of this semantic differential. Cognitive
distance, in turn, generates the potential of a selective, discriminating relationship
towards the world, i.e. it allows for choice, by presupposing the perceptibility of potentialities, the modalisation of perception, which—as we have seen—is generated
through the practices of meditative introversion and perspective alteration.
In other words, the ways in which contextually relevant references are selected are
negatively determined, and channelled, by Jain values and rules, given that they de
facto orientate practice. Through its in-built directionality, the dominant ethical
code of Jainism (ahiôsâ / hiôsâ) regulates pragmatic choices in everyday life, to the
extent of the religious commitment and power of judgement of the user. Conversely,
any semantically coded generalised strategy of selective choice implies corresponding processes of exclusion of non-relevant references, which form the complementary horizon of the unsaid and the unspeakable of legitimate religious experience. The discriminative functions of implied references to background knowledge
and pragmatic conditions of fulfilment of religious claims, can be socially exploited
through the off-record strategies of ‘presupposition, hint, give associative clues’
etc., which are associated with the Gricean maxim of relation. Precisely these qualities are associated with the proverbial South Asian ability both to tolerate and to
ignore, which HACKER (1985) called ‘inclusivism’.
Manner
The last maxim is explicitly concerned with the phenomenon of intentional multivocal speech, stressing the necessity of grammatically correct and unambiguous
speech. The correlates of this maxim are held in great esteem by the Jains. The Âyâr
refers several times to the necessity of using clear language:
‘Well considering (what one is to say), speaking with precision, one
should employ language in moderation and restraint: the singular,
dual, plural; feminine, masculine, neuter gender; praise, blame, praise
mixed with blame, blame mixed with praise; past, present, or future
(tenses), the first and second, or third person’ (Âyâr 2.4.1.3).302
Not only referential truth, relevance, and the syntactically correct use of words is
discussed in such contexts (cf. DVS 8.49), but also the orientation towards the intended effect of (religious) speech on the hearer. That is, not to create doubt, and
301
302

FLÜGEL (1993), (1995–6: 163–5) pace JAINI (1979: 312).
Cf. Âyâr 2.4.1.7, 2.4.2.19. See also Þhâò 10.96 etc.
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lack of clarity (DVS 7.4). Manner can be interpreted as a combination of the validity
claims of truth and sincerity with the condition of grammatical comprehensibility.
Such features are usually considered in conjunction with other aspects of ideal
speech acts, such as key, tone, spirit or style.303 Grammar is not singled out in the
Jain equivalent of the manner-maxim and privileged over other aspects of communicative competence, as it is in modern linguistics, but presented together with other
rules of use, such as stylistic rules of performance.
Jain ascetic rules of manner directly address the problem of implicit meaning, and
the necessity to avoid the (manner related) off-record politeness strategies of
‘vagueness, ambiguity, over generalization, or incompleteness’ (BROWN–LEVINSON
(1978: 230 f.)). The clauses stating that both politeness (Âyâr 2.4.2.3–6) and speech
which might harm (Âyâr 2.4.2.1–2) is to be avoided at all costs, however, forces the
exclusion of a wide range of topics onto the performer of ‘pure speech’. This is what
makes Jain doctrinal texts often so dry—most of the ‘juicy bits’ are ‘potentialised’,
left out, remain unsaid, although they are implicitly presupposed. In fact this is the
area, where the ‘rhetoric’ of silence is, as it were, forced upon the Jain ascetic, who
has to select words carefully, in order to steer between the need to communicate
with the world and the obligation to observe the principles of satya and ahiôsâ.
To briefly summarise the results of the comparison between the Jain rules of speech
with Habermas’ validity claims and the Gricean postulates, it is apparent that for all of
the universal pragmatic principles and conversational postulates there are functional
equivalences amongst the Jain principles and rules of speech, which are by no means
‘primitive’ and ‘ill-assorted’, as for instance the philologist SCHUBRING (2000: 157,
§ 74) believed. Jain principles and rules of discourse are not mere examples of a culture-specific ‘particularistic ethics’, as LAIDLAW (1995: 14) argues, but form a
‘comparatively systematic code which is well-grounded in objective considerations’
(CAILLAT (1991: 14)).304 The Gricean maxims and the Jain rules of speech are similar,
though not identical. The norms of unequivocal and grammatically correct signification and transmission of information are fundamental for the Jain understanding of
proper language use, but not sufficient for an understanding of its primarily ethical
concerns, which overlap with Habermas’ theory of communicative action. The Jain
texts deliberately avoid defining certain words as ‘sacred’. However, for Jainism, too,
‘correct speech is of religious value’ (CAILLAT (1984: 71)) in so far as the foremost
303

Cf. HYMES (1972b: 62).
For an early universalistic ethical statement see the ‘very difficult passage’ JACOBI (1884:
31 n. 4) Âyâr 1.3.3.1 equating self and world: saôdhiô logassa jâòittâ. âyao bahiyâ pâsa. tamhâ
òa haôtâ òa vighâyae. All beings intend to live. Knowing the intention, one should not be nonvigilant. Consider all other beings as thyself. Therefore, you should not kill them yourself, nor get
them killed by others (ÂyârBh 3.51, p. 214).
304
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requirement for the realisation of Jain norms is restraint (negative politeness) in mind,
speech and action. The religious ideal of correct, truthful and non-violent manner of
speech is summarised in the following passage, already quoted above:
‘A monk or nun, putting aside wrath, pride, deceit, and greed, considering well, speaking with precision, what one has heard, not too quick,
with discrimination, should employ language in moderation and restraint’ (Âyâr 2.4.2.19).305
What is manifest in this statement is that the Jain maxims themselves address the
necessity of avoiding the violence and the consequential karmic results of ‘flouting’
the rules of proper speech by means of off-record strategies. At the same time,
negative politeness (especially conventional indirectness) is regarded as mandatory
for maintaining the vows of non-violence and truth in language usage. A different
matter altogether is the ‘salvific’ use of off-record strategies in contexts of religious
instruction which will be discussed below.
(Ad 3) In addition to the general principles and maxims of proper speech discussed
thus far, much space of the language related sections in the Âyâr and DSV is devoted
to experience-near examples and practical rules for selection of what to say and what
not to say in accordance with the satya-vrata. These regulations do not have the status
of general principles or maxims, but are derivatives of the latter, and provide generalised examples or schemata for the interpretation of certain types of situation. Generally
single utterances and types of speech-acts (strategies) are discussed in the manner of
modern analytical philosophy, often focusing on negative examples (asatya). The
respective passages are almost identical in both key texts (Âyâr 2.4.2.7–16 = DVS
7.22–35). They can be summarised as follows: First and foremost, one should avoid
interventions in worldly affairs, particularly those involving value-judgements, taking
sides, practical advice, or demands. Recommended speech-strategies are usually forms
of negative politeness, such as conventional indirectness, impersonalisation or nominalisation.306 Impersonalisation by way of transforming directives and commissives
305
Conversely: ‘[1.] The monks and nuns may not use the following six forbidden forms of
speech: lying, sneering, insult, coarse speaking, worldly speech, or speech renewing atoned matters. 2. There are six cases of idle talk about right conduct: of speaking rashly in relation to others,
of damaging living creatures, of untruthfulness, of forbidden appropriation, of a jade, a eunuch, or
a slave. Whoever uses those six kinds of idle talk, without being able to prove them fully, ranks as
one who has committed the transgression himself’ (KS 6.1).
306
Cf. BROWN–LEVINSON (1978: 134 ff.). In PaòòÞ folio 259 B cited by MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971:
212), and discussed earlier, the positive karmic consequences of not killing are expressed in this
way; avoiding commandments of the form ‘do not kill’ for example by saying: ‘Those who refrain
from killing living beings live long and enjoy good health (in the next birth).’
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into assertives, that is, a second-person performative perspective into a third-person
observer’s perspective, is the preferred method; evidently, because in this way
‘illocutionary force switches over into the propositional content and thereby loses, if
not its meaning, at least its force’ (HABERMAS (1993: 27)).307
For instance, one should not say ‘this should be done’, but ‘this is’. And one should
not speak about forbidden subjects, such as business-choices etc., at all. One should
not ask householders to do something, or ‘forecast’, or make promises to them (DVS2
7.46 f.; 51). Another example of depersonalisation and nominalisation is the
‘avoidance of harsh words’. That is, (false) accusations, abuse, and other varieties of
face-threatening acts, such as speaking about the other’s negative attributes (instead
one should select positive ones, without being polite) (Âyâr 2.4.2.1–11), or flattery,
compulsive requests and rejection.308 The most general strategy of nominalisation is
not to mention anything which might lead to violent acts:
‘In the same manner, a muni who is wise, Says not “This cow is fit for
being milked”, or “this ox is catigable” Or “capable of drawing a plough or
carrying a load” Or “of drawing a chariot”. (But if need be) Permissible is
the following vocabulary: “This is a milch cow’ “The ox is young” “The
bull is thick or short” Or “this is worthy of a chariot”‘ (DVS2 7.24–5).
By the same token, a mendicant is not to say ‘this is the murderer’ or ‘this is a thief’
if such a person enters the house in the night, because if s/he gives a warning, either
the thief or s/he him / herself might get killed, or ‘the householder will suspect the
ascetic … to be the thief’ (Âyâr 2.2.2.4). The reverse strategy is applied to past acts of
violence, as evident in the recommendation not to say ‘well done’ about an accomplished worldly task but always to stress the amount of unavoidable karman-producing
violence employed (Âyâr 2.4.2.3–6).309 The second generally recommended strategy is
thus to avoid references which might imply the potential for future acts of violence in
both worlds,310 and to condone past and present acts of violence, in order to stimulate
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See also AUSTIN (1962: 4) and BOURDIEU (1991a: 109) on disguising a performative utterance as a descriptive or constative statement. For somewhat different reasons, the counter-intuitive
nominal style is also preferred by scientists and philosophers, as JACOBI (1903) has shown with
regard to scientific Sanskrit.
308
SCHUBRING (2000: 308 f., § 176).
309
See WILLIAMS (1983: 71–8) for a discussion of the parallel rules of the œrâvakâcâras.
310
Umâsvâti’s Œrâvaka-prajñapti (ŒrPr) 264 says: ‘the aim of speech should be the intelligent
pursuit of what is best for both worlds and the avoidance of what may cause hurt to others or to
oneself or both’; and Kârttikeya defined satya as ‘the avoidance of harmful, harsh, cruel, or secret
speech and the use of balanced language that gives satisfaction to all living creatures and expresses the sacred truth’ (in WILLIAMS (1983: 77 f.)).
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acts of repentance. The latter is the only case of assertiveness which is explicitly demanded from an ascetic. In fact, a sermon is not considered to be asatya by Amåtacandra (c. 11th CE) and other medieval writers, even if unpleasing (apriya) (PASU 91–
101),311 in accordance with the general principle that determinate (avadhâraòî) speech
which enhances religion is true by definition.312 The determining factor in the Jain
literature on speech, rather than the semantics of words, is the non-violent function of
the utterance, not the intention of the speaker. Because this would amount to a general
absolution for the religious uses of symbolic violence.
There is only a fine line between unnecessary and necessary violent speech, however, especially in the satyâ-måšâ and asatyâ-måšâ modes. The avoidance of transgression requires great analytic skill (which explains why only senior ascetics are
permitted to conduct sermons). The statement quoted above, about the required
proper knowledge of ‘true implication in the context of past, present and future’
(Âyâr 2.4.1.5)313 is relevant here. An ascetic must be able to discriminate temporal
modalities so as to avoid and to repent acts of violence. The ability to distinguish
between modalities of time is also the general condition of strategic manipulation,
of one’s individual purity, for instance, or of others, and of the self-realisation of the
individual in the context of the hierarchical Brâhmaòical system, where ‘the temporal is intellectually subordinate to the spiritual and enclosed in it’ (DUMONT (1980:
196)).314 Temporal modalisation, in particular, enables a competent individual to
apprehend or create unequivocal speech, and strategic ways of instrumentalising
implicitly presupposed background knowledge.315 By means of the ideal standards
of on-recordness, and of non-violence, a competent Jain can discriminate truth and
falseness, and right and wrong,316 as well as explicit and implicit meaning, and its
facets of false judgement, unclear speech, ambiguity of meaning, and deceptive
purpose. The cultural specific conceptualisation of the ideal of clear, unambiguous
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Cf. WILLIAMS (1983: 78).
MÂLVAÒIYÂ (1971: 325).
313
Cf. DVS 7.8–10. See p. 179 ff.
314
Cf. JAINI (1979: 139, 145–7). CAILLAT (1991: 13) dismisses the ‘trival remarks’ on temporal modalisation as unimportant. However, Jains generally do not consider the ‘social functions’ of
speech acts, but only the karmic, ‘individual functions’. Hemacandra’s YŒ 2.53–64 describes the
consequences of asatya as follows: ‘A liar may have his tongue and an ear cut off, may be beaten
and imprisoned, treated with contumely, and deprived of his possessions. In another incarnation he
may be afflicted with dumbness, speech defects, and fetid breath’ (WILLIAMS (1983: 78)).
315
Cf. HABERMAS (1981: 400 ff.) / (1984 II: 267 ff.).
316
Cf. HARE (1972).
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speech generates also its opposite—an awareness of the implications of speech and
the option to exploit them through lies, deception and intentional multivocality. 317
Compliance with Jain rules of unequivocal, non-violent speech requires reflective
monitoring of speech and conscious analysis of conditions of acceptability. The
ability to discriminate between various modes of speech renders linguistic and social co-operation as problematic and therefore as manipulable. Rule-generated reflexivity also creates the cognitive potential for the strategic manipulation of social
meanings, for instance through the intentional construction of multivocal statements
(as it were an instrumentalisation of anekânta-vâda and syâd-vâda). The doctrinally
promoted distancing from the world, and the resulting apperception of the variability of perspectives and meanings, can be exploited in many ways—for salvific purposes or for personal gain. There are numerous instances of conscious flouting of
(Jain) maxims, for both purposes, for instance in Jain narrative literature. What distinguishes religious and worldly usage of language is, from the point of view of Jain
doctrine, only the effect, not the intention of the speaker, nor the words themselves.
The speaker has to construct the message from the objective viewpoint of its potential violent / non-violent function, not from a instrumental means-ends perspective.
In practice it is difficult to decide which intention prevails—speaker’s intention or
systemic intention (SEYFORT RUEGG). The Jains, too, have no other means for
judging sincerity of expression, or orientation towards objectivity, but previous
conduct. One has to investigate speech acts in context in order to understand the
selection and the specific strategic value of certain generalised pragmatic strategies
derived from general cultural value-orientations, and recurring functional imperatives. The analysis of isolated types of speech-acts has generally proved to be less
fruitful, because it only leads to the proliferation of examples.
(Ad 4) Jains have a keen interest in the actual functioning of their principles (of
speech) in particular contexts of speech and of action. Therefore they have added
not only meta-rules (concerning the actual observance of rules) but also contextual
examples (dåšþânta or udâharaòa) and regulations for specific situations to the general principles, maxims, and generalised strategies or types of speech. And here, too,
we can find the discussion of the role of social norms and institutionalised contexts
of language usage, which force a certain direction of interpretation and execution of
unsaid social intentions of the speaker upon the hearer. GUMPERZ (1995: 130 ff.)
coined the term ‘contextualisation conventions’ to analyse processes of negotiation
of implicit socio-cultural presuppositions of different ‘activity types’ defined by a
purpose or goal. In the opening stages of any conversation, he observed,
317
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‘contextualisation cues’ are exchanged to create a platform for co-operation by signalling contextually relevant presuppositions and preferences regarding norm selection. These relational signals ‘are inherently ambiguous, i.e. subject to multiple
interpretations’, and may or may not be accepted:
‘Conversational inference is thus not a matter of assigning truth values
to instances of talk. An inference is adequate if it is (a) reasonable
given the circumstances at hand, (b) confirmed by information conveyed at various levels of signalling, and (c) implicitly accepted in the
course of conversational negotiation’ (GUMPERZ (1995: 208)).
The rhetorical and practical significance of examples has been recognised in the
Jain scriptures from early on. Examples function as arguments in intersubjective
negotiations of situation definitions. Different types of examples are distinguished
for instance in Þhâò 4.499–503. At the same time, the texts reflect the awareness that
general principles and rules cannot be legitimised with reference to examples alone.
Þhâò 4.499 and 10.95 point to the common fault (âharaòa-tad-dosa <âharaòa-taddoša>) of using too many examples and quotes during a debate, and to faulty ways of
relating example (udÿaraòa) and rule, amongst other mistakes in the way of speaking.
From a monological observer’s perspective, four paradigmatic contexts of pragmatic
‘religious’ speech discussed in Jain scriptures have been distinguished in this essay.
They all concentrate on language usage of ascetics, as paradigms of Jain culture, and
presuppose established co-operation: (a) religious debates at royal courts, (b) public
sermons of leading ascetics, (c) informal communication of an ascetic with non-ascetics, and (d) communication between ascetics in the context of the monastic hierarchy. I
dealt with the third case thus far, and already discussed the implications of narratives
presented in public sermons elsewhere.318 For the purpose of the argument of this essay, it will suffice to briefly examine cases of hierarchical monastic communication
and of public debate to indicate the role of institutionalised normative expectations of
reading and fulfilling the social implications of formal language usage.
The discursive context which is most relevant for ascetics in day to day life is the
monastic hierarchy. It has three dimensions which sometimes, but not always,
overlap: seniority (dikkhâ-pariyâya <dîkšâ-paryâya>), guru-sîsa <guru-œišya>
relationship, and the administrative hierarchy.319 Qua rule, it is the duty of lowerstanding ascetics to serve higher-standing ascetics (as it is the duty of the laity to
serve the ascetics). Non-compliance with this norm is sanctioned by elaborated judicial procedures which might lead to excommunication. That is, the social norms
318
319

FLÜGEL (1993). See also CARRITHERS (1992) on mind-reading.
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themselves tend to force an implicature upon the juniors, and restraint upon seniors
(ideally: silence). I have shown elsewhere in greater detail that a junior mendicant is
expected to read the implications of the speech and minute gestures and conversational clues of the guru, and obliged to serve him / her politely, that is, to perform sevâ,
as it is the duty of the householder to serve all mendicants.320 Hence, Jain householders are called uvâsagas <upâsakas>, or servants of the samaòas <œramaòas>.321
Pragmatic intentions and demands are never stated openly within the œramaòasaógha. But it is a general rule that juniors are supposed to read the implications of
seniors and should try to fulfil their unstated wishes:
‘Guessing the teachers thought and the purport of his words, one should
express one’s assent, and execute (what he desires to be done). An excellent pupil needs no express directions, or he is (at least) quickly directed; he always carries out his duties as he is told’ (Uttar 1.43 f.).322
The way of interpreting the implications of every gesture of superiors and serving
(veyâvacca <vaiyâvåttya>) them in accordance with the rules (vinaya), is defined as a
religious act of internal asceticism (abbhantara-tava <abhyantara-tapas>).323 Immersing oneself in the mind of a senior and reading his / her unstated wishes is an act of
self-purification qua identification with an officially more advanced soul, taken as an
external symbolic manifestation of one’s own inner potential, just like a statue in a
temple. At the same time, the prestige of seniors who ‘get things done without ever
saying so’ is strengthened by this conventional procedure, which through use of implicit language also reproduces a sense of in-group membership.324 This example is a
good illustration of the general fact that multi-functional public roles imply unforced
functional contributions from inferiors.325 The observation also applies to the laity’s
duty to serve the ascetics. The asymmetrical relationship between mendicants and laity
is conceptualised as a relationship between speakers and hearers—the laity are called
both uvâsagas <upâsakas>, servants, and sâvagas <œrâvakas>, hearers. In both cases,
as I have argued above, it is not a particular form of language usage, but the force of
the norms and sanctions of the speech situation which direct the Jains of lower status
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Cf. Uttar 30.30–7.
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to infer and fulfil the pragmatic intentions of their religious superiors, which are conventionally not openly expressed, but implicitly stated.
Speech situations for which Jain ascetics are especially trained are many. The two most
important forms of non-ritualised language usage a Jain ascetic has to learn are the public
sermon (pavayaòa <pravacana>) to the laity and the art of debate (paoga <prayoga>)
or disputation (vivâda) with other ascetics.326 Both forms of discourse are primarily
instruments of social influence, based on the idea of the superiority of the better argument in public discourse or agonistic dialogues, i.e. verbal battles. Polite formal exchanges within the context of a religious hierarchy (type d and c), by contrast, tend to
conform with an ideal of ‘speaking in concordance with the one who knows the truth’
(GAEFFKE (1970: 34–8)). Prayoga was/is important for gaining or maintaining social
influence at the royal courts etc., and played a major role in medieval South Asia. The
way in which this art was taught in the more advanced stages of monastic education327
resembles Aristotelian style rhetorical training, as the following citation from the Âyâradasâo <Âcâra-daœâÿ> (ÂyârD), a Jaina Cheya-sutta (Cheda-sûtra) text, illustrates:
‘It is of four kinds: (a) application of one’s knowledge after a complete
assessment of one’s own powers in debate, (b) application of one’s
knowledge in debate after a full assessment of the parisâ (assembly),
(c) application of one’s knowledge in debate after a full appreciation
of the environment (khetta) of the debate, (d) application of one’s
knowledge in debate after a full estimation of the nature of the adjudicators, the ability of the opponent and the attitude of the authorities,
etc. (vatthu)’ (ÂyârD 4.2, in TATIA–KUMAR (1981: 32)).
It is interesting to note the similarity between the four factors considered relevant
for strategy selection in public debate, and BROWN–LEVINSON’s (1978: 79 ff.) variables for the assessment of the seriousness of a FTA, that is, social distance and
relative power in particular. The view that South Asians traditionally knew only
poetry, but not rhetoric, because of the ‘absence of the institution of public speech’
(HACKER (1985: 13 f.)),328 must be doubted in the light of the evidence presented. I
would argue, on the contrary, that self-conscious pragmatic language usage, politeness, and the art of persuasion via the construction of implicatures, is one of the
recognised arts of Jain ascetics (and laity). 329
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— VIII —
In this essay, I proposed a theoretical interpretation of syncretic processes as
forms of symbolic communication, broadly following Habermas’ analyses of systematically distorted and latent strategic action, predicated on the work of Grice and
sociolinguists such as Hymes, Gumperz, Fishman and Brown and Levinson. The
advantage of this perspective, compared to classical hermeneutics, is that social
processes within a religious tradition do not have to be understood in terms of an
enactment or actualising appropriation of textual meaning, or of rule-specification,
but can be investigated as open historical processes for which religious knowledge
and linguistic repertoire serves as cognitive resource, which can be used for the
pursuit of either power or insight. To the extent that cognition and discourse are
historically relevant, production of social meaning and co-operation can be understood in terms of the conditions of acceptability of validity claims. Rarely do human
insight and instrumental rationality take precedence over habit and contingencies of
life. GADAMER’s (1993: 244) objection to Habermas’ ‘idealisation of the critical
power of reflection’ and reasons in discourse is therefore justified. However,
Habermas’ theory of communicative action is more narrowly concerned with a critique of both latent strategic action and mediated systemic forms of social reproduction, without illusions about the overwhelming factual role of power and indeterminacy in contemporary social processes. FOUCAULT’s (1981: 56) more radical attack
on the repressive aspects of discourse as a form of power itself, especially discourses informed by the ‘will to truth’ backed up by exclusionary mechanisms,
nevertheless puts its finger on a crucial problem in both moral philosophy and organised religion. Habermas’ theory of communicative action certainly does not
properly account for the poetic ‘world-disclosing’ function of language, nor for the
historical conditions of the theorisation of the ‘universal’ validity claims itself,
which it merely takes as a primitive given of ‘successful’ prosaic communication.
Both SEARLE (1993: 91 f., 99) and APEL (1993: 52 f.), despite their differences,
criticise the hidden essentialism of this approach as ‘functionalist’ (in an old-fashioned sense), and suggest that the acceptance of validity conditions is a contingent
‘perlocutionary effect’ of the strategic attempt of getting the hearer to agree—an
attempt which initially only commits the speaker (as the Jain example shows).
Moreover, Habermas’ original approach privileges the educated classes, and neglects empirical cases of reaching agreement or dissent through open strategic uses
of language. Yet, the alternative reduction of validity to an effect of universally
present ‘empirico-transcendental’ power in Foucault’s or similar theoretical scenarios currently en vogue in Jaina Studies forecloses the possibility of problematising
legitimacy once and for all. This, however, seems unwise, not least because, empiri-
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cally, the sources of power and legitimacy often do not coincide. This is one of the
reasons why DUMONT’s (1980: xxxi) distinction between (political) power (pouvoir)
and (religious) potency (puissance) has gained currency in South Asia research.
Classical Jainism derives its legitimacy ontologically from the presumed direct
meditative insight of its omniscient prophets (tîrthaókara) into the eternal truth of
existence (sat), i.e. the difference between self (jîva) and non-self (ajîva). Those
who know, who have experienced direct insight, it is said, share an experiential
consensus which transcends discourse and rational argument. However, discourse
and argument is necessary for the dispersion of religious knowledge amongst the
ignorant, although, initially, it can only facilitate first experiences of insight
(samyag-darœana) by providing some of its conditions through instruction, but not
generate insight itself. For Jain doctrine, insight is a psychophysical event which is
unexplainable, a mysterious transformation of consciousness, which may or may not
occur, once karmic bondage is weakened and religious knowledge fuses with personal experience. Paradigmatic activating conditions of insight are temporary feelings of peace accompanied with ‘instructing’ experiences of loss, suffering, or the
sight of a saint. Verbal instruction (upadeœa) and suggestion (dhvani) may also provoke sudden insight (as a perlocutionary effect).330 In practice, it usually does so
only after a previous history of interaction, involving rational argument and agonistic debate, which prepares the epistemic ground for ‘true’ or ‘dogmatic’ insight,
which may then be triggered circumstantially, for instance by fitting experiences.
I have not discussed the metaphysics and the psychological conditions of religious
experience in this essay,331 especially not the hypothetical experiences of the Jinas,
but confined myself to the analysis of the conditions of understanding and accepting
Jain religious claims as legitimate (Einsicht) and of fulfilment of their pragmatic
implications. My argument rests on the observation of a principal two-stage process
of Jain religious conversion: first, largely through agonistic discourse, based on
rational argument, and, second, largely through non-agonistic instruction.332 Although, in principle, an initiated disciple ‘cannot say “no”’ (BLOCH (1975: 19)) to
transmitted Jain doctrine anymore after the ‘initial acceptance of the code’ (BLOCH
330

Uttar 28.16–27, JAINI (1979: 141 f.). Cf. UPADHYAYA (1987: 105–7) on Hemacandra’s examples of upâcara, secondary meaning of a word based on similarity.
331
See JAMES (1982), and footnotes 21, 28, 29, 61, 143, 286.
332
See FLÜGEL (1993, (1994: 217–346)). This scheme has been abstracted from documented
conversions to monkhood. It corresponds to the textual ideal (e.g. Uttar 23), but does not necessarily cover the Jain cliché of lay conversion through miracle-working. Lay conversions are gradual affairs, often starting with taking limited vows after public sermons and subsequently adding
more severe restrictions. Jain vows do not compel the adherent to reject his ancestral beliefs and
practices—unless they are wholly incompatible—but lead to a re-evaluation of these practices.
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(1975: 24)), and subsequently receives religious instruction from his seniors predominantly in the mode of unquestioned conformity to revealed fundamental
truth,333 debate and rational argument continue on the basis of the accepted ontological and organisational principles (TS 9.25). In other words, although it is predicated on the acceptance of the validity of ultimately incommunicable evidence or
feelings, Jain religious discourse, too, is confined to the level of conventional truth
(VN), because ‘whatever is beyond the province of speech is inexpressible (or unspeakable)’ (TULSÎ (1985: 190)). According to the proposed model, Jainism appeals
to rationality and insight in different ways on both idealtypical developmental stages
of conversion, and constitutes a kind of therapeutic discourse, which thrives on the
interpretation of experience through a pedagogical scheme of explanation, which
runs contrary to everyday perceptions and opens up new perspectives, thus inevitably generating ambiguity by ‘splitting the codes’ (TURNER (1986: 56))334 and thereby
producing the potential for a transformation of meaning and, subsequently, conduct.
Because the appeal to rationality is predominant in Jain discourse, which conventionally contrasts the three jewels (ratna-traya) of right insight (samyag-darœana),
right knowledge (samyag-jñâna) and right conduct (samyak-câritra) to ‘blind ritualism’,335 it seemed legitimate to privilege the perspective of the ascetics in this
essay, which are trained in Jain doctrine. The importance of their power of persuasion for the continuation of the Jain tradition is a universal topos of Jain narrative
and biographical literature. There, the problem of the moral ambivalence of religious rhetoric is explicitly addressed as a form of necessary violence (âvassayahiôsâ <âvaœyaka-hiôsâ>), to be repented by means of the obligatory ascetic rites
(âvaœyaka). I have not discussed technical Jain theories of suggestion, implication,
figures of speech, or narrative genres, nor any particular linguistic exchange in the
manner of the ethnography of speaking, but concentrated on the principles of Jain
discourse itself, particularly the ones concerning the illegitimacy of ‘unnecessary violent’ (anâvassaya hiôsâ <anâvaœyaka-hiôsâ>) speech. In this way, I hope to have
shown how structures of traditional authority together with the constraints of given
circumstances directly or indirectly pre-empt processes of negotiated meaning by
channelling them in a certain direction. Even if the principles of rational inquiry are
upheld by Jain doctrine,336 open critical inquiry as defined by the theory of communicative action in not possible within the confines of the traditional religious institutions.
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The comparison between the theory of communicative action and Jain discourse
ethics showed nevertheless significant similarities. Both approaches are rule-oriented, not goal-oriented. That is, they are concerned with the general interest of
many, not with the eudaemonic perspective of a single actor, despite the fact that the
methods of universalisation are different. The respective ideals of consensus and
non-violence mutually implicate each other. Basic non-violence is presupposed by
communicative action, and the general interest of all is presupposed by universal
non-violence. Though the criterion of generalisability, equal interest, is not theorised in Jain philosophy, and only touched upon with reference to specific negative
rights such as the privileged case of the universal interest in avoiding pain,337 the
scope of the moral universe is extended from humanity to all living beings, whose
essential spiritual equality is a fundamental principle of Jaina philosophy.338 The
vanishing points of both theories, the ideal consensus of an infinite community of
interpretation and the ideal omniscient observer, presuppose absolute knowledge
and absolute consensus. Yet, there are two significant differences. The main difference between the transcendental pragmatics of mutual recognition and the monadological Jain ethics of non-violence concerns the nature of the fundamental principles. The former is predicated on positive norms and the latter on norms of prohibition.339 The implicit method of universalisation of Jain ethics is the double negation, that is, the negation of non-generalisable statements. The resulting priority of
physical non-action as a theoretical limiting case (not as a practical maxim) unburdens the doctrine of discussions of specific dilemmas of norm application, thus safeguarding both generalisability and contextual determinateness, while maintaining a
perspective of disengagement with the world and non-specific positive duties. The
second main difference between the two types of discourse ethics concerns the
moral division of labour presupposed by Jain norms of discourse, which does not
permit equal communicative freedom to take positions on validity claims, but
privileges institutionally verified competent speakers (âpta).340 Having emerged
337

Cf. GERT’s (1973) ‘minimal ethic’.
See DUMONT’s (1977), (1980) works.
339
The general difference of the two approaches has been pointedly expressed by
SCHOPENHAUER (1977: 262, § 121) in his critique of the formalism of Kant’s theory of morality
and of state-oriented positive concepts of law from a perspective of Indic conceptions of morality:
‘Der Begriff des R e c h t s ist nämlich, eben wie auch der der F r e i h e i t , e i n
n e g a t i v e r : sein Inhalt ist eine bloße Negation. Der Begriff des U n r e c h t s ist der
positive und ist gleichbedeutend mit V e r l e t z u n g im weitesten Sinne, also laesio. …
Hiernach sind dann die M e n s c h e n r e c h t e leicht zu bestimmen: Jeder hat das Recht,
alles Das zu thun, wodurch er Keinen verletzt.’
340
Habermas is often accused of the same for somewhat different theoretical reasons.
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under historical conditions of normative inequality, Jain discourse ethics is not at all
concerned with questions of human justice, only with negative individual freedom.
Dumont and Marriott posed the question whether Jainism, built from the same
materials as other South Asian religions, can be interpreted as a blueprint for the
formation of ‘strategic groups’, for instance by being connected with a set of specific procedures or dominant strategies, which are derived either from the structure
of its dominant ideological codes jîva / ajîva and ahiôsâ / hiôsâ and / or the characteristic social position of its dominant lay-followers. Put in this way, any answer of
the question must be vulnerable to the critique of socio-cultural ‘essentialism’ as
‘ahistorical’ and ‘reductionist’. But to ask which principles and procedures the Jains
themselves regard as ‘essential’ for the validation of their own politics of cultural
synthesis remains indispensable. At least five derivative, and still accepted, paradigmatic pragmatic orientations for contexts of interaction between mendicants and
non-mendicants can be isolated on the basis of the Âyâr and the DVS: (1) impersonalisation, (2) nominalisation (objectivation), (3) degrees of non-speech, silence, and
selective non-interaction, and (4) avoiding disagreement by presupposing common
ground. All these strategies leave a speaker with a number of defensible interpretations
which are technically neither true nor false (satyâsatya) and therefore useful to gloss
over gaps between the often contradictory doctrinal and contextual implications of a
speech act. The first three strategy types are those of negative politeness, which generally emphasise the mutual autonomy and non-interference of the interlocutors, for
instance, by transforming directives into assertives. The last strategy type is a specific
instance of positive politeness strategies, which are used to avoid conflict (and thus
violence). For the same purpose off-record strategies are employed, which are considered as legitimate forms of symbolic violence, if used for the furtherance of religious
insight. The overall result of this preliminary investigation of Jain discourse resonates
with PAINE’s (1981: 3) and BRENNEIS’–MYERS’ (1984: 12) observation that in many
societies, especially in those without elaborated hierarchies or structures of open coercion, conflict or contradiction, while often endemic, is rarely discussed openly, and
expressed confrontation or coercion avoided through indirect speech, oriented toward
the creation or maintenance of co-operation and the attainment of basic consensus,
without saying so. Of course, not only particular speech acts but even the Jain maxims
themselves can be read as generalised strategies, because they embody a certain directionality or orientation toward the world. The differentia specifica between the elements of Jain ontology and those of the culturally dominant religious systems of Hinduism, then, opens up negatively determined spaces for a distinct style of communicative action and rhetorical manipulation with characteristic multiple ambiguities and
syncretic effects to be studied by future sociolinguistic investigations of Jain discourse.
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God
vis-à-vis
Proof and Belief

The Distinction in intellectu / in re
in the Ontological Proof and in Bhartåhari
FERNANDO TOLA and CARMEN DRAGONETTI
In our book On the Myth of the Opposition between Indian Thought and Western
Philosophy (TOLA–DRAGONETTI (2004a)), reviewed by Ernst STEINKELLNER (2004),
we have developed the four following theses and applied them to the Vedas, the
Vedas, and the philosophical system of Sâôkhya:
1. Up to the 16th century at least, in India on the one hand and in Greece and
Europe on the other, there was frequent reflection on the same philosophical
subjects (‘thematic coincidences’), and it was carried out in the same way
(‘methodological coincidences’).
In support of this thesis we have quoted a number of Indian and Western texts
containing parallel philosophical ideas.
2. In the history of Greek and European philosophies are found manifestations of
irrationality, limitations in the exercise of the free use of reason and submission
of philosophical thinking to interests or purposes alien to philosophy, in many
forms and as numerous as they are in the history of Indian thought.
3. Philosophy did exist in India as in the West with the same expectations, with
the same weaknesses.
4. The comparison between Indian and Western philosophical thought must limit
itself to confront both as they manifested themselves before the end of the 17th
century, or even in the centuries that followed, but in this last case only when
and if they maintained certain forms of the philosophies previous to that date,
prolonging them.
From the 16th century onwards, a series of factors appeared in the West, such as
the coming forth of modern science and the modern scientific mind, the discovery of the New World, the increase of European economic and military power,
the weakening of ecclesiastical authority and the limitations it imposed on
thinking, and the consciousness of the equality of individual rights and liberties. These factors gave a new course to universal history and led to modern
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culture. From the 17th century onwards, Western culture in all its expressions
began to adopt a wholly novel form, which was different from all previously
known forms, many times extraordinarily valuable. India was able to take part
in this transformation in a profound way only since the middle of the 20th century due to historical circumstances.
In this article we deal with the so-called ontological proof of the existence of God
in Western Philosophy (as proclaimed by Saint Anselm in 11th century) as well as
with its refutation by three Western philosophers (Gaunilo, Saint Thomas Aquinas
and Immanuel Kant) that were opposed to it, because that will give us the opportunity to indicate an interesting point of coincidence between the basis of the rejection
of that proof and a principle of Indian thought expounded by Bhartåhari, the great
Indian philosopher of language. This point of coincidence is constituted by the distinction between existence in re (in reality) and existence in intellectu (in mind). We
present a selection of texts that relate to the ontological proof and its refutation, and
also to Bhartåhari’s principle in order to point out the similar function that the distinction in intellectu / in re has in both.
Moreover the ontological proof gives a good idea of the nature of what we call
cultural dogmas in our book mentioned above. By ‘cultural dogmas’ we understand
fundamental principles which, in general, are at the basis of any philosophical
thinking in any culture as, for instance, (1) in the West: the existence of God, the
immortality of the soul and a first cause, (2) in India: reincarnation and beginninglessness, and (3) in both cultures: the absolute value of the Scriptures, either the
Bible or the Veda.
These cultural dogmas or basic principles in general are not founded in truly valid
rational arguments as the example of the ontological proof clearly shows. This proof
lies at the very foundation of all the other principal demonstrations of the existence of
God in the West, which we consider the most important cultural dogma in the West.
The ontological proof obviously lacks any proving value or, at least, is of a very
precarious and questionable value, and as such has been rejected by powerful minds,
such as Saint Thomas or Kant. Nevertheless, the Western cultural dogma of God,
based on arguments which in their turn are based on the ontological proof, was
characterised, at least up to seventeenth century, by an unshakeable general adhesion in common belief and was the ultimate criterion for the acceptance of philosophical theories or ideas by thinkers who did not want to go beyond the limits of
the orthodoxy. If we have to discard a rational basis for the cultural dogmas we must
accept that, in a final analysis, their true foundation is faith. And although faith may
be worthy of all respect and provide the support for human conduct and philosophical thought, it in no way belongs to the field of rational processes, which are claimed
to be the core of philosophy.
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We have purposely begun our study of the distinction in intellectu / in re in the
systems of Bhartåhari and of the Western thinkers with the latter ones, although such
a procedure goes against chronology. We think that to show first the great and lasting interest in the West in the ontological proof that was once developed by Saint
Anselm with the purpose to demonstrate the existence of God—despite its evident
rational weakness lying in the fact that it overlooks the essential distinction between
existence in intellectu and existence in re—and then to contrast it with the clear and
direct way in which Bhartåhari, five centuries earlier than Saint Anselm, refers to the
distinction of the existence in intellectu / existence in re with full awareness of their
essential opposition and presents that distinction as an obvious rational principle
that cannot be left aside, allows us a better appreciation of the merit, importance and
modernity of Bhartåhari’s thought in the history of philosophy.
Moreover the vitality the ontological proof enjoyed in the West, disregarding the
fact that it is not logically possible to derive the existence in reality from the mere
existence in mind—in order to maintain at any cost a cultural dogma or basic principle, God, to which philosophers were traditionally attached by faith—is another
instance of our thesis (TOLA–DRAGONETTI (2004a)) that irrationality has been as
strong in the West as it was in India, even within philosophy.
Thus the comparative study of Indian and Western philosophical ideas facilitates a
better understanding and evaluation of intellectual products of both traditions. At the
end of this article we shall briefly refer to some important consequences that the application of the Western ontological proof to some Indian beliefs has for both the proof
itself and for Indian beliefs. It can serve as an example of the usefulness or even underlines the necessity of comparing Western and Indian philosophical thoughts, which
helps eliminate the barrier that ethnocentric prejudices have built between them.

The Ontological Proof in the West
The ontological proof, also called ‘proof of Saint Anselm’ or ‘Cartesian proof’,
has no parallel in Indian philosophy at all, which nevertheless did develop a number
of proofs for the existence of the Îœvara (God). 1
Saint Anselm’s famous ontological proof of the existence of God amounts to affirming that God is a being that is more perfect than which nothing can be thought,
i.e. he is by definition the most perfect being; to exist is more perfect that not to
exist; to exist is a perfection; consequently, God cannot be only an idea; God must

1

On the proofs of the existence of God in Nyâya and Vaiœešika philosophical systems of Indian philosophy, see C. BULCKE (1968: Chap VI).
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really exist; God, if he can be thought, must possess the perfection of a real existence; otherwise another being as perfect as he is and, besides, really existing could
be thought of; in that case God would not be a being which is more perfect than
which nothing can be thought, which is contradictory to the initial assertion.
This proof had numerous defenders among outstanding philosophers who admitted it
with some variants and for diverse reasons: Alexander of Hales (1185–1245), Bonaventura (1221–1274), William of de Auxerre (died 1231), Duns Scotus (1266–1308),
Descartes (1596–1650), Leibniz (1646–1716), Malebranche (1638–1715) and Hegel
(1770–1831). The proof had also many opponents, for instance Gaunilo (a monk in an
abbey near Tours, died in 1083), Saint Thomas Aquinas (1225–1274), Gassendi
(1592–1655), Locke (1632–1704), Hume (1711–1776), and Kant (1724–1804).
A. Sertillanges (1863–1948), one of the most active and influential modern neoThomist philosophers, points out that the evidence of God was approached by Saint
Anselm ‘more philosophically’ but ‘a little sophistically’, due to the inclusion of existence in the notion of God itself (SERTILLANGES (1928: 55)).
The ontological proof was expounded by Saint Anselm (1035–1109) in Chapter II
of Proslogion. In this exposition Saint Anselm makes use of the distinction of existence in re and existence in intellectu, without taking into account that it is not possible to derive the first from the second:
‘And indeed we believe that You are something greater than which
nothing can be thought. Or does such a nature not exist, because “the
fool said in his heart: God does not exist” (Psalm 14.1; 53.1)? But
certainly when the same fool hears what I say: “Something greater
than which nothing can be thought”, he understands what he hears; and
what he understands exists in his intellect, even if he does not know
that it exists. For one thing is that the object exists in intellect, and
quite another is to know that the object exists [in reality]. When a
painter for example thinks in advance what he is going to do, he certainly has in his intellect what he has not yet done, but he knows that
[it] does not yet exist [in reality]. But once he has painted it, he has in
his intellect what he has already done, and knows that it exists [in
reality]. So even the fool is convinced that something greater than
which nothing can be thought actually exists in his intellect, because
he understands this when he hears [it], and whatever is understood exists in the intellect. And certainly that something greater than which
nothing can be thought cannot exist only in intellect. For if it actually
exists only in intellect, it can be thought that [it] exists also in reality—what would be greater than [that which exists only in intellect].
Consequently, if that greater than which nothing can be thought exists
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only in intellect, [then] that greater than which nothing can be thought
is [at the same time] something greater than which something can be
thought. But that is clearly impossible [since it is contradictory].
Therefore, there is no doubt that something greater than which nothing
can be thought exists in intellect as well as in reality.’2

Refutation of the ontological proof:
Gaunilo, Saint Thomas, Kant
Many important philosophers in the West have argued, as we have said, against
Saint Anselm’s proof. We shall briefly indicate the arguments developed by three of
them, viz. the monk Gaunilo, Saint Thomas Aquinas and Immanuel Kant. All of
them in their reasoning against the proof took recourse to the insurmountable distinction in re / in intellectu, which thus becomes the criterion of truth in this matter.
1. The monk Gaunilo, in his small treatise Quid ad haec respondeat quidam pro
insipiente, begins his refutation with a synthesis of Saint Anselm’s reasoning to
demonstrating the existence of God as follows:
‘Someone who either doubts or denies that there is any such nature
greater than which nothing can be thought is told that it is proved that
it exists, first because he himself, on denying or doubting about it (sc.
that nature), has it already in intellect, since on hearing it spoken of he
understands what is said; further, because what he understands must
exist not only in intellect, but also in reality. And this is proved thus:
since to exist [in intellect and] also in reality is greater than [to exist]
only in intellect, and if that (sc. the mentioned nature) exists only in
2

ANSELM (1986: 244–246): ‘Et quidem credimus te esse aliquid quo nihil maius cogitari
possit. An ergo non est aliqua talis natura, quia «dixit insipiens in corde suo: non est deus»? Sed
certe ipse idem insipiens, cum audit hoc ipsum quod dico: ‘aliquid quo maius nihil cogitari
potest’, intelligit quod audit; et quod intelligit in intellectu eius est, etiam si non intelligat illud
esse. Aliud enim est rem esse in intellectu, aliud intelligere rem esse. Nam cum pictor praecogitat
quae facturus est, habet quidem in intellectu, sed nondum intelligit esse quod nondum fecit. Cum
vero iam pinxit, et habet in intellectu et intelligit esse quod iam fecit. Convincitur ergo etiam
insipiens esse vel in intellectu aliquid quo nihil maius cogitari potest, quia hoc cum audit intelligit,
et quidquid intelligitur in intellectu est. Et certe id quo maius cogitari nequit, non potest esse in solo
intellectu. Si enim vel in solo intellectu est, potest cogitari esse et in re, quod maius est. Si ergo id quo
maius cogitari non potest, est in solo intellectu: id ipsum quo maius cogitari non potest, est quo maius
cogitari potest. Sed certe hoc esse non potest. Existit ergo procul dubio aliquid quo maius cogitari non
valet, et in intellectu et in re.’ In all the quotations of this article emphasis is ours.
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intellect, [then] greater than that will be whatever also would exist in
reality. And thus the greater than anything else will be less than
something else and will not be greater than everything else [as it has
been claimed], which is of course a contradiction. And so what is
greater than everything else, which has already been proved to exist in
intellect, must exist not only in intellect but also in reality, since otherwise it could not be greater than everything else.’ 3
Gaunilo makes then the following remark, in which he succinctly expresses the
central idea of his refutation:
‘And, could I not also be said to have similarly in my intellect [ideas
corresponding to] things that are false and not existing at all in themselves, since when someone speaks of them, I would understand whatever he could say?’4
The fact of a word being understood by somebody, which implies the existence in
intellect (in intellectu) of an idea, does not guarantee the real (in re) existence of the
thing designated by that word, i.e. in intellect can exist ideas that have false correlates or no correlates at all in reality, and that are nevertheless fully understood.
But the very nucleus of Gaunilo’s refutation of Anselm’s demonstration of the
existence of God is found in sections 5 and 6 of his Treatise (GAUNILO (1986: 292–
294). His reasoning is as follows:
‘… to that [argument] I reply: If it must be said that something exists
in intellect that cannot be thought according to the truth (sc. true nature) of anything whatever, then I do not deny that this thing exists
also in my [intellect]. But since from this [affirmation of the sole existence in intellect] it is not at all possible to infer the existence also in
reality, [then] I do not concede at all to him (sc. the opponent) that this
thing [that exists only in intellect] exists [also in reality] until [such a
3

GAUNILO (1986: 288): ‘Dubitanti utrum sit vel neganti quod sit aliqua talis natura, qua nihil
maius cogitari possit, cum esse illam hinc dicitur primo probari, quod ipse negans vel ambigens de
illa iam habeat eam in intellectu, cum audiens illam dici id quod dicitur intelligit; deinde quia
quod intelligit, necesse est ut non in solo intellectu sed etiam in re sit, et hoc ita probatur quia
maius est esse et in re quam in solo intellectu, et si illud in solo est intelectu, maius illo erit
quidquid etiam in re fuerit, ac sic maius omnibus minus erit aliquo et non erit maius omnibus,
quod utique repugnat; et ideo necesse est ut maius omnibus, quod esse iam probatum est in
intelectu, non in solo intellectu sed et in re sit, quoniam aliter maius omnibus esse non poterit …’
4
GAUNILO (1986: 288): ‘Nonne et quaecumque falsa ac nullo prorsus modo in seipsis
existentia in intellectu habere similiter dici possem, cum ea dicente aliquo, quaecumque ille
diceret, ego intelligerem?’
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thing] is proved to me by an indubitable argument. For he who says:
“That [greater than which nothing can be thought] exists [not only in
intellect but also in reality] since otherwise that which is greater than
everything else will not be greater than everything else”—he does not
fully realise whom he is speaking with. For I do not say—even more, I
even deny or doubt—that this [greater than everything else] is greater
than any real thing, nor do I concede to it an existence [if it is possible
to speak of “existence”] different from that [existence one has in mind]
when the soul tries to imagine from a word that has been only heard a
thing completely unknown to it. How, then, is it proved to me that this
greater [than everything else] really exists simply because that is
greater than everything else, when until this moment I am denying or
doubting that this (sc. the fact of being greater that everything else) has
been established, so that I do not [even] say that this greater than everything else exists in my intellect or in my thought at least in the way that
many doubtful and uncertain things exist [in my intellect]? For it is necessary that first I become certain that greater [than everything] exists
somewhere in true reality, and only then, due to the fact that it is greater
than everything else, it will not be doubtful that it also exists in itself.’5
Next Gaunilo gives his well-known example of ‘the Lost Island’ in order to make
clear his thought and to ridicule the position of a sustainer of such a proof:
‘Some say that somewhere in the ocean exists an island, which, because of the difficulty or rather impossibility to find what does not exist, some call “[The] Lost [Island]”. And they narrate that this island
thrives much more than what it is said of the Blessed Islands with an
inestimable abundance of riches and delights, and that, not having possessor or inhabitant, it is superior to all the other lands that human be5
GAUNILO (1986: 5): ‘… ad hoc respondeo: Si esse dicendum est in intellectu, quod
secundum veritatem cuiusquam rei nequit saltem cogitari: et hoc in meo sic esse non denego. Sed
quia, per hoc, esse quoque in re non potest ullatenus obtinere: illud ei esse adhuc penitus non
concedo, quousque mihi argumento probetur indubio. Quod qui esse dicit hoc, quod maius
omnibus aliter non erit omnibus maius: non satis attendit cui loquatur. Ego enim nondum dico,
immo etiam nego vel dubito ulla re vera esse maius illud, nec aliud ei esse concedo quam illud, si
dicendum est ‘esse’, cum secundum vocem tantum auditam rem prorsus ignotam sibi conatur
animus effingere. Quomodo igitur inde mihi probatur maius illud rei veritate subsistere, quia
constet illud maius omnibus esse, cum id ego eo usque negem adhuc dubitemve constare, ut ne in
intellectu quidem vel cogitatione mea eo saltem modo maius ipsum esse dicam, quo dubia etiam
multa sunt et incerta? Prius enim certum mihi necesse est fiat re vera esse alicubi maius ipsum, et
tum demum ex eo quod maius est omnibus, in seipso quoque subsistere non erit ambiguum.’
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ings inhabit, because of the redundancy of all things worthy to be possessed. If somebody tells me that it is so, I will easily understand what
he says—in this there is no difficulty. But if then, as it were a logical
consequence, he would add and say: “You cannot any longer doubt
that this island, more pre-eminent than all other lands, and which you
do not doubt to exist in your intellect, truly exists somewhere in reality. And, since to exist not only in intellect but also in reality is more
pre-eminent [than to exist only in intellect], therefore, this island must
exist so (sc. also in reality), because if it did not exist [also in reality],
any other land which exists also in reality would be more pre-eminent
than it; and thus this same [island], which has been recognised by you
to be the most pre-eminent, would not be the most pre-eminent.” If—I
say—by these [arguments] he would try to demonstrate to me that, in
regard to this island, it is not possible to doubt anymore that it truly
exists, either I would think he is joking or I do not know whom I ought
to think more foolish, myself if I accept [his proof], or him, if he thinks
that he has demonstrated with any certainty the existence of that island, without having instructed me before that the pre-eminence of that
[island] exists in my intellect as a real and undoubtedly existing thing
only, and not at all as something false and uncertain.’ 6
2. Saint Thomas Aquinas, the most prominent philosopher in the European Middle
Ages, did not accept the ontological proof to establish the existence of God. As
Battista MONDIN (1990: 161) of the Pontificia Università Urbaniana says,

6

GAUNILO (1986: 6): ‘Aiunt quidam alicubi oceani esse insulam, quam ex difficultate vel
potius impossibilitate inveniendi quod non est, cognominant aliqui ‘perditam’, quamque
fabulantur multo amplius quam de fortunatis insulis fertur, divitiarum deliciarumque omnium
inaestimabili ubertate pollere, nulloque possessore aut habitatore universis aliis quas incolunt
homines terris possidendorum redundantia usquequaque praestare. Hoc ita esse dicat mihi
quispiam, et ego facile dictum in quo nihil est difficultatis intelligam. At si tunc velut
consequenter adiungat ac dicat: non potes ultra dubitare insulam illam terris omnibus
praestantiorem vere esse alicubi in re, quam et in intellectu tuo non ambigis esse; et quia
praestantius est, non in intellectu solo sed etiam esse in re; ideo sic eam necesse est esse, quia nisi
fuerit, quaecumque alia in re est terra, praestantior illa erit, ac sic ipsa iam a te praestantior
intellecta praestantior non erit;—si inquam per haec ille mihi velit astruere de insula illa quod vere
sit ambigendum ultra non esse: aut iocari illum credam, aut nescio quem stultiorem debeam
reputare, utrum me si ei concedam, an illum si se putet aliqua certitudine insulae illius essentiam
astruxisse, nisi prius ipsam praestantiam eius solummodo sicut rem vere atque indubie existentem
nec ullatenus sicut falsum aut incertum aliquid in intellectu meo esse docuerit.’
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‘It is something universally admitted that Saint Thomas is resolutely
against the ontological argument of the Anselmian type, argument that
intends to prove the existence of God starting from the definition of
His essence (id cuius maius cogitari nequit). According to Saint Thomas this way of proceeding is incorrect, because it is founded on the
false assumption that human reason has a pure (and not simply nominal)
concept of the divine essence even before it has known His existence.’
Saint Thomas, in his Summa Theologiae (Prima Pars, Qu. 2, A, I, Resp. ad secundum), expresses his view on the ontological argument and confines his criticism to
two aspects of the argument, which he clearly marks as separate. Herwy RIKHOF
(1990: 137), in ‘A theological analysis of Aquinas’ criticism’, included in the already
quoted work L’argomento ontologico, indicates which are these two aspects:
1. ‘… not everybody does understand that the word God means “that greater than
which nothing can be thought”’, and
2. ‘The logical argument that from thinking something it does not follow its existence in reality, but only its existence in the mind.’
Saint Thomas contends thus:
‘… it must be said that perhaps he who hears this word God, does not
understand that it means :something greater than which nothing can be
thought”, since some have believed that God is a body. Even if it is
conceded that anybody understands that what is meant by this word
God is that what is said, i.e. that greater than which nothing can be
thought, nevertheless from this fact does not follow that anybody
thinks7 that what is signified by the word exists—but only that it is not
possible to argue that it exists, unless it is [previously] proved that
something greater than which nothing can be thought exists, which is
not accepted by those who affirm that God does not exist.’ 8

7

Battista MONDIN (1990: 161) translates: non segue … la persuasione: ‘does not follow …
the conviction.’
8
THOMAS AQUINAS (1988: 12): ‘… dicendum quod forte ille qui audit hoc nomen Deus, non
intelligit significari aliquid quo maius cogitari non possit, cum quidam crediderint Deum esse
corpus. Dato etiam quod quilibet intelligat hoc nomine Deus significari hoc quod dicitur, scilicet
illud quo maius cogitari non potest; non tamen propter hoc sequitur quod intelligat id quod
significatur per nomen, esse in rerum natura; sed in apprehensione intellectus tantum. Nec potest
argui quod sit in re, nisi daretur quod sit in re aliquid quo maius cogitari non potest: quod non est
datum a ponentibus Deum non esse.’
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3. Immanuel Kant (1724–1804) all along his work was interested in the problem of
the ontological proof of the existence of God, always adopting an attitude of rejection, characterised by—as in the case of Gaunilo and Saint Thomas—the contraposition of existence in intellectu and existence in re. Kant also makes manifest the
absurd consequences that derive from the intent of passing without any other argument from the existence in intellectu to the existence in re.
We quote a selection of relevant passages of Kant, taken from his Kritik der
reinen Vernunft and Der einzig mögliche Beweisgrund zu einer Demonstration des
Daseins Gottes:
[a] ‘Notwithstanding this urgent necessity of reason of presupposing
something (i.e. an Absolute Being, God) that could fully serve the understanding as a ground for the complete determination of its concepts
[in order not to incur in a regressus ad infinitum], however reason notices the idealistic and merely fictitious [nature, i.e. existing only in
intellect] of such a presupposition too easily to be persuaded by that
alone to assume as an actual being [existing in reality] a mere creation
of its own thinking [existing only in intellect]…’9
[b] ‘From what precedes it can easily be seen that the concept of an
absolutely necessary being (sc. God) [that reason needs, looks for and
constructs] is a pure concept of reason, i.e. a mere idea [existing in
intellect], whose objective reality (sc. existence in reality) is not at all
proved by the fact that reason needs it …’ 10
[c] ‘Our concept of an object may thus contain whatever and however
much it wants, nevertheless we must go out of it in order to provide it
with existence.’11
[d] ‘Thus, all effort and labour given to this famous ontological (Cartesian) proof of the existence of a Supreme Being from concepts is lost,
and a person could from mere ideas become richer in insight, not

9

KANT (1998: 662)= A 583–584): ‘Ungeachtet dieser dringenden Bedürfnis der Vernunft,
etwas vorauszusetzen, was dem Verstande zu der durchgängigen Bestimmung seiner Begriffe
vollständig zum Grunde liegen könne, so bemerkt sie doch das Idealische und bloss Gedichtete
einer solchen Voraussetzung viel zu leicht, als dass sie dadurch allein überredet werden sollte, ein
blosses Selbstgeschöpf ihres Denkes sofort für ein wirkliches Wesen anzunehmen…’
10
KANT (1998: 668 = A 592): ‘Mann siehet aus dem bisherigen leicht: dass der Begriff eines
absolut notwendigen Wesens ein reiner Vernunftbegriff, d.i. eine blosse Idee sei, deren objective
Realität dadurch, dass die Vernunft ihrer bedarf, noch lange nicht Bewiesen ist …’
11
KANT (1998: 675 = A 601): ‘Unser Begriff von einem Gegestände mag also enthalten, was
und wie viel er wolle, so müssen wir doch aus ihm heraugehen, um diesem die Existenz zu erteilen.’
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much more than a merchant in money, if he, in order to improve his
economic situation, would add a few zeros to his cash balance.’ 12
[e] ‘However, we have a famous proof, which is based on that principle (sc. from the concept of something possible its existence is deduced), i.e. the so-called Cartesian [proof]. One conceives firstly the
concept of a possible thing in which one imagines that all true perfection is reunited. Now one assumes that existence is also a perfection of
things, so from the possibility of a most perfect being one deduces its
existence. Equally from the concept of anything, which is also imagined
as the most perfect of its kind—as for instance, only from the fact that a
most perfect world is thought—one could deduce its existence.’13
The distinction in intellectu / in re in Bhartåhari
As it is seen in the texts quoted in the previous sections, the central point of the
problem of the ontological proof and its refutation lies in the admission of two types
of existence, one in intellectu and the other in re, and in the impossibility to pass
from the first to the second one without an adequate proof. The opposition of these
two types of existence constitutes the ground for the construction of the ontological
proof and its rejection.
It is interesting to remind what Bhartåhari (6th century CE), says in relation to the
same subject of the two levels of existence. For Bhartåhari this distinction between
both types of existence is an obvious fact, which constitues a fundamental principle
of rational philosophical thinking outside any theological preoccupation.
According to Bhartåhari’s view expressed in his Vâkyapadîya (Sambandhasamuddeœa 39–51), there are two types of existence (sattâ), one is the ‘principal’
(mukhya), ‘direct’ (saôprati) or ‘external’ (bâhya) existence, which corresponds
12

KANT (1998: 676 = A 602): ‘Es ist also an dem so berühmten ontologischen (cartesianischen)
Beweise, vom Dasein eines höchten Wesens, aus Begriffen, alle Mühe und Arbeit verloren, und
ein Mensch möchte wohl eben so wenig aus blossen Ideen an Einsichten reicher werden, als ein
Kaufmann an Vermögen, wenn er um seinem Zustand zu verbessern, seinem Kassenbestande
einige Nullen anhängen wollte.’
13
KANT (1998: 730 = A 191–192): ‘Indessen haben wir einen berühmten Beweis, der auf
diesen Grund erbauet ist, nämlich den so gennanten Kartesianischen. Man erdenket sich zuvörderst einen Begriff von einem möglichen Dinge, in welchem man alle wahre Vollkommenheit
sich vereinbart vorstellt. Nun nimmt man an, das Dasein sei auch eine Vollkommenheit der Dinge;
also schliesst man aus der Möglichkeit eines vollkommensten Wesens auf seine Existenz. Eben so
könnte man aus dem Begriffe einer jeden Sache, welche auch nur als die vollkommenste ihrer Art
vorgestellt wird, z. E. daraus allein schon dass eine vollkommenste Welt zu gedenken ist, auf ihr
Dasein schliessen.’
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to the things of the external world, and the other is the ‘secondary’ or ‘metaphorical’
(aupacâriki, upacâra°) existence of all what is expressed by words. The commentator Helârâja ad Sambandha-samuddeœa 48.3.1 (VPP, p. 158.10), gives this second
type of existence the epithet of bauddha (‘mental’). Bhartåhari’s ‘principal existence’
is the ‘existence in re’ of Western philosophers, the ‘metaphorical existence’ is the
‘existence in intellectu’.
In the following, we present the relevant verses of VP 3.3.39, 50d–51:
‘When something is named, there is another existence, the metaphorical one, which is proper of things designated by words; it shows the
form of all things in all situations.’ 14
Bhartåhari (VP 3.3.49–51) refers to the metaphorical existence (aupacârikî), pointing out some of its characteristics in kârikâs 49 and 50. But the kârikâs 50d and 51
are those which directly concern the distinction between existence in intellectu and
existence in re:
‘Nothing expressed by a word can go beyond this metaphorical [or
mental] existence. And in the Bhâšya it has been taught that it is different from the principal existence.’15
The existence to which this stanza refers (etaô sattâm) is, as we said, the
aupacârikî or ‘metaphorical’ existence that Bhartåhari characterises in kârikâs 49
and 50 and attributes several epithets to it. The notion or idea that a word expresses
can never pretend to have an existence other than the metaphorical one, i.e. in
intellectu; it is constrained to remain within the limits of mere ‘metaphorical’,
‘secondary’ or ‘mental’ existence, which by essence corresponds to it. Obviously,
the ‘principal’ or ‘external’ in re existence can be attributed to the object, which is
expressed by the notion or idea the word refers to, if and only if those who affirm
that existence adduce solid arguments in support of it, as the commentator Helârâja
expresses in his introductory remarks to kârikâs 40 and 41.
The existence of something (for instance: God) in intellectu does not by itself
alone guarantee its existence in re. The existence of God or any other existence

14

VP 3.3.39:
vyapadeœe padârthânâm anyâ sattÛpacârikî /
sarvâvasthâsu sarvešâm âtma-rûpasya darœikâ //
15
VP 3.3.50d–51:
… aupacârikîm //50//
etâô sattâô padârtho hi na kaœcid ativartate /
sâ ca samprati-sattâyâÿ påthag bhâšye nidarœitâ //
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supposed to be in re would have to be demonstrated by other means of proof, and
not only by the fact that the corresponding notion or idea exists in intellectu.
Bhartåhari in kârikâ 51cd and Helârâja in the beginning of his commentary ad locum
indicate that the foundation of the theory of the two types of existence is found in
the Mahâ-bhâšya or ‘Great Commentary’, written by Patañjali around 150 BCE.
Let us add, as another, more ancient, antecedent in India of the distinction between the existence in intellectu and the existence in re, viz. a distinction that appears in the oldest Buddhist texts between an existence dravyataÿ (‘as a real entity’), and an existence prajñaptitaÿ (‘as [a mere] concept’, i.e. ‘without objective
reality’) that correspond to Bhartåhari’s principal, external, in re existence and the
secondary, metaphorical, mental, in intellectu existence respectively.16
The ontological proof
and its consequences for Indian theism
For Hindus, Œiva for some, Višòu for others, is the Supreme Being, conceived by
Indian philosophy and religion as the most pre-eminent and excellent God, endowed
with all the possible perfections in their utmost degree, enhanced with the most
excellent qualities, infinite, omnipotent, omniscient etc.17
Applying the reasoning of the ontological proof, utilised in the West for demonstrating the existence of God, to the Supreme Being as conceived in Indian philosophy—either under the name of Œiva or under the name of Višòu—one could affirm
that Œiva and/or Višòu, conceived as Beings endowed with all the perfections, must
possess, among these, also that of real existence. This conclusion cannot be but disturbing for any monotheist religion or culture, which pretends that its God not only
exists but is unique.
Similarly, as in the case of the examples devised by Gaunilo (‘the Lost Island’)
and by Kant (‘a most perfect world’), the real existence of the magnificent worlds or
paradises of Višòu or Œiva conceived as the most excellent of their kind, ought to be
admitted, if one accepts the ontological proof as a valid argument for establishing the
existence of anything that is conceived as the most perfect or pre-eminent in its kind.
These consequences of the ontological proof, when applied to religious beliefs
outside the limits of Christian world, should be taken into account together with the
logical and epistemological reasons that are adduced when one examines the validity of that ‘proof’.

16
17

Cf. TOLA–DRAGONETTI (2004b: XXXII–XXXIV).
See BULCKE (1968).
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Theism—The Culmination of Nyâya Logic
JOHN VATTANKY, S. J.

It is usually stated that the section on inference is the most important part of
Nyâya works in general and of Navya-nyâya treatises in particular. What however is
not so well known is that the inner dynamism of the logical topics finds its high
point in what is usually called Îœvara-vâda or Îœvarânumâna. In the most fundamental work of Navya-nyâya, Tattva-cintâ-maòi, Gaógeœa begins his Îœvara-vâda
with the following words: ‘When inference is thus established, the existence of a
supreme person who is the creator of the universe is thereby established.’1 Here
each word, even the smallest one has its own particular purpose. For instance the
word, thus (evam) implies that according to Gaógeœa the connection between the
treatise on inference in general and inference for the existence of God is more than
casual. It is only on the basis of the nature of inference as examined and established
in the earlier sections of Tattva-cintâ-maòi that it is possible to offer any proof for
the existence of God. Therefore it implies also that the short phrase ‘when inference
is thus examined’ (evam anumâne nirûpite) means that what follows is not lined up
merely in chronological succession but also in logical consequence. The purpose of
this essay is to examine and substantiate this claim, in other words to show that Nyâya
logic culminates in a vigorous proposal and defence of theism.
Gaógeœa’s Îœvarânumâna is the most sustained logical argumentation in the Nyâya
tradition to uphold theism. It also is the final culmination of centuries of argumentations in the development of Nyâya thought in this regard. Therefore in order to appreciate fully the achievement of Gaógeœa and to grasp the full force of the Nyâya theistic
arguments, it would be appropriate to examine a little the history of these ideas in the
Nyâya tradition. Already in the Nyâya-sûtras of Gautama we find three aphorisms
(NS 4.1.19–21) which deal directly with God. These sûtras are the following:
‘[19] God is the cause because we find fruitlessness in the actions of
men. [20] It is not so because no fruit appears without the actions of
1

TCMI 1.1–2: evam anumâne nirûpite tasmj jaganirmâtå-puruša-ghaureya-siddhiÿ.
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men. [21] This reasoning is not correct since they [the actions of men]
are influenced by him (i.e. God).’ 2
I have given an elaborate commentary on these sûtras in my work Gaógeœa’s Philosophy of God.3 It is not necessary to repeat all that I have developed in this commentary. Suffice to point out here that the early commentators like Vâtsyâyana
Pakšilasvâmin and Uddyotakara consider these sûtras as proposing the view that
God is the cause of the world, and there is no rational justification to reject the
opinion of these classical interpreters. It may be noted also that Uddyotakara not
only comments on these three sûtras but at the end of his commentary on the third
of these theistic sûtras adds a relatively long section on Îœvara-prakriyâ. In concluding this part Uddyotakara gives an inference to establish the existence of God
with kâryatva (‘being-an-effect’) as the reason. This has remained in its various
formulations by different Nyâya authors the central argument for establishing the
existence of God.
Vâcaspati gives decisive logical interpretations to these sûtras and rejects the arguments advanced by the Buddhists against the existence of God. I have also shown
in my work that Vâcaspati’s contribution is seminal in the most important respect of
showing the limitations and, ultimately, the untenability of the logical positions of
the Buddhists, especially of Dharmakîrti. And Gaógeœa borrows freely from Vâcaspati and, therefore, the conclusions drawn at the end of this essay after the discussions on Vâcaspati are equally valid with regard to the contribution of Gaógeœa also.
Udayana also treats about the existence of God in his Âtma-tattva-viveka, Nyâyakusumâñjali and Kiraòâvalî. The Nyâya-kusumâñjali is entirely devoted to establishing the reality of God. It is probably the first authoritative, systematic and independent work as different from the sûtras and their commentaries, to establish with
rigorous arguments the main doctrines of the Nyâya system, especially the existence
of God, as the culmination of this philosophical enterprise. In the fifth and final
chapter of this work Udayana elaborates various proofs for the existence of God.
Naturally the most significant proof is the inference with kâryatva (‘being-aneffect’) as the reason (hetu). Whatever may be the meagreness of Nyâya literature
on the existence of God prior to Udayana, the situation is radically changed after his
2

NS 4.1.19–21: [19] îœvaraÿ kâraòaô puruša-karmâphalya-darœanât. [20] na, purušakarmâbhâve phalânišpatteÿ. [21] tat-karîtatvâd ahetuÿ.
3
VATTANKY (1984: 4–11). As an introduction to the translation and interpretation of Gaógeœa’s
Îœvara-vâda I have also given an extended treatment on the contribution of various subsequent
Naiyâyikas to the problem of God. The arguments of these Naiyâyikas were developed against the
Buddhist philosophers who brought in a variety of objections against the existence of God; cf.
VATTANKY (1984: 1–150). I have also treated the same subject matter in a different work, see
VATTANKY (1993).
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work Nyâya-kusumâñjali, for it is a voluminous and central work in the development of Nyâya system.4
Leaving less known Nyâya authors who have contributed to the doctrine of God
like Œaœadhara and others I come to the great Gaógeœa in whose magisterial work
Tattva-cintâ-maòi there is a very significant section, Îœvarânumâna, establishing the
existence of God. Perhaps the towering personality of Udayana and his magnificent
work, Nyâya-kusumâñjali, overshadowed the Îœvarânumâna of Gaógeœa and so
earlier scholars like Jacobi argued that everything that could be said about God in
the Nyâya tradition has already been stated by Udayana in his Nyâya-kusumâñjali;
but in the light of the studies undertaken in recent times (VATTANKY (1984) and
(1993)), it is no more possible to hold such an opinion. In fact a detailed and careful
study of the text of Gaógeœa’s Îœvarânumâna shows the considerable originality of
the author not only in the organisation of the matter in the Nyâya tradition but also
in the developments of the arguments especially in as far as their logical rigour is
concerned. The whole work of Gaógeœa’s Îœvarânumâna is a logical and epistemological defence of the basic Nyâya inference: ‘The earth and so on have an agent,
because they have the characteristic of being-an-effect’5, the standard Nyâya inference to establish the existence of God. The defence of this inference is carried out
by Gaógeœa with such philosophical depth and logical acumen that his Îœvarânumâna
can easily be ranked as one of the finest philosophical text in any tradition, Indian or
Western. But to appreciate the philosophical significance of this statement one
should have carefully analysed each sentence and phrase and reflected over them for
long. That is the only way to have even an inkling of the philosophical depth and
logical acumen of Gaógeœa.
We can therefore conclude this section of the present essay pointing out that although the literature on God in the early Nyâya confines itself to the three theistic
sûtras and the commentaries on them, still the contributions of Uddyotakara and
Vâcaspati are so significant from the point of view of logic and epistemology that in
no way can one assert that the idea of God plays only a minimal role in early Nyâya.
With the advent of Udayana and Gaógeœa the whole philosophical scene changes
and substantial independent works such as the Nyâya-kusumâñjali and Îœvarânumâna
(Tattva-cintâ-maòi) establish God as the philosophical and logical culmination of
the Nyâya system. In doing so these authors display philosophical and logical skills
of the highest order and naturally they use precisely defined technical terms. Just to

4

Interested readers may refer to the translations and interpretations of the Âtma-tattva-viveka
and the Nyâya-kusumâñjali by the distinguished scholar, N.S. DRAVID (1995) and (1996).
5
TCMI 1.2–3: kšity-aókurâdikaô sakartåkaô kâryatvât. For easy comprehension this inference is phrased in a way slightly different from the version found in TCM I.
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assert that these refinements are mere subtleties and to dismiss them as Nyâya paraphernalia would be just non-sense. It would be like the statements of Arthur Berriedale KEITH (1977: 35) who dismissed Navya-nyâya as a ‘vast mass of perverted
ingenuity’.
We now enter the basic argument itself of the Naiyâyikas to establish the existence of God. The most important proof for the existence of God in the Nyâya tradition is one which makes use of kâryatva (‘being-an-effect’) as the reason in the inference. Historically we find such a reason for the first time in the inference proposed by Uddyotakara (4th century CE). The whole proof runs as follows:
‘Likewise one should bring “being-an-effect”, as the reason, when
grass etc. are the subject, since these are objects of sight and touch.
Likewise, whenever a difference of opinion is given and “being-an-effect” is also seen, one should prove the existence of God with the same
argument, with the same example of axe etc., after something has been
taken as the subject.’ 6
The full form of the proof must have been something like this: the different things
in nature like grass, earth, shoots etc., must have an agent just as things like a pot
etc., have an agent, viz., potter. And the cause of the effect like grass, earth etc., is
God. It may be noted here that while Uddyotakara explains in detail the other proofs
which he brings forward for the existence of God, he does not go into the details of
this proof. Hence it is reasonable to conclude that this proof may not be his original
contribution but it may have been current at the time of Uddyotakara in the Nyâya
school and he just mentioned it as if it were known to all.
But it is Vâcaspatimiœra (10th century CE) who really defended this proof against
the attack of Buddhist philosophers, especially Dharmakîrti, and drew its philosophical and logical implications. Vâcaspati, Udayana (11th century CE) and
Gaógeœa developed the philosophical and logical aspects of this proof. And it is to
these dimensions of the proof for the existence of God that we shall turn our attention but such a discussion on the philosophical, especially the logical aspects of the
question presupposes a fairly good acquaintance with the terms and techniques of
Nyâya logic especially those concerning the validity of the reason. If a reason is
false then the whole syllogism falls. That is why Nyâya theory of logic has elaborate, accurate and profound discussions on the nature and the kinds of fallacies. I
shall not enter into any detailed discussion of this topic but mention only two of
6

NBh 957.11–13: evaô kâryatvât tåòâdîni pakšî-kåtya darœana-sparœana-višayatvâd iti
vaktavyam. evaô yatra yatra vipratipattiÿ kâryatvaô ca tat tad anenÎva nyâyenânena dåšþântena
vâsyâdinâ pakšayitvâ sâdhayitavyam.
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them which are essential to follow properly the discussions on the inference to establish the existence of God, viz. the unestablished invariable concomitance
(vyâpyatvâsiddhi) and counter-thesis (sat-pratipakša).
The fallacy of unestablishedness of invariable concomitance occurs in such inferences as ‘it has fire because it has blue smoke’; here blue smokeness is not the determinant of the state of being reason because of cumbersomeness. Hence there is
the fault of unestablishedness of invariable concomitance. In other words, in the
inference ‘it has fire because it has blue smoke’, the determinant of the state of being reason is blue smokeness. This is a cumbersome property and so this cannot be
accepted as the real determinant of the state of being reason. The reason is that when
there is a property which is less cumbersome, a cumbersome property cannot be
accepted as the determinant of the state of being reason and here blue smokeness is
cumbersome in comparison with mere smokeness which can really be accepted as
the determinant of the state of being reason. Hence in the inference ‘it has fire because it has blue smoke’, there is the fault of unestablishedness of invariable concomitance (vyâpyatvâsiddhi).
The fallacy of counter-thesis is the subject which has that which is pervaded by
the absence of sâdhya. As for example, when one argues that ‘the earth and so on
have an agent because they are effects’ (kšity-aókurâdikaô sakartåkaô karyatvât)
the opponent argues that ‘the earth and so on have no agent because they are not produced by someone having a body’ (kšity-aókurâdikaô na sakartåkaô œarîrâjanyatvât)
and so according to the opponent the reason ‘being-an-effect’ (kâryatva) suffers
from the fallacy of counter-thesis. Here the fallacy of counter-thesis is that the earth
and so on have the characteristic of not being produced by someone having a body
and such a characteristic is pervaded, according to the opponent, by the absence of
having an agent.
The Naiyâyikas defend their syllogism to establish the existence of God against
all the possible attack of the opponents especially the Buddhists. But first of all let
us recall the simpler form of the syllogism which the Naiyâyikas bring forward to
establish the existence of God: ‘the earth and so on have an agent because they are
effects.’ The Buddhists argued that there is no invariable concomitance of ‘having
an intelligent agent’ with ‘being an effect in general’, but only with that class of
things which although one has not seen being made by someone, but which when
seen after having been made, one immediately knows that that thing has been made
by someone. The heart of this Buddhist objection has already been explained by
Dharmakîrti (PV 1.12–18) and Œântarakšita (TSa 12.61–65). In short, it means only
that after having seen a jar being made by a potter, when we see a similar jar we can
infer that this jar also has been made by a potter, although we have not actually seen
this jar being made by a potter. But by the same sort of process we cannot conclude
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that the earth is produced by someone. And if one similarly infers the existence of
an agent also for the earth, one could infer fire from any white substance as well,
though one has never seen any instance of such a substance produced by fire .
Vâcaspati’s answer (NS 955.14–956.2; NVTÞ 4.1.21) to this objection has been
seminal in the sense that later Naiyâyikas such as Udayana and Gaógeœa developed
only the details of the answer, but the basic elements of the reply remained the
same. Vâcaspati asks the opponent: in order to have the invariable concomitance of
having an intelligent agent, is it enough that the class of things should actually have
an agent or should this agent be actually seen? If it is the first alternative, then the
Naiyâyika has no objection: he holds that there is actually an intelligent agent for
such things as the earth and so on. But if the Buddhist insists that this agent be visible, which is the second alternative, then the Buddhist is denying his own principle.
In no instance at all of an effect would one have the knowledge of an intelligent
agent if the agent is not actually seen. Therefore, when we see a palace which we
did not actually see being built, we cannot conclude that this palace was also built
by someone for the simple reason that we did not see someone building it, or to use
the example which Vâcaspati himself gives, because this cloth which one saw being
produced by someone has a maker, one cannot conclude that the piece of cloth in
the textile shop is also produced by somebody. This, obviously, the Buddhist also
does not admit.
What follows (NS 955.18–21; NVTÞ 4.1.21) is an extremely vital but succinct series of objections on the part of the Buddhists and equally penetrating series of answers by the Naiyâyikas. In fact, all the basic questions about the inference to establish the existence of God are raised and answered here by Vâcaspati. The Buddhist objects: that class of things which is established to have an intelligent agent
will certainly imply that any member belonging to that class and not any other thing
will have an intelligent agent. But to this Vâcaspati answers that the class of things
having a beginning, e.g. jars, have an intelligent agent; certainly trees and so on
belong to the class of things having a beginning. Therefore, they also have an agent.
But of course, the Buddhist does not admit this answer (NS 955.21–23; NVTÞ
4.1.21): he insists that only such a class of things which have been actually perceived as having an agent does have an agent and not others. As for example, we
know that individual things in the class of jar have an agent; from this, it does not
follow that palaces have agents since they do not belong to the class of things which
is perceived to have agents, since they do not belong to the class of jar. Therefore
the Buddhist concludes, only such a class of things which is perceived to have an
agent can enable us to infer that a member of that class has an intelligent agent, even
though we do not actually perceive the agent. This is the final and definitive position of the Buddhist. It shows clearly the nature and limitation of his epistemology
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and logic. Whatever details and argumentations may have been developed by subsequent authors, in essence, this is the position of Dharmakîrti (PV 1.13, also commentary of Manorathanandin on this kârikâ).
Now, Vâcaspati definitely destroys this edifice of Buddhist arguments by a decisive blow of his logic (NS 955.23–24; NVTÞ 4.1.21); in fact, Vâcaspati meets his
adversary on his own and shows him that the class of things which are effects are
perceived to have an intelligent agent. A palace is an effect and we know from perception that this palace has an agent; therefore, whenever we see a thing which has
the characteristic of an effect, we can conclude that, that thing also has an intelligent
agent since that thing also belongs to the class of things which are effects. Thus the
earth and so on are also perceived by us as effects. Hence they also have an intelligent agent.
As to the Buddhist objection (NS 956.1–2; NVTÞ 4.1.21) that in that case an anthill should also be produced by a potter, the answer is that we cannot conclude that
a potter is the maker of an anthill, since we do not see potters making anthills; but
from the fact that the anthill is an effect, we can conclude that it is produced by
intelligent agents which are not seen by us. As we have noted already, later Naiyâyikas, including even Udayana and Gaógeœa, have only developed the details of
this answer.
Further, according to the opponents (TCMI 58.19–71.3, see also VATTANKY
(1984: 221–229, 361–383)), the reason of the establishing inference has the fault of
having a counter-reason. The counter-inference itself is as follows: the world and so
on are not produced by an agent since they are not something produced by someone
having a body. The main objection against the reason of ‘not being produced by
body’ is that in comparison with this reason, ‘being not produced’ is simpler and so
it has the real invariable concomitance of not having an agent. Hence ‘not being
produced by body’, does not have the invariable concomitance of ‘having no agent’.
The opponent tries to answer this objection trying to show that there is actually no
useless qualification since the qualification here is helpful for producing the knowledge that the reason actually exists in the subject. Further, it is objected that only
when the determinant of qualificandness is not the determinant of invariable concomitance, is the qualification such a determinant. In the case of instances such as
‘not produced by body’, ‘blue-smoke’ and so on, the qualificandness alone could be
the determinant of the invariable concomitance in question. The opponent rejects
this and says that even in the instances mentioned, there is invariable concomitance
in the sense of ‘having no deviation’ or ‘having no additional condition’.
All these objections of the opponent are rejected and it is established that such
reasons as ‘not being produced by body’; and ‘blue-smoke’ cannot be used as valid
reasons, though they have the invariable concomitance of the respective sâdhyas.
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They cannot be used as valid reason because of the general principle that the determinant of invariable concomitance is itself the determinant of ‘being reason’. Accordingly in reasons such as ‘blue-smoke’, the determinant of invariable concomitance is not ‘being blue smoke’, but simply ‘smokeness’ because of logical simplicity and so blue smoke cannot be used as a valid reason. Similarly, in the reason of
‘produced by body’ the determinant of the state of being reason is the ‘state of being
produced by body’. Therefore ‘being produced by body’ cannot be used as a valid
reason.
From what we have been explaining it is easy to see that the intrinsic nature of the
basic principles of Nyâya logic lead ineluctably to God as the culmination of philosophical and epistemological enterprise. What are the basic epistemological principles on which these subtle arguments are based? In Nyâya studies in general, and in
Navya-nyâya studies in particular, it is very easy for one to miss the wood for the
trees. There are so many different topics in Navya-nyâya that one can easily get lost
in particulars, though of course a detailed and exact knowledge of the individual
topics is a prerequisite for an appreciation of Navya-nyâya as a whole. What then is
the basic concern of Navya-nyâya? Its overriding concern is in its sustained effort to
study with unparalleled rigour and exactitude the nature, dimensions and conditions
of human knowledge; and, as we know, the philosophical problem par excellence is
the problem of knowledge. With rare insight Navya-nyâya examines the problems
connected with human knowledge and sets forth in detail the exact conditions in
which valid knowledge is possible. It should be borne in mind that in and through
the analysis of human knowledge Navya-nyâya mediates also a self-understanding
of human beings which deserves close examination and probably even unqualified
appreciation. Thus its definition of vyâpti, invariable concomitance, is not a sterile
definition of the concept but an exploration of a profound aspect of human knowledge itself and it may plausibly be argued that its true significance comes out in the
Îœvara-vâda.
In order to make the problem still clearer let us pose the following question; we
know that the logical proof for the existence of God is developed by Vâcaspatimiœra, Udayana and Gaógeœa against the logical and philosophical arguments of
their opponents, especially the Buddhists. What however is most intriguing is that
none of these authors nor even later commentators on Gaógeœa’s work like Jayadeva, Pragalbha or Rucidatta ask the question why is it that according to Nyâya
logic it is possible to establish the existence of God? On the other hand neither
Dharmakîrti nor any of his followers like Jñânaœrîmitra or Ratnakîrti raise the question why in the Buddhist logical system it is not possible to establish the existence
of God? It is also to be noted that none of the modern scholars who studied these
texts raise this question, much less answer it. The question has also escaped the
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attention of general philosophers who know broadly that the Buddhist tradition does
not believe in God, whereas Nyâya is theistic, at least as far as the great works of
Vâcaspatimiœra, Udayana and Gaógeœa are concerned. But they never ask the question what is the reason for this difference?
An adequate answer for this question lies naturally in the concept of knowledge in
the different systems and hence in the possibilities and limitations of their logic.
Therefore it could be asserted without much hesitation that the Nyâya proof for the
existence of God presupposes a theory of knowledge according to which it is possible
to raise the question of God whereas the Buddhists of Dharmakîrti school propose a
theory of knowledge according to which it is radically impossible not only to prove the
existence of God but even to conceive an idea of him. Thus the Nyâya system has as
horizon a theory of knowledge which renders possible the proofs for the existence
of God. That is why it could be validly asserted that in the Nyâya theory of knowledge the Absolute becomes the horizon of all knowledge and therefore also of all
human activities. This aspect of the Nyâya theory of knowledge in all its details is
not developed explicitly in Nyâya treatises but implied in them. But of course it
does not mean that such an interpretation is purely subjective. On the contrary an
interpretation of this kind is based on the very foundation of the system itself.
In order to explain this it is necessary to refer to some of the very basic theories of
Nyâya epistemology. Intimately connected with it is the fundamental Nyâya theory
about what is usually known as invariable concomitance (vyâpti). In simple terms
invariable concomitance is the invariable relationship of the reason with that which
is to be established by the syllogism. Thus, when you establish fire by means of
smoke, you presuppose an invariable relation of smoke with fire. But the concept is
not as simple as that. In fact a large part of Nyâya discussions on the theory of
knowledge and inference in general is all about this concept of invariable concomitance. Further this concept is of primary importance in all the major systems of classical Indian thought. In fact prolonged and persistent controversies ranged among
the different schools on this point precisely because they sought to justify their different metaphysical positions on the basis of this aspect of the theory of knowledge.
The controversy was acute between the Buddhists, especially of the Dharmakîrti
school, and the Naiyâyikas. And the point of difference between these two schools
is that in Nyâya it is possible from what we have known to assert also what we have
not known, whereas the Buddhists tend to deny this. But this of course is an oversimplified statement.
In slightly more technical terms, the Buddhist position would be the following: we
know a thing whose existence we have not directly perceived only if that thing belongs to the class of things which could be the object of direct experience. And the
Naiyâyikas on the contrary hold that we can, on the basis of the experience of the
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class of things about which we have direct knowledge, assert the existence of a
thing even if that thing does not strictly belong to the class of things that could be
perceived. This in fact in simplified terms is the crux of the problem in the Buddhist
and Nyâya theories of knowledge and of invariable concomitance. Consequently the
arguments regarding the existence of God became the centre of heated controversies. Nyâya holds that it is possible for us to know the unknown from what we have
known. It also means that this unknown need not necessarily belong to the class of
things which are already known, but according to the Buddhist system as represented in the school of Dharmakîrti it is necessary that this unknown thing should
belong to the class of things that are already known. Otherwise we cannot make any
affirmation whatever about this unknown thing.
From what has been said it follows that the epistemological presupposition of
Nyâya theory of inference involves by implication first of all the capacity of human
intelligence to rise above what is of immediate experience. We could further draw
the important conclusion that this Nyâya theory implies that human beings cannot
think except in the context of an Absolute. No theory of knowledge is possible
without implying at the same time the existence of an Absolute and the inherent
capacity of human intellect somehow to grasp this Absolute. And such an explanation of the basis of Nyâya theory of knowledge particularly with reference to the
concept of invariable concomitance is quite legitimate. An interpretation of this kind
is based on sound philosophical and philological analysis of the texts concerned
(VATTANKY (1984: 153 ff.)). This implies therefore that the Nyâya theory of
knowledge can be explained and validated only against the background of the basic
and inherent capacity of the human intellect to rise above the mere phenomena
which are directly perceived by it.
This is also the basic reason why it is asserted that the God of the Naiyâyikas is a
transcendent one. The dynamism of knowledge that is implicitly affirmed in the
Nyâya theory of inference cannot simply stop at an anthropomorphic God who is
immanent to the system itself.7 If the God of the Naiyâyikas is just one of the categories admitted by the system then there would not be much point in elaborating the
theory of inference which tries to establish objects beyond sense experience. In fact
7

Of course this interpretation is not fully in line with the usual idea of God in the NyâyaVaiœešika system according to which, in the beginning of creation, God produces movement in the
atoms according to the various adåštas of souls. The adåšta itself is insentient and therefore God is
needed to activate it. In such an interpretation of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika idea of God, he is not a
transcendent reality but he is one of the categories within the system, but does not stand above it.
My point here is that although this is the traditional interpretation of God in the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
system, still the theory of knowledge in general and of inference in particular by its inherent dynamism demands the existence of a transcendent God.
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as we have explained the dynamic nature of the Nyâya theory of knowledge and
inference can be fully understood only in the context of the infinite capacity of the
human intellect to reach out to the ultimate.
It is quite possible that some one may disagree with the above interpretation of the
Nyâya theory of knowledge and inference on the one hand, and of the Buddhist
theory of knowledge and inference on the other, and with the conclusions drawn
from such interpretations. But then it is incumbent on the one who disagrees to propose another plausible answer to the question which was raised: why is it that according to the Nyâya logic it is possible to establish the existence of God? On the
other hand why is it that in the Buddhist logical system of Dharmakîrti it is not possible to establish the existence of God? The classical authors and their commentators do not give any explicit answer to this question. We have to reflect long on their
texts themselves and their implications. I have given one interpretation based on
which a plausible answer to this question is given. It is for other scholars either to
accept my answer or to challenge it with adequate reasons.
From these discussions, the conclusion seems to force itself upon us. In comparison with the literature on the other topics of the Nyâya system, works on Îœvaravâda are significant. The three theistic sûtras and the commentaries on them especially by Uddyotakara and Vâcaspatimiœra, the Nyâya-kusumâñjali of Udayana and
the Îœvara-vâda of Gaógeœa stand out as major contributions to philosophical and
logical thought. Gaógeœa’s Îœvara-vâda in particular is a work composed with considerable ingenuity, though dependent on Vâcaspati for some of the basic arguments. It is as succinct as it is subtle, as we have seen in the discussion on the fallacy of counter-thesis with reference to the inference to establish the existence of
God. But when we study in depth each section of the work analysing each sentence
and each expression we can marvel at the subtlety and depth of the author. In a
sense concealing his art, Gaógeœa deploys various important elements of Nyâya
logic, such as the concept of invariable concomitance, the notion of fallacies etc. to
substantiate his claims in the sphere of theism. And in doing so he is also communicating a profound understanding of human knowledge and of human being itself,
firmly upholding that Theism is an integral element of genuine philosophical anthropology (VATTANKY (1984) and (1993)). Considered in this perspective, it can
be asserted on sound principles of textual exegesis and philosophical hermeneutics
that theism is the culmination of Nyâya logic.
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1.1. Introduction: the knowability thesis
In his Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha (PBh), Praœastapâda ascribes three common properties to all ontological categories: existentiality1 (astitva), nameability (abhidheyatva)
and cognisability (jñeyatva). The well-known and often debated passage of PBh1 2.3,
p. 16 = PBh2 11 reads:
šaòòâm api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheyatva-jñeyatvâni.

T°
*

I gratefully acknowledge the feedback I have received from Stephen Phillips on the notion
of astitva and related issues and thank him for all his comments on the paper.
1
To translate astitva, I deliberately choose ‘existentiality’, which might appear odd at first, in
order not to project any ready-made ideas on the term, the semantics of which first requires proper
analysis. Its meaning will become clear in the sequel, esp. p. 256 ff.
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‘All the six ontological categories have [the following three properties in
common]: existentiality, nameability and cognisability.’
This idea is sometimes simplified to the statement that ‘whatever exists is nameable
and knowable;’2 however, such a rendering occurs not without a semantic loss of the
original statement and prejudging the exact relation, such as co-extension or partial
overlap, between the three properties, a relation that should first be studied more
carefully. We can call it the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the knowability of everything, or the knowability thesis for short.
The present paper will take up the question again,3 whether these three properties
were thought to be coextensive or not, by supplying some additional material, and
will demonstrate how far the issue is related to the idea of omniscience accepted by
the Vaiœešika. I will also argue that the triad of existentiality (astitva), nameability
(abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) entered the system of Vaiœešika in the
late fifth century CE at the earliest in a package of four interrelated concepts that
necessarily complement each other. The other three ingredients are: the belief in
god’s existence4, belief in god’s omniscience and belief in supernatural perception.
What is important, the paper is an attempt to reconstruct early historical developments in the tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika and not to engage the subsequent development of these ideas. I deliberately avoid discussing such philosophers as Udayana
or Gaógeœa or ideas (e.g. upâdhi) that were later developed as, perhaps, a response
to some problems also posed by issues discussed in the present paper in order to
avoid a methodological error of projecting later ideas onto an early phase of the
system.

2
See Karl H. POTTER (1968: 275): ‘to be is to be knowable and nameable’, and POTTER (1995:
48): ‘whatever is, is knowable and nameable’.
3
The issue was dealt with already in such works, for example, as POTTER (1968), SHAW
(1978), HALBFASS (1989), HALBFASS (1992: 158), POTTER (1995), PERRETT (1999).
4
I consistently translate îœvara as ‘god’ for a few reasons. First, îœvara should be distinguished from deva (‘divine being’) in translation. Second, I consider it a better practice to translate
Indian Sanskrit terms into English rather than leave them untranslated, because otherwise, in
extreme cases, a translation would purely consist of Sanskrit terms embedded in English morphology and be a case of a ‘Sanskritic new speech’, and because even a rough English translation
approximates the idea of how we understand a given Sanskrit term, albeit it does not always convey the meaning in a most adequate manner. Third, the Indian concept of îœvara does not really
overlap with what is understood under ‘God’ in monotheistic traditions of Judaism, Christianity or
Islam. Fourth, to an extent the meaning of îœvara partially relates to theistic concept of WesternAsian and European traditions, I consider the term ‘god’ (unlike Yahveh / Jehovah, Allah, Œiva
etc.) a common noun (albeit with necessarily only one instantiation for the monotheists), not a
proper name, and as such it should be consistently written lower case, despite the tradition.
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1.2. Other examples of the knowability thesis
Praœastapâda was not unique in the tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika. At more or less
the same time Uddyotakara alludes to these ideas in the Nyâya-vârttika with similar
words,5 taking the idea of the three properties as already well-known and necessitating no additional explanation.
Likewise Candramati (Maticandra?) refers to these ideas at the end of his Daœapadârtha-œâstra (DPŒ)—now preserved only in Chinese translation,6 that presents
the Vaiœešika system partly independent of the Vaiœešika-sûtras—which is cited
here in two different English renderings:
‘Which of these (five kinds of abhâva—P.B.) are objects of perception; which are not objects of it? All the five non-existences are not
objects of perception. On the other hand, even those which exist without being supported by other things are altogether objects of inference .
[Section 11.—Conclusion]
Which of these ten categories are knowable; which are not knowable?
All are knowable and also causes of their
r e c o g n i t i o n s ’7;
‘[253] Among these five [kinds of absences], how many are the objects of direct cognition, and how many are not the objects of direct

5

NV1 1.1.5, p. 56.21 = NV2 1.1.5, p. 50.17: sattva-pra§meyatvâbhidheyatvâdy-anumânaô
prâptam.
§
NV2. The passage is quoted in HBÞÂ, p. 317.26.
Worth noting is that Uddyotakara uses the term astitva not in the Vaiœešika sense of
‘existentiality’, which is discussed in the present paper, as it stands in triad of astitva–abhidheyatva–
jñeyatva, but in the sense of ontological existence, e.g. in such phrases and contexts as ‘the existence of soul’ (NV1 1.1.10, p. 66.17–18 = NV 2 , p. 60.11–12: icchâdînâô pratisandhânam
âtmâstitva-pratipâdakam; NV1 1.1.34, p. 119.8–9 = NV2 1.1.33, p. 109.21–22: tad yathâ âtmano
’stitva-nâstitva-vicâraòâyâm iti. âtmano ’stitva-nâstitva-saôœayaÿ iti, etc.) or ‘the existence of
god’ (NV 1 4.1.21, p. 461.4–7 = NV 2 , p. 433.7 ff.: îœvara eva nyâyam. tatra hi pramâòâny
avighâtena pravartante iti. astitvâsiddhiÿ iti cet atha manyase siddhe îœvarasyâstitve kâraòântaranirâkaraòaô nimitta-kâraòa-bhâvaœ ca siddhyet, etc.).
6
After a first fragmentary attempt by Paramârtha, DPŒ was eventually fully translated into
Chinese by Xuanzang (Hsuan-tsang, 600–664) under the title Shengzong shijuyi lun (a rendering
of Vaiœešika-nikâya-daœa-padârtha-œâstra) in 648 (or between 646 and 648), after his return to
China from Nâlandâ; see UI (1917: 1) and BAGCHI (1944: 151).
7
Translated by UI (1917: 119). Cf. also a relevant note of UI (1917: 224): ‘“Knowable” represents jñeyatva, while astitva and abhidheyatva are included in “causes of their recognition”.’
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cognition? [254] Any [kind of absence] is not the object of direct cognition. But all [kinds of absences], which exist without having any locus other [than their own], are the objects of inference. [255] Among
these ten categories of entities, how many are cognizable and how
many are non-cognizable? [256] A l l a r e c o g n i z a b l e
a n d a r e t h e c a u s e o f e x p r e s s i o n s ’8 (emphasis—
P.B.).
The idea is also expressly echoed in the Praœastamati-þîkâ passages quoted in DNC
(p. 517.5–7; see below, p. 274) by Mallavâdin, albeit it does not seem to be known
to the original author(s) of the Vaiœešika-sûtra.9

2. The structure of Praœastapâda’s argument
Let us first take a closer look at the structure of Praœastapâda’s statement.

2.1. Possible formulations and loss of ontology
As it is well-known, in the Vaiœešika ontology, the structure of the world is described as reducible to atomic facts, analysable as follows:
A property (dharma, q) is related to its substratum (dharmin, p) with a
particular relation (sambandha, R): R (q, p).
One of the relations possible in Vaiœešika, the relation of inherence (samavâya),
acquired a predominant role and was classified as the sixth ontological category.
Praœastapâda defined it as ‘the relationship between the locus and the located property’10. Others defined it later as ‘the qualifier-qualificand relationship’ (viœešaòaviœešya-bhâva)11.

8

Translated and reconstructed into Sanskrit by MIYAMOTO (1996: 206), DPŒ2 253–256:
[253] etâdåœâòâô pañcâbhâvânâô kati dåšþa-višayâÿ katy adåšþa-višayâÿ? [254] sarve ’dåšþavišayâÿ. kiô tu ananyâœritya vartamânâÿ sarve ’numâna-višayaÿ. [255] etešâô darœa-padârthânâô
kati jñeyâÿ katy ajñeyâÿ? [256] sarva eva jñeyâÿ. te cÎvâbhidhâna-hetuÿ. Cf. also MIYAMOTO
(1996: 251): praœastapâda-bhâšya-dravya-granthe sâdharmya-vaidharmya-nirûpaòânâm šaòòâm
api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheya-jñeyatvâni.
9
Cf. n. 23.
10
PBh1 12, p. 326.1 = PBh2 375: adhikaraòâdhikartavyayor eva bhâva[ÿ].
11
Uddyotakara, e.g. NV1 1.1.4, p. 32.16.
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In the Vaiœešika-specific terminology, the Western-type predicate proposition of
the form
‘x is P’:
P (x)
would thus correspond to:
‘The property P-ness is related to its substratum x with the relation of
inherence I’:
I (P-ness, x),
which can be s i m p l i f i e d to:
‘x possesses the property P-ness.’12
This is why the idea expressed by Praœastapâda’s statement: ‘anything that
possesses the property of existentiality, also possesses the property of nameability
and cognisability’, could be logically converted to a typical predicate statement:
‘whatever is existent is also nameable and cognisable’.
That would not, however, happen without consequence. The transformation
would, first, involve the obvious loss of the specific ontological relation between
subject and predicate typified by the relation of inherence, and, second, would reduce the property-substratum relation of inherence to a predicate-subject relation.
What remains intact is the logical relation between the subject and the predicates, or
between the substratum and its properties. In the paper, I shall occasionally use the
shorthand ‘whatever is existent is also nameable and knowable’, or similar expressions, for the complete proposition: ‘among all the six categories anything that possesses the property of existentiality, also possesses the property of nameability and
cognisability’.

2.2. Possible readings of Praœastapâda’s statement
We notice that the three properties can, theoretically, be coextensive, partially
overlap or be in the relation of inclusion. To save paper, I will not discuss all the
theoretical possibilities, but only refer to those that are contextually most plausible.
Accordingly, Praœastapâda’s complete statement: ‘All the six ontological categories have [the following three properties, inherently related to them, in common]:

12

For instances cf. PBh1 2.3, p. 19 = PBh2 15 (n. 26 below), and DNC, p. 517.5 f.: yat punaÿ
dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô sattvât sattâdivat (see n. 30 below).
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existentiality, nameability and cognisability’, which assumes the reality of the relation of inherence, can be converted to one of the following predicate statements:
F1°
F2°
F3°
F4°
F5°
F6°

‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is existent, is also nameable
which is in turn cognisable’: astitva  (jñeyatva  abhidheyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is existent, is also cognisable which is in turn nameable’: astitva  (abhidheyatva jñeyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is nameable, is also existent
which is in turn cognisable’ abhidheyatva (jñeyatva  astitva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is nameable, is also cognisable which is in turn existent’ abhidheyatva (astitva jñeyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is cognisable, is also
existent which is in turn nameable’: jñeyatva  (astitva  abhidheyatva), or
‘Among the six ontological categories, whatever is cognisable, is also nameable which is in turn existent’: jñeyatva  (abhidheyatva astitva).13

What needs to be clarified is also the exact relation between the sets of properties,
i.e. the equation / inclusion sign  should be diambiguated as either = or  , e.g.:
jñeyatva = astitva = abhidheyatva, or
astitva  (jñeyatva  abhidheyatva), or
jñeyatva  astitva  abhidheyatva, or
jñeyatva  (astitva = abhidheyatva), etc.
The relation between nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva)
does not seem to pose much difficulty due to the e v e n t u a l l y 14 verbal character of cognition, accepted by the Nyâya-Vaiœešika, but also because the commentators take them both as coextensive: jñeyatva = abhidheyatva.
For instance at a much later period, in the Kiraòâvalî, Udayana singles them out
and treats in the same manner:
‘[Objection:] “But these two [categories of nameability and cognisability] exist even with respect to [the seventh ontological category of]
absence”. They do, indeed. However, what is intended to be expressed
13
The possibilities of formal notation are larger depending on how we use the parentheses, e.g.
F2* (astitva  jñeyatva)  abhidheyatva, F2* (astitva  abhidheyatva)  jñeyatva, etc. For our
purposes the issue is of no practical importance.
14
By ‘eventually’ I mean that, even in the case of the contents of the non-conceptual (indeterminate) perception (nirvikalpaka-pratyakša), one becomes aware of it only at a subsequent stage
of conceptual (determinate) perception (savikalpaka-pratyakša), which in principle can be verbalised.
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[here in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya] is not the difference [between all
the ontological categories] with respect to this [absence], but the similarity with respect to six ontological categories.’ 15
Similarly, in the Nyâya-kandalî (NKan), Œrîdharamiœra says that:
‘Nameability is indeed the intrinsic nature of the real thing, i.e. it is
nothing but the intrinsic nature of something that exists; and, in view
of the difference of [the particular] condition [of the real thing], nameability is called cognisability.’16
What remains problematic is how the pair nameability–cognisability actually relates
to existentiality, viz. whether it is the equation: astitva (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), or
the inclusion of either of two kinds: nameability–cognisability is the proper subset
of existentiality, viz. astitva  (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), or the other way round,
viz. (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva)  astitva.
Researchers interpreted Praœastapâda’s thesis in diverse ways. Karl H. POTTER,
for instance, took it for granted that all the three properties are coextensive :
‘“To be is to be knowable and nameable”. The Naiyâyika reads this as
fully reversible: whatever exists (in the broadest sense) can be known
and can be spoken of, named; furthermore, if something is known, or
if it is named, then it exists. Likewise, if something is nameable, it is
knowable, and vice-versa. The three abstract nouns in the Sanskrit
motto apply to each and every thing in the universe’ (196 8: 275),
as well as
‘whatever is, is knowable and nameable’ (1995: 48).
Also Roy W. PERRETT (1999: 401) echoed the thought: ‘Whatever exists is knowable and nameable’. The same interpretation was expressed several decades earlier by Gaógânâtha JHÂ (1982: 37):
‘Though “beingness” would seem to belong to Abhâva also, and as
such the mention of “six” categories only would appear incorrect,—yet
when we bear in mind the fact that our author has enumerated only six
categories, the incongruity ceases; as to mention “six” categories, as
having “beingness” is as much as to say that it belongs to all things.
15

KA, p. 19.5–7: nanv etad eva dvayam abhâve ’py astîti cet, astu, na hi tad-apekšayâ
vaidharmyam idaô vivakšitam, api tu šad-apekšayâ sâdharmyam.
16
NKan1, p. 16: tac ca vastunaÿ svarûpam eva bhâva-svarûpam evâvasthâ-bhedena jñeyatvam
abhidheyatvaô côcyate.
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And a n y t h i n g t h a t e x i s t s i s a l s o c a p a b l e
o f b e i n g “ p r e d i c a t e d ” ’ (emphaisis—P.B.).
And in the same spirit Jaysankar Lal SHAW (1978: 259–260) asserted that:
‘To exist is to be knowable and nameable. It is claimed that if something has one of the three properties, it has the remaining two properties as well. … Every object has the property of being communicable
through language. … This amounts to saying that an object can be an
object of knowledge of cognition.’
However, Wilhelm HALBFASS (1992: 158) was far more cautious in his judgements:
‘“All six categories possess is-ness, nameability, and knowability”
(šâòòâô api padârthânâm astitvâbhidheyatvajñeyatvâni).110 Praœastapâda’s short statement is elusive; its simplicity is deceptive. It does not
clarify the relationship between astitva, on the one hand, and predicability and knowability or objectifiability, on the other. The fact that he
coordinates them as common attributes (sâdharmya) of the six categories does not necessarily mean that he considers them to be coextensive.111 The commentators usually include nonbeing (abhâva) under
abhidheyatva and jñeyatva, but are reluctant to do so with regard to
astitva; although we may know and speak of nonbeing, nothing knowable
or speakable exists (or “is there”) apart from the six positive categories.112
[110 PBh, p. 16.].’
I will return to this important question whether the three properties are coextensive
or not in § 3 below (p. 273 ff.).

2.3. Existentiality and existence
Praœastapâda, Candramati and Uddyotakara are too laconic to judge the way they
conceived of the relation of the three properties. Not only do they not define them, but
also treat them as meta-categories17 that underlie the system and its categories and are
17

Cf. HALBFASS (1992: 1945): ‘Astitva is not part of the fundamental “nomenclature of the
world.’ It is not “listed” and “named” among the categories, but used to describe and analyze
them. I is a second-order concept, an abstraction.’ Indeed, the problem of the property of astitva to
be considered a separate category is pointed out by Œântarakšita in TSaP 572:
saôjñâpaka-pramâòasya višaye tattvam išyate /
šaòòâm astitvam iti cet šaðbhyo ’nyas te prasajyate //
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too well known to be defined or explained. They must have already become a
‘common assumption’ of the discourse at that time. All Praœastapâda says about them
is, for instance, that they apply to all the six categories to which the universe is reducible, i.e. they apply to everything. Most importantly, astitva is clearly distinguished
from the highest universal (sâmânya) of existence (sattâ), which is possessed only by
the first three categories of ‘concrete things’ (artha): substances (dravya), qualities
(guòa) and movements (karman). Existentiality (astitva) along with two other metacategories, in their turn, are predicated of everything. Only ‘concrete’ things need
‘existence’ (sattâ) for their existence, whereas the remaining three categories—i.e.
universals (sâmânya), individuators (viœeša)18 and inherence (samavâya)—do not and
cannot; they do possess, however, existentiality (astitva).
Some clarification with respect to the actual relation between the concepts of sattâ
and astitva can be found in PBh. In the chapter on the relation of inherence, Praœastapâda explains that
‘Just as the presence (sc. the universal existence, sattâ) of substances,
qualities and movements, which consists in [their] being existent,19 has
no additional association with the universal existence (sc. it needs no
second-order universal of existence), similarly inherence, consisting in
occurrence has no additional (sc. second order) occurrence; therefore
[inherence] occurs in itself.’20
In other words, the highest universal of existence that characterises substances,
qualities and movements, does not need any second-order universal of existence; it
does need though the quality of ‘being existent’, or ‘having the nature of something
existent’ (sad-âtmaka), i.e. existentiality (astitva).
Thus, the highest universal of existence (sattâ) is inherently related—through the
relation of samavâya—to only those entities and all those which can ostensively be
referred to as denotata with specific terms denoting them. Accordingly, the extension,
or application, of sattâ is narrower than that of astitva.21 This contention finds further

18

An idea that only partially resembles Duns Scotus’ notion of haecceity (‘thisness’), the main
difference being that for Duns Scotus it was the notion of a particular non-qualitative property
or aspect of a thing responsible for its distinct individuality or essence, whereas for Vaiœešika it
is a separate category.
19
Cf. VS(C) 1.2.4 (bhâvaÿ sâmânyam eva) and VSV(C) ad loc.
20
PBh1 12, p. 328 = PBh2 384: yathâ dravya-guòa-karmaòâô sad-âtmakasya bhâvasya
nânyaÿ sattâ-yogo ’sti, evam avibhâgino våtty-âtmakasya samavâyasya nânyâ våttir asti tasmât
svâtma-våttiÿ.
21
This was eventually perceived as problematic by some. See for instance Bhaþþa Vâdîndra
who, in his Vaiœešika-sûtra-vârttika (VSV), equates astitva with sattâ to avoid a range of
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support in Praœastapâda’s following statement which indirectly associates the property
of being related to the universal existence (sattâ-sambandha) with the property of
being nameable according to a linguistic convention that governs the process of conventional naming of the first three categories (substances, qualities and movements):
‘All three [categories, viz.] substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements), possess the relation with [the universal] existence, [possess]
the status of [entities] that are endowed with intermediate universals,
[possess] the status of [entities] that are nameable with [the help of]
speech elements that [express their] denotata [in accordance] with the
convention [that applies] to them 22.’23
We can see that for Praœastapâda there are two different strategies to denote entities,
or—to put it differently—different categories are all amenable to being denoted in two
different ways. All the six categories, which are also possessed of existentiality
(astitva), are nameable (abhidheya), whereas the first three of them, which are posdifficulties; see ISAACSON (1995: 28–29): ‘What Bhaþþa Vâdîndra does here is attempt to solve an
inherent difficulty in Vaiœešika ontology by equating what originally was a “second-order concept,” which fell outside of the supposedly all-inclusive categories, with the highest universal.
This attempt to make the description and classification of really existing things as complete as
possible with a small set of first-order concepts and avoiding the use of concepts at a higher
(meta-) level as far as possible, inevitably entails infinite regress, circularity or âtmâœrayaÿ at
some key points; how persuasive Bhaþþa Vâdîndra is in arguing that this does not invalidate his
proposals I shall leave to philosophers to debate. No Indian thinker, as far as I know, has followed
Bhaþþa Vâdîndra in this.’
22
This is in accordance with VS(C) 7.2.24: sâmayikaÿ œabdâd artha-pratyayaÿ.—‘The understanding of the meaning [takes place] by virtue of the speech element governed by a convention.’
A reference to such an understanding of the meaning of a word, which denotes concrete entities
(substances and their qualities) as well as their movements, which expresses both the universal and the
particular aspect—and only these first three categories possess universals (sâmânya) and individuators
(viœeša), may earlier have been referred to by Bhartåhari in VP 2.125, which is slightly cryptic:
niyatâs tu prayogâ ye niyataô yac ca sâdhanam /
tešâô œabdâbhidheyatvam aparair anugamyate //
‘Others conclude that specific application [of words] (sc. universals) and means [to
apply them] (sc. particulars) are what is expressed by the speech element.’
23
PBh1 2.3, p. 17 = PBh2 14: dravyâdînâô trayâòâm api sattâ-sambandhaÿ, sâmânyaviœešavattvaô, sva-samayârtha-œabdâbhidheyatvaô, dharmâdharma-kartåtvaô ca.
It is generally accepted by later Vaiœešika authors that the idea goes back to Praœastapâda,
which further implies that the first to adopt the three properties (astitva–abhidheyatva–jñeyatva)
common to all ontological categories was Praœastapâda, see VSU 8.2.3, p. 370.3–4: tad uktaô
praœastadevâcâryaiÿ “trayâòâm artha-œabdâbhidheyatvaô ca” iti.—‘It was stated by the esteemed
preceptor Praœasta that the three [categories possess] the status of [entities] that are nameable with
[the help of] speech elements that [express their] denotata.’
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sessed of the highest universal of existence (sattâ), are in addition nameable through
speech elements that express their denotata following the convention that applies to
these categories (sva-samayârtha-œabdâbhidheya). Such an interpretation is additionally
strengthened by a mediaeval commentary called Praœastapâda-bhâšya-samâlocana:
‘[All first three categories, viz. substances, qualities and movements,]
possess the relation with [the universal] existence, which (sc. the relation) consists in inherence. Intermediate universals are substantiality etc.
(i.e. qualitativeness (guòatva) and mobility (karmatva)). [These three
categories also possess] the status of [entities] endowed with these
[intermediate universals]. Only three [categories, viz.] substance etc.,
are named with the help of an independent (sc. not connected with a
subordinate word) speech element that [expresses] its denotatum
(object), not any other [category]. This precisely is the convention,
[expressed] in the own literature of the Vaiœešikas, to facilitate practice, just as [the statement] of The Instruction on Yoga (YBh): “The
triad of meditation, contemplation and concentration with respect to
one [object constitute] restraint”.’24
Thus, only the first three ontological categories can be related through inherence
to existence, whereas such categories as intermediate universals (dravyatva, guòatva,
karmatva), individuators and inherence are excluded; they possess astitva (‘existentiality’) instead. Praœastapâda explicitly states that they are not nameable in the same
way as the first three categories. In other words, universals etc. are not ostensively
nameable, i.e. cannot be ostensively indicated with an accompanying verbal expression:
‘[The subsequent] three categories such as universals etc. (i.e. individuators and inherence) [possess] the status of [entities] that are existent
in their own essence (sc. are self-existent), [possess] the status of
[entities] that are characterised (or: recognised) by cognition25, [possess]
the status of [entities] that are not effects, [possess] the status of [entities]
that are not causes, [possess] the status of [entities] that do not possess
24

PBhS, p. 10.15–20 (ad PBh2 14): sattâ-sambandhaÿ samavâya-lakšaòaÿ sâmânya-viœešâ
dravyatvâdayaÿ tadvattvaô nirupapadenârtha-œabdena dravyâdayas traya evâbhidhîyante
nâpare. eša eva samayo vaiœešikâòâô sva-œâstre vyavahâra-lâghavâya yathâ “dhyâna-dhâraòâsamâdhi-trayam ekatra saôyama”§ iti yogânuœâsane.
a
YBh 3.4: dhâraòâ-dhyâna-samâdhi-trayam ekatra saôyamaÿ.
25
As regards the ambiguity of the expression buddhi-lakšaòa (‘those whose characteristic is
cognition’ or ‘those who are recognised through cognition’) cf. VyV, p. 40.21–22: tathâ buddhir
lakšaòaô yešâô buddhyâ lakšyanta iti vâ buddhi-lakšaòâs tešâô bhâvo buddhi-lakšaòatvam.
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any intermediate universals (i.e. subtypes), [possess] the status of
[entities] that are permanent and [possess] the status of [entities] that
are not nameable with [the help of] speech elements that [express their]
denotata.’26
Centuries later, Œaókaramiœra restates the idea slightly differently:
‘… even though [universals, individuators and inherence] are bereft of
existence, [which is the highest universal], they are the contents of
cognition that [they are] existent…’27
All that means is that all the six categories of the classical Vaiœešika can become
the contents of both verbal expressions (abhidhâna) and cognitive acts (pratyaya),
but only first three of them can be indicated directly (by pointing) as well as both
named (with either general or non-abstract singular terms, or names) and veridically
thought of as concrete objects, whose qualities or states are spatio-temporarily limited and which are potentially observable directly.
Worth noting is that the same idea is paraphrased (quoted?) and ascribed to Praœastamati by Mallavâdin in DNC, where he introduces a longer quotation from the
Praœastamati-þîkâ:
‘Further, one may object: “[All three categories, viz.] substance etc. (sc.
qualities and movements), are the contents of verbal designation and
cognition <as something existent>28 only by their own force, because
they are existent (or: because of their existentiality), just as the existence
and other [universals are the contents of verbal designation and cognition
because they are existent by their own force]. Just as there is verbal designation and cognition of the existence and other [universals] by their own
force, not because of their union with [the universal] existence, similarly
there is verbal designation and cognition also of [the three categories of]
substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) by their own force, not because they are endowed with [the universal] existence”. That is not correct, because [substance, qualities and movements] do not share the na26
PBh1 2.3, p. 19 = PBh2 15: sâmânyâdînâô trayâòâô svâtma-sattvaô buddhi-lakšaòatvam
akâryatvam akâraòatvam asâmânya-viœešavattvaô nityatvam artha-œabdânabhidheyatvaô cêti.
27
PBhÞS, p. 177.3–7: sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô svâtma-sattvam. tac ca sattâ-œûnyatve
sati sat-pratyaya-višayatvam. buddhi-lakšaòatvaô cânuvåtta-buddhi-vyâvåtta-buddhi-hetu-buddhivišayatvam eva lakšaòaô sâmânyâdînâô trayâòâm ity uktam.
28
The edition reads: dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô, but—in view of
the recurring reading sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau in DNC, p. 517.6, p. 517.6–7 and p. 519.7—we
should perhaps read dravyâdînâô svata eva sad-abhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô.
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ture of it (i.e. of universal existence). Since substance etc. (sc. qualities
and movements) do not have the nature of this [universal existence],29
[their] verbal designation etc. (i.e. cognition) as something existent is
based on [the universal] existence, like [the ideas] “the one with no
stick” and “the one with a stick” are based on [the idea of] “a stick”.’30
Thus, what renders the first three categories ostensibly expressible and cognisable
as concrete denotata, i.e. as objects or phenomena that can be directly indicated,
seems to be the universal existence that is related to them. The remaining three categories, including universals (the primary of them being existence (sattâ)), can neither be expressed ostensibly (sc. pointed to) nor be directly cognised in the same
manner, i.e. as potentially spatio-temporarily determinable objects that that are related to particular qualities, albeit they can be spoken and veridically thought of as
general objects or ideas. Praœastamati rejects an unidentified opponent’s opinion
that the first three categories (substance, qualities and movements) would not
need any additional factor or determinant to be expressed and cognised as existent
entities, the way the remaining three categories can, on the grounds that the idea of
existence as a universal is already entailed in any statement that addresses an object
that exists or an object that does not exist. While Mallavâdin subsequently rejects
the idea, he nonetheless refers to Praœastamati’s formulations:
‘What has been said, viz. “Since they do not share the nature of it (i.e.
of universal existence), verbal designation and cognition of substance
etc. (sc. qualities and movements) as something existent is [possible]
29

See remark b in n. 30. With the reading asad-âtmatvât, as it is (wrongly) printed, we would
have to read: ‘Since substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) do not have the nature of something existent [on its own]’.
In addition, the idea of sad-âtmakatva/ sad-âtmatva corresponds to astitva (see p. 257), and
what is meant here is the idea that the three categories of substances etc. need the third category to
be amenable to verbal expression etc.
30
DNC, p. 517.5–518.1 (Vol. II): yat punaÿ “dravyâdînâô [dravya-guòa-karmanâôa] svata
evâbhidhâna-pratyaya-višayatvaô sattvât sattâdivat. yathâ sattâdeÿ sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau
svata eva, na sattâ-yogât, evaô dravyâdînâm api sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau svata eva, na sattâyogâd” ity ukte ucyate—nÎtad, atâdâtmyât. dravyâdînâm asad-âtmatvâtb sattâ-nimittaô sadabhidhânâdi daòða-nimittâdaòða-daòðitvavad iti.
a
DNC, p. 517.3: tešâô trayaòâm.
b
Read: atad-âtmatvât in view of (1) the preceding atâdâtmyât, (2) DNC, p. 519.7: atad-âtmatvâd
dravyâdînâô… (see n. 31), and (3) DNCV, p. 519.26–27: atad-âtmatvâd ity-âdy asattâtmakatvâd
dravya-guòa-karmaòâô sad-abhidhâna-pratyayau sattâ-yogât.
Cf. MŒVÞ, III, p. 29.5–8: tad yadi daòða-puruša-sambandho daòði-œabdasyâbhidheyaÿ, tathâ
sati tan-niškarše daòðitvaô daòðitêti tva-talor anuœâsanam upapadyate. yathâ go-œabdâbhidheyaô
sâmânyaô gotvam iti tv apratyayena niškåšyate.
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only because they are endowed with [the universal] existence, it is not
possible by their own force”, that too is not [correct].’ 31
We can further notice that members of the compound sad-abhidhâna-pratyaya—
resolved as sad-abhidhâna (‘verbal designation [of x] as existent’) of Praœastamati
and sad-pratyaya (‘cognition [of x] as existent’)—correspond to the triad astitva–
abhidheyatva–jñeyatva of Praœastapâda.32

2.4. How do existentiality and existence differ?
The comparison of Praœastapâda’s vocabulary (astitva–abhidheyatva–jñeyatva)
and that of Uddyotakara (sattva–abhidheyatva–prameyatva, quoted in n. 5) reveals
that the terms astitva and sattva can, at least on some occasions, be treated as interchangeable, depending on the choice of authors. The specific character of astitva
(‘existentiality’) and the way it differs from sattâ (‘existence’) will become clearer
when we compare the usage of still another term, viz. bhâva, which may at first appear
to cover some of the semantics of ‘existence’ and which occurs in selected passages of Praœastapâda’s work and of the Praœastamati-þîkâ as quoted by Mallavâdin
and Siôha-sûri. The term bhâva occurs in at least the following meanings in both
works:

31
DNC, p. 519.7–520.1: yad apy uktam “atad-âtmatvâd dravyâdînâô sad-abhidhânapratyayau sattâ-yogât, na svataÿ” tad api na.
32
In his criticism Mallavâdin directly refers to Praœastamati’s ideas. This also throws
additional light on the relations between the three properties (existentiality, nameability and cognisability): DNC, p. 521.7–522.1: yataœ cÎvaô tasmât sato bhâvaÿ sattêti vyutpattir dravyâdyvyatirikta-sattârthÎva kartari šašþhî-våtteÿ. yat tat sadbhir bhûyate … sad ity-abhidhâna-pratyayakâraòaô sarvatra.—‘Since it is so, [viz. the universal existence of substances etc. is there by its
own force,] therefore the presence of that which is existent [is the universal] existence—such is
the etymological formation the meaning of which is nothing but [the universal] existence as something different from substances etc., inasmuch as the genitive case is used [to indicate] the agent.
… That which obtains by virtue of existent [entities] (sc. the fact that existent entities occur as
such) is the cause of verbal designation and cognition of the form: “[it] is existent” with respect to
everything.’ Cf. DNCV, p. 521.20–522.–11: yataœ cÎvam ity-âdi, yasmât svata eva sattâ
dravyâdînâô yuktâ tasmât sato bhâvaÿ sattêti yâ œabda-vyutpattir bheda-šašþhy-âpâdanârthâ sâ
dravyâdy-avyatirikta-sattârthÎva jñâyate satâô bhâvaÿ sattêti. kiô kâraòam? kartari šašþhîvåtteÿ. tad-vyâkhyânam—yat tat sadbhir ity-âdi gatârthaô yâvat sad ity-abhidhâna-pratyayakâraòaô sarvatrêti. Comp. also DNCV, p. 535.23–24: yat tat tena bhûyate sa sattâ “bhû
sattâyâm” [PâDhâ 1] iti pâþhât sâmânyam.
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(1) bhâva in the sense of ‘presence’, ‘occurrence’, where it is equivalent
to sadbhâva, viz. ‘x is there’, ‘x is present here’;33
(2) bhâva in the sense of ‘existence [of]’, viz. ‘there is’, ‘there exists’; 34
(3) bhâva in the copulative meaning of ‘is’, viz. ‘x is P’35;36
(4) bhâva in the sense of sattâ-sâmânya, viz. the highest universal.37
The last meaning is technical, and thus relevant to our discussion, whereas the first
three express the ideas of ‘being’ (i.e. ‘being there’, ‘being a P’ etc.) in a rather lose
sense, especially in ontological, existential or predicative senses respectively. Most
importantly, bhâva in the fourth meaning is equated with the universal existence,
which is in agreement with an earlier tradition of the Vaiœešika-sûtra38, and it is
nowhere associated with the idea of astitva, whereas the term sattva is. We see that,
in other words, existentiality (astitva, sattva) corresponds neither to the highest
universal (sattâ-sâmânya) nor to existence (bhâva) in the ontological sense as
‘presence’, or ‘being there’ etc., nor to the copulative meaning of the verb ‘to be’
(Öas, Öbhû).
What is existentiality (astitva, sattva) then, and how does it differ in its meaning
and application from the universal existence (sattâ, bhâva)? It is, in my opinion, the
33

PBh1, p. 238 = PBh2 270: ubhayâsiddho ’nyatarâsiddhas tad-bhâvâsiddho ’numeyâsiddhaœ
cêti. … tad-bhâvâsiddho yathâ dhûma-bhâvenâgny-adhigatau kartavyâyâm upanyasyamâno
bâšpo [PBh1: vâšpe] dhûma-bhâvenâsiddha iti. Cf. VNÞ, p. 14: vâsa-gåhâdišu tarhi dahanâbhâve
’pi dhûma-sadbhâvâd vyabhicâra iti cet.
34
PBh1 10, p. 312 = PBh2 364–365: aparaô dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdy anuvåtti-vyâvåttihetutvât sâmânyaô viœešaœ ca bhavati. … prâòy-aprâòi-gatânâm anuvåtti-vyâvåtti-hetutvât sâmânyaviœeša-bhâvaÿ siddhaÿ. See also DNC, p. 518.1–2: katham idaô tâdâtmyam (of dravyâdi and
sattâ)? kiô sato bhâvât uta sat-karatvât?
35
In one of its two meanings, either or  , viz.  ; cf. BOCHEÑSKI (1956: 357; § 40.16).
36
PBh1 9.5, p. 308.1 = PBh2 356: âkâœa-kâla-dig-âtmanâô saty api dravya-bhâve niškriyatvaô
sâmânyâdivad amûrtatvât.
37
PBh1 8, p. 187.3–7 = PBh2 171: buddhi-sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatnânâm dvayor âtmamanasoÿ saôyogâd upalabdhiÿ. bhâva-dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdînâm upalabhyâdhârasamavetânâm âœraya-grâhakair indriyair grahaòam ity etad asmad-âdînâô pratyakšam. Comp.
the paraphrase in NKan2, p. 454.9: sattâ-dravyatvâdînâô sâmânyânâm âœrayo… See also PBh1 12,
p. 326.12 ff. = PBh2 376–377: sa ca dravyâdibhyaÿ padârthântaraô, bhâvaval lakšaòa-bhedât.
yathâ bhâvasya dravyatvâdînâô svâdhârešu âtmânurûpa-pratyaya-kartåtvât svâœrayâdibhyaÿ
parasparataœ cârthântara-bhâvaÿ, tathâ samavâyasyâpi pañcasu padârthešv ihêti-pratyayadarœanât tebhyaÿ padârthântaratvam iti. na ca saôyogavan nânâtvaô, bhâvaval liógâviœešâd
viœeša-liógâbhâvâc ca. tasmâd bhâvavat sarvatrÎkaÿ samavâya iti. [here: bhâva = sattâ-sâmânya.
Comp. the paraphrase in in NKan 1, p. 236.21.
38
VS(C) 1.2.4: bhâvaÿ sâmânyam eva. Cf. VSV(C) ad loc.: bhâvaÿ sattâ sâmânyam eva, trišv
api dravyâdišv anuvartamânatvât na viœešaÿ.
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capability of any category of the Vaiœešika system to enter the ontological structure
of the word and to relate to other categories, viz. it is that peculiar capacity that
enables any category to be a part of the atomic facts (see § 2.1., p. 252) down to
which the world structure is analysable. In other words, in terms of extension, the
property of existentiality of entities that can be parts of atomic facts concerns primarily
such entities that are subjects of existential statements ‘x exists’ / ‘there is x’, and as
such the property seems to be characterised by existential entailment, controversial
as it may seem (especially having taken into consideration Kant’s argument). This
aspect is highlighted centuries later by Œaókaramiœra, who avails himself of NavyaNyâya terminology to make it unequivocally clear that astitva attaches to absolutely
everything that is there, can be thought of and accordingly categorised:
‘With respect to these [six categories] existentiality means precisely
the fact [that all these categories] are referred to as “x exists”. Further,
this [property of existentiality] is indeed traditionally [considered]
as something different, i.e. as [a property] common to absences. Accordingly, one should understand that everything, whether having the
status of a property or a property-possessor, shares a common property
of being universally present.’ 39
If my understanding of the above is correct, existentiality is, consequently, such a
property that typifies a reification of the ontological commitment expressed in existential statements.
Precisely such reification is questioned by the Buddhist opponent Kamalaœîla,
who—while referring to T° (PBh1 2.3, p. 16 = PBh2 11)—argues that to postulate
such a property lacks any objective basis insofar as it never occurs separately from
and as something separate from all the six categories; to say that ‘x possesses existentiality’ and ‘there is x’ is one and the same thing and the difference is merely
linguistic, but not ontological:
‘In such [statements as] “the six ontological categories have existentiality” and “there is a group of six [categories]”, even though there is no real
difference [in what they express], the genitive form is used. For you do
not admit existentiality as something over and above the six categories.’40

39

PBhÞS, p. 175.4–7: tatra câstitvam astîti-višayatvam eva tac câbhâva-sâdhâraòam anyad
yathâ-œrutam eva. evaô ca dharmatva-dharmitvâdikam api sarvaô kevalânvayi sâdharmyam iha
pratyetavyam.
40
TSaP 572, p. 192.9–10: šaòòâô padârthânâm astitvaô tešâô ca šaòòâô varga ity-âdâv
asaty api vâstave bhede šašþhy-âdi bhavaty eva. nahi bhavadbhiÿ šaþ-padârtha-vyatiriktam
astitvâdîšyate.
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The property of astitva singles entities as a part of the ontological framework,
whereas the property of sattâ (‘existence’) turns them into elements of our concrete
experiences. The latter thus concerns merely entities that are potentially41 amenable
to ostension, i.e. they are capable of being demonstrated e.g. by pointing, and are relata, i.e. the loci of relations. At the same time, sattâ points to the entities’ capability
of being subjects of predicative sentences of the type ‘x is P’ as entities that are loci
of relations and thus are predicated of as being endowed with properties, i.e. as related to other entities by a relation different than a relation of inherence (samavâya).
Accordingly, we can predicate of qualities (guòa) and movements (karman) of substances (dravya), and of other properties or relations (but not qualities) of qualities
and movements, whereas we cannot predicate of any properties of the remaining
three categories that do not possess sattâ, but only possess astitva.
The relation between astitva and sattâ is, therefore, additive in the sense that all
the six categories possess the former, and some (i.e. the first three) are, in addition,
endowed with the latter: sattâ adds to astitva in some cases, but the converse of the
relation does not hold. We could also use the term ‘bare existence’ for astitva in a
very particular sense to imply that an entity is merely there at least as an object of
thought in its bare form, divested of all its possible properties and relations; however it would not imply that the entity a c t u a l l y and o b j e c t i v e l y
exists as an observable part of atomic facts, i.e. that it is endowed with various relations and properties. What is important, astitva i n n o w a y implies an object’s
existence in mind or an intentional content of a thought (vide supra, p. 269). Further, we could use the term ‘actual existence’ for sattâ in the sense that an entity
actually and objectively is a part of an atomic fact and, therefore, is possessed of
particular properties and is related to other relata, i.e. that it is actually instantiatable. Since sattâ only attaches to entities of which we can predicate properties and
relations, we could also call it ‘predicative existence’.
Interestingly, what we might thus provisionally call ‘bare existence’ will be described by subsequent authors exclusively and emphatically in positive terms, e.g.
as ‘[the property of] being endowed with intrinsic nature’ by Œrîdharamiœra (sva-

41
In the Nyâya-Vaiœešika ontology, not all concrete entities are directly perceptible to an ordinary eye, e.g. atoms are not, being of infinitesimal size beyond ordinary perception. Similarly,
qualities and movements of such entities are not directly perceptible to an ordinary eye, e.g. the
vibrating movement of atoms (spandana) is not, unless—as the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika believed—
one is endowed with a kind of suprasensory perception (yogi-pratyakša) or the so-called seers’
perception (ârša-pratyakša), known also as intuition (pratibha or pratibhâ), see VS(C) 9.28 (see
n. 162) and PBh1 8.12, p. 258 = PBh2 288 (see n. 161). However, all these objects are potentially
amenable to ostention, provided one is endowed with a special kind of suprasensory perception, or
adequate sensory apparatus to perceive them.
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rûpavattva42), ‘the ability to be cognised in a cognitive act primarily through affirmation’ by Œaókaramiœra (vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-vedyatva)43, ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognitive act primarily as affirmation’ by Udayana (vidhimukha-pratyaya-višayatva44) as well as ‘the existence of the thing in its intrinsic
nature’ and ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognition primarily as affirmation’ by Jagadiœa Tarkâlaókâra in his Praœastapâda-bhâšya-sûkti (svarûpa-sattva
vidhi-mukha-pratîti-višayatva 45).
Thus, the usage of the term astitva as well as its subsequent paraphrases highlight
the affirmative aspect of all the ontological categories and accentuate the opposition
to the Buddhist apoha theory: all categories are amenable both to cognitive and verbal
acts d i r e c t l y , as they are, not via the semantic exclusion (apoha).
2.5. Existentiality, existence and non-existence
If, as it seems, by ascribing a property of existence (sattâ) to an entity that belongs
to one of the first three categories, one is ontologically committed, how would it
harmonise with the non-existence of such objects as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa) or
sky flower (kha-pušpa) that we can think of and speak of?
To answer this, we should first see how the ascription of a property of existentiality (astitva) to such non-existent entities is compatible with its ontological commit42

NKan1 p. 16: astitvaô svarûpavattvaô šaòòâô api sâdharmyaô yasya vastuno yat
svarûpaô tad eva tasyâstitvam. abhidhyeyatvam apy abhidhâna-pratipâdana-yogyatvaô, tac ca
vastunaÿ svarûpam eva bhâva-svarûpam evâvasthâ-bhedena jñeyatvam abhidheyatvaô côcyate.
43
PBhÞS, p. 174.14–175.3: nirûpitâ šaþ-padârthî vairdhamyam (recte: vaidharmyam) api
nirûpitam eva lakšaòa-prasaógena samprati sâdharmyaô nirûpyate. šaòòâm astitvam
abhidheyatvaô jñeyatvam. tatrâstitvaô vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-vedyatvam. nanu abhâvo ’stîty
abhâve ’py etat sâdharmyaô gatam iti cet na nañ-uparâgena vidhitva-pratikšepât. tamo ’stîti
pratîtir astîti cet na nañ-arthântar-bhâveòÎva tamaÿ-pada-pravåtteÿ bhâbhâvo hi tama iti.
abhidheyatvam abhidhâna-karma-bhâvatvaô sat-padâbhidheyatvaô vârthâbhidheyatvaô vâ.
jñeyatvam api sattâ-prakâraka-jñâna-višayatvaô jñâna-višaya-bhâvatvaô vâ.
44
KA, p.19.3–7: astitvam—vidhi-mukha-pratyaya-višayatvam; pratiyogy-anapekšanirûpaòatvam iti-yâvat. abhidheyatvam—abhidhâna-yogyatâ. œabdena saógati-lakšaòaÿ
sambandhaÿ. jñeyatvam—jñâna-yogyatâ, jñâpya-jñâpaka-lakšaòaÿ sambandhaÿ. nanv etad eva
dvayam abhâve ’py astîti cet, astu, na hi tad-apekšayâ vaidharmyam idaô vivakšitam, api tu šadapekšayâ sâdharmyam.
45
PBhSû, p. 114: [Sûkti] astitvaô svarûpa-sattvaô tac côbhayâvåtti-dharmavattvam.
abhâvasyâlakšyatve tu tâdåœa-bhâvatvaô vâcyam. evam agre ’pi. astitvaô vidhi-mukha-pratîtivišayatvam. tac ca—pratiyogy-anapekša-nirûpaòa-višayatvam ity âcârya-vyâkhyânantu cintyam.
nirûpaòaô hi tatra yadi sâkšât-kâras tadâtîndriye dravyâdâv avyâptiÿ. yadi ca jñâna-mâtraô
tarhy abhâve ’ti vyâptiÿ, anapekšânta-vaiyarthyaô ca syâd iti. abhidheyatvaô pada-œakyatvam.
jñeyatvaô jñâna-višayatam.
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ment within the Nyâya-Vaiœešika framework, insofar as it is the property of existentiality that carries the ontological commitment, whereas the property of existence
(sattâ), that applies to a narrower set of things, merely inherits it.
It seems that the latter three categories of universals (sâmânya), individuators
(viœeša) and inherence (samavâya) do not pose any significant difficulty once their
existence is accepted within the ontological framework of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
system. This is precisely what the list of the ontological categories (padârtha) is all
about: it offers a catalogue of all that is there. Since the three categories, by definition,
have no properties, they cannot function as subjects of predicative sentences that
predicate a mismatched quality of, say, movement of them. Such sentences would
suffer from defective construction of faulty ascription of a incompatible property.
The problem, therefore, is with the first three categories that seem to allow for such
entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa), a sky flower (kha-pušpa), a trembling of the
hands etc. of the son of a barren woman46, a colourless paint, or immovable wind.
They ‘allow’ in the sense that it is only in the context of these first three categories
that we can face the problem of a combination of incompatible or contradictory
constituents into one contradictory, impossible or empirically unattested whole.
We should remember that, generally (there might be some exceptions though), the
philosophers of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika do not distinguish between non-existent objects,
such as ‘Pegasus’, a donkeys’s horn (khara-višâòa) or a crow’s teeth (kâka-danta), that
are generally not impossible but are merely not attested in experience, i.e. a r e
e m p i r i c a l l y n o t i n s t a n t i a t e d , on the one hand, and, on the other,
purely fictitious objects, such as ‘the present king of the Republic of India’ or ‘a
barren woman’s son’ (vandhyâ-suta), that contain contradictory properties, which
makes them l o g i c a l l y impossible. All of these are subsumed in the NyâyaVaiœešika under the same category of absolute non-existence, or absence
(atyantâbhâva, sâmânyâbhâva, see VS(C) 9.5). It seems that such a two-fold
distinction is conceived of only by Candramati in his DPŒ 1.11, where he additionally speaks of relational non-existence, or absence (saôsargâbhâva), i.e. the absence of (at least) two (or more) particular constituents that are not related in a particular place.47
So, the question arises whether, for the early Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika, the property of
existentiality (astitva) can also be predicated of such fictitious, non-existent objects?
46

The example is taken from NBhû, p. 109: *vandhyâ-putrasya pâòy-âdi-kampa°.
DPŒ1, p. 101: ‘Natural non-existence is that whereby existence, substances, ad so on do not
yet come either to conjoin with or entirely to abide in one another’, DPŒ2 1.11 [81], p. 181: ‘Relational absence: That in which the highest universal, substances and so on are neither connected
with nor inherent in some place is called relational absence (saôsargâbhâva iti yasmin sattâdravyâdîny ekaikapradeœe ’samyuktâny asamevatâni vâ sa eva saôsargâbhâva ity ucyate).’
47
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Or, does it attach to existent objects only? If it does, what is the status of fictitious
objects? Do they possess existentiality or not? If they do not, how is it possible to
claim, as Praœastapâda does, that all the six ontological categories, including fictitious entities, have the property ‘existentiality’? Further, how does existentiality
relate to the fact that something exists or to the fact that something does not exist?
Some light is on the problem is shed by the pre-Dharmakîrtian48 Naiyâyika Aviddhakaròa, whose view is referred in passing to by Œântarakšita (inexplicitly) and
Kamalaœîla (explicitly) as follows:
‘Aviddhakaròa, however, formulated the following reasoning to prove
the permanence (eternality) of atoms: indivisible atoms do not possess anything that can be accepted as [their] producer which is [at the
same time] furnished with a property [that attaches] to something existent, because it is not a datum [that can be cognised] by cognitive
criteria which demonstrate existence, like a hare’s horn. [To explain
word for word:] A property [that attaches] to something existent
[means] a property of a thing in existence, [and this property is] existentiality; something that is furnished with this [property of existentiality] means something that is endowed with it; [the above statement]
is the negation of such [a property that attaches to something existent].
[All this means] that there is no cause that produces atoms.’49
If we accept the veracity of Kamalaœîla’s testimony—and Kamalaœîla generally
proves quite reliable in this regard—that this is Aviddhakaròa’s view, and he was
probably not unique, we can see the Nyâya-Vaiœešika considered existentiality to be
a property of real or potentially existent entities (sad-dharma). Existentiality cannot
therefore attach to such entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa), a sky flower (khapušpa) etc.50
That would be an indirect reply to a query whether it is at all conceivable that a
fictitious compounded entity, e.g. a hare’s horn, which does not possess the highest
universal of existence (sattâ), could be endowed with existentiality (astitva). Theoretically it could, the way universals, individuators and inherence do: they possess
astitva but not sattâ. Aviddhakaròa seems to suggest that such a fictitious com48

His proof of god (‘from the unique structure’, saôsthâna-viœeša, saôniveœa-viœišþa), is referred to by Dharmakîrti in PV 1.12 ac (Pramâòa-siddhi).
49
TSaP 553, p. 187.3–7: aviddhakaròas tv aòûnâô nityatva-prasâdhanâya pramâòam âha—
paramâòûnâm utpâdakâbhimataô sad-dharmôpagataô na bhavati, sattva-pratipâdakapramâòâvišayatvât khara-višâòavad iti. sato vidyamânasya dharmaÿ sad-dharmo ’stitvaô
tenôpagataô prâptam astîty arthaÿ. tasya pratišedho ’yam. aòûtpâdakaô kâraòaô nâstîty arthaÿ.
50
It does, however, attach to their absences, see p. 278 ff.
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pounded entity possesses neither. That conclusion is further strengthened by the
series of paraphrases referred to above (p. 265), such as: ‘[the property of] being
endowed with intrinsic nature’, ‘the ability to be cognised in a cognitive act primarily
through affirmation’, ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognitive act primarily
as affirmation’, ‘the existence of the thing in its intrinsic nature’ or ‘the ability to become the datum for a cognition primarily as affirmation’. Clearly, such descriptions
would hardly apply to fictitious entities. Since such fictitious entities simply do not
exist in any way, they can be possessed neither of existentiality nor of existence.
Their ‘existence’ even as a content of thought or as an idea is merely an illusion which
is a result of erroneous ascription of real properties to a real thing: a hare exists, a
horn exists, a relation of a horn to a particular animal likewise exists; however such
a property–substance–relation compound does not hold in the case of a hare.51 That
explains why astitva is not merely ‘existence in mind’ (vide supra, n. 265).
In addition, it is well-known that the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika claimed that words do
refer to existent things only, i.e. to things that possess existentiality (astitva). That is
confirmed e.g. by Praœastapâda’s statement that to say that ‘a speech element does
not denote an object’ is a contradiction in terms52. That is perfectly in line with what
Uddyotakara says elsewhere:
‘For we do not find any single term which is non-denoting. Even if
you considered that the term “soul” has the body etc. as its contents
(referent), also in that case the inconsistency would not be eliminated.
Why [not]? Because then what becomes the contents of the statement
“there is no soul” is the following: “there is no body etc.”. [If you say]:
“What you imagine to be the soul does not exist”, [we reply]: we do
not imagine the soul, inasmuch as what the imagination [of a certain
object x] is is a cognition of such [an object x which is formed]
through wrong attribution of the properties of a certain [object onto
another object] due to the [imagined] similarity of a certain [object x]
which is not of that kind to [objects y] which are to be of such
kind. However, we do not consider that the soul is of that kind. [If] you
say: “[We consider the soul to be of such kind] as you imagine the
soul”, then you are confronted with the following query: In what way
do we imagine the soul? [Do we imagine it] as something existent or
as something non-existent? If [we imagine it] as something existent,
then what is the affinity between something non-existent and some51

See p. 271 ff., and nn. 57, 58.
PBh1 8.12, p. 234 = PBh2 267: na œabdo ’rtha-pratyâyaka iti sva-vacana-virodhî. Praœastapâda mentions it in the context of logical fallacies (âbhâsa).
52
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thing existent (sc. what is the shared property), on the basis of which
the soul is the contents of the imagination? And [the existence of] the
soul has already been accepted by anyone who advocates the affinity
(sc. the shared property) of the soul and non-soul, because there is no
affinity between something non-existent and something existent.
If [you] first imagine, in the soul, some personal identity the contents
(sc. referent) of which is the body53 and then [you] contradict it, [you
do] not eliminate the inconsistency, because in such a way [you] accept the existence of the contents (referent) which is the personal identity
as something different from the body etc. If you think that there can by
no means exist an object for a single term, for instance the void, darkness etc., that is not [correct], because it [still] does not eliminate the
inconsistency. The [denoted] object for the term “the void”, to begin
with, is the following: such a substance for which there exists no occupant, because it is [an empty space] fit for dogs (?)54, is called “the
void”. Likewise, [the denoted object that corresponds] to the term
“darkness” is the data such as substances, qualities and movements in
the case of which the conditions [that make them amenable] to apprehension have not been reached55. Substances etc. (sc. qualities and
movements) [found] in all such cases wherever there is absence of
light are called “darkness”. Someone (i.e. the Buddhist) who says that
the term “darkness” is non-denoting contradicts his own doctrine because darkness consists in the four kinds of clinging [admitted in Buddhism]. Therefore there is no single term which is non-denoting.’ 56

53

I.e. ‘if you, although you deny the existence of soul, claim that, while using the word “soul”,
we in fact use the word as referring to a body…’
54
The phrase œvabhyo hitatvât is a bit unclear to me; it certainly relates to the etymology of both
œûnya and œvan, traditionally derived from the verb Öœû / Öœvi (‘to swell, to grow, to become inflated’).
It definitely relates to the uselessness of things given dogs, an idea we find e.g. in MDhŒ 8.90:
janma-prabhåti yat kiôcit puòyaô bhadra tvayâ kåtam /
tat te sarvaô œuno gacched yadi brûyâs tvam anyathâ //
‘Whatever merit you have done since your birth, my dear, all that will go to the
dogs, if you speak untruth.’
55
Sc. ‘invisible’; for the expression (an)upalabdhi-lakšaòa-prâpta see KELLNER (1999: 195198) and BALCEROWICZ (2005).
56
NV1 3.1.1, p. 340.7–341.6 = NV2 3.1.1, p. 320.16–321–9: na hy ekaô padaô nirathakaô
paœyâmaÿ. athâpi œarîrâdi-višayam âtma-œabdaô pratipadyethâÿ, evam apy anivåtto vyâghâtaÿ
katham iti? na asty âtmêti vâkyasya tadânîm ayam artho bhavati œarîrâdayo na santîti. atha yaô
bhavanta âtmânaô kalpayanti sa nâstîti na vayam âtmânaô kalpayâmaÿ. kalpanâ hi nâmâtathâ-
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Clearly, such descriptions as ‘a hare’s horn’ or ‘a sky flower’—and, similarly, names
(expressing complex ideas) such as ‘Pegasus’ or such compounded descriptions as ‘the
present King of the Republic of India’—do not denote any real entity taken as a whole,
and are non-denoting expressions. On the other hand, these expressions do connote,
inasmuch they represent particular cognitive states or intentional objects, albeit nonexistent as a whole.57 The solution of the problem how such non-denoting expressions
are meaningful utterances lies in their composite nature.58
In a nutshell, a lucid explanation of the problem is given by Uddyotakara in his
commentary on NS 3.1.1, where he defends the existence of soul:
‘Even if the following [argument] is brought up: “[The concept «the
soul»] is like [the concept] «the hare’s horn», that too is an unproved
example. Why? Because the statement “a hare’s horn” has [a particular] relation as its contents (sc. refers to a particular relation). [Therefore] we negate the relation [of the horn to the hare, but] we do not negate the horn [as such]. [The opponent:] “Let the example be: «the rebhûtasya tathâ-bhâvibhiÿ sâmânyât tad-dharmâdhyâropeòaa tad-pratyayaÿb. na câtmânam evaôbhûtaô pratipadyâmahe. yaô bhavanta âtmânaô kalpayantîti bruvâòoc bhavân prašþavyo jâyate,
kathaô vayam âtmânaô kalpayâma iti. kiô sattvenâthâsattvena vâ? yadi sattvena kim asataÿ satâ
sâdharmyaô yena kalpanâ-višaya âtmâd, âtma-sâmânyaô cânâtmano bruvatâ âtmâbhyupagato
bhavatîti. na hy asataÿ satâ sâmânyam astîti.
atha œarîrâdi-višayam ahaôkâram âtmani kalpayitvâ viparyetie evaôf œarîrâdi-vyatiriktaahaókâra-višaya-sattva-abhyupagamâd anivåtto vyâghâtaÿ. atha manyase eka-padasya nâvaœyam
arthena bhavitavyam iti yathâ œûnyaô tama itig tan na, vyâghâta-anivåtteÿ. œûnya-œabdasya tâvad
ayam artho yasya rakšitâ dravyasya na vidyate tad dravyaô œvabhyo hitatvâc chûnyam ity
ucyate. tamaÿ-œabdasyâpy anupalabdhih-lakšaòa-prâptâni dravya-guòa-karmâòi višayaÿ. yatra
yatrâsannidhis tejasaÿ tatra tatra dravyâdi tamaÿ-œabdenâbhdhîyatei. tamaÿ-œabdaœ cânarthaka
iti bruvâòaÿ sva-siddhântaô bâdhate caturòâm upâdânaj -rûpatvât tamasa iti tasmân
nânarthakam ekaôk padam iti.
a
NV1: °dharmâropeòa. b NV1: °pratyaya-višayatvam. c NV1: bruvâòo. d NV1: âtmanâ. e NV1:
viparyasyati. f NV2: evaô ca. g NV2: iti ca. h NV2: °œabdasyânupalabdhi°. i NV1: °œabdenôcyate.
j
NV1: °upâdeya. k NV1 omits ekaô.
Some portions of the section NV 3.1.1 have been translated by CHAKRAVARTI (1982: 230–
231), albeit the references to the Buddhists are not.
57
See e.g. SHAW (1974: 336).
58
Much has been written on how such non-denoting expressions can be meaningful utterances,
and how the analysis of such compounded expressions on the Nyâya-Vaiœešika account—to the
excitement of a number of scholars—compares to various Western logicians, mostly Bertrand
Russell; see e.g. MCDERMOTT (1970), MATILAL (1970), MATILAL (2005: 92 ff., Chapt. ‘4. Empty
Subject Terms in Logic’), SHAW (1974), SHAW (1978), SHAW (1980), CHAKRAVARTI (1982),
PERSZYK (1983), PERSZYK (1984), MATILAL (1985: 78–88), CHAKRABARTI (1985). Most of these
authors focus, however, on later Nyâya tradition.
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lation of the hare and the horn»”. That too is not correct, because
sometimes there can occur a relation of a hare and a horn, [e.g. we can
tie a real horn to a real hare]. [The opponent:] “[But] that stands in
contradiction with what people know. If you maintain that there is a
horn on a hare, [you] contradict what people [know, i.e. you commit a
formal fallacy called «a faulty example»]”. We do not contradict, because the activity of people [occurs] by way of the denial of the causeeffect relation (sc. what the people are concerned with is the denial of
the causal relation between the hare and the horn). People, to begin
with, deny that the hare has a horn either as its effect or its cause.
There is no cause-effect relation between a hare and a horn the way
there is cause-effect relation between a cow and a horn. And, by
[merely] denying a cause-effect relation [between the two, we do] not
[assert] non-existence [of either of them], because it is not the case that
if x is neither the effect nor the cause of y, x does not exist, like in the
case of Devadatta’s blanket (sc. we can deny that Devadatta has a
blanket, but we do not have to assert the non-existence of the blanket
as such or the non-existence of Devadatta as such, even though there is
no causal relation or possessorship between the two). Further, if [you]
say that a hare’s horn does not exist, then you [have to] answer the
query: is it a generic (absolute) denial or a specific (partial) denial? If
it is a generic (absolute) denial, then it is a not correct, because it is
not possible. [From the statement] “the hare does not have a horn”
also follows that “the hare does not have any horns of a cow etc.”,
and that [thesis] is not possible [to assert], because it is not the case
that the [horns of a cow] do not exist [or that one cannot tie a cow’s
horn onto a hare’s head]. If it is a specific (partial) denial, then [we]
deny a particular horn of a [particular] hare, [such a horn] of which the
hare is not the effect and which is not the cause of the hare. What [we]
deny is precisely such a cause-effect relation [between the hare and the
horn]. On the other hand, a cause-effect relation that is found in other
cases is denied here [in this particular hare-horn case]. Therefore, the
example [of a hare’s horn] is not applicable when you [want to] prove
the absolute non-existence [of something]. By the same token the nonexistence of a sky flower is understood to have been explained.’59

59
NV1 3.1.1, p. 343.3–20 = NV2 3.1.1, p. 322.20–323.11: yad apîdam ucyate œaœa-višâòavad ity
ayam apy asiddho dåšþântaÿ. katham iti œaœa-višâòa-œabdasya sambandha-višayatvât. sambandhapratišedho na višâòa-pratišedhaÿ. œaœa-višâòa-sambandha udâharaòaô bhavišyatîti so ’pi na yuktaÿ,
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Accordingly, the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika do not assert the reality, in any sense, of
such non-existent entities as a hare’s horn (œaœa-višâòa) or a sky flower (khapušpa), which, it seems, can neither possess the property of existentiality (astitva)
nor the property of existence (sattâ). In the case of a non-existent object of this
kind, all the three elements exist, viz. the hare, the horn and a causal relation. However, what is non-existent is a compound of all the three. 60
For the above reason, such compounded fictitious entities cannot apparently possess the property of existentiality (astitva). Likewise, the expressions that seem to
refer to them do not turn out to be non-denoting terms, possessing neither astitva
nor sattâ, but what they actually denote are existent components of such a compound, albeit causally or factually unrelated. It follows that the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika neither postulate that such expressions may refer to fictitious, non-existent
objects, the way MEINONG (1904), PARSONS (1980) or ZALTA (1983) and (1988)
did, nor do they claim that these expressions are meaningful, albeit they cannot be
assigned any truth-value, the way STRAWSON (1950) did.
What still remains unclear is the status of such fictitious entities and how they can
be thought of if they are denied existentiality and, with this, a place within an ontological framework of entities that can be thought of.
3.1. Do the properties overlap?
After we (have gained an impression that we) have understood the meaning of the
property of existentiality (astitva) and the way it differs from the highest universal of
existence (sattâ), we should return to the issue brought up in § 2.2, namely whether exkadâcid višâòena œaœasya sambandhôpapatteÿ. loka-virodha iti cet. atha manyase yadi œaœe
višâòam asti nanu loko viruddhyata iti. na viruddhyate kârya-kâraòa-bhâva-pratišedha-dvâreòa
laukika-pravåtteÿ. lokas tâvat kâryaô kâraòaô vâ œaœasya višâòaô nâstîty evaô pratišedhati.
yathâ gor višâòasya ca kârya-kâraòa-bhâvaÿ, nÎvaôa œaœasya višâòasya ca kârya-kâraòabhâvaÿ. na ca kârya-kâraòa-bhâva-pratišedhâd asattvaô na hi yad yasya na kâryaô na kâraòaô
tan nâsti. yathâ devadattasya paþab iti. idaô ca œaœa-višâòaô nâstîti bruvâòaÿ prašþavyaÿ kim
ayaô sâmânya-pratišedho ’tha viœeša-pratišedha iti. yadi sâmânya-pratišedhaÿ tan na yuktam
aœakyatvât. œaœasya višâòaô nâstîti gav-âdi-višâòâny api œaœasya na santîti prâptam etac
câœakyam. na hi tâni na santi. atha viœeša-pratišedhaÿ kiôcid višâòaô œaœasya pratišiddhyate
yasya œaœo na kâryaô yacc ca œaœasya na kâraòam iti. so ’yaô kârya-kâraòa-sambandha eva
pratišidhyate. kârya-kâraòa-sambandhas tv anyatrad dåšþa iha pratišidhyata iti nâtyantâsattvapratipâdane dåšþânto bhavati. etena kha-pušpâdy-asattvaô vyâkhyâtaô veditavyam.
a
NA1: na cÎvaô. b NA1: ghaþaÿ. c NA1: tac. d NA1: °sambandhaœ cânyatra.
The passage has also been translated in CHAKRAVARTI (1982: 232–233).
60
The issue whether fictitious, non-existent objects have sattâ or astitva is different from the
question whether the absences of such fictitious objects have either of them; see p. 278 ff.
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istentiality, nameability and cognisability are coextensive properties or whether they
partially overlap. A useful hint as regards the relationship between the three properties
as they were understood in the sixth century can be found in the Praœastamati-þîkâ passage, already quoted above (see p. 261 and n. 30) and reproduced in DNC, p. 517.5–7.
I leave aside the question whether the author of the Praœastamati-þîkâ is the same
person as the author of the Praœastapâda-bhâšya, or whether ‘Praœastamati’ is just
another name for Praœastapâda.61 What is beyond doubt is, however, that both the
61

A number of scholars opted for Praœastamati being different from Praœastapâda, e.g. B.
BHATTACHARYYA (1926: lxv): “Œântarakšita2 refers to the opinions held by another Naiyâyika
scholar who is called Praœastamati. This author seems to be different from the Vaiœešika. Like his
compeer Aviddhakaròa we have no information about him, his doctrines, opinions and his time.
All that we can hazard to say is that he flourished before Œântarakšita, and the latest date that can
be assigned to him is cir. 700 A.D.’ Also Surendranath DASGUPTA (1922–1955: I: 306, n. 1) assigns Praœastapâda to ‘5th or 6th century A.D.’ and, following B. BHATTACHARYYA (1926), Praœastamati to ‘A.D. 700’ (1922–1955: II: 172), implying that these two were different authors. Some other
scholars claim that Praœastamati and Praœastapâda are one and the same person, e.g. Anantalal
THAKUR (1961: 14–16, esp. 14/15): ‘This goes to prove that this Praœastamati is identical with
Praœastapâda’, George CHEMPARATHY (1970), Wilhelm HALBFASS (1989: 555), (1992: 170), and
Johannes BRONKHORST (1996), (2000).
The question of the identity of Praœastamati and Praœastapâda does not seem conclusively settled to me, though, for various reasons. In the most comprehensive analysis of the question so far,
CHEMPARATHY (1970: 249–251, §§ 9, 10) lists a number of quotations ascribed to Prâœastamat /
Praœastamati in various sources, and tries to find either their direct source or equivalents in PBh.
Of the largest portion of them (§ 9, § 10, (a)–(g)), he himself opines that ‘It is to be observed that
none of these fragments from the TSP [= TSaP] mentioned hitherto can be traced in PDS’ (1970:
250). The remaining instances (§ 10, (h)–(i)), he cites, are indeed fragments found its TSaP ‘slight
modifications and the order of the sentences being changed’, ‘or leaving out of phrases or short
sentences of the original’ (1970: 250). CHEMPARATHY (1970: 251) arrives at his conclusion that
‘Of the ten names under which we have classified these references and quations, all, except that of
Prâœastamat, are clearly identical with Praœastapâda, either because they are associated with the
Padârthadharmasaôgraha as author or because the fragments handed down under these names
have been traceable in the Padârthadharmasaôgraha.’ However, CHEMPARATHY’s methodology
follows the (logically faulty!) scheme:
P1 If passagges acribed to authors named 1. Praœasta, 2. Praœastâcâra,
3. Praœastadeva, 4. Praœastadevâcârya, 5. Praœastadevapâda, 6. Praœastakara,
7. Praœastakaradeva, 8. Praœastakâra, 9. Prâœastamat, 10. Praœastamati, are found
in PBh, then all of these authors are identical with Praœastapâda.
P2 Indeed some passages are traceable to PBh.
C Ergo, all these authors are identical with Praœastapâda.
Indeed, most (if not all the authors 1–8) seem identical with Praœastapâda, a l s o because
their quotations are traceable to PBh. However, it is not the case with Praœastamati. Close similarities of Praœastamati’s fragments to passages of PBh may be simply due to the fact that both
Praœastapâda and Praœastamati (if we suppose they are two distinct persons) were propounders of
the same modified system of Vaiœešika and, naturally, expressed their ideas in similar words. That
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texts belong to more or less the same period and to the same philosophical system.
For practical reasons and out of cautiousness, I will treat Praœastamati, an important
exponent of the Vaiœešika system, as different from Praœastapâda. My argument
will, however, be equally valid in case Praœastapâda and Praœastamati are one and
the same person.
Clearly, what Praœastamati (DNC, p. 517.5–7) calls ‘being the scope for verbal
designation’ (abhidhâna-višayatva) and ‘being the scope for cognition’ (pratyayavišayatva) corresponds to Praœastapâda’s nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability
(jñeyatva); similarly, Praœastamati’s sattva is equivalent to Praœastapâda’s astitva.62
The following passage contains a proof formula (prayoga) that shows exact logical relations between the terms:
Thesis (pratijñâ): ‘Substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) are
the contents of verbal designation and cognition as something existent
only by their own force’ (dravyâdînâô svata evâbhidhâna-pratyayavišayatvaô).
Logical reason (hetu): ‘Because they are existent’ (sattvât).
Example (dåšþânta): ‘Like existence and other universals’ (sattâdivat).
Invariable concomitance (vyâpti): ‘Just as there is verbal designation
and cognition of the universal existence and other universals by their
own force, not because of their union with the universal existence,
similarly there is verbal designation and cognition also of the three
categories of substance etc. by their own force, not because they are
endowed with the universal existence’ (yathâ sattâdeÿ sad-abhidhânapratyayau svata eva, na sattâ-yogât, evaô dravyâdînâm api sadabhidhâna-pratyayau svata eva, na sattâ-yogât).63

should not surprise anybody who knows how much similar ideas are expressed in very similar
terms by philosophers of the same school who are not so distant in time. And both Praœastapâda
and Praœastamati lived sometime between 450-550 CE. A decisive proof of the identity of the two
would be based on (1) an exact quote of Praœastamati that is traceable word for word in PBh, and
supported by (2) a certain opinion propounded by Praœastapâda and Praœastamati, but rejected by
other followers of the Vaiœešika system. On the other hand, a conclusive argument to prove that
these two were different authors would be Praœastamati’s opinion that stands in contradiction with
views held by Praœastapâda and expressed in PBh. And there are still reasons (see n. 62) that make
the identity of the authors improbable. I for myself consider it not unlikely that the two are one
and the same person, however as far as I can see the reasons presented heretofore to assume such
identity are insufficient.
62
Also Uddyotakara has sattva instead of astitva, see n. 5. The difference of vocabulary might
be one of such hints that point to different identity of Praœastamati and Praœastapâda.
63
For the complete text see n. 39.
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It does not bear on the cogency of my argument that the above proof is subsequently rejected by Praœastamati, because the reasons for the rejection are of different nature (i.e. faulty relation of the invariable concomitance (vyâpti)) and thus irrelevant to the ontological framework in which the argument is formulated; they
concern neither the structure of the proof formula as such nor the relations between
the members of the formula.
Both the properties of ‘being the contents of verbal designation’ (abhidhânavišayatva) and ‘being the contents of cognition’ (pratyaya-višayatva), which correspond to nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) respectively, are
the pervaders (vyâpaka) and stand in the same relation to existentiality
(Praœastamati: sattva = Praœastapâda: astitva), which is thereby implied to be the
pervaded property (vyâpya). In other words, the extension of abhidheyatva and
jñeyatva is either identical with or larger than the extension of astitva. Accordingly,
the passage clearly and logically eliminates other options listed in § 2.2 above and
stipulates that it is existentiality that is the subset or proper subset of nameability–
cognisability:
T1°

astitva  (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva).

It is still left to be decided whether the set covered by existentiality (astitva) and
the set covered by both nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva) are
coextensive or whether the former is a subset of the latter.

3.2. Coextensiveness of meta-categories?
Before I return to this problem, let us first examine the question whether for the
Vaiœešika of the sixth century (Praœastamati, Praœastapâda, Candramati) there were
indeed things which possessed nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability
(jñeyatva), but would not possess existentiality (astitva). The problem boils down to
the question which of the alternatives of the sentence ‘whatever is existent is also
nameable and knowable’ holds true in the Vaiœešika system:
Q1

astitva  (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),
‘x is existent only if it is nameable and cognisable’,
or

Q2

astitva = (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),
‘x is existent if and only if it is nameable and cognisable.’
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Through conversion by contraposition, the two propositions yield the following
statements, both equivalent to the assertion ‘whatever is neither nameable nor knowable is non-existent’:
Q1* (ajñeyatva = anabhidheyatva)  anastitva, or
‘x is neither nameable nor cognisable only if it is non-existent’,
or
Q2* (ajñeyatva = anabhidheyatva) = anastitva,
‘x is neither nameable nor cognisable if and only if it is non-existent.’
The bold claim of the Vaiœešika that follows propositions Q1, Q2, Q1* and Q2*
would seem to be not only that anything which can, potentially, enter the conceptual
framework can at the same time be known and referred to in language,64 but also—
which is a much stronger claim—that anything which exists can at the same time be
known and referred to in language.
The difference between the pairs Q1 / Q1* and Q2 / Q2* is that the former expresses the idea that the set of things that are nameable and cognisable is larger than
the set of things that are existent, whereas the latter postulates that there are no existent things which are not amenable to cognition and not amenable to verbal designation: there is a concept and a name for everything, and there exists nothing for
which there would be no name and which would remain beyond all cognition.
Most importantly, the latter claim of the pair Q2 / Q2* is not ontological, but
should be understood merely within the conceptual framework of Vaiœešika categories that help us to analyse the world.
The first implication of the pair Q1 / Q1* would therefore be that some entities
could both be named and cognised without being existent in the Vaiœešika framework of categories; in other words, something could have its verbal denotation and
could function as an idea, but it would not be a category of the system. And we are
not talking here merely of compounded entities that happen to be at the same time

64
This claim would not only be uncontroversial, but to a certain degree even tautological,
given the Indian context in which anything that is conceptualised can be referred to by speech.
The context was greatly influenced by ‘the grammarian paradigm’ of Indian philosophy. In contradistinction to Western philosophy, which took recourse to mathematics in search of the paradigm of philosophising and science, Indians turned to grammar, and the grammatical way of
thinking, linguistic structurising of the world etc., greatly influenced Indian philosophy, including
logic. A good example of the grammarian paradigm in the realm of Indian logic is the development of the grammatical relations anvaya and vyatireka and their impact on Indian philosophy, cf.
CARDONA (1967).
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fictitious (see pp. 271–273) but of primary entities, e.g. individuals (avântaraviœeša, intermediate particular), that are further unanalysable.
The consequence of such a claim would be disastrous for the system: the carefully
designed fabric of a complete65 set of categories and relations to optimally and economically describe the universe, viz. the primary design of the Vaiœešika to name all
the irreducible categories, and only such categories that are absolutely necessary to
accurately represent all the phenomena of the world by eliminating any other potential, redundant category that can be reduced to or which overlaps with another
category, would be in ruin.
The second implication of the pair Q1 / Q1* would be that things could have a
name and a concept the mind corresponding to them without actually having any kind
of existence in mind, which would be a contradiction.
For the above reasons I consider the interpretation Q1 / Q1*—according to which,
first, the set of existent entities is a subset of entities that can be named and cognised, and, secondly, a set of entities without a name and concept for them is smaller
than the set of entities that do not exist (ergo there are ‘non-existential’ entities for
which we have a name and concept)—as a genuine exegesis of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
system highly unlikely, and would rather advocate the interpretation Q2 / Q2*, viz.
to treat the three properties (or meta-categories) as coextensive: astitva =
abhidheyatva = jñeyatva.
My conjecture that the meta-categories of existentiality, nameability and cognisability are coextensive seems to gain support in Candramati’s statement of DPŒ2
254 (vide surpa, p. 251), which pertains to the extended system of ten ontological
categories:
‘Any [kind of absence] is not the object of direct cognition. But all
[kinds of absences], which exist without having any locus other [than
their own], are the objects of inference.’66
According to Candramati, even the fivefold category of absence (abhâva) should
ultimately possess existentiality (astitva) in order to become nameable and cognisable. The two properties of nameability (abhidheyatva) and cognisability (jñeyatva)
are implied in the passage by the fact that absences (abhâva) are not directly perceived, but are inferred, i.e. are expressible as a concept (i.e. are cognisable) endowed with verbal dimension (i.e. are expressible).
65

Cf. NKan1 (p. 230): šaþ-padârthebhyo nânyat prameyam asti.—‘There is no cognoscible thing
other than the six ontological categories.’
66
Translated and reconstructed by MIYAMOTO (1996: 206), sarve ’dåšþa-višayâÿ. kiô tu
ananyâœritya vartamânâÿ sarve ’numâna-višayaÿ.
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This conclusion is corroborated also by Praœastamati’s statement quoted in DNC (p.
517.5–518.1) by Mallavâdin (see p. 30 above), who explains that that predicative
existence (see p. 265) of entities, such as substances, qualities and movements, which
are known to primarily possess existentiality (astitva) and to be elements of the
ontological structure of the world, attaches to them only secondarily by virtue of their
possessing the highest universal of existence (sattâ), which renders them predicable:
‘Since substance etc. (sc. qualities and movements) do not have the
nature of this [universal existence], [their] verbal designation etc. (i.e.
cognition) as something existent is based on [the universal] existence,
like [the ideas:] “the one with no stick” and “the one with a stick” are
based on [the idea of] “a stick”.’ (dravyâdînâm atad-âtmatvât sattânimittaô sad-abhidhânâdi daòða-nimittâdaòða-daòðitvavad iti.)
The passage would, therefore, lead us to accept the following conclusion of coextensiveness of all the three meta-categories:
T2°

(jñeyatva = abhidheyatva)  astitva.

In addition, the passage shows that it is the idea of universal existence (sattâ) that
introduces a relational character by virtue of which the first three categories become
invested with predicative existence, i.e. they can be referred also in other sentences
than existential ones. Just the way compounded, relational concepts, such as ‘a person without a stick’ (adaòða) and ‘a person with a stick’ (daòðin),67 involve a relation that links them to another entity, e.g. to a stick (daòða), in the same manner
substances, qualities and movements, which are possessed of existentiality (astitva),
become predicable, i.e. ‘acquire’68 their nameability (abhidheyatva), when they are
linked to universal existence (sattâ).
Also Œaókaramiœra, who explicitly claims that existentiality attaches to absence
(abhâva)69 as well, lends some support to my interpretation. He relates the pair of
nameability and cognisability to existentiality in a similar manner, taking the pair as
logically subordinate to, i.e. subsets of, existentiality:

67
Of course, such objects as ‘a person’ and ‘a stick’ (daòða) exist independently of other entities and, as such, are not relational concepts, at least on this level of description.
68
Clearly, this is purely conceptual and, generally speaking, atemporal, i.e. it is not the case
that some entities first exist without their existence (sattâ), and at a certain point of time they
acquire it through some process that extends in time. On this problematic relation of entities with
the universal existence (sattâ-sambandha) in the context of the Vaiœešika theory of causality see:
HALBFASS (1989).
69
See n. 39.
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‘Nameability is the capacity to become an object of verbal designation,
which is either the capacity to be named with a word that refers to
something existent or the capacity to be named as a concrete thing.
Also cognisability is the ability to be an object of cognition that reproduces [the object’s] existence or the ability to become the contents of
cognition.’70
In both cases, i.e. Praœastamati’s and Œaókaramiœra’s, the manner of exposition is
very alike: for nameability (abhidheyatva) we have ‘verbal designation etc. as something existent’ (sad-abhidhânâdi) and ‘the capacity to be named with a word that
refers to something existent’ (sat-padâbhidheyatva), respectively; and cognisability
(jñeyatva) corresponds to ‘[cognition] as something existent’ (sad-jñâna)71 and ‘the
ability to be an object of cognition that reproduces [the object’s] existence’ (sattâprakâraka-jñâna-višayatva), respectively.
We can easily see that one and the same author Praœastamati, on one occasion (see
p. 39 and 274), expresses the ideas that entail thesis T1°:
T1°

astitva  (jñeyatva = abhidheyatva),

and, on another occasion (see pp. 30 and 279), he implies thesis T2°, which is supported also by Œaókaramiœra’s reading:
T2°

(jñeyatva = abhidheyatva)  astitva.

The conjunction of T1° and T2° yields the only conclusion possible:
T3°

astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva.

The controversial character of the equation astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva—
which is a statement of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the knowability of everything—could be considered to be delusive. First, the equation implies that any
thought or idea can be formulated with words and that its elements are existent as
entering into relations with other elements of the idea.
Interestingly, the equation astitva = jñeyatva corresponds to what is nowadays called
‘knowability principle’ PK, which claims that all truths are knowable:72
70

PBhÞS, p. 175.1–3: abhidheyatvam abhidhâna-karma-bhâvatvaô sat-padâbhidheyatvaô
vârthâbhidheyatvaô vâ. jñeyatvam api sattâ-prakâraka-jñâna-višayatvaô jñâna-višaya-bhâvatvaô vâ.
71
This is, of course, implied by the °âdi in sad-abhidhânâdi.
72
Although it is the case that truths are not things, but to say ‘all truths are knowable’ is
equivalent to the claim that we can know all of everything, which is the gist of the equation astitva
= jñeyatva. If everything can be known, it means that it is possible to the contents of all true statements about everything and to know that they are true.
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p (p o ¡Kp),

where the symbol ‘¡’ is the modal operator: ‘it is possible that …’. The principle,
frequently taken for granted also in Western science, states that for everything that
exists it is possible that one can, in principle, know it. In other words, there are no
logical limits to our cognition, except for factual limits: we just h a p p e n n o t
t o k n o w some (perhaps: most?) truths, but there is intrinsically logically nothing that could prevent one from knowing these truths at some time.
Secondly, it is an obvious condition for meaningfulness of philosophical reflection: we can know and sensibly predicate of things that exist, and there is nothing in
the world which could not, even potentially, become the contents of our judgements.
It d o e s n o t , however, have to imply that our knowledge has no limits in the
sense that we will eventually know everything. Conversely, absolutely non-existent
things cannot become the contents of our thoughts and utterances;73 even dreams
and illusions are made up of real things. That would be an unequivocal statement
of realism of the Vaiœešika system.
The most troubling problem, however, is how to account for such an equation
(astitva jñeyatva = abhidheyatva), also within the conceptual framework of NyâyaVaiœešika, and whether there could be anyone who might practically attest that indeed all that exists can be known and expressed, or whether it is a matter of (rather
optimistic) belief74. What the equation actually called for in Indian context presently
discussed was a being who would epitomise all the cognitive faculties needed to validate the Nyâya-Vaiœešika claim.

3.3. The Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis
and Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability
This brings us to a strictly logical-epistemic problem which eventually, since the
publication of a seminal and much debated paper by Frederic Brenton FITCH (1963)75,

73

When absolutely non-existent, fictitious things are claimed to become the contents of our
cognition all that means is either that the contents are compounded wholes that consists of reals
components related in a fictitious way or that names we use are empty terms the contents of which
is analysable to a set of real elements.
74
For one thing is to know that something is logically not impossible and another thing is to
know that something is actually the case.
75
FITCH’s paper seemed to be neglected for some time and received wider recognition much
later, after the Paradox of Knowability was revived in HART (1979: esp. 164–165, n. 3.). A handy
account of the paradox is given by BROGAARD–SALERNO (2004).
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came to be known as Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability. In it, FITCH (1963: 139) formulates THEOREM 5, relevant for our discussion, which states that
‘If there is some true proposition which nobody knows (or has known
or will know) to be true, then there is a true proposition which nobody
can know to be true.’
He bases his THEOREM 5, first, on an general notion of a truth class D of propositions for which every member of it is true, symbolically expressed as (p) [(D p) o p]
(where ‘o’ stands for strict implication), which later serves him as a model to substitute a range of operators that map what he calls value concepts (‘striving for’,
‘doing’, ‘believing’, ‘knowing’, ‘desiring’, ‘ability to do’, ‘obligation to do’, ‘value
for’). One of such operators, ‘knowing’, corresponds to what is now generally
known as the epistemic operator K: ‘somebody at some time knows that …’, or ‘it is
known by someone at some time that … ’. Thus, with the epistemic operator K
instantiating D (other such instantiations are ‘truth’, ‘causal necessity’, ‘logical necessity’, ‘doing’, ‘proving’ etc.), one arrives at the assumption: p (Kp o p) (‘for
all propositions p, if one knows that p, then it is the case that p’). Second, the theorem rests on his THEOREM 1:
‘If D is a truth class which is closed with respect to conjunction elimination, then the proposition, [p & ~D p], which asserts that p is true but
not a member of D (where p is any proposition), is itself necessarily
not a member of D.’76
Again, using the epistemic operator K, one can reformulate the theorem to say if
there is truth p which is unknown, (p & ~Kp), then it is itself unknowable that it is
an unknown truth.
The condition for both the theorems, and further proofs which FITCH lays down, is
the idea of closure with respect to conjunction elimination: ‘a class of propositions
… will be said to be closed with respect to conjunction elimination if (necessarily)
whenever the conjunction of two propositions is in the class so are the two propositions themselves’77, i.e. (p) (q) [(D (p & q) o (D p) & (D q)]. Again, what it means in
our context of the epistemic operator K is that, for instance, if one knows both that
Vincent d’Indy was French (p) and that Sigismondo d’India was Italian (q), then one
also knows that Vincent d’Indy was French (p) and one knows that that Sigismondo
d’India was Italian (q): K(p & q) o (Kp & Kq).

76
77

FITCH (1963: 138).
FITCH (1963: 136).
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Accordingly, what THEOREM 5 eventually states is that from the assertion that
there are truths that merely happen to be unknown, p (p & ~Kp), it follows that
ultimately there are necessarily unknowable truths, p (p & ~¡Kp), which is a paradox. Further, the conclusion that there are truths that c a n n o t be known is in
conflict with the knowability principle PK: p (p o ¡Kp), according to which any
truth can, in principle, be known.
As I have pointed out above (p. 281), the knowability principle corresponds to
the (Praœastapâda and post-Praœastapâda) Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation: existentiality = nameability = cognisability. Consequently, FITCH’s conclusions seem to
threaten precisely this equation.
It was Nicholas RESCHER (1984: 150 ff.) who took up FITCH’s conclusions and
devised a proof78 that has stimulated a prolonged debate, to the effect that there are
logical limits for science and any cognitive enquiry, provokingly adding that ‘perfected science is a mirage; completed knowledge a chimera’. And RESCHER’s elaborated proof that not every truth can be known seems directly relevant to the (in)validity of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation, inasmuch as it seems to invalidate the latter.
A rather similar line of reasoning based on FITCH’s proof is applied by Roy W.
PERRETT (1999) to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation.
Following RESCHER, let us consider four elementary theses of epistemic logic
which all seem perfectly acceptable:
K1°

‘Authentic knowledge is inherently veridical: Kp o p.’
In other words, it is not possible to know anything that is false. K1° would
also be a thesis accepted by the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika realists who claimed
that all that enters our minds and all we know is a result of something that is
factual: if we know a proposition, then it is true.

K2°

‘A conjunction can only be known if both its conjuncts are known: K(p & q)
o (Kp & Kq).’
If we know a conjunction of two propositions to be true, then we also know
both the conjuncts. This corresponds to FITCH’s (1963: 136) closure with respect to conjunction elimination (vide supra, p. 282).

78

The proof is also reproduced and discussed for instance in SCHLESINGER (1986), which is
later incorporated in extenso in SCHLESINGER (1988: 36 ff.), as well as in ZEMACH (1987), who
attempts to demonstrate that RESCHER’s, and thus also FITCH’s, proof is valid only when taken in
de re reading, not in de dicto (vide supra, p. 286 f.). A different approach, taking into account
intuitionistic approach, to defend the Paradox of Knowability to the effect that not all truths can be
known is found in FLORIO–MURZI (2008). See also Rafa³ PALCZEWSKI (2007: 460 ff.).
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‘Some truth is not known: p (p & ~Kp).’79
It is a premise of FITCH’s THEOREM 5. Since there are a vast number of propositions which we do not know, it is a thesis that nobody would seriously question, lest we boldly declare we know everything. It is also Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis that some truths are not known to humans. In fact, it is the condition for
transmigration (saôsâra) to persist that transmigrating beings do not know all
the truth80. K3° follows from the fundamental tenet of both systems that the
cognition of the true nature of all the categories, either epistemic, in case of
Nyâya81, or ontological, in case of Vaiœešika82, leads to liberation. As long as

As regards PERRETT’s (1999: 405 ff.) analysis (vide infra, n. 84), in itself an inspiring and valuable endeavour, of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation and his attempt to demonstrate that ‘the human
knowability thesis is demonstrably false’, he asks us to ‘consider first the following pair of theses:
Human Knowability: All truths are knowable by humans.
Human Knownness: All truths are known by humans.
Indeed, as he rightly points out, ‘Nyâya affirms human knowability and denies human knownness.’ Further, he asks us to ‘symbolize these two Nyâya theses thus:
T 1:
p o ¡Kp.
~(p o Kp).’
T 2:
PERRETT’s T1 is, of course, an instantiation of our knowability principle PK: p (p o ¡Kp),
arrived at by universal instantiation.
We may have doubts whether PERRETT’s T2 is an accurate description of the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika’s denial of the Human Knownness thesis. What the Human Knownness thesis states
actually is:
THK: p (p o Kp).
Therefore, its denial by the Nyâya-Vaiœešika school should merely state:
DHK: ~p (p o Kp),
which is equivalent to
p ~(p o Kp),
and to
p (p & ~Kp),
which is our K3°. From K3° one can easily obtain, by existential instantiation, PERRETT’s T2,
which is a much stronger claim, however, not vice versa. I am not quite sure whether the application of the inference rule of existential elimination is at all legitimate here. On some problems
concerning the existential instantiation in this proof—i.e. from p (p & ~Kp) deriving (p & ~Kp)
—see ZEMACH (1987: 529). Having this in view, one would have to redraft the whole argumement, albeit the flaw does not render PERRETT’s demonstration pointless.
80
Vide infra, p. 290.
81
NS 1.1.1: pramâòa-prameya-saôœaya-prayojana-dåšþânta-siddhântâvayava-tarka-niròayavâda-jalpa-vitaòðâ-hetv-âbhâsa-cchala-jâti-nigraha-sthânânâô tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ.
82
PBh1 2.1, p. 6 = PBh2 2, p. 1.6–7: dravya-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô šaòòâô
padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jnânaô niÿœreyasa-hetuÿ. See p. 295, n. 111.
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we do not know the categories, which is tantamount to saying that there are
some truths unknown to us, we transmigrate and endure existential pangs.
K4°

‘All truths are knowable: p o ¡Kp.’
This is precisely an instantiation of the knowability principle PK (pp. 281, 283),
and is also admitted by Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika in the equation astitva = jñeyatva.

RESCHER’s demonstration that the above four rules are inconsistent runs in nine
steps as follows:
1.
2.

K~Kp o ~Kp
~(K~Kp & Kp)

3.
4.
5.

K(~Kp & p) o (K~Kp & Kp)
~K(~Kp & p)
~K(~Kp & p)

6.
7.
8.
9.

~¡K(~Kp & p)
~(~Kp & p)
p ~(~Kp & p)
~p (~Kp & p)

substitution in K1° [Kp/p].
from 1 by the definition of ‘o’ [(P o Q) {
~(P o ~Q)].83
substitution in K1° [Kp/q].
from 2, 3 by modus tollens.
from 4 by the rule of necessitation RN (anything derivable from necessary truths is a
necessary truth).
from 5 by the equivalence: I l ~¡~I.
from 6, K4° by modus tollens.
from 7 by generalisation.
from 8.

Since step 9 contradicts K3°, therefore the set of theses K1°–K4° is incongruous,
because they lead to a contradiction. Theses K1°–K3° appear to be legitimate, and
therefore it is thesis K4° that should be rejected. ‘We must concede that some truths
are unknowable’, concludes RESCHER (1984: 150).84
83

Cf. an inspiring discussion in BENETT (2003: esp. 20 ff.).
PERRETT’s (1999: 405–407) demonstration applied to Nyâya-Vaiœešika is based on a rather
similar, with some reservations (see n. 79) though, set of assumptions K1°–K4°, and he likewise
dismisses thesis K4° (in his notation T 1), that corresponds to knowability principle PK.
His argument in full starts with the following theses and assumptions as follows (PERRETT
(1999: 406)):
T 1:
p o ¡Kp
Nyâya’s Human Knowability thesis (‘All truths are
knowable by humans’).
T 2:
~(p o Kp)
Nyâya’s denial of Human Knownness thesis (‘It is
not the case that all truths are known by humans’).
A1:
Kp o p
Assumption one (‘what is known is true’).
A2:
K(p & q) o Kp & Kq Assumption two (‘knowledge distributes over
conjunction’).
84
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Should we, therefore, completely dimiss the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation: astitva
jñeyatva = abhidheyatva as illogical and invalid? There are two issues involved here.
Firstly, it is whether FITCH’s / RESCHER’s argument indeed is correct or, granted that it
is, under what conditions it is correct. Secondly, supposing that the logical structure of
the Paradox of Knowability is in principle right, how far does it invalidate NyâyaVaiœešika claims?
There is here no room even for a brief discussion of (in)validity, lest for a mere
review of numerous supporters and critics, of FITCH’s / RESCHER’s argument.85 What
is, however, vital to note is that Paradox of Knowability86 does not merely boil down
to SCHLESINGER’s (1986: 26) observation that ‘The final conclusion “(p) p&~PKp”
states nothing more noteworthy than that there is some true proposition which at the
present time is in principle unknowable’. It is not simply about some empirical observation that our knowledge, or science for that matter, faces some practical or
technical limits at a given point of time, but it declares that it is p r i n c i p a l l y
a n d l o g i c a l l y i m p o s s i b l e to know some true proposition. This point
seems to have been far too often misunderstood.
A possible way to defend against the paradox would be, for instance, the one
taken by Eddy M. ZEMACH (1987) who proposes to distinguish two readings of the

Next, ‘the reductio proof of the inconsistency of the premise set (T1, T2, A1, A2) goes through as
follows:
(1)
p o ~Kp
From T2
(2)
¡K(p & ~Kp)
From (1) & T1
(3)
¡(Kp & K~Kp)
From (2) & A2
(4)
¡(Kp & ~Kp)
From (3) & A1
Since (4) is a contradiction, we know that at least one of our original assumptions is false. …
Hence the conclusion to be drawn is that T 1 is false.’
Steps (1)–(4) in PERRETT’s arguments are identical to MACKIE (1980: 90), reproduced in
EDGINGTON (1985: 558), to an extent which does not seem coincidental. See also PALCZEWSKI
(2007: 460), in which the premisses are extended.
85
Just to mention a few critics, on different grounds: George N. SCHLESINGER (1988: 39 ff.), E.M.
ZEMACH (1987), Michael DUMMETT (2007: 348–350), cf. for a brief review: BROGAARD–SALERNO
(2004), and most recently Rafa³ PALCZEWSKI (2007), who makes use of additional operators and
applies the idea of group knowledge and group knowability; this, althouth the author does not
states it explicitly and may even not be aware of, presupposes Karl R. POPPER’s (1970), (1972)
notion of ‘the third world’, the world of the products of the human mind as a group knowledge.
86
Which is basically an off-shot of Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem, just as its opposite,
verificationism (i.e. a view that all meaningful/true statements are verifiable) is related to what
Gödel’s first incompleteness theorem invalidates (i.e. a view that we can construct a consistent and
complete theory).
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epistemic operator K, de dicto and de re.87 To illustrate the distinction, let us take
one of the opacity verbs that cause some interpretation problem in the following
sentence:
S1°

Jago believes that someone is faithful.

This ambiguous sentence could be interpreted either (syntactically) de dicto (‘of
word’):
S2°

Jago believes that there are faithful women.

BJago x (Fx),

or (syntactically) de re (‘of thing’):
S3°

Jago believes of a particular woman that she is faithful.

x (BJago Fx).

Now, let us suppose that Barbie once learnt Thales’ theorem in a TV talk show,
but has forgotten its contents the very next morning and all she knows now is that
Thales’ theorem is true. Is the statement asserting of Barbie that she knows Thales’
theorem true or not? In other words, is KBarbie p (where p stands for ‘Thales’ theorem’) true, and if it is, is it true unconditionally? If we read it de re (‘Of a proposition called «Thales’ theorem», Barbie knows that it is true’) KBarbie p is true. However, if we read it de dicto (‘Barbie knows that if A, B and C are points on a circle
where the line AC is a diameter of the circle, then the angle ABC is a right angle’),
KBarbie p turns out to be false. We can see that Kp may yield two different results
when read it either de re or de dicto.
Let us now see whether the statement ‘Barbie knows that she does not know
Thales’ theorem’ is true or not? This is the case of the proposition K~Kp, which
occurs in RESCHER’s argument. Under what conditions is K~Kp true of Barbie and
Thales’ theorem? Indeed, we can justifiably claim that ‘Barbie knows that she does
not know Thales’ theorem’, but that can make sense only when read de re: ‘Barbie
knows that she does not know what «Thales’ theorem» is all about’. It would not be
very understandable when read de dicto: ‘Barbie knows that she does not know that
if A, B and C are points on a circle where the line AC is a diameter of the circle,
then the angle ABC is a right angle’. This shows that K~Kp in RESCHER’s argument
may not be as unproblematic as it seems at first. Even taken intuitively, to claim that
‘I know that I do not know that I am listening to music’, in which p is ‘I am listening to music’, may seem puzzling. As ZEMACH (1987: 530) and EDGINGTON (1985:
560 ff.) point out, ‘although “~Kp” may be read de dicto, if it is embedded in an87

For the distinction see Willard Van Orman QUINE (1956), Alvin PLANTINGA (1969), that also
contains some brief historical sketch of the distinction, Ernest SOSA (1970) and Roderick CHISHOLM
(1976). Thomas MCKAY (2005) highlights some additional points by distinguishing three different
conceptions of the de re / de dicto distinction: syntactically, semantically and metaphysically.
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other de dicto epistemic operator relative to the same person, it must be read de re.
“KS~KJp” (i.e., “Smith knows that Jones does not know that the car is stolen”) is
true iff Smith knows the contents of p, and that Jones does not know it. … But for
“KJ~KJp” to be true, it is not required that Jones knows the content of p (that the car
is stolen) and that he does not know it.’88 Taking the de re / de dicto distinction into
account, we will see that RESCHER’s argument stalls at a certain point. 89
The same strategy that distinguishes between de re and de dicto readings may cast
doubt on assumption K2°: K(p & q) o (Kp & Kq), instead on K4°.90 Suppose Barbie heard from a reliable source, say, her boyfriend Ken the arithmetician, that
Gödel’s theorems are true. Hence Barbie knows that both Gödel’s incompleteness
theorems are true91: KBarbie (p & q). Does it follow from KBarbie (p & q) that Barbie
knows both that (p), i.e. that it is not possible to construct an effectively strong
arithmetic theory which is both consistent and complete, because one can construct
an arithmetical statement that is true, but not provable in the theory, and that (q), i.e.
that the consistency of an arithmetic theory cannot be proved in the arithmetic itself,
because the theory could contain a statement of its own consistency only if the theory were inconsistent? In other words, does it follow from KBarbie (p & q) that
KBarbie p & KBarbie q? Suppose Barbie has, surprising as it may be, never heard anything more detailed about Kurt Gödel and has never studied arithmetic and logic.
Read de dicto, the statement KBarbie (p & q) o (KBarbie p & KBarbie q) is true, because
Barbie does not have to know the contents of both p and q to have a justified true
belief (thanks to Ken the arithmetician) that p and q are true. However, when read
de re, the assumption KBarbie (p & q) o (KBarbie p & KBarbie q) is plainly false, because Barbie neither knows what a theorem is nor what consistency and completeness of an arithmetic theory are, etc. She probably would not even be able to genuinely grasp the difference between Gödel’s completeness theorem and his two incompleteness theorems at all.
Under the de dicto reading, assumption K2° would also bring us to an undesired
conclusion that if we know something of p and if a piece of information r is logically entailed by p (p o r) or is a part of p (r  p), we would automatically know r.
88

In ZEMACH’s convention, roman ‘p’ is a schematic letter substituting for propositions,
whereas italicised p is taken as a name of a proposition, not a proposition itself; in my notation, it
is p and ‘p’ respectively.
89
For details see ZEMACH (1987: 530–531).
90
Cf. ZEMACH (1987: 531–532).
91
That her knowledge is indeed a case of justified true belief can be seen on various counts,
e.g. it fulfils Fred DRETSKE’s (1971) conclusive reasons or the conditions of Robert NOZICK’s
(1981: 172–178) truth-tracking account (1. p is true; 2. S believes that p; 3. if p weren’t true, S
wouldn’t believe that p; 4. if p were true, S would believe that p) etc.
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Suppose Barbie knows that Thales’ theorem is true, astonishing as it sounds, she
even knows that if A, B and C are points on a circle where the line AC is a diameter
of the circle, then the angle ABC is a right angle. However, does she also automatically know that the sum of the angles in a triangle is equal to two right angles (180°)
and that the base angles of an isosceles triangle are equal, which is knowledge entailed by Thales’ theorem? This does not automatically follow and she does not
have to have such knowledge. Applied consistently on reading it de dicto, assumption K2° would lead us to an undesired consequence that one would know everything conceivable, whether already known to somebody at one point in history or so
far never discovered by anybody, of p. That would approximate something like ‘pbound omniscience’.92
Therefore it seems far from proven that one would have to, on purely logical
grounds, e.g. by applying Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability, reject Nyâya-Vaiœešika
claim that all truths are, in principle, knowable and expressible.
Now, there is another problem, reflected in Roy W. PERRETT’s (1999: 405 ff.)
analysis of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation. He takes it for granted that what the
equation refers to is what he calls ‘Human Knowability’ thesis, viz. that all truths
are k n o w a b l e b y h u m a n s .
Throughout his paper Roy W. PERRETT, assumes that what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
equation, as an expression of the knowability of everything, comprises is not only
god’s but also human knowability: ‘I suggest instead that this omission is because
the scope of the knowability thesis is not supposed to be restricted just to knowability by God, but is supposed also to include knowability by humans’ (1999: 402).
Precisely such a postulate of unrestricted human knowability, viz. the knowability
of everything p o t e n t i a l l y by every human being, can be problematic within
the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika. My point is that what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis actually expresses is knowability o n l y by god and, perhaps, by a
select group of (super)humans, in other words: the Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability
92

Cf. NOZICK’s (1981: 204 ff., 227 ff.) discussion of non-closure and criticism of the subjunctive principle K(p o q) & Kp o Kq (‘if S knows that p and he knows that p entails q, then he also
knows that q’) and his rejection of the claim that if a person S knows a conjunction, then he also
knows the conjuncts, which is our K2°. PERRETT (1999: 407 ff.) considers an intutionist line of
defence, following Timothy WILLIAMSON (1982), for the Nyâya-Vaiœešika thesis of the
knowability of everything. This seems to be completely unecessary at least for the most of NyâyaVaiœešika till, perhaps, the 16th century and Raghunâtha Œiromaòi, for the system of NyâyaVaiœešika throughout its classical and mediaeval history admitted the elimination of double
negation: ~~p = p, viz. that that the negation of the negation of p is identical with p, the denial of
which is both one of the fundaments of intuitionistic logic and necessary to evaluate and defend
the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation from the standpoint of intuitionistic logic.
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thesis directly entails the acceptance of omniscience of god and, perhaps in addition,
of certain humans, i.e. most spiritually advanced adepts of Nyâya-Vaiœešika or
yogins whose knowledge, for all practical reasons, equals omniscience (vide infra,
§§ 4.3 and 4.4). Most importantly, Nyâya-Vaiœešika knowability thesis does not
concern o r d i n a r y humans at all and, therefore, it loses some of its attractive
flavour to a philosopher.
As I have already pointed out (p. 284), the theoretical edifices of both the systems
rest on the assumption that their systems provide us with a scheme of all sufficient
categories that comprehensively cover all that exists and with a method to cognise
all of them.93 The pragmatic and ethical relevance of such bold claims lay in the fact
that the comprehensive scheme mapping all that exists onto a system of categories
and relations was both a sufficient and necessary tool to bring transmigration to its
end. As long as we do not achieve, apparently complete, knowledge of the categories and what they entail, we are going to endure hardships of saôsâra. This is
the salvific aspect of cognition within Nyâya-Vaiœešika.94 Religious life in conformity with moral law (dharma) may secure mundane prosperity and better next birth
(abhyudaya), but it is the cognition of the true nature of the categories that results in
liberation.95
There is no doubt that, on logical analysis, the set of premisses K1°–K4° are inconsistent. Usually it is either premiss K2° (p. 288 f.) or the knowability principle
K4° (p. 285), or the validity of K~Kp (steps 1–3, p. 285 f., viz. the validity of the
substitution of either ‘~Kp’96 or ‘p & ~Kp’97 for ‘p’), when read de dicto, that are
93

A view expressed in the introductory sûtras of Nyâya (n. 81) and Vaiœešika (n. 82).
See NS 1.1.1: pramâòa-prameya-saôœaya-prayojana-dåšþânta-siddhântâvayava-tarka-niròayavâda-jalpa-vitaòðâhetv-âbhâsa-cchala-jâti-nigraha-sthânânâô tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ,
and NBh 1.1.1: âtmâdeÿ khalu prameyasya tattva-jñânân niÿœreyasâdhigamaÿ.—‘The attainment of
well-being is [possible] by means of the cognition of the true nature of [such categories as] cognitive criterion, the cognoscible …’
95
Cf. VS(C) 1.1.2, see p. 292 f., n. 104. The tradition of Nyâya lays more stress on the cognition of one of the cognoscibles (prameya), i.e. the soul (âtman), see NS/NBh 4.2.1 ff. However,
even that being the case, Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s introduction to NS 4.2.1 reveals that it is
94

not only the cognition of the soul and the imperfections responsible for erroneous attribution
of the idea of self (ahaôkâra, NS 4.2.1) that is important but also the cognition of other categories. Even the lengthy discussion on the whole and on the atoms which starts with NS 4.2.3
shows how important is the cognition of the environment in which the idea of the soul can be
assessed. Further, Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin emphasises the role of cognition as the means to
liberation: ‘The cognition of the true nature of [the cognoscibles as the second category] is the
means to achieve this [liberation]’ (NBh 4.2.0, p. 259.1: tasyâdhigamôpâyas tattva-jñânam).
96
97

Questioned in ZEMACH (1987: 530 ff.)
Questioned in EDGINGTON (1985: 560 ff.).
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blamed for the inconsistency. However, the validity of the thesis of the limits of human knownness— p (p & ~Kp), equivalent to p ~(p o Kp) —i.e. that there are
some truths that happen not to be known, has never been questioned in the analyses
of the Paradox of Knowability, also applied to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation.
Whether various strategies taken to defend against Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability
(see n. 85) prove indeed successful or not98 is rather irrelevant to the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
thesis of the knowability of everything, because—in view of omniscience asserted of
god and of certain elevated individuals—the premiss rejected by Nyâya-Vaiœešika is
K3°.99 In other words, since Nyâya-Vaiœešika admit the existence of at least one being,
i.e. god, that knows everything, it rejects the thesis that ‘Some truth is not known’. The
Nyâya-Vaiœešika system explicitly admits a thesis, contrary to K3°, that all truths can
be, and actually a r e known: p (p o Kp), which is equivalent to p ~(p & ~Kp),
or rather, more specifically, that there is someone D (god, a yogin) who knows all
truths: Dp (p o KD p), equivalent to Dp ~(p & ~KD p). Therefore, for the
proponents of the system, around and after the times of Praœastapâda at the latest,
i.e. after the admittance of god into the system, the Paradox of Knowability simply,
when based on premisses K1°, K2° and K4°, does not arise. 100
Nevertheless, even seen on purely logical grounds, what the Nyâya-Vaiœešika
equation requires is the elimination of assumption K3°, i.e. the acceptance of a being that is omniscient. We can easily see that Nyâya-Vaiœešika equation seemed
controversial on various grounds, and that also includes modern interpretations of
anti-realist claims. Indeed, the equation seems to be most defensible in the context
of omniscience, and at first sight the equation of the knowability of everything
smacks of omniscience (vide supra, p. 307).101
4.1. Knowability thesis and the ‘knowability thesis package’
The idea of the three meta-categories, i.e. the properties astitva–abhidheyatva–
jñeyatva, must have entered the system of Vaiœešika at a later date, most probably in
98

There have been many attempts undertaken. See for instance a rejoinder to EDGINGTON’s
(1985) Timothy WILLIAMSON’s (1987) arguments in favour of Paradox of Knowability.
99
For a fruitful analysis of the idea of (un)knowability in the context of (god’s) omniscience
see Jonathan L. KVANVIG (1989: 488 ff.).
100
Cf. Jonathan L. KVANVIG (1989) for the analysis of the untenability of the claim that unknowable truths may exist vis-à-vis the doctrine of omniscience, and Charles TALIAFERRO’s
(1993) rejoinder to KVANVIG.
101
Logically, however, the statement ‘… can know everything’ does not entail ‘… knows everything’, whereas the latter does entail the former.
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the fifth century, insofar as it is not present in the extant text of the Vaiœešika-sûtra
itself. However, it must have become a part of the system of beliefs either slightly
before or, which is much less likely, at the time of Praœastapâda, otherwise it would
be hardly difficult to account for its relatively widespread presence in other works
such as those of Praœastamati (granted that he is different from Praœastapâda), Candramati and Uddyotakara Bhâradvâja (550–610 CE) around the same time, i.e. in
the first half of the sixth century, i.e. after Diónâga (480–540 CE) and before Mallavâdin (c. 600 CE), or even earlier, i.e. in the second half of the fifth century, i.e.
the time of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin102.
I shall now argue that the reasons that prompted Nyâya-Vaiœešika philosophers to
adopt such a controversial claim were of different nature than philosophical analysis
and purely rational concerns.
My thesis is that (1) the idea expressed in the equation astitva = abhidheyatva =
jñeyatva was adopted by Vaiœešika thinkers simultaneously along with three other
concepts at approximately the same period: (2) the idea of god’s existence, (3) the
idea of god’s omniscience and (4) the idea of twofold supernatural perception (âršapratyakša and yogi-pratyakša), which were absent in the original Vaiœešika-sûtra, as
it existed prior to Praœastapâda103. Further, all these latter three ideas were indispensable to justify each other. To wit, it was a package of four tenets that entered
Nyâya-Vaiœešika system in the late fifth century CE.

4.2. Knowability thesis and god’s existence
Let me start with the idea of god, which was a foreign body to and incompatible
with the system of early Nyâya-Vaiœešika. It hardly needs any additional prove now,
since it is widely accepted, that the idea of god was absent in the original text of the
Vaiœešika-sûtra. There are no references to that idea in VS, and the only passage of
VS into which the existence of god is read into by later tradition is VS 1.1.3, which
reads in a concrete context:
‘[2] That from which [results] the attainment of mundane prosperity
and the highest good is moral law. Vedic tradition possesses cognitive
validity, because of its statement.’104

102

Cf. p. 298, n. 125.
See WEZLER (1982), ISAACSON (1993) and HONDA (1988) and p. 308 ff.
104
VS(C) 1.1.2–3: yato ’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ. tad-vacanâd âmnâyaprâmâòyam. VS(C) 1.1.3 is explicitly quoted in PBh1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257, see p. 297, n. 123.
103
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The expression ‘because of its statement’ (tad-vacanât)—which was later interpreted as referring to god105—could be, in this particular context, interpreted either as:
‘because [Vedic tradition] communicates moral law’ (tad = dharma), or
‘because [Vedic tradition] speaks of the attainment of mundane prosperity
and the highest good’ (tad = abhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ), or
‘because [Vedic tradition] speaks of mundane prosperity and the highest good’
(tad = abhyudaya-nihœreyasa).

(a)
(b)
(c)

All the interpretations could be linguistically plausible here. The idea connoted
roughly by the interpretations (a), (b) or (c) is echoed by Candramati with the statement that ‘the Vedas and sacred texts proscribe moral law and prohibit unrighteousness [respectively]’ (*œruti-småti-vihita-pratišiddha-dharmâdharma) in the passage
of DPŒ:
‘Of merit and demerit, the cause is the connection of mind with soul after [the production of] desire and aversion, assisted by both pure and impure intention on those means for performing merit and demerit which
are ordered and prohibited by the Vedas and the authoritative sacred
texts.’106
The anonymous author of the commentary Vaiœešika-darœana-vyâkhyâ clearly interprets the statement in the sense (c):
‘Because of the statement, or the teaching about these two, viz. heaven
and liberation, which produces knowledge, Vedic tradition, viz. the
Vedas, sacred texts, historic stories etc., possess cognitive validity, viz.
they are the causes of knowledge.’ 107

105

Cf. e.g. Candrânanda and his VSV(C) 1.1.3: tad iti hiraòya-garbha-parâmarœo hiraòyaô
reto ’syêti kåtvâ bhagavân mahêœvara evôcyate.—‘The [pronoun] “that” invokes the idea of the
golden egg (sc. Brahman). Having taken this to mean “that whose golden [egg] is progeny” it
refers to the Supreme Lord.’ See BRONKHORST (1996).
106
DPŒ2 154 (reconstructed): dharmâdharmayor icchâ-dveša-pûrvakaÿ œruti-småti-vihitapratišiddha-dharmâdharma-sâdhana-œuddhâœuddhâbhisandy-ubhayâpekša âtma-manaÿ-saôyogaÿ
kâraòam. = DPŒ1 2.2.5.25, p. 110: ‘Merit and demerit are preceded by desire and aversion, and have
their causes in contact of self with mind, caused by hearing and reflecting on, or by disregarding the
fact that merit and demerit (severally) bring about a pure or impure state in the future life.’
107
VSV(D) 1.3, p. 2: tayoÿ svargâpavargayor vacanât pratipâdanât pramiti-jananâd âmnâyasya
œruti-småtîtihâsâdeÿ prâmâòyaô pramiti-kâraòatvam.
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However, against any philologically possible interpretation of the VS passage,
Praœastapâda gives an entirely new sense to VS 1.1.3, by taking tad° to mean ‘god’
(îœvara°):
‘Vedic tradition is based on the cognitive validity of the speaker’
(vaktå-prâmâòyâpekšaÿ),108
in which ‘the speaker’ for Praœastapâda is the only ultimately reliable and indisputably trustworthy speaker, i.e. god.
With his novel interpretation, Praœastapâda overrides the original meaning of
VS 1.1.3 at the very outset of his Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha, by stating that
‘This [cognition, operating by way of positive procedure and by way
of negative procedure, of the true nature of the six ontological categories] is [attained] because of moral law revealed by god’s injunction.’109
Interestingly, Praœastapâda’s statement fulfils a double role.
First, it gives a new meaning to VS 1.1.3, as against the original purport of the
sûtra. Most importantly for the present issue, in the context of moral law (dharma)
related to Vedic tradition that is considered to be a valid and reliable source of
knowledge, Praœastapâda takes Kaòâda’s phrase tad-vacanât to eventually connote
the meaning: îœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmât. It becomes conspicuous when we
compare the argumentative structure of relevant portions of VS(C) and PBh. We
obtain the following either causal or explanatory dependence, which is very similar
in both cases:
Kaòâda, VS(C):110
1.

dharma o abhyudaya-nihœreyasa
Moral law leads to prosperity and liberation.

tad-vacana o âmnâya-prâmâòya o dharma
2a. The utterance of/by ‘this’ leads to cognitive validity of Vedic tradition.
2b. Vedic tradition leads to moral law.

108

See PBh 1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257: œruti-småti-lakšaòo ’py âmnâyo vaktåprâmâòyâpekšaÿ tad-vacanâd âmnâya-prâmâòyam, liógâc cânityo, buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir
vede buddhi-pûrvo dadâtir ity uktatvât. For the translation of the whole passage see p. 297.
109
PBh1 2.1, p. 7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.8: tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva. [tat = šaòòâô
padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jñânam].
110
VS(C) 1.1.2–3: yato ’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ. tad-vacanâd âmnâyaprâmâòyam.
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Praœastapâda, PBh:111
dharma o tattva-jñâna o nihœreyasa
1a. Moral law leads to the cognition of the true nature of the categories .
1b. The cognition of the true nature of the categories leads to liberation .
2.

îœvara-codanâbhivyakti o dharma
The demonstration of the injunction by god leads to moral law.

In both cases it is ultimately dharma (‘moral law’) that leads, either in one or two
steps, to liberation (or mundane prosperity) and in both cases dharma is communicated this way or another. Praœastapâda leaves no doubt that the source is the injunction revealed by god.
Second, Praœastapâda’s above statement expresses, at the same time, a criticism directed against the Mîmâôsaka and Jaimini’s well-known claim that ‘Moral law is
something characterised by injunction’112, viz. moral law is known directly from Vedic injunction without the mediation of anyone, including god. It cannot be a coincidence that Praœastapâda avails himself of a rather unusual term for the Vaiœešika,
which is nowhere attested in VS and occurs only once in PBh. For Jaimini, the atheist,
and for his tradition, people’s adherence to dharma was due to a very special character
of the language of Vedic revelation, which was characterised by injunction and therefore required no author or authority, being self-explanatory, or self-enforcing. That
was the Mîmâôsaka strategy to explain what provided the imperative character of
Vedic statements that communicated dharma without taking recourse to god’s authority and reliability. Praœastapâda the theist seems do deliberately refer to Jaimini’s thesis, to modify it and augment it with the new element îœvara°:
Jaimini:
*codanâ-lakšaòo dharmaÿ
Moral law is characterised by injunction, ergo n o t r e v e a l e d .
Praœastapâda:
*îœvara-codanâbhivyakto dharmaÿ
Moral law is manifested through injunction r e v e a l e d b y g o d .
Praœastapâda, with his two-purpose comment, made therefore a statement: an unequivocal manifestation of his conviction as a theist.

111

PBh1 2.1, p. 6–7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.6–8: dravya-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœeša-samavâyânâô
šaòòâô padârthânâô sâdharmya-vaidharmya-tattva-jnânaô [PBh 1 , n. 5 = PBh 2 , n. 2:
°vaidharmyâbhyâô tattva°] niÿœreyasa-hetuÿ. tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva.
112
MS 1.1.2: codanâ-lakšaòo ’rtho dharmaÿ.
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There is one more Kaòâda’s passage that was later interpreted in the theistic sense:
‘[1] The composition of sentences in the Vedas is preceded by conscious design. [2] And it does not [come] from our conscious designs.
It is the inferential sign of a seer’s [conscious design].’113
What Kaòâda says is that behind the rational structure and meaningful contents of
the Vedas stands a conscious design of a seer, who composed them. The phrasing
and contents of Kaòâda’s words contains nothing that would allude to god as such.
He merely says that it was a product of a consciousness higher than that of an ordinary being. The expression he uses is na câsmad-buddhibhyaÿ (‘not … from our
conscious designs’) bears a resemblance to Praœastapâda’s wording asmadviœišþânâô yoginâô (PBh 241, 370: ‘yogins … who are superior to us’, pp. 311,
312)114. It is hardly feasible that what he meant was god. 115
However, Candrânanda, in his Våtti, offers a completely different exposition in the
purely theistic spirit:
‘For our [human] cognition is not of this kind [to know the Vedas],
having as its scope [only] objects that are present, not concealed [from
sight] and [directly] connected [to our sense organs]116. Of such kind is
only the cognition of god. For this reason god’s cognition has as its
scope extrasensory objects.’117
Also Bhaþþa Vâdîndra (c. 1230–1250118), the author of Vaiœešika-sûtra-vârttika
(Tarka-sâgara), gives a purely theistic exposition of the sûtra: ‘<And this> vener-

113

VS(C) 6.1.1–2: buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir vede. na câsmad-buddhibhyo liógam åšeÿ.
Cf. Bhartåhari’s expression: asmad-viœišþânâô (VP 3.1.46: ‘those who are superior to us’,
p. 321).
115
There existed an idea of îœvara being a kind of superman, a powerful superhuman being, ‘a
particular kind of soul, untainted by afflictions, karman and karmic fruition [caused by subliminal
disposition’ (YS 1.24: kleœa-karma-vipâkâœayair aparâmåšþaÿ puruša-viœeša îœvarah.) in the
tradition of the Pâtañjala-yoga-œâstra (ca 325 to 425 CE?, for the dating see MAAS (2006: xii–xix)
and (2009: 383)). However, that idea is not what Kaòâda or Praœastapâda refer to.
116
This cognition is exactly the opposite of the yogin’s supernatural perception described, e.g.,
in VSV(C) 1.15, see n. 150.
117
VSV(C) 6.1.2, p. 45.9–11: na hi yâdåœam asmad-vijñânaô vartamânâvyavahitasambaddhârtha-višayaô tâdåœam eva bhagavato vijñânam. ataÿ sambhavati bhagavato
’tîndriyârtha-višayaô vijñânam.
118
ISAACSON (1995: 4).
114
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able seer is god’119. Clearly, such reinterpretations of Kaòâda’s intention presuppose
Praœastapâda’s theistic innovation in the system.

4.3. Knowability thesis and god’s omniscience
Since, prior to Praœastapâda and his contemporaries, the Vaiœešika system as such
knew no idea of god’s existence120, there could neither be any idea of god’s omniscience known to the system before that time either. However, the idea of god’s
omniscience—as a corollary of the belief in god’s existence—is present, which is
my contention, as early as Praœastapâda’s afore-mentioned statements that explicitly
refer to god,121 or even earlier, i.e. at the time of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin (after c.
450).
There are at least two ideas that, when combined, lead us to the conclusion that
Praœastapâda, while accepting the existence of god, also admitted of his omniscience.
First, it is his conviction that the composition of the Vedas, which reliably communicate all the knowledge and describe the whole world in its entirety, (a) entails
the existence of their author and (b) presupposes prior knowledge of their contents
in the author’s consciousness:
‘Vedic tradition, consisting in Vedic revelation (œruti) and authoritative testimony (småti), is based on the cognitive validity of the speaker:
“Vedic tradition possesses cognitive validity, because of «its»122
statement (here: because of god’s statement)” [VS 1.1.3]. And [the
word (œabda)] is [proved to be] impermanent on the basis of the inferential sign, because it has been said [in VS 6.1.1]: “The composition of
sentences in the Vedas is preceded by conscious design”, [and in VS(C)
6.1.1 = VS(Œ) 6.1.3]: “Benefaction is preceded by conscious design”.’123

119

VSV2 ad loc., p. 57: <sa ca> bhagavân åšir îœvaraÿ. VSV1 ad loc., p. 298.11 = VSV(D),
p. 58.11: <veda-kartâ> bhagavân åšir îœvaraÿ.
120
I don’t mean to say that theistic views were altogether unknown to Kaòâda but that he did
not subscribe to them.
121
See PBh1 2.1, p. 7 = PBh2 2, p. 1.8 (tac cêœvara-codanâbhivyaktâd dharmâd eva) and PBh1
8.12, p. 213 = PBh2 257; see nn. 109 & 111, and n. 108 respectively.
122
See § 4.2, p. 292 ff.
123
PBh1 8.12.2.2, p. 213 = PBh2 257: œruti-småti-lakšaòo ’py âmnâyo vaktå-prâmâòyâpekšaÿ
“tad-vacanâd âmnâya-prâmâòyam” (VS 1.1.3), liógâc cânityo, “buddhi-pûrvâ vâkya-kåtir vede”
(VS 6.1.1), “buddhi-pûrvo dadâtir” (VS(C) 6.1.4 = VS(D) 6.1.4 = VS(Œ) 6.1.3) ity uktatvât. Passage partially cited above on p. 294, n. 108.
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Secondly, the admission of the idea of a complete knowledge of all the categories,
which is indispensable to construct an exhaustive ontology attempted by the
Vaiœešika, necessitates the acceptance of the idea of knowledge that embraces all
the elements of the universe; and that is eventually tantamount to omniscience .
By the time of Praœastapâda the idea of omniscience as such, i.e. either human or
divine, had already entered the body of beliefs professed by the representatives of
Nyâya-Vaiœešika, and it is already present in the Nyâya-bhâšya, just to quote two
examples:
‘Out of these [twelve cognoscible categories, the first one, viz.] the soul
is the perceiver of everything, the experiencing subject of everything,
the omniscient, the sensor of everything.’ 124
and
‘[It is known] through scriptural testimony [that] god is the perceiver,
the knower, the omniscient. And who could possibly explain god, who
is inexpressible [and] beyond the scope of perception, inference and
scriptural testimony, by means of the soul’s attributes, such as sentience etc.?!’125
These two instances demonstrate that the Nyâya-bhâšya related the idea of omniscience to two categories of the soul (âtman). Firstly, it was a potential property of
the soul as such, being its dormant innate aptitude that was correlated to its omnipresence and spatial infinity, features that, for Praœastapâda, the soul shared with
three other substances.126 Secondly, it was an actual property of god, a supreme kind
of soul. This twofold division of the souls was later expressed in plain terms, e.g. by
Udayana in his Lakšaòâvalî: ‘Soul is twofold: god and non-god.’ 127
Even though Praœastapâda nowhere mentions god’s omniscience directly, apparently taking it for granted and as something that necessitates no further proof, he
does make use of the idea on a few occasions. The first is the description of the act
of (re)construction of the world:
‘Now the principle of the construction and dissolution of the four
[atomic] material elements is described in the following. At the end of
124

NBh 1.1.9: tatrâtmâ sarvasya drašþâ sarvasya bhoktâ sarva-jñaÿ sarvânubhâvî.
NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.13: âgamâc ca drašþâ boddhâ sarva-jñâtâ îœvara iti. buddhy-âdibhiœ
câtma-liógair nirupâkhyam îœvaraô pratyakšânumânâgama-višayâtîtaô kaÿ œakta upapâdayitum.
126
PBh1 3, p. 22 = PBh2 19: âkâœa-kâla-dig-âtmanâô sarva-gatatvaô, parama-mahattvaô,
sarva-saôyogi-samâna-deœatvaô ca.
127
LA 114 (p. 70): sa dvividha îœânîœa-bhedât.
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a hundred years [measured] by Brahma units, at the time of liberation
of the current divine being Brahman—simultaneously with the wish of
supreme god, the lord of the whole universe, to dissolve [the universe]
in order to give rest during the [period of Brahma] night to all living
creatures wearied by transmigration—the activity of invisible moral
principles, which are present in all souls and which govern [the souls’]
bodies, sense-organs and material elements, comes to halt. Then the
suspension of the connection between these [atomic particles] occurs by
means of the separations of the atomic particles which are the causes
of bodies and sense-organs, [the separations being] accomplished
through the actions that result from the connection of supreme god’s
wish, the souls and the atomic particles. Subsequently, the dissolution
of these [atomic particles takes place] up to the indivisible atoms.’128
After the period of the world’s dissolution comes to an end, god performs his role
through a divine being Brahman and launches the world again to a new round of
active manifest existence, having in the first step introduced motion into the universe anew and having brought the first two atoms together to form a particle 129:
‘And this [divine being] Brahman—being entrusted by supreme god
[and] being endowed with cognition characterised by absolute excellence (sc. omniscience), and with passionlessness and divine might—
gets to know the fruition of the deeds of living creatures (sc. souls),
[first] begets [his] sons who are made of his mind and are lords of the
creatures, [and then he creates] law-givers, divine beings, seers and
classes of forefathers, the four social strata that sprung from [Prajâpati’s] mouth, arms, thighs and feet, as well as other higher and lower
[corporeal] living beings—so that the knowledge, experience and life
span [of all these beings] correspond to their previous deeds. [In these
acts of construction, divine Brahman] endows [all the created beings]

128
PBh1 5, p. 48.7 ff. = PBh2 57: ihêdânîô caturòâô mahâ-bhûtânâô såšþi-saôhâra-vidhir
ucyate. brâhmeòa mânena varša-œatânte vartamânasya brahmaòo ’pavarga-kâle saôsârakhinnânâô sarva-prâòinâô niœi viœrâmârthaô sakala-bhuvana-pater mahêœvarasya saôjihîršâsamakâlaô œarîrêndriya-mahâ-bhûtôpanibandhakânâô sarvâtma-gatânâô adåšþânâô våttinirodhe sati mahêœvarêcchâtmâòu-saôyoga-ja-karmabhyaÿ œarîrêndriya-kâraòâòu-vibhâgebhyas
tat-saôyoga-nivåttau tešâm â paramâòv-anto vinâœaÿ.
129
PBh 1 5, p. 48.19 ff. = PBh2 58: tataÿ punaÿ prâòinâô bhoga-bhûtaye mahêœvarasisåkšânantaraô sarvâtma-gata-våtti-labdhâdåšþâpekšebhyas tat-saôyogebhyaÿ pavanaparamâòušu karmôtpattau tešâô paraspara-saôyogebhyo dvy-aòukâdi-prakrameòa mahân vâyuÿ
samutpanno nabhasi dodhûyamânas tišþhati. etc.
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with their [respective] moral duty, knowledge, passionlessness and divine might that conform to their potencies stored [as their karman].’130
Clearly, such an arduous task, as it probably would have to be, of putting the universe of all living beings together along with their respective karmans, to be accomplished by divine Brahman, would have to necessitate absolute and supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna), which i s c o n s i g n e d , or subcontracted, to Brahman
by god (mahêœvareòa viniyuktaÿ) as an act of divine outsourcing.
Another indirect reference to god’s omniscience, or at least some kind of extraordinary cognition, is found in the section that describes how dimensions larger than
atomic size as well as the idea of plurality in the world originate:
‘Impermanent [dimensions] of all four kinds have their source in number, dimension and multitude. Out of these [dimensions, the idea of]
the plural number arises thanks to god’s mind with respect to atomic
dyads, made of indivisible atoms; [the said plural number] produces
[the qualities of] magnitude and length—simultaneously with the formation of colour and other [secondary qualities]—in [complex] substantial things, understood as atomic triads (i.e. particles composed of
three pairs of atoms) and as other [larger macroscopic bodies], which
are effects brought about by these [atomic dyads].’131
In other words, it is god’s mind that stores the idea of two-atom particles as well
as the notion of complex wholes based on the idea of plurality (plural number), inherent in the composition of atomic triads, that are composed of six atoms (i.e. three
pairs). Praœastapâda wants us to believe that without that notion present in god’s
mind complex wholes could not emerge.
Three questions immediately arise here. First, what does the idea of plurality, or
duality, have to do with atomic dyads (dvy-aòuka)? Second, what does god have to
do with it? And, third, what does it all have to do with god’s omniscience ?
To answer the first question, i.e. what relates the idea of plurality with two-atom
particles, we have to take a closer look at the idea of the cognition of recurrent con-

130
PBh 1 5, p. 49.11 ff. = PBh2 59: sa ca mahêœvareòa viniyukto brahmâtiœaya-jñânavairâgyÎœvarya-sampannaÿ prâòinâô karma-vipâkaô viditvâ karmânurûpa-jñâna-bhogâyušaÿ
sutân prajâpatîn mânasân manu-deva-rši-pitå-gaòân mukha-bâhûru-pâda-taœ caturo varòân anyâni
côccâvacâni bhûtâni ca såšþvâ, âœayâòurûpair dharma-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvaryaiÿ saôyojayatîti.
131
PBh1 8.7, p. 131 = PBh2 155–156: anityaô catur-vidham api saôkhyâ-parimâòa-pracayayoni. tatrêœvara-buddhim apekšyôtpannâ paramâòu-dvy-aòukešu bahutva-saôkhyâ tair ârabdhe
kârya-dravye try-aòukâdi-lakšaòe rûpâdy-utpatti-samakâlaô mahattvam dîrghatvaô ca karoti.
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tinuity (apekšâ-buddhi)132, sometimes called enumerative knowledge, and the process through which our mind forms the notion of the number ‘two’ and larger numbers, as was understood by Praœastapâda, who surprisingly devoted a lot of space to
the problem:
‘[130] The [number “two” and numbers larger than “two”] arise, as
one should realise, from many [single instances] of oneness combined
with the idea of a multiple object, and disappear with the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity. [131] How [does it take
place]? ‘When it comes to a contact of the perceiver’s eye with two individual substantial things, belonging either to the same class or to a
different class (i.e. two homogeneous or heterogeneous things), there
arises the cognition of generality of oneness which inheres in each
[individual substantial thing] that is in contact with the [eye; and it has
the form: “This is one. This is one”]; then from [three] acts of cognition: one of the generality of oneness and [two] of the relation [of the
two single things] to this [oneness], there arises one single notion of
two single-instantiated [things] with respect to a multiple object [made
of these two individual substantial things]. Then, contingent on this
[single notion of two single-instantiated things], the notion of duality
emerges with respect to (sc. instantiated in the form of) these two onenesses, each of which having their respective substrata (i.e. the singleinstantiated things). And, subsequently, with respect to this [singular
notion of duality instantiated in the form of the two onenesses] there
arises the cognition of generality of duality. As a consequence of this
cognition of generality of duality the cognition of recurrent continuity
(here: the cognition of duality dependent on two instantiations) gradually disappears and, from the acts of cognition: of the generality of duality, of the relation [of the two onenesses] to this [duality] and of [this
singular] duality, there gradually arises one single notion of the quality
of duality—[these two processes take place at] the same time.
[132] Then, immediately on the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity (here: the cognition of duality dependent on two instantiations), the quality of duality disappears. [Since] the cognition of
the quality of duality is the cause of the disappearance of cognition of
the generality of duality, there gradually arises—because of the quality
of duality, its cognition and its relation—the notion of [two] individual
substantial things of the form: “two individual substantial things”;
132

On apekšâ-buddhi see e.g. MIYAMOTO (1996: 78–84).
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[these processes take place at] the same time. [133] Immediately afterwards there arises the cognition of [two] individual substantial
things of the form: “two individual substantial things”, the duality disappears, the notion of the quality of duality gradually disappears; from
the cognition of individual substantial thing subliminal impression
gradually arises; [these processes take place at] the same time.
[134] Immediately afterwards from the cognition of individual substantial thing the notion of the quality of duality disappears; also the
notion of individual substantial thing [disappears] due to the subliminal impression. [135] In this way [we] have also described how [the
notion of] the number “three” etc. originates. [Their] production proceeds from many [single instances] of oneness combined with the idea
of a multiple object, and [their] disappearance follows the disappearance of the cognition of recurrent continuity.’133
This lengthy account on number two, and similar procedures, apply also to numbers larger than two, and shows that to conceive of a notion of number was maintained by Praœastapâda to be a highly complex process that involved a sequence of
stages and a special cognitive ability called the cognition of recurrent continuity
(apekšâ-buddhi). Equally easily can we see that Praœastapâda thought a clearly
formed notion of the number ‘two’, or ‘duality’, and that of larger numbers as well,
was indispensable for the existence of compounded entities, which by nature are aggregates consisting of numerous (at least two) parts, for instance for the existence of
two-atom particles. In other words, the existence of a whole consisting of two ele-

133
PBh1 8.6, p. 111–112 = PBh2 130–135: [130] tasyâÿ (= sâôkhyâyâÿ) khalv ekatvebhyo
’neka-višaya-buddhi-sahitebhyo nišpattir apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâd vinâœa iti. [131] katham. yadâ
boddhuœ cakšušâ samânâsamâna-jâtîyayor dravyayoÿ sannikarše sati tat-samyukta-samavetasamavetÎkatva-sâmânya-jñânôtpattâv ekatva-sâmânya-tat-sambandha-jñânebhya eka-guòayor
aneka-višayiòy ekâ buddhir utpadyate tadâ tâm apekšyÎkatvâbhyâô svâœrayayor dvitvam
ârambhyate. tataÿ punas tasmin dvitva-sâmânya-jñânam utpadyate. tasmâd dvitva-sâmânyajñânâd apekšâ-buddher vinaœyattâ dvitva-sâmânya-tat-sambandha-taj-jñânebhyo dvitva-guòabuddher utpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [132] tata idânîm apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâd dvitva-guòasya
vinaœyattâ dvitva-guòa-jñânaô dvitva-sâmânya-jñânasya vinâœa-kâraòaô dvitva-guòa-taj-jñânasambandhebhyo dve dravye iti dravya-buddher utpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [133] tad-anantaraô
dve dravye iti dravya-jñânasyôtpâdo dvitvasya vinâœo dvitva-guòa-buddher vinaœyattâ dravyajñânât saôskârasyôtpadyamânatêty ekaÿ kâlaÿ. [134] tad-anantaraô dravya-jñânâd dvitva-guòabuddher vinâœo dravya-buddher api saôskârât. [135] etena tritvâdy-utpattir api vyâkhyâtâ.
ekatvebhyo ’neka-višaya-buddhi-sahitebhyo nišpattir apekšâ-buddhi-vinâœâc ca vinâœa iti.
On the process of conceiving the idea of the number ‘two’, the way Praœastapâda understood it,
see MIYAMOTO (1996: 59–77) and THAKUR (2003: 203–207): ‘Duality (dvitva)’.
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ments (e.g. a two-atom particle) entails prior existence of the notion of ‘two’ and a
respective design based on this notion.
To understand why—and this is a reply to the second question: what is god’s role
in the process—we must recall that for Praœastapâda all movements and actions in
the universe ultimately proceed from conscious entities, viz. the souls134 of two
kinds135, because atoms, hence all other material entities composed of atoms alike,
are not capable of autokinesis on their own. Further, movement and action is indispensable to produce a whole, therefore any compounded whole is thus a result of a
series of events that eventually go back to the first mover, clearly an idea that was
used to formulate one of a number of arguments for the existence of god, the argument from the first mover:
‘Material substratum, atoms and karman operate, because—as they
were put in motion earlier—they are superintended by a cause endowed with cognitive awareness (sc. god), insofar as they [themselves]
are unconscious, like an axe etc., viz. just like an axe and other [tools]
operate being superintended by a carpenter endowed with cognitive
awareness, because they [themselves] are unconscious …’136
Even to combine elements into a smallest possible whole, viz. an atomic dyad (dvyaòuka), it takes a conscious being that would capacitate atoms to conjoin by applying
his cognition of recurrent continuity (apekšâ-buddhi) to separate elements. We can

134

Cf. e.g. PBh1 6.4, p. 69.6 ff. = PBh2 76: tasya saukšmyâd apratyakšatve sati [PBh1, n. 5:
’pi] karaòaiÿ œabdâdy-upalabdhy-anumitaiÿ œrotrâdibhiÿ samadhigamaÿ kriyate. vâsyâdînâm
[PBh1, n. 7: vâsyâdînâm iva] karaòânâô kartå-prayojyatva-darœanâc chabdâdišu prasiddhyâ ca
prasâdhako ’numîyate.—‘Since due to its subtlety the [soul] is imperceptible, it is made known
through sensory organs such as the organ of hearing whose [existence] is inferred through [the
existence of sensory data] such as sound etc. Similarly, since instruments, such as axe etc., are
empirically attested to [entail] that they are employed by an agent [with a purpose], and [sensory
instruments] are well established to [be employed] with respect to sound and other [data, the soul]
is inferred [to exist] as an executor [of all actions].’
135
See p. 298, n. 127.
136
NV 1 4.21, p. 461.11–13: pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòi prâk pravåtteÿ buddhimatkâraòâdhišþhitâni pravartanta ’cetanatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti yathâ vâsy-âdi buddhimatâ takšòâ
adhišþhitam acetanatvât pravartate … Cf. n. 229. The argument was frequently repeated by subsequent authors, e.g. by Udayana in NKA 5, p. 503.15: paramâòv-âdayo hi cetanâ-yojitâÿ
pravartante acetanatvâd vâsy-âdivat.—‘Indivisible atoms etc. operate when propelled by consciousness, because they are unconscious, like an axe etc.’ Jayanta-bhaþþa devotes a longer passage
to the argument in NMa1 I: 488–490. Cf. NS 1.1.11: cešþêndriyârthâœrayaÿ œarîram.—‘The body
is a seat of action, sense organs and objects.’
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speak here of something resembling Aristotelian final cause (causa finalis)137, i.e. of a
particular design god has while bringing about a combination of two atoms. Since in the
(endlessly cyclical) beginning of the world after the period of its dissolution all other
conscious beings are each time dormant, the only conscious agent is god who needs to
have a well-formed notion of the number ‘two’ etc. in order to initiate the process of
the composition of the universe, from finest particles to large macroscopic wholes.
The problem remains, which is our third question, what does god’s omniscience
have to do with all this? After a period of a complete dissolution of the world
(pralaya), when all conscious beings are dormant and all matter has dissolved into
separate, uncombined atoms in rest, god requires—in order to bring the world into
existence back again—the ideas of the number ‘two’ etc. in order to initiate the
union of two atoms and to induce the process of forming larger wholes. However, as
Praœastapâda’s account suggests, the notions of duality and plurality are as such an
abstract synthesis derived from experience that requires elements somehow linked
together with the help of the cognition of recurrent continuity (apekšâ-buddhi). To
form a complex whole, necessarily based on notions of duality and plurality, requires a prior knowledge of such an idea of number larger than one. In the world
emerging from the dissolution, in the first stage, there is nothing that could serve as
a source for an experience that could subsequently trigger the conception of such
numbers, because all objects are unitary and no objects are combined in pairs.
Therefore, it has to be postulated that god must be possessed of such knowledge that
is not derived from experience at all. His knowledge of this sort does not necessarily
have to amount to omniscience, however, it certainly remains outside the scope of
any experience or ordinary knowledge derived from experience.138 No doubt it must
be regarded as some kind of extraordinary knowledge: it is beyond the capability of
any ordinary being to have knowledge which is not derived from experience of any
form, including testimony communicated by another agent, which also entails some
kind of experience. To put it plainly, the existence of wholes compounded of atoms
rests on the notion of ‘two’ along with a respective design based on this notion; and
that presupposes extra-empirical, perfect and, probably, omniscient mind of god, the
(re)constructor, in which all such notions are stored.
Met 983a31-32: tet£rthn dä t¾n ¢ntikeimšnhn a„t…an taÚtV, tÕ oá ›neka kaˆ t¢gaqÕn
(tšloj g¦r genšsewj kaˆ kin»sewj p£shj toàt' ™st…n).—‘The fourth [cause] is the opposite of
the latter (i.e. of efficient cause), namely that for sake of which something happens (sc. purposefulness) and goodness, for it is the purpose of all that arises and moves.’
138
An argument that god acquired such a knowledge empirically, i.e. before the dissolution,
while the complex world was still there in developed form, and therefore, while the world is reemerging after the dissolution, god’s knowledge of duality and plurality would merely be a case of
memory from previous, i.e. pre-dissolution experience, would lead to infinite regress.
137
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Consequently, to postulate such a knowledge of simple numbers, as trivial as it
may sound at first, in the context where the universe offers no observable data for
one to empirically derive such a knowledge from it, is tantamount to asserting that
god possesses at least some kind of supernatural cognition that transcends all a
mundane soul could possibly know.
A very similar indication of the same kind of supreme knowledge, which exceeds
everything known in the universe, is found in the following passage quoted in
Abhayadeva-sûri’s Tattva-bodha-vidhâyinî and ascribed to Praœastamati:
‘Praœastamati, on the other hand, says: “In the beginning of (re)construction [of the world, verbal] usage of people is preceded by someone else’s instruction, because later on [people’s usage] awakened
[after the dissolution of the world] is [properly] delimited with respect
to their specific objects139, just as verbal usage of children, who have
not learnt verbal usage yet, [when properly] delimited with respect to
their specific objects, is preceded by the instruction of [their] mothers
and other [people].’
In his comment immediately following the passage, Abhayadeva-sûri explicates
what is actually self-evident in the quote, that, first, that what Praœastamati has in
mind as the primary source of verbal usage, when no knowledge yet exists, is god,
and secondly, what lies at the core of god’s capability of bestowing upon the humankind linguistic skills is his supreme cognition:
‘… It is proved that the one by whose instruction [verbal] usage [of
people] is preceded in the beginning of [re]construction [of the world]
is god; indeed, he is not deprived of excellence of cognition during the
dissolution [of the world].’140
Further, Abhayadeva-sûri either recapitulates or quotes what Praœastamati apparently has to say on god’s omniscience (sarva-jñatva), as being related to god’s act
139

I.e. people correctly use words and denote objects. The same expression occurs in PBh1 8.12,
p. 171= PBh2 212: buddhir upalabdhir jñânaô pratyaya iti paryâyâÿ. sâ câneka-prakârârthânantyât
praty-artha-niyatatvâc ca.—‘Cognitive awareness [of an object], apprehension, cognition, comprehension—these are synonyms. This [cognitive awareness] has numerous varieties, because
objects are infinite and it is delimited with respect to its specific objects.’
140
TBV, p. 101.19–23: praœastamatis tv âha: “sargâdau purušâòâô vyavahâro ’nyôpadeœapûrvakaÿ, uttara-kâlaô prabuddhânâô praty-artha-niyatatvâd, aprasiddha-vâg-vyavahârâòâô
kumârâòâô gav-âdišu praty-artha-niyato vâg-vyavahâro yathâ mâtrâdy-upadeœa-pûrvakaÿ” iti.
prabuddhânâô praty artha-niyatatvâd iti prabuddhânâô satâô praty arthaô niyatatvâd ity
arthaÿ. yad-upadeœa-pûrvakaœ ca sa sargâdau vyavahâraÿ sa îœvaraÿ pralaya-kâle tu aluptajñânâtiœaya iti siddham.
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of composition or construction (not an act of creation ex nihilo, of course!) of the
world:
‘“Now, on the basis of this [argumentation] it must be taken as proven
that god, consisting in multiple causes, is the cause of all the world.
But how can it be proved that he is omniscient, so that he could become the object of devotion for all those [people] desirous of the highest good and mundane prosperity141? We say it is because it has been
proved beyond doubt that [god] is the constructor of the world.” And
this is what Praœastamati and others said along these lines: “[{1. Thesis:}
God is omniscient], {Logical reason:} because [he as] the agent has
the knowledge of the product, of its material cause, of the tools
(assisting causes) [to produce it], of the purpose [of the product] and
of its recipient. {Invariable concomitance and example:} For in this
world, whoever is the agent [producing] something, he has the knowledge of the material cause of the material cause etc. of that [thing]. For
instance the potter, being the agent [producing] a pot [as the product]
etc., has the knowledge of a clod of clay, which is the material cause
[of the pot]; [he has the knowledge of] the potter’s wheel, which are
the tools [to produce the pot]; [he has the knowledge of] the fetching
of water etc., which is the purpose [of the pot]; and [he has the knowledge of] the householder as the recipient. That is obvious.
{Application:} Similarly, god is the agent [producing] all the world
layers, he has the knowledge of their material causes, consisting in atoms etc.; [he has the knowledge of] the tools (immediate assisting
causes) [to produce them], i.e. the moral law, space, time etc.; [he has
the knowledge of] factual tools [to produce them], consisting in universals, individuators and inherence; [he has the knowledge of] the
purpose, i.e. the benefit and [he has the knowledge of] people who are
technically called recipients. {Conclusion:} Therefore it is proved that
he is omniscient”.’142

141

Two goals mentioned in VS(C) 1.1.2 (v n. 104); nota bene the sequence of both the goals is
interchanged.
142
TBV, p. 101.27–35: atha bhavatv asmâd dhetu-kadambakâdîœvarasya sarva-jagaddhetutva-siddhiÿ, sarva-jñatvaô tu kathaô tasya siddhaô yenâsau niÿœreyasâbhyudaya-kâmânâô
bhakti-višayatâô yâyât? jagat-kartåtva-siddher evêti brûmaÿ. tathâ câhuÿ praœastamatiprabhåtayaÿ: “kartuÿ kâryôpâdânôpakaraòa-prayojana-saôpradâna-parijñânât. iha hi yo yasya
kartâ bhavati sa tasyôpâdânâdîni jânîte, yathâ kulâlaÿ kuòdâdînâô kartâ, tad-upâdânaô måtpiòðam, upakaraòâni cakrâdîni, prayojanam udakâharaòâdi, kuþumbinaô ca saôpradânaô jânîta
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What we find embedded in the passage as a quote is a full-fledged, five-membered
proof formula of god’s omniscience and its authorship is ascribed either to Praœastamati or to his immediate tradition. What is missing in the proof formula is an explicit
formulation of the thesis; however, the context is so unequivocal that one can
phrase it as follows beyond a shadow of doubt: *îœvarasya sarva-jñatvaô (‘god is
omniscient’).
Whether the Vaiœešika author of the above argument for god’s omniscience was
Praœastamati himself or his immediate disciples, or whether Praœastamati was
Praœastapâda or not, the passage attests to the fact that around the time when
Praœastamati and Praœastapâda flourished the idea of god’s omniscience not only
circulated but attempts were undertaken to prove it. The contention holds valid even
when the above five-membered proof formula is not an original formulation but
merely a paraphrase: it still attest to the fact that the Vaiœešikas attempted to prove
their theistic stance. And that renders a strong support to my thesis that what Praœastapâda himself spoke of as supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna, n. 130; or jñânâtiœaya,
n. 140), which was beyond this world and did not undergo the process of dissolution
when everything else was temporarily dissolved, was in fact omniscience.
To recup, we can see that although Praœastapâda did not make any consistent attempt, at least in his only extant work, to characterise the essence of god or to prove
either his existence or his omniscience, he did, for all practical purposes, use the
notion of god and god’s omniscience as self-evident. These reservations will not
hold if he indeed were the same person as Praœastamati, of course. For, as regards
Praœastamati, granted he is different from Praœastapâda, we may not know whether
at all or how he defined god’s essence, but we do know that either he or someone of
his direct disciples conceived of god as an omniscient being and, in addition, provided what he thought to be a valid proof formula for that. In any case, what is beyond doubt is that by the end of the fifth century a clear idea of god as an
omniscient constructor of the world was a well-established doctrine of the NyâyaVaiœešika system.
Although they did not have all the theoretical apparatus of modern logic (vide
supra, p. § 3.3), the intuition of the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika seemed quite appropriate
to relate the belief in omniscience to either god or to select humans of extraordinary
qualities. It is therefore not at all surprising to find the knowability thesis enter
their system. It would be too far-reaching to claim that the philosophers thought that
the ability to know everything was really applicable to ordinary humans. It must
ity etat siddham. tathêœvaraÿ sakala-bhuvânâô kartâ, sa tad-upâdânâni paramâòv-âdi-lakšaòâni,
tad-upakaraòâni dharma-dik-kâlâdîni, vyavahârôpakaraòâni sâmânya-viœeša-samavâya-lakšaòâni,
prayojanam upabhogam, saôpradâna-saôjñakâôœ ca purušân jânîta iti. ata siddham asya
sarvajñatvam iti.
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have therefore been correlated with the idea of divine omniscience and yogic experience, which warranted their systems completeness and (seeming) consistency.

4.4. Knowability thesis and supernatural perception
The third and last idea that entered the body of tenets upheld by later Vaiœešika
philosophers simultaneously with the equation ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’ (astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva), and was complementary to it was the
belief in supernatural perception. It eventually came to be believed to be of two
kinds: the yogin’s perception (yogi-pratyakša) and the seer’s perception (âršapratyakša).

4.4.1. Supernatural perception of the yogins
We may safely assume that the admission of some sort of supernatural powers, including extrasensory perception, was quite a widespread popular ‘folk-religious’
belief at quite an early age also in India. However, it was not until the first half of
the first millennium CE that the actual term for such a phenomenon, e.g. either yogipratyakša (‘the yogin’s perception’) or ârša-pratyakša (‘the seer’s perception’), was
coined and found its way into philosophical treatises in general. Attempts to prove
the existence of such a belief-based concept are generally even later.
Both the concept and the term are absent in earliest versions of the Vaiœešikasûtra; their addition must have taken place later, about the turn of 4th/5th centuries
at the earliest, and antedate Praœastapâda, as WEZLER (1982), HONDA (1988) and
ISAACSON (1993) convincingly argued. The latter (ISAACSON (1993: 141-142)) also
draws attention to the following passage of Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s Nyâyabhâšya,143 which directly mentions the idea and explicitly quotes VS(C) 9.13, apparently the earliest Vaiœešika reference to supernatural perception.144

143
NBh 1.1.3 (p. 9.8–9): pratyakšaô yuñjânasya yoga-samâdhijam “âtmany âtma-manasoÿ
saôyoga-viœešâd âtmâ pratyakšaÿ” iti.—‘[Another proof of the existence of soul, beside verbal
testimony of an authority or inference, is] perception of a [yogin] temporarily [engrossed] in
meditation, which is born in the state of concentration in yoga [in accordance with] the following
[sûtra]: “Due to particular connection of the self and the mind in the self [there arises] perception
of the self”.’
144
Indeed, there is a reference to samâdhi in NS 4.2.38: samâdhi-viœešâbhyâsât.—‘[The cognition of the true nature of imperfections (see NS 4.2.1 and 1.1.18)] arises due to rehearsed exertion of a particular kind of concentration.’ However, one should not take such a reference to
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Accordingly, the section into which the discussion of supernatural perception is
some time later inserted is VS(C) 9.13–17 and actually, in the version we have in
front of us, deals with two kinds of it 145:
‘[A: The state of a yogin temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta,
lit. “connected” or “disciplined, concentrated” 146):]
[13] Due to particular connection of the self and the mind in the self
[there arises] perception of (through?) the self.147
[14] [This perception] also [grasps] other substances, [sc. atoms148 of
five elements, time, space, mind].

meditative concentration (samâdhi) as an indication that Akšapâda Gautama accepted supernatural perception because there is no necessary link between the two. The explanation of
Pakšilasvâmin Vâtsyâyana in NBh ad loc. is a clear indication that what samâdhi meant was a
process that has nothing to do with supernatural perception but was a process of withdrawal of
the self’s attention from the sense-data: ‘This [concentration is a connection of the mind with
the soul [only, the mind being] withdrawn (sc. disconnected) from sense-organs and held under
control by a restraining effort, and [this connection] is characterised by a desire to understand
the true nature [of the categories]’ (sa tu pratyâhåtasyêndriyebhyo manaso vidhârakeòa
prayatnena dhâryamâòasyâtmanâ saôyogas tattva-bubhutsâ-viœišþaÿ).
145
We should be aware, though, that this two-fold division—achieved through the later insertion of VS(C) 9.15—was most probably subsequently imposed on an earlier interpolation which
did not know the two kinds of supernatural perception, and that happened under Praœastapâda’s
influence, see FADDEGON (1918: 293), HONDA (1988: 468–469) and ISAACSON (1993: 144–148),
cf. WEZLER (1982: 667).
146
It corresponds to yuñjâna (‘connecting’ or ‘disciplining himself, concentrating’) of NBh 1.1.3
(see n. 147).
147
It is quoted in NBh 1.1.3 (p. 9.8–9) as a proof of the existence of the soul: pratyakšaô
yuñjânasya yoga-samâdhijam “âtmany âtma-manasoÿ saôyoga-viœešâd âtmâ pratyakšaÿ” iti.—
‘[Another proof of the existence of soul, beside verbal testimony of an authority or inference, is]
the perception of a [yogin] temporarily engrossed in meditation, which is born in the state of concentration in yoga [in accordance with] the following: “Due to particular connection of the self
and the mind in the self [there arises] perception of the self”.’ VS(C) 9.13 is also quoted in
RVâr 5.2, p. 440.9 (as indicated by Muni Jambuvijaya in VS(C), n. 15, p. 234.26–27), and not in
RVâr 5.22, as ISAACSON (1993: 141) indicates.
Also Kauòðinya the Pâœupata accepts this kind of supernatural perception as different from ordinary, sensory variety, see PABh 1.1, p. 7.1–8: tatra pratyakšaô dvividham indriya-pratyakšam
âtma-pratyakšaô ca. indriya-pratyakšam indriyârthâÿ œabda-sparœa-rûpa-rasa-gandha-ghaþâdyâÿ,
vyâkhyâna-tâpa-mûtra-purîša-mâôsa-lavaòa-prâòâyâmaiÿ siddham. âtma-pratyakšaô tadupahâra-kåtsna-tapo-duÿkhântâdi-vacanât siddham. yathâ prasthena mito vrîhiÿ prasthaÿ.
paramârthatas tv indriyârtha-sambandha-vyañjaka-sâmagryaô dharmâdharma-prakâœa-deœa-kâlacodanâdy-anugåhîtaô sat pramâòam utpadyate. âtma-pratyakšaô tu cittântaÿ-karaòa-sambandhasâmagryam. See also PABh 3.19, p. 88.20–21: kåtsnasya tapaso lakšaòam âtma-pratyakšaô
veditavyam (for the translation see n. 173).
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[B: The state of a yogin no longer engrossed in meditation (viyukta, lit.
“disconnected” or “undisciplined, no longer concentrated”):]
[15, interpolation:149] And [also] due to the contact of the self, senseorgan, mind and object [there arises supernatural perception].150
(ŒM: And [also] those whose internal organ (mind) is no [longer] concentrated, whose concentration has been interrupted, [acquire perception] of these [other substances].)
[16] And [there is also supernatural perception] of actions and qualities, since they inhere in [the other substances].
[17] And [also there is supernatural perception] of qualities of the self,
since they inhere in the self.’ 151
However, as FADDEGON (1918: 293) suspected—on the basis of tat° in tatsamavâyât of VS(C) 9.16 = (VS(Œ) 9.14) referring naturally to VS(C) 9.14 = (VS(Œ)
9.12), not to the preceding sûtra—and as ISAACSON (1993: 144 ff., § 4) demonstrated, VS(C) 9.15 (= VS(Œ) 13) is still a later interpolation and its insertion introduced a two-fold division (known to Praœastapâda) of yogi-pratyakša into yukta and
viyukta, apparently not known to the author of the earlier passage VS(C) 9.13–14
148
Thus acc. to Candrânanda, VSV(C): …vyâpaka-dravyešv âtmanâsaôyuktešv apratišiddhâtmasaôyogešu ca paramâòv-âdišûbhâbyâô saôyuktešu…
149
See ISAACSON (1993) and HONDA (1988).
150
Cf. VSV(C) 1.15: sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþešv arthešu tešâô catušþaya-sannikaršâd api
pratyakšaô jâyate. tathâsmad-âdi-pratyakšešu.—‘For these [yogins no longer engrossed in meditation] there arises perception of objects which are subtle, concealed [from sight] and distant due
to the contact of these four [viz. the self, sense-organ, mind and object]a. And also of things perceptible to people like us.’
a
On catušþaya (as well as on traya and dvaya) see also DPŒ2 146 (p. 191–2): … yad jñânaô
tasyâtmêndriya-mano-’rtha-catušþaya-sannikaršaÿ karaòam. Cf. also the sequence of connection in
NBhû, p. 170 (apropos of NSâ: viprayuktâvasthâyâô catušþaya-traya-dvaya-sannikaršâd grahaòaô
yathâ-saôbavena yojanîyam): [catušþaya:] tatra rasana-cakšus-tvâcâm … âtmâ manasâ
saôyujyate, mana indriyeòa, indriyam arthenêti. [traya:] œrotreòârtha-grahaòe trayâòâm âtmamanaÿ-œrotrâòâô sannikaršaÿ. [dvaya:] manasârtha-grahaòe dvayor âtma-manaso sannikarša iti.
151
VS(C) 9.13–17 | VS(Œ) 9.1.11–15 | VS(D) 9.11–13:
13: âtmany âtma-manasoÿ saôyoga-viœešâd âtma-pratyakšam.
[VS(D)
: absent]
14: tathâ dravyântarešu.
[VS(Œ) 12: tathâ dravyântarešu pratyakšam.]
[VS(D)
: absent]
15: âtmêndriya-mano-’rtha-sannikaršâc ca. [= VS(D)]
[VS(Œ) 13: asamâhitântaÿ-karaòâ upasaôhåta-samâdhayas tešâô ca.]
16: tat-samavâyât karma-guòešu. [= VS(D)]
17: âtma-samavâyâd âtma-guòešu. [= VS(D)]
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and 16–17. Indeed, when we eliminate sûtra 15, we obtain a more consistent, uninterrupted reading, without the unnatural jump in the textual structure.
Praœastapâda’s full-fledged description of both kinds of supernatural perception of
a yogin, either directly engrossed in the practice of yoga (yukta) or not (viyukta),
that influenced the later insertion of VS(C) 9.15 into the Vaiœešika-sûtra section on
yogi-pratyakša, runs as follows:
‘[240] The grasping of the highest universal (i.e. mahâ-sâmânya) and
of [intermediate universals such as] substantiality, qualitativeness, and
mobility etc., inherent in a perceptible substratum, through sense-organs
which grasp [their] substratum is the [ordinary] perception of people
like us. [241] However, in yogins who are temporarily engrossed in
meditation (yukta) [and] who are superior to us, through the mind influenced by moral excellence (dharma) produced by [the practice of]
yoga, there arises an unerring perception of the intrinsic nature with
respect to [such invisible substances as] their own self, the self of others, ether, space, time, air, atoms, mind as well as qualities, actions,
universals, individuators which are inherent in these [substances].
[242] On the other hand, in [yogins who are] no longer engrossed in
meditation (viyukta) due to the contact of the four [viz. the self, senseorgan, mind and object and] thanks to the efficacy of the influence of
moral law produced by [the practice of] yoga, there arises perception
with respect to objects which are subtle, concealed (from sight) and
distant152.’153
Just as Praœastapâda’s references to god implied the existence of an antecedent
Vaiœešika tradition, albeit of quite a fresh date, in which that idea had already been
established, also in the case of Praœastapâda’s mature and particularised description
of supernatural perception it seems that the idea of yogi-pratyakša had already been
established in the system for quite some time and it was not Praœastapâda’s own
innovation.

152

Cf. n. 150.
PBh 1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 240–242: [240] bhâva-dravyatva-guòatva-karmatvâdînâm
upalabhyâdhâra-samavetânâm âœraya-grâhakair indriyair grahaòam ity etad asmad-âdînâô
pratyakšam. [241] asmad-viœišþânâô tu yoginâô yuktânâô yoga-ja-dharmânugåhîtena manasâ
svâtmântarâkâœa-dik-kâla-paramâòu-vâyu-manaÿsu tat-samaveta-guòa-karma-sâmânya-viœešešu
samavâye câvitathaô svarûpa-darœanam utpadyate. [242] viyuktânâô punaœ catušþayasannikaršâd yoga-ja-dharmânugraha-sâmarthyât sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþešu pratyakšam
utpadyate.
153
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What attests to a mature state of development of the idea of the yogin’s supernatural perception is not only the double division mentioned in the above section of
PBh, but also the fact that Praœastapâda finds an additional role for yogi-pratyakša
to play in the Vaiœešika ontology. For him it serves as an additional tool, or even a
direct, perceptual proof of the existence of the individuators (viœeša), perhaps the
most controversial and debatable ontological postulate of the school, and also of the
atoms. This is how he attempts to prove the existence of the individuators by taking
recourse to supernatural perception:
‘[370] Similarly to people like us who experience the differentiation in
cognition occasioned by equal shapes, qualities, actions, parts or relations, with reference to cows, etc. [as different] from horses, etc.—
[e.g. in the form] “[this] cow is white, of swift pace, with a fat neck
hump, with a large bell”—in a similar manner yogins, who are superior
to us, [experience] the differentiation in cognition with reference to
permanent [entities like] atoms as well as minds and souls of liberated
people that [all] have identical shapes, qualities and actions. Since
there is no other factor [that would make such a differentiation between seemingly identical things possible], the factors thanks to which
[the yogins are able to distinguish] each and every substratum [of
qualities and actions in the form]: “this is different, that is different”,
and [thanks to which in those yogins] a recognition arises: “this is that
[atom]” with regard to an atom in distant place and time, are ultimate
individuators.154 [371] Suppose, on the other hand, without [postulating the existence of] ultimate individuators, that the yogins possessed
such a discrimination through cognition as well as recognition [of individual atoms, which they could acquire] through moral law (dharma)
produced by [the practice of] yoga, what would happen then? It would
not be possible [for them to distinguish between atoms etc.] in this
154

Interestingly, while quoting the passage PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370 in his Nyâyaviniœcaya-vivaraòa, Vâdirâja-sûri omits the above phrase deœa-kâla-viprakarše ca paramâòau sa
evâyam iti pratyabhijñânaô ca bhavati, see NViV 1.121, vol. 1, p. 452.1–3: tato yad uktam
<> yoginâô nityešu tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyešu paramâòušu muktâtma-manaÿsu cânyanimittâsambhava ebhyo nimittebhyaÿ pratyâdhâraô vilakšaòo ’yaô <> iti pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ <>
te ’ntyâ viœešâÿ. (The dotted underline shows varia lectio, the square brackets <> indicate that
some portions preserved in the edited text of PBh are missing in NViV).
That could either mean that Vâdirâja-sûri omitted phrase deœa-kâla-viprakarše… deliberately,
for it was not relevant to his critique of the viœeša category (although his way of quoting other
work is generally quite faithful), or the phrase was not present in the manuscripts of PBh Vâdirâjasûri used, which might further imply that the phrase is a latter addition to PBh.
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way, [i.e. merely through such a supernatural perception]. Just like a
cognition of white in something which is not white or a recognition of
something completely invisible does not arise through moral law produced by [the practice of] yoga, and if it could [arise] it would be false,
in the same manner the yogins can possess neither discrimination
through cognition nor a recognition through moral law born of [the
practice of] yoga without [the existence of] ultimate individuators155.’156
The above account apparently refers primarily to yogins who are temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta, yuñjâna), because what is at stake is the yogins’
capability of perceiving atoms, viz. the competence Praœastapâda reserves for
them157. Praœastapâda’s strategy is to liken, by analogy158 (yathâsmad-âdînâô …
tathâsmad-viœišþânâô yoginâô), the operation and scope of supernatural perception,
allegedly possessed by yogins, to commonplace perception of ordinary humans. At
the same time supernatural perception functions as a vital tool for ‘the cognoscenti’
to access the layers of reality which are beyond the scope or ordinary cognitive apparatus and which is at the same time the ontological fundament of Vaiœešika universe and metaphysics. We will subsequently see that it is not the sole role assigned
to supernatural perception.

155

The idea of the individuators that make it possible for the yogins to distinguish between
various atoms is recapitulated in YBh 3.53 (p. 313.7).
156
PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370–371: [370] yathâsmad-âdînâô gav-âdišv aœvadibhyas
tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyâvayava-saôyoga-nimittâ pratyaya-vyâvåttir dåšþâ gauÿ œuklaÿ œîghra-gatiÿ
pîna-kakudmân mahâ-ghaòþa iti, tathâsmad-viœišþânâô yoginâô nityešu tulyâkåti-guòa-kriyešu
paramâòušu muktâtma-manaÿsu cânya-nimittâsambhavâd yebhyo nimittebhyaÿ pratyâdhâraô
vilakšaòo ’yaô vilakšaòo ’yam iti pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ, deœa-kâla-viprakarše ca paramâòau sa
evâyam iti pratyabhijñânaô ca bhavati te ’ntyâ viœešâÿ. [371] yadi punar antya-viœešam antareòa
yoginâô yoga-jâd dharmât pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ pratyabhijñânaô ca syât tataÿ kiô syât? nÎvaô
bhavati. yathâ na yoga-jâd dharmâd aœukle œukla-pratyayaÿ saôjâyate atyantâdåšþe ca
pratyabhijñânam, yadi syân mithyâ bhavet, tathêhâpy antya-viœešam antareòa yoginâô na yogajâd dharmât pratyaya-vyâvåttiÿ pratyabhijñânaô vâ bhavitum arhati.
157
PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
158
Analogy (upamâna) is a cognitively valid procedure also for the Vaiœešika, albeit it is not
classified as a separate cognitive criterion (pramâòa) but merely a subvariety of testimony of an
authoritative person, see PBh1, p. 220 = PBh2 259: âptenâprasiddhasya gavayasya gavâ gavayapratipâdanâd upamânam âpta-vacanam eva.—‘Analogy based on explanation, by an authoritative
person, [what the animal] gayal (Bos Gavaeus) [is like by comparing] the unknown gayal to [well
known] cow is nothing but a testimony of an authoritative person.’ It is considered different from
inference, even such that is based on recognition of the whole from the perception of its parts, see
VS(C) 2.1.8: višâòî kakudmân prânte vâladhiÿ sâsnâvân iti gotve dåšþaô liógam.—‘The visible
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4.4.2. Supernatural perception of the seers
Supernatural perception acquired through the practice of yoga is not the only kind
of such an extrasensory faculty admitted by Praœastapâda. The other kind is âršapratyakša159, or perception of the seers (åši) who are endowed with it ‘genetically’,160 viz. they are apparently born with it by virtue of their past good deeds.
However, not only seers have it, as Praœastapâda maintains:
‘The seer’s perception is described as such a cognition which makes
things known as they are (sc. in correspondence to truth) and which
arises, by virtue of the contact of the soul and the mind and due to special moral endowment (dharma), in the seers, who are revealers of the
Vedic lore, as the insight into past, future and present, and into extrasensory things such as moral law etc., which are expounded in the
scriptures and which are not expounded [at all]. This [supernatural
perception] is possessed by divine beings and seers in an extensive
form, [but] also sometimes by ordinary people, for instance when a girl
says: “My heart tells [me] that tomorrow my brother will come”.’ 161
The new element here is, first, purely extrasensory domain of this supernatural
perception and, second, the inclusion of dharma in its domain; further it extends to
things past and future, rendering predictions, fortune telling, authoritative religious
accounts entrusted to scriptural word etc. possible. The seer’s perception, which
attracts much less attention in PBh, necessarily requires the contact of the self
(âtman) and the mind (manas), and is considered a tool whereby one can directly, or
‘perceptually’, cognise moral law.

inferential sign [necessary for inference] with respect to “cow” [to be inferred] is that it has horns,
it has a hump, it has bristled tail at its end, it has a dewlap.’
159
The Vaiœešika distinguish it from yogi-pratyakša, even though the critics of the idea (the
Mîmâôsaka and the Cârvâka) take these two varieties, yogi-pratyakša and ârša-pratyakša, as one
and the same phenomenon.
160
The idea of ‘genetically’ induced supernatural perception is found also in Jainism, see e.g.
TS 1.21–22: dvividho ’vadhiÿ. bhava-pratyayo nâraka-devânâm.—‘Clairvoyance is two-fold. [Clairvoyance] occasioned by birth is [possessed] by hell-beings and divine beings.’
161
PBh1, p. 258 = PBh2 288: âmnâya-vidhâtåòâm åšîòâm atîtânâgata-vartamânešv atîndriyešv
arthešu dharmâdišu granthôpanibaddhešv anupanibaddhešu câtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmaviœešâc ca yat pratibhaô yathârtha-nivedanaô jñânam utpadyate tad âršam ity âcakšate. tat tu
prastâreòa deva-ršîòâô, kadâcid eva laukikânâô, yathâ kanyakâ bravîti œvo me bhrâtâgantêti
hådayaô me kathayatîti.
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The idea of the seer’s perception (ârša-pratyakša), occasionally called intuition
(pratibha or pratibhâ), is mentioned as a special kind of supernatural perception
also in Vaiœešika-sûtra in three recensions: ‘The seer’s [perception] and the perception of perfected beings [arises] from merits.’162 This sûtra must be again a later
interpolation, albeit we find it in all three recensions163, because in all of them the
sûtra is entirely mechanically appended at the very end of the respective chapters,
without any direct connection to the preceding portion. The reason for such an insertion was most probably the need to accommodate the two-fold division of
supernatural perception (yogi-pratyakša and ârša-pratyakša) found in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya, but not in an earlier version of the Vaiœešika-sûtra, and to verbalise a
reaction to the claims of the Mîmâôsâ school denying the existence of such a perception.
On the other hand, we have clear indications that even at the time of Praœastapâda
the belief in supernatural perception did not belong to the Vaiœešika canon of convictions accepted universally by all proponents of the school. A section of Daœapadârtha-œâstra (DPŒ1, p. 108–109 = DPŒ2 145–148) unmistakably shows that
Candramati did not admit the existence of any supernatural perception, for he explicitly asserts that such categories as atoms, qualities of atoms etc., which are considered by Praœastapâda to be accessible to yogi-pratyakša, fall in the category of
the imperceptibles. Likewise, in no way does he allude to the existence of or to the
mere idea of liberation (mokša). Hakuju UI (1917: 11–12) rightly observes that
‘The treatise has no mention of Îœvara, as in the case of V.S. (Vaiœešikasûtra—P.B.); there is also no description of the way to emancipation
(mokša); even if the second sort of merit (dharma, one of the twentyfour attributes) corresponds to it, it is only a definition of it. As a consequence, the author does not allude to yoga, yogin, or anything supernatural.’

4.4.3. Supernatural perception and moral law
Both accounts of supernatural perception, i.e. that of a yogin and that of a seer, associate it, either directly or indirectly, with moral law (dharma) and liberation (mokša).
In the case of ârša-pratyakša, the link is immediate: those who are endowed with
this kind of supernatural perception are capable of cognising dharma directly. In the
162
163

VS(C) 9.28 = VS(Œ) 9.2.18 = VS(D) 9.22: âršaô siddha-darœanaô ca dharmebhyaÿ.
Candrânanda in his exposition (VSV(C), p. 71) recapitulates PBh1 8.12, p. 258 = PBh2 288.
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case of the yogin’s supernatural perception the link is a bit less obvious and not so
explicit.
To understand it better, we should first see how Praœastapâda defines moral law
(dharma):
‘[308] Moral law is a quality of the human being. It is the cause of
pleasure, good and liberation for the agent;164 it is extrasensory …
[315] The practice of yoga is the moral law (i.e. obligation) [to be followed by] anyone who has [so far] been in any of the [first] three
[life stages (âœrama)], who has acquired faith, after he has granted (sc.
taken the single vow of) permanent amiability (lit. fearlessness) to all
creatures [and] has laid down his [mundane] duties, who is not negligent as regards rules (yama) and restraints (niyama)165 [and] becomes,
due to constant rumination over the six ontological categories, a renouncer [in the last life stage of saônyâsin]. [316] Moral law arises
through the contact of the soul and mind in dependence on these
[above-mentioned] means and through purity of intention with no regard of any visible goal.’ 166
This succinct account first states that dharma, although a quality of the soul
(puruša-guòa), is not amenable to sense organs (atîndirya) and one therefore requires special faculty to cognise it directly or is forced to rely on another person’s
account who has seen it directly himself. Since dharma is the quality of the soul and
under normal circumstances the soul, at least for the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika, is incapable of self-cognition, or self-illuminating cognition (sva-saôvitti, sva-saôvedana),
what is required for the perception of dharma is a direct contact of the soul and
mind (âtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmôtpattiÿ). Further, Praœastapâda declares that
there exists the means to cognise the moral law, which is the practice of yoga (yogaprasâdhana), being at the same time the moral duty of a renouncer. Commenting on
164
This is a reference to two-fold goal of moral law as expressed in VS(C) 1.1.2: yato
’bhyudaya-nihœreyasa-siddhiÿ sa dharmaÿ.—‘That from which [results] the attainment of mundane prosperity and the highest good is moral law.’
165
These are the well-know first two steps of the eight-fold path of yoga, see YS 2.29: yamaniyamâsana-prâòâyâma-pratyâhâra-dhâraòâ-dhyâna-samâdhayo ’šþâva aógâni. It is certainly not
a coincidence to find these two categories of the Yoga school in Praœastapâda’s passage, which
attests to the influence of yoga practice and belief on the latter.
166
PBh1, p. 272 = PBh2 308, 315–316: [308] dharmaÿ puruša-guòaÿ. kartuÿ priya-hita-mokšahetur atîndiryo … [315] trayâòâm anyatamasya œraddhâvataÿ sarva-bhûtebhyo nityam abhayaô
dattvâ saônyasya svâni karmâòi yama-niyamešv apramattasya šaþ-padârtha-prasaôkhyânâd
yoga-prasâdhanaô pravrajitasyêti. [316] dåšþaô prayojanam anuddiœyÎtâni sâdhanâni bhâvaprasâdaô câpekšyâtma-manasoÿ saôyogâd dharmôtpattir iti.
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the passage, Vyomaœiva makes the idea explicit by adding that the practise of yoga
is the only means to achieve dharma.167 The adept of yoga who is engaged in preliminary stages of the eight-fold path of yoga (yama-niyamešv apramattasya) has
one aim: liberation, which is achieved by virtue of knowing moral law (kartuÿ …
mokša-hetuÿ).
An additional support for the thesis that Praœastapâda did view the yogic path as a
means to liberation is the expression ‘permanent amiability’, or ‘constant fearlessness’ (nityam abhayaô), which has its parallel in Nyâya-bhâšya defining the state of
liberation (apavarga):
‘This is [the state of] amiability (lit. fearlessness), without decay, a
state of immortality, the absolute, the attainment of tranquillity.’ 168
Moreover, the idea of ‘granting permanent amiability to all living beings’ (sarvabhûtebhyo nityam abhayaô dattvâ) is not an invention of proponents of the NyâyaVaiœešika systems but is an echo of an earlier expression, i.e. sarva-bhûtâbhayapradâna, well anchored in the tradition of the Yoga-bhâšya:
‘Being [continuously] roasted on dreadful coals of transmigration, I
take the refuge in moral rules of yoga by granting amiability (lit. fearlessness) to all creatures.’169
Thus, the direct link between a yogin, who acquires supersensory faculties through
the practice of yoga, and yogi-pratyakša, being precisely such a supersensory faculty, is therefore quite well established. Similarly well authenticated is the relation
between the practice of yoga, understood as one’s ultimate duty, and liberation
(mokša). Thus, the explicit link between supernatural faculty and the perception of
dharma, which was straightforwardly expressed in the case of the seer’s perception
(ârša-pratyakša), also holds in the case of the first kind of supernatural perception,
that of a yogin. Consequently, such a supernatural perception of any form (either
yogi° or ârša-pratyakša) is ultimately related to the purpose of achieving the final
goal, liberation. 170

167

VyV ad loc., vol. II, p. 234.24: yoga eva tasya dharma-sâdhanam.
NBh 1.1.22, p. 22.3: tad abhayam ajaram amåtyu-padaô brahma kšema-prâptir iti.
169
YBh 2.33, p. 217.10–11: ghorešu samsârâógârešu pacyamânena mayâ œaraòam upâgataÿ
sarva-bhûtâbhaya-pradânena yoga-dharmaÿ.
170
The salvific goal does not exhaust all possible motivations why yoga was practised: there
are other traditions the adepts of which seek supernatural perception and other powers (siddhi,
åddhi) for their own sake, not for the sake of liberation, but such a siddhi-tradition is not relevant
to the present issue.
168
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The direct link between yogi-pratyakša of the yukta-yogins and dharma is embedded in Praœastapâda’s statement: “in yogins who are temporarily engrossed in meditation (yukta) [and] who are superior to us, through the mind influenced by moral
excellence (dharma) produced by [the practice of] yoga”171, which relates moral
excellence to the practice of yoga, resulting in the superiority of yogins and in their
inner excellence of supernatural perception that eventually grasps invisible substances such as their own selves, the selves of others, ether, space, time, air, atoms,
mind as well as qualities, actions, universals, individuators which are inherent in
these substances. A similar dependence between the acquisition of supernatural
perception and moral law is expressed by Praœastapâda in another passage172 which
postulates that yogins can supernaturally perceive ultimate individuators inherent in
atoms, accordingly discriminate between the atoms and recognise them after some
time thanks to moral endowment (dharma) achieved thanks to their engagement
with the practice of yoga.
The above passages dealing with supernatural perception as well as the recurrent
expression yoga-ja-dharma173 additionally demonstrate that the practice of yoga
was conceived of as being instrumental in moral upliftment and inner (spiritual)
progress.

4.4.4. Supernatural perception and the gradual development argument
I shall now attempt to demonstrate that the acceptance of supernatural perception
eventually entails, in the tradition of Praœastap¹da and/alias Praœastamati, the acceptance the idea of omniscience, or supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna, jñânâtiœaya),
to which the concept is indirectly and logically related. I would even venture to
assert that it was a necessary corollary of the omniscience claim.
In his descriptions of yogi-pratyakša, Praœastapâda indirectly follows at least two
lines of reasoning that may count as hidden arguments for omniscience, already
referred to above:

171

PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
PBh1 11, p. 322 = PBh2 371, see above p. 313, n. 156.
173
Altogether five occurrences of yoga-ja-dharma in PBh 1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241–242
(n. 153) and PBh1 11, p. 322 = PBh2 371 (n. 156). A parallel is found in a commentary on the
Pâœupata-sûtra, in which Kauòðinya explains that supernatural perception arises thanks to ascetic
practices, see PABh 3.19, p. 88.20–21: kåtsnasya tapaso lakšaòam âtma-pratyakšaô veditavyam.—
‘One should know the defining feature of all the austerities is [supernatural] perception of
(through?) the self.’
172
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‘This [supernatural perception] is possessed by gods and seers in an
extensive form, [but] also sometimes by ordinary people, for instance
when a girl says: “my heart tells [me] that tomorrow my brother will
come”.’174

A2°

‘Similarly to people like us who experience the differentiation in cognition occasioned by equal shapes, qualities, actions, parts or relations,
with reference to cows, etc. [as different] from horses, etc.—[e.g. in
the form] “[this] cow is white, of swift pace, with a fat neck hump,
with a large bell”—in a similar manner yogins, who are superior to us,
[experience] the differentiation in cognition with reference to permanent [entities like] atoms and minds and souls of liberated people that
have identical shapes, qualities and actions.’ 175
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Both these descriptions rely on what I would call ‘gradual development argument’
for omniscience, well attested in Indian philosophical literature.
The underlying structure of such an argument could be phrased as follows:
T4°

‘Supreme knowledge (omniscience) is possible, because we observe a gradual development of cognitive faculties’, 176

or, alternatively, more universally:
T5°

‘An invisible perfect condition x (e.g. liberation, omniscience, extrasensory
perception) is possible, because there is a gradation of the respective faculty”.

A classical and lucid formulation of the argument can be found some time later in
Jayanta-bhaþþa’s Nyâya-mañjarî, who merely recapitulates an older version of it as
follows:
‘The proof [of supernatural perception] is the excellence (culmination)
of perception. For it is as follows: a person like us whose sight relies
[on light] notices a number of things placed in proximity. Cats177, on
the other hand, can recognise even [a thing] that has fallen into a place
covered with a layer of mud in the thickest possible darkness. Fur174

PBh1, p. 258 = PBh2 288. Vide supra, p. 314, n. 161.
PBh1 11, p. 321 = PBh2 370. Vide supra, p. 313, n. 156.
176
Cf. BALCEROWICZ (2005: 180–181 and n. 133).
177
The rare expression undura-vairin (‘enemies of mice’) is explained by Jayanta-bhaþþa himself later as våša-daôœa, see NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 269.6–10 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 157.17: sampâti-våšadaôœa-dåœoÿ. The term våša-daôœa (‘having strong teeth’), i.e. ‘the cat’, is listed, e.g., in the
Amara-koœa as one of the synonyms of ‘the cat’, see AmK 2.5.6ab, p. 242:
otur biðâlo mârjâro våša-daôœaka âkhu-bhuk /
175
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thermore, one learns from the Râmâyaòa epic that the king of vultures
named Sampâti could even see Sîtâ (lit. the spouse of Daœaratha’s son)
in the distance of a hundred miles. This precisely is the excellence
(culmination) of perception, just like the culmination of such qualities
as white etc., which is based on gradation. Hence it is understood that
there is the highest culmination without any higher culmination. And
therefore those in whom there is the highest intensity of this [perception] are praised as yogins. So the topmost culmination means that
[yogins’] perception has as its domain [things] that are subtle, concealed [from sight], distant, past, future etc.’ 178
At first glance, one might say that the above passage only deals with supernatural
perception of yogins (yogi-pratyakša), not with omniscience. Jayanta, however, dispels
such doubts by himself making a direct link to omniscience, first by quoting
Kumârila-bhaþþa’s criticism of the idea, in which the term sarva-jña expressly occurs,179 and subsequently by himself referring to the ‘all-perceiving yogins’.180 Accordingly, what Jayanta-bhaþþa says is the following: some creatures can only see
things in proximity when illuminated by light, some can also see objects in the dark,
while others can perceive things in distance, and still others can grasps extremely
remote objects, etc.; therefore there must be a limit to this gradual increase of perceptive powers which is their complete consummation in the form of omniscience .
The argument rests on an almost universally Indian fear of infinite regress
(anavasthâ), the literally meaning of which is ‘lack of foundation’, the designation
itself quite suggestive of such a fear. Alternatively, what was generally considered a
178

NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 268.3–11 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 157.1–7: darœanâtiœaya eva pramâòam. tathâ
hy asmad-âdir apekšitâloko ’valokayati nikaþa-sthitam artha-våndam, undura-vairiòas tu sândratama-tamaÿ-paóka-paþala-vilipta-deœa-patitam api saôpaœyanti. sampâti-nâmâ ca gådhra-râjo
yojana-œata-vyavahitâm api daœaratha-nandana-sundarîô dadarœêti râmâyaòe œrûyate, so ’yaô
darœanâtiœayaÿ œuklâdi-guòâtiœaya iva târa-tamya-samanvita iti gamayati param api niratiœayam
atiœayam. ataœ ca yatrâsya paraÿ prakaršas te yogino gîyante. darœanasya ca paro ’tiœayaÿ
sûkšma-vyavahita-viprakåšþa-bhûta-bhavišyad-âdi-višayatvam.
179
MŒV 2.112 quoted in NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 269.13–14 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 158.1–2:
ekena tu pramâòena sarva-jño yena kalpyate /
nûnaô sa cakšušâ sarvân rasâdîn pratipadyate iti //
180
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 1.271.1–2 = NMa2, Vol. 1, p. 158.11–12:
satyaô sâhasam etat te mama vâ carma-cakšušaÿ /
na tv eša durgamaÿ panthâ yoginâô sarva-darœinâm //
‘Surely it would be rash [to claim that] this moral law (dharma) [is visible] to
physical eyes of you or me. But this is not an impossible path for all-perceiving
yogins.’
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logical fallacy was occasionally 181 also called ‘unreachable limit’ (alabdhaparinišþha). Any assumption that allows for such an infinite regress must ex
definitione be wrong. Therefore, while admitting of any gradation of supernatural
faculties, one has to admit an upper limit of the gradation, or apex, when the faculties reach their maximum.182
Such an argument is not completely new and we find it as early as in Bhartåhari’s
Vâkyapadîya:
‘It is known that the cognition, encompassing all senses,183 of those
who are superior to us184 with respect to [imperceptible universals
stems] from repeated practise, just like [the knowledge] of specialists
as regards certain [objects such as] gems, silver coins etc. 185’186
The same idea of gradual progression, or growth, up to the climax, which underlies the above verse, is explicitly expressed by Bhartåhari elsewhere:
‘[64/63] Whatever common quality P of an object (model, standard) x
to which another object y is compared and of the object y that is compared to the object (model, standard) x is resorted to, some [other]
property R, different from P, stands out that characterises the objects x,
y etc. to which other objects are compared. [65/64] Whatever quality P, which is the cause of culmination (the highest degree) [in an
object x], is specified as independent (topmost), the fact that this
181

Cf. e.g. NAV 29.23, p. 457.4–5.
Apparently one distinguished infinite regress as logical fallacy from actual infinity such as
the infinity of the world, which is limitless or endless (anâdi, ananta).
183
The expression sarvêndriyaô implies extrasensory cognition which transcends all the conventional limitations of sensory organs that are perceptive only of their particular type of sensory
data (višaya), cf. VP 1.155. In other words, the cognition is not sense-dependent and therefore
grasps conventionally imperceptible objects.
184
Cf. VS(C) 2.1.18 [p. 13]: saôjñâ-karma tv asmad-viœišþânâô liógam, and PBh1 8.12, p. 187
= PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153.
185
See VP 1.35:
parešâm asamâkhyeyam abhyâsâd eva jâyate /
maòi-rûpyâdi-vijñânaô tad-vidâô nânumânikam //
‘The knowledge of specialists as regards certain gems, silver coins etc., which is
not communicable to others, comes about only through repeated practise, it is not
inferential.’
186
VP 3.1.46:
jñânaô tv asmad-viœišþânâô tâsu sarvêndriyaô viduÿ /
abhyâsân maòi-rûpyâdi-viœešešv iva tad-vidâm //
182
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[quality P] is of the highest degree can be known only through [still
another] quality R that subsists in it.’187
Bhartåhari’s idea is that any comparison, which in itself entails gradation, of two
items x and y rests on a property P, which we can call first-level property, shared by
the two items, and the degree of the property P in both of the items x and y is assessed against still another property R, let us say a second-level property, being the
criterion for the comparison. What may seem a little ambiguous in the above succinct verses is borne out in the commentary of Harivåšabha as follows:
‘[63] In the [verse], the following triad is laid down: (1) an object
(model) x to which another object y is compared, (2) an object y that is
compared to object x and (3) a common property of these two. That
being the case, a common quality, which is ascertained in an object of
comparison [expressed in the sentence:] “The kšatriya studies recitation like a brâhmaòa”, is understood also with respect to the object (model) x to which the other object y is compared. However, when
[in the comparison:] “The recitation study of the kšatriya is similar to
the recitation study of a brâhmaòa”, both the students are presented as
the relata [of the relation] between an object (model) x to which another object y is compared and an object y that is compared to object x,
then [first-level] properties such as competence etc. of two such recitation study practices, which are differentiated according to their respective substrata, [i.e. the kšatriya and the brâhmaòa], are ascertained
as common properties [of these two substrata]. [That being the case],
there are [additional second-level] properties such as absolute perfection etc. [that characterise the first-level properties such as] competence etc., which [in their turn] are relata [of the relation] of both the
recitation study practices [accomplished by the kšatriya and by the
brâhmaòa]. Hence, there is no limit to differentiation, [because also
the second-level properties can be compared by taking recourse to a
third-level property]. [64] As long as [anything] is presented [in the
form] “this” [or] “that” as the main thing, it is the substance. However,
the substance [as such] does not have any higher degree or lower degree. Therefore, an object, with respect to which one intends to express
187

VP1,2 1.64–65 = VP3 1.63–64:
sâmânyam âœritaô yad yad upamânôpameyayoÿ /
tasya tasyôpamânešu dharmo ’nyo vyatiricyate //
guòaÿ prakarša-hetur yaÿ svâtantryeòôpadiœyate /
tasyâœritâd guòâd eva prakåšþatvaô pratîyate //
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culmination (high degree), is graded by way of factors (sc. attributes)
which subsist [in it], which are the causes of differentiation, which are
dependent on it, which are associated with it, [and] which are instrumental in [manifesting] the culmination (high degree). … As long as
one expresses culmination (high degree) of something which subsists
as the main thing of the expression “this” [or] “that”, so long this
[process of] expression [of the gradation] has no end, as having t h e
u n d e s i r e d c o n s e q u e n c e that one can imagine [still] another factor (sc. attribute) [of higher grade].’ 188
The undesired consequence (prasaóga), mentioned by Harivåšabha, indicates a
conviction that a process of gradation must have an end: unlimited gradation is the
undesired consequence (prasaóga). What was in VP1,2 1.64–65 primarily a linguistic
analysis of suffixes taraP and tamaP that express comparative and superlative degrees of adjectives or substantives was subsequently, in VP 3.1.46, projected onto
metaphysics.
The logical structure of the argument of culmination (‘gradual development argument’), based on a gradation of degree until it reaches a maximum point, has the
following structure:
(x y (y o x)) o (y  x (y o x)) ,
If, for any thing x there exists some thing y which is higher in degree,
then there exists some thing y which is highest in degree with respect
to all things x.
The symbol o in the formula denotes any sort of antecedence (logical, causal,
physical, spatial etc.).189
188

VPV 1.63–64 ad VP 1.64/63–65/64: [63] ihôpamânam upameyaô tayoœ ca sâdhâraòo
dharma iti tritayam etat siddham. tatra “brâhmaòavad adhîte kšatriyaÿ” ity upameye œrûyamâòaô
sâmânyam upamâne ’pi pratîyate. yadâ tu brahmâòâdhyayanena tulyaô kšatriyâdhyayanam ity
adhyetârau upamânôpameyayoÿ sambandhitvenôpâdîyete, tadâdhyayanayor âœraya-viœešabhinnayoÿ saušþhavâdayo dharmâÿ sâdhâraòatvena pratîyante. saušþhavâdînâm apy adhyayanasambandhinâô parinišpatty-âdayo dharmâ iti nâsti vyatirekasyâvacchedaÿ. [64] yâvad idaô tad
iti prâdhânyenôpâdîyate tad dravyam. na ca drayasya prakaršâpakaršau sta ity aœritair bhedahetubhiÿ para-tantraiÿ saôsargibhir nimittaiÿ prakarše savyâpâraiÿ pracikîršito ’rthaÿ
prakåšyate. … yâvad idaô tad iti-vyapadeœasya prâdhânyenâœritasya prakåšþa-vyapadeœaÿ
kriyate, tâvad vicchinno ’yaô nimittântara-parikalpanâ-dharma-prasaógaa iti.
a
Recte: avicchinno and °parikalpanâ-prasaóga, cf. VPA ad loc., p. 113.28: tâvad avicchinno
’yaô tatra tatra nimittântara-parikalpanâ-dharma-prasaóga[ÿ].
189
The structure of this proof resembles the proof of god’s existence which we find in Thomas
Aquinas’ Summa Theologiae classified as ‘the forth way’, or the argument ‘from the degrees of
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A very similar structure relying on which Praœastapâda’s acceptance of supernatural perception leads him to the acceptance of god’s omniscience is found on a number of occasions in arguments for the existence or perfection of god, which attests to
the fact that the logical argumentative structure was quite widespread in India. The
first such type is the arguments which correspond to the cosmological argument:
from the first cause (kâraòa), known to Uddyotakara190 and later to Jayanta191, as
well as from the first mover, likewise known both Uddyotakara 192 and to Jayanta193.
Still before Uddyotakara, we come across an argument from perfection (*guòaviœišþa-saôpad), which proves most relevant for our discussion. It is an Indian version of the well-known argument that there must be a real standard of perfection to
make any hierarchy of beings possible. The argument underlies Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin’s formulation of god’s qualities:
‘God is something more than soul, being distinguished by his special
qualities. When one examines the notion of the soul, it is not possible
to conceive of this [god] as anything else [other than as a kind of soul].
Since he is something distinguished by complete absence of evil,

perfection’. The logical flaw of this argument is structurally similar to two other arguments of
god’s existence (‘from the movement’ and ‘from the efficient cause’), for the first time formulated
by Aristotle at the beginning of his Metaphysics, at least in one respect. What the argument says is
that we can order a set of, say, all possible white things in such a way that there will always be
another thing greater in degree (whiter), until we reach the maximum white, or the most perfect
white, or we reach the most perfect being in the hierarchy of all entities in the world which is god
(which would be Thomas Aquinas’s argument). Similarly, we can order all acts of perception so
that it will culminate in the most perfect perception (yogi-pratyakša or sarva-jñâna), for which
there will be other perfection that is better in degree. The grave logical flaw in the argument is that
is not logically permissible to validly interchange the places of the quantifiers in a formula as
follows: x y (T(x, y)) o (x y (T(x, y)), whereas the following is a tautology: x y (T(x, y))
o y x (T(x, y)). Besides, there is nothing logically binding that would force us to accept the
termination of an infinite succession in a chain of events. In other words, one could admit a gradual quantitative growth of clearness of perception without any qualitative change.
190
NV1 4.1.21, p. 460.16 = NV2, p. 433.1: tad-kâritatvât … nimitta-kâraòam îœvaraÿ.
191
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 492.2–3, com., Vol. 1, p. 502.10–13.
192
NV1 4.21, p. 461.10–14 = NV2, p. 433.13–16: pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòi prâk pravåtteÿ
buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitâni pravartante acetanatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti. yathâ vâsy-âdi buddhimatâ
takšòâ adhišþhitam acetanatvât pravartate tathâ pradhâna-paramâòu-karmâòy acetanâni
pravartante tasmât tâny api buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitâni iti.
193
NMa1, Vol. 1, p. 488–490.
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wrong cognition and torpidity and by the perfection of righteousness,
cognition and concentration, god is something more than soul.’ 194
The expression dharma-jñâna-samâdhi-saôpad (‘the perfection of righteousness,
cognition and concentration’) is a clear verbalisation of the conviction, that god
stands at the top of the hierarchy of entities with respect to all good qualities. Also
humans, or other beings for that matter, are possessed of some degree of righteousness, cognition or concentration. However, what distinguishes god from all other
individual souls is that he is the only such a substance in which all virtuous qualities
find their perfect completion. He corresponds to what Thomas Aquinas would call
maxime ens. Interestingly, Vâtsyâyana applies the same argument by way of diminution of all negative qualities: it is god in whom all the negative qualities, present in
all other individual souls in greater or lesser degree, find their complete annihilation.
This harmonises well with a similar reasoning found in Kauòðinya’s Pañcârthabhâšya (PABh, c. 500?) comment on the Pâœupata-sûtra thesis that ‘there is god of
all beings’195:
‘In the [sûtra] god is [understood] as someone with respect to whom
there is nothing supreme.’ 196
There is still another relevant argument for the existence of god, the structure of
which is in fact a slight modification of the previous argument, embedded in the
following rhetorical question posed by Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin:
‘Who could possibly manage to prove, by way of attributes (inferential
signs) of the soul such as cognition etc., that god is not recognisable
[or] is beyond [all cognitive criteria]: perception, inference and scriptural testimony?’197
The obvious (albeit not really logically sound) reply to the quandary, which is
supposed to rectify the doubt, would be the following argument: ‘There is god, because he is inferred trough such perceptible attributes as cognition etc.’ And this
involves a gradation of (the intensity of) the attribute, i.e. of perception. Also such
an argument would have to rely on the same idea of gradation: we prove the exis194

NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.6–7: guòa-viœišþam âtmântaram îœvaraÿ. tasya âtma-kalpât kalpântarânupapattiÿ. adharma-mithyâ-jñâna-pramâda-hânyâ dharma-jñâna-samâdhi-saôpadâ ca viœišþam
âtmântaram îœvaraÿ.
195
PS 5.43, p. 145.1: îœvaraÿ sarva-bhûtânâm.
196
PABh 5.43, p. 145.2: atra niratiœaya aiœvaryeòa îœvaraÿ.
197
NBh 4.1.21, p. 228.14: buddhyâdibhiœ câtma-liógair nirupâkhyam îœvaraô pratyakšânumânâgama-višayâtîtaô kaÿ œakta upapâdayitum.
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tence of ordinary souls through the observation of their ordinary attributes, and we
know of the existence of god, super-soul, through his extraordinary attributes.
The argumentative structure was well-known among the Jainas, even prior to
Praœastapâda, a good example being Kundakunda’s Pavayaòa-sâra (ca 4th–5th
centuries) and his ‘proof’ of liberation in which he applies the same gradual development argument, that rests on the idea of gradual purification, or natural development, till one reaches a perfectly pure condition, or perfection (siddhatva),
tantamount to liberation, characterised by perfect omniscience (kevala-jñâna) and
perfect ‘omni-perception’ (kevala-darœana):198
‘[45] Perfected souls (saints) [achieve their condition] as a result of
merit (or: auspicious karman). Their activity is, however, a natural development, which is free from [inauspicious karman such as] confusion etc., and therefore it is known as “resulting from the destruction
[of karman]” (kšâyika)199. [46] If the soul itself could not become either good or bad by virtue of its own essential nature alone, there
would be no mundane world (transmigration) for all the bodies endowed with a soul.’200
Also Samantabhadra (contemporary with Dharmakîrti) avails himself of the same
argument in the Âpta-mîmâôsâ:
‘[4] A complete destruction of defects and karmic veils is possible, because a complete consummation [of the gradual purification process] is
[possible], just like a [complete] annihilation of both external and internal blemishes in particular cases with the help of respective

198

Kundakunda also makes use of what we could call a reverse gradual development argument
in his Samaya-sâra 222–223, in which the development towards perfection of the soul is compared to a conch which is step by step turning into black until it becomes completely black and
dirty.
199
Cf. TS 10.1: moha-kšayâj jñâna-darœanâvaraòântarâya-kšayâc ca kevalam.—‘Absolute
knowledge [arises] from the destruction of [the karman called] confusion and from the destruction
of the karmans obstructing and veiling [innate] cognition and perception/conation.’
200
PSâ 1.45–46:
puòòa-phalâ arahaôtâ tesiô kiriyâ puòo hi odaiyâ /
mohâdîhiô virahiyâ tamhâ sâ khâiga tti madâ //
jadi so suho va asuho òa havadi âdâ sayaô sahâveòa /
saôsâro vi òa vijjadi savvesiô jîva-kâyâòaô //
Comp. also SSâ 204.
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causes.201 [5] Objects that are subtle, concealed [from sight] and distant remain [always] directly perceptible to someone, because they are
inferable, just as fire etc. [is inferable from visible smoke]—such is a
proof of the omniscient [Jina].’202
Similar arguments based on the idea of the gradation of attributes can be found
also in Buddhist works, e.g. with Dharmakîrti:
‘The yogin’s cognition is produced by the ultimate consummation (intensity) of contemplation of existing objects.’203
Dharmakîrti’s description of supernatural perception achievable to an adept of
yoga supplies a nucleus of a proof of yogi-pratyakša which in its crudest form
would assume the formulation: ‘Supernatural perception is possible, because it can
be achieved by consummation (perfection) of practice (meditation).’ In other words,
uninterrupted spiritual practice and meditation have to necessarily lead to their culmination in the form of omniscience. Of course, such an argument in Buddhist (or
Jaina) context did not lead one to accept the existence of a divine being endowed
with perfect qualities but to accept the possibility of the existence a perfect cognition in a human form (that of Buddha, Bodhisattva or Tîrthaôkara). Dharmakîrti’s
commentator, Dharmottara explains that ‘contemplation (meditation) of an entity is
the perpetual (lit. again and again) reflection on it’204, and emphasises the gradual
development that finally leads to supernatural perception, by emphatically dividing
the process into three stages:205 the consummation (intensity) of contemplation
(bhâvanâ-prakarša)206, the apogee of the intensity (prakarša-paryantâvasthâ)207 and,
ultimately, the yogin’s perception (yogi-pratyakša) as the final stage208.209
201
For the analysis of the verse, being a formulation of a proof of liberation, and its soteriological implications see BALCEROWICZ (2005).
202
ÂMî 4–5:
došâvaraòayor hânir niÿœešâsty atiœâyanât /
kvacid yathâ sva-hetubhyo bahir antar mala-kšayaÿ //
sûkšmântarita-dûrârthâÿ pratyakšâÿ kasyacid yathâ /
anumeyatvato ’gny-âdir iti sarva-jña-saôsthitiÿ //
203
NB 1.11: bhûtârtha-bhâvanâ-prakarša-paryantajaô yogi-jñânaô cêti.
204
NBÞ 1.11, p. 67.5: bhûtasya bhâvanâ punaÿ punaœ cetasi viniveœanam.
205
Cf. NAGASAKI (1988: 349–350).
206
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 67.5–6): bhâvanâyâÿ prakaršo bhâvyamânârthâbhâsasya jñânasya
sphuþâbhatvârambhaÿ.—‘The consummation (intensity) of contemplation is the beginning of [the
process in which] cognition [the contents of which is] the image of the object being contemplated
represents [this object] in a clear way.’
207
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 67.6–68.2): prakaršasya paryanto yadâ sphuþâbhatvam îšad asaôpûròaô
bhavati. yâvad dhi sphuþâbhatvam aparipûròaô tâvat tasya prakarša-gamanam. saôpûròaô tu
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It is difficult at this stage to say when, where or with whom the gradual development argument originated. One of the earliest sources is certainly Yoga-bhâšya:
‘Further, his (god’s) supremacy is without any equal excellence [that
could compare with it]. To begin with, [his] excellence is not exceeded
by any other excellence, [because] that very thing which would be excelling over [it] would necessarily be this very excellence [of god].
Therefore, where the excellence reaches its upper limit that is god.
Moreover, there is no excellence that is equal to his. Why? [Because]
when out of two [seemingly] equal things one thing is desired at the
same time [and] and the thing is selected (lit. established) as follows:
“This one must be new; that one must be old”, then it is automatically
follows that the other is inferior because it falls short of [satisfying] the
desired expectation.210 And it is not the case that for two [seemingly]
equal things both are achieved as the desired object simultaneously,
because of the contradiction in terms. Therefore the one whose supremacy is without any [seemingly equal excellences is god.’211
In view of the usage of the term atiœaya or niratiœaya in the Praœastapâda-bhâšya,
the Pañcârtha-bhâšya and the Yoga-bhâšya, it is quite possible that both the foryadâ tadâ nâsti prakarša-gatiÿ. tataÿ saôpûròâvasthâyâÿ prâktany avasthâ sphuþâbhatvaprakarša-paryanta ucyate.—‘The apogee of the intensity [in such a contemplation] is when the
representation of [the object] in a clear way with ultimate intensity is almost complete. For as long
as the representation of [the object] in a clear way is not absolutely complete, this is the progress
of the consummation (intensity) of such a [contemplation]. But when [it is] complete, then there is
no progress [any more]. Therefore, the state prior to the state of complete [representation] is called
the apogee of the intensity of the representation of [the object] in a clear way.’
208
NBÞ 1.11 (p. 68.2–3): tasmât paryantâd yaj jâtaô bhâvamânasyârthasya sannihitasyêva
sphuþatarâkâra-grâhi jñânaô yoginaÿ pratyakšam.—‘Such a cognition which is produced by this
apogee [of intensity and] which grasps more clear form of the object that is being contemplated as
if it were immediately present [in front of the contemplator] is the yogin’s perception.’
209
For further description of the three stages see NBÞ 1.11 (pp. 68.4–69.2). However, Vinîtadeva in his Þîkâ distinguishes four stages, see STCHERBATSKY (1930 II: 31, n. 2) and NAGASAKI
(1988: 350–354).
210
In my rendering and understanding of the passage I consciously go counter the interpretation of the Vivaraòa.
211
YBh 2.24, p. 56.2–57.4: tac ca tasyÎœvaryaô sâmyâtiœaya-vinirmuktam. na tâvad
aiœvaryântareòa tad atiœayyate, yâd evâtiœâyi syât tad eva tat syât. tasmâd yatra kâšþhâ-prâptir
aiœvaryasya sa iœvara iti. na ca tat-samânam aiœvaryam asti. kasmat? dvayos tulyayor ekasmin
yugapat kâmite ’rthe navam idam astu purâòam idam astu ity ekasya siddhau itarasya prâkâmyavighâtâd ûnatvaô prasaktam. dvayoœ ca tulyayor yugapat kâmitârtha-prâptir nâsti, arthasya
viruddhatvât. tasmâd yasya sâmyâtiœayair vinirmuktam aiœvaryaô sa evêœvaram.
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mulations of the gradual development argument phrased by Kauòðinya and Praœastapâda go back to the Yoga-bhâšya or to some common source from which the three
traditions stem.
What is beyond doubt in all the passages of the number of authors quoted above is
that we come across the very same structure of the argument that grades a particular
attribute up to its ultimate perfection. The argument is well known also to the
Mîmâôsâ school, which refers to it and criticises it. 212
Consequently, in view of the logical structure of the argument, consistently applied in India to prove a ‘perfect apex’, it seems justified to hold that Praœastapâda,
and/alias Praœastamati for that matter, saw supernatural perception as pointing to the
existence of supreme knowledge, or omniscience. My contention gets additional
strength in the fact that it was already Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin who spoke not
only of god as such but also of his omniscience, the conviction unambiguously indicated in the statement that ‘god is distinguished by the perfection of cognition
(jñâna-saôpad)’213, thus paving the way for Praœastapâda and his tradition to admit
of god also in the system of Vaiœešika.
I would further maintain that the acceptance of supernatural perception as such
was not merely dictated, at least in part, by religious and extra-philosophical convictions of Praœastapâda and of the generation of Vaiœešika thinkers around his
time,214 but it was also an essential rational corollary of his belief in god’s perfect
powers, including his omniscience. In other words, to explain the process of how the
idea of god entered the body of convictions of Nyâya-Vaiœešika, yogi-pratyakša was
both a corollary of the belief in god’s omniscience and a intermediary step in an
argument for its existence. It was probably a conscious decision of the philosophers
to avail themselves of an idea that was well-known to them from the tradition of
Yoga.

212
See e.g. Sucaritamiœra’s MŒVÞ ad MŒV 4.27, p. 215.15 ff., Pârthasârathi Miœra in NRÂ ad
MŒV 4.26, p. 102.15-16.
213
See p. 324, n. 194.
214
Perhaps the major philosophical function of supernatural perception was to prove the existence of atoms (an idea intimated in the interpolated VS(C) 9.14, see above p. 145, and expressly
mentioned in PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, see above p. 311 and n. 153) and individuators
(mentioned in PBh1 8.12, p. 187 = PBh2 241, and PBh1 11, p. 321–322 = PBh2 370–371, see above
312 f.).
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5. Conclusion
5.1. God’s incompatibility with the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika
Having analysed all the four components of the ‘knowability thesis package’, viz.
(1) the equation astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva, (2) the belief in god’s existence,
(3) the belief in god’s omniscience and (4) the belief in supernatural perception, we
see that all of them played an important role in justifying the three remaining ones,
and it must have been a consistent step to accept them all.
The problematic and controversial equation (vide supra, p. 281 and § 3.3 ff.), a
rational proof for which seemed entirely lacking, n e e d e d some additional
strong support and eventually found it in the new dogmatics of the Vaiœešika school.
It was god’s unlimited cognition which came to be believed to account for the conviction that everything that exists is expressible and cognisable. In other words,
god’s omniscience was to guarantee that the Vaiœešika system was complete and
logically consistent in the light of the knowability thesis: anything that is existent
enters god’s mind, and therefore can always be cognised at least by one person, i.e.
god; likewise, it can also be expressed by him. It was god who indirectly provided
people with the Vedas, that were supposed to contain the gist of all the knowledge
about the world. Seen from this perspective, Praœastapâda’s equation existentiality =
nameability = cognisability’ (astitva = abhidheyatva = jñeyatva) turns out to be
much less controversial. We should remember that this explanation is only partial: it
only explains how the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas a s philosophers built the idea
into their philosophical system. The other important part of the explanatory scheme
is their extra-philosophical conviction, i.e. their religious belief which they entertained on account of reasons that were other than philosophical or rational (see below, p. 341 ff.).
The philosophical meaning of strictly religious believe in supernatural perception
(§§ 4.4.1–2) lay in the demonstrative force and structure of the ‘gradual development argument’ (§ 4.4.4), and supernatural perception was merely an indispensable
component of the premisses to proof that omniscience was at all possible.
In addition, the admittance of god into the ontology of Nyâya-Vaiœešika was no
longer a philosophical stance, but a religious belief: all the universe, starting from
the indivisible atoms as building blocks of the universe, along with the relations that
bind atoms into atomic dyads and triad particles, up to all the ontological categories,
is present in god’s mind. It is god’s mind that stores the design (vide supra,
p. 297) which precedes the (re)construction of the universe after cyclical periods of
dissolution. We know that god is omniscient, because we see the gradation of
cognitive faculties in the world, and (faulty) logic, mostly based on the fear of
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anavasthâ (‘infinite regress’), tells us that the gradation must have its apex somewhere. And, indeed, it does find it in god’s mind. Since god can know everything, as the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas came to believe, the thesis that everything
that exists can be also named and cognised is easily defensible.
The idea of god’s existence and omniscience was indispensable in order to accept
the equation: existentiality = nameability = cognisability, and vice versa the equation was an obvious consequence entailed by the idea of god’s omniscience. Even
though each of the four components was problematic in itself, they all when taken
together, and thus rendering mutual support to each other, made Praœastapâda’s
decision to introduce all four a consistent move. At the same time the decision demonstrates how philosophical reason eventually capitulated before religious conviction.
What is important, there was nothing in the earlier, pre-Praœastapâda and preVâtsyâyana tradition of Nyâya-Vaiœešika that could foreshadow such a development
and that would eventually prompt the philosophers to accept the contentious equation as a logical consequence of some ancient teachings. Neither was there anything
in the system that would, on purely philosophical or logical grounds, impel the philosophers to accept the doctrine of god’s existence and omniscience. What is even
more significant, the acceptance of god went against ‘the logic’ of the NyâyaVaiœešika system, which was strictly realistic.
The theistic shift, correlated with the acceptance of the knowability thesis, eventually proved disastrous to the logical consistency of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika system of
ethics. In the first place it was the objectivity and impersonality of the workings of
karman that suffered most.
Prior to that, the workings of karmic retribution were essentially mechanistic,
automatic and objective, i.e. not influenced by any extraneous controlling agent.
Deeds of transmigrating beings, including humans, were directly translated into
their fate in the form of the invisible moral principle (adåšþa).215 It was believed to
comprise two aspects: a positive element, merit (dharma) and a negative element,
demerit (adharma). These two were qualities of the soul (âtman) and inhered in
it,216 being connected via the relation called inherence (samavâya), the sixth category (padârtha) in the system. These joint properties of merit and demerit had both
individual and cosmic dimension: they determined the fate of the soul they inhered
in (e.g. the future birth and social status);217 the fate after death, the movements of

215
On adåšþa see FADDEGON (1918: 341–354). On adåšþa in early Vaiœešika see THAKUR
(2003: 14–19), who takes adåšþa in early Vaiœešika to mean merely ‘unknown factor’.
216
PBh1 6, p. 70 = PBh2 79: tasya [= âtmanaÿ] guòâ buddhi-sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatnadharmâdharma-samskâra-saôkhyâ-parimâòa-påthaktva-saôyoga-vibhâgâÿ.
217
NV1 1.1.1, p. 19.14.
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the atomic mind, its egress from the dead body at the moment of death and its ingress into a new body at a new birth etc., digestion, development of the foetus
etc.,218 emotional states such as passion,219 but also—as a cumulated, collective
principle of all souls—they determined the course of world, including the movements of atoms, the attraction of iron particles by the magnet,220 the circulation of
liquids and juices in plants and trees,221 the upward motion of the fire, the sideward
motion of wind etc.,222 untypical movements in the world, different from basic categories of movement enumerated in VS(C) 5.2.1,223 all movements of water different
than its falling down (e.g. rainfall) as a result of weight in the absence of contact, or
support (mentioned in VS(C) 5.2.3), e.g. positive and negative results of rainfalls
etc., or absence of rain,224 and other phenomena of the physical world. The invisible
moral principle was thus responsible for all phenomena that would not follow ordinary and known physical rules of the world. People could influence the workings of
the invisible moral principle (adåšþa) by various kinds of morally relevant behaviour, including rituals, religious activities etc.:
‘Bath consecration (i.e. bathing in places of pilgrimage), fasting, celibacy, residing in the family of the preceptor, living in a forest [as a renouncer in the third stage of life (âœrama)], sacrifice, charity, purification by sprinkling225, observances regarding cardinal points, constellations, sacrificial formulas and time contribute to the invisible moral
principle’226.
These two properties of all the souls, when combined, could directly affect the
material world, without the agency of the souls themselves, because they were in
contact with atoms; at the same time the invisible moral principle was believed to
218

VS(C) 5.2.19: apasarpaòam upasarpaòam aœita-pîta-saôyogaÿ kâryântara-saôyogâœ cêty
adåšþa-kâritâni.
219
VS(C) 6.2.15.
220
VS(C) 5.1.15: maòi-gamanaô sûcy-abhisarpaòam ity adåšþa-kâritâni.
221
VS(C) 5.2.8: våkšâbhisarpaòam ity adåšþa-kâritam.
222
VS(C) 5.2.14: agner ûrdhva-jvalanaô vâyoœ ca tiryak-pavanam aòu-manasoœ câdyaô karmêty
adåšþa-kâritâni.
223
VS(C) 5.2.2: tad-viœešeòâdåšþa-kâritam.
224
VS(C) 5.2.4: tad-viœešeòâdåšþa-kâritam.
225
Cf. MDhŒ 5.115c, 118a, 122a.
226
VS(C) 6.2.2: abhišecanôpavâsa-brahmacarya-guru-kula-vâsa-vâna-prasthya-yajña-dânaprokšaòa-dió-nakšatra-mantra-kâla-nigamâœa câdåšþâya.
a
VSV(C) ad loc. consistently reads °niyama°: dió-niyamâdayo ’nye viœešâÿ. dió-niyamaÿ …
nakšatra-niyamaÿ … mantra-niyamaÿ … kâla-niyamaÿ. Also VSV adopts the reading ° niyamâœ.
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inhere in the souls which were omnipresent, and therefore the results of past deeds
stored as subliminal impressions (saôskâra) could in theory be activated, it seems,
basically anywhere.227 The ambiguous term saôskâra (‘accumulation’) pertained to
both material / objective and mental / subjective plains: it comprised physical factors
resulting from previous actions and triggering subsequent events, e.g. velocity
(VS(C) 5.1.17) of an arrow put in motion, as well as subconscious determinants that
were causes activating remembrance (VS(C) 9.22) or as causes, impeding cognitive
faculties, of nescience (VS(C) 9.25) etc. Thus, the subliminal impressions mediated
in causal relations.
Furthermore, in the causation theory of Nyâya-Vaiœešika, the cause—be it efficient cause (nimitta-kâraòa) or the ‘trigger’ of a causal complex (kâraòa-sâmagrî)—
was thought to immediately precede the effect.228 Also karmic retribution was explained as a part of such a rigid causal system, and a delay in either punitive or rewarding sanction, which one would expect to progress immediately after a respective demeritorious or meritorious deed, was mediated by subliminal impressions that
temporarily stored the moral potential of the deed in order to activate it in an appropriate future moment. This mechanistic causal system of deeds committed in the
past and future retribution for them required no additional agency. It functioned the
way atoms could join or molecules could split without anybody’s supervision, once
a motion was there in the world. And it was there, because souls were believed to be
such sources of motion.
The introduction of god brought confusion to the mechanistic principles of the
system of karmic retribution and postulated an additional, supervising moral agent,
next to moral agents proper, i.e. humans. God came to play a role of the Grand
Moral Accountant, or the ultimate supervisor (adhišþhâtå) and supreme co-ordinator
of how merit and demerit are distributed over to moral agents. The idea of supervision of moral law was immediately used by Uddyotakara to devise an argument
from moral law to prove god’s existence:
227

PBh1, p. 107, 266 = PBh2 127, 300: âtmâòu-saôyogât ; PBh1 5, p. 48.7 ff. = PBh2 57: sarvâtmagata-våtti-labdhâdåšþâpekšebhyas tat-saôyogebhyaÿ pavana-paramâòušu karmôtpattau…
228
Cf. POTTER (1995: 57): ‘One, suggested perhaps by Uddyotakara, has it that the supreme
cause is the most effective cause, the event which immediately precedes and brings about the
production of the effect.’ Early Vaiœešika sources do not provide too much information of how
causality was conceived. The only passages of the Vaiœešika-sûtra on causality are the following
ones: VS(C) 1.2.1–2: kâraòâbhâvât kâryâbhâvaÿ. na tu kâryâbhâvât kâraòâbhâvaÿ.—‘From the
absence of cause follows the absence of effect. However, it is not the case that from the absence of
effect follows the absence of cause’; and VS(C) 4.1.3: kâraòa-bhâvâd dhi kârya-bhâvaÿ.—‘[The
effect of that which is eternal is an inferential sign for its existence,] because from the existence of
cause follows the existence of effect.’ On causality in Nyâya-Vaiœešika and the development of
the idea see also Sadananda BHADURI (1975: 271–319) and MATILAL (1975).
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‘Merit and demerit, being superintended by a cause endowed with
cognitive awareness, cause retribution of a human being, because they
are ultimate causes (instruments), like an axe.’ 229
In other words, since differentiation into morally good and bad actions is, for whatever reasons, accepted as a matter of fact, and if the freedom of human conduct is to
be constrained by some principles entailed by some established convention or moral
law (‘if not everything is permitted’), and if moral law is to be carried out m e a n i n g f u l l y , then a source of morality must exist (sc. ‘god exists’). Uddyotakara’s
reasoning is a counterpart of Immanuel Kant’s argument from morality. Absolute
god’s mind is, therefore, a warrant for moral order and truth in the world. Otherwise, and Uddyotakara would certainly subscribe to Fyodor Dostoevsky’s paradox,
‘if god does not exist, everything is permitted’.
However, there is nothing binding in Uddyotakara’s (or Kant’s) argument that
would compel us to draw a conclusion that ‘god exists’ from premisses that there is
the summum bonum and some rules of conduct, called moral order, exist in a society. Or, which is logically equivalent, from a statement that ‘there is no god’ it does
not follow that moral law does not exist and human conduct is not liable to ethical
judgement. From the same premiss, which so much troubled Dostoevsky and probably Uddyotakara, that ‘god does not exist’, we can draw a contrary conclusion, just
as Jean-Paul Sartre did: ‘we are alone, with no excuses’. If there is no god, we have
to accept that there are no divine regulations which could coerce humans to act accordingly, and often uncritically (merely on the basis of divine authority), and no
superhuman commandments which humans could adhere to mechanically and unreflectively in the hope of eternal bliss. ‘Man is condemned to be free’ and nobody
can tell what is good and what is wrong, what alleviates the pain of nothingness and
what can ease the fear of extinction. Man is condemned to be ‘responsible for everything he does’, to find his own way between good and wrong. And that means full
responsibility for one’s own deeds which no authority has jurisdiction to absolve
one from.
Similarly, the earlier concept of karmic retribution implied full responsibility of
human agents for their actions, albeit some clearly defined moral principles existed,
determined by moral law (dharma). It was the individual, and nobody else, who was
wholly accountable for all he had done. The consequences of his actions would
inevitably return to him, and to nobody else, and in the degree proportional to the
extent of good or wrong earlier committed by him. That was possible precisely be229

NV1 4.1.21, p. 463.13–14 = NV2, p. 435.5–6: dharmâdharmau buddhimat-kâraòâdhišþhitau
purušasyôpabhogaô kurutaÿ karaòatvâd vâsy-âdivad iti. Cf. n. 136 and VSV(C) 1.1.3: îœvaraœ ca
sâdhitas tanu-bhuvanâdînâô kâryatayâ ghaþâdivad buddhimat-kartåkatvânumânena.
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cause there was no extraneous agency which would remove the burden of responsibility from him or exculpate him, or suspend the workings of moral law by dint of
grace, mercy or caprice.
Seen in this light, admission of god by the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas involves a
breach in the consistency of the moral law and undermines inevitability of karmic
retribution. Uddyotakara’s step brings the philosophers closer to strictly religious
views and ethical reflection steers them towards devotion to god (bhakti), the highest superhuman instance on whose supervision of karmic retribution human fate
partly relies. Clearly, such a theistic approach seriously undermined human ethical
agency and moral responsibility, rendering the theory of karmic retribution ultimately ineffectual. Alternatively, assuming that the mechanism of karmic retribution retained its force, god’s superintendence would become meaningless, because
the only role to play for god would merely be that of an uninvolved and completely
inactive observer, which would stand in contradiction with the initial premise of his
supervision of the process of redistribution of merit and demerit to moral agents.
No wonder such an approach provoked criticism from various opponents who
were keen to point out that god is n o t compatible with karman. A Buddhist
thinker Vimalamitra (fist half of the sixth century?) observed in his Abhidharmadîpa that ‘The cause of the world is these [human] deeds, not god etc.’230. Even
earlier, Vasubandhu opined in the often-quoted verse in the same spirit:
‘The diversity of the world comes from action (karman). This [action]
consists in volitional consciousness and all that it brings about ’231.
The same criticism was expressed by the Jainas. Abhayadeva-sûri (TBV, p. 105)
was not unique among them to point out that Uddyotakara’s argument in support of
god’s supervision contradicts the original view found in the Vaiœešika-sûtra that
‘The upward motion of the fire and the sideward motion of wind etc.,
the first movement of the atom and of the mind—all this is caused by
the invisible principle.’ 232
Among numerous arguments against the existence of god found in his Mîmâôsâœloka-vârttika (MŒV 5.16.42ab–117), Kumârila-bhaþþa directly refers to the problem
faced by Uddyotakara and other theistic Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas and points out,
in the latter part of the argument below (83cd), that the existence of god as a moral
controller renders merit and demerit, to wit moral law, superfluous:
230

APr [155], p. 118.13: karmâòi etâni lokasya kâraòaô nêœvarâdayaÿ.
AK 4.1ab: karma-jaô loka-vicitryam cetanâ tat-kåtaô ca tat.
232
VS(C) 5.2.14, see n. 222.
231
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‘There cannot be any impure (evil) creation [accomplished] by a pure
(good) person (sc. god). And since merit and [demerit] were dependent
on [god] himself, any distress resulting from them would be inconceivable. On the other hand, if the course [of the world] were determined
by these [merit and demerit], then it would imply a different [agency
than god’s].’233
If the fate of humans, their rebirth, social status and happiness are determined by
merit and demerit, that nullifies god, a thesis which is by transposition equivalent to
saying that if god exists, he nullifies merit and demerit. Kumârila exposes the same
paradox even more explicitly elsewhere:
‘If you accept that it is god’s will [to activate the accumulated karmans
of living beings at the time of recreation of the world after its dissolution], then precisely this [will] is the [ultimate] cause of the world,
[not the karmans]. H o w e v e r , i f i t i s g o d ’ s w i l l
that determines [the world], then to assume [any role for the accumulated] karm a n i s p o i n t l e s s . ’234
Therefore, if one is to take human responsibility and ethics seriously, one is compelled to reject the existence of god: the two notions are not compatible. 235
That this critical judgement concerning the relation between the idea of karmic
retribution and god’s incompatibility with it was not restricted to philosophers is
attested in a popular passage of the Bhâgavata-purâòa:
‘[13] [Every] living being is born by the force of karman, and it is by
the force of karman alone that he expires. Happiness, suffering, fear
and tranquillity occur by the force of karman alone. [14] Even if there

233

MŒV 5.16.82cd–83:
purušasya ca œuddhasya nâœuddhâ vikåtir bhavet //
svâdhînatvâc ca dharmâdes tena kleœo na yujyate /
tad-vaœena pravåttau vâ vyatirekaÿ prasajyate //
234
MŒV 5.16.72:
îœvarêcchâ yadîšyeta sÎva syâl loka-kâraòam /
îœvarêcchâ-vaœitve hi nišphalâ karma-kalpanâ //
235
The question how to exculpate god of all the evil in the world, he himself has created (or
has been supervising) occurs as early as during the Kušâna reign and is found in the so-called
Spitzer Manuscript, tentatively dated ca. 250 (FRANCO (2003: 21)). There (folio 284, fragm.: Sp.
19) we read: ‘Living beings experience undesirable births. Did they offend God, so that he causes
them to suffer?’ (FRANCO (2003: 24)).
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is some god who assumes the form of (sc. supervises) the results of the
karmans of others, he himself engages as an agent, for he has no power
over someone who is not an agent. [15] What is the use here of a controller of beings propelled by their own respective karmans, who is incapable of modifying what has been determined by people’s own nature? [16] For the man, dependent on his own nature, follows his own
nature. All this [universe], along with divine beings, demons and humans, is founded on [their] own nature. [17] Living being obtains and
casts off bodies of low and high status by force of karman. It is nothing but karman that is [the living being’s] enemy, friend, indifferent
bystander, the teacher and god. [18] Therefore a person who is firmly
settled in (sc. dependent on) his own nature and performs his own
karman [alone] should worship karman. That alone by the force of
which he is instantly propelled is his deity.’ 236
‘Taking m o r a l rights seriously’, to invoke Ronald Dworkin’s famous work,
was not the only concern. The first part of Kumârila’s above argument (MŒV
5.16.82cd–83ab) highlights another important problem, that of theodicy237. At first
sight, it would be the idea of karmic retribution, involving merit and demerit, which
could help the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika avoid the paradox of evil. Taking recourse to
the idea of purpose (prayojana), one could argue that god—omnipotent, good and
omniscient—merely creates initial environment into which all living beings are cast.
It would precisely be the invisible moral principle (adåšþa) of the individuals, or the
law of karmic retribution, that exonerate god of all moral responsibility because,
after the initial moment of recreation of the world, humans experience (bhoga) what
236

BhâgP 10.24.13–18:
karmaòâ jâyate jantuÿ karmaòÎva pralîyate /
sukhaô duÿkhaô bhayaô kšemaô karmaòÎvâbhipadyate // 13 //
asti ced îœvaraÿ kaœcit phala-rûpy anya-karmaòâm /
kartâraô bhajate so ’pi na hy akartuÿ prabhur hi saÿ // 14 //
kim indreòêha bhûtânâô sva-sva-karmânuvartinâm /
anîœenânyathâ kartuô svabhâva-vihitaô nåòâm // 15 //
svabhâva-tantro hi janaÿ svabhâvam anuvartate /
svabhâva-stham idaô sarvaô sadevâsura-mânušam // 16 //
dehân uccâvacâñ jantuÿ prâpyôtsåjati karmaòâ /
œatrur mitram udâsînaÿ karmÎva gurur îœvaraÿ // 17 //
tasmât sampûjayet karma svabhâva-sthaÿ sva-karma-kåt /
anjasâ yena varteta tad evâsya hi daivatam // 18 //
237
On theodicy, or the problem of evil in the world created by omnipotent and omniscient god
see the excellent Chapter 9 ‘The Problem of Evil’ in John L. MACKIE (1982), perhaps the best
analysis so far of the problem.
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they have sown, an argument used much later by Udayana (ÂTV, 410.2–411.5). The
major flaw inherent in this argument, and present in the Nyâya-Vaiœešika system
from the moment it admitted of god as the Grand Moral Accountant, who s u p e r v i s e s merit and demerit, was the contradiction how to explain how morally
good, omnipotent and omniscient god, who has a purpose and knows the consequences of his act of creation, creates or supervises a world in which also demerit,
or evil, exists and, besides, its workings are beyond his control. This paradox was
plainly and succinctly pointed out several decades before Kumârila by the anonymous author of the Yukti-dîpikâ:
‘Moreover, [the world could not be created by someone endowed with
cognitive awareness], because [the world] is full of utmost suffering238.
If ‹this› [world], being a special product, were preceded (sc. caused) by
cognitive awareness, then the creator would not have any purpose in
furnishing it with utmost suffering. And since the [creator is said to be]
omnipotent, he would furnish it with utmost happiness. … [If you argue that utmost suffering in the world] is not the fault of god, [but is
there] because it is occasioned by merit and demerit, would the following be the opinion [of yours:] “Even though this [world as] a special product is preceded (sc. caused) by god, nevertheless living beings
like us, who were brought into existence with utmost happiness at the
moment of the initial creation, acquire (lit. come into contact with)
lower, intermediate and higher [ranks] of life, caste, character etc. under the influence of merit and demerit. Therefore that is not the fault of
god”? Also this [argument] is not correct. Why? Because there is no
logical reason to [explain] the origination of demerit [in the world in
this way]. If god had any authority over merit and demerit, he would
create only merit, because [it alone] is the cause of happiness for living
beings. [He would] not [create] demerit, because [demerit] has no purpose. Or [perhaps the following is your] opinion: “The origination of
merit and demerit is natural, following their own causes, [independently of god]?” [Then you face] a contradiction with what you have
said [earlier, namely,] that all manifest (sc. the world) is preceded by
god’s cognitive awareness (design). Therefore god cannot be the cause
[of the world].’239
238

The bolded text marks the vârttikas, following the convention of Albrecht Wezler amd
Shujun Motegi, the editors of YDî.
239
YDî 15d, p. 158.13–15, 19, 23–28: kiô ca duÿkhôttaratvât. buddhi-pûrvakaœ ced ‹ayaô›a
kârya-viœešaÿ syât kartur duÿkhôttara-vidhâne prayojanaô nâsti, œaktimâôœ câyam iti
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Another blow to an initial consistency of the karmic retribution dealt by the admission of god to the system was connected with the causal theory of NyâyaVaiœešika, according to which the effect immediately follows its ultimate cause
(vide supra, p. 333). There opponents were likewise quick to utilise the incongruity.
One of the classical formulations is again found in Kumârila’s writings:
‘Further, it is not consistent [to assume that] for [beings that] have accumulated karman there is a period of existence during which there is
no [possibility to] experience the [accumulated karman], insofar as the
results [of the accumulated karman] cannot be [temporarily] withheld
by another karman on account of some other action [e.g. undertaken
by god]. And a state in which all [actions exist] without [producing] a
result is not possible. Moreover, such a want of fruition [of living beings’ accumulated karman] cannot be a result of any karman at all. On
the one hand, if all karman were destroyed [during the dissolution of
the world], then no [future] creation [of the world] would be conceivable [because there would be no karman to determine the course of the
new world]. On the other hand, [if the karman were not destroyed
completely], what would be the causal factor during the time [of recreation of the world] to activate the [accumulated] karmans [of living
beings, if all karmans were dormant]?’240

sukhôttaram eva vidadhyât … dharmâdharma-nimittatvâd adoša iti cet. syân matam. yady
apîœvara-pûrvako ’yaô kârya-viœešas tathâpy âdi-sarge sukhôttarâòâm ‹asmâd›a-utpannânâô
prâòinâô dharmâdharma-parigrahâd dhîna-madhyamôtkåšþa-vayo-jâti-svabhâvâdi-yogo bhavati.
tataœ ca nâparâdho ’yam îœvarasyêti. etad apy ayuktam. kasmât. adharmôtpatti-hetv-abhâvât.
îœvaraœ ced dharmâdharmayor utpattâv îšþe dharmam eva prâòinâô sukha-hetutvâd utpâdayet.
nâdharmaô prayojanâbhâvât. atha mataô svâbhâvikî dharmâdharmayoÿ sva-kâraòâd utpattiÿ.
yad uktaô sarvam îsvara-buddhi-pûrvakaô vyaktam iti [tu]c tasya vyâghâtaÿ. tasmâd îœvaro na
kâraòam.
a
‘All the Mss read asya’ (note 2 in YDî, p. 158).
b
‘All the Mss read asmad-utpannânâô’ (note 3 in YDî, p. 158).
c
According to the convention of Albrecht Wezler amd Shujun Motegi (YDî, p. XXX), the
editors of YDî, the square brackets mark the text to be deleted.
240
MŒV 5.16.69–71:
na ca karmavatâô yuktâ sthitis tad-bhoga-varjitâ /
karmântara-niruddhaô hi phalaô na syât kriyântarât //
sarvešâô tu phalâpetaô na sthânam upapadyate /
na câpy anupabhogo ’sau kasyacit karmaòaÿ phalam //
aœeša-karma-nâœe vâ punaÿ såšþir na yujyate /
karmâòâô vâpy abhivyaktau kiô nimittaô tadâ bhavet //
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The idea of karmic retribution demanded that there be no intermediate period
when accrued dharma and adharma are suspended by anyone or anything. And that
perfectly harmonised with causal contiguity adopted by the two systems. One might
at first read Kumârila’s argument as formulated against the idea of the cosmic dissolution (pralaya) . And so it was, i n p a r t . The context, however, shows that
the reasoning was formulated in a line of arguments to disprove the existence of
god. In addition, Kumârila’s statement that ‘the results [of the accumulated karman]
cannot be [temporarily] withheld by another karman on account of some other action [e.g. taken by god]’ (5.16.69cd) demonstrates that what is at stake is god’s possible power to suspend the workings of karman: no one is omnipotent enough to
bring the fruition of the accumulated karman to a halt, even for a short while. Any
other solution yields inconsistency.
The above arguments formulated by the critics of Nyâya-Vaiœešika reveal the inherent contradictions involved by the admission of god into the ontology and ethics
and indicate that god was indisputably a ‘foreign body’ in the system.
The critics of the system confirm that the reasons to accept the equation ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’, along with the existence of god the other two
elements of the ‘knowability thesis package’, could not have been prompted by strictly
rational enquiry of the philosophers but must have been motivated by their extraphilosophical and, in essence, non-philosophical religious beliefs. The introduction
of the equation alone would have been unwarranted and difficult to defend had it
not have come along with god, the guarantor of the completeness of doctrine and
attestation to the validity of the equation.
In addition to the above survey of systemic difficulties the creation of god in the
world of Nyâya-Vaiœešika engendered, a handy account of two more serious incompatibilities that the admission of god that the admission of god into the system involved is given by the author of the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ:241 god cannot be included in any of the six categories admitted by the Vaiœešika and Kaòâda did not
mention god as a separate category242; further, god’s supervision of the final immobility of atoms during the dissolution of the world and their initial motion after the
pralaya is problematic.
Why did then the Naiyâyikas and Vaiœešikas adopt the notion of god, if there was
neither any rational need for him in the philosophical system (sc. nothing internal or
logical necessitated such an improvement of the philosophical doctrine) nor any comfortable room for him in the universe of the categories (sc. such an idea stood in conflict with a range of doctrinal points)?
241
242

Cf. CHEMPARATHY (1965: 130).
YDî 15d, p. 160.3 ff.
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5.2. The Vaiœešikas, the Pâœupatas and god
We know that it was probably around the fifth century when religious ideas of the
Pâœupatas and other Œaiva movements started to penetrate into the doctrine of Nyâya
and Vaiœešika.243
The influence was apparently mutual because we find a number of doctrinal or
philosophical points among the tenets held by the Pâœupatas that are of strictly
Nyâya-Vaiœešika origin, next to Sâôkhya and Yoga influences.244 A good example
is the enumeration of four constituents of the process of cognition, viz.
cognitive criterion (pramâòa), the cogniser (pramâtå), the cognoscible, or the
object of valid cognition (prameya) and the resultant cognition (pramiti). These wellknown four elements are found at the beginning of the Nyâya-bhâšya.245 Exactly the
same quadruplet is also found in Kauòðinya’s Pañcârtha-bhâšya:
‘Thus all three are the cognitive criteria (pramâòa). … The soul is the
cogniser (pramâtå). The five categories, viz. the effect, the cause etc.
are the cognoscibles (prameya). The resultant cognition is knowledge
(pramiti).’246
Another instance of such influence concerns the proofs of the existence of the
soul. We know that it was already Akšapâda Gautama who, in order to proof this
claim, availed himself of the idea that no substance can exist without its properties,
and vice versa no property is possible without its substratum, the substance. Thus,
by observing mental phenomena, such as desire, aversion, effort, pleasure, pain,
243

On the Pâœupatas (and also on the relation between the Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas) see
HARA (1958), SCHULTZ (1958), INGALLS (1962), CHEMPARATHY (1965), HARA (2002), BISSCHOP
(2005). There are, of course, numerous elements borrowed from yoga practise.
244
Some of them are mentioned by THAKUR (1957: 16): Praœastapâda’s ‘classification of inference into Dåšþa and Sâmanyato-dåšþa bears striking resemblance with that in the Pañcârtha-bhâšya
of Kauòðinya on the Pâœupatasûtras. Kauòðinya’s classification of perception into indriyapratyakša and âtmapratyakša (P. 7) may equally be compared with the ordinary perception
(asmadâdînâô pratyakšam) and the perception of the Yogin (Yogipratyakša) of Praœasta°. The
Pâœupatas according to Kauòðinya accept three means of knowledge, viz. perception, inference
and authority and we find a similar classification in the Vyomavatî, though the Vaiœešikas generally accept the first two only’ (vide supra, n. 147, p. 309). For another similarity between
Vaiœešika and the Pâœupatas in the realm of the nature of supernatural perception, understood as
resulting from ascetic practices see n. 173. See also HARA (1992).
245
NBh 1.1.1: tatra yasyêpsâ-jihâsâ-prayuktasya pravåttiÿ sa pramâtâ, sa yenârthaô
pramiòoti tat pramâòam, yo ’rthaÿ pramîyate tat prameyam, yad artha-vijñânaô sâ pramitiÿ.
246
PABh 1.1, p. 7.19–22: evam etâni trîòi pramâòâni. … pramâtâ purušaÿ. prameyâÿ kâryakâraòâdayaÿ pañca padârthâÿ. pramitiÿ saôvit.
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cognition, we conclude that they must have some substratum, which is the soul.247
Akšapâda described these mental phenomena as inferential signs on the basis of
which one infers the existence of the soul.248 The argument was also well known to
Praœastapâda.249 Precisely the same reasoning and the same mental phenomena, with
slight modification (change in the sequence and ‘consciousness’ for ‘cognition’) is
found in Kauòðinya’s work:
‘One accepts the soul’s [existence] on the basis of such inferential
signs as pleasure, pain, desire, aversion, effort, consciousness.’ 250
That in this case it was the influence of the Nyâya-Vaiœešika tradition on the
Pâœupatas can be proved by the fact that the idea to which Akšapâda refers to is also
found in the Caraka-saôhitâ,251 historically closely associated with the development
of the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika.
Moreover, it is also known that Indian philosophers were quite well aware of the
links between the Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas and the fact that the latter had taken
over the belief in god from the former. A clear evidence, and perhaps the earliest
evidence, to corroborate this is offered by the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ in the sixth
century:
‘The Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas hold that “God therefore exists”;’252
‘In such a way this [thesis] of the Vaiœešikas [that] “god exists” was
taken over from the Pâœupatas;’253

247

On the structure of the argument see CHAKRABARTI–CHAKRABARTI (1991).
NS 1.1.10: icchâ-dveša-prayatna-sukha-duÿkha-jñânâny âtmano liógam.
249
See his enumeration of the qualities of the soul: PBh1 6, p. 70 = PBh2 79 (vide supra, n. 216).
250
PABh 5.3, p. 112.1–2: tasya sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dveša-prayatna-caitanyâdibhir liógair
adhigamaÿ kriyata ity arthaÿ.
251
CarS2 8.43, p. 260A = CarS1 3.8.39: atha pratyakšaô—pratyakšaô nâma tad yadâtmanâ
pañcêndriyaiœa ca svayam upalabhyate, tatrâtma-pratyakšâÿ sukha-duÿkhêcchâ-dvešâdayaÿ,
œabdâdayas tv indriya-pratyakšâÿ.
a
CarS1: cêndriyaiœ.
252
YDî 15d, p. 157.13: asty evam îœvara iti pâœupata-vaiœešikâÿ.
253
YDî 15d, p. 160.29–30: evaô kâòâdânâm îœvaro ’stîti pâœupatôjñam etat.
The editors of YDî, Albrecht Wezler and Shujun Motegi, conjecture that this passage may be a
later interpolation by hand of a copyist. Even if it were the case, there are numerous similar passages in YDî itself that indicate the Pâœupatas’ theistic influence on the Vaiœešikas and, besides,
even if the passage does not originate from the sixth century, but a later addition, it still evidences
that it was generally a known fact in India that the Vaiœešika adopted the idea of god under the
influence of the Pâœupatas.
248
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‘Therefore, there is no [room for] god in the system of the author of
the Vaiœešika-sûtra;’254
and
‘Thus, this is the [logical] error committed by the Pâœupatas when it
comes to the acceptance of god. And this also is the error committed
by the Vaiœešikas.’255
Certain doctrinal elements of the Pâœupatas would make it extremely easy and
self-evident to formulate some arguments for the existence of god, e.g. the cosmological argument (vide supra, p. 324). Among the five categories (padârtha) that the
Pâœupatas distinguished, two of them have a direct bearing on the question of god
and rational arguments to prove his existence. These are (1) the category of effect
(kârya), understood as all the creation, that comprises consciousness, material entities and living beings, and (2) the category of cause (kâraòa), i.e. god (îœvara, Œiva),
who is the foundation (pradhâna) of the creation, from whom all creation takes its
origin, ‘who was in the beginning’ (PABh 5.47, pp. 146–148). Kauòðinya the Pâœupata devotes considerable space to causal relations: those between the cause and the
effect as well as those between god and his creation (PABh 2.1–27, pp. 55–77).
Suppose one accepts a strict cause-effect relation between god and the world, the
way the Pâœupatas did, and assumes that on the basis of (1) any relation between a
and b (e.g. a o b), and on the basis of (2) an act of perception of a, one can justifiably infer b, precisely the way the Vaiœešika would infer256 an inferential sign-possessor (liógin) on the basis of the perceived inferential sign (lióga). Consequently, to
come up with an argument for the existence of god based on such an idea of causality is but a natural step.
Another easily discernible influence of the Pâœupatas, relevant for our discussion,
is found in the idea of god’s supervision and in Uddyotakara’s moral argument for
the existence of god (vide supra, p. 334, n. 229) as well as in Praœastapâda’s statement that the divine being Brahman, u n d e r t h e s u p e r v i s i o n o f
g o d (îœvara), ‘endows all the created beings with their respective moral duty,
knowledge, passionlessness and divine might that conform to their potencies stored
as their karman’ (vide supra, p. 300, n. 130). Precisely such a belief is expressed in
Kauòðinya’s Pañcârtha-bhâšya:
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YDî 15d, p. 160.15: tasmât sûtra-kâra-mate nâstîœvaraÿ.
YDî 15d, p. 160.2: evaô tâvat pâœupatânâm îœvara-parigrahe došaÿ. vaiœešikâòâô câyaô

došaÿ.
256

VS(C) 9.18: asyêdaô kâryaô kâraòaô sambandhi ekârtha-samavâyi virodhi cêti laiógikam.
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‘What is called [god’s] facility to recreate [the word] means the uniting
of individual souls257 with the constituents that bear the name of the
effects and the instruments258 and with the merit, knowledge, detachment, power, demerit, nescience, absence of detachment, absence of
power etc. in agreement with combined net force of the positioning in
life, body, sense organs, sensory data [which the soul deserves according to the accumulated karman] and according to dimension, division and individual character.’ 259
We see that god’s authority is to supervise the process of distribution of merit and
demerit as well as other positive and negative qualities related to dharma at the moment of the creation of the world after its dissolution. This power is called by Kauòðinya ‘facility to recreate’, or ‘the production of modification’ 260 (vikaraòatva).
The author of the Yukti-dîpikâ quotes, or at least paraphrases, two arguments for
god’s existence which were formulated by the Pâœupatas, and accepted by the
Vaiœešikas:
‘The Pâœupatas and the Vaiœešikas hold that “Thus god exists”. Why?
[They have two arguments.]
[First argument:] Because a special product must be preceded (sc.
caused) by a supreme cognitive awareness.261 In this world, a special
product, such as a palace, a vehicle etc., is seen to be preceded (sc.
caused) by a supreme cognitive awareness. And indeed this [world],
257

See PABh 2.24, p. 74.2–3, 6–7: atra kalâ nâma kârya-karaòâkhyâÿ kalâÿ. tatra
kâryâkhyâÿ påthivy âpas tejo vâyur âkâœaÿ. … tathâ karaòâkhyâÿ œrotraô tvak cakšuÿ jihvâ
ghrâòaô pâdaÿ pâyuÿ upasthaÿ hastaÿ vâk manaÿ ahaô-kâro buddhir iti.—‘Here what are called
“the constituents” are the constituents that bear the name of the effects and the instruments.
Among these, [the constituents] having the name “effect” are [the elements:] earth, water, fire, air,
ether. … Next, what have the name of instruments are: ear, skin, eye, tongue, nose, foot, anus, sex
organs, hand, mouth, mind, the centre of personal identity and consciousness.’ Comp. also
PABh 1.1, p. 5.5–6: tatra pâœâ nâma kârya-karaòâkhyâÿ kalâÿ.—‘What are called here individual
transmigrating souls are constituents that bear the name of effect and instrument.’
258
The terms kšetra and kšetra-jña are clearly of the Sâôkhya-Yoga origin, see YS 2.4,
YBh 2.17 (p. 175.2), 3.49 (p. 306.1), BhG Chap. 13, MDhP 12.206.8. See also LARSON

(1979: 131 f.).
259

PABh 2.24, p. 74.9–11: vikaraòatvaô nâma sthâna-œarîrêndriya-višayâdi-saôniveœena
vistara-vibhâga-viœešataœ ca kârya-karaòâkhyâbhiÿ kalâbhir dharma-jñâna-vairâgyÎœvaryâdharmâjñânâvairâgyânaiœvaryâdibhiœ ca kšetra-jña-saôyojanam. Cf. CHEMPARATHY’s (1965: 128)
translation of the passage.
260
CHEMPARATHY’s (1965: 128).
261
See n. 337.
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being characterised by a complex structure made from the elements,
sense organs, creatures etc., is a special product. Therefore, it must be
preceded by a supreme cognitive awareness. That by which this [world]
is preceded is god. Therefore, god exists.
What else?
[Second argument:] Because the conjunction of a conscious [being]
and an unconscious [thing] is brought about by a conscious [being].
In this world, the conjunction of a conscious [being] and an unconscious [thing] is seen to be brought about by a conscious [being], for
instance [the conjunction] of ox and cart. And indeed this [world] is a
conjunction of bodies and souls. Therefore, it must be brought about
by a conscious [being]. That by which this [world] is brought about [as
a conjunction] is god. Therefore, god exists as the cause.’262
The first of the arguments is a version of cosmological argument, i.e. the argument from the first cause (kâraòa), which was known also to Uddyotakara (vide
supra, p. 324). Interestingly, the structure of this argument is a combination of a
typical cosmological argument and an argument from perfection (vide supra, p. 324),
based on the idea of a hierarchy of qualities, such as cognitive qualities. The expression ‘supreme cognitive awareness’ (atiœaya-buddhi) comes very close to ‘absolute
and supreme knowledge’ (atiœaya-jñâna) found in Padârtha-dharma-saôgraha
(vide supra, p. 300, n. 130), or to Praœastamati’s expression ‘excellence of cognition’ (jñânâtiœaya), quoted in TBV by Abhayadeva-sûri (vide supra, p. 305, n. 140),
or to the phrase ‘the excellence of perception’ (darœanâtiœaya, p. 320, n. 178), found
later with Jayanta-bhaþþa.
It is very likely that precisely such an argument, probably its earlier formulation,
was devised within the ranks of the Pâœupatas and later adopted by Uddyotakara and
taken for granted by both Praœastamati and Praœastapâda, who not only adopted
logical, argumentative structure but also verbal phrasing.
That Kauòðinya may indeed have known the argument, although he does not refer
to it explicitly, is attested by a passage from his Pañcârtha-bhâšya:

262

YDî 15d, p. 157.13 ff.: âha—asty evam îœvara iti pâœupata-vaiœešikâÿ. kasmât. kâryaviœešasyâtiœaya-buddhi-pûrvakatvât. iha kârya-viœešaÿ prâsâda-vimânâdir atiœaya-buddhipûrvako dåšþaÿ. asti câyaô mahâ-bhûtêndriya-bhavana-vinyâsâdi-lakšaòaÿ kârya-viœešaÿ. tasmâd
anenâpy atiœaya-buddhi-pûrvakeòa bhavitavyam. yat-pûrvako ’yaô sa îsvaraÿ. tasmâd astîœvara
iti. kiô cânyat. cetanâcetanayor abhisambandhasya cetana-kåtatvât. iha cetanâcetanayor
abhisambandhaœ cetana-kåto dåšþas tad yathâ go-œakaþayoÿ. asti câyaô cenanâcetanayoÿ œarîraœarîriòor abhisambandhaÿ. tasmâd anenâpi cetana-kåtena bhavitavyam. yat-kåto ’yaô sa îœvaraÿ.
tasmâd astîœaraÿ kâraòam.
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‘Inference, in its turn, is preceded (sc. caused) by perception, and its
causal complex is made from consciousness, internal organ (mind) and
[respective logical] relations; it is effected by the remembrance of [such
factors as] merit, demerit, explanation, place, time, injunction etc.; [it
concerns] origination, subsistence, disappearance, time etc. And b y
their means one infers of a cause that it
is an agent that accomplishes the subseq u e n t c r e a t i o n [of the world].’263
While describing the nature of inference, he refers to certain categories on the basis of which we can infer that there is a creator of the world. This would support the
above evidence of the Yukti-dîpikâ attesting to the doctrinal influence the Pâœupatas
exercised on the system of Vaiœešika.
The second of the above arguments is not found in the early writings of NyâyaVaiœešika in precisely this form. However, its logical structure in the form the
author of the Yukti-dîpikâ relates it, makes a rather curious and cryptic impression: it
states that if we have a material, unconscious thing and a conscious being that come
into union, there must be another conscious being to put these two together. One
thing is certain, namely that the argument relies on a conviction, widespread not
only in India264 but also in ancient Greece,265 that any movement and activity has
soul, or a conscious being, as it source. That is why, the Pâœupatas are said to maintain that there must be some conscious agent (‘meta-soul’) to bring these two elements (unconscious thing and conscious being) into union. However, if there is
already a conscious being (soul) in conjunction with the unconscious thing, then the
second conscious agent (‘meta-soul’), as a source of action or movement that brings
these two elements together, turns out to be redundant, insofar as the conscious
being (soul) is already capable of coming into union with the material thing without
any extraneous agent. Why should then the argument mention the second conscious
agent (‘meta-soul’) at all? The argument, aiming at proving god’s existence, would
not make any sense because all one would require for a conjunction of, say, a man
and a stick, would be the man alone who can take hold of the stick; similarly, oxen
263

PABh 1.1, p. 7.8–11: anumânam api pratyakša-pûrvakaô cittâtmântaÿ-karaòa-sambandhasâmagryaô ca dharmâdharma-prakâœa-deœa-kâla-codanâdi-småti-hetukam utpatty-anugraha-tirobhâva-kâlâdi. taiœ côttara-såšþi-kartåtvam anumîyate kâraòasya.
264
See e.g. NV1 4.21, p. 461.11–13 (vide supra, n. 136).
265
See Plato’s belief that planets must have a soul, or a conviction shared by the Ionians. According to what Aristotle relates, ‘Also Thales, according to what is recorded about him, seems to
have held that soul is a mover, since he said that the lodestone has a soul because it moves the
iron.’—De Anima, 1.2; 405a19: œoie dä kaˆ QalÁj ™x ïn ¢pomnhmoneÚousi kinhtikÒn ti t¾n
yuc¾n Øpolabe‹n, e‡per t¾n liqon œfh yuc¾n œcein, Óti tÕn s…dhron kine‹.
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can easily approach a cart on their own and push it (not draw it, though). In this way,
one could easily dispense with any higher agent, and the argument would fail.
My hypothesis is, however, that what we really have here is a version of the argument from the first mover (vide supra, p. 303). It states that, indeed, any conjunction (which by definition requires movement), including that of an unconscious
thing and a conscious being, is initiated by the conscious being; a series of such
events of conjunctions brings us to an initial situation when the souls are, for whatever reason it might be (here it is the pralaya), inactive and cannot exercise their
capacity to bring about any conjunction. Therefore, there must be a first mover that
initiates first motion and capacitates the souls. Accordingly, the argument begins to
make a perfect sense when interpreted in the context of the dissolution of the world,
when souls’ all capacities are dormant. Also the example of the ox and cart would
make perfect sense under this view: it is not merely about a n y conjunction of
the ox and cart, but the yoking of the ox, which requires some p r i o r d e s i g n
of the agent that accomplishes it. Thus, god is the initial agent who brings movement into the world.
Again, also here we may speak of a direct exchange between the NaiyâyikaVaiœešika and the Pâœupatas. What was already taken for granted by Praœastapâda as
requiring no explicit proof finds its formulation in the two anonymous arguments
cited by the author of the Yukti-dîpikâ.
This brief review of mutual influences between the doctrine of the Pâœupatas and
Nyâya-Vaiœešika shows that the admission of god, alongside the package of the
corollaries, was no coincidence or inner development in the Nyâya-Vaiœešika schools
but one of such influences from the theistic partner.
A good summary of the above discussion could be the opinion of George CHEMPARATHY (1965: 124–125):
‘… [H]e (i.e. the author of YDî—P.B.) then passes on to refute the
Îœvara doctrine of the Vaiœešikas, where he shows that the author of
the Vaiœešikasûtras did not accept the doctrine of Îœvara, but that it
was introduced by the Pâœupatas into the system. … Further it seems
reasonable to conclude that these proofs, though they appear in formulations foreign to the Vaiœešika terminology, might have been accepted by the early Vaiœešikas as proofs for the existence of Îœvara,
when as we learn from the Yuktidîpikâ, the Îœvara doctrine was accepted into the system from the Pâœupatas…’
Perhaps, the attenuation of the rigidity, or mechanicity, of moral law was not felt
as a genuine problem by the Naiyâyika-Vaiœešika because they had already adopted
to the idea of the transfer of merit and demerit, which also seems to stand in opposi-
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tion to rigour of karmic retribution. Obviously such a concept of the ceding, to or
from others, of one’s moral responsibilities and retributions for committed deeds
was not in accord with the doctrine of karman conceived by the early NyâyaVaiœešika philosophers. It did harmonise, however, with the new idea that the
accrued karman could be suspended. It seems also that such a belief in the transfer
of merit and demerit paved the way to the latter idea.
It is especially the third chapter of the Pâœupata-sûtra which describes how a
Pâœupata adept can absorb another person’s merit and give away his own demerit
and take hold of the merit of others by his provoking, obscene or otherwise unusual
behaviour that arouses contempt (avamâna) for him in, say, bystanders.266 Again,
the idea was that one can manipulate one’s own karman through various ascetic
practices, and merit as well demerit may be, respectively, appropriated from and
ceded to others, even without their knowledge or consent. Such unusual practices of
the Pâœupatas might have made the philosophers of Nyâya-Vaiœešika receptive of
the laxity of the system of karmic retribution, which had apparently been treated as
rigid. They no longer saw it problematic that accumulated karman could be transferred by them or its operation simply withheld for some time, during the dissolution of the world, by god.

5.3. Final word
To conclude, the knowability thesis—i.e. the equation: ‘existentiality = nameability = cognisability’—was adopted by the Vaiœešika at the time of, or slightly prior to
Praœastapâda. Its necessary complements were the following three ideas: god’s existence, god’s omniscience and supernatural perception, and these two entered
Vaiœešika around the same time, i.e. late fifth century, although the belief in god’s
existence became a tenet of the Nyâya dogmatics slightly earlier since it was known
already to Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin.
It seems rather certain that the main reason for the Vaiœešika to adopt the knowability thesis were not philosophical concerns but their religious belief in god and
the knowability thesis was principally an o f f s h o o t of their theistic belief, not
a result of purely rational, philosophical enquiry. The theistic influence came from
the side of the Pâœupatas: most probably some thinkers of Nyâya-Vaiœešika were
primarily followers of the Pâœupata doctrine and took the existence of god as something obvious that needed no rational proof (probably being something ‘perceived’
266

See Daniel H.H. INGALLS (1962): ‘The Pâœupata Sûtra lays stress on the transfer of sin and
merit’ (p. 293). INGALLS (1962: 285–291) provides a translation of the third chapter of PâœS.
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or sensed through ascetic practices). Perhaps the influence was possible thanks
to their family or regional background. A conceivable possibility is that, having
been brought up, or having grown up, in a religious environment influenced by
the worldview of the Pâœupatas they underwent some training in methodology and
logic under the supervision of a Nyâya-Vaiœešika master and eventually joined the
ranks of Nyâya-Vaiœešika philosophers. But this is just a hypothesis, albeit a very
probable on in Indian social context, for which I have no irrefutable proof at present.
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vîtâvîta-višâòasya pakšatâ-vana-sevinaÿ /
pravâdâÿ sâôkhya-karinaÿ sallakî-šaòða-bhaógurâÿ //
[YDî 1.3–4, 2.6–7]1
Though its originality remains uncertain, the Yukti-dîpikâ (YDî) starts with this
verse which tells us that the Sâôkhya argue with other schools by means of vîta and
avîta (or âvîta) to defend the Sâôkhya’s standpoint and to win disputes. The concepts of vîta and avîta, therefore, seem to have played an important role in the history of the Sâôkhya thought.
As these terms are not found in the Sâôkhya-kârikâ (SK), the compendium of the
Sâôkhya thought, and the oldest extant text of the school, some modern scholars have
examined the concepts of vîta and avîta mainly in terms of their inclusion in the literature of other schools, especially in Buddhist literature. However, as YDî, a commentary on SK, refers to these terms rather frequently2, I shall examine the treatment
of the terms found in YDî, that is, their usage in an extant piece of Sâôkhya literature.
1.1. In YDî, these terms are defined in the description of inference. The Sâôkhya
maintains, at least after SK, that there are three kinds of inference, namely pûrvavat
(a priori), œešavat (a posteriori) and sâmânyato-dåšþa. Among these three types, the
existence of invisible beings is inferred by a method called sâmânyato-dåšþa
anumâna (inference based on the observation of similarity). This inference is, again,

1

‘Accusations against the elephant of Sâôkhya possessing the direct inference (vîta) and inference by elimination (avîta) as the tusks and rejoicing in the forest of subject (pakšatâ) are fragile like a group of sallaki trees’ (translated by KUMAR–BHARGAVA (1990–1992: 1)).
2
The author of YDî often refers to such old concepts as šaþ siddhi, karma-yoni, old definitions of anumânas, which are rarely referred to in other commentaries on SK. His wide knowledge
of old theory is reflected in the frequent citation of the various theories of earlier teachers of the
Sâôkhya, by which some light may be shed on the days before SK.
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divided into two subcategories, due to differences in application. They are called
vîta and avîta.3 Their essential nature is described in the following verse:
‘When a reason is used with its own specific sign in order to establish
probandum, the reason is vîta. The other reason is used to establish
probandum as the only remainder through exclusion of the other possible entities.’4
The author of YDî further explains both terms along with the meaning of the
verse. On the term vîta his explanation is as follows:
‘When a reason is used appropriately, with its own specific sign for the
establishment of probandum, without reliance upon the standpoint of
opponents, the reason is called vîta.’5
On the other hand, for the term avîta, the explanation is:
‘On the contrary, by removing other possible entities, if it is proved
that the probandum remains as the only possible entity, [the reason is]
called avîta. For example, if the world does not originate from atoms,
a cosmic person, a creator, conduct, destiny, time, nature, then it originates from the remainder: primordial matter.’6
Here, we see that both the terms of vîta and avîta are ways in which the inference
based on general observation (sâmânyato-dåšþa) is applied, and their difference is the
manner in which the reason is treated. In the vîta inference, the proponent is supported
by the nature of the reason. However, in the avîta inference, the validity of the reason
is examined by means of entities which can substitute for the entity maintained by the
proponent. It can be said that, while the vîta inference is positive in nature, the avîta
inference is negative in nature. Judging from the general definition of the previously
mentioned phrases, both methods of inference may be applied to any topic.

3

YDî 88.20–89.1: tasmât siddhaô sâmânyato-dåšþâd atîndriyâòâm arthânâô samadhigamaÿ.
tasya prayoga-mâtra-bhedâd dvaividhyaô vîta avîta iti.
4
YDî 89.2–3:
yadâ hetuÿ sva-rûpeòa sâdhya-siddhau prayujyate /
sa vîto ’rthântara-kšepâd itaraÿ pariœešataÿ //
5
YDî 89.7–9: tatra yadâ hetuÿ para-pakšam anapekšya yathârthena svarûpeòa sâdhyasiddhâv apadiœyate tadâ vîtâkhyo bhavati.
6
YDî 89.9–12: yadâ tu sva-sâdhyâd arthântara-bhûtânâô prasaóginâô kšepam apohaô
kåtvâ pariœešataÿ sâdhya-siddhâv apadeœyate tad-âvîtâkhyo bhavati tad yathâ na cet paramâòupurušêœvara-karma-daiva-kâla-svabhâva-yadåcchâbhyo jagad-utpattiÿ sambhavanti prariœešataÿ
pradhânâd iti tadâ punar avîtâkhyo bhavati.
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1.2. This general characteristic of the concepts of vîta makes it possible for it to be
discussed in the context of the verbal explication (vâkya-bhâva) of logic, or in syllogistic expressions. Though SK does not refer to any kind of syllogism, the vîta
inference is connected with syllogistic formulas. In the Nyâya school of logic the
syllogistic formula is said to consist of five parts.
The logical expression is said to consist of definite parts common to both sides,
thus enabling the attainment of a conclusion acceptable to both sides.7 The author of
YDî provides us with two kinds of syllogistic expression. The first is utilised for
obtaining the right knowledge, which is described as follows:
‘The parts of explanation are desire for knowledge, doubt, purpose,
attainment of possibility and negation of doubt.’ 8
The second is syllogistic parts to persuade others, which are common to the five
parts of the Naiyâyika:
‘The parts of persuading others are proposition, probans, example, application and conclusion.’9
As a result the vîta inference is said to have ten parts (YDî 97.5: daœâvayavo
vîtaÿ). In this context the concept vîta is partially connected with the five-part syllogism which is developed in Naiyâyikas. However, although each part of the syllogism is further explained or defined, an occurrence of the vîta inference expressed
with the syllogism formula is not found. Although it is not expressed with the syllogism formula, the essential nature of the vîta is, together with avîta, in the persuasion of opponents. 10
1.3. In contrast to vîta, the author of YDî does not refer to the syllogistic expression
of the avîta inference.11 But he provides us with the following example of the usage
7

YDî 89.12–15: tatra yadâ vîto hetuÿ sva-buddhâv avahita-vijñâna-svarûpaô vijñânântaram
âdadhânena vaktrâ pratipâdyâdau vâkya-bhâvam upanîyate vâkyam antareòârthasya buddhyantare saôkrâmayitum aœakyatvât, tad-âvayavi vâkyaô parikalpyate.
8
YDî 89.16–17: tasya punar avayavâ jijñâsâ-saôœaya-prayojana-œakya-prâpti-saôœaya-vyudâsalakšaòaœ ca vyâkhyâógam.
9
YDî 89.18: pratijñâ-hetu-dåšþânta-upasaôhâra-nigamanâni para-pratipâdanâógam iti.
10
In the argument concerning the trustworthy words (âpta-vacana) accepted by the Sâôkhya
as the valid means of cognition, an opponent exposed the contradiction within the Sâôkhya
thought. He knew the term vîtâvîta and interpreted it as the reason to make something known to
others verbally, see YDî 71.16–17: vîtâvîtâv api hetû para-pratipâdanârtham upadîyamânau
œabda-vyâpâram apekšete, tayor apy âpta-vacanatva-prasaógaÿ.
11
In the argument concerning example (dåšþânta), the author of YDî mentions why examples in
support of avîta are not mentioned, see YDî 90.23–91.2: vyatirekas tv avîtasya prasaógi-
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of the avîta inference, which is the only example of the avîta inference, that is, the
only instance of its application seen in YDî.
In the explanation of œešavat anumâna (a posteriori inference), the author of YDî
resorts to the vîtâvîta inference. The opponent raises the objection that there can be
supposed some reasons for the nadî-pûra other than the rainfall, for example, melted
snow (hima-vilayana), the destruction of banks (setu-bhaóga), the play of elephants
(gaja-krîða) and so on. Hence, we cannot infer the rain fell upriver from the fact
that the river water increased. The author of YDî here resorts to the avîta reason in
order to make up for the insufficiency of a posteriori inference. Here we see a kind
of definition and application of avîta. The role of avîta is to remove the other possible reasons in order to establish the validity of a conclusion. The author of YDî
classifies the application of avîta into three aspects, namely from the viewpoint of
place (deœatas), from the viewpoint of time (kâlatas) and from the viewpoint of
characteristics (lakšaòatas). By the removal of other possible reasons, the œešavat
anumâna become valid.12 The author of YDî uses avîta in inference in general to
compensate for insufficiencies in the method of vîta, which are not connected with
the inference designed to prove the existence of primordial matter .
1.4. Furthermore, in YDî, the term vîta appears in the argument to prove the existence of primordial matter (prakåti).
The Sâôkhya seem to make a great effort to prove the existence of primordial
matter. The reason is that the concept of primordial matter is not derived from traditional philosophical thinking, being the basic concept on which the whole system of
the Sâôkhya school of thought is grounded. As the most characteristic theory of the
school is based on this very concept, great efforts were made to prove its existence
and to make its validity known to other schools of thought.

dharmântara-nivåtti-rûpatvâd antar-bhûta iti na tad-arthaô vaidharmya-dåšþânta ucyate.—‘A
counter-example which excludes [the position of opponents] is not mentioned here because exclusion
is included in the avîta, having a nature which denies possible characteristics of other entities.’
12
YDî 84.19–85.3: vîtâvîta-sâmarthyât. vîtâvîtâbhyâô hetu-bhûtâbhyâm abhipretârtha-siddhir
iti vakšyâmaÿ. prasaógi-dharmântara-nivåtti-mukhena câvîta-prayogaÿ. tatra yadâ prasaóginâô
hima-vilayanâdînâô deœa-kâla-liógaiÿ pratišedhaÿ kriyate tadâ mukta-saôœayaô pratipattir
bhavati. deœatas tâvat tad yathâ dakšiòâ-pathe nâsti hima-vilayana-sambhavaÿ. kâlato yathâ
prâvåþ-kâle. liógato ’pi yasmân mudga-gavedhuka-œyâmaka-kâšþha-tåòa-mûtra-œakåt-prabhåtînâm
anupalambhas tathôšma-kalušatvâdînâm upalabhâÿ. tasmât pariœešato meghyâ evâpa iti.
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In the argument of ten main topics (cûlikârtha)13 in the sixty topics, the author of
YDî refers to the term vîta as the means to prove the existence and uniqueness of
primordial matter.
‘Among them the existence and uniqueness of it is proved by five vîta
reasons.’14
The author of YDî enumerates five kinds of vîta.15 The five kinds of vîta are the five
reasons which prove the existence of primordial matter. They are enumerated in SK 15:
‘[Primordial matter exists,] because (1) specific objects are finite,
(2) they possess homogeneity, (3) they act according to their potency,
(4) there is distinction between cause and effect, and (5) because of the
merging of the world.’16
These five reasons in SK15 are named vîta. Here we see the concept that the term vîta
denotes a group of five reasons for the proof of the existence of primordial matter.17
The term avîta appears in connection with the proof of the existence of primordial
matter in its definition as seen above (p. 364). The same usage is again found in
YDî as follows:
‘This word (i.e. the term prakåti-kåtaÿ in SK 56) is used to end the argument. The existence of primordial matter is established by the vîtaavîta inference. It depends on the exclusion of atoms, and so on.’18

13
The concept cûlikârtha is the ten topics of the sixty which constitute the Šašþi-tantra of
Vâršagaòya. Ten topics are found in YDî 2.12–13. These are: pradhânâstitva, ekatva, arthavattva,
anyatâ, pârârthya, anaikya, viyoga, yoga.
14
YDî 6.14: tatrâstitvam ekatvaô pañcabhir vîtaiÿ siddham.
15
The five kinds of vîtas are seen again in YDî 154.11, which reads as follows:
evam etaiÿ pañcabhir vîtair vyaktasya kâraòam asty avyaktam iti siddham / (YDî 154.11–12)
16
SK 15:
bhedânâô parimâòât samanavayâc chaktitas pravåtteœ ca /
kâraòa-kârya-vibhâgâd avibhâgâd vaiœva-rûpasya //
17
The same concept is seen in the argument raised by an opponent who doubts the validity of
the reason. The opponent criticises the concept that the five reasons form a group called vîta,
saying that each individual reason cannot be deemed valid if it is considered independently outside
the group of five reasons. This opposition presupposes the concept that vîta is composed of five
reasons, see YDî 92.26–27: tatrâpi vîtaÿ pañca-prabheda ity ataÿ samudâyân niškåšþasyÎkasya
liógatvam aœakyaô vaktum iti.—‘If the vîta reason consists of five kinds, one reason extracted
from the collection cannot be said to be an independent reason.’
18
YDî 261.19–20: anena vâkya-parisamâpty-arthaô vîtâvîtâbhyâô siddhaô pradhânâstitvam
aòv-âdi-pratišedhaô câpekšate.
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The author of YDî (89.11–12) tries to show that the existence of primordial matter
has been established by the vîta and avîta inference, in which the exclusion of other
possible entities like atoms is also established. The avîta inference plays this part of
exclusion in the whole inference.
1.5. In the previously cited phrase, we see the concept that both of vîta and avîta are
applied together.19 If vîta and avîta are used at the same time, it is said that vîta must
be used first. The author of YDî (97.5–6, see n. 22) shows that this concept has been
widespread.
This is easily understood, as the vîta inference has a positive probandum, without
which nothing can be excluded.20 The concept that both must be applied together
implies that both are not independent methods of inference.

19

The same concept that both of vîta and avîta must be used together is seen in the argument
of SK 8ab which runs as follows:
saukšmyât tad-anupalabdhir nâbhâvat kâryatas tad-upalabdhiÿ /
‘The non-perception of primordial matter is due to its subtlety, not due to its nonexistence. Because it is actually known through its effects.’
An opponent raises the objection that it is unnecessary to mention the term nâbhâvât, because
the Sâôkhya’s position is adequately expressed by the reason saukšmyât. The author of YDî responds to this objection by resorting to vîta and avîta. His point is that the reason saukšmyât is that
of vîta. The reason nâbhâvât is the application of avîta, because it denies other possible entity
abhâva. If primordial matter is not perceived due to its non-existence then, as the remainder, it is
not perceived due to its subtlety. First, the reason vîta is mentioned, followed by the reason avîta
for the completeness of the reasoning process. Using this argument, the author of YDî justified
SK 8, which enumerates two reasons for the one theme. The theme here is not about the existence
of primordial matter.
The same concept is seen in YDî 244.4–5: yadâ vîtâvîtaiÿ pradhânam adhigamya tatpûrvaktvaô ca mahad-âdînâô vikârâòâm.—‘Understanding primordial material by the vîta and
avîta, and understanding that the evolutes, mahad and so on, presuppose it, [a yogin is satisfied].’
We further find the same concept in the opinion raised by others (tantrântarîya), in
YDî 107.2–3: yat uktaô tantrântarîyaÿ “na påthak-pratipatti-hetû vîtâvîtau” iti tad išþam eva
saógåhîtaô bhavati.
20
The author of YDî (97.6 ff.) explains the reason why the avîta reason comes after vîta as
follows: The characteristics of avîta support the probandum through exclusion. If a conclusion is
drawn from the negation of opposites, there is nothing from which an exclusion can be made. If,
as in the avîta inference, negation comes first, the following inference is possible: if [we know
that] things (vyakta) did not originate from atoms etc., on the ground that the reason which supports the atoms etc., is negated, likewise [we know that] things did not appear from primordial
matter because of the lack of a positive reason for its existence. It must, therefore, be established
that things appears from primordial matter by the vîta reasons. Here again the function of avîta is
to exclude other possible entities after the establishment of the existence of primordial matter .
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1.6. Let us now summarise the previously cited occurrences of the terms vîta and
avîta in YDî, according to their usages. The term vîta is generally used as (1) an
inferential reason, connected with the syllogism of ten parts (§ 1.2), and as
(2) connected with five reasons that prove the existence of primordial matter seen in
SK 15 (§ 1.4). The term avîta is generally used as an inference to exclude other
possible entities, but specifically to exclude other possible entities which could occupy the position of primordial matter. Both of them must be applied together, first
vîta, then avîta, for the completeness of the inference. Keeping these different usages in mind, let us examine the usage of the terms in the literature older than YDî
in order to clarify the concepts associated with them.
2.1. Prof. FRAUWALLNER (1958) made a great contribution to the inference theory
of the early Sâôkhya. In his paper, he analysed the argument of inference found in
the Pramâòa-samuccaya (PS), in its commentary by Jinendrabuddhi, in the
Dvâdaœâra-naya-cakra and its commentary, the Nyâyâgamânusâriòî (NAA), by
Siôha-sûri, assuming that the inference theory referred to in these texts is that of the
Šašþi-tantra (ST) of Vâršagaòya and of two commentaries on ST. He finally presented a part of the text of ST which dealt with valid means of cognition, including
inference. The presented text, which consists of Sanskrit and Tibetan, includes the
following topics:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

The definition of inference (anumâòa): sambandhâd ekasmât œeša-siddhir
anumânam.
Seven kinds of definite connections (sambandha) in the definition of inference: their designations and two examples for each kind.
The definition and explanation of direct perception (pratyakša): œrotrâdivåttiÿ.
A short explanation of a trustworthy person (âpta).
Two kinds of inference (anumâna): the analogical inference based on particularity (viœešato-dåšþa) and the analogical inference based on similarity
(sâmânyato-dåšþa).
Two kinds of analogical inference based on similarity (sâmânyato-dåšþa):
pûrvavat (a priori) and œešavat (a posteriori).
Two kinds of application of œešavat: vîta and avîta.
Parts of verbal expression, or the syllogism of vîta: pratijñâ, hetu, dåšþânta,
upasaôhâra, nigamana.
Proof of the existence of primordial matter (prakåti): An example of vîta and
âvîta.
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2.2. In the reconstructed text of ST (RST), vîta and avîta appear first as two ways of
applying the œešavad anumâna. The relevant portion is as follows:
‘Among them, the inference based on similarity is used as posteriori
inference, the reason of posteriori inference is used for cognition of
things beyond the range of sense organs. It is divided into two categories by difference in application, that is, vîta and âvîta. The vîta reason
is established by the nature of probandum itself. When reason is used
for the completion of probandum by its own nature, without depending
on the opposite side, then it is called vîta. The establishment by âvîta
is through the remainder. When this reason is used for the completion
of probandum, being decided that, as it does not come into existence in
any other way, but that it exists, the only reason possible becomes the
remainder, and it is called âvîta.’21
Here, as seen in YDî, the vîta and avîta are two ways of applying inference,
known as œešavad anumâna. However, their definitions are not described in connection with an attempt to prove the existence of primordial matter. As seen again in
YDî, vîta is a reason based on the nature of probandum. Conversely, avîta is a kind
of reason that excludes other possible entities as probandum. A kind of general expression of both concepts is continued in the next description of the five-part syllogism, which is regarded as the verbal statement of vîta. The relevant text of RST
runs as follows:
‘The verbal expression of vîta consists of five parts: proposition, reason, example, application and conclusion. Proposition is the assertion
of probandum. Reason is the description of probans. Example is its
presentation. Application is the union of probans and example. Con21

RST, after FRAUWALLNER (1958: 44.3–4): tešâô yad etat sâmânyato-dåšþam anumânaô
œešavat, eša hetur atîndriyâòâô bhâvânâô samadhigame, tasya prayogôpacâra-viœešâd
dvaividhyam, vîta âvîta iti. svarûpâd vîta-siddhiÿ. yadâ hetuÿ para-pakšam avyapekšya svenÎva
rûpeòa kârya-siddhâv apadiœyate, tadâ vîtâkhyo bhavati. pariœešâd âvîta-siddhiÿ. yadâ nêdam ato
’nyathâ sambhavati, asti cêdam, tasmât pariœešato hetur evâyam ity avadhârya kârya-siddhâv
apadiœyate, tad-âvîtâkhyo bhavati.
The relevant texts of NAA 313.8–314.3, runs with slight differences: tešâô vîtâvîtânâô
lakšaòaô tad yathâ—prâg anumânaô saprabhedaô vyâkhyâya tešâô yad etat sâmânyato-dåšþaô
œešavad eša hetur atîndriyâòâô bhâvânâô samadhigame, tasya prayogôpacâra-viœešâd
dvaividhyam. vîta iti sâmânyena, viœešeòa tu svarûpâd vîta-siddhiÿ, yadâ hetuÿ para-pakšam
avyapekšya svenÎva rûpeòa kârya-siddhâv apadiœyate, tadâ vîtâkhyo bhavati. pariœešâd âvîtasiddhiÿ, yadâ nêdam ato ’nyathâ sambhavaty asti cêdam, tasmât pariœešato “hetur evâyam” ity
avadhârya kârya-siddhâv apadiœyate, tad-âvîtâkhyo bhavatîti prayoga-lakšaòam, sva-lakšaòaô tv
asya para-pakša-pratišedhena sva-pakša-parigraha-kriyâ âvîta iti.
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clusion is the repetition of proposition. [Teachers] think that it is
proper to use vîta first, and then âvîta.’22
From the previously quoted statement we know that the five-part syllogism is
called vîta in RST. The five parts are pratijñâ and so on, not including jijñâsâ and
so on as in YDî.
2.3. Following the previously mentioned general description of vîta and avîta, we
can see their real usages in RST. Prof. FRAUWALLNER took the vîta inference out of
a group of five to cite an example of its use, which is as follows:
‘Primordial matter exists. Because one sees homogeneity in things.
One sees the homogeneity of one sort in inner things consisting of effect and cause. <We will explain inner [things which] consists of effect
and cause.> Inner things, which are essentially made of effect, are five
in number. They are sound, touch, taste, form and smell. They are
nothing but combination of three constituents, that is, pleasure, pain
and bewilderment. Why? Because these five respectively make one effect. While sound, touch, taste, form and smell are in pleasure, they
make, as effect, brightness, lightness, generation, affection, happiness
and pleasure. [While these five are] in pain, the effect is dryness, separation (?, apabheda), excitement, regret and hate (?, apadveša). [While
these five are] in bewilderment, the effect is covering, exhaustion,
concealment, hate (?, baibhatsya, FRAUWALLNER: ‘Abscheu’), misery
and heaviness, and so on.’ 23

22
RST, after FRAUWALLNER (1958: 44.10–14): vîtasya vâkya-bhâvaÿ pañca-pradeœaÿ, pratijñâ
hetur dåšþânta upasaôhâro nigamanam iti. tatra sâdhyâvadhâraòaô pratijñâ sâdhana-samâsavacanaô hetuÿ, tan-nidarœanaô dåšþântaÿ, sâdhya-dåšþântayor eka-kriyôpasaôhâraÿ, pratijñâbhyâso
nigamanam iti purastâd vîtasya prayogaô nyâyyaô manyante, paœcâd âvîtasya.
The relevant text of NAA, 314.4–6, runs again with slight differences: vîtasya [âvîtasya] vâ
bhâvaÿ pañca-pradeœaÿ—pratijñâ hetuÿ dåšþânta upasaôhâro nigamanam iti. tatra
sâdhyâvadhâraòaô pratijñâ sâdhana-samâsa-vacanaô hetuÿ, tan-nidarœanaô dåšþântaÿ, sâdhyadåšþântayor eka-kriyôpasaôhâraÿ, pratijñâbhyâso nigamanam iti purastâd vîtasya prayogaô
nyâyyaô manyante, paœcâd âvîtasyêti.
Here, regarding the order of application (bolded part), we notice almost identical phrase in
YDî 97.5–6: tasmât sûktaô daœâvayavo vîtaÿ. tasya purastât prayogaô nyâyyam âcâryâ manyante.
23
RST, after FRAUWALLNER (1958: 44.16–24): asti pradhânam, bhedânâm anvaya-darœanât.
âdhyâtmikânâô bhedânâô kârya-karaòâtmakânâm eka-jâti-samanvayo dåšþaÿ, <âdhyâtmikânâô
kâryâtmakânâô vakšyâmaÿ>a âdhyâtmikâÿ kâryâtmakâ bhedâÿ œabda-sparœa-rasa-rûpa-gandhâÿ
pañca trayâòâô sukha-duÿkha-mohânâô sanniveœa-mâtram. kasmât? pañcânâô pañcânâô ekakârya-bhâvât, sukhânâô œabda-sparœa-rasa-rûpa-gandhânâô prasâda-lâghava-prasavâbhi-
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The reason anvayât corresponds to samanvayât in SK 15. In the Nyâyâgamânusâriòî,
on which Prof. FRAUWALLNER depends for reconstruction of ST, there is a somewhat lengthy description of vîta and âvita. After this inference, there follow four
more vîta inferences in NAA, to which Prof. FRAUWALLNER refers by means of the
sign ‘usw.’. The following reasons are the same as those in SK 15. The second reason
is parimâòât (because of finiteness or limited measure).24 Though the argument to
support the first reason is similar to that found in YDî, the argument for the second
reason is quite different, and will be briefly summarised in the following paragraph.
To show examples of things of finiteness (parimâòa), the author divides finiteness
into three categories: the finiteness of form (rûpa-parimâòa), the finiteness of behaviour (pravåtti-parimâòa) and the finiteness of result (phala-parimâòa). He further divides the finiteness of behaviour and finiteness of result into two categories.
The finiteness of behaviour is divided into two categories according to two purposes, that is, obtaining welfare and avoiding misfortune. Or it is divided into four
categories by the purposes of rightness (dharma) etc., that is, men who have purpose
of satisfaction (dhåti), good behaviour (sad-âcâra), love and pleasure (kâma-sukha)
and cessation (vinivåtti). Again it may be divided into five kinds, due to the nature
of breath etc. The third finiteness, that is, the finiteness of result, is divided into two
categories, visible and invisible (dåšþa and adåšþa). The finiteness of unseen result
possesses two kinds of potency (œakti), that is, supreme power (? prabhuœakti) and
omnipotent power (? vibhuœakti). In opposition to this, there are two kinds of impotency (aœakti). The beings with potency are god, gandharva, yaksa, raksas, pitå and
piœâca (cf. SK 53). The beings with impotency are human beings, cows, deer, birds,
serpents and plants. The nature of potency is the cause of body. (On the contrary the
nature) of impotency is to be born by means of womb, egg, sprout and wettish heat
(saôœoka). The beings born by means of womb or egg, are generated by a mother and
švaógôddharša-prîtayaÿ kâryam, duÿkhânâô œošatâpabhedadôpašþambhôdvegâpadvešâÿ,
mûðhânâô varaòa-sadanâpadhvaôsana-baibhatsya-dainya-gauravâòi etc.
a
The relevant portion of NAA 314.7–8, runs as follows: eka-jâti-samanvayo dåšþa iti candanaœakalâdi-dåšþântaô vakšyati. In the original text of ST, an example of candanaœakalâdivat might
have been present.
The relevant text of NAA, 314.4–6, runs again with slight differences: vîtasya [âvîtasya] vâ bhâvaÿ
pañca-pradeœaÿ—pratijñâ hetuÿ dåšþânta upasaôhâro nigamanam iti. tatra sâdhyâvadhâraòaô
pratijñâ sâdhana-samâsa-vacanaô hetuÿ, tan-nidarœanaô dåšþântaÿ, sâdhya-dåšþântayor ekakriyôpasaôhâraÿ, pratijñâbhyâso nigamanam iti purastâd vîtasya prayogaô nyâyyaô manyante,
paœcâd âvîtasyêti.
Here, regarding the order of application (bolded part), we notice almost identical phrase in
YDî 97.5–6: tasmât sûktaô daœâvayavo vîtaÿ. tasya purastât prayogaô nyâyyam âcâryâ manyante.
24
NAA 314.15: itaœ câsti pradhânaô bhedânâô parimâòât. âdhyâtmikânâô kâryakâraòâtmakânâô parimâòaô dåšþam.
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father. They have six receptacle (? šaþ-koœikam). By the earth are born plants
(udbhidja). By the heat of earth and water are born worms. (Cf. Manu-småti 1.43) This
is the finiteness of invisible result. The finiteness of visible result contains four kinds.
They are œakti, siddhi, tušþi, indriya-vadha. Additionally, atušþi and asiddhi are enumerated, which correspond to fifty topics found in ST, being referred to as ‘the creation of consciousness’ (pratyaya-sarga) in SK 46–50. (NAA 314. 15–318.6).
The author seems to show that all the extant beings in the world have finiteness in
themselves, by which even their ethical behaviour is limited. And, by this description of the many finite beings, he seems to indicate the existence of something beyond finite beings. This argument as a whole gives impression of being rather unrefined, or old fashioned at least.
In the same way, three more vîta inferences continue. The reasons are the same
ones as those found in SK 15. However, the interpretation of each reason is rather
unique and rather unsophisticated, as it does not appear in the commentaries of
SK.25 Observing the function of these inferences using rather simple examples, we

25

The third reason is ‘because of the cause-effect relationship’ (kârya-kâraòa-bhâvât). An outline of the interpretation of this reason is as follows:
The constituents of sattva, rajas and tamas, existing in sound etc., help each other through illumination, stimulation and obstruction. The sattva, as the essence of sound etc., illuminates
(khyâpayati) the activity of other two. In the same way, rajas stimulates the activity of other two,
and tamas stops the activity of other two.
In this way, the author continues to enumerate other examples, in an effort to prove that all existing beings are in a relationship of mutual help (upakârya-upakâraòa), which is the paraphrase of
kârya-kâraòa. With this notion of the mutual relationship among all existing beings, he perhaps tries
to prove one existent being that makes this mutual relationship possible. He concludes this inference
with the word that things are made by one creator (eka-kartåkâ bhedâÿ). (NAA 318.7–319.6).
The fourth reason is ‘because potencies are nothing but the state of having potency’ (œaktimadavasthâ-mâtratvâc chaktînâm).
Potency, which can create its own effects, exists in three stages. Observing that a thing
(vyakta) has beginning and end, one can infer that it possesses potency. This is because, if potency
does not exist, it is impossible for a thing to have a beginning, like a sky-flower. The fact that a
thing has a beginning means that it possesses potency. From the fact that the activity of the potency of a thing is seen, that potency, that is, primordial matter , exists. (NAA 319.7–11).
The fifth reason is ‘because of attainment of dissolution of the multi-formed’ (vaiœvarûpyasyâvibhâga-prâpteÿ). The explanation of this reason is as follows: Juice etc., which is
changed form of water and earth, has manifold form, and is seen in plants. Then the changed form
of plants is seen in animals. Then the changed form of animals is seen in plants. Then of plants in
plants, of animals in animals. In this way, everything is seen in everything, because the barriers
between the species are not fixed. However, as they are anchored by place, time, appearance and
occasion, they do not take the same form at the same time. We think that the manifold form of
juice is the one transformed from of water and earth. For other material elements, there are other
transformation. In the same way, for other elements there are again other transformation. By ne-
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can safely infer that these must have been discussed in earlier literature of the
Sâôkhya school, for example, in ST.
With regards to syllogism, the first line of all the five inferences starts with a syllogistic expression, for example: pradhânam asti bhedânâm anvaya-darœanât. After
this statement, we see long description of an example or interpretation of reason. Finally the last three inferences end with the expression: tasmâd asti pradhânam. It is,
therefore, difficult to postulate that these inferences are formed from the five-part
syllogism scheme.
2.4. By such five vîta reasons as (1) samanvaya, (2) pramâòa, (3) upakâra,
(4) œakti-pravåtti, (5) vaiœvarûpya-gati, the existence of primordial matter is established. Next, in order to strengthen the conclusion of the five vîta inferences, five
âvîta inferences are mentioned. The essence of the concept of âvîta is said to be in
denial of the concept propounded by an opponent, by which the standpoint of a
proponent is established. The opponents are those who regard cosmic man, God and
atoms as the cause of the world, and those whose mind are wicked, and Buddhist.
Among these opponents, Buddhists are said to be criticised first.26 These reasons are
called âvîta. The first argument, which is clearly mentioned as âvîta, and is taken as
an example of the âvîta inference by Prof. FRAUWALLNER (1958: 45), is as follows:
‘If things are born from non-existence, as there is no cause (yoni),
things come to be one and the same. As primordial matter does not
exist, things of the world become equal without distinction. Why? Because we see that individual things presuppose the existence of equality. For example, such individual things as yoghurt, sour cream, curds,
fresh butter, clarified butter, buttermilk, coagulated milk and inspissated milk presuppose milk. In non-existence, there exists no existential being (bhâva) which is presupposed to exist in any individual
thing. Hence, things would come to be one and the same. But this is
not the case. Therefore, a thing is not born from non-existence. The
world does not originate from existence.27 As a result, this individual

cessity, there is a state of non-separation, and it is in primordial matter that this non-separation
occurs, because the one that has all the shape presupposes the state of non-separation. Therefore
the primordial matter exists. (NAA 320.1–8).
26
NAA 321.6–7: tasyâsya pratipakšâÿ sarvÎkântinaÿ purušêœvarâòu-pravâdâÿ vikâra-purušâ
vainâœikâœ ca. tešâô vainâœika-pratišedham agre vakšyâmaÿ. The similar opponents are enumerated in the beginning of YDî 2.2–3.
27
This phrase is not understood. Prof. FRAUWALLNER (1958: 45.8) omits this sentence from his
RST.
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thing is born from nothing but primordial matter, which is the one remaining possibility. Therefore, primordial matter exists. This is the âvîta
inference which corresponds to vîta reason of homogeneity (anvaya).’28
This âvîta inference first aims to deny the originality of things from non-existence. Second, it attempts to show the contradiction in the assumption of the nonexistence of primordial matter. In order to highlight the contradiction they assume
that primordial matter does not exist. Another characteristic is that it is connected
with one of the vîta reasons. It can therefore be said that this âvîta inference attempts to show the existence of primordial matter from the reverse viewpoint of the
vîta inference.
This âvîta inference does not deny or exclude the existence of any entities that
might substitute for primordial matter, which are enumerated by name (such as God
and so on), just before the real application of this âvîta inference. That is to say, this
inference does not aim to exclude any other entities which might substitute for primordial matter. This is the case with a set of four âvîta inferences in NAA. All the
four âvîta inferences deny that things could have originated from non-existence
(nêdaô vyaktam asata utpadyate).29
28

NAA 321.12–18: kiô cânyat. yadia vyaktasyâsata utpattir yony-abhâvâd ekatva-prasaógaÿ,
pradhânâbhâvât sâmânya-mâtram idaô vyaktaô niviœešam ity etat prasajyeta. kasmât? sâmânyapûrvakatvâd viœešâòâm, sâmânya-pûrvakâ hi loke viœešâ dåšþâÿ, tad yathâ—kšîra-pûrvakâ dadhimastu-drapsa-nava-nîta-ghåtârišþa-kilâþa-kûrcikâbhâvâÿ. na tv asati bhâvaÿ kaœcid asti yat-pûrvakâ
vyakti-viœešâÿ syuÿ. tasmât sâmânya-mâtram idaô vyaktaô nirviœešam ity etat, na tv idaô tâdåk.
tasmâd nêdaô vyaktam asata utpadyate. na cêdaô sata utpadyate. pâriœešyât pradhânâd evêdaô
vyaktam utpadyatab ity etad yuktam. tasmâd asti pradhânam iti. ešo ’nvaya-vîtasyâvîtaÿ.
a
Prof. FRAUWALLNER (1958: 45.1) starts RST with this term yadi. In NAA 321.10–12, before
this inference, another inference is drawn which can be regarded as an âvîta inference, which runs
as follows: kiô cânyat, yadi vyaktasyâsata utpattir bhavaty arthârhtibhis tåòa-pâôœu-vâlukâÿ
muktâ-maòi-rajata-suvaròâni kriyeran, kasmât? abhâva-kriyâ guru-kâryâ bhâva-kriyâ laghvîti. na
tv evaô kriyate, tasmâd ayuktam ity âdi yâvad uktôttaratvâd asamyag-vidhiÿ.—‘Moreover, if a
thing is born from non-existence, pearls, diamonds, silver and gold are made from a grass, dust
and sand by those who wish to make things. Why? Because the action of non-existent things
makes a heavy matter with the help of light existent things (?). This actually does not happen.
Therefore that is not right. As far as the answer is concerned, the standpoint is not right.’
Though it is not related to any vîta reason, from the nature of its meaning, it must be related to
homogeneity (anvaya). This inference might be another example of the âvîta inference corresponding to one of the five vîta reasons, that it, homogeneity (anvaya). There is the possibility that
more than five âvîta reasons are contrived before the number was fixed at five.
b
Here Prof. FRAUWALLNER ends RST with the word utpadyate.
29
The following âvîta inferences are summarised in the follows:
The reason called yony-abhâvât, which is found in the previous âvîta inference, is again used
for the next âvîta inference which corresponds to vîta reason called parimâòât. Finiteness is in-
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Each argument has a somewhat regular expression at the end to show its relation
to the vîta reasons, which are as follows:
NAA 323.2: ešo ’nvaya-vîtasyâvîtaÿ prasaógo vyâkhyâtaÿ.
NAA 323.4: tatra kârya-kâraòa-vîtasya âvîtas tâvat.
NAA 323.11: kârya-kâraòa-vîtasya âvîtaÿ.
NAA 323.12: iti œakti-vîtasya âvîtaÿ.
NAA 323.17: vaiœvarûpyâvibhâga-gati-vîtasya âvîto drašþavya iti.
In NAA, each âvîta inference is considered to correspond to the relevant vîta reason. The purpose of the âvîta inference is to support the relevant vîta reason by ob-

evitably connected with the creation of the world. If primordial matter does not exist, an individual thing will exist without finiteness. Why? Because things in the world are seen to be measured
by the rod, measure, hand, fathom, string and one’s height (tulâ-mâna-hasta-vyâma-rajjvâtmôpacayaiÿ) (NAA 322.3). If primordial matter does not exist, anything known by measuring
will not exist. Therefore things must have come into existence without being measured. This is not
the case. Therefore, a thing does not originate from non-existence, and a thing does not originated
from existence. It is born from primordial matter as the only remaining possible being. Therefore,
primordial matter exists.
After this inference we encounter another âvîta inference connected with the first vîta reason
called anvaya (NAA 322.6–323.2)
Subsequently, in connection with the vîta reason called kârya-kâraòa-bhâvât, the âvîta inference is mentioned. In the world, things are divided into two categories, cause and effect. If things
are born from non-existence, they cannot be related to cause and effect, because they work neither
simultaneously nor successively. In the world we see a thing is made, works and perishes. This is
impossible without mutual dependence between cause and effect, like an axle and wheel. Therefore, it is impossible to postulate a relationship of cause and effect in things born from non-existence. But things in the world are related to cause and effect. Therefore, they are not born from
non-existence. As a result, things are born from nothing but primordial matter, as the one remaining possibility. Therefore, primordial matter exists. This is the âvîta inference which corresponds
with vîta reason called kârya-kâraòa (NAA 323.4–11).
Next in connection with the vîta reason called œakti, the âvîta inference is made as follows. If a
thing originates by chance without cause (nirbîjam akasmât), that is, from non-existence, it originates without any relationships to others. But, as a matter of fact, a thing originates when it is
connected with others. Therefore, a thing does not originate from non-existence. This is the âvîta
inference of the vîta reason called œakti (NAA 323.11–12)
As regards the last âvîta inference, it occupies the rest of the chapter, exploring the examination of result and its result (?) (prasakta and anuprasakta). These should be considered as the âvita
inference, which corresponds to the vîta reason called vaiœvarûpyâvibhâva-gati (NAA 323.12–14)
Though the text is not so clear, the purpose of the rest of the chapter is to deny origination from
absolute non-existence by showing that everything merges into everything else (vikârasya
vinâœitvam), but the primordial matter does not (pradhânasya vinâœitvam iti etad ayuktam). The
means for this proof seem to have been enumerated: recognition, the effect of an act, restriction of
cause and result (?, pratyabhijñânârtha-kriyâ-hetu-kârya-niyamâdibhiœ ca hetubhir) (NAA 323.16).
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serving the situation from the opposite standpoint, that is, by the assumption of the
non-existence of primordial matter.30
3. Another commentary of SK, i.e. the Sâôkhya-tattva-kaumudî (STK), explains the
term vîta and avîta in relation to the classification of inference (anumâna). The
author Vâcaspatimiœra classifies inference into two categories, vîta and avîta, providing a definition for both: the function of vîta is affirmation, and that of avîta is
negation. He then connects this classification with the three kinds of inference.
While vîta consists of two kinds: pûrvavat and sâmânyato-dåšþa, avîta is only
œešavat.31 In any case, when he refers to vîta and avîta, the interest of Vâcaspatimiœra is in the well arranged classification of inference. His interest has nothing
to do with the proof of primordial matter.
4. Concerning the relationship between the vîta inference and a syllogistic expression, an argument in YDî raises the question whether or not ST includes the fivepart syllogism. At the beginning of YDî, the elements of tantra are discussed to
prove that YDî is entitled to be called tantra. The author of YDî seems to believe
that all ST, SK and YDî are authoritative treatise (tantra). They are entitled to be

30
After the final âvîta inference we encounter a phrase that acts as a kind of summary of the
âvîta inference, NAA 323.17–324.6: evam ešâô pradhânâstitvÎkyâdi-sâdhanârthaô vîtânâô tatsadbhâvasya anyathâ vyaktâsambhavasya vâ darœanena try-âtmaka-yoni-hetutvam avaœyam ity
etad avadhâraòârthânâô câvîtânâm atathârthatvam ukta-vidhinâ pratipâditam.—‘In this way,
while the vîta inference is used in order to prove the existence and uniqueness etc. of primordial
matter, the âvîta inference is used to confirm that the cause is made of three constituents, that is,
primordial matter. For this purpose, the âvîta inference will show that things never originate otherwise, and that things do not exist as they do, if the primordial matter does not exist.’
31
STK on SK 5: tatra prathamaô tâvad dvividham—vîtam avîtaô ca. anvaya-mukhena
pravartamânaô vidhâyakaô vîtam. vyatireka-mukhena pravartamânaô nišedhakam avîtam.
Vâcaspatimiœra refers to the proofs of the non-difference of cause and effect in SK 9, calling them
avîta. Here, all the proofs end in nârthântaratvam (‘being not different from’). By means of this
negative expression the proofs are regarded as avîta.
The view that avîta is the negation of an opponent is found in Uddyotakara and Dignâga, see:
NV on NS 1.1.35, vol.1, p.211: so ’yam avîtaÿ para-pakša-pratišedhârtha eva
bhavati. tâv etau vîtâvita-hetû lakšaòâbhyâô påthag-abhihitâv iti. tatra
svarûpeòârtha-paricchedakatvaô vîta-dharmaÿ, avîtaÿ punaÿ para-pakšapratišedhenÎva pravatata iti.
PS, Sde dge 56a1–2: kun gyi rjes thog ma las bsal te ÿoós pa ÿgrub po shes pa la
gshan gyi ÿdod pa so sor bkag nas raó gi phyogs yoós su gzuó baÿi bya ba ni bsal
te ÿoós paÿo shes grag go / so sor ÿgegs paÿi thabs ni góis te, dpe daó ÿgal ba
daó khas blaós pa daó ÿgal ba shes so /
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called tantra, if they are possessed of necessary elements. The tantra is defined as
follows:
‘A philosophical work (tantra) is excellent if it contains: suitability of
aphorisms, means of gaining knowledge and parts [of a logical syllogisms], no deficiencies [of principles], a description of doubt and decision, a brief statement and detailed explanation, the correct order [of the
enumeration of principles] and appellations and [their] exposition.’32
The author of YDî explains all the terms in the above verse, and tries to prove the
three texts are tantra. In the explanation of ‘part’ (avayava), the author of YDî 4.7
defines that the part consists of two kinds: jijñâsâdayaÿ pratijñâdayaœ ca. An opponent raises a question: the parts must not be mentioned, because they are not taught
in the treatise, that is, SK. The author of YDî tries to justify his mention of the parts,
even if the term does not appear in SK. The third reason that the author of YDî uses
in support of his justification is the fact that parts are taught in other authoritative
texts (tantrântarôkteÿ). He explains this reason in the following way: teachers like
Vindhyavâsin and so on taught the parts in their authoritative texts. These teachers
are our criteria (pramâòa). We can, therefore, said the author of YDî, mention the
parts, even if they do not appear in SK. Here the author of YDî does not refer to ST
to quote a description of the avayava, instead, he has recourse to other treatise written by Vindhyavâsin and so on to show that the Sâôkhya had a tradition of logical
expression. The author of YDî here does not refer to Vâršagaòya, even though he
seems to have a good knowledge of him and his ST.33 This fact suggests that ST
itself did not refer to syllogism consisting of five or ten parts.
The second reason which may support this suggestion is the method of description
of NAA, where a five-part syllogism is certainly included, but in a compact and
well-ordered form. On the other hand, the real application of the vîta inference does
not match the syllogistic expression. Taking long and undeveloped descriptions
found throughout the whole section of the vîta inference, there seems to be a wide
gulf between the description of the five-part syllogism and that of the five vîta inference. This contrasted description gives the impression that they were not written by
the same person. This impression is strengthened by the fact that we encounter two
different kinds of the âvîta inference in NAA. One postulates origination from nonexistence and non-existence of primordial matter. The other is said to exclude pos-

32

YDî 3.10–11:
sûtra-pramâòâvayavôpapattir anyûnatâ saôœaya-niròayôktiÿ /
uddeœa-nirdeœam anukramaœ ca saôjñôpadeœâv iti tantra-sampat //
33
Cf. OBERHAMMER (1961).
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sible entities other than primordial matter, but without any real application. Thus it
seems that the description found in NAA is not based on a single source, and that
the portion of the syllogism and the real application of the vîta inference do not
originate from the same source. It is therefore possible that this portion of the syllogism should be ascribed not to ST, but to Vindhyavâsin.34 This again leads to a possibility that the syllogism is employed first in Sâôkhya by Vindhyavâsin.35
5. As seen above, there are several different meanings or usages in the vîta and
avîta. Here I would like to explain the different usages of the same expression in
terms of a historical change. Based on a description of NAA and YDî, both of which
contain real applications of the vîta-avîta inference, I shall conclude this paper with
the following hypothesis.
The Sâôkhya made a great effort to prove the existence of primordial matter,
which is a unique concept of the school. They contrived various reasons in an effort
to prove its existence. Finally, five reasons were contrived. They are considered to
be a group sharing the same function, called vîta. To strengthen their position, the
Sâôkhya thinkers tried to highlight the contradiction in the assumption of non-existence of primordial matter. They tried to show that each vîta reason does not hold
true if primordial matter does not exist. In accordance with the number of vîta reasons, this kind of inference is also five or more in number. As they are considered to
34
Prof. FRAUWALLNER (1958: 34.3–5) (= Kleine Schriften: 254.3–5) takes a portion referred to
by Jinendrabuddhi to be a part of the commentary on ST written by Vindhyavâsin.
35
When we think of influence of Vindhyavâsin, we should perhaps be reminded of the fact
that the concept of viœešato-dåšþa anumâna, which Prof. FRAUWALLNER ascribes to ST, is referred
to in the Mîmâôsâ-œloka-vârttika 5.4 (Anumâna-pariccheda) 143 and ascribed to Vindhyavâsin;
see MŒV 5.4 (Anumâna-pariccheda) 142–143 (p. 86):
tad-deœâsthena tenÎva gatvâ kâlântare ’pi tam /
yadâgnir budhyate tasya parva-bodhât punaÿ punaÿ // 142 //
sandihyamâna-sadbhâva-vastu-bodhât pramâòatâ /
viœeša-dåšþam etac ca likhitaô vindhyavâsinâ // 143 //
Translation of the two verses by Ganganatha JHA (1900–1908: 202):
‘On account of his former cognition (of the concomitance of “Fire” and “Smoke”)
such a person suspects the existence of “fire” whenever he sees any “smoke”, and
finds (on inspection) that in every case, (his suspicion is justified and) “fire” does
exist.
The frequent repetition (of such suspicion and its subsequent verification) gives
rise to a definite general premise (that “the existence of smoke is always accompanied by the existence of fire”). It is the cognition of such particular relations that
has been laid down by Vindhyavâsin.’
These verses, with slightly differences, are again cited in the TSa 1445–1446 (p. 422).
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have the same function as the case of vîta, they are called avîta or âvîta as a group.
By the application of both vîta and avîta, the existence of primordial matter was
considered to have been completely proved. This is possibly the original concepts of
vîta and avîta.
Being treated as a pair, a set of vîta and âvîta is considered to be the typical
method of reasoning employed by the Sâôkhya school. However, over time there
occurred some changes in the meaning of both terms. An inference based on these
five vîta reasons also called vîta. There is no substantial difference between the vîta
reasons and the vîta inference. With this change, the vîta inference is criticised by
opponents in relation to syllogistic expressions. But it is not certain that the Sâôkhya
had an interest in syllogism in earlier periods. Even if they had, it seems that the
syllogism consisted at most of three parts, not of five parts as found in
Vindhyavâsin. Regarding the concept of avîta, there occurred a change in its meaning, perhaps during the course of discussions with other schools. It came to mean
the exclusion of other possible entities of other schools which might have the same
function as primordial matter. As a result an original nature of avîta came to be
emphasised, that is, pariœeša, which became a characteristic of the avîta inference.
With this change avîta lost the relationship with five vîta reasons.
Both concepts finally came to be regarded as the two ways of reasoning that the
Sâôkhya generally used, distinct from the proof of the existence of primordial matter. At this stage, vîta is regarded as positive reasoning, and avîta is regarded as
negative reasoning through exclusion.
The most important thing for the Sâôkhya is to prove the existence of primordial
matter. It is necessary for them to contrive methods of reason in order to attain this
purpose. The concepts of vîta and avîta are a result of this effort. This is the only
thing that concerned the Sâôkhya, with some exceptions like Vindhyavâsin. As a
whole they seemed little interested in the logic itself and they did not make further
efforts to elaborate on the terms of inferential logic.
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Valid Knowledge and Belief in Classical Sâôkhya-Yoga*
PHILIPP A. MAAS

This paper is composed of three parts, starting with a brief description of the textual basis of Sâôkhya-Yoga. The second part is concerned with the concept of three
kinds of valid knowledge as defined in the Pâtañjala-yoga-œâstra (PYŒ); it discusses the relationship between the definitions of valid knowledge in the pramâòasection of PYŒ 1.7 and notions of valid knowledge apparent in various other passages of the text. This relation is shown to be a complex one, since the views on
valid knowledge applied in the body of the text more than once differ considerably
from those one would expect against the backdrop of the pramâòa-section. This
result leads to the conclusion that the theories of valid knowledge as expounded in
the pramâòa-section are probably innovations to the classical Sâôkhya-Yoga. The
third and final part of this paper deals with the role of the pramâòa-section in the
PYŒ. I argue that this passage does not, in the first place, aim at a philosophical
clarification. Patañjali upholds his special pramâòa-theories in order to create
acceptance for—or belief in—the soteriological efficiency of Sâôkhya-Yoga.
As is well known, very few primary texts of classical Sâôkhya-Yoga have survived. Almost all we have is the Yoga-sûtra of Patañjali together with its oldest
commentary, the so-called Yoga-bhâšya. According to manuscript colophons and
secondary evidence, both texts taken collectively bear the common title Pâtañjalayoga-œâstra. In the introduction to my critical edition of its first chapter, I have argued—in accordance with BRONKHORST (1985: 191–203), but for different reasons—that probably one single author named Patañjali collected the sûtras from different sources and furnished them with explanations which in later times came to be
known as the Yoga-bhâšya. The date of the work is still uncertain, but a time span
reaching from 325 to 425 CE seems to be most likely. 1

*
1

Many thanks to Susanne Kamüller for having a close look at my English.
MAAS (2006: xii–xix).
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For an appropriate understanding of difficult passages in the PYŒ—the number of
which could be reduced by critically editing the first chapter, but which are still by
no means rare—we can draw upon three sub-commentaries of different value. The
most important, i.e. the one being the most faithful to classical Sâôkhya-Yoga
thought, is without doubt the Pâtañjala-yoga-œâstra-vivaraòa (YVi). The question
of whether or not it is to be attributed to the famous Advaita-Vedântin Œaókara is
still open,2 and I cannot enter into this discussion here. For my present purpose it
may be sufficient to recall that the YVi’s basic text, i.e. the version of PYŒ commented upon by the author of YVi, definitely goes back to quite an early stage of
the transmission. The YVi’s basic text not infrequently transmits correct readings
which are lost in all manuscripts of the PYŒ available to me.3 As the YVi does not cite
any source younger than Kumârila,4 accumulative evidence hints to a proximity of the
YVi to its basic text not only with regard to its content, but also with regard to its time
of composition. An exact dating is difficult to establish, but I can see no reason why
the YVi should not go back to the late 7th or early 8th century CE. This, of course, does
not mean that we may follow blindly Œaókara’s interpretations, for the considerable
gap of time between the composition of the PYŒ and its oldest surviving commentary
will surely have had an impact on the development of philosophical ideas.
Due to limitations of space and time, this paper is mainly based upon Œaókara’s
interpretations, but Vâcaspatimiœra’s Tattva-vaiœâradî (TVœ) has been consulted
throughout. I did not, however, use the explanations provided by the Yoga-vârttika
of Vijñânabhikšu, which, in any case, is not a work of classical Sâôkhya-Yoga.
PYŒ 1.7, the pramâòa-section, contains a series of definitions of three kinds of
valid knowledge. It starts with perception (pratyakša):
‘Perception as valid knowledge is a mental process (våtti) which—because the citta is coloured (or: affected) by an outer entity by means of
the sense-capacities as channels—has this [entity] as its object (tadvišayâ). [Its] main task is to determine particularities of a sense object
which consists of generic properties as well as of individual properties.
The result is a uniform (aviœišþa) awareness of the mental process (cittavåtti) belonging to the self. I shall explain later [how] the self experiences its mental organ (buddhi).’5
2

Cf. HALBFASS (1991: 223 f.).
Cf. MAAS (2006: lxix).
4
HALBFASS (1983: 120).
5
PYŒ 1.7.2 f.: indriya-praòâðikayâ cittasya bâhya-vastûparâgât tad-višayâ sâmânyaviœešâtmano ’rthasya viœešâvadhâraòa-pradhânâ våttiÿ pratyakšaô pramâòam. phalam aviœišþaÿ
paurušeyaœ citta-våtti-bodhaÿ. “pratisaôvedî buddheÿ purušaÿ”, ity uparišþâd darœayišyâmaÿ.
3
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This definition states that an entity of the outer world (bahya-vastu) creates a
content of consciousness. The citta is related to the outside world by means of the
well-known set of sense capacities, i.e. hearing, feeling, smelling, tasting and seeing. These sense capacities provide the citta with a representation of the outer entity,
the sense object (artha).
Patañjali is not very specific as to the kind of involvement of the self. He merely
hints at it by using the våddhi-derivative paurušeya ‘belonging to the self’ and postpones a more thorough explanation to a later portion of the PYŒ. The passage referred to, i.e. PYŒ 2.20, is not concerned with perception as valid knowledge, but
with the generation of mental events in general. 6
The author of YVi, further illustrates this point by stating that the perception of a
blue colour includes the perception of two kinds of properties: the individual property (viœeša) of being blue, and the generic property (sâmânya) of being a colour.
Although both kinds of properties are subject to perception, the perception of the
generic property, viz. ‘colourness’ is subordinate to the perception of the individual
property, viz. blueness.7
The determination of generic properties in direct perception therefore accounts for
the recognition of class membership and for the application of a linguistic term to
the perceived entity. The determination of viœeša, on the other hand, provides information on an entity as being individual. Œaókara’s example clearly shows that
sâmânya and viœeša are relative notions, and not—like in Praœastapâda’s Vaiœešika—‘real factor[s] in the real world’8, which, of course, would have no place in
Sâôkhya-Yoga metaphysics.9 On the whole, the information provided by the PYŒ is
too scarce to allow a more thorough examination of these concepts, and, moreover,
their discussion is beyond the scope of this paper.
Having in view the metaphysical and soteriological dimension of Sâôkhya-Yoga,
the absence of any discernible reference to specifically yogic perceptions within the
definition of perception is surprising.
The author of YVi allows an opponent to formulate objections against the exclusion of yogic perception and introspection from the definition of perception:
‘[Objection:] The vision (darœana) of yogins, which is generated in
meditative concentration being free from conceptual thinking (vikalpa),
6

YS 2.20, p. 87.6 f., defines the role of the self in cognition: drašþâ dåœi-mâtraÿ œuddho ’pi
pratyayânupaœyaÿ.
7
YVi 177.2–4: na sâmânyaô nâvadhâryate, guòa-bhûtaô tu gåhyata eva. yathâ nîlaô rûpam
iti nîlâvadhâraòa-prâdhânye saty api rûpam eva nîlam iti guòa-bhûtam avadhârayati …
8
HALBFASS (1992: 117).
9
Cf. YVi 177.9–11: sarvam eva hi vastu vastv-antarâpekšayâ sâmânyaô viœešaœ ca.
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because it does not conform to this definition, as well as the knowledge of joy, passion etc., which does not require the sense capacities as
channels etc., should either be acknowledged as different means of
knowledge, or [the definition of pratyakša] should have stated that they
too are means of knowledge.
[Answer:] [This is] not [true], because [this objection has already
been] ruled out by [the definition itself, which states that perception] is
dependent on the self’s cognition. It is well known (hi), that perception
is not a mental process without cognition. [The mental process] having
cognition obtains its [status of] being perception only because of the
appearance of [pure] consciousness (i.e. the self). … The use of [the
expression] “the sense capacities as channels” is only [meant to be] a
clarifying explanation (anuvâda) for the coming into being of ordinary
perception, because otherwise the knowledge possessed by yogins and
by the supreme lord, which is independent from sense capacities,
would not be perceptions. But simultaneous grasping of fine, remote,
and other [objects that are imperceptible to ordinary perception] exists
by means of the mind-sattva which has everything as its object and refers to everything, when it is not restricted by taints, [karman, its fruition] and [latent deposits].’ 10
These objections deal with two kinds of mental events which allegedly are not included in the definition of pratyakša, as both are independent from sense capacities.
These are, on the one hand, yogic perceptions, and on the other hand introspections.
If one would deny both kinds of mental events to be valid knowledge at all, the
consequences would be severe. The refutation of yogic perceptions would render
Sâôkhya-Yoga meaningless.11 Moreover, the rejection of introspection as valid
knowledge would be tantamount to the rejection of the foundations of everyday life.
Although the YVi’s dismissal of these objections all in all is not convincing, it
seems—at least in part—to be in line with classical Sâôkhya-Yoga. We can leave
its relegation of the definition’s opening section to the status of a mere explanation
(anuvâda) out of consideration. It is not convincing, simply because it is very un10

YVi 178.7–179.1: nanu ca, yoginâô nirvikalpa-samâdhi-jaô darœanam, tasyânevaôlakšaòatvât, tathâ sukha-râgâdi-vijñânasya cânindriya-praòâðikâ-pûrvatvât, pramâòântaratvam
abhyupetavyam, pratyakšatvaô vâ vaktavyam, ucyate—na, pramâòasya puruša-pratyayâpekšatvena
parihåtatvât. na hy apratyayâ våttiÿ pratyakšam, caitanyôdaya-hetor eva sapratyayâyâÿ pratyakšatvam. … indriya-praòâðikâgrahaòaô laukika-pratyakšôdbhâvanânuvâda eva; anyathâ
hîndriya-nirapekšasya yogîœvarayor jñânasyâpratyakšatâ syât. asti hi kleœâdi-pratibandhâbhâve
sarvârthena citta-sattvena sarva-višayeòa yugapat-sûkšma-vyavahitâdi-grahaòam.
11
Cf. below, p. 391.
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likely that the author of the PYŒ would have expressed himself so misleadingly. If
his intention had been to solely provide a definition of worldly perception, which
excludes yogic and other forms, he would have had to particularly mention a distinction.
The second argument, on the other hand, deserves more attention. The acceptance
of all kinds of mental events providing consciousness of individual properties as
valid knowledge is in line with the final part of the definition, which refers to the
discussion of the relationship of puruša and citta in PYŒ 2.20 and similar passages.
As stated above, the passage is not primarily concerned with the perception of entities in the outside world. On the whole, the involvement of sense capacities and the
distinction between external and internal entities is not even mentioned.
The final argument, which seems to aim at the conceptual unity of the PYŒ, is obviously circular. It proves the agreement of the definition with other parts of the
PYŒ only on condition that this agreement is already taken for granted. There are,
indeed, a number of passages which evidently accept yogic states of consciousness
as pratyakša. For example, with regard to ‘the attainment without conceptual
thinking’ (nirvikalpa-samâpatti) we read: ‘This is the highest perception’ (PYŒ
1.42.9: tat paraô pratyakšam). According to the perspective of the author of YVi on
the PYŒ as a unified whole, this and similar passages prove the inclusion of yogic
perception into the above definition. From a more critical point of view, of course,
we cannot but notice that the endeavours of the commentator to establish harmony
is ultimately futile. The definition of perception seems to be alien at least to the
more yoga-specific parts of Sâôkhya-Yoga epistemology.
In turning to inference (anumâna), we do not need to concern ourselves with the
details of its definition, which according to TfphSI (Vol. 1: 47, col. 2, s.v. anumâna)
point to a ‘peculiar development of the teaching of anumâna’ in the history of Indian philosophy. For the present purpose it is sufficient to notice a parallel to the
definition of direct perception. PYŒ 1.7,7 runs: ‘… inference is a mental process
which mainly determines universals …’ (… sâmânyâvadhâraòa-pradhânâ våttir
anumânam …). In spite of the obvious fact that °pradhâna at the end of the
compound, here as well as in the definition of pratyakša, means ‘being chiefly concerned with’, the commentator as well as later passages in the PYŒ support a different interpretation. They regard inference as being restricted exclusively to the determination of generic properties, leaving no room at all for the capacity to determine individual properties. The following two passages sufficiently illustrate this
point. PYŒ 1.25.6 f. reads: ‘Inference exhausts itself by only drawing together generic properties. It is not able to determine individual properties’ (sâmânyamâtrôpasaôhâre kåtôpakšayam anumânaô na viœeša-pratipattau samartham). A
similar statement is met with in PYŒ 1.49.4: tathânumânaô sâmânya-višayam eva.
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The author of the pramâòâ-passage—although we do not know any details—must
have held a different position. If in his opinion anumâna had no capacity at all to
determine individual properties, he would not, again, have expressed himself so
misleadingly.
Similar to the treatment of direct perception, the commentaries, also with regard
to verbal testimony or authoritative teaching (âgama), give interpretations which go
far beyond the wording of the definition, but which are , nevertheless, in harmony
with later passages of the PYŒ. The definition of âgama runs:
‘A trustworthy person (âpta), communicates an object, which he himself has perceived (literally: seen) [or] inferred, in order to transfer his
own awareness to another person by means of a verbal expression
(œabda). The mental process of the listener, which because of [the]
words [uttered] refers to this object, is verbal testimony (or: authoritative tradition). Verbal testimony (or: authoritative tradition) is unreliable, if [it is given by] a speaker whose objects of speech are unbelievable, [and/or who] has not perceived or inferred the objects of his speech
[himself]; but if he is an original speaker who [himself] has seen or
inferred the object, there is no unreliability.’ 12
This passage quite clearly refers to the transmission of information from one human being to another. The inclusion of verbal testimony into the set of means of
knowledge must presumably be seen against the backdrop of verbal communication
of yoga teachers to their pupils. The instructions, advice and descriptions of mental
contents to be encountered in meditation would have been taken as supplementary and
subsidiary valid knowledge. The interpretations provided by Œaókara and Vâcaspati
are much more comprehensive. Both take âgama not as ‘valid verbal testimony’ but as
‘authoritative tradition’. Therefore they interpret the word mûla-vaktå (‘original
speaker’) as designating the supreme lord, Îœvara.13 The interpretation of âgama as
‘authoritative tradition’ seems to be an attempt to bring the definition into harmony
with the bulk of the PYŒ, as it is exactly this meaning of âgama—and its synonym
œruta—which is used throughout the PYŒ. Moreover, even the interpretation of
mûla-vaktå to mean ‘Îœvara’ is not as far fetched as it might seem on first sight. In
PYŒ 1.25 we find a citation from the Sâôkhya teacher Pañcaœikha,14 which desig12

PYŒ 1.7,9–12: âptena dåšþo ’numito ’rthaÿ paratra sva-bodha-saôkrântaye œabdenôpadiœyate.
œabdât tad-artha-višayâ våttiÿ œrotur âgamaÿ. yasyâœraddheyârtho vaktâ na dåšþânumitârthaÿ, sa
âgamo viplavate. mûla-vaktari tu dåšþânumitârthe nirviplavaÿ syât.
13
Cf. TVœ ad PYŒ 1.7 (= YS, p. 12.20 f.): mûla-vaktâ tatrêœvaro dåšþânumitârtha ity arthaÿ,
and YVi 195.9: mûla-vaktari tv âdi-vaktarîœvare.
14
According to TVœ ad PYŒ 1.25 (= YS, p. 31.16).
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nates Îœvara is as the ‘first knower’ who, as the founder of the Sâôkhya lineage of
teachers and pupils, expounds the teaching of Sâôkhya-Yoga to Âsuri.
‘The first knower, having taken possession15 of a mental capacity of
magical transformation (nirmâòa-citta)16, out of compassion, [being]
the venerable, most excellent seer [Kapila], taught [the teaching of
Sâôkhya-Yoga] to Âsuri, who was desirous to know.’ 17
Although the interpretation of mûla-vaktå as Îœvara is in line with the thought of
Sâôkhya-Yoga, it clearly goes beyond the wording of the pramâòa-passage. Moreover, it even seems to contradict this passage, which states that ‘the original speaker
has perceived [and/or] inferred himself’. It is hard to imagine how and why the
Îœvara, being capable of a direct perception of everything by means of his perfect
(utkåšþa) citta, should acquire knowledge by means of inference. Therefore the
definition cannot have been composed with the conveyance of knowledge from the
Îœvara to a human being in mind. It refers exclusively to interpersonal communication. If this is true, we are obliged to diagnose a tension between the definition of
âgama and the concept of authoritative teaching as it is accepted in different passages of the PYŒ.
Within the first chapter of the PYŒ we find, moreover, two statements dealing
with the aptitude of authoritative tradition to determine truth which clearly contradict each other. PYŒ 1.25 denies the capacity of inference to provide knowledge of
individual properties and ascribes this capacity to authoritative tradition:
‘… Inference is not able to [provide] knowledge of particularities,
therefore knowledge of particularities—as for example [the Îœvara’s]
omniscience—have to be gained from authoritative tradition.’18
In PYŒ 1.49, on the other hand, the capacity of âgama to provide knowledge of
particularities is boldly denied.
‘…knowledge [derived from] authoritative tradition … has generic
properties as its objects, since authoritative tradition cannot convey an
individual property.’ 19
15

For the meaning of adhišþhâya cf. BHSD: 12, col. 2, s.v. adhitišþhati.
Cf. BHSD: 302, col. 1, s.v. nirmâòa.
17
PYŒ 1.25.9–11: âdi-vidvân nirmâòa-cittam adhišþhâya kâruòyâd bhagavân parama åšir
âsuraye jijñâsamânâya provâca.
18
PYŒ 25.6 f.: … anumânaô na viœeša-pratipattau samartham iti tasya sarva-jñatvâdi-viœešapratipattir âgamataÿ paryešyâ.
19
PYŒ 49.2 f.: … âgama-jñânam … sâmânya-višayam. na hy âgamena œakyo viœešo ’bhidhâtum.
16
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These statements could only be reconciled if they would either deal with two different kinds of authoritative tradition or with different kinds of individual properties,
but I have not been able to find a hint to such a distinction.
These observations show that the pramâòa-section does not form a unified whole
with the remaining part of PYŒ. We find unexplained and inexplicable extensions and
limitations of their definitions. With regard to âgama we do not only have to ascertain
an extension of the definition of verbal testimony to authoritative tradition. We even
meet with contradicting statements regarding its aptitude to provide valid knowledge.
If one was asked to account for these findings, historical explanations and the
compilatory nature of the text would, of course, be the first things to come to one’s
mind. The final part of this paper elaborates this explanation.
The PYŒ was compiled at a time when the teaching of the pramâòas had become a
fixed part of philosophical treatises. The importance of pramâòa-theories for the various systems of philosophical thought cannot even be touched upon here, but we may
just briefly recall that it is not a mere coincidence that ‘pramâòa’ is the first word in
Gautama Akšapâda’s Nyâya-sûtra, which is supposedly older than the PYŒ.20
Although theories of valid knowledge in pre-classical Yoga may not have played a
very prominent part, Patañjali includes a pramâòa-theory into his Yoga-œâstra. His
motives presumably were not exclusively of a philosophical, but also of a strategic
nature. He did not only aim at the clarification of the concept of valid knowledge, but
was probably at least as much concerned about the acceptance of the soteriological
potential of Sâôkhya-Yoga. Therefore Patañjali not only places the pramâòa-theory at
the beginning of his work, but also puts perception at the head of the pramâòas.21
On the other hand, Patañjali in his own terms has good reasons for deviating from
the outline of direct perception in the bulk of the text. The definition of yoga in
YS 1.2 calls for the ‘shut down of all kinds of mental processes’ (citta-våtti-nirodha),
which, of course, includes the shut down of valid knowledge.
With the exception of the pramâòa-section, Patañjali is conspicuously silent about
the concepts of inference and verbal testimony. He almost exclusively refers to them
when stressing their dependence upon—and inferiority to—perception.22 But the
concept of perception in the pramâòa-section is not identical with the concept of
perception in the rest of the text. While the former is concerned with a theory of
ordinary knowledge dealing with outside objects which cause the content of con20

NS 1.1.1, p. 28.2.
In contrast to the PYŒ’s emphasis on perception, the older Šašþi-tantra holds inference to be
the most important means of knowledge. Cf. TfphSI, Vol. 3: 69, col. 1, s.v. pramâòa, which cites
FRAUWALLNER’s (1958: 265) reconstruction of the Šašþi-tantra.
22
Cf. PYŒ 1.42.9: ta[t pratyakšaô œ]rutânumânayor bîjam. tataÿ œrutânumâne prabhavataÿ.
21
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sciousness, the latter deals with supernatural knowledge and cognitions in meditation. The acceptance of these cognitions as valid knowledge is of fundamental importance for Sâôkhya-Yoga. If ‘knowledge of the difference’ (viveka-khyâti) between the self (puruša) and matter (prakåti) was denied the status of valid knowledge, Sâôkhya-Yoga would loose its soteriological potential. Therefore, one aim of
the theory of valid knowledge apparently is to foster the belief into the teachings of
authoritative tradition; a belief that leads to the support of followers as well as to
acceptance with practitioners. With an initial belief once secured, the teachings of
tradition and advice of the teacher lead the practitioner to yoga-specific cognitions
in meditation. These cognitions, if seen as valid knowledge, cause a deepening of
the belief in tradition.23 From this perspective, valid knowledge and belief in classical Sâôkhya-Yoga both embrace the cause of spiritual progress.
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Language,
Grammar
and Belief

Grammarians’ Leaving Logic at the Door*
ASHOK AKLUJKAR
—1—
1.1. It would not be illogical to think of the Bhartåhari-authored passage, Trikâòðî
(later commonly but inexactly referred to as Vâkyapadîya) 1.30–42, that I am about
to discuss, as a piece written, with unbelievable foresight, to serve as the basis for a
discussion focusing on logic and belief. The confrontation between willingness to
be satisfied with received wisdom, knowledge or information and the insistence on
asking for proof, reasoning or critical inquiry that is recurrently witnessed in life has
found an explicit and extended expression in this passage. Further, parts of it, particularly verses 34 and 42, namely,
yatnenânumito ’py arthaÿ kuœalair anumâtåbhiÿ /
abhiyuktatarair anyair anyathÎvôpapâdyate //
and
hasta-sparœâd ivândhena višame pathi dhâvatâ /
anumâna-pradhânena vinipâto na durlabhaÿ //
(translated under (d) and (f) in the appendix below, p. 405 ff.)
belong to the body of verses that later Indian philosophers quote again and again
when they respond to questions such as: What are the relative strengths of the com-

*

My thanks to George and Jody Cardona for their observations on the first version.
In the following, I will use ‘logic’ in its loose, colloquial sense, not as a technical term
standing for a specific branch or mode of philosophising. Reflecting the reality of my sources and
of the ordinary English usage, I will let ‘logic’ stand for any activity of the human mind in which
inferring, deducing, guessing, speculating, theorising, reasoning, arguing etc. of any kind is involved—for what we sometimes express with ‘thinking rationally, reasoning, non-faithbased
argument.’ Moving from a piece of knowledge (whatever is believed to be true at a given time) to
another piece of knowledge on the assumption that the two pieces are related to each other through
a cause-and-effect relationship would suffice for me as a definition of ‘logic’ in the present context.

Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy
Warsaw Indological Studies 3 (2011/2016) 395–414.
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monly accepted pramâòas? Is a pratyakša, thought to generate a piece of knowledge
directly or to provide empirical confirmation, always more reliable than an anumâna,
which brings knowledge of the world to us in a roundabout way? Do the pramâòas
always operate in dependence on each other, or, to ask the same question differently, should we think of the pramâòas as capable of being related to validity in
isolation from each other (see AKLUJKAR (1988))?
1.2. In TK 1.30–42, Bhartåhari’s argument consists of the following six steps (see
the correspondingly marked points in the appendix (p. 405 ff.) toward the end for
supporting textual evidence):
(a1) For matters or objects falling beyond perception and inference one needs
âgama ‘received knowledge’.
(a2) An âgama in this context starts with persons having extraordinary cognitive
capabilities or experiences. 1
(a3) If one wishes to explain logically why these persons had the capabilities or
experiences they are said to have had, one must assume that there was something different from the ordinary in their backgrounds—i.e. one must admit that
the roots of the extraordinary capabilities or experiences must be non-ordinary.
(a4) This non-ordinary cannot be something utterly undefined or unprecedented,
for, then, in putting it forward, one will not really be giving the expected precise cause-and-effect statement; one will, in effect, be saying that anything
can result from anything whatsoever. This means that, in a proper explanation, the background in the form of the extraordinary roots or causes must be
in accordance with some âgama, prescribing a method for certain cognitive
cultivation.
(b) So far in human history, reasoning has failed to impede what people do in the
case of religio-spiritual merit, the other world etc. Empirical evidence would not
support any assertion of overpowering or displacing role to rationality or logic.
(c) Inference is a shaky business. Predictions fail to come true as the situational
elements change.
(d) If one logician establishes a thesis carefully through inference, another logician accounts for it in a very different way. There is no uniqueness about the
manner of logical establishment (and therefore there is no constancy of philosophical presuppositions or implications).
(e) Jewellers, musicians etc., through practice, come to possess cognitive abilities, the nature of which they cannot explain to others, no matter how hard
1

Note the expressions åši, œišþa, âvir-bhûta-prakâœa and anupapluta-cetas occurring in the
passages cited in the Appendix.
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they think about the situation. The abilities make their cognition content, which
has a directness or vividness, indistinguishable from the content of perceptions.
Further, the directness or vividness is such that neither they nor those who believe in their abilities would allow inference to override what they say.
(f) Life being what the points made in (a)–(e) indicate it to be, relatively little
business of the world is run or can be run by relying solely on one’s inferential ability.
1.3. As in the case of many prophetic, programmatic or repeatedly useful passages,
TK 1.30–42 analysed above has a rather specific and relatively narrow context,
namely to argue that the Vaiyâkaraòas or grammarians should not be faulted for
teaching what expressions one should use, by resting their preference on the Veda
and the småtis receiving corroboration in the conduct of the spiritual elite.
Beginning with Kâtyâyana (not later than the third century BCE), the second
authoritative figure in the Pâòinian grammatical tradition, we have evidence to the
effect that the Pâòinîyas connected grammatical usage (sâdhu-œabdas) with religiospiritual merit (dharma). They considered alternative modes of this connection—
whether knowing such œabdas was sufficient or one must also employ them—and
concluded that employment backed by knowledge of the rules of grammar (œâstrapûrvaka prayoga) was required.
The question of whether merit was acquired or simply revealed also engaged their
minds. To judge by what Bhartåhari tells us, they voted in favour of the latter alternative.
The accessed merit could lead to worldly elevation (abhyudaya) or serve to
cleanse the mind as a preliminary to brahma-prâpti or mokša ‘spirit liberation, liberation of the worldly self or personality’. 2

—2—
2.1. The Pâòinian statement, given above in a summary form, is a mission statement. Like the university administrators of our time, almost every Indian system of
knowledge issued a mission statement, initially as a list of prayojanas and later as a
part of what came to be known as anubandha-catušþaya. However, the Pâòinîyas, in
making a case for the branch of knowledge they were pursuing, appear to have gone

2

I have dealt with the issues of understanding the grammarians’ concepts of dharma,
abhivyakti (‘revelation, manifestation’), abhyudaya and brahma-prapti/mokša in AKLUJKAR
(2004). References to earlier discussions of the issues can be found in the same article.
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too far to most modern minds. To connect grammar with worldly elevation seems
reasonable enough. Those who speak or write a grammatical form of a language—
those who place themselves close to the standard, respectable dialect—do seem to
have access to better economic opportunities in most settled or organised societies.
But in claiming as much as ‘our branch of study can enlighten you about brahman’,
implying ‘we can land you on brahman’, the grammarians appear to have overstated
their usefulness. Many witnesses to their claim begin to view them as slavishly imitating systems like the Vedânta or as incapable of shaking off a traditionally received assertion—as sacrificing reasonableness on the altar of belief. Even a grammarian like Bhaþþoji-dîkšita feels compelled to offer the clarification that Bhartåhari’s
elucidation of Brahman is incidental and resembles the gifting of the wish-fulfilling
jewel (Cintâ-maòi) to a cowrie-seeking reader (cf. ŒK, p. 12).
2.2. However, Bhartåhari, as the grammarian-philosopher giving us the earliest
available and sufficiently detailed statement on the issue, seems to be aware of the
possible negative reaction or criticism. In fact, he knew of thinkers who differed
radically from him. In the Våtti on TK 1.182, he refers to anitya-vâdins who were quite
satisfied in reading a social etiquette, a convention, in the ‘sâdhu : asâdhu’ distinction.
They did not see any reason for saddling the grammatical or sâdhu expressions with
the additional responsibility of leading to dharma. For these thinkers, our approbation
of some speech forms and our denigration of some other speech forms were not different from the expectations made of wrestlers etc., namely that the wrestlers should behave only in a certain way when training or competing, should not hold the opponent
with this or that part of his body and observe an honour code. All language was natural
and, therefore, not blameworthy in itself. It was a human act that some realisations of
language were given a position of honour and some not.3
2.3. Bhartåhari did not have to pulverise this view with blows of counter-arguments.
There was no great or absolute loss even if it was followed by the society. It contained an easily verifiable reality.4 While thus choosing not to lose his credibility by
going for a knockout punch, however, he had to be mindful of the need for cohesion
and comprehensiveness in his own philosophy. He knew that, as other considera3
TKV 1.182: anitya-vâdinas tu ye sâdhûnâô dharma-hetutvaô na pratipadyante, mallasamayâdi-sadåœîô [ca sâdhv-a]sâdhu-vyavasthâô manyante, te prâkåtaô sarvaô [/ prakåtyÎvam …]
sâdhûnâô œabdânâô samûham âcakšate. vikâras tu paœcâd vyavasthâpito yaÿ saôbhinnabuddhibhiÿ purušaiÿ svara-saôskârâdibhir ni[ròî]yata iti.
4
The structural similarity between depending on a œišþa for sâdhu determination and on an Oxford professor for the determination of acceptable English usage is pointed out in AKLUJKAR (2004:
§ 6.1). The subsequent sections of the same article may be helpful in understanding the differences.
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tions led him to posit the language-principle as Brahman and the Veda as the first
accessible manifestation or image (anukâra) of that Brahman, his philosophy would
be better off by locating all languages in the stream that started with the language of
the Veda (what we call Vedic Sanskrit or Sanskrit). Thinking in terms of mutually
exclusive languages or language families, each having a different point of origin,
was going to be inimical to theoretical economy—causing gaurava and losing
lâghava. Besides, since independent arguments could establish that language can
have no beginning in philosophy or logical theory (as distinct from any biological or
evolutionary beginning it might have had) and that, for this reason, each system had
to depend on âgama (that there could be no system that did not invoke anything
outside of itself), there was a considerable theoretical advantage in accepting the
Veda as the most fundamental âgama from which all âgamas, including those of the
Buddhists, Jains etc., sprang.5 For this configuration of theses in his thinking, as
well as because, he lived in an ethos in which any act involving restraint or selfdiscipline could be viewed as a Yoga that purified one’s personality and made one
more eligible for attainment of Brahman (AKLUJKAR (2004: § 6.6)), Bhartåhari’s
preferred view had to be that grammatical expressions had dharma-potential.
2.4. Bhartåhari was aware even of the more general and basic problem we would
now articulate with such words or phrases as ‘textual authority versus empiricism’
or ‘need for empirical verification in scientific determination’. He knew that there
would be opposition to claims such as ‘grammatical words have a merit-generating
nature’ (with or without the qualification that the user of such words must know
grammar) if the claimant had no reasoning to back up the claim. A discussion of
how a particular property of something is known had taken place before his time.
This discussion covered (even or especially) the issue of knowledge of a property
(or outcome) thought to be nonmundane or otherworldly (adåšþa). On such a background, he would not have been able to proceed by assuming a gullible or unquestioning reader even if he so wished. In fact, as I show in a forthcoming article on the
concept of Veda revelation, Bhartåhari preserves for us some precious early evi-

5
This reconstruction of Bhartåhari’s reasoning—of how Bhartåhari could have thought—is mine.
It would be too much to expect that he would give us an explicit statement on our question—a historical possibility that was unlikely to occur to him, given the different concerns of his works. However, only the configuration is mine and it falls within the bounds of charitable or creative reading that
we owe to any ancient thinker. For every component of the configuration there is explicit support in
Bhartåhari’s words. For the language-principle and the Veda, see AKLUJKAR (forthcoming): ‘Veda
revelation according to Bhartå-hari’; for one language stream, see AKLUJKAR (2003: § 5), (2004:
§ 6.1); for beginningless language, see AKLUJKAR (1970: § 4.19, § 5.26); for Bhartåhari’s acceptance
of Veda as the basis of even the unorthodox philosophies; see AKLUJKAR (1991: § 2.1).
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dence of engagement with the issue of need for empirical support. This evidence is
precious because it establishes that not only the issue was felt and tackled but also
that a refined philosophical theory developed in early India to get over the problem
of circularity to which any effort to handle the issue led.6 The crucial expression in
the evidence is sâkšat-kåta-dharman taken over from Yâska’s Nirukta in TKV 1.5
and the most revealing reason statement of it is tatra kecid âcâryâ manyante …
parâòudyate found in TKV 1.172 (SUBRAMANIA IYER (1966: 224–225)). I have
translated the passage in AKLUJKAR (2004: § 2.4) and, in the fifth section of the
forthcoming article to which I just referred, I have explained how the notion of
sâkšât-kåta-dharman åšis is, philosophically, a recognition of the need to have empirical evidence of properties attributed to things, as well as an attempt to get over
the problem created by the impossibility of getting such evidence in a conceptionfree or language-free world.

—3—
3.1. We have now seen how something appearing in a narrow specific concern can
have its antecedents or roots in the whole complex of an author’s philosophy. Accurate translations would further enlighten us that, unlike Hajime NAKAMURA (1960),
we should not view Bhartåhari as unqualifiedly holding âgama or testimony to be
weightier than pratyakša and anumâna (cf. AKLUJKAR (1970)) or read him as a
narrowly Brahmanical philosopher reacting to the logic-loving Buddhists mainly on
the strength of his faith in the Brahmanical way of life. In fact, Bhartåhari is a proponent of the view that there is a constant interplay between pratyakša, anumâna
and âgama. His model is not one in which valid cognition has three independent
routes leading to it, but one in which three routes conjointly take us to validity.7 A

6

This theory serves also to explain how the mantra phenomenon is to be logically understood
and how the åši institution has an epistemological justification in addition to any sociological or
socio-political justification it may have.
7
Following Mokšâkaragupta, one could also speak of two routes, pratyakša and œâbda/
âgama. Although Bhartåhari frequently speaks in terms of pratyakša, anumâna and œabda/ âgama
and thus gives us justification to speak of three routes as acceptable to him, we could view that
talk of his as a concession to philosophers of other persuasions made in order to make the dialogue
possible. As pratyakša and anumâna are infused with œabda according to Bhartåhari, attributing to
him the view that ultimately œabda alone is the pramâòa at our disposal would also be justified.
Those who state that the grammarians accept only pratibhâ as the pramâòa essentially give expression to the same view.
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comparison with Nyâya as presented in the Tarka-saôgraha, for example, may
serve to clarify the difference: 8
Nyâya division:

Validity comes from a valid pratyakša, a valid anumâna, a
valid upamâna or a valid œabda (= the same as Bhartåhari’s
âgama to a significant extent) as the case may be.
Invalidity is that which has a form different from any of
these—saôœaya (‘doubt’), viparyaya (‘perception not matching its claimed object’) and tarka (‘asserting the broader
from the narrower’)—or which results from a means recognised by some as capable of leading to knowledge (pramâ)
but not given such recognition in Nyâya (that is, everything
other than a valid pratyakša, anumâna, upamâna and œabda).

Bhartåhari’s division: Validity rests on pratyakša etc., contributing collectively, but
it may appear to have a single source such as pratyakša, if
that source is dominant in a given instance.
Invalidity has the form of a pratyakša etc., depending on the
circumstances, but our determination of validity comes from
what we learn collectively from all means of knowing.
3.2. Bhartåhari’s validity, naturally, has a dynamic nature. It goes on changing its
constituent elements, very much like the conceptual scheme described by the
American philosopher Willard van Orman Quine. As in Quine’s conceptual scheme,
it has some central, normally unchangeable elements (e.g. expectation of cause-andeffect relationships and I-awareness) and some not so central or permanent elements
(AKLUJKAR (1988: §§ 2.6–9)). Accordingly, the tussle between logic and belief or
between the means of knowing that are generally more amenable to objectivity and
the means that are more prone to losing objectivity has less intensity in Bhartåhari’s
thinking than in the thinking of some other philosophers.
3.3. Consonant with the preceding is also the fact that, in the relevant contexts,
Bhartåhari speaks more of âgama than of œabda and that his âgama concept has at
least three layers or strata. As established in my 1970 Ph.D. dissertation and as
summarised in my (1971) critique of NAKAMURA’s (1960) presentation, the most
general meaning of âgama in the TK is ‘inherited lore’, ‘conceptual inheritance’,
8

I have not yet studied how older Nyâya and other systems of Indian philosophy viewed, in
comparative and collective terms, the relationship of pramâòas to what a person comes to accept
as valid.
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‘knowledge that one inherits because of birth in a particular biological species or
linguistic community’, ‘lore of the forefathers’. Next, in those contexts in which
awareness and preservation of knowledge is assumed, come the meanings: ‘tradition’,
‘traditionally inherited body of knowledge’, ‘traditional instruction of conduct’,
‘sources of testimony’, ‘authoritative literature’, ‘imbibed or internalized results of
the activity of systematization’, ‘body of knowledge and views preserved by the adherents of a system’ and ‘a single view or piece of knowledge preserved in a system’.
Most particularly, in sufficiently specific contexts, âgama denotes the œruti and småti.
Given this, it follows that, according to Bhartåhari, we should not flatter ourselves and
think that inheriting belief is something under our control. We are probably better than
other animate forms, but they and we are not essentially different. Only the spaces or
positions we occupy on the spectrum of animate entities are different.9
3.4. The kind of thinking delineated above allows Bhartåhari to connect âgama and,
through it, belief with induction, which connecting, in turn, serves to reduce the gap
between the rational and the non-rational (or emotive) parts of our personalities.
Induction, in the sense of ‘outcome or content of the act or process of induction’
(e.g. the concept/universal gotva or applicability of the same word go to all cows), is
essentially indistinguishable from belief. Its genesis is inexplicable in the usual
logical ways. The genesis is close to a burst of inspiration and to happenstance.
There is no certainty that it will take place after a certain number of steps or recurrences or that we will be able to feel the gradual progression toward an epistemological destiny. Its validity or usefulness is established after the process has taken
place. Like belief, we have to take it as a given and then examine, if the question
occurs to us, if it fits what we expect in the case of a valid piece of knowledge. In
the form, especially of universals (or words used for sets of things), we receive instances of induction much in the same manner as beliefs. Language consists of
(a) signifiers which extend beyond the individual objects that gave rise to them and
(b) signata which sacrifice a part or range of their individualities in finding themselves expressed. Together the signifiers and signata, as it were, add another plane
of being (upacâra-sattâ) that we must hold on to, even if our logical analysis tells us
that this additional plane does not exist in the same way as the plane of physical
objects and events—that it is a belief infiltrating the very means of our thinking and
communication, a situation immune to logical dislodging, an entity which falls short
of being a belief only because most of us are not aware of it most of the time.

9

In this respect, Bhartåhari is closer to the general Indian view of man as it is stated in
HALBFASS (1991, particularly page 268).
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3.5. It would not take much time to realise that the features of induction specified
above are largely present also in the phenomenon of intuition and the intuited content. Why a woman staying in her husband’s or in-laws’ house suddenly gets the
‘feeling’ that tomorrow her brother will come (to take her to her parents’ house to
enjoy some festivities and to get relief from her responsibilities in the husband’s or
in-laws’ house) is inexplicable exclusively in terms of inference,10 whether inference is understood in a well-defined technical sense (anumâna, anumiti) or loosely
as a process of guessing (akin to ûha, tarka, saôbhava, arthâpatti etc.). What happens is more like what the English-speaking world articulates through such words as
‘gut-feeling’ or ‘vibes / vibrations’. There is no awareness of process or moving from
thought T1 to thought T2. At the most something can be said to take place subconsciously. Also, the occurrence of the thought is frequently sudden, and the thought
is not uncommonly borne out by the brother’s actual arrival.
3.6. It is thus not surprising that Bhartåhari’s notion of pratibhâ combines in itself
the elements of what we call induction, intuition and linguistic content (sentence
meaning and word meaning) and, in the last, bestows prominence on kriyâ ‘action
(inclusive of state, primarily as language conveys it and only secondarily as it actually takes place on the physical plane)’. Literally meaning ‘what appears on the
other side (in front, opposite of the mind’s eye)’, prati Öbhâ has in it a suggestion of
involuntariness, of initiative resting with the content or object rather than with the
observing subject, of intuition / induction and inspiration, of arising from something
within the subject but not being fully explicable in terms of that something, of being
(at least partly) a mysterious phenomenon, of being primarily inherited (without
losing the amenability for cultivation), and of leading to a ‘know-how’ with regard
to realisation of the content, goal or object that presents itself.
3.7. It is also not surprising, on the background delineated so far, that the distance
between hermeneutics or language-based logic applied to a text (found primarily in
Mîmâôsâ or Pûrva-mîmâôsâ) and inference on the factual or physical plane (found
primarily in Nyâya-Vaiœešika) is ultimately eliminated in Bhartåhari.11 Another way
10

The example (œvo me bhrâtâgantâ) given here comes from a traditional Indian social set-up in
which women went to live with the families of in-laws after marriage and social customs were developed to enable them to return to the houses of their mothers at least in the first few years of marriage.
A culturally Western and modern example can be found in the following ‘Quotation of the Day’, in
the New York Times issue of 11 July 2007. The quotation is attributed to Scott Podsednik, an outfielder for the White Sox baseball team, who was talking about the magic of a perfect bat: ‘You can’t
describe if it’s a feel. When you pick it up and take a couple of swings with it, you just know.’
11
TK 1.153: œabdânâm eva sâ œaktis tarko yaÿ purušâœrayaÿ.
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of stating this would be that Bhartåhari would distinguish between analytic and
synthetic truths only provisionally and only at the lower levels of his philosophising
or only while conducting a dialogue with other philosophical schools.

—4—
4.1. To return to the passage with which I began in § 1.1–2, the following should be
noted: It is with logic or disciplined reasoning that Bhartåhari argues for the limitations of that reasoning, just as one argues for the definition of pramâòa or for a particular number of pramâòas by using the pramâòas themselves. There is a variety of
philosophers in India, as well as elsewhere, which considers this circularity to be the
longest nail that can be driven into the heart of philosophy, understood as thinking
ambitious enough to aim at certainty about the world.12 However, Bhartåhari should
be thought of as a thinker holding the view that not all circularity or mutual dependence is a fault in reasoning. His statements asserting that we do not come to this
world with a clean slate13 or that all philosophers must, at some point, accept a certain given nature of a thing or a postulate14 make sense only on the assumption that,
in his view, the mutual dependence that every philosopher has to face at some
juncture in his/her attempt to provide a structure to ‘understand’ the world is not to
be taken as proof of the attempt’s failure—as sufficient basis to claim that the attempt should not be made in the first place and that a laissez-faire state should be
allowed to prevail in philosophy. Even to make this final claim, logic is used, which
presupposes a decision regarding what is logical or what can be a pramâòa. Thus,
circularity is not avoided even in advocating abandonment of the endeavour of philosophers. If such is the case, why should the philosophers not be permitted to live
with circularity at the deepest or highest level? To say this is just another way of
admitting that no system of philosophy is complete in itself; it must accept something for which it has not made a case on its own criteria—which, in other words, is
accepted as a belief would be.

12
The variety I have in mind consists of philosophers who maintain scepticism or agnosticism
at a very fundamental level of epistemology, not directing it to particular entities or issues.
13
TK 1.129–130 and the Våtti thereto: yâô [= iti-kartavyatâô] pûrvâhita-saôskâro bâlo ’pi
pratipadyate … samâvišþa-vâcâô ca sva-jâtišu bâlânam api … âdyaÿ karaòa-vinyâsaÿ … na vinâ
œabda-bhâvanâm. anâdiœ cÎšâ œabda-bhâvanâ …
14
Cf. TKV 1.30: sarve ’pi hi vâdino dûram api gatvâ sva-bhâvaô na vyativartante—‘Every
philosopher ultimately comes to a stage at which he/she has no alternative but to say that “such is
the nature of things”.’
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4.2. True, a part of Bhartåhari’s argumentation pointing out the limitations of logic
is based on his observation of the world (cf. § 1.2b, p. 396, and the corresponding
TK and TKV passages in the appendix below) and would not be exactly philosophical (and hence proved or respectable enough) in the view of some. Viewed, however, in the light of his (a) emphasis on the importance of context and (b) other
philosophical views, his argumentation can and should be deemed as making a good
case for not thinking of logic and belief as a ‘twain’ that shall never meet but as a
twain or twins joined at birth and having no alternative to joint survival. When
Bhartåhari advises us not to take logic too far—to leave logic at the door as one
would leave one’s footwear while entering an Indian or Japanese household or temple, he is in fact establishing that, in some contexts, we logically have no choice but
to take the recommended position and that we need to be sensitive to context, in a
linguistic sense as well as in the sense of the whole that a theory forms. This stance
or awareness of his may even be the very basis of his perspectivism and linguistic
approach to philosophical issues.

APPENDIX15
Text of TK 1.30–42 summarised in § 1.2.
(a1) TK 1.30ab:
na câgamâd åte dharmas tarkeòa vyavatišþhate /
‘What is good (and what is bad) cannot be settled through reasoning
divorced from inherited knowledge.’

15
Fairly literal and largely reliable translations of the Sanskrit passages I cite below are available in BIARDEAU (1964) and SUBRAMANIA IYER (1965). For this reason, as well as because not all
the details in the passages are directly relevant to the main points of the paper, I will not translate
each passage. For some passages, I will provide a summarising comment and only cite the part
providing examples. Even where I translate, I will aim at making the point clear and not losing the
emphasis of the original—not at sticking to the order or each individual word of the original.
The readings adopted, including indications of text definitely or possibly lost provided in
bracket or rectangular parentheses, come from my TK critical edition in the making. The variants
listed are sometimes reflected in the translation, and sometimes not. They do not make any difference to the theses of the article.
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TKV 1.30: … sarve ’pi hi vâdino dûram api gatvâ sva-bhâvaô na vyativartante.
adåšþârthânâô ca karmaòâô phala-niyame sva-bhâva-saôvid âgama-pratibaddhâ.
ko hy anavasthita-sâdharmya-vaidharmyešu nityam alabdha-niœcayešu purušatarkešu viœvâsaÿ.—‘… For all discussants (of a particular philosophical or theoretical
topic) cannot ultimately escape (the prospect of having to appeal to) own natures (of
things). In delimiting the actions intended for non-mundane outcomes to certain outcomes, one must come to know the natures (of the actions). This knowing is tied to (or
rests on) inherited knowledge. How can one put one’s confidence (in this area or context) in the inferences of humans—inferences in which the similarities and dissimilarities (that are appealed to) are open to questioning (and therefore) bereft of certainty!’
(a3) TKV 1.30: … tarkâtîtaÿ … kaœcid anuttaraÿ puruša-dharmaÿ…—‘… some
extraordinary human quality, impervious to (common) ways of making sense …’
(a4) TK 1.30cd:
åšîòâm api yaj jñânaô tad apy âgama-pûvakam //
‘Even in the case of seers, knowledge is preceded by inherited knowledge (that is, by traditionally handed-down guidance as to how one
should cultivate oneself in order to transcend the ordinary limitations
of senses).’
TKV 1.30: … yešv api tarkâtîtaÿ påthag-vidyâ-caraòa-parigrahešu kaœcid anuttaraÿ
puruša-dharmaÿ œrûyate, tešv api [tat-]tad-artha-jñânam âršam åšîòâm âgamikenÎva
dharmeòa saôskåtâtmanâm âvir-bhavatîty âkhyâyate. svâbhâvike hi tasmin, prayatnaÿ
phalâd vyatiricyeta, sva-bhâvataœ ca pratyavâyo ’pi tathâ-bhûtaÿ prasajyeta.—‘Even
in those mutually differing schools16 in which we hear the talk of some extraordinary
human quality, impervious to (common) ways of making sense, the seers’ knowledge
of this or that thing, to the extent it is born of a mystical or transforming experience,17
is said to occur when the seers’ personalities are modified by a quality found (i.e. recommended for cultivation) in the âgama. If such knowledge were to be something
16

The meaning of the expression vidyâcaraòa-parigraha is not clear as commentator
Våšabha’s offering of two possible meanings (caryâ âcâraÿ siddhânto vâ) of caraòa indicates. In
fact, one cannot even be certain about reading caraòa; the expression would make a contextually
plausible sense even if âcaraòa is read in it. Further, the nature of the compound vidyâcaraòa is
uncertain. Should we take it as a dvandva or as a genitive tat-puruša?
17
Following Våšabha, one could accommodate âršam and åšîòâm in the somewhat convoluted
manner indicated by my translation (the intention could have been to convey ‘not everything a
seer knows, only what he/she is said to have acquired in a moment or experience of enlightenment’). A stylistically comparable construction is found in prâkåtam aprâkåta-gamyam of
TKV 1.32. However, one should not rule out the possibility that a redundant âršam could have
entered the manuscripts under the influence of åšîòâm or TK 1.38.
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natural—something not requiring cultivation, the effort will exceed (i.e. divorce itself
from) the outcome, and even an impediment may come about as an unwelcome outcome from (that) nature (or by the very nature of things).’
(b) TK 1.31:
dharmasya câvyavacchinnâÿ panthâno ye vyavasthitâÿ /
na tâôl loka-prasiddhatvât kaœcit tarkeòa bâdhate //
‘And, no one invalidates (i.e. can prove to be wrong or unneeded),
through reasoning, the uninterrupted pathways of what is good that
have come to be established, as they are well-known in the world.’
TKV 1.31: bahu-vikalpešv api œišþânâô caraòešu santi sâdhâraòâÿ prasiddhâÿ
puruša-hita-pratipatti-mârgâÿ, yešv anyathâ pravåttir loka-virasâ. na ca te tarkeòa
kadâcid api vyudasta-pûrvâÿ. kâmam âgamôddeœa-niœrayaòenÎva [ / °œrayeòÎva]
kecid vininditam api loka-samâcâra-viruddham âcaraòaô pratipadyante.—‘Although the schools of the learned spiritual elite contain many options, there indeed
are certain shared and well-known ways of attaining the good of humans, in the case
of which proceeding in any other way turns off people. Reasoning (i.e. mere reasoning) has never been able to uproot them. This is so, even though there are some
(persons) who take to behaviour going against what people consider to be proper by
resorting to a part of that very inherited knowledge (i.e. by selectively appealing to
or quoting out of context parts of the time-honoured written or oral texts and thus
temporarily bringing the âgama into disrepute).’18
(c) TK 1.32:
avasthâ-deœa-kâlânâô bhedâd bhinnâsu œaktišu /
bhâvânâm anumânena prasiddhir atidurlabhâ //
‘It is very difficult (i.e. well-nigh impossible) to establish through inference that things have such and such nature when what they can do
differs with a change in phase, place or time.’
The following three paragraphs illustrate how, with a change in phase, place or time,
the properties things exhibit change, making one wonder if there indeed is anything
that one can take as the constant part or true nature of things:
TKV 1.32: ihâvyabhicaritâbhimata-sâhacaryasya [o°ritatvâbhi°] dåšþasya
sambandhinas tat-sadåœasya vâ darœanâd adåšþe sambandhini yaj jñânam utpadyate,
tenâpratyakšasyârthasya prasiddhir duravasânâ.

18

The reference is to situations that are frequently summed up with an expression like ‘Devil
quoting the Bible’ in English and kindred languages.
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tathâ hi. avasthântarešu viniœcita-bala-sattvâdînâô punar avasthântarešu purušagamyešv apuruša-gamyešu vâ dåœyante sva-bhâvâ vyabhicâriòaÿ. bâhyânâm api
bîjÛšadhi-prabhåtînâm avasthâ-bhedâd upalabhyate œakti-vyabhicâraÿ .
tathâ deœa-bhedâd api. atiœîto haimavatînâm apâô sparœaÿ. sa tu balâhakâgnikuòðâdišu tad-rûpâòâm evâtyušòa upalabhyate. tatra rûpa-sâmânyâd apahåtabuddhiÿ parokša-viœešo durjñânaô bhedam arvâg-darœano darœana-mâtreòâgamyam
âgamenÎva pratipadyate.
kâla-bhedâd api. grîšma-hemantâdišu kûpa-jalâdînâm atyanta-bhinnâÿ sparœâdayo
gåhyante. tatra sûkšmam avasthâna-viœešaô prâkåtam [?] aprâkåta-gamyam âgamacakšur [ / âgamika-cakšur] antareòâpratyakšam anumâna-mâtreòâniœcitaô [ / °treòa
niœcitya] kaÿ sâdhayitum asaômûðhaÿ prayatate [o prayateta].
These three paragraphs are followed by:
TK 1.33:
nirjñâta-œakter dravyasya tâô tâm artha-kriyâô prati /
viœišþa-dravya-sambandhe sâ œaktiÿ pratibadhyate //
‘Even if we come to know for sure that substance S1 performs action
A1 revealing of its existence, we find that S1’s capability to perform A1
is blocked if it comes into contact with certain other substances (and
we are thus prevented from making an absolute or universalistic statement about its nature).’
The following provides illustrations in support of the preceding statement:
TKV 1.33: agny-âdînâô kâšþhâdi-vikârôtpâdane dåšþa-sâmarthyânâm abhrapaþalâdišu dravyešu tathâ-bhûtaô [ / °thâ-vidhaô] sâmarthyaô pratibadhyate.19
tathâ mantrÛšadhi-rasâdibhir yogyešv api dravyešu dâhâdikaô pratibadhyate.
tatrÎkasmin višaye dåšþa-sâmarthyânâô punar višayântarešu dravyâòâô duravasânâÿ œaktayaÿ.
(d) TK 1.34:
yatnenânumito ’py arthaÿ kuœalair anumâtåbhiÿ /
abhiyuktatarair anyair anyathÎvôpapâdyate //
‘If a proficient inferer exerts to infer x, there comes along an even
more proficient knowledge-master who accounts for that very x in an
altogether different way.’
TKV 1.34 reproduced below shows how reasoning is used to settle a philosophical
issue in different ways—how one side picks holes in an argument that seems valid
19

Compare the use of asbestos as a fire resistant in modern times.
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to the other. The issue mentioned as an example has a long history in philosophy:
Should we think of substance as distinct from qualities? Is there an essence which is
over and above the associated qualities and which, therefore, should be acknowledged in a separate philosophical category called ‘substance’? However, while the
issue taken up for illustration is clear and while it is natural that the debate about it
should result in a discussion about associated linguistic usage, the precise nature of
the arguments on the two (or more?) sides is not always clear, partly due to reading
problems and partly due to the loss of literature presupposed by Bhartåhari. UNEBE
(2006) is helpful in understanding a part historically.
TKV 1.34: … anyad dravyaô guòebhyo, vyapadeœât [o °bhyo ’py apa°?]. […?]
tad yathâ. sati viœešaòa-viœešya-bhede râjñâ râšþraô viœešyate, na parivrâjakena.
viœešyate [ca] candanena gandhaÿ, na rûpâdibhiÿ. tasmâd, anyad dravyaô guòebhya
ity anumânena dravye vyavasthâpite, nâyam apadeœo yukta ity âhuÿ. […?]
viœišþâviœišþâbhidheya-nibandhanatvât. katham candana-œabdena hi viœišþa-rûpâdivacanena viœešaòam arthavad gandhâdînâm. rûpâdi-mâtra-vacanatvât tu rûpâdînâô,
tâvato ’rthasya nirjñâtatvâd anarthakaô viœešaòam. tathâ hi. kasyâyaô puruša iti
praœne, viœešântarâvacchedârthaô râjña iti vyapadiœyate, na tu nirjñâtatvât
purušasyêti.
apara âhuÿ. pada-samûhÎka-deœa-bhâve ’pi padam åcâ vyapadiœyate, na padena åk.
apara âha. ekatvâbhyupagamenÎva candanena vyapadeœo gandhâdînâm, rûpâdibhir
avyapadeœa […] iti viruddhatvâd asiddham [o asiddhi-dvayam?] etat. œruti-viœešasaônidhânâsaônidhâna-kåtas tu pûrva-pakšôpanyâsaÿ.
tasmâd dåšþâd adåšþam anugamyata ity avirodhât siddham etat .
tathâ pâkâdy-anumânârthâni kriyâ-viœešešu pratiniyatâny aógâni vipralambhârthâny
[o °mbhârtham] api kaiœcit kathaôcid upâdîyante.
(e) TK 1.35:
parešâm asamâkhyeyam abhyâsâd eva jâyate /
maòi-rûpy-âdi-vijñânaô [ / °dišu jñâ°] tad-vidâô nânumânikam //
‘Those who know jewels, precious metals etc. perceive those objects
in their distinctiveness (i.e. with their individual good features and bad
features) only through constant practice. (If others ask them, ‘How did
you figure out the merits or blemishes of this diamond, and so on?’)
they cannot give expression to their (experience or process of) knowing. (This sort of knowing) is not an outcome of inference (it is like
perception in its directness, but it is not ordinary perception either, as it
perceives what most others cannot).’
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TKV 1.35, while restating the point clarified in the preceding translation, adds the
example of persons who have musical ears. Such persons perceive subtle differences
of notes that even the persons who dedicate their lives to mastering other branches
of learning cannot perceive, no matter how attentive they are, until they have sufficient practice.
TKV 1.35: na hi rûpa-tarkâdayaÿ sûkšmân aprasiddha-saôvijñâna-padân
kâršâpaòâdînâô kalpayitvâpi samadhigama-hetûn parebhya âkhyâtuô œaknuvanti.
šaðja-åšabha-gândhâra-dhaivatâdi-bhedaô vâ pratyakša-pramâòa-višayam apy
abhyâsam antareòâbhiyuktâÿ praòidhânavanto ’pi na pratipadyante .
TK 1.36:
pratyakšam anumânaô ca vyatikramya vyavasthitâÿ /
pitå-rakšaÿ-piœâcânâô [ / rakšaÿ-pitå-pi°] karmajâ eva siddhayaÿ //20
TKV 1.36: svapne hi [ / °pne ’pi] badhirâdînâô œabdâdi-pratipâdanam, ghanasaônivišþâvayavânâô ca kuðy-âdînâm avayava-vibhâgam antareòântar-veœmâdišu
sûkšmâòâm arthânâô darœanaô yat sarva-pravâdešu siddham [o °vâda-prasi°?],
tatra kathaô-bhûtâni sâdhanânîty adåšþa-œaktim acintyâô hitvâ nânyâni sâdhanâny
âkhyâtuô œakyante //
The following two verses and the Våtti thereto touch upon manners of knowing that
cannot be subsumed under ordinary perception or inference and yet have the immediacy and power to convince that perception or direct personal experience has in all
epistemologies. The first mentions determination of material cause-and-effect relationships even when neither the ‘effect-is-inherent-in-the-cause’ view nor the
‘effect-is-something-newly-produced’ view are free from logical difficulties. The
second points out the postulation by philosophers or theoreticians of entities (such
as mind or an inner controlling subject, atoms, Brahman, phases of action outcomes
or consequences, subtle transmigratory bodies etc.) that ordinary persons cannot see
or infer. In short, if one were to summarise the content of the two verses in modern
terminology, they refer to genesis of philosophical or theoretical insights—moments
in which something probably based on sustained and concentrated thought but

20

The siddhis TK 1.36 speaks of belong to ‘persons’ different from ordinary human beings and
are a matter of belief, at least for many modern human beings. It may, therefore be argued that the
verse should be grouped with the next two. But if justice is to be done to the emphasis in karmajâ
eva, it should form a group with TK 1.35. If we agree to do so then we should understand that the
author’s intention was not to argue for the existence of ghosts etc. or the capabilities attributed to
them (which he may accept elsewhere) but to state that the capabilities attributed to ghosts etc.
make sense only as entities born of something analogous to abhyâsa—as arising out of actions
they performed, the inclinations they cultivated, as humans.
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lacking a definite or demonstrable causal connection to it flashes forth and is found
to have considerable explanatory value.
TK 1.37:
âvir-bhûta-prakâœânâm anupapluta-cetasâm /
atîtânâgata-jñânaô pratyakšân na viœišyate //
TKV 1.37: […] tatrôtpatti-pakše tâvat katham apadam avastu nirâtmakam
adåšþâpratiniyata-kâraòa-œakti-parigraham adhigantuô œakyate. pakšântare [ / °re ’pi]
ca viœišþa-vyakti-rûpa-tiro-bhâvâd vyavahâraô prati tad avijñeyaô vastu nirupâkhyair
eva tulyam. atha ca tapasâ nirdagdha-došâ nirâvaraòa-khyâtayaÿ œišþâÿ pratibimbakalpena pratyakšam iva svâsu khyâtišu saôkrântâkâra-parigraham avyabhicaritaô
sarvaô paœyanti.
TK 1.38:
atîndriyân asaôvedyân paœyanty âršeòa cakšušâ /
ye bhâvân vacanaô tešâô nânumânena bâdhyate //
TKV 1.38: antaryâmiòam, aòu-grâmam, abhijâti-nimitta-nibandhanam,
anabhivyaktaô œabda-brahma, œakty-adhišþhânaô [o ?] devatâÿ, karmaòâm
anubandha-pariòâma-œakti-vaikalyâni, sûkšmam âtivâhikaô œarîraô, påthag anyâôœ
ca tîrtha-pravâdešu prasiddhân arthân, rûpâdivad indriyair agrâhyân, sukhâdivac
ca pratyâtmam asaôvedyân, ye œišþâ vyâvahârikâd anyenÎva cakšušâ muktasaôœayam upalabhante, tešâm anumâna-višayatâtîtaô vacanaô vyabhicâribhir
anumânair apâkartum aœakyam. jâty-andhâdînâô hi “rûpâdi-grahaòam evam
utpadyata” iti [yâ]sâ[v a]vasthâ nÎvânubhûta-pûrvâ kadâcit, tasyâô katham
anumânaô pravarteta.
The persons who have faith in the insights or statements of persons with extraordinary capabilities, that is, of persons spoken of in the preceding two verses, are not
swayed by rationalistic criticisms. For them, what the œišþas say is as unquestionably
valid as something they themselves witnessed:
TK 1.39:
yo yasya svam iva jñânaô darœanaô nâbhiœaókate /
sthitaô pratyakša-pakše taô katham anyo nivartayet //
TKV 1.39: santi prati-caraòaô prati-purušaô câptâÿ, yešâô vacanam avicâritaô
svam iva darœanam atyantam anabhiœaókanîyaô, yešâô câdåšþam api œilâ-plâvanâdi
pratyayena œakyaô œrad-dhâtum. tathâ hi. karmaòâm iha kåtânâm, ûrdhvaô dehâd,
išþânišþa-phala-prâptir âpta-vacana-parigraheòÎva loke prasiddhâ, vinâpi
œâstrôpadeœena, prâyeòa manušyair anugamyate. […]
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“idaô puòyam idaô pâpam ity etasmin pada-dvaye /
âcaòðâlaô [ / âcâòðâ°] manušyâòâm alpaô œâstra-prayojanam //”21
[…?] tasmât pratyakšam âršaô ca jñânaô, saty api virodhe, bâdhakam anumânasya.
The same observation applies to âgama, or received traditional wisdom. It is as
ingrained in the being of most persons as their very sentience or life force. Accepted
by the spiritual learned, it not given up by the majority simply because philosophers
or intellectuals disagree among themselves. In fact, those who do not give it up,
usually escape social censure:
TK 1.41:
caitanyam iva yaœ câyam avicchedena vartate /
âgamas tam upâsîno hetu-vâdair na bâdhyate //
TKV 1.41: yathâ hy aham asmîty evam-âdi-pratyayânugataô sahajam anâdî yac
caitanyaô tan nâsmi, na mamêty-evam âptôpadeœe saty api, loke rûðhatvân
muktâtmanâm api vyavahâraô prati na vyavacchidyate [o vicchi°], tathÎvâyaô
œruti-småti-lakšaòaÿ sarvaiÿ œišþaiÿ parigåhîta âgamaÿ kâryâkârya-bhakšyâbhakšyagamyâgamyâdišu [ / bhakšyâ°] yo bhinnânâm api pravâdinâô prâyeòânâtilaóghanîyaÿ.
tam itthaô-bhûtam anâdim upasevitaô våddhaiÿ samyag upâsîno na târkika-pravâdaiÿ
kaiœcin [o kaœcin] nyâyyâd apanîyate vartmanaÿ. tatrasthaœ cânindyo loke bhavati.
(f) TK 1.42:
hasta-sparœâd ivândhena višame pathi dhâvatâ /
anumâna-pradhânena vinipâto na durlabhaÿ //
‘It is not difficult to find that a person who puts store by guessing and
deducing falls like a blind person running on an uneven path merely
on the basis of what the touch of his hand revealed earlier.’
TKV 1.42 restates the preceding more precisely:
yasya hi sthâlî-pâka-pulâka-nyâyenÎka-deœaô [ / °lî-pu°] dåšþvâ œišþe ’rthe pratipattiÿ,
so ’ndha iva, višame giri-mârge, cakšušmantaô nêtâram antareòa, tvarayâ
[o tarasâ] paripatan kaôcid eva mârgÎka-deœaô hasta-sparœenâvagamya
samatikrântas tat-pratyayâd aparam api tathÎva pratipadyamâno, yathâ vinâœaô
labhate, tadvad âgama-cakšušâ vinâ tarkânupâtî, kevalenânumânena kvacid âhitapratyayo dåšþâdåšþa-phalešu karmasv âgamam utkramya pravartamâno niyataô
mahatâ pratyavâyena saôyujyate.

21

The preceding verse is found in the TK kârikâ manuscripts and hence has been included and
numbered as kârikâ 40 in Rau’s edition. In my judgement, it was originally a quotation in the Våtti
of verse 39.
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Bhartåhari on Unnameable Things*
HIDEYO OGAWA

0. In his Mahâ-bhâšya Patañjali declares that for grammarians what words express
is their authority1. Later Pâòinîyas from Bhartåhari onwards illustrate this principle
by stating that grammarians are not concerned with things as they are (vastv-artha)
but as they are spoken of (œabdârtha). It is interesting that they recognise that there
are things which are unnameable, beyond verbalisation. In his Våtti on the Vâkyapadîya Bhartåhari calls them asaôvijñâna-padas—‘those which have not words to
convey themselves’. In this paper I shall show how Bhartåhari accounts for the existence of a thing defined as asaôvijñâna-pada and what philosophical significance he
attaches to the issue of whether a certain thing has a word defined as saôvijñâna-pada.
1. To begin with, let us consider how the term saôvijñâna-pada is to be interpreted.
HOUBEN (1995: 340, n. 564), who translates this term as ‘specific designation’,
gives the following explanation:
‘saôvijñânapada, literally “word of thorough understanding”. The
translation “specific designation” was suggested to me by Professor
Aklujkar. The word is also used in the Våtti on 1.94 (Biardeau: “mot
qui donne une connaissance complète”; Iyer: “special name”) in the
context of the stages of a continuous process, of which some have a
saôvijñâna-pada, and others don’t.’
Bhartåhari and his commentators do not give an etymological explanation of this
term. But Våšabha’s comments on VP 1.94 furnish useful hints.
In his Våtti on VP 1.94 Bhartåhari, who mentions the transformation of milk into
clarified butter and its specific stages (avasthâ-viœeša), describes specific stages
*
I gratefully acknowledge helpful discussions with Professor Brendan S. Gillon and my student Jaehyung Yi on several points in the paper.
1
MBhâ 1.11.1–2; 1.366.12–13: œabda-pramâòakâ vayam. yac chabda âha tad asmâkaô
pramâòam.
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such as curds as saôvijñâna-pada-nibandhana, i.e. ‘those which depend on
saôvijñâna-pada’, and transformation stages within them as asaôvijñâna-pada, i.e.
‘those for which there are no saôvijñâna-padas’.2 According to Våšabha, specific
stages such as curds have words (pada) like maòðaka, while the specific stages
within them have no words to signify them (vâcaka).3 Thus, it becomes clear that
the term saôvijñâna-pada means: (as a karma-dhâraya compound) ‘a word which
consists in being that from which a certain thing is understood’, that is, a word to
convey something.
It may be worth pointing out, in passing, that, to my knowledge, the term
saôvijñâna-pada and its derivatives are not so commonly used by Indian theorists. I
could only find the use of the negative compound asaôvijñâna-pada in the
Bhâvanâ-viveka of Maòðanamiœra.4 This might suggest that Bhartåhari’s use of the
term in question manifests the characteristics of his own philosophy of language.
2. Bhartåhari does not use the term saôvijñâna-pada in the kârikâ text but in the
Våtti. Moreover, in the Våtti he uses it only in two contexts: (1) in connection with
the determination of the distinction among things (bheda, viœeša) and (2) in connection with the denotation of something essentially dependent (paratantra) as something independent (svatantra).5

2

VPV 1.94: yathâ kšîram utpatti-pakše ’bhivyakti-pakše vâ sarpir-âdi-vikâra-prayuktaô niyatakrama-rûpair maòðakâdibhir avasthâ-viœešair viœišþa-saôvijñâna-pada-nibandhanair asaôvijñânapadaiœ ca yujyamânaô …
3
PDh ad VPV 1.94: saôvijñâna-pada-nibandhanaiÿ iti. etâny eva maòðakâdîni tešâm avasthâviœešâòâô padâni. etešâm eva ca ye ’ntar-âla-vibhâgâÿ sûkšmâ avasthâ-viœešâÿ, na tešâô vâcako
’stîty asaôvijñâna-padâÿ.
4
BhViÞ 45.7–46.2: yukta evôttare sâmânya-nirdeœaÿ; anyathâ praœna-gataô tad-apekšaòîyaô
syât, viœešatas tu bhâvanâyâ asaôvijñâna-pada-bhedatvât parôpadhâna-vyajyamâna-sphuþaviœešâyâÿ.
5
It is interesting that Maòðanamiœra describes bhâvanâ, or the act of bringing about as having
the property of being asaôvijñâna-pada-bheda. This description gives the idea that bhâvanâ has
no word to convey its own distinction, which closely reflects the idea Bhartåhari advances in the
former context.
For the sake of reference, here I mention the interpretations of the word asaôvijñâna-padabheda given by Umbeka and Nârâyaòa:
BhViÞ 46.14–16: bhâvanâyâs tu pacaty-âdi-pade viœešeòa sâmânya-nirdeœa eva kartavyaÿ,
na hi tatra bhâvanâ-viœeša-pratipâdakaÿ kaœcic chabdo ’sti.
BhViÞ 88.8–11: samyak viœešâkâreòa jñâyate ’rtho yena padena tat saôvijñâna-padam, tasya
bhedo viœešaÿ saôvijñâna-pada-bhedaÿ, na sa vidyate yasyâ bhâvanâyâs sêyam asaôvijñânapada-bhedâ, tad-bhâvo ’saôvijñâna-pada-bhedatvam. na kaœcid api œabdo bhâvanâ-viœešeòa
gåhîta-sambandho ’stîty arthaÿ.
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3. Let us first consider the former context (§ 2.1).
3.1. In his Våtti on VP 1.35 Bhartåhari says the following:
(a) Connoisseurs of things such as coins can determine for some reasons that the things examined by them are a kâršâpaòa and the like in
weight. But, even conceiving of the reasons, they cannot communicate
those reasons to others. 6
(b) For, the reasons are subtle (sûkšma) and hence imperceptible, so
that they have no well-established words to convey them.7
(c) Without repeated practice, even experts, extremely attentive, do not
understand the distinction (bheda) among musical notes such as šaðja,
åšabha, gândhâra, dhaivata, even if such distinction comes within the
range of perception.8
The musical notes mentioned in (c) and the distinction among them will also be
characterised as ‘those which have no fixed and well-established words to convey
them’ (VPV 1.123: anavasthitâprasiddha-saôvijñâna-pada).
The points made in (b) is this: the reasons connoisseurs of coins find for determining the weight of the coins (samadhigama-hetu) are, as Våšabha explains, imperceptible (apratyakša), non-inferable (anânumânika) and incommunicable (anâgamika;
in Bhartåhari’s words, asamâkhyeya).9

According to Umbeka, when bhâvanâ is spoken of as asaôvijñâna-pada-bhedâ, it is implied
that there is no word to convey a specific bhâvanâ (bhâvanâ-viœeša-pratipâdaka). According to
Nârâyaòa, the term saôvijñâna-pada-bheda means ‘a specific word to properly convey its meaning in a specific form’, so that, when bhâvanâ is spoken of as asaôvijñâna-pada-bhedâ, it is implied that bhâvanâ has no specific word by which it is conveyed in a specific form, namely that
there is no word which has signification relation with a specific bhâvanâ.
6
VPV 1.35: na hi rûpa-tarkâdayaÿ sûkšmân aprasiddha-saôvijñâna-padân kâršâpaòâdînâô
kalpayitvâpi samadhigama-hetûn parebhya âkhyâtuô œaknuvanti.
7
See n. 6 above.
8
VPV 1.35: šaðja-ršabha-gândhâra-dhaivatâdi-bhedaô vâ pratyakša-pramâòa-višayam apy
abhyâsam antareòâbhiyuktâÿ praòidhânavanto ’pi na pratipadyante.
9
VP 1.35:
parešâm asamâkhyeyam abhyâsâd eva jâyate /
maòi-rûpyâdi-vijñânaô tad-vidâô nânumânikam //
PDh ad VPV 1.35: sûkšmân iti viœešaòaô, samadhigama-hetûnâm, duravadhânatvâd [read:
duravadhâraòatvâd] apratyakšatvam. ata evânumânâbhâvaÿ. aprasiddha iti. prasiddhaô saôvijñânapadaô nâsti tešâô samadhigama-hetûnâm ity âkhyânasyâœakyatayânâgamikatvaô samam.
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The point made in (c) is that the distinction among musical notes, which is imperceptible since it exists in a subtle form, comes to be perceived and determined
through repeated practice.
It is important to note here the following two points. First, even if a thing has no
corresponding word to convey it (asaôvijñâna-pada), nonetheless the things exists,
that is, it comes within the range of perception. Repeated practice, therefore, can
make it possible to perceive and determine the thing. Secondly, it is simply because
such a thing has no well-established word to convey it that it cannot be communicated to others.
However, a question arises: How does a subtle thing come to be perceived and determined through repeated practice? In order to answer this question, we have to
consider what Bhartåhari states in VP 1.123 and the Våtti thereupon.
3.2. VP 1.123 is very important in this regards, for Bhartåhari declares there that the
denotative power of the word (œabda-mâtrâ, œabda-œakti) is the cause for understanding the distinction among things:
‘The distinction among things such as šaðja is determined when conveyed through words; therefore, all kinds of entities depend upon the
powers of words (œabda-mâtrâ).’10
Bhartåhari elaborates the point here as follows:
(a) Indeed, any entity depends on a word to convey it, so that it enters
into discourse when determined through recollection-determination,
muttering-determination and form-determination. 11
(b) But, the distinction among the musical notes, šaðja, åšabha,
gândhâra, dhaivata, nišâda, pañcama, and madhyama, which have no
fixed and well-established words to convey them, is not determined
without understanding the words on which the determination of the
distinction depends. 12
10

VP 1.123:
šaðjâdi-bhedaÿ œabdena vyâkhyâto rûpyate yataÿ /
tasmâd artha-vidhâÿ sarvâÿ œabda-mâtrâsu niœritâÿ //
RAU (1977: 48) reads pâda a as œabdâdibhedaÿ œabdena. I follow IYER’s (1966: 182) reading.
The term œabda-mâtrâ is glossed by Våšabha by the term œabda-œakti.
11
VPV 1.123: saôvijñâna-pada-nibandhano hi sarvo ’rthaÿ småti-nirûpaòayâbhijalpanirûpaòayâkâra-nirûpaòayâ ca nirûpyamâòo vyavahâram avatarati.
12
VPV 1.123: šaðja-ršabha-gândhâra-dhaivata-nišâda-pañcama-madhyamânâô cânavasthitâprasiddha-saôvijñâna-padânâô viœešo ’vadhâraòa-nibandhana-pada-pratyayam antareòa
nâvadhâryate.
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(c) For, cowherds, shepherds, and others also, who have invented
(prakalpya) the words which serve as the cause for the determination
of distinction, undertake to make a discourse with reference to the distinction among cows and others. 13
(d) Therefore, a distinct entity, when imposed on words,14 is manifested, picked out, and received by the cognition which is united with
the denotative power of the word, which is impregnated with the word,
and which is identical with the word (œabdâtmikâ).15
(e) Words whose meanings are incommunicable are called ‘incommunicable’; terms such as šaðja are among such words; they are defined
as ‘general term’. On the other hand, words whose meanings are communicable are called ‘communicable’; terms such as ‘cow’ are among
such words; they are defined as ‘specific term’. 16
There are several points to note. Let us first note (b) and (c). There exists the distinction among musical notes and musicians can grasp the distinction. Similarly,
there exists the distinction among cows and cowherds can grasp the distinction. It is
highly important to note the point that since a word is the basis for the determination
of the distinction among things, it is not until the word is understood that the distinction is determined. This clearly implies that the determination of the distinction
among things, as Våšabha says, presupposes the application of specific words to
them.17 To explain. When a certain musical note is known as ‘This is šaðja’ or ‘This
is named šaðja’ and another as ‘This is åšabha’ or ‘This is named åšabha’, the distinction between these two musical notes is determined. Similarly, when, by inventing the names A and B, a certain cow is named A and known as ‘This is A’ and

13

VPV 1.123: gopâlâvipâlâdayo ’pi hi nibandhana-padâni prakalpya gavâdišu viœeša-višayaô
vyavahâram ârabhante.
14
According to Våšabha, this amounts to saying that a specific word appears as if engraved on
a specific meaning. PDh ad VPV 1.123: tasminn arthe sa œabda utkîròa ivêti.
15
VPV 1.123: tasmât samâkhyeyešv asamâkhyeyešu ca sâmânya-viœeša-œabdešv adhyârûðho
bhedavân arthaÿ œabda-œakti-saôsåšþayâ œabdânuviddhayâ œabdâtmikayâ buddhyâ prakâœyata,
upagåhyate, svîkriyate.
16
See n. 15 and PDh ad VPV 1.123: samâkhyeyešu iti. samâkhyeyârthâÿ gavâdi-piòðešu ye
œabdâÿ pratyasyante te samâkhyeyâ ity uktam. asamâkhyeyârthatvâd asamâkhyeyâÿ šaðjâdayaÿ.
samâkhyeyâ iti œakyârthe kåtyaÿ, samâkhyâtuô œakyâ iti. gavâdînâm arthânâô sphuþataraô
paricchedyatayâ œakyatvam. šaðjâdînâô tu durâkhyânâ arthâ iti. sâmânya-viœeša-œabdešu iti.
sâmânya-viœeša-œabdâÿ [read: sâmânya-œabdâÿ] šaðjâdayaÿ. viœeša-œabdâÿ sanniveœitâ ye
gopâlakaiÿ piòðešu.
17
PDh ad VPV 1.123: viœešâvadhâraòâya œabda-viœeša-niveœam âœrayante.
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another cow is named B and known as ‘This is B’, the distinction between these two
cows is determined.
Let us next note (a) and (d). Bhartåhari has stated that any entity depends on a
word to convey it. Words such as åšabha are the words to convey specific musical
notes and names such as A are also the words to convey specific cows. As shown
above, an entity (artha) is known as a specific one (bhedavân arthaÿ) when, depending on a word to convey it (word x), it is known as ‘This is x’ or ‘This is named
x’. This is precisely what is meant by statement (d). What is more, according to
Bhartåhari, the cognition ‘This is x’ is the cognition (1) in which the entity referred
to by ‘this’ is identified with the word x,18 (2) which is united with the denotative
power of x, (3) which is impregnated with x, and (4) which is identical with x. It is
to be noted in passing that, according to Våšabha, småti-nirûpaòâ is the recollection
of the cognition ‘This is x’, or the determination of the cognition; abhijalpanirûpaòâ is the awareness of the word x and its meaning as identical with each
other, or the determination of the word; âkâra-nirûpaòâ is the determination of the
x’s meaning as sâdhana (kâraka) or as sâdhya (kriyâ, act) to have a sentence
meaning, or the determination of the meaning. 19
Let us finally note (e). Bhartåhari characterises words such as šaðja and words
such as go are respectively as asamâkhyeya ‘incommunicable’ and as samâkhyeya
‘communicable’, according to whether they are fixed and well-established words. In
addition, he describes the former type of word as sâmânya-œabda ‘general term’ and
the latter type of word as viœeša-œabda ‘specific term’. The underlying idea is this.
When the word šaðja is uttered by a speaker, the hearer to whom this word is unfamiliar can only understand that something is meant by the speaker but cannot specify what it is. On the other hand, when the word go is uttered, the hearer to whom
this word is familiar can understand that an entity as excluded from non-cows is
meant by the speaker. 20

18

The identity between a word and its meaning is established when they are imposed on each
other. See (d) and n. 14.
19
PDh ad VPV 1.123: tat tu tathâ paricchidyôttaraô œabdânuviddhayâ buddhyâ smaryate
idam evaô ca iti småti-rûpeòa. œabdârthayor abheda-darœanam abhijalpa-nirûpaòâ. idam asyâÿ
sâdhanam, iyam ešâô sâdhyâ ity âkâra-nirûpaòâ. … athavâ småti-nirûpaòayâ iti jñânasya
nirûpaòam âha. abhijalpa-nirûpaòayâ iti œabdasya. âkâra-nirûpaòayâ ity arthasyâha.
20
It is to be noted that the word called viœeša-œabda denotes an entity excluded from others
(vyâvåttârthâbhidhâyin), referring to the exclusion (vyâvåtti), see VP 3.5.4cd:
viœeša-œabdair ucyante vyâvåttârthâbhidhâyibhiÿ /
Cf. VPP 3.5.4: ekâika-vyâvåtti-nišþhâ hi bahavaÿ œabdâ vastuni pravartante. tathâ ca te tatra
viœeša-œabdâ ity ucyante…
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Such is an outline of what Bhartåhari states in his Våtti on VP 1.1.23. All of this
amounts to saying that, as said above, one cannot cognise distinct things without
resorting to the words which are capable of conveying them. The question has arisen
how a subtle thing comes to be perceived and determined through repeated practice.
Now the answer to this question is: By means of coming to be cognised as ‘This is
x’ by the cognition which is impregnated with the word x capable of conveying the
thing referred to by ‘this’.
3.3. As shown, in Bhartåhari’s view, verbalisation is an essential factor of cognition.
We have to note, however, that he has said that the musical note šaðja, even if it
comes within the range of perception, cannot be determined without being cognised as
‘This is šaðja’. The next question to consider is how verbalisation is associated with
cognising existent things. To this question, the Våtti on VP 1.131 will give an answer.
(a) Things are to be known by a person according to the person’s
œabda-bhâvanâ, or the residual traces of linguistic ability, which consist in being such in which things to be verbalised are merged. 21
(b) Even if a non-conceptual cognition (avikalpakaô jñânam) arises of
such things, no effect is brought about by it. 22
(c) For instance, when one walks quickly and touches things such as
grass and pebbles, a cognition arises.
(d) But even if such a cognition arises, the state of the cognition is a
specific one.
(e) For, in this state of cognition which contains an about-to-sprout
seed of the residual traces of linguistic ability (abhimukhî-bhûtaœabda-bhâvanâ-bîjâ), when denotative powers of words manifest
themselves, the cognition gets impregnated with words (œabdânuviddha)
and follows the denotative powers of the words to determine its object
(œabda-œakty-anupâtin).
(f) The entity itself (vastv-âtman) which is the object of such a cognition is said to be cognised (jñâyata ity abhidhîyate) when it is obtained
through its cognitive image (âkriyamâòa)23 and picked out by that
cognition.
21

VPV 1.131: yathâsya saôhåta-rûpâ œabda-bhâvanâ tathâ jñeyešv arthešûtpannenâpy
avikalpakena jñânena kâryaô na kriyate.
22
For (b)–(h), see note 25 below.
23
PDh ad VPV 1.131: âkriyamâòaÿ iti. viœišþenâkâreòa œabdânuviddhena spašþena labhyamânaÿ.
When an entity is definitely cognised by the cognition impregnated with a word to which a specific
image of the entity appears, it is spoken of as âkriyamâòa ‘being obtained through its cognitive image’.
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(g) Under this condition, the entity is understood by the cognition
(jñânânugata) and appears clearly in it (vyakta-rûpa-pratyavabhâsa).
(h) Words that pick out meanings (arthôpagrâhin)24 are of two types:
‘communicable’ words such as go and ‘incommunicable’ words such
as šaðja.25 The denotative power of words is fixed for each of their
meanings.26
Statement (a) is made under Bhartåhari’s well-known thesis that verbalisability is
immanent in our cognitive faculty.27 A part of (e), (f), and (g) say the same thing as
(d) in the previous section. What is stated in (h) overlaps with what is stated in (e) in
the previous section. We have to note here (b)–(e). What Bhartåhari argue there is
this.
When one walks quickly and touches grass, a cognition, i.e. a tactile sensation,
arises of it. This cognition is a non-conceptual cognition. Even if the grass is cognised, practically nothing is cognised. For, in that state of cognition, the function of
the seed of the residual traces of linguistic ability has not been activated. The grass
is said to be cognised when it is cognised by the cognition which is impregnated
with the word for it. It is not until the function of the seed is activated that the denotative power of the word manifests itself. 28
It is important to note two points. One is that an entity is said to be cognised when
it is cognised through a cognition which is impregnated with the word for it; if it is
not cognised through such a cognition, practically nothing is cognised. The other is
24

That is, words which convey meanings, see PDh ad VPV 1.131: arthôpagrâhiòâm iti. arthapratipâdakânâm.
25
PDh ad VPV 1.131: âkhyeya-rûpâòâm iti. âkhyâtuô œakyate rûpaô yešâô gavâdi-œabdavat.
anâkhyeya-rûpâòâm iti. šaðjâdivat. yato na tešâm arthaÿ paryâyântareòâkhyâtuô œakyate.
26
VPV 1.131: tad yathâ. tvaritaô gacchatas tåòa-lošþâdi-saôsparœât saty api jñâne kâcid eva
sâ jñânâvasthâ yasyâm abhimukhî-bhûta-œabda-bhâvanâ-bîjâyâm âvir-bhûtâsv arthôpagrâhiòâm
âkhyeya-rûpâòâm anâkhyeya-rûpâòâô ca œabdânâô praty-artha-niyatâsu œaktišu œabdânuviddhena
œabda-œakty-anupâtinâ jñânenâkriyamâòa upagåhyamâòo vastv-âtmâ jñânânugato vyakta-rûpapratyavabhâso jñâyata ity abhidhîyate.
27
VPV 1.130: anâdiœ câišâ œabda-bhâvanâ prati-purušam avasthita-jñâna-bîja-parigrahâ. na
hy etasyâÿ kathañcit paurušeyatvaô sambhavati. According to Bhartåhari, the residual traces of
linguistic ability contain the seed of cognition, which is established in each human being; and,
such residual traces of linguistic ability are beginningless, for they can never be artificial.
28
Saying that a word has the power to convey its meaning amounts to saying that the word is
capable of determining an entity. Note Våšabha’s following comments in PDh ad VPV 1.131:
(1) œabdasya œaktir artha-pratipâdanam, tad-upadarœane ’rtha-rûpa-pratipatteÿ, gaur ayam aœvo
’yam iti; (2) pratiniyatârtha-paricchedôpayoginyo hi tâÿ. artha-nirûpaòa-yogata [read: arthanirûpaòa-yogyatâ] œabdasya œaktir ity uktâ. tasyâô hi prabuddhâyâô taj-jñânaô tayârthaô
nirûpayati.
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that there is a case in which the seed of the residual traces of linguistic ability does
not come up.
The first point will remind us of what Bhartåhari says in his Våtti on VP 1.129:
‘Even if it exists as a thing to be cognised, an entity is as good as nonexistent as long as it is not picked out by a verbal expression.’29
According to Bhartåhari, even an existent thing is regarded as non-existent, for
what is said to exist is just what enters into discourse (vyavahârâóga). As shown,
what enters into discourse is only an entity which is cognised by a cognition impregnated with the word for it.
The second point is explained by Bhartåhari in his Våtti on VP 1.132 as follows:
(a) Speech-element (vâg-rûpa-mâtrâ) inheres in all cognitions, just as
the essential property of being an illuminator inheres in fire and that of
being consciousness in the mind (antar-yâmin). The subtle penetration
of speech (vâg-rûpa) recurs even in the state which lacks ostensible
mental activity.30
(b) The illumination (prakâœa) which first comes into relation with
external objects makes the bare essence of an entity shine forth, since
the causes for the use of the word cannot be apprehended because of
the function, which cannot be designated as this or that, of the seed of
the residual traces of linguistic ability (œabda-bhâvanâ-bîja).31
According to Våšabha, it is said that the function of the seed of the residual traces
of linguistic ability cannot be designated as this or that as long as this function is not
activated.32 In the light of Bhartåhari’s denotation theory, the cause for applying a
word to an entity must be the delimiting factor (upâdhi) of the entity.33 Conse29

VPV 1.129: sad api vâg-vyavahâreòânupagåhîtam artha-rûpam asatâ tulyam.
VPV 1.132: yathâ prakâœakatvam agneÿ sva-rûpaô caitanyaô vântar-yâmiòas tathâ
jñânam api sarvaô vâg-rûpa-mâtrânugatam. yâpy asañcetitâvasthâ tasyâm api sûkšmo vâgrûpânugamo ’bhyâvartate.
31
VPV 1.132: yo ’pi prathamôpanipâtî bâhyešv arthešu prakâœaÿ sa nimittânâm aparigraheòa
vastu-svarûpa-mâtram idaô tad ity avyapadeœyayâ våttyâ pratyavabhâsayati.
32
PDh ad VP 1.132: vyapadeœyayâ iti. œabda-bhâvanâ vidyamânâpi sâ kâryâbhâvân na tatra
våttiô labheta. Bhartåhari says that when an entity is cognised by the cognition which is impregnated with a word, it appears clearly in that cognition (vyakta-rûpa-pratyavabhâsa); see (g).
Våšabha remarks that in this situation the entity is what can be designated as this or that. PDh ad
VP 1.131: vyakta-rûpa iti. vyakta-rûpaÿ pratyavabhâso ’smin. idaô tad iti vyapadeœa-rûpatvât.
33
VP 3.5.2abc: dravyasyâvyapadeœasya ya upâdîyate guòaÿ. bhedako vyapadeœâya… According to Våšabha, what Bhartåhari means by the term nimitta (‘cause’) here is a qualifier (viœešaòa)
connected with an entity; see PDh ad VPV 1.132: tešâô vastu-sambandhinâô gotvâdînâô
30
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quently, when such a cause is not apprehended, it is natural that the entity is beyond
verbalisation. In this situation, it has to be said that such a cognition manifests the
entity as a bare entity, in an unqualified form,34 and hence that it is not distinctly
perceived.
All these things make it clear that in Bhartåhari’s view what is beyond verbalisation, namely what is beyond conceptualisation, is beyond the reach of ordinary cognitive states and thoughts, practically a non-existent thing. This is the underlying
view on which Bhartåhari argues that the musical note šaðja, even if it comes within
the range of perception, cannot be determined without being cognised as ‘This is
šaðja’.
3.4. In view of what has been said, let us then consider another case in which it is
argued that the determination of the distinction among things depends upon the
word. The instance is an expression of excellence (prakåšþa-vyapadeœa), such as
œuklataraô rûpam asya—‘The colour of this is whiter’.
3.4.1. Let us first of all keep in mind a basic framework for the expression of excellence. Bhartåhari says:
‘A quality is the cause to convey excellence [in respect of a substance
(dravya)]. If the quality is presented as an independent thing (i.e. as a
substance), the excellence in respect of it is understood only on the basis of its quality which resides in it.’ 35
The point here is this. In order to convey excellence in respect of a substance, one
has to resort to a quality which resides in the substance. The quality is susceptible to
substantialisation. When one wishes to convey excellence in respect of a quality,
which one has substantialised, one has to resort to the quality which resides in the
substantialised quality.
Now Bhartåhari says the following in regard to the utterance œuklataraô rûpam
asya:

viœešâòâm. In Bhartåhari’s denotation theory, the terms guòa, viœešaòa, and upâdhi are synonymous with one another.
34
PDh ad VPV 1.132: tato viœešaòa-rahitam eva vastu pratyâyati.
35
VP1.65:
guòaÿ prakarša-hetur yaÿ svâtantryeòopadiœyate /
tasyâœritâd guòâd eva prakåšþatvaô pratîyate //
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(a) In the utterance in question there does not occur any word to convey
the distinction among white colours (saôvijñâna-padântarâbhâva)
other than the word œukla.36
(b) Therefore, what are understood to be the causes of the expression
of excellence (prakåšþa-vyapadeœa-hetu) are the differentiators (viœeša)
characterised as follows:37
(c) They are other than what is denoted by an affix which signifies the
cause for the occurrence of the word (bhâva-pratyaya).
(d) They are understood from the word œukla which denotes a white
colour in general (tulya-œruty-upagåhîta).
(e) They reside in the colour white which is spoken of as a substance,
just as the colour white resides in a substance such as a cloth
(œaukalyavad eva rûpâœritâÿ).
(f) Insofar as the expression of excellence is made in respect of a quality which resides in a substance and which can be referred to by ‘this’
or ‘that’ and hence can be denoted as something principal, there is no
end to the resulting of the abstraction of a property, which takes place
when another cause for the expression of excellence is assumed. 38
Let us first note (c). Concerning the question of what the cause for excellence in
the utterance œuklataraô rûpam asya is, Bhartåhari, first of all, points out that the
generic property whiteness (œaukalya, œvaitya), which is denoted by the affix œyaÑ,
cannot serve as the cause for excellence in being white because the generic property
‘whiteness’ resides in all white colours and cannot serve to distinguish among white
colours. Then he submits the alternative solution presented here. 39
It is important to note (a). Bhartåhari states that, in the given utterance, there is no
word to convey the distinction among white colours. His idea here is this. One can
have different shades of white. If one wishes to specify the colour white more pre36
VPV 1.65: saôvijñâna-padântarâbhâvâd vâ bhâva-pratyayair anirdeœyâs tulya-œrutyupagåhîtâÿ œauklyavad eva rûpâœritâ viœešâÿ prakåšþa-vyapadeœa-hetavo vijñâyante.
Suppose that there are white and non-white substances. The quality white serves to differentiate the white substance from the non-white one. In this respect the item œukla which conveys the
distinction among colours is considered to be a saôvijñâna-pada with respect to that distinction.
37
For (b)–(e), see note 36.
38
VPV 1.65: yâvac cêdaô tad iti vyapadeœyasya prâdhânyenâœritasya prakåšþa-vyapadeœaÿ
kriyate tâvad avicchinno ’yaô nimittântara-parikalpanâ-dharma-prasaóga iti.
39
VPV 1.65: œuklataraô rûpam asyêtra [read: asyêty atra] tu rûpasya dravyatvenôpâdâne
kriyamâòe rûpâœrita-nimittât prakåšþa-vyapadeœaÿ prakalpate. na ca guòa-sâmânyaô œveta-samavâyi
œvaitryam ekatvâd bheda-hetuÿ sambhavatîti saôsargi-dharmântarâœrayo ’vântarasyâikasyâpi
bhedaÿ parikalpyate.
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cisely, one can use a modifier, such as ‘bright’. One can seek differentiating properties such as bhâsvaratva or brightness to have this kind of utterance. In the utterance
in question, obviously, a term such as bhâsvara, which denotes the property brightness, is not used. The term bhâsvara is properly described as saôvijñâna-pada with
respect to brightness, since it signifies ‘brightness’.40 It goes without saying that this
property is considered to reside in the white colour functioning as a sub stance (e).
As (d) states, the meaning ‘brightness’ in question lies within the domain of the
word œukla. This is because this word denotes different white colours with different
shades. It can denote a bright white colour.
Let us note (f). Bhartåhari maintains that a quality is the cause for denoting excellence in respect of a substance; when excellence in respect of the quality is to be
denoted, the quality of that quality is sought. Even if, theoretically, there would be
no end to this process of abstracting some quality or other, it is natural that when
one has no knowledge of the word to convey the differentiating property, one cannot have any further utterance. It is significant that in the given context Bhartåhari
considers the word bhâsvara as saôvijñâna-pada. For, this shows that he holds that
one who uses the utterance in question must have obtained the knowledge of the
word which serves as the cause for determining the distinction among white colours
in respect of brightness and must have determined the distinction. We have to recall
that Bhartåhari regards saôvijñâna-pada as avadhâraòa-nibandhana-pada.41 Therefore, if, with a certain word, one can determine the distinction among bright white
colours, one can have the utterance rûpam asya bhâsvarataram—‘This is of a
brighter white.’ But this implies that if one cannot determine the distinction in
question due to the lack of the knowledge of saôvijñâna-pada for it, one cannot
have such an utterance. 42
4. Let us turn now to the context in which Bhartåhari uses the term saôvijñâna-pada
to deal with the denotation of something essentially dependent as something independent (§ 2. (2)). The context is the one in which he discusses the unsignifiability
of the relation (sambandha). What I mean by ‘the unsignifiability of the relation’ is
what Bhartåhari asserts in VP 3.3.3–4.
‘[3] When the utterance “This is the signifier of that” or “That is the
significand of this” is used, the relation between word and meaning is
40

PDh ad VPV 1.65: na hi tešâô kiôcit saôvijñâna-padaô bhâsvarâdi-œabdavad ihâsti.
See § 3.2.
42
Helârâja explains as follows in VPP 3.5.3: tatrâpi dharmântarasya prâdhânye tadaparâœrita-dharma-nimitta eva prakarša iti yâvat sambhavati œabda-vyâpâras tâvad aparyavasânam
eva dharmâòâm iti … yadâ tu œabda-vyâpârôparamas tadâ dharmântara-paryešaòâ paryavasyati.
41
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understood from the genitive ending. On the basis of this [relation] the
identity (tattva) of word and meaning is also expressed. [4] There is no
word to denote a relation in terms of its own property. Because it is
absolutely dependent, its form cannot be referred to by its own
word.’43
There are two points to note here. First, a relation (yoga, sambandha) between
word and its meaning enters into our consciousness through the use of genitive
endings. Secondly, there is no nominal term which signifies a relation qua relation:
a relation is absolutely dependent (atyanta-paratantratva); its characteristic form is
not referred to by any particular nominal term.
Now, on this assumption, Bhartåhari describes a relation using the term saôvijñânapada in his Våtti on VP 2.439:44
(a) In the utterance ‘There is a contact of two fingers’ (aógulyoÿ
saôyogaÿ), the contact (saôyoga), even if it is a relation, is denoted as
something independent (svatantra) by a saôvijñâna-pada such as
saôyoga (‘contact’).
(b) The contact is understood here as what has the property of being a
relatum (sambandhin), just like the servant in the utterance ‘the king’s
servant’ (râjñaÿ purušaÿ), even if it is a relation.
(c) In the utterance ‘There is inherence between the contact and its
holder’ (saôyoga-saôyoginoÿ samavâyaÿ), on the other hand, the relation with the contact, understood to be a relatum, becomes the cause
for the occurrence of the genitive ending.
The point made in (a) is that with reference to the relation contact (saôyoga), the
term saôyoga, a nominal term, is a saôvijñâna-pada. Besides, the point made in (b)
is that the term saôyoga denotes this relation as being independent (svatantra) and
hence as being a relatum with respect to its property (sambandhin), but not in its
own property.

43

VP 3.3.3–4:
… vâcya iti šašþhyâ pratîyate /
yogaÿ œabdârthayos tattvam apy ato vyapadiœyate //
nâbhidhânaô sva-dharmeòa sambandhasyâsti vâcakam /
atyanta-paratantratvâd rûpaô nâsyâpadiœyate //
44
VPV 2.439: aógulyoÿ saôyoga iti sambandho ’pi saôyoga[ÿ] saôvijñâna-padena svatantro
’bhidhîyamânaÿ purušâdivat sambandhidharmâbhidhîyate / sambandhi-sambandhas tu šašþhyâ
nimittatvâya kalpate / My special thanks are due to Professor Ashok Aklujkar for permission to
use his unpublished edition of the Våtti to read this passage. See Ogawa (forthcoming).
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What all this implies is the following: contact qua relation cannot be denoted by
the term saôyoga and, with reference to contact qua relation, this term is not a
saôvijñâna-pada. These points are stressed by Helârâja in his Prakâœa on
VP 3.3.4.45 According to him, when, extracting a relation from its relatum, one
speaks of the relation using the term sambandha, one cannot refer directly to the
relation qua relation with that term, since in this case one can only speak of the relation in question as something dependent (sva-pradhâna). Helârâja clearly states that
a relation qua relation is asaôvijñâna-pada, or what has no word by which it can be
conveyed; and that it is to be understood from the effect of the occurrence of the
genitive ending (kâryâika-gamya). It is to be noted that when Helârâja says that a
relation qua relation is asaôvijñâna-pada, he implies that it has no term which,
entering into its own essence, conveys it (tat-svarûpa-niveœi-saôvijñâna-pada).46
As shown above, one cannot have a discourse on a relation without resorting to a
saôvijñâna-pada, such as ‘sambandha’. But ‘relation’ has no saôvijñâna-pada of
its own by which one could capture its essence. ‘Relation’ as a substantialised entity
has its saôvijñâna-pada, while ‘relation’ per se has no corresponding saôvijñânapada. That is characteristic of what is in essence of a dependent nature, such as relation.47 And that is why in (c) Bhartåhari has to say šašþhyâ pratîyate, namely that
the relation is understood from the use of the genitive ending. The point is that there
does exist a relation and it is determined as a distinct entity, but it has to be indicated with the genitive ending.
5. A close look at what is called asaôvijñâna-pada has revealed the following
points: First, a thing characterised as asaôvijñâna-pada exists in an indistinct way.
Secondly, the word called saôvijñâna-pada denotes a distinct entity; but, in
some cases, not in its own form.

45

VPP 3.3.4: tato niškåšya sambandha-œabdena sva-pradhânaÿ sambandhi-rûpatayâbhidhîyamâno na sâkšât sprašþuô œakyata ity asaôvijñâna-padaÿ kâryâika-gamyaÿ.
46
Regarding the term samavâya (‘inherence’), the following idea is expressed by Helârâja in
VPP 3.3.19: nitya-paratantra-rûpaœ câsau samavâya-œabdâd api nâvadhâryate prayoktåpratipattåbhyâm iti na tat-svarûpa-niveœi-saôvijñâna-padaô kiôcanâsti ity avâcya eva bhâvato
’yam. sambandhi-rûpatayâ tu svatantraÿ samavâyaÿ œabdâd avagamyate.
47
According to Bhartåhari, the nominal terms diœ (‘direction’), sâdhana (‘accomplisher’), kriyâ
(‘action’) and kâla (‘time’) signify their meanings as substances, so that they do not refer to the
essence of being a power (œakti) the direction and others have; see VP 3.6.1:
dik sâdhanaô kriyâ kâla iti vastv-abhidhâyinaÿ /
œakti-rûpe padârthânâm atyantam anavasthitâÿ /
In Bhartåhari’s view, power consists in being what renders service (upakârin) and hence in
being something dependent. See OGAWA (forthcoming).
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As shown above, the word called saôvijñâna-pada is the word called avadhâraòanibandhana-pada which, denoting a distinct entity differentiated from others, serves
to determine the distinction among things. This clearly shows that Bhartåhari argues
that the world we experience is segmented into distinct things by virtue of our language. The word characterised as saôvijñâna-pada is involved in such segmentation, and what is signified by such a word is precisely what enters into discourse.
This means that we have to depend on saôvijñâna-pada for a thing so that we may
speak of the thing. To speak of a relation, for example, we have to use the nominal
term sambandha which is a saôvijñâna-pada with respect to a relation as a substantialised entity. It is noteworthy that verbalisation presupposes substantialisation
in Bhartåhari’s denotation theory. But we also have to note that how it is spoke of is
different from how it is. The most important point to keep in mind with respect to
Bhartåhari’s philosophy of language is that only the world as we speak of it is existent, namely that an entity is said to be existent only when it becomes a meaning of
a word.
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Major Points of Vâcaspati’s Disagreement with Maòðana*
DIWAKAR ACHARYA

The first two works of Vacaspatimiœra I, the Nyâya-kaòikâ and Tattva-samîkšâ1,
are commentaries on Maòðanamiœra’s works. This indicates that Vâcaspati initially
studied Mîmâôsâ, focusing especially on Maòðana. His study of Maòðana’s
Mîmâôsâ works made him gradually develop his interest further in the latter’s
Vedânta work, the Brahma-siddhi (BSi), before he found his way to Nyâya. As a
result, Vâcaspati’s tenets are influenced by Maòðana’s thought, particularly insofar
as they reflect Mîmâôsâ and Vedânta2. The Bhâmatî, which establishes a distinct
school of interpretation of the Brahma-sûtra-œâókara-bhâšya (BSŒBh), is mainly
based on the foundation of the Brahma-siddhi and Vâcaspatimiœra’s commentary
thereon, the Tattva-samîkšâ (TSam). It is not unknown to the scholars of Indian
philosophy that most of distinctive features of the Bhâmatî-school have their roots
in Maòðana’s views as set forth in the Brahma-siddhi. In the Bhâmatî, Vâcaspatimiœra resorts to the Brahma-siddhi whenever he faces unclear points in the Œâókarabhâšya, and so invariably explains the text convincingly. Therefore, Vâcaspatimiœra
is blamed by some traditional authors for following Maòðanamiœra blindly.
My impression, however, is that this is not always true, at least in the final stage
of his writing career. It is true that Vâcaspatimiœra appears to have been heavily
*

I would like to express my gratitude to Prof. Ashok Aklujkar (University of British Columbia), Prof. Harunaga Isaacson and Prof. Emeritus Albrecht Wezler (Universität Hamburg) for their
critical comments on an earlier draft of this paper. I am grateful to Prof. Akihiko Akamatsu
(Kyoto University) for his offer to present this issue in the VAADA lecture series of the 21st
century COE Program at Kyoto University in October 2005. I am also grateful to Mr. Philip Pierce
(Nepal Research Centre) for going over my English.
1
On chronological order of Vâcaspati’s works, see ACHARYA (2006: xxxi–xxxiii).
2
Following the line of Maòðanamiœra and further developing it, Vâcaspatimiœra brings together the Mîmâôsâ and Nyâya theories of error as two dimensions of a combined theory of error
in Vedânta, which, if observed from two different angles, is equally acceptable to all these three
schools (see ACHARYA (2006: lxvii-lxviii)). I intend to compare concerned passages at some other
occasion in near future.
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influenced by Maòðanamiœra’s ideas but, at the same time, we find him reconsidering the latter’s positions and refining them in the Bhâmatî. There it appears that he
developed further arguments or even new ideas from simple points made by
Maòðana and blended them with the ideas of Œaókara. Not only that, Vâcaspatimiœra
in the Bhâmatî seems to differ from Maòðanamiœra on a number of crucial points. I
shall reflect upon them here briefly.
1. Levels of Brahman Realisation
Firstly, Vâcaspati does not agree with Maòðana on the levels of realisation of Brahman. At the beginning of the Niyoga-kâòða, Maòðana mentions three possible levels
of Brahman realisation: verbal knowledge, meditative knowledge and the final intuitive knowledge. In the Tattva-samîkšâ, Vâcaspati briefly comments on the passage,
saying nothing specific from his side, but in the Bhâmatî he delimits the third as the
profound meditation (nididhyâsana) in the form of continuity of the mind (cittasantati-maya) and identifies the intuitive knowledge as a fourth form at the top, and
proceeds to justify its necessity. This fourth level of realisation is an original idea on
the part of Vâcaspati; however, his speculation is grounded in Maòðana’s discourse.
Let us compare the following passages from the Brahma-siddhi and Bhâmatî:
‘There are three [levels of] realisation with regard to Brahman. The
first comes from verbal knowledge (lit. word). Another is the realisation variously known as meditation, contemplation and cultivation,
which is a continuation of the first realisation from the verbal knowledge, and the other takes the form of intuitive perception, when the
state of completion occurs and all mental fabrications have ceased.’3
‘There are four [levels of] realisation with regard to Brahman. The first
is reached by merely studying sentences from the Upanišads; this is
known as the “act of hearing”. The second is reached by studying of
the same Upanišadic sentences but at the same time reflecting on
them; this is known as the “act of reflection”. The third is the profound
3

BSi 1.74: tisraœ ca pratipattayo brahmaòi. prathamâ tâvac chabdât, anyâ œabdât pratipadya
tat-santânavatî dhyâna-bhâvanôpâsanâdi-œabda-vâcyâ, anyâ tato labdha-nišpattir vigalita-nikhilavikalpâ sâkšât-karaòa-rûpâ, see ACHARYA (2006: 156).
Vâcaspatimiœra’s commentary on this passage runs as follows (ACHARYA (2006: 156–157)):
“âtmâ jñâtavyaÿ” iti hi kila brahmaòi pra[ti](pattir vidhîyate, ti)sraœ ca tâÿ sambhavantîty âha—
tisraœ cêti. anyâ tataÿ santânavatyâÿ pratîter âdara-nairantarya-dîrgha-kâlâsevana-labdhaparipâkâyâ (labdha-nišpattir viga)lita-nikhila-vikalpâ, viœešaòa-viœešya-bhâva-nirbhâso ’vacchinnavišaya-pratyayo vikalpaÿ, tad-rahitêty arthaÿ.
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meditation in the form of a continuation of the mind, and the fourth is
the state of the intuitive perception in the form of a particular mode of
the mind. Absolute unity is an inherent property of this fourth state.’ 4
In the above passage from the Bhâmatî, Vâcaspati clearly states that verbal
knowledge continues up to the second level, and on the third level merely continuity
of thought prevails, while on the fourth level intuitive realisation occurs from a particular operation of mind.5
Thus, according to him, a particular operation of the mind following upon impressions of ‘hearing’ (œravaòa), ‘reflection’ or ‘spiritual cultivation’ (manana) and
‘meditation’ (nididhyâsana) causes the final and direct realisation of Brahman. For
the followers of the Vivaraòa-school of Œâókara Vedânta, the latter is caused by the
hearing of the Upanišadic sentences being perfected by spiritual cultivation and
meditation. This is one of the major points of difference between the two schools of
interpretation among the followers of Œâókara Vedânta.
This question is of great importance because it involves another controversial
point of debate concerning the capacity of the Upanišadic sentences. In Vâcaspati’s
scheme, spiritual cultivation is fundamental and necessary; the Upanišadic sentences
can produce only indirect knowledge of Brahman, and without spiritual cultivation
direct realisation of Brahman is not possible. This is not acceptable to the followers
of the Vivaraòa-school, since it limits the capacity of the Upanišadic sentences.
In Maòðana’s three-level scheme, the third level is already the final stage of intuitive perception and is said to be a culmination of the second level and free of all
fabrications and diversities.6 This level is already the level of final culmination, and
there is no scope for the fourth in this scheme.
In the Brahma-sûtra-œâókara-bhâšya there is not the slightest allusion to a fourth
level or a passage that would admit such a stage. In the Pañca-pâdikâ (PP) and
Vivaraòa, there is no mention of the fourth level either. Therefore, we must say that

4

Bhâmatî ad BSŒBh 3.4.26: catasraÿ pratipattayo brahmaòi. prathamâ tâvad upanišadvâkya-œravaòa-mâtrâd bhavati yâô kila âcakšate œravaòam iti. dvitîyâ mîmâôsâ-sahitâ tasmâd
eva upanišad-vâkyâd yâm âcakšate mananam iti. tåtîyâ citta-santati-mayî, yâm âcakšate
nididhyâsanam iti. caturthî sâkšât-kâravatî våtti-rûpâ, nântaryaô hi tasyâÿ kaivalyam iti.
5
This operation of the mind in later Vedânta texts is identified as being in a pure and undifferentiated state.
6
It is not clear from Maòðana’s passage, however, whether or not the verbal knowledge
which is continued in the second level continues till the third, where it is culminated. This can be
interpreted either way: Ânandapûròa in BhŒu thinks that this final culmination takes place by
means of hearing (œravaòa-dvârâ); and if he is right, Prakâœâtman is closer to Mandana. In any
case, Maòðana’s stance is less disputable than that of Vâcaspati’s.
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this is an original idea on the part of Vâcaspati which is not in agreement with
Maòðana’s thought.
2. Liberation in life
Once Brahman is realised, what happens to the realised person? Does his body
immediately collapse, that is, does he die, due to the total annihilation of ignorance
(avidyâ) and karman brought about by the realisation of Brahman? If not, how does
his body remain functional after such an annihilation?
Maòðana says that it all depends either upon leftover traces of the cause of the
body (avidyâ), which was once in operation (labdha-våtti), or upon the residual
effect of this cause, or upon both of them.7 The bodies of those who have no such
traces may immediately collapse, but those who have such traces may persevere in a
bodily state for some time, this state being termed ‘liberation in life’ (jîvan-mukti).
Maòðana holds a person in this state to be a man of stable insight (sthita-prajña)
and explains that he might not be a siddha, one who has already attained the goal,
but still a sâdhaka, one who has reached a highly advanced stage in spiritual cultivation and is waiting for the final realisation. He writes:
‘We say, first of all, the man of stable insight is not a siddha (i.e. one
who has accomplished the goal), for whom avidyâ has entirely disappeared, but a sâdhaka (i.e. one who is still progressing towards the goal)
who has reached a particular state, and we do not say that the body is
dropped immediately after the realisation of Brahman. He awaits the extinction of the karman whose effects are still in motion. Here the one
enjoys immediate liberation, whereas the other suffers some delay.’8
On this point, Vâcaspati does not follow Maòðana, and indeed even refutes him,
following Œaókara. According to Œaókara, a question like whether a realised person
dies or continues to live is not a matter of debate, for the realisation of Brahman
brings about annihilation of only that portion of karman which has not fructified and
begun to produce results (anârabdha) but not of that which has begun to produce
results (prârabdha). Œaókara writes:
7
Maòðanamiœra’s preference seems to be for the second alternative (see below, p. 437). As
commentators think, inasmuch as differences in the mind produce impressions and the body continues to exist.
8
BSi1 130–131: ucyate—sthita-prajñas tâvan na vigalita-nikhilâvidyaÿ siddhaÿ, kiô tu sâdhaka
evâvasthâ-viœešaô prâptaÿ syât. na ca brûmaÿ—brahma-vedanânantara eva deha-viyogaÿ.
ârabdha-kârya-karma-kšayaô bhogena pratîkšata iti tatra kasya cit tat-kâlo ’pavargaÿ, kasya cit
kiyâôœ cit kšepaÿ.
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‘Moreover, one should not debate in this point whether a realised person bears his body for some time or not. How could the realisation of
Brahman, a conception of one’s mind, negate endurance of a body affected by some other [conception]? This point is explained in both the
œrutis and småtis by describing the characteristics of a man of stable
insight. Therefore, it can be concluded that on the strength of realisation there is extinction only of those vices and virtues the effects of
which are not yet in motion.’ 9
As already stated, Vâcaspatimiœra in the Bhâmatî not only accepts the position of
Œaókara on this issue but also refutes Maòðanamiœra’s position by stating that a
sthita-prajña or jîvan-mukta cannot be a sâdhaka awaiting the final realisation but
must be a siddha, and that there is no higher state than this to be accomplished. Here
is Vâcaspatimiœra’s commentary on the above excerpt from the Brahma-sûtraœâókara-bhâšya:
‘On the mûla expression one should not debate…: the man of stable
insight is not one who is still progressing towards the goal (sâdhaka),
for there is not any more primal conception that could be based on the
supremacy of even further meditation. Rather, the man of stable insight is without a superior and is one who has already accomplished
the goal (siddha).’10
It should also be noted that Maòðanamiœra does not think that the realised person
has to consume the prârabdha-karman by experiencing its results; he seems to say that
what remains even in the state of jîvan-mukti is merely an impression of prârabdhakarman but not the residue itself. Thus he mentions the contrary position and refutes it:
9

BSŒBh 4.1.15: api ca nÎvâtra vivaditavyam—brahma-vidâ kaô cit kâlaô œarîraô dhriyate
na vâ dhriyata iti. kathaô hy ekasya sva-hådaya-pratyayaô brahma-vedanaô deha-dhâraòaô
câpareòa pratikšeptuô œakyeta? œruti-småtišu ca sthita-prajña-lakšaòa-nirdeœenÎtad eva nirucyate.
tasmâd anârabdha-kâryayor eva sukåta-duškåtayor vidyâ-sâmarthyât kšaya iti niròayaÿ.
10
Bhâmatî ad BSŒBh 4.1.15: api ca nÎvâtra vivaditavyam iti. sthita-prajñaœ ca na sâdhakaÿ;
tasyôttarôttara-dhyânôtkaršeòa pûrva-pratyayânavasthitatvât. niratiœayas tu sthita-prajñaÿ. sa ca
siddha eva.
Interestingly enough, Amalânanda in commenting upon this passage expressly states that
Vâcaspati has here refuted Maòðana, see KT on Bhâmatî ad BSŒBh 4.1.15: bhâšye sthita-prajñalakšaòa-nirdeœo jîvan-mukti-sâdhaka uktaÿ. tatra sthita-prajñaÿ sâdhako na sâkšât-kâravân iti
maòðana-miœrair uktaô dûšaòam uddharati—sthita-prajñaœ cêti.—‘In the Bhâšya, a mention of
the characteristics of the man of stable insight [found in the Upanišadic and småti texts] is said to
be the proof of “liberation in life”. In this context, Vâcaspati takes out the fault Maòðana [pointed
out] that the man of stable insight is one who is still progressing (sâdhaka) but not one who has
obtained the intuitive perception, and writes “The man of stable insight…”.’
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‘Some people, however, think that cessation of the karman set for fruition
is not possible, just as in the case of an arrow impetuous [in its course] or
a wheel [in motion], and that for this reason it is necessary to wait for the
cessation of such karman. That is not true. An arrow can certainly be
stopped by setting a wall or the like in its way, and can also be destroyed
by cutting it off [in flight] or by other means. In our case, too, there are
pacifying rituals which are capable of destroying karman bound for consumption, as indicated in a dream or the like. Therefore, it is sure that the
endurance of the body is due to impressions (saôskâra).’11
However, both Œaókara and Vâcaspati are opposed to this view and regard what is
destroyed after realisation as only the karman which is not yet bound to have repercussions but not the karman which is set for fruition.12 Thus Vâcaspati not only
differs from Maòðana on this issue but even accepts a position refuted by him.
3. The Relationship between karman and Realisation
Another controversial view of Maòðanamiœra that Vâcaspati discards in the
Bhâmatî concerns the relationship between karman and realisation. According to
Maòðana, karman has a vital role to play even in the process of realisation of
Brahman, the former being closely associated with the latter. Maòðana presents
seven possible theories on this issue and affirms two of them. For him, either karman
by virtue of its bi-functional nature is conducive to the realisation of âtman alongside the production of its direct result; or else it exists for the purification of the
individual and perfects him so as to prepare him for Brahman realisation. Maòðana
presents these two views as follows:
‘Others, however, say that all types of karman are finally governed by
the realisation of âtman due to the property of separateness-with-conjunction, for it is stated in the œruti that “they desire to know by performing sacrifice” and “by whatever means he makes sacrifice, his
mind becomes pure after the concluding darvî-homa”. Some others describe the relationship between karman and the governing authority of
Brahman realisation with the words that “by means of sacrifices and

11

BSi1 132–133: ye tu manyante—pravåtta-bhogânâô karmaòâô pravåtta-vegasyêšor iva cakrasyeva vâ na œakyaÿ pratibandhaÿ, ato bhogena kšaya-pratîkšêti. tad asat. œakyo hîšuÿ pratibandhuô
kuðyâdibhiÿ, nâœayituô ca cchedâdibhiÿ. svapnâdi-sûcitôpasthita-vipâka-varttamâna-deha-bhogyakarma-kšayârthâni ca œântikâni karmâòi. tasmât saôskârâd eva sthitiÿ.
12
See ACHARYA (2006: cxxi).
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great sacrifices this body is made ready for [realisation]” and “to
whom the forty rites of purification and the eight virtues [apply]”.’ 13
Later, after presenting all possible views, he returns to these two views and affirms them in the following way:
‘It is logical that that karman which is not dependent on some other
action is subordinate to realisation according to the property of separation-with-conjunction, even as the œruti states that “those who contemplate Brahman desire to know it by means of sacrifice”. It is called
subordinate, inasmuch as it is instrumental in attaining [realisation] but
does not contribute to producing it the way prayâja and the like do, for
realisation has no other effect to be produced. Alternatively, the other
position of purification is acceptable because of the testimony of the
småti and also because of the fact that realisation comes only to a purified person. Thus it is said: “and since it is prescribed, the karman of a
particular âœrama, too, [is helpful in realisation]”.’ 14
Thus Maòðana not only claims usefulness of karman in the course of realising
Brahman but also says that the accumulation of karman accelerates the process of
realisation and so should be continued until the final intuitive stage of realisation
(sâkšât-kâra)15.
Vâcaspati criticises this view of Maòðana and accepts that of Œaókara, who believes that karman and Brahman realisation are quite opposed to each other and a
reconciliation of the two is impossible. Though Vâcaspati accepts that karman purifies and qualifies a person for the realisation of âtman, he says it is effective as long
as a desire for such knowledge (vividišâ) is not produced. He writes:
‘For [fear of] entering into a cumbersome assumption, it is not logical
to agree upon the position which postulates that the obligatory duties
have a direct relation to realisation via separation-with-conjunction,

13

BSi1 27 = BSi2 21–22: anye tu saôyoga-påthaktvena sarva-karmaòâm evâtmajñânâdhikârânupraveœam âhuÿ “vividišanti yajñena” iti œruteÿ, “yena kenacana yajetâpi darvîhomenânupahata-manâ eva bhavati” iti ca. anye tu puruša-saôskâratayâtma-jñânâdhikârasaôsparœaô karmaòâô varòayanti—“mahâ-yajñaiœ ca yajñaiœ ca brâhmîyaô kriyate tanuÿ”,
“yasyÎte catvâriôœat-saôskârâ ašþâv âtma-guòâÿ” iti ca.
14
BSi1 36: idaô tu yuktam—kâryântara-nirâkâókšâòâm api karmaòâô saôyoga-påthaktvât
“tam etaô vedânuvacanena brâhmaòâ vividišanti yajñena” iti vidyâóga-bhâvaÿ. so ’py upapattyarthatayâ, na prayâjâdivat kâryôpayogena, vidyâyâÿ kâryântarâ-bhâvât. saôkâra-pakšo vâ, småteÿ;
saôskåtasya hi vidyôtpatteÿ. tad uktam—“vihitatvâc câœrama-karmâpi” iti.
15
See the passage quoted below, p. 441.
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whereas these duties can be related easily with realisation [in another
way], inasmuch as they purify a person by regularly disposing accumulated vice. Thus virtues are in fact acquired from the performance
of the obligatory duties, whence vice goes away. Vice alone pollutes
one’s mind by casting an antithetic view of eternity, purity and pleasure on this mortal, impure and sorrowful world. So when vice is removed and the doors of perception and reasoning are opened, one understands by perception and reasoning the nature of this world beyond
doubt as mortal, impure and sorrowful. Then a disliking for this world
known as displeasure is developed, and then rises a desire to abandon
it. Then one searches for the means to do so, and in this search, hearing that the knowledge of the self is the means being searched for, one
desires to know the self. Thereafter, one comes to know it by following the due course, beginning with “hearing”. Because of all this, it is
logical to agree that the purification of the mind by karman is indirectly contributive to the process of realising the truth.’16
In brief, then, according to Œaókara and Vâcaspati, once the desire for knowledge
is produced and one is minded to listen to the Upanišads, karman has no further role
to play and must be dropped entirely. 17
16

Bhâmatî ad BSŒBh 1.1.1: k³ptenÎva ca nityânâô karmaòâô nityêhitenôpâtta-duritanibarhaòena puruša-saôskâreòa jñânôtpattâv aóga-bhâvôpapattau na saôyoga-påthaktvena sâkšâd
aóga-bhâvo yuktaÿ, kalpanâ-gauravâpatteÿ. tathâ hi nitya-karmânušþhânâd dharmôtpâdaÿ, tato
pâpmâ nivartate, sa hy anityâœuci-duÿkha-rûpe saôsâre nitya-œuci-sukha-khyâti-lakšaòena
viparyâsena citta-sattvaô malînayati. ataÿ pâpani-våttau pratyakšôpapatti-dvârâpâvaraòe sati
pratyakšôpapattibhyâô saôsârasyânityâœuci-duÿkha-rûpatâm apratyûham avabuddhyate, tato
’syâsminn anabhirati-saôjñaô vairâgyam upajâyate, tatas taj-jihâsôpâvartate, tato hânôpâyaô
paryešate, paryešamâòaœ câtma-tattva-jñânam asyôpâya ity upaœrutya tat jijñâsate, tataÿ
œravaòâdikrameòa taj jânâtîty ârâd upakârakatvaô tattva-jñânôtpâdaô prati citta-sattva-œuddhyâ
karmaòâô yuktam.
17
In commenting on Œaókara’s interpretation of the Upanišadic sentence kurvann evêha
karmâòi… (‘one should aspire to live a full life by performing karman’), Vâcaspatimiœra follows
Œaókara in admitting the point that a realised person can continue accumulating karman but states
that even so he is not afflicted by it. However, his inclination is to take the above statement as a
recommendation to an unrealised person, and so for him it is a secondary solution, Bhâmatî ad
BSŒBh 3.4.13–14: “kurvann evêha karmâòi jijîvišed” ity-evam-âdišu niyama-œravaòešu na viduša
iti viœešo ’sti, aviœešeòa niyama-vidhânât. “kurvann evêha karmâòi” ity-atrâparo viœeša
âkhyâyate. yady apy atra prakaraòa-sâmarthyâd vidvân eva kurvann iti sambandhyeta, tathâpi
vidyâ-stutaye karmânušþhânam etad drašþravyam. “na karma lipyate nare” iti hi vakšyati. etad
uktaô bhavati—yâvaj-jîvaô karma kurvaty api viduši puruše na karma lepâya bhavati vidyâsâmarthyâd iti tad evaô vidyâ stûyate.—‘In the case of the statement of rules like “One should
aspire to live in this world by performing karman”, there underlies the special point that such a
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Contrary to this, Maòðana thinks that the process of Brahman realisation is accelerated if it is accompanied by karman, even though plodding on towards realisation
without accumulating karman is also possible. In support of his view, he quotes
Brahma-sûtra 3.4.26 (sarvâpekšâ ca yajñâdi-œruter aœvavat) and elaborates the idea
that, even as it is possible to reach a destination without a horse, although one is
desirable for reaching there quickly or for the sake of convenience, in the same way
karman is desirable in the process of Brahman realisation for the same reason. He
writes:
‘In the case of ascetics living in chastity, the rise of pure knowledge
could be expected even without [the performance of] those duties; still,
there is difference in terms of time. Thanks to these particular means,
pure knowledge is revealed quickly, [much] more quickly, while in the
absence of these means it is revealed slowly, [much] more slowly. It is
said: “the requirement of all types of karman is admitted, for the œruti
teaches sacrifice and so on [as a means of attaining Brahman], but [these
duties are] like a horse”. This is the meaning of this sûtra: the performance of duties is required for realisation, which is to be attained through
repeated practice, as the œruti teaches through sacrifice and charity, just
as a horse is required in order to reach a village swiftly and conveniently,
even though it is possible to reach there without a horse.’18
Œaókara’s interpretation of the same sûtra is quite different, and seemingly a bit
distorted. He says that as a horse is employed to draw a chariot but not to plough
fields, so too karman is required in order to produce a desire for knowledge
(vividišâ), not to accomplish the final goal of Brahman realisation (brahma-jñâna):

prescription is not for a realised person. For this statement is made without any specification, [so
that a clarification is needed]. However, in the case of this particular statement, “One should aspire…”, it is further necessary to make another point, that though depending on the context a
realised person may be an agent who accumulates karman, the accumulation of karman should be
viewed as something for the sake of praising the realisation of [Brahman]. Later it is said that
“karman does not defile a [realised] person”. This amounts to saying the following: even though a
realised person accumulates karman for his whole life, his karman will not cause any defilement
in him, given his realisation, and thus [Brahman] realisation is praised.’
18
BSi1 36–37: ûrdhva-retasâô câœramiòâô vinâpi tair viœuddha-vidyodaya išyate. kiô tu
kâla-kåto viœešaÿ. sâdhana-viœešâd dhi sâ kšipraô kšiprataraô ca vyajyate, tad-abhâve cireòa
ciratareòa ca. tad uktam—sarvâpekšâ ca yajñâdi-œruter aœvavat. ešo ’rthaÿ—“yajñena dânena” iti
œravaòât karmâòy apekšante vidyâyâm abhyâsa-labhyâyâm api, yathântareòâœvaô grâma-prâptau
siddhyantyâô œaighryâyâkleœâya vâœvo ’pekšyate.
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‘The right knowledge, once attained, requires nothing towards accomplishing the goal, but it requires means towards its [own] rise. How so?
Because the œruti teaches sacrifice and so on as the means thereto. …
Given their connection with the desire to know [the self], they are regarded as the means whereby [the right knowledge] arises. The expression “like a horse” in the sûtra points at ability. Even as a horse, because
of its ability, is employed to pull a chariot but not to plough, similarly the
ritual duties of [the earlier] âœramas are not required by the right knowledge towards accomplishing the goal, but only towards its [own] rise.’19
Maòðana strongly criticises this position. He postulates that karman and Brahman
realisation are hardly opposed to each other, and repeatedly states that the former is
conducive not only to a desire for knowledge (vividišâ) but also to the final intuitive
realisation of Brahman.20
For his part, Vâcaspati rejects any positive relation between the two:
‘In this way, for a person who has not performed karman in this life
but whose mind has been purified by his actions in the previous life
and an aversion to this world has arisen in him through an apprehension of its worthlessness, there is no use performing karman, that is fit
and favourable for the rise of aversion. For its purpose has already
been served by his having performed karman in his previous life.’ 21
Thus neither of the two views concerning the relation between karman and realisation affirmed by Maòðanamiœra is acceptable to Vâcaspatimiœra in this matter.

4. The Significance of Renunciation (saônyâsa)
The above view of Maòðanamiœra regarding the relationship between karman and
Brahman realisation has a direct impact on the question of the significance of

19

BSŒBh 3.4.26: utpannâ hi vidyâ phala-siddhiô prati na kiô cid apekšate, utpattiô prati tv
apekšate. kutaÿ? yajñâdi-œruteÿ. … vividišâ-saôyogâc cÎšâm utpatti-sâdhana-bhâvo ’vasîyate. …
aœvavad iti yogyatâ-nidarœanam. yathâ ca yogyatâ-vaœenâœvo na lâógalâkaršaòe yujyate, rathacaryâyâô tu yujyate. evam âœrama-karmâòi vidyayâ phala-siddhau nâpekšyante, utpattau
câpekšyanta iti.
20
See BSi1 32–36.
21
Bhâmatî ad BSŒBh 1.1.1: evaô cânanušþhita-karmâpi prâg-bhavîya-karma-vaœâd yo viœuddhasattvaÿ saôsârâsâratâ-darœanena nišpanna-vairâgyaÿ, kåtaô tasya karmânušþhânena vairâgyôtpâdôpayoginâ, prâg-bhavîya-karmânušþhânâd eva tat-siddheÿ.
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saônyâsa. Since karman is conducive to the final realisation and is effective till the
end of one’s life, saônyâsa should not really be necessary. A householder who continues with the performance of karman, specifically the obligatory duties (nityakarman), should reach the goal rather earlier than an ascetic who renounces everything. Indeed, according to Maòðana, a householder gallops towards the goal while
an ascetic is still plodding on.22 This idea would in no way have been acceptable to
Œaókara and his followers, who champion saônyâsa with almost propagandist fervour.
According to Œaókara, saônyâsa is a necessary condition for Brahman realisation.
For him, abiding in Brahman (brahma-saôsthatâ), in complete surrender to Brahman,
is possible only for a renunciant, not for others in any of the other three stages of
life. These have to perform their specific duties; if they stop performing the recommended duties, they will be committing sin. A renunciant, however, is different; he
does not acquire sin by not performing karman, inasmuch as he has renounced all
karman.23
Œaókara states that renunciation is part and parcel of the maturity leading to
Brahman realisation and is recommended for a qualified person. One is called upon
to renounce all karman after listening to the Upanišads:
‘As renunciation is part of the maturity leading to Brahman realisation,
it is not for people other than allotted ones. And the œruti teaches this:
“Now a mendicant with his head shaved, pale-dressed, without possessions, clean, free from malice and living on alms is [ready] for
Brahmanhood”.’24
Here too, Vâcaspati follows Œaókara, not Maòðanamiœra, as his commentary on
the above Brahma-sûtra-œâókara-bhâšya passage makes clear:
‘This is what is taught: Brahman[hood] is renunciation characterised by
the abandonment of all types of longing through devotion to Brahman.
Therefore, such a special [way of life] characterised by renunciation
and abiding in Brahman is only for the mendicant, not for people in the
22

See ACHARYA (2006: cxv).
BSŒBh 3.4.20: atrôcyate—brahma-saôstha iti hi brahmaòi parisamâptir ananya-vyâpâratârûpaô tan-nišþhatvam abhidhîyate. tac ca trayâòâm âœramâòâô na sambhavati, svâœrama-vihitakarmânanušþhâne pratyavâya-œravaòât. parivrâjakasya tu sarva-karma-saônyâsât pratyavâyo na
sambhavaty ananušþhâna-nimittaÿ. œama-damâdis tu tadîyo dharmo brahma-saôsthatâyâ
upodbalako na virodhî. brahma-nišþhatvam eva hi tasya œama-damâdy-upabåôhitaô svâœramavihitaô karma.
24
BSŒBh 3.4.20: brahma-jñâna-paripâkâógatvâc ca pârivrâjyasya nânadhikåta-višayatvam.
tac ca darœayati—“atha parivrâð vivaròa-vâsâ muòðo ’parigrahaÿ œucir adrohî bhaikšâòo
brahma-bhûyâya bhavati” iti.
23
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other stages of life. Intuitive perception, the maturity of Brahman realisation arising from verbal knowledge, is the only means of emancipation. Renunciation is prescribed as part of this maturity, and is not
for people to whom it has not been allotted.’ 25
According to Vâcaspati, one should renounce as soon as desires have fallen
away;26 and thus he appears to assume that saônyâsa is a prerequisite for Brahman
realisation.
Vâcaspati generally takes the liberty to introduce new ideas and add extra remarks. Thus, though he appears to follow Œaókara in the last three instances above,
it is important to note that he does so while refuting or discarding Maòðana’s views.
As to the first instance, it is a revised presentation of an idea found in the Brahmasiddhi; still, it is perfect and effective in its own way, and even leads to new avenues
of philosophic pursuit.
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From the Tattva-cintâ-maòi by Gaógeœa
The Kevala-vyatireki-prakaraòam
NEGATIVE-ONLY INFERENCE
Annotated Translation and Commentary
STEPHEN H. PHILLIPS

Introduction
Much of the outstanding work in epistemology and logic of the Navya-nyâya
school remains inaccessible except to traditional scholars in India. N.S. Ramanuja
Tatacharya, a traditional scholar of great accomplishment, read with me this section
of the masterwork of Gaógeœa (c. 1300) in February of 2000. This translation and
commentary have benefited much from his guidance and an occasional correction of
the text. Unlike with some of our previous work, however, we are not this time coauthors and mistakes of interpretation belong only to me. Before attempting to
translate the section, which concerns a thorny area of logic, I did much work in
Western sources (including a graduate course in philosophical logic) and my reading and comments are informed, hopefully, as much by contemporary understandings as by Gaógeœa’s Nyâya inheritance. Gaógeœa is a first-rate philosopher and
tools of contemporary logic help enormously in tracing his thought.
The text is taken from the Tirupati Vidyapeetha edition of the inference chapter of
the Tattva-cintâ-maòi, part one (TCMT).1 In the present edition, compounds are
indicated by hyphens and sandhi is broken but letters dropped or changed are not
restored. A circumflex indicates a vowel sandhi at the word junction of a compound, overriding the usual hyphen. Beyond indicating sandhi breaks, no effort has
been made to improve the representation of sandhi. The Tirupati edition is here
practically mirrored and violations of sandhi are left as they appear. Some punctua1
RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (1982: 441–487). The edition includes the Prakâœa commentary by
Rucidatta Miœra and a subcommentary by Dharmarâjâdhvarin, both of which have proved helpful.
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tion has been simplified and there are no paragraph indentations or designations
other than the big breaks for translation and comment. In this way my transliterated
text is an edition distinct from the Tirupati edition, representing how I read
Gaógeœa. All non-punctuation emendations are indicated in notes. References (e.g.
TCMT 442) are to pages of the editions.
For the convenience of Sanskritists who possess only the older Calcutta Asiatic
Society edition (1991 reprint), page references to it too are given (TCMC).2 No attempt has been made to edit the text critically or systematically to compare the two
published editions. But in a few places I have followed a clearly preferable phrase
of the Calcutta edition, marking the emendation in a note. The commentary, moreover, by Mathurânâtha, published there, sometimes proved helpful.
Let us review a minimal set of logical terms, ones that are standard across Nyâya
and most of the other classical schools:
pakša

(a)

sâdhana
sâdhya

(H)
(S)

vyâpti

(x)(HxoSx)

the inferential subject, e.g. ‘the mountain’ in the
stock example;
the prover (hetu is a synonym), e.g. ‘smokiness’;
the probandum, the property to be proved, e.g.
‘fieriness’;
the inference-grounding pervasion, e.g. ‘Wherever smoke, there fire’.

Inductive support is presumed, a basis for the proper formation of the inferenceinforming saôskâra or ‘mental disposition’, which is called the ‘example’.
dåšþânta

a pervasion-supportive example, a locus known
to exhibit both the prover and the probandum,
e.g. ‘a kitchen hearth’; and with respect to the
negative method, e.g. ‘a lake’, known as a locus
of both the absence of the probandum and absence of the prover.

A stock five-step proof formula runs as follows:
1. [The ‘proposition’ to be proved:] That mountain is fiery.
2. [The ‘reason’:] That mountain is smoky.
3. [The ‘example’ generating the general rule:] Like a kitchen hearth. [Or, in
the case of the negative method:] Unlike a lake.

2

TARKAVAGISH (1991: 582–625).
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4. [The ‘application’:] And this is likewise.
5. [The ‘conclusion’:] Therefore, that mountain is fiery.
The five steps are to be construed as a single statement governed by grammatical
and semantic rules, a formal presentation of an ‘inference for others’
(parârthânumâna).
‘Inference for oneself’ (svârthânumâna) may be represented:
(K)(SpHa)o(K)Sa
If a person comes to know that H-as-qualified-by-being-pervaded-by-S (sâdhyavyâpaka-pakša-dharmatâ-viœišþa-hetu) qualifies a, then that person comes to know
that Sa.
In wide overview, negative-only inference was highly controversial among the
classical schools. 3 Two co-extensional terms (e.g. ‘being earthen’ and ‘having
smell’) present an epistemological puzzle when the one is used to pick out the inferential subject (pakša) and the other the prover (hetu): inference as a knowledge
source normally requires a positive inductive basis from which extrapolation proceeds to inference-warranting knowledge of pervasion. An objector will say as
much in the very first passage of our text (see below, p. 452). And since the inferential subject cannot be used itself as such support—otherwise, inference would be
pointless—a putative prover’s extensional equivalence to the subject would mean
that there could be no positive support, no correlations of a positive variety of the S
and the H. Correlations of absences, the objector will suggest (in line with many of
like philosophical prejudice), are problematic.
Clearly, the form seems invalid without restriction, since it would prove too
much: given merely that ‘a is H’, with no known H outside the pakša (a), it would
appear from the correlation of ~S and ~H, then, that we could prove of a any S
known not to reside outside the pakša. For example, ‘Martian-made’ (S) could be
proved of every cow (a) by the prover cowhood (H). Everywhere we find something
that is not a cow, there we find something that is not Martian-made, e.g. a rock.
Thus, since every cow has cowhood, it is Martian-made. (See below p. 501,
TCMT 500, for a similar point concerning the name ‘Ðittha’.) It is true that Gaógeœa
would rule this inference out as having an ‘unfamiliar’ probandum (aprasiddha).
And other Nyâya logicians would reject it as falling to the counter-inference, satpratipakša, ‘Every cow is non-Martian-made, since it is a cow, unlike a rock.’ Nev-

3

Excellent discussion of Dharmakîrti, the great Buddhist logician (c. 650), who dismisses the
form, and Uddyotakara and company, who defend it, is: MATILAL (1998: 108–26). Another excellent introduction concentrating on Pracîna (‘Old’) Nyâya is: CHAKRABARTI (1999: 79–91).
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ertheless, if the form is to have validity prima facie—an epistemological interpretation consonant with Gaógeœa’s overall view4—it appears we’ll have to be especially
good at countering in this way pseudo-inferences. Better would appear to be the way
of the Buddhists to reject the form entirely.
Furthermore, negative correlations would not seem strictly relevant, as is brought
out by the ‘ravens paradox’ well-known to students of inductive logic.5 An evidence
basis supporting the generalisation, ‘All ravens are black’, benefits from the sight of
an additional black raven. But to flip the pages of a book, noting that one after another is neither a raven nor black, seems irrelevant. In Nyâya terms, a pervasion of
being-black (H) by being-a-raven (S) would seem to require positive evidence.
Negative correlations, being practically everywhere, shouldn’t count. Of course,
Gaógeœa would view the pervasion of being-a-raven by being-black as known by
both the positive and negative methods. The problem is nevertheless plain.
On the other hand, if the absence of the probandum (~S) is grasped as having the
same or an inclusive extension with the absence of the prover (~H), the presence of
the prover (H), which is an absence of the absence of itself (~~H), proves the absence of the absence of the probandum (~~S), which is the probandum itself (S).
This seems to be how Gaógeœa understands the logic of the ‘negative-only’ inference, (kevala)vyatirekin. He will point to the logical rule of transposition as underpinning his position on the negative-only (below, TCMT 442). A pervasion expressed negatively is equivalent to one expressed positively.
Furthermore, all things H being things S may be evident only from the ramification that everything that is not an S is not an H. Positive correlations may be hidden.
A double absence is equivalent to a positive presence, that is, with respect to two
‘mutual absences’ or ‘distinctnesses’ (a’s distinctness from being-distinct-from-a is
equivalent to a’s identity), as opposed to ‘relational absences’. All these points surface in the section.
Finally concerning the content of the knowledge generated. In consideration of the
knowledge that would be the result of negative-only inferences, the deepest worry
concerns definitions of fundamental categories. The fundamental truths of things
(tattva), which are captured by philosophical definitions, seem accessible only
through knowledge of fundamental distinctions. For example, a standard inference
to self (âtman) as a fundamental category of substance is negative-only:
a (pakša)
S (sâdhya)
H (sâdhana)
4
5

=
=
=

every-living-body
has-a-self
has-breath

PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 7–12 and 20).
Cf. HEMPEL (1965: 12–25).
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Thus, ‘Every living body has a self, since every living body has breath, unlike a
pot (a pot being qualified by both absence-of-self and absence-of-breath).’ The inferential subject includes all living bodies and so there is no sapakša, no examples
of the probandum known outside the set of things that are living bodies. Thus, the
inference has to be kevala-vyatirekin, based solely on correlations of absences, ‘unlike
a pot’, a pot having neither breath nor a self.
This inference, analysis of which is probably the most interesting portion of the
section (beginning below, TCMT 488), was in part presented by me at the International Seminar, ‘Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy’, May 2006, organised by
the Institute of Oriental Studies, Warsaw University. I wish to thank all the participants for helpful feedback and in particular the conference organisers, Piotr Balcerowicz, Marek Mejor and Monika Nowakowska.

*

*

*

kevala-vyatireky-anumâna
atha kevala-vyatireki-prakaraòam
Now examination of the exclusively negative inference.
Text (TCMT 441 and TCMC 582) and Translation

kevala-vyatirekî tv asat sapakšaÿ. yatra vyatireka-sahacâreòa vyâptigrahaÿ. nanu vyatirekî na anumânam, vyâpti-pakša-dharmatâ-jñânasya
tad-dhetutvât. atra vyatireka-sahacârât tatra vyâptir anvayasya pakšadharmatâ6.
Gaógeœa: [Of the three types of inference, (a) that having a prover whose pervasion
by the probandum is known by both positive and negative correlations, (b) that
where the prover’s being pervaded is known only by positive correlations and
(c) that where the pervasion is known only by negative correlations, this last], the
prover’s being known as pervaded [by the probandum] only through negative correlations works without a sapakša [known instances of the probandum property other
than the inferential subject]. The pervasion is grasped by the method of negative
correlation [where the probandum S is not, there the prover H is not, too].

6

Deleting the na in line with the correct reading of TCM C.
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Objection: The ‘exclusively negative’ pattern [as you have it] is not inference, (i.e.
the ‘prover’ whose relation to a probandum is grasped in such a manner of negative
correlation is not a pramâòa). For, inferential awareness is caused by cognition
(parâmarœa) of a prover’s being a property of an inferential subject as qualified by
an awareness of pervasion [by a probandum]. Here [in your pseudo-inferential pattern] where the correlation is with an absence [absence of the prover], the pervasion
is also so (i.e. a correlation with an absence). But the inferential subject’s exhibiting
a [genuine] prover is an exhibiting [not of absence but] of a positive presence.
Comments
Gaógeœa’s division of inferences into three types—according to the inference-warranting pervasion being known (a) by both positive and negative correlations,
(b) only by positive correlations and (c) only by negative correlations—is not found
in the Nyâya-sûtra (NS, c. 150) or Vâtsyâyana’s commentary, the NBh (c. 400).
Uddyotakara (c. 600) introduces it in his ‘elaboration’ (vârttika) of Vâtsyâyana’s
bhâšya. However, near the end of Vâtsyâyana’s comments on the so-called inference sûtra (NS 1.1.5), there occurs the ‘negative-only’ inference—to the existence
of self, âtman—that will become the centre of discussion in the second half of our
text (TCMT 488 ff.). There Vâtsyâyana also disparages any final or natural system
of inference types. Nevertheless, in Uddyotakara’s subcommentary, Gaógeœa’s issues are raised in connection with the sâmânyato-dåšþa type of inference mentioned
in NS 1.1.5 and illustrated by Vâtsyâyana’s proof of a self, including the objection
here.7
This objection, which is not definitively answered until several other arguments
are out on the table, targets the negative form of the inference rule, absences of the
probandum correlating with absences of the prover. A good inference not only requires knowledge of pervasion (vyâpti) along with knowledge of the prover as qualifying the inferential subject (pakša-dharmatâ). A good inference also requires, the
objector alleges, a match between, so to say, the quality of the variables in the general and singular requirements (where H, there S; a is H). Such a singular qualifying
(Ha) is always positive, the objector claims, and thus could not match the negative
variable (~H) of the ‘negative-only’. Furthermore, the conclusion is positive (Sa).
Text (TCMT 441 and TCMC 585) and Translation

na ca vyâpta-pakša-dharmatvaô sâdhyâbhâva-vyâpakâbhâva-pratiyogisattvam ubhayam apy anumiti-prayojakam iti vâcyam. ananugamât. na
7

NYAYA-TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA (1985: 156–57).
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ca anyataratvaô tathâ, eka-pramâòa-pariœešâpatteÿ. na ca tåòâraòimaòi-nyâyena anumiti-viœeše tad-kâraòatvam iti vâcyam. vyatirekisâdhye ’numititvâsiddheÿ, ubhaya-siddha-k³pta-tat-kâraòasya abhâvât.
na ca sâdhyâbhâva-vyâpakâbhâva-pratiyogitvam eva anumitiprayojakam iti vâcyam. gauravât. kevalânvayiny abhâvâc ca.
Objection 2 (to the original objector 1): Both the two initiate the process resulting
in inferential awareness, both, that is, the prover’s being a property of the inferential
subject that is pervaded (by the probandum) and the prover’s being the counter-correlate (or absentee) of the absence that pervades the probandum’s absence.
Answer (by objector 1): That should not be said. For in that case inference would
not be uniform (i.e. would divide into two distinct pramâòa). And being-the-one-orthe-other [as you describe the dual or alternative types of prover] is not the uniformity required, since if it were only one type of pramâòa would remain.
Objector 2: [But the sort of uniformity required is not what you presume.] By the
maxim of ‘[Fire can be produced] from straw, tinder sticks, or a jewel’, we should
think of the causes of an inferential awareness as varying with the instance.
Objector 1: That also should not be said. It is not accepted [by us] that any inferential awareness is the result of such a prover establishing its probandum negatively,
since there is no agreement between our two sides that there is such a negative cause
of inference beyond the factors that we both do accept and work with [namely, the
prover’s qualifying the inferential subject and its being pervaded by the probandum].
Objector 2: [Then] ‘the prover’s being the counter-correlate [or absentee] of the
absence that pervades the probandum’s absence [indirectly]’ alone initiates the process resulting in inferential awareness (i.e. the alternative characterisation is not necessary).
Objector 1: You can’t say that. For, it is a cumbersome conception [in its trying to
turn a relation between positive presences into a relation between absences] and it
leaves out inferences based exclusively on positive correlations [such as, ‘This is
nameable, since it is knowable’].
Comments
Inference is a process with more unity than the proposal by Objector 2 would entail.
By the quirky logic of alternation we could reduce all pramâòa to one. Given that
we are concerned with pertinent factors in the generation of veridical awareness, if a
veridical inferential awareness is said to result from inference specified as such-and-
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such or whatever (generator of veridical awareness), then perception, analogy and
testimony will all be the same as inference.
The cumbersomeness of the final proposal is shown simply by its being a few
words that are used in the standard expression, ‘[cognition of] the prover on the
inferential subject etc.’, vyâpti-pakša-dharmatâ, compared to the long expression,
‘[cognition of] the prover’s being the counter-correlate of the absence that pervades
the probandum’s absence’. But the latter expression is of course awkward as well,
with its mention of the word ‘absence’ (abhâva) twice.
A second fault of the proposal is that some of its terms would fail to refer when
the type of inference is plugged in that is ‘based exclusively on positive correlations’, kevalânvayin. This is the fault that eliminates, Gaógeœa has shown in the first
section of his anumâna chapter, several well-known contenders for a definition of
pervasion itself, vyâpti.
Text (TCMT 442 and TCMC 588) and Translation

atha sâdhyâbhâva-vyâpakâbhâva-pratiyogitvena sâdhya-vyâpyatvam
anumîyate. evaô vyatireka-vyâptyânvaya-vyâptim anumâya yatra
anumitiÿ sa eva vyatirekî ity ucyata iti. tan na. anvaya-vyâpter
gamakatve vyatireka-vyâpty-upanyâsasya arthântaratâpatteÿ. anvayavyâpty-anukûlatayâ ca tad-upanyâse ’nvaya-vyâptim anupanyasya
tad-upanyâsasya aprâpta-kâlatvâd iti.
Objection (by Objector 2): By means of a prover that is the counter-correlate of an
absence that pervades an absence of the probandum (~So~H), it is inferred that it
is pervaded by the probandum (HoS). In this way, having inferred by means of a
pervasion between absences (vyatireka-vyâpti) that there is a pervasion between
presences, one goes on to arrive at the [standard] inferential awareness [of the inferential subject as possessing the probandum]—where this occurs there alone is there
a case of ‘[exclusively] negative inference’ (not where there is no prior step involving the relation of absences, though all inferences involve a relation of presences).
Answer (by Objector 1): That’s wrong. For, this faces the objection that the mention
of the negative pervasion becomes pointless (a kind of ‘switching meaning’,
arthântara) since a positive pervasion is what makes an inference.
Furthermore, if the mention of the negative pervasion is because it conforms to the
positive pervasion, then one not mentioning the positive pervasion commits the
‘mistimed’ fallacy in mentioning the negative pervasion.
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Comments
Objector 2 now points out that the ‘negative-only’ inference (vyatirekin) is really
two inferences: it is concluded, first, from the relation between the absences that the
probandum pervades the prover (which qualifies the inferential subject); from this it
is concluded, second, that the inferential subject possesses the probandum. In response, Gaógeœa’s original objector claims that this view has two faults against it,
both of which amount to equivocation. Only the positive form is meant.
Text (TCMT 442 and TCMC 591) and Translation

ucyate. nirupâdhi-vyatireka-sahacâreòa anvaya-vyâptir eva gåhyate
pratiyogy-anuyogi-bhâvasya niyâmakatvât anvaya-vyatireka-vat.
Gaógeœa: We answer. By means of the method of negative correlation (no S and no
H) insofar as there is no inferential undercutting condition, a pervasion between
positives [H and S] is grasped. For, there is an invariable rule regulating the relation
between the two terms, as in the case of an inference based on both positive and
negative correlations.
Comments
Let us put in mind again, here at the beginning of a siddhânta statement, the standard inference to self (âtman). As mentioned, this comes to be centre stage only
much later, after a long discussion of an inference to earth as a fundamental substance. But we can appreciate Gaógeœa’s present points in its terms.
a
S
H
b

(pakša)
(sâdhya)
(sâdhana)
(dåšþânta)

every-living-body
has-a-self
has-breath
a pot (~Sb and ~Hb)

Thus,
Every living body has a self (Sa), since a living body has breath (Ha),
unlike a pot ((x)(~Sxo~Hx)).
Gaógeœa endorses a version of the law of contraposition (or transposition):
(x)(~Sxo~Hx){(x)(HxoSx)
Therefore, Sa, since Ha and (x)(HxoSx).
The inferential subject includes all living bodies, and so there is no sapakša, no
examples of the probandum known outside the set of things that are living bodies. It
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is based solely on negative correlations, ‘unlike a pot’, a pot having neither breath
nor a self. Of course, it is also true that a pot is not clever. Does this mean that every
living body is? To repeat some of our opening remarks, the inference form seems by
itself too powerful, generating false inferential awarenesses.
Thus one is tempted to interpret the qualification included here, ‘so long as there
is no inferential undercutting condition’ (nirupâdhi), as terrifically significant, in restricting appropriately (it might be hoped) the negative-only method. An upâdhi is
an ‘inferential undercutter’ because it entails a counter-example, to wit, that there is
something or other that is both an H and a ~S.
An upâdhi is (according to a standard definition which although refined by
Gaógeœa suits our purposes here) a property U such that
(1) U pervades the probandum S (sâdhya, i.e. anything that is an S is a U,
sâdhya-vyâpaka): ‘Everything clever is human’, and
(2) U does not pervade the prover H (sâdhana or hetu, i.e. there is something
that is an H but not a U, sâdhanâvyâpaka): ‘e.g. my cat’.
(1) (x) (SxoUx)
(2) (x) (Hx  ~Ux)
It follows then that
(3) (x) (Hx  ~Sx).
(There is something that exhibits the prover without exhibiting the probandum: ‘e.g. my cat’.)
Thus, there is ‘deviation’ and no relation of pervasion:
(4) ~(x) (HxoSx)
Thus in the present passage, Gaógeœa would seem to state a relevance condition, a
requirement that we consider the possibility of a counter-example in extrapolating
from correlations of absences in particular, that we be duly diligent in checking for
an undercutter—the ramifications of something’s being an S—to make sure that any
such thing would also pervade the H, the prover. If we would prove that ‘every living body is clever’ from the prover, ‘having-breath’, the undercutter (upâdhi),
‘being-human’, would show the error of our ways. Being-human pervades cleverness, but some things that have breath are not clever.
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(1) (x) (SxoUx)
Everything clever is human
(2) (x) (Hx  ~Ux)
e.g. my cat, which has breath but is not
human

U
However, undercutting is not Gaógeœa’s focus in this section, which is, rather, the
epistemic requirement that the probandum property be understood or ‘familiar’
(prasiddha) in some way. There may seem, then, to be an interpretative issue in the
question of how much work is supposed to be done by the nirupâdhi requirement
over and above the requirement of familiarity, but my view is that it does none in
particular. One may ask whether Gaógeœa needs the nirupâdhi requirement given his
restrictions on term introduction that he will emphasise until the very end. Note that
this is the only place where he mentions upâdhis in the entire section. How diligently would we have to search to make sure that an inference is upâdhi-frei?
The upâdhi makes a distinction, showing that while there may be some Hs that are
Ss not all of them are. Unfortunately, there is no prophylactic to protect us from actual upâdhi-infection of what we quite rightly take to be good inferences. But
though imitated by cognitive patterns that turn out to be wrong, some negative-only
inferences remain bona fide. Indeed, we have every right to assert the conclusion of
such an inference so long as we are unaware of upâdhis. In other words, I take sensitivity to upâdhis to be a general epistemic requirement. I may well infer the cleverness of living beings from their having-breath—until you remind me that nonhuman animals have breath but are not commonly clever. To think of living beings
as clever may be absent-minded but nevertheless not simply wrong. Inference is
prolific and looking for upâdhis is a general epistemic duty that is more or less
pressing depending on circumstances. 8
Note finally that the special domains of philosophy, the general topics of metaphysics and epistemology, all involve controversy and thus call for argument and
due consideration of opposing views. Thus the epistemological requirements are
much higher than those of everyday life, laukika knowledge being automatically
acquired without special preparations. With philosophy, in contrast, we bring to the
table mastery of fallacies and other common flaws of reasoning and would have the
8
This epistemological incorporation is argued in PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2002).
Helping us to appreciate the epistemic nature of upâdhi consideration by way of arguing that the
concluding of Sa is monotonic is: SIDERITS (2004: 302–21). An excellent paper showing that the
issue of the nature of the logic (as opposed to the epistemology) is not clear-cut, however, is:
OETKE (2004: 23–38).
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responsibility to prove, for instance, that an alleged undercutter (upâdhi) is only
pseudo (âbhâsa). This is the reason that we study, Gaógeœa says, upâdhy-âbhâsa
and hetv-âbhâsa, in advance of philosophical engagement (kathâ).9
Text (TCMT 447 and TCMC 592) and Translation

nanv10 evaô vyâpti-graha eva påthivî itara-bhinnâ iti bhâsitaô niyatasâmânâdhikaraòya-rûpatvât vyâpter iti cet, satyam. gandhavattvâvacchedena itara-bhedasya sâdhyatvât. ata eva âcâryaÿ
pakšatâvacchedake na hetutvam anumene. påthivîtvam itara-bhedavyâpyam iti pratîtâv api sarvâ påthivî itara-bhinnâ iti påthivî-viœešyakabuddher vyatireki-sâdhyatvâc ca.
Objection: Only if the pervasion has already been grasped will there appear to cognition [the conclusion of your standard ‘negative-only inference’, namely] that earth
is distinct from the other things (i.e. the other substances, water and the rest, along
with things belonging to non-substance categories, according to Nyâya-Vaiœešika
ontology and so you would commit the fallacy of trying to prove what is already
established, siddha-sâdhana). For, a pervasion takes the form of a rule-bound presence [of the prover and probandum] in the same loci.
Gaógeœa: That’s true [to an extent, but there is no fallacy of siddha-sâdhana for two
reasons]. (1) The probandum is ‘distinctness from the other things’ as specified by
the having of smell. This is why our teacher [Udayana] has not accepted inferences
whose provers are the specifiers of the subjecthood. And (2) although a person already has the notion that being-earth (earthhood, the universal resting in all earthen
things) is pervaded by distinctness-from-the-other-things, [to make the inference is
nevertheless useful in that] the cognition that everything earthen is distinct from the
other things [in our ontology], which is a cognition that has as its qualificandum
[not earthhood or earth in general but] earth [in particular], is proved [only] by a
inference based on negative correlations.
9
RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (1999: 1). This is not a new position. Vâtsyâyana, in explaining
why the word saôœaya (‘doubt’) appears in Nyâya-sûtra 1.1.1, reminds us that it is neither certainty nor ignorance but rather doubt that provokes the employment of nyâya (‘philosophical
method’). This latter, nyâya, amounts to inferential demonstration of a thesis and refutation of a
counter-thesis: pakša-pratipakšau nyâya-pravåtti; arthâvadhâraòaô niròayas tattva-jñânam iti. In
the translation by JHA (1984: 44): ‘…“considering of the two sides” constitutes the process of
reasoning [nyâya]; and “ascertainment of the reality of things”, which is “Demonstrated Truth”
[niròaya, a word that also appears in Nyâya-sûtra 1.1.1]; forms the knowledge of the real nature of
things.’
10
Reading nanv instead of na ca, with TCMC.
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Comments
The fault of siddha-sâdhana hovers above all the discussion of the inference based
on negative correlations, the vyatirekin. If the inferential subject is known as qualified by the probandum, there would be no point in inferring that proposition from a
sign, a prover property. One would not take the trouble for oneself. But if the predicate to be proved, i.e. the probandum property, is not familiar, then there can be no
inferring that the subject has the property. Proper ‘consideration’, parâmarœa, requires that the probandum be available.
Here is the first mention of the inference about earth as category:
S
H
a

(sâdhya)
(sâdhana)
(pakša)

has-distinctness-as-a-substance
has-smell
earth

Thus,
Earth is a distinct substance, since it has smell, unlike water.
If the specifier of the inferential subject—the property or concept through which
the inferential subject is nailed down, in Sanskrit, the pakšatâvacchedaka—is the
same as the prover property, then the fault of siddha-sâdhana would occur, according to Udayana as reported by Gaógeœa here. Inference would be pointless, as with
‘Earth is distinct etc., since it has earthhood.’ But if the ‘specifier of subjecthood’ is
distinct from the prover—as it is with earth’s being distinct etc. where the prover is
having-smell—then this fault is not committed and the inference proceeds ‘based on
negative correlations’. Similarly for the inference, ‘Things having smell are distinct
from the things that are substances other than earth along with everything in the
non-substance categories, since they have earthhood.’
Gaógeœa implicitly disagrees with Udayana, however, in pointing out the difference between a predicate being known in general and being known, so to say, distributively. Thus, the inference, ‘Earth is distinct from the other things [etc.], since it
has earthhood’, is not, according to Gaógeœa, a faulty inference, although it commits
the siddha-sâdhana fallacy in the view of his ‘teacher’.
Text (TCMT 448 and TCMC 593) and Translation

yad vâ vyatireka-vyâpter eva anvayena gamya-gamaka-bhâvaÿ.
sâdhyâbhâva-vyâpaka-sâdhanâbhâvâbhâvena sâdhanena pakše
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sâdhyâbhâvâbhâvasya sâdhyasya sâdhanât. vyâpakâbhâvena
vyâpyâbhâvâvaœyam-bhâvât.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, a pervasion between absences is itself inferential by reason of a pervasion between presences. For, an absence (A) of a prover that
is the pervader of an absence of a probandum, well, by its absence (i.e. by A’s absence, e.g. the absence of the absence of smoke), which absence is the prover, there
is proved the probandum (fire) as an absence of an absence of itself. By reason of an
absence which is a pervader, there has to be an absence of that which it pervades.
Comments
For example, as fieriness pervades smokiness (‘wherever smoke, there fire’), so an
absence of smokiness pervades an absence of fieriness (‘wherever no fire, there no
smoke’). Here the logic of the absences is that of double negation, which holds of
absences of the ‘mutual’ (anyonya) variety, not necessarily of relational absences.
Problems about absences occupied a large place in the earlier section on the nature
of inference-grounding pervasion (vyâpti) and further discussion follows a bit below
(p. 461). Note that mutual absences and the other types—absolute absence, prior absence and posterior absence, which are called ‘relational absences’ (saôsargâbhâva)—are differentiated according to knowability conditions by later NavyaNaiyâyika philosophers, for example, by Viœvanâtha in his Muktâvalî. The mainstream position is that with the relational absences the perceptibility of the countercorrelate is a causal factor. The perceptibility of the substratum is a cause, a necessary condition, only with mutual absences. Gaógeœa will endorse the point about
mutual absence a bit below.
Text (TCMT 453 and TCMC 594) and Translation

atha evaô sânumitiÿ k³pta-tad-dhetu-lióga-parâmarœâbhâvât,
anyathânanugama iti cen, na. anumiti-mâtre vyâpti-jñânasya
prayojakatvât. na ca evam atiprasaógaÿ, anumiti-sâmânya-sâmagryâô
satyâm apy anumiti-viœeša-sâmagrî-virahâd11 anumiti-anutpatteÿ,
viœeša-sâmagrî-sâpekšâyâ eva sâmânya-sâmagryâ janakatvât. anvayivyatireki-viœeša-dvaya-sâmagrî ca na asty eva.
Objection: If your view were correct, the ‘negative-only’ inference would not result
in inferential awareness, since there would be no correct appreciation of the inferential mark (i.e. no ‘correct reflection’, parâmarœa) which as an established
11

Adding viœeša-sâmagrî°, with TCMC.
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explanatory category [in the form of a positive prover or mark, not as an absence] is
a cause of any inferential awareness. Or, if there were that result, then there would
be no unitary conception of ‘inferential awareness’.
Gaógeœa: Wrong. With respect to inferential awareness in general, [simply] awareness of a pervasion is the instigator. And this view does not have too wide an application. For, although all the general factors necessary for an inferential awareness to
arise are in place, there would be no inferential awareness if the collection of particular causal factors is missing anything. General factors (e.g. time, space, God,
karman) are causal only as members of a collection of causal factors including some
that are unique. And there simply is no collection of causal factors that includes the
particular factors necessary for both the ‘positive-only’ and ‘negative-only’ inferences.
Comments
To produce a pot, time, space and a few other, quite universal conditions stand as
necessary factors. If they did not hold, the pot would not be produced. But they are
not causal factors independently of other factors that are not so general but particular to the production of the pot, to wit, the potter, the clay and so forth.
Similarly, cognition of an inferential subject as possessing a prover that one is
also aware of as pervaded by a probandum produces an inferential awareness—so
long as one is speaking in general terms. More specifically, the awareness of a pervasion takes one of three specific forms, ‘positive-only’, ‘negative-only’, and ‘based
on both positive and negative correlations’. And no inferential awareness would be
produced if there were not one of these three types of particular awareness of pervasion.
Gaógeœa’s last statement is not be taken as denying that there can be awareness of
a pervasion based on both positive and negative correlations, but as denying that the
conditions sparking the positive-only variety of inference are anything but mutually
exclusive of those that spark the negative-only variety.
Text (TCMT 455 and TCMC 596) and Translation

nanu påthivî itarebhyo bhidyate påthivîtvâd iti vyatirekiòi
sâdhyâsiddham, tathâ ca na vyatireki-nirûpaòaô na vâ pakšatvaô na
vâ lióga-janya-sâdhya-viœišþa-taj-jñânaô tešâô sâdhya-jñâna-janyatvât.
atha sâdhyaô prasiddhaô tadâ yatra prasiddhaô tatra hetor avagame
’nvayitvam anavagame asâdhâraòyam.
Pûrva-pakšin (objecting to Gaógeœa’s position): The probandum in the ‘negativeonly’ inference (vyatirekin), ‘Earth is distinct from the other things [accepted in the
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ontology], since it has earthhood’, is not known [outside the inferential context].
And so (1) it cannot be determined [to belong to the inferential subject] by a negative inference. Nor (2) would there be a proper inferential subject (pakšatva, which
requires doubt whether the probandum is its qualifier, whereas here that is already
known). Nor (3) would there be generated by means of the prover a cognition of the
inferential subject as qualified by the probandum. For, these three are generated by
(i.e. require) cognition of the probandum [prior to and outside the inferential context].
Alternatively, let us say the probandum is so known. This being the case, we
would have a positive inference [based on positive correlations] if the prover is
known to occur there where the probandum is known to occur. If the prover is not
known to occur there, we would have the ‘no similar instance’ fallacy (i.e. ‘no
prover in the sapakša’, asâdhâranya).
Comments
The Pûrva-pakšin adversary challenges the form’s validity by claiming that its advocate faces a trilemma, three bad options, three apparently exhaustive alternatives,
none of which appears unobjectionable. (1) If there are other known instances of the
probandum, the inference would be (a) based on positive correlations (and not be
‘negative-only’), (b) fallacious if a counter-example were known, or (c) fallacious as
based on knowledge of the sapakša without an example of the prover (asâdhâraòya).
This fallacy (the ‘not common to the sapakša’) is committed when there is no
known example of the prover in the sapakša, i.e. the set of things where the probandum is known to occur. Given a sapakša, we expect to find at least a single instance
of positive correlation. ‘Sound is eternal, since it has soundhood’ commits the
fallacy since the prover, soundhood, is not found in the sapakša, ether, atoms and
other things known to be eternal. (2) If there are no known instances of the probandum at all, the probandum term cannot be available for inference, period. One cannot make an inference where one does not understand the terms it trades on. (3) If
the probandum is known to occur on the subject or pakša itself, there would be no
point to the inference (siddha-sâdhana).
Concerning good inferences that seem to be ‘negative-only’, the best option, the
Pûrva-pakšin insinuates, is (1a): these genuine inferences that seem to be based only
on negative correlations are really informed by positive knowledge. There is no
‘negative-only’ type of inference.
To avoid the unwanted options, Gaógeœa will concentrate on (2), the familiarity
requirement. He accepts (3) and appears to accept (1) as well. He will concede with
respect to (1) that in some cases a negative-only inference need not have been only
negative, there being available positive correlations that were, for some reason or
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other, not relied on, while the negative inference remains correct. In other circumstances, one might have made an inference based on both types of evidence. Nevertheless, it is Gaógeœa’s qualifying of (2)—the requirement that the probandum be
exampled—that is his core response.
To consider the earth inference with respect to the trilemma: (1) there is no example of is-distinct-from-the-other-things outside of earth, the inferential subject and
so the inference is ‘negative only’. (2) This probandum is known prior to the inference in particular—for instance, a pot, something earthen, is so known—and so the
term is available. (3) The probandum is not known in general to apply to all earth
prior to the negative-only inference and so the siddha-sâdhana fallacy is not committed. The inference makes something new known through a generalisation that
proceeds on the basis of negative evidence (‘This pond is both not-distinct-etc. and
not smelly’).
Gaógeœa holds, as we shall see, that prior to inference the probandum (‘Earth is
distinct from the other things’) is known only distributively, only with respect to
particular instances. Post inference, it is known also in general; that is to say, one
knows that everything earthen is distinct from the other substances and non-substance entities. Perception introduces the term. By negative-only inference, we can
learn about very general truths and the deep categorial joints of the universe.
Text (TCMT 455 and TCMC 597) and Translation

kiô ca itara-bhedo na sva-rûpam adhikaraòa-pratiyoginoÿ påthivîjalâdyor anumânât prâg eva siddheÿ. na api vaidharmyaô jalâdinišþâtyantâ bhâva-pratiyogimattvam, tad dhi påthivîtvâdikaô tac ca
siddham eva. na ca jalâdi-nišþhâtyantâbhâva-pratiyogitvena påthivîtvam
na siddham iti vâcyam. jalâdau påthivîtvâtyantâbhâva-graha-daœâyâô
påthivîtve ’pi tat-pratiyogitva-grahât.
(The Pûrva-pakšin continues:) Furthermore, the probandum ‘distinct from the other
things’ [which is a kind of absence, a mutual absence or distinctness], is not by its
very nature [as some hold] the locus—earth—or [as others say] the loci where it is
absent—water and the rest. For, in that case it would be known even before any inference [and inference would be pointless].
Nor is it ‘difference of property’ (vaidharmya) understood as the having of a property that is absolutely absent in water and so on, (i.e. exhibiting the counter-correlate of an absolute absence that rests in water and so on, as, say, earthhood is the
counter-correlate of the absolute absence of earthhood that rests in water and so on).
For, in that case the things that have earthhood and so on and this (i.e. difference of
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property) would be indeed known [and again there would be no prompting of inference].
Objection: Earthhood, [although known with respect to earthen things,] is not
known as the counter-correlate of an absolute absence resting in water and so on,
[and so there is a point to the inference that would establish that it is distinct from
the other things, with ‘other’ being understood as ‘difference in property’].
Pûrva-pakšin: That move should not be tried. For [earthhood would be known in
that way, in that with the inference, ‘Earth is distinct from the other things, since it
has earthhood’, there would be required—by the lights of those who advocate the
‘negative-only’ as a type of inference—cognition of the places where both the distinctness and earthhood do not occur, in water and so on, namely], concerning water
and so on, at the time any absolute absence of earthhood were grasped (an absence
that would be grasped as in water and so on which have no earthhood), earthhood
would also be grasped as being the counter-correlate of the absence.
Comments
The commentators (Rucidatta, TCMT 456 in particular) along with my teacher N.S.
Ramanuja Tatacharya are responsible for restoring the elided ideas. The point is that
one has to be familiar with the predicate, being-earth.
We may add that being-odorous (gandhavattva) is commonly identified within
Nyâya-Vaiœešika as a distinctive property of earth, in that all earthen things have
odour but nothing else does. Thus having-earthhood can be established for anything
that smells, by inference of the usual sort, based on both positive and negative correlations. Of course, that does not mean that the negative-only is useless, as will be
further explained.
Text (TCMT 456 and TCMC 598) and Translation

anyonyâbhâvas tu bhedo yady api sâdhyaô sambhavati vaidharmajñâna-sâdhyatvâd anyonyâbhâva-grahasya, tathâ api jalâdipratiyogikânyonyâbhâvasya aprasiddhiÿ. na ca jalâdi-pratyekânyonyâbhâvaÿ sâdhyaÿ, asâdhâraòya-prasaógât.
(The Pûrva-pakšin continues:) But even if the distinctness understood as ‘mutual
distinctness’ (or, ‘mutual absence’, anyonyâbhâva) is the probandum of the inference [‘is distinct from the others’], inasmuch as a mutual absence is grasped as the
probandum in the [required] cognition of a difference of property [such that the probandum would be known in general as such an absence], still [it would not be
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known in particular, i.e.] the mutual absence whose counter-correlate is water and
so on would be unknown [and so for this reason inference could not proceed].
And it is not the case that the probandum is the mutual absence of each of the set
of water and so on. For, if so, the unfortunate consequence would be that we would
have a case of the fallacy of ‘no similar instance’, [since there would be a sapakša].
Comments
Why would the probandum be unknown? The knowledge is not precluded by the
inferential context, since such an absence exists only in earth which is the inferential
subject (though this seems a problem as well). Rather, the difficulty is that the probandum is so all-inclusive, ‘distinctness from all those other things’. Thus the objector to the Pûrva-pakšin tries to understand the probandum distributively. But in
that case the inference would not be ‘negative-only’ in that there would be a sapakša:
to wit, all the instances of the ‘being-other’ except the one in focus, e.g. the fiery
element and the rest, given that water is mentioned in the statement of the probandum.
Text (TCMT 456 and TCMC 599) and Translation

atha påthivî tejo-bhinnâ na vâ iti saôœayena tejo-bhinnatve ’vagame
påthivî tejo-bhinnâ satî jalâdi-dvâ-daœa-bhinnâ na vâ iti saôœaye tejobhinnatve sati jalâdi-dvâ-daœa-bhinnatvaô prasiddhaô tad eva
sâdhyaô, eka-viœešaòa-viœišþe viœešaòântara-buddher eva viœišþyajñânatvât, evaô ca saôœaya-prasiddhaô sâdhyam âdâya vyatirekâdinirûpaòam. yad vâ påthivî jalâdi-bhinnâ na vâ iti pratyekaô trayodaœa-saôœaya-višayâòâô trayo-daœânyonyâbhâvânâô samudâyaÿ
påthivyâm avagato vyatirekâdi-nirûpakaÿ. na ca evaô påþhivyâm eva
sâdhya-prasiddher vyatireki-vaiyarthyam, sâdhya-niœcayârthaô
vyatireki-pravåtteÿ. na ca asâdhâraòyam, samuditânyonyâbhâvânâô
sâdhyatve sapakšâbhâvâd iti cen. na.
Objection: By means of a question [or doubt whose object or content is the probandum as known well enough to be proved to belong to the pakša by means of inference, e.g.], ‘Is earth distinct from the fiery or not?’, a distinctness from the fiery is
understood; [and then] in [other] questions, ‘Given that earth is distinct from the
fiery, is it distinct or not from water and the rest, the twelve other things (i.e. the
other substances and things belonging to non-substance categories)?’ a distinctness
from the twelve other things is known well [enough for inference to proceed
(prasiddha)]. That alone (i.e. the collective object of the questioning) is the probandum [in the inference at issue]. For, a cognition of a qualified entity as [again] quali-
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fied (e.g. ‘The staff-bearing person’, where a qualificandum qualified by personhood is also qualified by staff-bearingness) is generated just from a cognition of
another qualifier with respect to something qualified by a single qualifier. And in
this way, taking the probandum to be that which is well-known from the questioning, one proceeds with negative-only correlation and the rest of the inference .
Alternatively, ‘Is earth distinct from water or not’ and a series of like questions
each contribute to a collection of thirteen mutual absences that are the objects of
thirteen questions. The collection is understood just with respect to earth and determines the negative-only correlation and the rest of the inference .
And it is not the case that the probandum being known in this way just with respect to earth makes the negative-only inference pointless. For, one proceeds with it
in order to be certain about the probandum [as belonging to the subject, whereas
prior to the inference the probandum was known only through being the object of a
doubt or question].
Nor [on this analysis] would the inference commit the ‘no similar instance’ fallacy, since there would be no sapakša (i.e. no places where the probandum is known
definitely to occur) given that the collected mutual absences stand as its probandum.
Pûrva-pakšin: Wrong.
Comments
The non-substance categories are six in number: quality, motion, universal, ultimate
individuator, inherence and absence. There are eight substances in addition to earth
(nine in all): water, the fiery element, air, ether, time, space, manas and self. Not
counting the fiery element since it is mentioned in the sâdhya statement, thirteen
instead of twelve should be said. N.S. Ramanuja Tatacharya suggested to me that
the category absence is not counted because it is already included in the mention of
distinctness, which is a kind of absence, a mutual absence.
The ‘no similar instance’ fallacy requires that (1) there be a sapakša as well as
(2) the prover be unknown as occurring anywhere there, that is, that there be no
things known to be both S and H outside the inferential context while there are
things known to be S. No negative-only inference could commit this fallacy since
the sapakša is empty. So again the more serious problem would seem to be how the
probandum can be available, given that the inferential context requires that it not be
known to occur on the pakša.
Text (TCMT 459 and TCMC 601) and Translation

sâdhya-niœcaye hi sâdhya-vyatireka-niœcayo bhavaty eva sâdhyasandehe tad-vyatireka-saôœayasya vajra-lepât, tathâ ca saôœaya-rûpâ
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sâdhya-siddhir iti œišya-bandhanam, etena påthivî jalâdibhyo bhinnâ iti
vipratipatti-rûpa-vâdi-vâkyâd âkâókšâdimato ’pûrvârtha-pratipâdakât
sâdhya-prasiddhir iti parâstam. vâkyâd eva påthivyâô sâdhya-siddher
vyatireki-vaiyârthât. na ca tad-buddhau vâdi-vâkya-janyatvena
aprâmâòya-saôœayât niœcaye ’pi saôœaya iti tan-niœcayârthaô
vyatireki iti vâcyam. tarhi saôœaya-prasiddhaô sâdhyam, tasya ca na
vyatireka-niœcayakatvam uktatvât, svârthânumâne tad-abhâvâc ca.
Pûrva-pakšin: [You are wrong.] For if the probandum is known with certainty [in
correlations elsewhere], there will indeed be certainty about its absence [in negative
correlations]. If the probandum is cognised with doubt [as in your questions], then it
is cemented in diamond that there will be doubt about its absence [in negative correlations, whereas inference requires that a pervasion be cognised with certainty].
And, therefore, the ‘proving’ of the probandum in the form of something dubious,
well, it’s to torture and imprison students.
Objection: The probandum is [‘introduced’ (prasiddhi) or] made well-known from
the statement of a debater taking the form of a [doubt-provoking] counter-contention meeting the conditions of syntactic expectancy etc., which would make understood something not previously understood, [e.g.] ‘Earth is distinct from water and
the rest.’
Pûrva-pakšin: By the reasoning just given, this is rejected, too. For, the establishment of the probandum as in earth just from a statement would make the negativeonly inference pointless.
Objection: Given that the idea of that is generated from the debater’s statement,
because of a [contrary] doubt about its non-veridicality [given a context of debate],
there would be doubt even with respect to something [initially] certain. Thus, the
negative-only inference would proceed for the purpose of [maintaining] its certainty.
Pûrva-pakšin: That also should not be said. For in that case the probandum would
be introduced (prasiddhi) by the doubt and [so] it could not be made certain by a
negative-only inference, as has been stated already. And with respect to inference
for oneself, such would not occur.
Comments
Doubt or questioning is no way to introduce a probandum such that it could be
proved by a negative-only inference. For, inference requires certainty concerning all
of its terms and relations.
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kevala-vyatireki-siddhântaÿ
The right view of the exclusively negative inference.
Text (TCMT 463 and TCMC 604) and Translation

ucyate. ghaþâdâv eva itara-sakala-bhedasya pratyakšataÿ prasiddhiÿ
ghaþo na jalâdir iti pratîteÿ.
Gaógeœa: We answer. An entire distinctness from the other things is made wellknown (i.e. introduced and made known sufficiently well for inference to proceed)
by perception with respect to just a pot and the like, that is to say, from such a
[perceptual] cognition as, ‘The pot is not water and the rest’ [the probandum is
‘well-known’].
Comments
Gaógeœa’s position is that prior to inference the probandum mentioned in the inference being discussed (‘Earth is distinct from the other things’) is known only distributively, only with respect to particular instances. Posterior to inference, it is known
also in general, that is to say, one knows that everything earthen is distinct from the
other substances and non-substance entities. Perception introduces the term. As
explained, by negative-only inference we can learn about very general truths and the
deep categorial joints of the universe.
Towards the end of the section, Gaógeœa reminds us of the negative-only inference that figured crucially in the section of the previous chapter on knowing veridicality (jñapti). Let us rehearse that discussion with an eye to this one. The inference
explained how one could know for the very first time that a cognition with suchand-such objecthood (e.g. ‘That line in the distance is a river’) is veridical.12 The
success of drinking from the stream as guided by the sighting is the prover in the
negative-only inference (wherever I have had non-veridical cognition, there no such
success as this drinking water from the stream at first only distantly perceived). The
prover correlates negatively with non-veridicality (every cognition known to be
non-veridical is also known not to have sparked such success). Although the veridicality of the first-time cognition has no sapakša—there has been no cognition with
such objecthood before, the objecthood of which it is meaningful to talk of veridicality—the successful subject infers, thirst quenched, ‘That cognition is (was) a
veridical river-water cognition, since it produced successful effort [what is not so, is
not so, for example, a non-veridical cognition of water].’
12

PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 102–19).
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Perhaps the most interesting point about this in the current context is that there the
probandum—veridicality—is understood as known in general prior to the inference
and not known in particular. This is just the opposite of the order of knowing here
where earth is the inferential subject. The veridicality of the type of cognition that
has not been had before (anabhyâsa-daœâyâm) has no sapakša. This is because
veridicality is not a true universal, but a makeshift to serve our purposes.13 The
veridicality known prior to inference (the probandum as prasiddha (‘well-known’)
in the technical sense that permits inference) is said to be what non-veridical cognitions, which are revealed as non-veridical through frustration of effort, are opposed
to, namely, the common way they all fall short. But let us not be distracted by the
ontological wriggling; my point is that the reasoning proceeds from the general to
the particular.
Here the order of knowing begins with the particular and moves to the universal.
Earth in general is known to be distinct from the other things in the ontology.
Gaógeœa takes the negative-only inference to be of an interestingly ontological variety, the sort of inference whose conclusion reveals a very general fact, here, that
earth is a distinct type of substance, different not only from all the things that are not
substances (colours etc.) but also from all other types of substance. Earthhood is a
true universal (jâti) and this seems to be the way we learn that fact.
Furthermore, there seems a certain plausibility to the argument voiced in the current passage. Perception does seem to tell us that the pot is not water or any of the
other non-earthen types of thing. But perception does not tell us that everything
earthen is distinct from the other fundamental types. We have to be prompted to the
appropriate reflection (parâmarœa) and infer this. We have to wonder whether earth
in general is distinct in this way and we infer that it is by a method of negative correlation.
Gaógeœa should not be misunderstood as saying that we actually know about everything we encounter perceptually whether it is distinct or not from non-earthen
things. Being-earthen or not is not something that he thinks can invariably be read
off of perceptual experience. But presumably we do have a wide enough negative
sample of things not-S (the vipakša, places where the probandum is known not to
be) and things not-H (here, absence of the specific quality, ‘having-smell’, or, in an
alternative inference, absence of the universal, ‘earthenhood’) to cognise a pervasion. We reflect on numerous individuals where we know the probandum is not and
we find that none of them has smell (or is earthen). And so we arrive at the veridical
cognition of everything earthen—or earth in general—as distinct from the other
things.
13

PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 210–16).
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Text (TCMT 463 and TCMC 604) and Translation

nanv ayam anyonyâbhâvo na pratyakšaÿ atîndriya-pratiyogikâbhâvatvât
paramâòu-saôsargâbhâva-vat yogyânupalabdher abhâva-grâhakatvât
nayanônmîlanânantaraô stambhaÿ piœâco na bhavati iti pratîter
bâdhaka-balena vâyur vâti iti-val lióga-grahôpakšîòatvât cet. na. yo
hy anupalambho ’dhikaraòe pratiyogi-sattva-virodhî14 so ’bhâvaô
grâhayati na tu yogyânupalabdhi-mâtram, anyathâ vâyau rûpâbhâvapratîti-vat jala-paramâòau påthivîtvâbhâva-graha-prasaógât.
adhikaraòe pratiyogi-sattvaô ca tarkitaô yadi hi stambhaÿ piœâcaÿ
syât stambha-vad upalabhyeta na piœâcânupalambhaÿ syât.
Objection: This ‘mutual absence’ (mutual distinctness) is not perceptual. For [in the
midst of the list of things that are other than earth] things that are beyond the reach of
the senses would be the counter-correlate to that absence (that mutual absence mentioned in the probandum expression). Like the absence of contact with an ultimate
atom [of earth in a mass of water, an absence that clearly is not perceptual], the condition of ‘non-perception of something perceptible’ governs the grasping of the absence
(i.e. if the counter-correlate is not perceptible, its absence is not perceptible).
[This view about the perceptibility of absences is correct despite certain evidence:] immediately after opening one’s eyes, one has the cognition, ‘The stump is
not a demon’ [where it seems that the absence of the demon is perceptual even
though the demon is not]. This evidence is countered by the force of a defeater [and
the cognition is inferential in fact]. As with ‘The wind is blowing’, the senses exhaust themselves in the grasping of the inferential mark (the touch of the air, not the
air itself, which is imperceptible and similarly in cases of being-other-than-earth ).
Gaógeœa: No. For, [the rule is] that a non-perception [of x] that is opposed to [a perception of] the entity [x], the counter-correlate, at a particular spot [as, for instance,
a non-perception of a pot is blocked by the perception of a pot at a particular spot]
makes the absence grasped, not simply the non-perception of something capable of
being perceived. Otherwise, there would be the unfortunate consequence that, like a
cognition of the absence of colour in air, there would be a [perceptual] grasping of
the absence of earthhood in ultimate atoms of water. Furthermore, the [possible]
existence [and perception] of the counter-correlate in the locus is arrived at through
counterfactual reasoning (tarka): ‘If the stump were a demon, then like the stump it
would be perceived. It is not the case that the demon would not be perceived’ [for
instance].
14

Here I follow the suggestion of N.S. Ramanuja Tatacharya to emend to pratiyogi-sattvavirodhî from pratiyogimattva-virodhî. Both editions have the latter.
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Comments
Presumably, no demon has previously been seen. But one sees immediately the distinctness (the mutual absence) that rests in the stump. (One sees the stump as in this
way distinct.) Gaógeœa’s objector views this as an illusion, asserting that the phenomenological evidence is overridden by the principle that the only absences that
are perceptible are those whose absentees are perceptible (thus an absence of a horn
on a rabbit is perceptible, but not an absence of a rabbit’s horn wherever). Gaógeœa
contends that there is an additional requirement concerning the locus of the absence.
This principle asserts that an absence is perceptible or not according to whether or
not the presence of the absentee at the particular spot would normally force its perception and thus block perception of its absence. This is shown by a little reflection
on cases where the substrata are imperceptible, as revealed by ‘counterfactual reasoning’ (tarka).
For example, colour is perceptible. So its absence should be perceptible, according to the principle that an absence is perceptible if its counter-correlate is perceptible. But we do not perceive an absence of red in watery atoms. Since the substratum
is imperceptible, there is no opposition between the non-perception of colour there
and the perception. It’s not true that given the right circumstances including its actual presence we would perceive it (in fact watery atoms do house an absence of
red). So this new principle explains why the absence of colour in atoms is not perceptually grasped: the locus is imperceptible.
The new principle—the perceptibility of the absence’s locus—handles the stumpdemon case, as shown by tarka. Reflecting, ‘If that were a demon instead of a
stump, the demon would be perceived’, we see that the absence in this case is perceptible since the demon in the counterfactual worlds would also be perceived. This
accords both with the appearance and how people speak, ‘That’s not a demon!’ for
instance.
If air were coloured, the colour would be perceived. Therefore, according to
Gaógeœa, its absence is directly grasped. But the more common opinion among his
philosophic contemporaries—both within Nyâya and outside—was that air is imperceptible and known by inference from its touch (the touch alone being perceived
and not also its locus or substratum). So, by the light of this new principle, an absence of air would be imperceptible. 15
In the current context, the thrust of the objector’s position is to challenge the introduction of a probandum in a negative-only inference. Gaógeœa is trying to escape
from the impossible options laid out by the Pûrva-pakšin by having the probandum
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perceptually introduced but not in such a way as to make inference pointless (and
committing the error of siddha-sâdhana, ‘trying to prove what is already granted’).
So, how can the probandum be perceptually introduced—and indeed introduced
only, it seems (though this may be where the trick lies), in cases included within the
pakša, the inferential subject, which are illicit as bracketed in the inferential context—in such a manner that the question is not begged? Finally, it bears repeating, if
one manages to introduce a probandum properly referring to places where it occurs
outside the inferential context, then any inference, it would seem, would be positive
in character and not ‘only-negative’.
Text (TCMT 464 and TCMC 609) and Translation

na ca påthivî jalâd bhidyate jalâvåttir dharmavattvât tejo-vat evam
anyebhyo ’pi bheda-siddhau dvâ-daœa-bhinnâ iti viœešaòaô dattvâ
samavâya-bheda-sâdhanâd anvayina eva påthivyâô trayo-daœa-bhedasiddhir iti kiô vyatirekiòâ iti vâcyam. jalâdi-bhinnâ satî samavâyabhinnâ iti buddhâv api trayo-daœa-bhinnâ iti buddher vyatirekisâdhyatvât.
Objection: The inference, ‘Earth is distinct from water, since it has a property that
does not occur in water, like tejas, the fiery element’, is the way that its distinctness
is established with respect to the others [on the list, tejas, ether etc.], too: ‘distinct
from twelve [in the series, water, tejas, air, ether and so on through the first four
non-substance categories]’ is then a qualifier kept in mind as one establishes inferentially earth’s distinctness from inherence [the thirteenth member of the set of ‘the
other things’]. Thus by an inference based on positive correlations distinctness from
the thirteen [other types of thing] is proved. How, then, is there any use for the
‘negative-only?’
Gaógeœa: This too should not be said. For, even though the cognition that earth is
distinct from inherence given its being distinct from water and so on [could be established by positive correlations], the cognition that it is distinct from the thirteen
is established veridically by a negative-only inference.
Comments
We can prove that earth is distinct from water straightforwardly by positive and
negative correlations making the pervasion known: ‘Whatever is distinct from earth
does not have smell, like fire and unlike sandalwood.’ So we can prove serially that
earth is distinct from each substance (and everything composed of those substances)
and from the things in the non-substance-categories, too, without resorting to a
negative-only inference. But, Gaógeœa contends, what about the final inference,
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where the probandum is not some one or another non-earthen thing but rather everything non-earthen, all entities other than those that are earthen? In that case, the
probandum would not be known outside the inferential subject and so the only cases
to be considered would be places where the probandum is not. And in none of those
places do we find the prover. Thus we conclude—on the basis of a vyatirekin inference—that earth is distinct from the other things, where we understand ‘the other
things’ to be everything mentionable other than earth.
Other fundamental categories could be revealed in similar fashion, as we shall see,
in the second half of the section, in particular concerning the self (âtman), which is
another fundamental category.
Text (TCMT 465 and TCMC 612) and Translation

na ca ghaþasya api pakšatvâd aôœataÿ siddha-sâdhanam, sarvâ
påthivî itara-bhinnâ ity uddeœya-pratîter abhâvât. pakšatâvacchedakanânâtve hi tat, ata eva anitye vâó-manasî16 ity atra anityâ vâg iti
buddheÿ uddeœyâyâÿ siddhatvâd aôœataÿ siddha-sâdhanam, anyathâ
anumâna-mâtrôcchedât pakšasya siddhasya sâdhyatvât.
(Gaógeœa continues:) And it is not the case that the pot [pointed to show that the
predicate ‘is distinct from the others’ is known well enough to be available as probandum in the negative-only inference] belongs to the inferential subject, such that,
bit by bit, there would be the error of trying to prove what is already known. There
is no such idea in what we want to prove, namely, ‘All earth is distinct from the
other things.’
For [there occur cases of bit by bit trying to prove what is already known but] they
are cases where the [final] inferential subject is specified by variety (i.e. where it is
conceived distributively, in contrast to universally, as our subject is specified by the
universal, being-earth). Just for this reason, the inference, ‘Non-eternal are speech
and mind [since they are products]’ is an example of this kind of ‘proving what is
already known’: bit by bit the designated cognition [of the pakša] is known [prior to
the inference, e.g.] ‘Speech [is non-eternal]’ (i.e. is known to be non-eternal prior to
the inference). If this were not how the inferential error should be understood, then
the whole system of inference would break down, since an inferential subject [so
understood] may well be previously known as the probandum [with respect to some
one or more of its ‘parts’].
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Comments
The probandum is introduced by such perceptions as ‘This pot, which is earthen, is
distinct from water and so on.’ But apart from the vyatirekin inference, the probandum is not known to be true of everything earthen. Therefore, this is not a case of
‘trying to prove what is already known.’
The specifiers of the inferential subject in a case where it is ‘various’ (nânâ) will
be multiple, more than one in number. For example, in the inference about speech
and mind as non-eternal, speechhood and mindhood (manastva) are the specifiers
(avacchekas) of being-the-inferential-subject (pakšatâ). In Gaógeœa’s negative-only
inference, in contrast, the specifier of the pakšatâ is singular: earthhood. Thus, such
a speech-mind inference could commit the error of ‘bit-by-bit trying to establish
what is already known’, but not Gaógeœa’s in that the inferential subject is understood as non-composite.
Text (TCMT 470 and TCMC 614) and Translation

na ca ghaþaÿ kathaô pakšaÿ sâdhya-niœcayena saôœaya-sišâdhayišayoÿ
abhâvâd iti vâcyam. sarvâ påthivî itara-bhinnâ na vâ iti saôœayasya
tat-prakâraka-sišâdhayišâyâœ ca sâmânyato ghaþa-višayatvât ghaþatvena
viœeša-darœanaô siddhir vâ, atas tena rûpeòa saôœaya-sišâdhayiše na
sthaÿ, påthivîtvena tu bhavata eva dhûmavân vahnimân iti
dhûmavattvena vahni-niœcaye ’pi parvate vahni-saôœaya-vat.
Objection: How is it that the pot [which is something earthen] can be [part of] the
inferential subject, since as known with certainty to possess the probandum there is
no doubt about its possessing it nor a desire to infer that it possesses it?
Gaógeœa: That, too, should not be asked. The question, ‘Is all earth distinct from the
other things or not?’ and a desire to infer whose predication content is the pot as
object as a generality [not as a particular, i.e. as something earthen, not as a pot]. As
a pot, it is either perceived as a particular or it is established as that [but as a pot is
not the way it is included in the pakša of the current inference nor is it the way it is
the object of the desire to infer]. Thus, not in that way (i.e. taking it as a pot) do the
question and / or the desire to infer occur but as earth as their object alone do they
occur. This is similar to the case of ‘That having smoke is that having fire’ where
[in general, prior to the inference that would prove that yonder mountain has fire], it
is known with certainty that there is fire on whatever has smoke but there is doubt
[prior to the inference] whether there is fire on the particular mountain.
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Comments
The objector claims that the conditions for being a proper pakša are not met by
Gaógeœa’s example of a negative-only inference since a pot, for example, which is
supposed to be included in the pakša (it is something earthen), is not something
about which there would be either a question or a desire to infer of the appropriate
sort. Gaógeœa responds by making clear that in the case of any known pervasion by
things S of things H anything known as H would be in general known as S in advance of the inference that would infer of some particular thing, e.g. a mountain,
that it is S because it is H. The doubt that prompts the inference is about a particular
as S, not about the relation between things S and H in general. Thus, the mountain
of the stock example is a proper pakša, as is, too, the pakša of Gaógeœa’s negativeonly inference.
Text (TCMT 474 and TCMC 615) and Translation

yad vâ sarvatvena rûpeòa na pakšatâ sarvatra avipratipatteÿ. ghaþâdyeka-deœe itara-bhedasya pratyakša-siddhatvât. tathâ ca eka-deœe
vipratipattau sâmânye påthivîtvena yâvad eva vipratipatti-višayas
tâvatâm eva pakšatâ viœešyânanugamât.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, [in this case] being-the-inferential-subject is
not specified by ‘all’ or ‘everything’ [but rather by ‘being-earth’] in that everything
is not the object of the doubt [that prompts the inference]. For, the several parts [of
the inferential subject], the pot and the rest, are established by perception as ‘being
distinct from the other things’ [prior to the final inference and so there would be no
doubt about it being true of them].
And so if the doubt were about one or another part [of that which is the inferential
subject] and the inference proceeded to prove distinctness from the other things in
general, the fault of ‘switching meaning’ (arthântara) would be committed. However, my inference [is free from that fault in that] just in that the object of the inference-prompting doubt [which becomes the inferential subject] is understood in general as being-earth. If one takes those parts of it to be [the object of the doubt and]
the inferential subject, one would indeed fail to think uniformly of the qualificandum (and thus to make the arthântara error).
Comments
Under whatever concept or ‘predicate’ (prakâra) a doubt is borne concerning
something, that something becomes an inferential subject (pakša) under that
prakâra—it is this rule that Gaógeœa invokes to make his point. If there were a
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doubt: ‘Is everything distinct from the other things’, then there would be an inferential subject determined by a notion of everything. However, the inference at issue
has its pakša specified by earthhood.
If we change what we are referring to in a proof, our inferences are eo ipso vitiated, as in the Aristotelian fallacy of equivocation or ‘four terms’. Vâtsyâyana, however, explains arthântara as a kind of irrelevance, the additional meaning being
beside the point.
Text (TCMT 474 and TCMC 616) and Translation

tarhi påthivî itara-bhinnâ påthivîtvât ghaþa-vad ity anvayinâ eva itarabhedasya siddhatvât kiô vyatirekiòâ, ghaþa-sâdhâraòa-pakšatve ’py
abhedânumâna-vat pakšasya api dåšþântatva-virodhât pakšânyatvaô
hi tatra atantram. kiô tu sâdhyavattayâ niœcitatvaô prayojakam. na ca
påthivîtvâgrahe pûrvaô gåhîtaô yatra sâdhyaô paœcât smaryate tatra
hetu-sâdhya-sâmânâdhikaraòyâgrahâd vyatireky-avatâra iti vâcyam.
hetor eva pakšatâvacchedakatvena ghaþe påthivîtva-graha-daœâyâm
itara-bheda-sâmânâdhikaraòya-grahâvaœyam-bhâvâd iti cet. satyam.
anvayi-tulyatayâ vyatirekiòo ’pi sâmârthyât. anvayâpratisandhânadaœâyâô vyatireky-upanyâsasya aparyanuyojyatvât. tad uktam, “âstâô
tâvad ayaô suhåd-upadeœaÿ, kevala-vyatireki lakšaòaô tâvan
nirvyûðham”.
Objection 1: In that case, the inference, ‘Earth is distinct from the other things,
since it has earthhood, like a pot, proceeds based simply on positive examples [such
as the pot that you have excluded from the pakša], in proving the distinctness from
the others. So what’s the point of your negative-only inference?
Even if the pot [cited as an example] is [in a sense] common to the pakša, like a
‘non-distinctness’ inference [such as, ‘This is the pot that I experienced yesterday,
since it has the shape and so on of the pot that I experienced yesterday’, where the
supporting example can be nothing other than the pot itself], there is no contradiction in the inferential subject itself being offered as a supporting example. For, the
principle [governing the citing of an example] does not apply there. Rather, the criterion is that the example helps make the having of the probandum certain.
Objection 2 (against Objector 1): At first, when the probandum is grasped [in a pot
and so on which are known by perception to be ‘distinct from the others’], earthhood is not grasped [since the pot and so on are grasped through their pothood, for
example, not as examples of earth]. In cases where the probandum has been grasped
later, it is remembered as being there. But there is no grasping of [pervasion defined
as] the prover’s having the same loci as the probandum [in that the examples not
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being grasped as earthen are not grasped as exhibiting the prover, earthhood]. From
this, there is room for the entry of the negative-only inference.
Answer (by Objector 1): That should not be alleged. For, it is just the prover that
specifies how the inferential subject is understood in the case of the pot: at the time
that it is understood as being-earth [in the context of the inference under discussion]
necessarily is there grasped [a pervasion in] the prover’s having the same loci as
[the probandum] distinctness-from-the-other-things. [Therefore, positive correlations can be had and the inference need not be ‘only negative’.]
Gaógeœa (responding to Objector 1): What you say is true [to an extent]. For the
capability of the negative-only is, though negative, the equivalent of positive inference. On an occasion when positive correlations are not brought to mind, that negative correlations are mentioned is not to be worried about. So it has been said [by
Vâcaspatimiœra]: ‘ “Away with it” (i.e. with the negative-only, given an accomplished positive inference)—such is the teaching of a friend. [But without a positive
inference] an inference whose nature is negative-only is itself indeed an accomplished method.’
Comments
The objector complains that Gaógeœa can’t have it both ways. He can’t exclude such
earthen things as a pot from the inferential subject and then pretend that he has an
inference based on negative correlations alone. For, the pot is an example of sapakša,
a place known to exhibit the probandum, and the method of positive correlation
checks such places for the presence of the prover. One might also check the vipakša,
places known to be bereft of the probandum, to make sure that the prover is not
there. But relying on both positive and negative correlations is not to make an inference that is ‘negative-only’, as Gaógeœa seems to pretend.
The objector then weakens his case with a comparison to ‘non-distinctness’ inferences, opening the possibility that something can be both an inferential subject and
a supporting example in the same inference. But the inference on the table is different. Here the example is sapakša. It helps ‘make the probandum certain’. Note that
the standard convention is to cite an instance of sapakša where the prover is also
known to occur. A negative example is an instance of vipakša (where the probandum is known definitely not to occur) where the prover, too, is known to be absent.
According to the paradigm, then, an example has to be something outside the pakša
(the inferential subject). But some good inferences break the rule, for example, socalled ‘non-distinctness’ inferences, an example of which is given in parentheses
here.
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Gaógeœa admits that his example could be reconstructed such that the same inferential awareness would be produced by a positive inference, with positive examples,
in the fashion of Objector 1, whose point about the example in a ‘non-distinctness’
inference Gaógeœa does not contend. His current point seems to be, then, that negative-only inference may be used if we like or if we do not see positive correlation.
But it need not be defended as indispensable.
Text (TCMT 475 and TCMC 618) and Translation

athavâ jalâdînâô trayo-daœânyonyâbhâvâÿ trayo-daœasu prasiddhâÿ
påthivyâô sâdhyante. ata eva âkâœe vyatirekiòâ jalâdi-militapratiyogikânyonyâbhâvâpratîtâv api trayo-daœânyonyâbhâvâÿ sâdhyâ
iti na anvayitvâsâdhâraòye.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, thirteen mutual absences of water and the rest
(or thirteen ‘mutual distinctnesses’, anyonyâbhâva), which are well-known in thirteen types of entity (each one of a total of fourteen types of entity would appear to
be mutually distinct from the others), are established in earth (i.e. earth is proved
mutually distinct from the thirteen other types of entity). Just for this reason, in ether
[which has no parts] thirteen mutual absences are established by a negative-only
inference, although there is no notion of a mutual absence whose counter-correlate
is the collection of water and the rest [prior to the inference]. Therefore, [the inference] is not [based] on positive correlations and there is no [fallacy of] ‘no similar
instance’.
Comments
To this point Gaógeœa has claimed his sample negative-only inference meets the
requirement of having a probandum that has been properly introduced (prasiddha,
‘well-known’) by being known in a part (eka-deœa, ‘one spot’) of the inferential
subject, for example, a pot which as something earthen is included in the inferential
subject earth in general but not as a pot. This analysis, we have seen, has resulted in
an admission that the inferential awareness (‘Earth is distinct from the other things’)
that is the result could be generated by a positive inference just as well (or better, it
would seem) as by the method at issue. So the objector’s complaint about usefulness
stings a bit still. So now Gaógeœa tries a different tact, switching our focus from
earth to ether and other potential inferential subjects for which ‘being distinct from
the others’ is surely known. These entities, or categories (padârtha, ‘types of thing
to which words refer’), have no parts or instances. Ether is non-atomic, unlike earth,
water and air. Similarly, a self is a partless unit as are other fundamental entities
such as inherence.
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In the case of ether, which is the inferential subject in the current passage (‘Ether
is distinct from the other things, since it is the substratum of sound’), each of thirteen mutual absences are known prior to the inference. But unlike the case of the
earthen pot where the probandum, a summational mutual absence (‘being distinct
from the other things’), is introduced through the pot, which is an earthen thing,
here with ether the probandum is not well-known, since ether has no parts. How,
then, is the probandum available? Gaógeœa does not answer here and the question
drives much of the subsequent discussion.
Let us take stock. Putting aside the availability issue, we see that with a previously
unknown probandum, there cannot be inference based on positive correlations (as
Gaógeœa will point out at the end). Nor can there be the ‘no common instance’ fallacy, which requires that there be a sapakša. The defence so far of the usefulness of
negative-only inference has been pretty minimal. In other words, Gaógeœa is now
occupied with knowledge that has no source other than inference of the negativeonly variety. In some cases, it is indispensable.
Finally, it seems pretty plausible in itself that the mind make a leap to a new term in
the conclusion or result of a negative inferential process, at least as Gaógeœa has us
picture it in his example. All that is unknown prior to the inference is the combined
absence, the mutual distinctness that is a composite of other mutual distinctnesses
already known. The leap is from the particular not so much to the general but to the
collection, the very general collection of all things other than earth.
Text (TCMT 477 and TCMC 619) and Translation

yad vâ jalaô tejaÿ-prabhåti-dvâ-daœa-bhinna-pratiyogikânyonyâbhâvavat dravyatvât tejo-vat ity anumânât trayo-daœa-bhinnasya sâmânyataÿ
siddhau påthivyâô trayo-daœa-bhinnatvaô sâdhyam. na ca anvayitvam
asâdhâraòyaô vâ, pakšâd anyatra sâdhyâprasiddhiÿ. vastu-gatyâ
påthivyâm eva sâdhya-siddheÿ kiô vyatirekiòâ iti cet, na. påthivî trayodaœa-bhinnâ iti vyatirekiòaô vinâ apratîteÿ.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, one could say that the inference, ‘Water possesses the mutual distinctness whose counter-correlate is [itself not only distinct
from water but also] distinct from the twelve sorts of entities beginning [on the standard list] with tejas (the fiery element), since it is a substance, like tejas’, establishes
its probandum in general as belonging to something distinct from the thirteen (i.e.
the twelve distinct from water’s distinctness from X plus water’s distinctness from
X). This being-distinct-from-the-thirteen is the probandum with respect to earth [as
inferential subject].
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And here there is neither an inference based on positive correlations nor the fallacy of ‘no similar instance’, because the probandum is unknown outside the inferential subject (i.e. there is no sapakša).
But in reality the answer to the ‘It’s already established for earth’ challenge to the
usefulness of negative-only inference is to say: no, without the negative-only inference there would be no knowledge, ‘Earth is distinct from the thirteen.’
Comments
Once we have X, we have also the absence of X available to be inferred. All inference extends the scope, so to say, of a probandum. So it is no objection that the
absential term gets new meaning through the negative-only inference.
Text (TCMT 478 and TCMC 619) and Translation

nanv evaô påthivî jalâdi-trayo-daœa-bhinna-pratiyogikânyonyâbhâvavatî dravyatvâd iti påthivî-bhinna-tad-bhinnâdi-siddhiÿ syâd iti cet, na.
aprayojakatvât. prakåte ca anubhûyamâna-jalâdi-vaidharmyasya
påthivîtva-œabdâœrayatvâder atiriktaô vinâ anupapatteÿ.
Objection: In this way, ‘Earth possesses the mutual distinctness whose countercorrelate is [itself not only distinct from earth but also] distinct from the thirteen
sorts of entities beginning [on the standard list] with water, since it is a substance’ is
an inference that would prove not only something to be distinct from earth but also
as distinct from that and on on [ad infinitum].
Gaógeœa: Wrong. For that inference [unlike mine] would be unmotivated [by favourable counterfactual reasoning (tarka)]. And in the case of my inference, such
entities as earth in general or the substratum of sound [ether], which are experienced
as having different properties from water and so on, would not be known without
something in addition [to the experience, to wit, my negative-only inference].
Comments
The favourable counterfactual reasoning is that if there were not something distinct
from, say, water, then things that have properties that water does not have would not
be experienced. And of course we do experience earth and the rest.
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Text (TCMT 479 and TCMC 620) and Translation

nanv itara-bhedo yady anyonyâbhâvas tadâbhâvâd 17 na sidhyet.
abhâvasya abhâvântarâbhâvât. yadi ca tena samaô sva-rûpa-bheda
eva sâdhyaÿ, tadânanugamâd anumânâpravåttiÿ. bhâvo ’bhâvo18 na
bhavati ity abâdhita-pratîti-balâd abhâvasya api anyonyâbhâvo ’sti iti
kecit. tan na. apasiddhântât. anatiprasaktâdhikaraòa-sva-rûpa-mâtreòa
eva abhâva-pratîty-upapattau ca adhikâbhâve mânâbhâvâc ca iti cet,
na. itara-bhâvânyonyâbhâvasya sâdhyatvât. na ca evam abhâvâd
aviveka-tâdavasthyam. tena samaô sva-rûpa-bhedasya anvayinâ
vyatirekiòâ vâ sâdhyatvât.
Objection: If ‘distinctness from the others’ [as employed in your inference] were
[as you say] a mutual absence, then distinctness from [the seventh category on the
traditional list of things] absence would not be proved [by it]. For there is no other
type of absence that would be an ‘absence of absence’. [Rather, that is a presence,
but your inference requires an absence of absence to make sense of earth’s distinctness from absence as a category.]
And if along with that [distinctness that is the probandum in your inference] there
is the distinctness that is something’s ‘very nature’ (sva-rûpa, i.e. absence reduced
to the substratum), then, because there would not be the uniformity necessary, inference could not proceed.
Answer (by a Naiyâyika faction): A presence is not an absence (i.e. absence is a
separate category)—a thesis that holds by force of being undefeated. So absence [as
a fundamental category], too, is a mutual absence.
Gaógeœa: So say some. But they’re wrong. For, the position is inconsistent with our
overall view.
Objection: The notion of absence is explained just by the ‘very nature’ of the locus
or substratum, which is a view that faces no [such] untoward consequence. Furthermore, there is no argument that there is any other type of absence .
Gaógeœa: No. For, the probandum [with the current inference], the being other
[which is a presence], is proved [by a separate inference] to be mutually distinct
[from absence].
And it is not the case that in this way earth’s being the way it is would be indistinguishable from absence. [My sample inference does not purport to prove earth’s dis-

17
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Emending to abhâvâd (i.e. tadâbhâvâd) from bhâvâd (i.e. tadâ bhâvâd).
Deleting vâ.
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tinctness from absence.] Equally for absence, earth’s distinctness is by its very nature to be proved by either a positive or a negative inference.
Comments
If earth were not different from absence, then its very nature would be an absence.
But this is ridiculous. On the other hand, it seems that we have to have a new type of
absence.
Text (TCMT 482 and TCMC 621) and Translation

anye tu påthivîtva-bhinna-dharmâtyantâbhâva eva sâdhyaÿ jalâdipratiyogikâs tâvanto ’tyantâbhâvâ vâ tat-tad-asâdhâraòa-tat-taddharmâtyantâbhâva-yogo vâ. ete ca abhâvâ jalatvaô na ghaþâdau
ghaþâdi jalatvâtyantâbhâva-vad iti pratyakšâdeÿ kvacit tat-tadvaidharmyâd eva prasiddhâ iti na aprasiddhiÿ. tâvatâm abhâvânâô
vaiœišþyaô na prasiddham iti cet, kim etâvatâ. na hi tâvad-vaiœišþyam
atra sâdhyate. kiô tu jalatvâdinâô yâvanto ’bhâvâ iha sâdhyâs te ca
tatra tatra prasiddhâ eva. tâvad-vaiœišþya-dhîs tu phalam. anyathâ
siddha-sâdhanât. nimilitânâm api sâdhyatve na aprasiddhiÿ. kiñcid
eka-dharmâvacchedako hi balâdi-van melakârthaÿ, sa ca na asiddhiÿ.
na ca hetor asâdhâraòyam. tâvad abhâva-yogî hy atra sapakšo bhavati,
na tu tad-eka-deœa-katipayâbhâvavân. sâdhyatâyâs tâvaty aparyâpteÿ.
(Gaógeœa continues:) But others hold the following.
Naiyâyika faction: What’s to be proved [by the sample inference is not a mutual
absence from earth, it] is simply an absolute absence of a property distinct from
earthhood [in earth]. Or [to frame the inference more specifically], what’s to be
proved is [in earth] the absolute absences whose counter-correlates are waterhood and
company. Or, it is the relation [in earth] to absolute absences of this and that ‘specific
property’, i.e. a property not the same as just this or that property [of earth].
And these absences are well-known such that there is no issue concerning introduction (prasiddhi). ‘Waterhood does not exist in a pot and so on’ [and] ‘A having
of an absolute absence of [e.g.] waterhood in a pot and so on’ are produced by perception and the rest, (i.e. by inference and testimony). Thus, with respect to some
things these absences are well-known just from this or that difference of property.
Objection: The relationality of those absences [to earth] is not well-known.
Naiyâyika faction: What would be the use of that being known [prior to the inference]? For, it is not the case that such relationality is to be proved here first. Rather,
such absences as of waterhood and so on are to be proved and then these absences
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being here and there well-known indeed inform such a cognition of relationality
[that takes them all, so to say, in summation], which is the [final] fruit [of the inference as a knowledge source]. Otherwise, there would be the fault of ‘trying to prove
what is already established’.
Even though [in the final inference] the probandum consists of them taken together, there is no issue of introduction (prasiddhi). For, there is specification by
some single property or other for the purpose of a combining, like power [in combining men into an army] and the like. And this is not unfamiliar. Nor is there the
‘no similar instance’ fallacy of the prover. For, here the sapakša (places where the
probandum is known definitely to occur) is: being-related-to-such-a-[collective]absence, not possessing-the-absence-of-a-few-properties-in-some-one-or-anotherpart, [the former not occurring other than in the inferential subject, whereas the latter is well-known to occur in various things made of the element earth]. No formulation of the probandum would be sufficient [for what we want to prove] that was in
such a way limited (i.e. limited in the manner of the second formulation in its mention of a ‘few’).
Comments
‘Earth has an absolute absence of a property distinct from earthhood, since it has
earthhood’ is how the sample inference would be reconstructed by the Naiyâyika
faction in the first formulation. The second formulation of the probandum, which is
in terms of the absences’ counter-correlates, waterhood and company, suggests the
solution to the problem of the availability of the probandum. And the third switches
from the universals proper to the elements to ‘specific properties’ such as viscosity
(sneha) for water. These properties, which are themselves not universals (jâti) but
tropes (guòa) in Nyâya-Vaiœešika ontology, are, like universals, exhibited by the
one type of thing and nothing else, as being-smelly by all things earthen and nothing
else. A further, more minor change in the third formulation is the mention of the
qualificative relation, the being-qualified by such absences to the probandum: ‘Earth
is qualified by the absolute absence of this and that specific property etc.’.
As before, the probandum is known prior to the inference in a portion of the inferential subject, for example, a pot.
The solution to the availability problem is, then, like counting, which, according
to Nyâya, can create a new property in the things counted (apekšâ-buddhi, which is
a kind of mental perception, not an inference, brought about by the manas, the internal organ). Putting all the absences together would be an act of the manas making
the collectivity known prior to the inference that would establish it as qualifying
earth. It is the collective absence, as opposed to an absence of a few properties, that
makes the probandum provable only by a negative-only inference.
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Text (TCMT 485 and TCMC 623) and Translation

yad vâ jalatvâtyantâbhâvas tejastvâtyantâbhâvâdhikaraòa-våttiÿ
atyantâbhâvatvât ghaþatvâtyantâbhâva-vat. evam atyantâbhâvântarasâmânâdhikaraòyam api tatra sâdhyam iti kva aprasiddhiÿ. kiô ca itare
tâvat prasiddhâ eva. te ca bheda-pratiyogino meyatvât iti itara-bhedo
’pi sugraha eva.
(The Naiyâyika faction continues:) Alternatively, in the manner of the following
inference it is shown that the probandum becomes for other absolute absences, [e.g.
of airhood,] the having of the same substratum: ‘An absolute absence of waterhood
rests in the substratum of the absolute absence of tejas-hood [or, being-the-fieryelement], since it is an absolute absence, like the absolute absence of pothood [in
e.g. a cloth].’ So where is the not being familiar?
Furthermore, ‘the others’ are, in the first place, familiar indeed. And they are the
counter-correlates of the distinctness, [that is, earth’s from the other things], since they
are knowable. So ‘distinctness from the others’, too, is easy to grasp, quite easy.
Comments
Bit by bit the probandum is aggregated, in each case being ‘familiar’ (prasiddha,
‘well-known’) in a particular instance.
Text (TCMT 486 and TCMC 624) and Translation

nanu påthivî na itara-bhedavatî gurutvâdibhyo jala-vad iti pratirodha iti
cet, na. itara-bheda-nišedho hi itarâbhedaÿ na tu tejaÿ-prabhåty-abhedo
jala iti dåšþântasya sâdhya-vaikalyât. catur-daœâbhedânâô ca ekatra
virodhena asambhavât. catur-daœa-bhedânâô ca ekatra våttau na
virodhaÿ.
Objection: [Your inference is defeated because it faces a counter-inference (satpratipakša):] ‘Earth is not distinct from the others, since it is heavy and the like, like
water’ contradicts your inference [and is equally well-supported].
Naiyâyika faction: No. For, a denial of distinctness from the others amounts to [an
assertion of] non-distinctness with the others, but not to non-distinctness [in some
respect] with members of the list beginning with the fiery element. So the example
given, ‘water’, commits the fault called ‘probandum infirmity’, (i.e. an instance of
the probandum’s absence since water though possessing some properties in common
with other types of thing is clearly not non-distinct with the others as a group). And
there is no possibility of fourteen non-distinctnesses at a single spot because they
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would be mutually opposed, whereas fourteen distinctnesses occurring at a single
spot would not be mutually opposed.
Comments
The fault of the example required in a presentation of an inference for others called
‘infirmity of the probandum’ (sâdhya-vaikalya) applies to an example that does not
exhibit the probandum: ‘There is smoke on yonder mountain, since there is fire, like
a lake.’ Water does not exhibit the probandum, ‘non-distinctness from the others’.
Furthermore, a thing has a single identity. It is non-distinct only with itself. There
is only the single entity. But a single thing, a pot, for instance, is distinct from many
other things, such that the idea that there be fourteen distinctnesses resting in it is
quite plausible. ‘Fourteen’, of course, is the number in the text because it is the
number of earth’s distinctnesses from the other fundamental types of thing, substances and non-substances (counted by fundamental category of non-substances
and fundamental sub-category of substance0, all the things that are not earth .
Text (TCMT 487 and TCMC 625) and Translation

yat tu sâdhya-prasiddhau påthivî itara-bhinnâ tat-sâdhyâdhikaraòa-tadanadhikaraòa-påthivy-anyataratvât19 tad-adhikaraòavat påthivyâô tatsâdhyam anvayina eva setsyati iti. tan na. anyataratvasya aliógatvâd
ity uktatvât. liógatve vâ jalâdâv api tat-siddhi-prasaógât. evaô tarhi
påthivî jalaô påthivîtvât yan na jalaô tan na påthivî yathâ teja iti satpratipakšo ’stv iti cet, na. ajalasya ghaþâdeÿ pratyakšata eva påthivîtvaniœcaye vyatireka-vyabhicârâd asya nyûnatvât. tad-anavadhâraòe tu
sat-pratipakšatvam išþam eva.
Objection: Given that the probandum is introduced as you have explained (i.e. bit
by bit), the inference, ‘Earth is distinct from the others, since earth is either (a) the
probandum’s substratum (i.e. earthen things such as a pot where distinct-from-theothers has been already determined to occur) or (b) the substratum of its absence
(i.e. where it has not been determined to occur), like the probandum’s substratum’,
that probandum will be proved just by a positive inference. [So your example of a
negative-only inference disintegrates.]
Gaógeœa: That’s wrong. It has already been explained that being-one-or-the-other
[of a property and its absence] cannot be a true inferential mark. Or if it can be, then

19

N.S. Ramanuja Tatacharya suggests the addition, tad-anadhikaraòa°, although both editions leave the string out.
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the predicament is that being-distinct-from-non-earthen-things could be established
for water and so on, too.
Objection: Let there be in this way, then, the counter-inference [showing your inference to be fallacious], ‘Earth is water, since it has earthhood—what is not water,
that is not earth—like tejas, the fiery element.’
Gaógeœa: No. It is just by perception that a pot and the like, which are not water, are
known to be earthen [to possess earthhood]. This being so, your so-called counterinference falls to the fallacy of deviation in negative correlations, [that is to say,
there is a counter-example, a place that exhibits the prover but not the probandum].
It [also] commits the debate error known as ‘leaving something out’ (nyûna, failing
to mention or formulate correctly one or another of the five steps required in a
proper ‘inference for others’, parârthânumâna). But if such is not determined [by
perception], then your [crazy] counter-inference would be welcome indeed!
Comments
Here we move from the availability problem back to the usefulness of the negative
form of inference. Granting that the probandum is available for inference in the way
that has been sketched, we see that the inference proceeds by generalising over
cases where it is known to occur. Thus, the inference looks pretty normal, that is to
say, based on positive correlations as well as negative ones.
But the attempt to formulate a positive inference involves a trick prover, ‘since it
is one or the other of…’, which invokes the logic of alternation in a way that could
prove anything if such a prover were legitimate. However, something being’s either
F or not-F cannot be used as a significant prover, Gaógeœa points out.
What counts as a genuine inference is in part determined by what we know is true.
If an apparent inference form could be used to prove something false, then it is in
reality non-genuine. ‘This four-headed creature is from Mars, since it has four
heads—what is not from Mars, that does not have four heads—like a pot.’ Of
course, the counter-inference proposed by the objector is defective in its example,
i.e. in the third of the five specified steps, which is supposed to show the pervasion
between the prover and probandum but does not. But Gaógeœa’s final counterfactual
reasoning shows just what we would have to swallow were a pot’s being earthen, for
instance, not known perceptually.
We turn now to a negative-only inference with a rather momentous conclusion, to
judge by the classical controversy, a proof of self, âtman, an enduring substratum of
psychological properties. That there is such a thing is hotly disputed by Buddhists
and Cârvâka materialists and is a primary issue for all the schools.
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Text (TCMT 488 and TCMC 626) and Translation

nanu jîvac-charîraô sâtmakaô prâòâdimattvât icchâdi-kâryavattvâd
vâ iti vyatirekiòi sâdhyâprasiddhau kathaô vyatirekâdi-nirûpaòam.
nairâtmyaô ca na ghaþasya pratyakša-vedyam, tasya tatra asâmarthyât.
na anumâna-gamyam, nairâtmyâpratîtâv anvayino ’bhâvât. sâtmakatvapratîtiô vinâ vyatirekiòo ’ nupapatteÿ.
Objection (by a new Pûrva-pakšin): Consider another so-called negative-only inference: ‘A living body has a self, since it has breath and the like, or since it has as
effects [inhering in itself] desire and the like.’ Given that the probandum is not
known, how can there be such an inference as that which you understand to be
‘negative-only?’ (i.e. How is it that having-a-self is something known and thus
available for inference?)
And not-having-a-self is not to be known perceptually for [e.g.] a pot, because
perception is not capable there of making that known. Nor is it arrived at through
inference [because the required pervasion cannot be established]. Given that there is
no cognition of not-having-a-self, there can be no positive correlations; without
cognition of having-a-self, negative correlations are impossible.
Comments
Like his Nyâya predecessors, Gaógeœa views a self as knowable both by perception
and by inference. But for present purposes, we must bracket the perceptual position
in order to explore the method of negative-only inference.
As mentioned at the beginning, this stretch of text seems practically a subcommentary on the Bhâšya of Vâtsyâyana (c. 400) on Nyâya-sûtra (NS) 1.1.5, where he
proves the existence of the self as the locus of psychological properties by way of an
inference type called sâmânyato-dåšþa. He says: ‘The self is known inferentially by
means of [the marks of] desire and the like. Desire and the like are qualities and
qualities have as their foundations substances. That which is the foundation of desires
and the like is the self.’20 Note that the NS has a long stretch of sûtras at the beginning
of chapter three on the self, its character and how it is known (NS 3.1.1–25).
Despite the elucidations of the subcommentaries (and of Udayana’s independent
treatise on the self 21), one might wonder how precisely to reconstruct Vâtsyâyana’s

20
NYAYA-TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA (1985: 156–57): icchâdibhir âtmâ,
guòâÿ, guòâœ ca dravya-saôsthânâÿ, tad yad ešâô sthânaô sa âtmâ.
21
The richness within the commentarial tradition notwithstanding, it is Udayana’s Âtma-tattvaviveka (‘Discrimination of Truth (from Falsehood) concerning the Self’), with its mind-boggling
array of arguments, that is the outstanding Nyâya treatise on the self and self-knowledge. Never-
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reasoning. For instance, if an inference is proffered, what is the pakša? More than
one argument, moreover, seems to be implicit. A primary issue for Gaógeœa is the
nature of our knowledge of the inferential subject prior to the inferential process or
act. In the current passage, the pakša is the collection of living bodies (œarîra—a
word used primarily for the human body but which here includes animals and presumably plants, which have their own type of prâòa or breath).
Now although liberated selves are not embodied, clearly a dead body does not exhibit the prover here, breath, as also do not all other non-living things. Then presupposing that having-a-self is not revealed to the senses (otherwise inference would
not be required), how could the absence of having-a-self, to wit, not-having-a-self,
be known? Is it known perceptually? No. We do not directly observe that a pot, for
instance, has no self. Nor is the probandum known by inference. If not-having-a-self
is not made available by perception, it could not be grasped by an inference based
on positive correlations, since perceptual evidence would be required. And with
‘not-having-a-self’ as probandum, the vipakša would be things that ‘have a self’. Of
course, that predicate is unavailable.
Text (TCMT 488 and TCMC 626) and Translation

atha icchâ samavâyi-kâraòa-janyâ kâryatvât. tac ca samavâyi-kâraòaô
påthivy-âdy-ašþa-dravya-bhinnaô påthivy-âditve bâdhaka-sattvâd iti
påthivy-âdi-bhinnâtma-siddhau tadvattvaô jîvac-charîre sâdhyata iti
cet, yadi sâtmakatvaô âtma-saôyogavattvam, tadâ ghaþâdau tad asti
iti tato hetu-vyâvåttâv asâdhâraòyam. jñâna-samânâdhikaraòa-jñânakâraòî-bhûta-saôyogâœraya-kâryatvaô sâtmakatvaô, œarîrâtmasaôyogasya jñâna-kâraòatvât, âtma-manasos tathâtve ’py akâryatvâd iti
cet, na. œarîrâd anyatra asiddheÿ. tatra prasiddhau siddha-sâdhanam.
Objection (to the Pûrva-pakšin, by a Naiyâyika defender of the separate utility of
kevala-vyatirekin inference): [First there is established an inherent cause of psychological qualities:] Desire has origins in an inherent cause, since it is an effect
[like a pot]. And [then it is established that] the inherent cause is distinct from the
eight substances [on the traditional list] beginning with earth, because there are detheless, Gaógeœa most directly follows Vâtsyâyana and the NS commentaries, not his ‘teacher’s’
Âtma-tattva-viveka. The latter is, by the way, a long work. The edition DVIVEDIN–DRAVIÐA
(1986), with a commentary by Saókara Miœra that takes up about half, runs almost a thousand
pages. And despite his focus, it is safe to assume that overall Gaógeœa takes a position that is
pretty much the same as Udayana’s. (The Âtma-tattva-viveka is organised around refutation of
rival views, and wanders to inferences to God and to the authority of scripture, departing dramatically from the order of the NS discussion.)
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featers that rule out earth and the rest. Given that self has been established as distinct from earth and the rest, the having of that [a self] is proved [by negative correlations] for a living body.
Pûrva-pakšin: If ‘having a self’ amounts to ‘being conjoined with a self’, then that
occurs in the case of a pot and so on (too, since, according to Nyâya, a self is ubiquitous in size, i.e. all-pervasive, such that everything would be in a sense
‘conjoined’ with it). Therefore, the prover being excluded (from the sapakša), the
fallacy of ‘no common instance’ is committed.
Objection: [The probandum predicate] ‘having a self’ amounts to something’s (i.e. a
living body’s) ‘being an effect and a substratum that supports the conjunction (i.e.
body-self conjunction or connection) that is a cause of cognition and that has the same
substratum [namely, a self] as cognition.’ For, body-self conjunction is a cause of
cognition. Although self-manas conjunction is such a cause, too, manas (‘mind’ or the
‘internal organ’) is not an effect [and so the predicate does not overapply to manas].
Pûrva-pakšin: Wrong. For it is unknown elsewhere than with respect to the body
(i.e. the pakša). [And] if it is known there, then [you’ve got a case of] ‘trying to
prove what is already known’.
Comments
Following Vâtsyâyana under Nyâya-sûtra 1.1.5 (the so-called inference sûtra),
Gaógeœa puts forth a two-step argument. First, desires are proved to have a locus, a
substance in which to inhere, like all qualities. In step two, self is proved to be that
locus, a distinct substance, different from earth, water, tejas and so on down the
traditional list, by eliminative argument. Note that all that we know about the self
hereby is that it is the locus of certain properties, on analogy to the way, say, the
lotus is a locus of blue.
The defeaters for the proposition that desire and the like belong to earth or the rest
consists of counterfactual reasoning such as the following. If desire were a property
of earth (or water and so on down the list), then like the colour that exists in earthen
things, it too would be perceived. Surveying pots and so on, we find that nothing
material has desire, cognition etc., outside of living bodies, bodies conjoined, on the
Nyâya theory, with selves.
Next, instead of advancing inquiry about the main concern of how the probandum
is available, the new Pûrva-pakšin tries to exploit bits of incoherence within the
overall Nyâya picture of mind-body relation. By a separate eliminative argument
concerning substances and size, a self is proved to be ubiquitous: all substances are
supposed to be of ubiquitous, intermediate, or atomic size (with examples in ether, a
pot and an earthen atom, respectively). Thus, the Pûrva-pakšin points out, a pot is
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conjoined with a self as ubiquitous on the Nyâya view, and so such a non-living
thing too would be qualified by the probandum. But the prover, having-breath, does
not qualify a pot. So there is no evidence for the required pervasion and the ‘no common instance’ fallacy is committed. There should be evidence, but there isn’t any.
Two conjunctions, or connections, are viewed in Nyâya as necessary for cognitive
occurrences: body-self conjunction and manas-self conjunction. The manas, or
‘internal organ’, is of course itself a controversial posit—both within Nyâya, we
should note, as well as outside. (There is a section on manas in Gaógeœa’s perception chapter.22) By separate arguments, manas (along with the self) is properly excluded as qualified by the property, having-a-self, by its ‘being an effect’ (neither
self nor manas is an effect). So Gaógeœa qualifies the probandum term of his inference, specifying that conjunction of self and body is an avacchedaka or condition
for the self’s being the locus of desires, cognitions and so on, as effects .
Thus the objection is met (our having been reminded of the many problems attaching to the conception of manas notwithstanding). Unfortunately, there remains
the main problem, the Pûrva-pakšin points out: where have we encountered this
now, on the objector’s analysis, highly complex property, having-a-self? The probandum cannot be both unknown and available for inference, nor both known and
needing to be proved.
Text (TCMT 490 and TCMC 627) and Translation

icchâyâ asamavâyi-kâraòa-saôyogâvacchedakatvasya abhâvo ghaþâdau
dåšþaÿ, tad-vyatirekaÿ œarîre sâdhyata iti cet, na. icchâyâ asamavâyikâraòa-saôyogâvacchedakatvasya œarîra eva prasiddheÿ siddhasâdhanam. anyathâ asiddhi-vyatirekâdy-anirûpaòât. aprasiddhasâdhya-saôsargam iva sâdhyam aprasiddaô sâdhayati vyatirekî iti
cet, na. vyatirekâdy-anirûpaòâd asâdhâraòa-dharmeòa apratîtapadârthânumâne ghaþatvâdinâ api svêcchâ-kalpita-ðitthâdy-anumânaprasaóga iti.
Objection: In a pot and so forth there is experienced no specifier of the emergent
cause, which is conjunction [of self and body], with respect to desire [as effect, i.e.
it is only living bodies that have desires, not things like pots]. Its absence (i.e. the
absence of the absence) is [thereby] proved with respect to the living body. (That is
to say, the property, living-body-as-specifying-the-conjunction-etc., which is what
having-a-self amounts to, is proved to belong to a living body.)

22

PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 537–74).
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Pûrva-pakšin: No. [Your absence’s counter-correlate, namely] the specifier of the
emergent cause, which is conjunction [of self and body], with respect to desire, is
well-known just with the living body and so this is a case of ‘trying to prove what is
already known’. Otherwise, the problem is that its not being present could not be
determined by a negative method or the like (i.e. by another method of knowledge:
it would be unavailable to all knowledge-generative processes).
Objection: The way that the probandum that the negative inference proves is unknown is like the relation to the probandum that is unknown [with respect to the
pakša, prior to inference].
Pûrva-pakšin: No. For, it could not be determined by a negative method or the like
(as has been said).
If inference could prove an uncognised something by way of the thing’s uncommon property, [as ‘having-breath’ is a property possessed only by living bodies],
then a pot too could be inferred to have, by its [uncommon property] pothood or the
like, such arbitrarily imagined properties as ‘Ðittha’ (a name normally used only for
persons)—this is the difficulty.
Comments
The suggestion is that, since no difficulty attaches the probandum’s being unknown
with respect to the pakša prior to inference, the unknownness or unfamiliarity of the
probandum is nothing to be concerned with. No matter what the method of correlation establishing vyâpti, the probandum is unknown as qualifying the pakša prior to
inference, and so with negative-only inference we have a similar unknownness in
the case of the probandum itself prior to inference.
‘This distinctive-in-this-way creature is from Mars, since it is distinctive-in-thisway.’ Imagining invariable concomitance between (a) whatever marks something as
of a certain type of thing and (b) any far-flung predicate we like, we can prove the
far-flung predicate to occur in that sort of thing. Thus, ‘Pots have ghosts, since they
have pothood’, and ‘Earthen things are from Mars, since they have smell.’ Such
‘negative-only’ inference would be way too powerful an engine. The problem is
supposed to be solved by limitations on probandum availability. The suggestion in
the objection would undermine the solution and we could prove way too much, says
the Pûrva-pakšin in response.
Text (TCMT 490 and TCMC 629) and Translation

ucyate. icchâ-samavâyi-kâraòa-siddhâv icchâtvaô saôyogâsamavâyikâraòaka-våtti, nityêndriya-grâhya-viœeša-guòa-våtti-guòatva-sâkšâdvyâpya-jâtitvât œabdatva-vat. sa ca asamavâyi-kâraòaô saôyogaÿ
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kiñcid-avacchinnaÿ saôyogatvât âtma-saôyoga-mâtrasya icchâjanakatve atiprasaógâd iti icchâsamavâyi-kâraòa-saôyogâvacchedakatvaô23 sâtmakatvaô œarîre sâdhyate.
Gaógeœa: We answer. Given that desire has been proved to have an inherent cause
[by the inference previously stated, ‘Desire has origins in an inherent cause, since it
is an effect’, we formulate a second inference], being-a-desire occurs in that
[namely, desire] which has as emergent cause a conjunction, since being-a-desire is
a universal directly pervaded by, [i.e. whose instances are all instances of the wider
universal of,] being-a-quality-occurring-in-specific-qualities-grasped-by-an-eternalorgan (i.e. manas or the organ of hearing), like being-a-sound (i.e. soundhood, the
universal of sound). And this emergent cause, which is a conjunction, is specified by
something, since it is a conjunction. (That ‘something’, of course, is the living
body.) If merely conjunction with a self were the origins of desire [without requiring
something else, something delimiting it], then ramifications would overextend.
Therefore, having-a-self, which is the specifier of the conjunction that gives rise to
desire, is proved with respect to the living body. (That is, every living body is
‘enselved’, sâtmaka.)
Comments
Conjunction is a two-term relation. It does not occur on its own but simultaneously
in two loci. The point here, however, is that as a property of each of its terms it is
not a locus-pervading property, like, say, cowhood, which pervades every part of the
cow. Thus it has to be specified or delimited in order to make inference predicating
it possible. That is, since a conjunction between, for instance, a monkey and a tree
occurs in the tree’s branches but not at its roots, the tree both has and does not have
monkey-conjunction. That a single thing is qualified by both a property and its absence presents an obvious problem for logic, to be resolved by specification of precisely where in the tree the property occurs. Similarly, the conjunction necessary for
desire makes us ask, ‘Where, precisely, does it occur?’ The answer is not everywhere in the self but only where there is conjunction with the living body. A self,
we must keep in mind, is ubiquitous in size and so a ‘conjunction’ (of sorts) of self
with a pot does occur. But a pot does not have desire. Desire occurs only in a self as
connected to a living body. Indeed, desire is itself a non-locus-pervading property—
given that the self is ubiquitous. So, the specifier—or delimiter (avacchedaka)—of
the conjunction that makes desire possible is the living body.

23

Adding atiprasaógâd iti icchâ-samavâyi-kâraòa-saôyogâvacchedakatvaô, with TCMC.
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The conjunction is proved by Gaógeœa at the beginning of the passage by some
complicated reasoning centring on second-order properties, or symmetries, within
the system of Nyâya-Vaiœešika categories, specifically, a desire’s being an effect
like a colour. Thus desire and the like not only demand posit of an inherent cause
whereof they would be ‘specific properties’ (exhibited only by that type of thing),
but also posit of a conjunction as their ‘emergent cause’, as conjunctions among
threads are emergent causes of the colour of a piece of cloth. More on this after the
next passage.
Gaógeœa apparently shares the view of his Nyâya predecessors that between incarnations a self does not have desire, cognition and other psychological properties had
by living persons. Although it is disputable whether he sees a self as in every way
unconscious between birth and death, clearly without a body a self has no cognition
(jñâna). At several places it is evident that this is Vâtsyâyana’s position.24 ‘Awareness’ (anubhava, which is the experiential subset of ‘cognition’, jñâna, which divides into awareness and memory) is dependent on embodiment. Though normally
reborn after death, a self has no cognition etc., between incarnations, that is, not
until it is reconjoined with a body—this is the mainstream position.
Uddyotakara is, notably, one who occasionally suggests otherwise. Vâtsyâyana’s
‘elucidator’ seems to see detached cognition of self as possible without embodiment.25 Furthermore, God is thought of as having cognition without having a
body.26
Theology aside, the thesis that the body is required for cognition and other psychological properties feeds Gaógeœa’s analysis of ‘having-a-self’. Thus the conclusion of his negative-only inference to self as locus of desire and the like is restricted
to self as conjoined with a living body.
Like the current argument, which we see draws deep on Nyâya psychology, next
we have a formally constructed negative-only inference couched in what are really
technical terms that also have everyday meanings.
Text (TCMT 493 and TCMC 629) and Translation

yad vâ, âtmani icchâdhâratâ mahat-saôyogâavacchedyâ janya-vibhuviœeša-guòâdhâratâtvât vâyv-âdi-saôyogâvacchedya-œabdâdhâratva24

For example, NBh 1.1.2, 1.1.22 and 4.2.38: see NYAYA-TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA–
TARKATIRTHA (1985: 76.227 ff. and 1090–91).
25
Otherwise, we would not have the authoritative teaching, which of course we do have, of the
‘living liberated’, see NV 1.1.2 in NYAYA-TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA–TARKATIRTHA (1985: 67–8).
26
There are, on the other hand, contrary positions on this; see, e.g. Udayana’s Âtma-tattvaviveka in DVIVEDIN–DRAVIÐA (1986: 808–09).
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vad iti sâmânyataÿ siddham icchâdhâratâ-ghaþakêcchâsamavâyikâraòa-dravya-saôyogavattvaô sâtmakatvam. ata eva jñânasamânâdhikaraòa-jñâna-kâraòî-bhûta-saôyogâœraya-kâryatvaô
vâ sâtmakatvam. sva-œarîre prâòâdimattvasya icchâdimattvasya
ca cešþâvayavôpacayâdi-vyâpyatva-grahât. ghaþâdau cešþâdi-viraheòa
prâòâdimattvêcchâdimattva-virahânumânam, icchâdi-virahât icchâdiprayojakêcchâdy-âdhâratâ-ghaþakêcchâdy-asamavâyi-kâraòasaôyoga-virahânumânaô kâryâbhâvavati kâraòâbhâva-niyamât.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, ‘The abstract property of a desire’s locus being
a self [is only half right, i.e. it] requires specification by a conjunction with something of intermediate size [neither ubiquitous like a self nor atomic like an earthen
atom, i.e. a living body], since it is an abstract property of the ‘specific qualities’
(i.e. desire, cognition, pleasure, pain and so on) that are both generated and belong
to something ubiquitous [namely, a self], like the abstract property of sound’s locus
[ether, which, like a self, is ubiquitous] requiring specification by the likes of a
conjunction with air or something of the sort [having intermediate size].’ This inference proves in general that ‘having-a-self’ amounts to the ‘having of a conjunction
with another substance, this conjunction being an emergent cause of desire that
specifies its locus.’
Just for this reason, an alternative analysis of ‘having-a-self’ [is all right for such a
proof in general]: ‘having-a-self’ is [as I have said above] something’s (i.e. a living
body’s) ‘being an effect and a substratum that supports the conjunction (i.e. bodyself conjunction) that is a cause of cognition and that has the same substratum
[namely, a self,] as cognition.’
A pervasion is grasped between (a) having-breath and so on in the case of a person’s own body [and others] along with having-desire and so on and (b) voluntary
bodily movement along with becoming fat or thin on the part of various [bodily]
parts (i.e. one’s waist and so on). From this grasping, an inference proceeds
[targeting a vipakša (places where the probandum is known definitely to be absent),
namely] with respect to a pot and the like, which do not have voluntary movement
and so on, establishing the absence there of both having-breath and having-desireand-the-like. From the absence of desire etc., an inference proceeds to establish [in
that same vipakša, viz., a pot and the like,] the absence of the conjunction that is the
emergent cause of desire and the like, a conjunction that specifies their locus and
counts among their causes. For, [with emergent causality] the rule is that without
showing the effect no such cause is to be supposed.
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Comments
An ‘emergent cause’, asamavâyi-kâraòa, is a causal condition only with respect to
certain effects; e.g. the colour of a piece of cloth has an emergent cause in the colour
of the threads. Considering the cloth as effect, the conjunction of the threads is an
emergent cause.27 Similarly here with a desire, there is an emergent cause in the
connection between a self and a living body.
Text (TCMT 494 and TCMC 631) and Translation

na ca sâtmakatvaô œarîra-våtti œarîra-våttitve 28 bâdhakâbhâvât
œarîratva-vad iti anvayinâ eva sâdhya-siddheÿ kiô vyatirekiòâ iti
vâcyam. œarîraô sâtmakam iti œarîra-viœešyaka-buddher vyatirekiòaô
vinâ anupapatteÿ. upâyântarasya upâyântarâdûšakatvâc ca.
Objection: The inference, ‘Having-a-self has its occurrence in the body, since with
respect to its occurring there that there is no defeater [or counter-consideration], like
being-a-body’, establishes the probandum simply by positive correlations. Hence,
what’s the use of your negative-only inference?
Gaógeœa: And that should not be asked. For, ‘A [living] body has a self’—a cognition whose qualificandum is the body—would not be possible without the negative
method. Furthermore, one means [of knowledge] does not vitiate another.
Comments
In the objector’s inference, having-a-self is the inferential subject, whereas in
Gaógeœa’s it is the living body. Gaógeœa apparently accepts the objector’s inference
and accepts that it is based on positive correlations. But one valid means of knowing
does not cancel out another, he says. What’s the loss in accepting both as reliable
sources? ‘Those delighting in reasoning’ (e.g. TCMC 977, tarka-rasika) sometimes
prove things even though they are already known by perception. And if one takes
the living body as inferential subject, one has no sapakša for one’s inference (no
instance of ‘having-a-self’ outside the set of living bodies) and thus no possibility to
prove that ‘A living body has a self’ except by a negative-only inference.

27
See PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 540 ff.) for further explanation of emergent
causality, as well as the causality section in the introduction (23–25).
28
Emending œarîre to œarîra-våttitve.
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Text (TCMT 494 and TCMC 632) and Translation

yad vâ cešþâ saôyogâsamavâyi-kâraòikâ saôskârâjanya-kriyâtvâd iti
cešþâyâ asamavâyi-kâraòa-saôyoga-siddhau prayatnavad âtmasaôyoga eva paryavasyati prayatnânvaya-vyatirekânuvidhâyitvât. evaô
ca cešþâyâÿ asamavâyi-kâraòa-saôyogâœrayatve sati œarîratvaô
sâtmakatvaô jîvac-charîre sâdhyam, cešþâvattvâd iti hetuÿ. cešþâvirahaœ ca ghaþâdau pratyakša-siddhiÿ. cešþâ-virahât tad-asamavâyikâraòa-saôyoga-virahe ’pi sugrahaÿ.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, voluntary bodily movement has an emergent
cause in a conjunction [of something with the body], since it is action not generated
by a disposition. Given that this conjunction is established—the conjunction, that is,
that is an emergent cause of voluntary bodily movement—it is concluded that it is a
conjunction [of the body] with a self, i.e. something capable of effort, by positive
and negative correlations with effort.
And in this way, given that there is a [dual] substratum of the conjunction that is
an emergent cause of voluntary bodily movement [which amounts to a general understanding of ‘having a self’], that to be a [living] body is to be ‘enselved’
(sâtmaka) is to be proved (i.e. it is the probandum in an inference) targeting living
bodies, and it is proved, since a living body exhibits voluntary bodily movement—
the prover.
Moreover, absence of voluntary bodily movement is known in a pot and the like
by perception. From this absence of voluntary bodily movement, it is easy to grasp
that there is also an absence of the conjunction [we have been talking about] that is
an emergent cause of it. [Thus, we prove that living bodies are enselved by a negative-only inference.]
Comments
Here ‘disposition’ (saôskâra) includes the impetus of a moving object and the like.
A standard example of action born of a conjunction is striking a tree branch with a
stick such that a piece of fruit falls. The conjunction of stick with branch is an
emergent cause of the falling of the fruit. This example contrasts with dispositionimpelled action that does not require conjunction or disjunction.
The main idea behind the argument is that action that is not saôskâra-impelled,
not something dropping because of weight or inherently active such as wind or air
(according to the traditional physics), is generated by conjunction or disjunction,
which are themselves qualities with substrata, two substrata, to be precise. One substratum of the conjunction that is an emergent cause of voluntary bodily movement
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is the body; the other has to be capable of initiating effort and action, to wit, a self
‘capable of effort’.
Text (TCMT 495 and TCMC 633) and Translation

yad vâ jîvac-charîraô tad-avayavo vâ âtma-bhinnatve saty âtma-viœešaguòa-kâraòa-bhogânadhikaraòâvåtti-saôyogavat prâòânyatve sati
jñâna-kâraòî-bhûta-prâòa-saôyogavattvât yan na evaô tan na evaô
yathâ ghaþaÿ. âtma-prâòa-saôyogaÿ prâòa-manas-saôyogo vâ
œarîra-prâòa-saôyogena eva anyathâ-siddhaô na kâraòam.
bhogâdhâratvaô bhoga-samavâyi-kâraòâtirikta-våtti sakalabhogâdhikaraòa-våttitvât prameyatvâdi-vad iti târkikî rîtiÿ.
(Gaógeœa continues:) Alternatively, the living body or one of its parts exhibits a
conjunction that is a cause of the ‘specific qualities’ (i.e. desire, cognition, pleasure
and so on) of a self, given that the living body and its parts are distinct from selves.
They exhibit a conjunction, [furthermore,] that does not occur in what is not the substratum of pleasure, since the living body or the part exhibits a conjunction with
breath that is a cause of cognition, given that it is other than breath. What is not so,
is not so, like a pot.
The conjunction between self and breath and the conjunction between breath and
manas (the ‘internal organ’) are not such causes in that they are rendered irrelevant
(anyathâ-siddha) just by [the emergent cause we have targeted as the prover,
namely] conjunction between body and breath.
To be a pleasure’s substratum is to be something over and above [the other term of
self-body conjunction] an inherent cause of a pleasure, since it is to be a substratum of
every pleasure [but not the only one], like such pervasive properties as being-knowable—to use the logical style [of those who like formally formulated inferences].
Comments
This new inference contains an expression that qualifies the probandum, ‘given that
a living body and its parts are distinct from selves’, which is required because otherwise a self would be proved to ‘have a self’, too, since both self and body exhibit
the conjunction—i.e. the connection between these two—that is a cause of desire
and the like. A second qualifier, ‘a conjunction, [furthermore,] that does not occur in
what is not a substratum of pleasure’, eliminates manas as a candidate for being
‘enselved’, since the internal organ is not a locus of pleasure, although its connection with a self is a causal factor in the appearance of psychological qualities. Thus,
of the two emergent causes, body-self conjunction and manas-self conjunction, only
the former is key to the inference (and indeed to the meaning of ‘being enselved’).
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The qualification to the prover, ‘given…’, is added because the second term of the
conjunction of body and breath is of course breath. The inference proceeds based on
negative correlations only: ‘What is not so, is not so, like a pot.’ The example,
which is negative, exhibits both the absence of the probandum, in effect, ‘not having
a self’, and the absence of the prover, ‘not having breath’.
In the second paragraph, Gaógeœa addresses the worry that there might be deviation in the case of breath inasmuch as the first two conjunctions with breath mentioned would also be emergent causes of psychological qualities. However, they are
not to be regarded as such, because they are ‘rendered irrelevant’ by the connection
between breath and the body. In brief, without the body-breath connection that
marks a living body, there would not be the connections with the other two substances.
According to both Mathurânâtha and Rucidatta, the final paragraph concerns the
question of how the probandum is known. The living body is known to be both a
locus of psychological qualities and something distinct from the other term of the
required ‘mind-body’ connection. Psychological qualities occur in a self only as
conjoined with a body, and in a body only through causal processes involving
manas and self. A body as so known allows us to avoid the dilemma of (a) an unavailable probandum or (b) an unnecessary inference. We know what a substratum
of a pleasure is in knowing the living body as such a substratum and we know it as
something over and above a second inherent cause. We know that it is not the only
causal factor. But prior to the inference we do not know the self as either such a
substratum or as something over and above the body. Unfortunately, just how we
know the body is not the only causal factor is not explained here. The inference is
framed formally, presupposing knowledge of the entire Nyâya-Vaiœešika system.
Text (TCMT 499 and TCMC 633) and Translation

atha icchâ ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyâœritâ ašþa-dravyânâœritatve sati
guòatvât yan na evaô tan na evaô yathâ anâœritam ašþa-dravyâœritaô
vâ kathaô vyatirekî. ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyasya tad-våttitvasya ca
apratîter vyatirekâdy-anirûpaòât. syâd etat. icchâyâÿ dravyâœritatve
’numite påthivyâdau bâdhânavatâra-daœâyâô vipratipatti-vâkyâd
âœritatvâdi-sâdhâraòa-dharma-darœanâd vâ tad-dravyam ašþadravyâtiriktaô na vâ iti sandehena ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyôpasthitiÿ.
(New) Pûrva-pakšin: [Reconsider your inference:] ‘Desire rests in a substance over
and above the eight substances [mentioned on the traditional list, earth and the rest],
since, given that it does not rest in any of the eight, it is a quality [and all qualities
rest in, or qualify, substances]; what is not so, is not so, like something that does not
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reside anywhere [for example, ether, which does not have a substratum] or like
something that resides in one or another of the eight substances [for example, a
smell].’
How is it that this is [a bona fide inference, as you say] a negative-only inference?
A substance that is over and above the eight substances [mentioned on the traditional list] is unknown, as is something that would occur in something like that [as
opposed to one of the eight or a combination of them], unless they are determined
by your negative inference or the like [which is precisely what is in question].
A Naiyâyika faction: That may be. [What you say is right in part.] Desire may have
been inferred to reside in a substance [on the grounds that it is a quality], but until the
realisation of the patent falsehood of its resting in earth or the rest [of the eight], a
question is provoked by a statement of a debater or questioner or by an experience of a
common property such as of [qualities all] resting in something or other: ‘Such a substance, is it over and above the eight or is it not?’ The question (or ‘doubt’, saôdeha)
puts the probandum into awareness [that is to say, makes it available for inference, the
probandum, to wit], a substratum that is over and above the eight substances.
Comments
The probandum ‘rests in a substance over and above the eight substances
(mentioned on the traditional list, earth and the rest)’ is asserted of desire. Desire
may well be known, but it is not to be assumed that self as a ninth substance is
known. The inference is one of a set that target psychological qualities and infer a
self as their bearer. Thus selves are not to be assumed in the context and the inference has to be ‘negative-only’. A smell, for example, does not rest in a substance
over and above the eight, since smells rest in things earthen. It is not an example of
the probandum nor of the prover as precisely specified, ‘given that it does not rest in
any of the eight.’
The Naiyâyika faction argues that the ways that a probandum can be introduced and
made available for inference are not as narrow as some apparently think. Under certain
conditions, a debater’s statement or a mere question can make a term known well
enough to be used in inference. And there are several alternative formulations of
doubts or questions—or more precisely an ordered series of questions—that make the
probandum in the negative-only inference about the self ‘well-known’ (prasiddha).
Text (TCMT 499 and TCMC 634) and Translation

yad vâ icchâ ašþa-dravyâtiriktâœritâ na vâ iti saôœayât icchâyâÿ ašþadravyâtiriktâœrayôpasthitau paœcâd icchâœrayo ’šþa-dravyâtiriktadravyaô na vâ iti saôœayâd ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyôpasthitiÿ. atha
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vâ dravyâœritâ icchâ ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravya-våttir na vâ pûrva-vat
saôœayât ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitvaô prasiddham icchâyâÿ
sâdhyate. saôœaya-prasiddham api sâdhyaô vyatirekâdi-nirûpakam,
sâdhya-jñâna-mâtrasya kâraòatvât. na ca evaô saôœayâd eva pakše
sâdhya-siddher vyatireki-vaiyarthyam. niœcayârthaô tat-pravåtter.
(The Naiyâyika faction continues:) Alternatively, from the question [or doubt]:
‘Does desire reside in something over and above the eight or not?’ [the fact] that
desire rests in such a substance over and above the eight is set in awareness. Later
[having concluded that it does], one questions, ‘Is the substratum of desire a substance over and above the eight or not?’ Thereby, that there is substance over and
above the eight gets set in awareness.
Alternatively, ‘Does desire, which resides in a substance, reside in a substance
that is over and above the eight or not?’ is a question, as explained above, that
makes an occurrence in a substance over and above the eight known [well enough
for inference (prasiddha)]—a probandum that is [then] proved of desire. Although
the probandum is introduced (prasiddha) by a question, it is determined to hold [for
the inferential subject] by a process involving its absence and so on, since simply
cognition of the probandum [not veridical awareness of it] is the relevant causal
factor [for inference].
And it is not the case that just from the doubt there would be, on this view, knowledge of the probandum as qualifying the inferential subject such that negative-only [or
any] inference would be pointless. For, the inference is carried out to gain certainty.
Comments
Understanding a debater’s statement, asking a question, or entertaining a doubt do
not require previous knowledge of the precise terms employed. Furthermore, prior
cognition—understanding of an opponent’s statement etc.—of a probandum term,
not knowledge, is required. Gaógeœa does not appear himself to accept this position.
Text (TCMT 499 and TCMC 635) and Translation

mâ evam. saôœayena sâdhya-prasiddhâv api tad-vyatireka-niœcayâsambhavât sâdhya-vyatireka-tad-vyâpti-niœcayasya sâdhya-niœcayasâdhyatvât sâdhya-sandehe tad-vyatirekâdi-saôœayâvaœyambhâvât.
[New] Pûrva-pakšin: Don’t think like that. For, were a probandum indeed ‘wellknown’ by means of a doubt [or a question], there would be no possibility of the
certainty about its absence. For, certainty about the absence of the probandum along
with certainty about its pervasion [by the absence of the prover] is [or becomes] the
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certainty about the probandum [qualifying the inferential subject that is the result of
inference]. If doubt about the probandum is what we have, necessarily will there be
doubt about the absence of the probandum et cetera (i.e. doubt about the pervasion,
doubt that blocks inference).
Comments
Gaógeœa or any advocate of negative-only inference would concede that the absence
of the probandum has to be known with certainty to occur in at least one instance of
correlation with the absence of the prover and normally with many. And if there is
doubt about the pervasion from any (reasonable) quarter, then inference does not
proceed. If all we know about some probandum term is that it dubiously applies to
the subject, then we do not know enough about it to infer anything. And the very
nature of the proposed negative-only method requires that it not be known to hold of
anything; otherwise, inference could proceed based on positive correlations. Again,
the old bind.
Text (TCMT 500 and TCMC 635) and Translation

kiô ca saôœayôpasthita-sâdhyasya vyatireki-nirûpaòaô na
yogyânupalambhât, sâdhya-niœcayaô vinâ yogyânupalambhâsambhavât. na api vyâpakâbhâvât, sâdhya-niœcayaô vinâ tad-vyâpakatvaniœcayâbhâvât. na ca yadi icchâ ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyâœritâ na
syâd ašþânâœritâ satî dravyâœritâ na syât rûpa-vad iti sâdhyaviparyaya-koþau pratikûla-tarka-saha-kåtaÿ sâdhya-saôœaya eva
niœcaya-kâryaô karoti. ata eva etâdåœa-saôœayôpasthita-kalpitaðitthâdi-sâdhanam apy apâstam. tad-viparyaye pratikûla-tarkâbhâvâd
iti vâcyam. sâdhya-niœcayaô vinâ sâdhya-vyatireka-niœcaya-tan-mûlatarkânavatârât. anyathâ ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitva-nirûpaòe
tarkôdayas tarkôdaye ca tat-saha-kåta-sâdhya-saôœayasya sâdhyavyatireka-niœcâyakatvam iti.
(The new Pûrva-pakšin continues:) Furthermore, determination by a negative inference of a probandum [to qualify an inferential subject, i.e. a probandum] set in
awareness through a doubt [or question] cannot derive from the probandum’s not
being experienced while being capable of being perceived. For, without certainty
about the probandum, there could be no ‘non-perception of something as capable of
being perceived’ (i.e. where that ‘something’ would be the proban dum).
Nor could it derive from an absence of something that pervades it [from your
negative prover, that is], because without certainty about the probandum there
would be no certainty about its having something as its pervader.
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Objection: ‘If desire did not reside in a substance that is over and above the eight
substances, then, not residing in any of the eight, it would not reside in a substance,
like colour’—this is unfavourable counterfactual reasoning on the assumption of the
probandum’s opposite. So it is the doubt about the probandum accompanied by such
reasoning that renders the effect of certainty.
Just for this reason, an earlier objection is also thrown out, the objection, namely,
that such arbitrarily imagined properties as ‘Ðittha’ (a name normally used for persons) could also be established [for a pot, say] through the probandum being set in
awareness by a doubt [or question]. For, there would be no such unfavourable
counterfactual reasoning on the assumption of the probandum’s opposite.
New Pûrva-pakšin: That should not be said. For, without certainty about the probandum, there could be no entry either for certainty about the absence of the probandum [as would be required by your negative-only inference] or for counterfactual reasoning which is based in that [certainty, too]. Otherwise, [there would be the
fault of ‘mutual dependence’ (anyonyâœraya):] given knowledge that there is an occurrence in a substance over and above the eight substances, counterfactual reasoning would be employed, on the one hand, and, on the other, given the use of the
counterfactual reasoning, the absence of this probandum would be made certain by a
doubt about it ‘accompanied’ by such counterfactual reasoning!
Comments
A pot whose absence is known by perception to occur on the floor (‘The pot is not
on the floor’) has been encountered previously or at least learned about through a
trustworthy statement. The pot’s being capable of being perceived is a requirement
for its absence to be known perceptually, but so too must it as absentee be previously
known. Otherwise, the memory of it could not inform the sort of perception that some
call ‘non-perception of something capable of being perceived’. Simply put, nothing
not known perceptually could be known to be ‘capable of being perceived’.
Counterfactual reasoning can distinguish proper and improper conclusions drawn
using a term introduced solely through a doubt or a question—says the objector to
the new Pûrva-pakšin—and thus eliminate fallacious inferences. It is not true that if
the pot were not named ‘Ðittha’ any untoward consequence would ensue.
The rebuttal by the new Pûrva-pakšin of the view that questioning and so forth
can make a probandum available for inference leaves us with the unresolved bind of
how the probandum of a negative inference would be known well enough for the
inference to proceed, given that it is not known outside the inferential subject and
that the inference would not prove something that is already known.
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Text (TCMT 501 and TCMC 636) and Translation

ucyate. icchâœraya-dravya-siddhau påthivy-âdâv icchâdhâratâbhâve
tad-dravyaô påthiyâdy-ašþa-dravya-bhinnam ašþa-dravyâvåttidharmavattvât påthiyâditve bâdhaka-sattvâd vâ ity ašþa-dravyâtiriktadravya-siddhau icchâyâm ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyavattvam ašþadravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitvaô vâ sâdhyate. sâdhya-prasiddhir
dravyatve. icchâ-viœešyakâšþa-dravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitva-pratîter
vyatireki-sâdhyatvât.
Gaógeœa: We answer. With it established that desire resides in a substance, that
substance—in the absence of a locus for it in earth and the rest [of the eight]—is
distinct from the eight substances [on the list] beginning with earth, since it possesses a property that does not occur in the eight or since there are counter-considerations (‘defeaters’) that rule out earth and the rest [of the eight]—thus is there
established a substance over and above the eight. Given that establishment, there is
proved—with respect to desire [as inferential subject]—a having of (i.e. a resting in)
a substance that is over and above the eight, or, an occurring in a substance that is
over and above the eight. Either probandum [such a having or such an occurring] is
‘well-known’ (prasiddha) in the case of substancehood (the universal of substances). The cognition of an occurrence in a substance that is over and above the
eight substances has as its qualificandum desire. That is proved true by an inference
based on negative correlations.
Comments
Gaógeœa here appears to defend—and to emend slightly as well as to unpack with a
stepwise analysis of how the probandum is introduced—the negative-only inference
stated by the new Pûrva-pakšin at the beginning of this stretch of text: ‘Desire rests
in a substance over and above the eight substances (mentioned on the traditional list,
earth and the rest), since, given that it does not rest in any of the eight, it is a quality
(and all qualities rest in, or qualify, substances); what is not so, is not so, like
something that does not reside anywhere (for example, ether, which does not have a
substratum) or like something that resides in one or another of the eight substances
(for example, a smell).’
First an inference establishes that desire resides in a substance, e.g. ‘Desire and
the like rest in a substance, since they are qualities, like colour.’ Next it is proved
that that substance is not earth or another on the list of eight (earth, water, tejas, air,
ether, time, space and manas) since various counter-considerations rule each of
them out (e.g. ‘If earth possessed desire as a property, then it would be experienced
there, like colour’). Finally, it is concluded that desire (and the like) rest in a ninth
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substance. The extrapolation is from things that do not reside in a ninth substance,
all of which are not qualities or are items that rest in one or more of the eight substances or their combinations, universals of substances, for example. Everything we
encounter outside the inferential subject, which consists of all psychological qualities, is not something that rests in a ninth substance. For, everything is either something that does not, by nature, rest in a substance (e.g. ether, an earthen atom), or
does rest in one or more of the eight (e.g. the universal of substances).
Since the second inference establishes that there is a substance over and above the
eight, we also know that as a substance it is a locus of substancehood, the common
character running through earth and the rest. Thus, there is an example of the second-order property (which will presently serve as probandum) ‘occurring in a substance that is over and above the eight.’ It qualifies substancehood, since
substancehood ‘occurs in a substance etc.’ as was just proved.
The reason I add a parenthetical ‘and the rest’ to the first inference is that if desire
alone is the inferential subject, it does not seem as though we could prove this of it
by an inference based only on negative correlations as Gaógeœa asserts. Rather obviously there would be a sapakša, places other than the inferential subject where the
probandum is known to occur, namely, pleasure, pain, cognition and other psychological qualities. This objection is addressed next, though instead of pain or the like
an abstract property is used as an example of sapakša.
Text (TCMT 502 and TCMC 637) and Translation

tathâ api icchâ ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyâœritâ ašþa-dravyânâœritatve sati
dravyâœritatvât ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravyatva-vad iti sâdhya-prasiddhyâ
eva dåšþânta-prasiddher anvayî hetuÿ syâd iti cet, na. anvaya-vyâptyapratisandhâne vyatireka-vyâpti-pratisandhâna-daœâyâô vyatirekisambhavât.
Objection: So, too, then, would the prover be positive, [i.e. based on positive as
well as negative correlations], inasmuch as the probandum would be indeed ‘wellknown’ through knowledge of an example: ‘Desire resides in a substance that is
over and above the eight substances, since, given that it does not reside in any of the
eight, it rests in a substance, like the property, being-a-substance-over-and-abovethe-eight.’
Gaógeœa: Wrong. [Even if the inference could be based on positive correlations as
well as negative ones] insofar as one has not seen the pervasion as based on positive
correlations, there is the possibility that one make a negative inference on an occasion where one sees a pervasion among absences.
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Comments
Gaógeœa is talking about svârthânumâna (‘inference for oneself’). A cogent
‘inference for others’ (parârthânumâna) would group desire with all psychological
properties, with the inferential subject as ‘desire and the rest’, as explained just
above.
Text (TCMT 503 and TCMC 637) and Translation

na ca dravyatvâdeÿ sapakšât vyâvåttâv asâdhâraòyam. tad dhi sâdhyatad-abhâvôbhaya-sâdhakatvena sat-pratipakšôtthâpakatayâ došâvaham.
prakåte ca na hetoÿ sâdhyâbhâva-sâdhakam, vipakše bâdhakâbhâvât
sâdhya-sâdhakatve tat-sattvâc ca. ata eva yâvad ekatra anukûla-tarko
na avatarati tâvad eva daœâ-viœeše ’sâdhâraòyaô doša ity uktaô
suvaròa-taijasatva-sâdhaka-vyatirekiòi œabdo ’nityaÿ œabdatvât ityâdâv api tathâ.
(Gaógeœa continues:) And it is not the case that since there is a sapakša (places
where the probandum is known to occur), for example, substancehood and the like
[which, like desire, would rest in a substance over and above the eight], the fallacy
‘no similar instance’ would be committed [by our negative inference] in the exclusion of the prover there. For, the criterion of that fallacy is that an inference at fault
would establish both the probandum and its absence in the manner of the working of
the fallacy of ‘counter-inference’. And in the current case, the prover does not establish the absence of the probandum [but rather its presence, in desire, by an inference where only negative correlations are found], since there is no counter-consideration (i.e. counterfactual reasoning) placing it in the vipakša (loci known to be
lacking the probandum), whereas there is a counter-consideration (i.e. favourable
counterfactual reasoning) for its establishment [by being pervaded by] the probandum.
Just for this reason is it said that ‘no similar instance’ is the fallacy that occurs insofar as no favourable counterfactual reasoning presents itself with respect to the
one side [favouring it over the other, given no sapakša (counterfactual reasoning
could suggest that the prover is either present or absent in the vipakša, but without it
there is the fallacy)]—just as such is ‘no similar instance’ a fault (an epistemic defect pertinent to inference, doša) sometimes [only]. The inference that would prove
by negative correlations that gold is made out of the fiery element succumbs to this
fault, as does ‘Sound is non-eternal, since it has soundhood [the universal of
sound]’, and the like.
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Comments
The difference between ‘no similar instance’ and ‘counter-inference’ as fallacies is
that in the first case there is a single prover whereas in the second there are two. The
problem with both is nevertheless the same in that with equal force both a probandum and its opposite would be proved.
The ‘no similar instance’ fallacy occurs when there is a sapakša and we are unable to find an instance of the prover there. It is classified as a ‘person-relative’
fallacy, one that is ‘non-eternal’ or ‘non-constant’ (anitya-doša), in contrast with a
fallacy such as ‘deviation’ (the prover’s being known to occur where the probandum
does not). Depending on whether there is in a given epistemic context reasonable
doubt (including whether or not there are pertinent counterfactual considerations
that favour a proposition or its opposite), lack of a sapakša may be a reason why
this fallacy occurs or a mark of a cogent negative-only inference.
For example, ‘Sound is non-eternal, since it has soundhood’, is a pseudo-inference
whose prover has as much force for the eternality of sounds as it does for their noneternality as asserted. There is no supporting co-locatedness of non-eternality and
soundhood since there is no locus of soundhood anywhere outside of the inferential
subject, which is to be construed as all sounds. The wider context of doubt required
to motivate inference means that we are supposing that the non-eternality is in
question. But favourable or unfavourable tarka could change the epistemic default.
The translation of the second paragraph’s final sentence follows Mathurânâtha.
Another possible rendering of the ‘whereas’ clause at the very end: ‘whereas [to
consider the counter-inference] there would be a counter-consideration (i.e. unfavourable counterfactual reasoning) to its establishing [by being pervaded by] the
[counter]probandum.’ The upshot would remain the same.
Text (TCMT 503 and TCMC 638) and Translation

atha ašþa-dravya-bâdhânantaram icchâdau guòatvâd eva ašþadravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitvaô sidhyati pakša-dharmatâ-balât.
prasiddha-viœeša-bâdhe sâmânya-jñânasya tad-itara-viœeša-višayatvaniyamât. ata eva asarva-višayânitya-jñâna-bâdhânantaraô kšityâdau
kâryatvena jñâna-janyatvaô siddhyat nitya-sarva-višayatvaô
jñânasya âdâya eva sidhyati iti cet, na. bâdhânantaram ašþadravyâtirikta-dravya-višayâ apy anumitir dravyâœritatva-prakârikâ
syât. anumiter vyâpakatâvacchedaka-mâtra-prakârakatva-niyamât. na
tv ašþa-dravyâtirikta-dravya-våttitva-prakârikâ, tasya pûrvam
apratîtatvena prakâratvâsambhavâd iti tat-prakârikânumitir
vyatirekiòâ eva. anâdy-ananta-dvy-aòukâdi-yâvat-pakšîkaraòe ’nâdy-
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ananta-tâvad-upâdâna-gocarâparokša-jñânatvam eva nitya-sarvavišayakatvam, etad-anya-nitya-sarva-višayatvaô vyatirekiòa eva
sidhyati. pakša-dharmatâ-balena api vyâpakatâvacchedaka-prakâreòa
sâdhya-siddhir bhavati na tu sâdhya-gata-viœeša-prakârikâ,
atiprasaógât.
Objection: Right after realising that counter-considerations rule out the eight substances, one proves that desire and the like occur in a substance that is over and
above the eight, just by their being qualities—by force of the inferential subject possessing the prover property. For, well-known particulars being eliminated [such as a
pot as an earthen thing and so on], the cognition of the generality (namely, that there
is some sort of substance over and above the eight, its precise nature not being
known) has by rule as its object only that the particular (i.e. the self) is distinct from
those others [that have been ruled out].
Just for this reason, [in the case of the inference to God] right after realising that
counter-considerations rule out cognition that has as its object less than everything—non-eternal cognition, namely—proving that this world and the like as effects are generated by cognition proves it understanding the [generating] cognition
to be precisely a cognition that is eternal and whose object is everything. (Thus
there is no need for a negative-only inference in that the first inference that you
sketch out, the inference to the probandum in general, is embedded, so to say, with
the desired conclusion.)
Gaógeœa: Incorrect. Right after realising the ruling out, one would make an inference that—albeit its object would be a substance over and above the eight—would
have as its predication content [or probandum] residence in a substance [and nothing
else]. For, the rule with veridical inferential awareness is that its predication content
is restricted to that which specifies the pervading [of the prover by the probandum,
as fieriness specifies the pervading of smoke by fire, not, e.g. fire’s being-a-substance]. It is not an inferential awareness whose predication content is the occurrence [of particular properties] in the substance that is over and above the eight,
since, as not having been previously cognised, that cannot serve as predication content (i.e. as a probandum). Thus the inferential awareness that has that as its predication content comes about by means of a negative-only inference alone.
[To consider the inference to God:] Insofar as the beginningless and endless series
of things right up from the dyads [though not ether, for example, or the ultimate atoms, which are eternal and uncreated] are taken as the inferential subject, what is
proved [on the basis of these things being effects] is only [God’s] immediate cognition as restricted to the substrata of the beginningless and endless list of things. Beyond this, cognition that is [truly] eternal and having [truly] everything as its object
is proved by [another inference, namely] a negative-only inference alone. Though
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[of course] it is by force of the inferential subject possessing the prover property, the
probandum is proved through the predication content that specifies the pervading
[of the prover by the probandum]. What is proved (i.e. the inferential awareness
brought about) does not have as its predication content particularities included in the
probandum, because that would have consequences that are too wide.
Comments
Perception—or more precisely, non-perception—is one of the defeaters that rule out
earth and so on as candidates for the locus of desire and similar properties. In a pot,
for example, which is an earthen thing, no desire is evident.
Agency requires cognition, desire to do and action, in that order. Everything produced, from dyads (ultimate atoms are not produced) to planets and stars, implies
agency. From all those things that are produced by the limited cognition and desire
of the likes of women and men we know, it follows that things that are produced but
do not fall within the limitedly-created set (such as dyads and planets) are produced
by God whose cognition is not limited, at least not in the ways with which we are
familiar. The inference is negative-only because the inferential subject is taken to be
everything produced but not by the likes of humans. There is no sapakša but no
matter. The vipakša, which consists of all those things brought about by limited humans etc., do not exhibit the property-to-be-proved, ‘brought about by one whose
cognition is unlimited.’
The inference does not have implications that are too wide, since God’s cognition
is to be supposed unlimited only in the sense that is required for the production of
things not produced by humans etc. We have little idea about what this involves.
Similarly, a locus of fire as known by inference from smoke seen is not known in its
utter particularity but rather only in general, as an instance of fieriness.
Text (TCMT 503 and TCMC 639) and Translation

nanv ašþa-dravyânâœritâ icchâ dravyâœritâ iti yadi sâdhyate tadâ-ašþadravyâtirikta-dravyâœritatvam antareòa pratijñârtha eva na upapadyate.
satyam. evam apy ašþa-dravyânâœritâ icchâyâô dravyâœritatvaô
sidhyatu, tasya ašþa-dravyâtirekyaô kutaÿ sidhyet.
Objection: If desire, which does not reside in the eight substances, is proved to reside in a substance (‘since it is a quality’), then, without its residing in a substance
over and above the eight, there would be no meaning to the proposition to be
proved.
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Gaógeœa: That’s true. So, too, let it be proved that residing-in-a-substance applies to
desire, which does not reside in any of the eight substances. Why should that substance’s being over and above the eight [need to] be proved [too]?
Comments
Gaógeœa apparently sees the two expressions as extensionally equivalent and practically as intensionally equivalent, too, varying only in which part of the two assertions is in the foreground, so to say, and which immediately behind.
Text (TCMT 504 and TCMC 640) and Translation

atha sâmânyâvyabhicâram âdâya mânântarôpanîtaô tat-tad-anyatvam
upajîvya ašþa-dravyânya-dravya-våttitâ eva icchâdeÿ paricchidyate.
jñânântarôpasthâpita-viœešaòa-viœišþa-jñânasya surabhi candanam ityâdau darœanâd iti cet, na. mânântarân niyamena anupasthiteÿ. ye ca
icchâœraye påthivy-âdi-bhinnatvaô na jânanti icchâyâœ ca påthivyâdy-anâœritaô na jânanti tešâm apy anumânâd ity apy âhuÿ.
Objection: [With regard to the inference, ‘Desire, which does not reside in the eight
substances, resides in a substance, since it is a quality, like colour’,] we take [let us
grant] the prover not to deviate from the probandum considered in general. [How
then do we get the particular content that you say is provided by a separate negativeonly inference?] That non-deviating prover is informed by other means of knowledge that reflect the substance’s being other than this or that. This (such a ‘laden’
prover) makes it known that desire and the like occur in a substance other than the
eight. For, we do find such experiences as ‘Fragrant is the sandalwood’ [where the
information carried by the visual organ gets fused with, or informed by, a memory
of sandalwood’s fragrance, such that there is a perception of smell without the operation of the olfactory organ], which is a cognition of an entity as qualified by a
qualifier set in awareness by another cognition (i.e. by the cognition that formed the
memory-impression of the fragrance which has been revived).
Gaógeœa: No. For, it does not become set in awareness from another source by rule.
And so too they (i.e. our teachers) say: for those who do not know desire as residing in something distinct from earth and the rest (e.g. Cârvâkas who say the self
is the living body or Buddhists who deny a self altogether or a student who is confused by the rival teachings) and who do not know that desire does not reside in
earth and the rest, for them the inference generates the knowledge.
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Comments
The objector is opposed to the utility of negative-only inference and the two-step
proof that Gaógeœa has laid out. We could look at it instead as a variety of
‘impregnated’ perception. In rejecting the proposal, Gaógeœa invokes what he sees
as the default, namely, that this kind of knowledge is generated by inference, not
perception. Such ‘impregnated’ perception is itself controversial, especially in a
debate about the self, and we had better make all of our sources clear, we might read
between the lines.
At the very end of the section, Gaógeœa differentiates his position from the one
voiced here, which is that of his teachers, especially Udayana, who do of course try
to prove the existence of the self against opposition. The disagreement provides
drama for the section’s close.
Text (TCMT 505 and TCMC 641) and Translation

atha vyatirekî na anumânam, sarvatra prameyatvâdinâ sat-pratipakšagrastatvâd iti cet, na. vipakša-bâdhakena vyatirekiòo balavattvât.
Objection: The negative-only is not a valid form of inference, since in every case it
is eaten up by the ‘counter-inference’ fallacy by means of [a ‘counter-prover’, e.g.]
knowability and the like.
Gaógeœa: Wrong. For, the negative-only has force [and would have greater cogency
than such a counter-inference] because of considerations excluding the prover from
the vipakša (places where the probandum is known definitely not to occur).
Comments
For example, the inference to the self would face a counter-inference that ran as
follows: ‘Desire does not reside in a substance over and above the eight, since it is
knowable, like a colour.’
Gaógeœa implies that when a negative-only inference is cogent, exclusion of a
counter-prover from the vipakša would not face cogent counter-considerations
(tarka).
Text (TCMT 505 and TCMC 641) and Translation

anye tu vyatirekiòy abhâva eva sâdhyaÿ, sa ca aprasiddha eva sidhyati.
yasya abhâvasya vyâpako hetv-abhâvo gåhîtaÿ tasya abhâvaÿ pakše
vyâpakâbhâvâbhâva-rûpeòa hetunâ sidhyati. vyâpakâbhâvavattayâ
jñâte vyâpyâbhâva-jñânâvaœyam-bhâvât. tathâ hi påthivî itarebhyo
bhidyate påthivîtvâd ity atra itarasya jalâder vyâpakaÿ påthivîtvâbhâvo
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gåhîta iti påthivîtvâbhâvâbhâva-rûpeòa påthivîtvena påthivyâm
itarânyonyâbhâvo ’prasiddha eva sidhyati, pratiyogi-jñânasya våttitvât,
pratyakšeòa bhûtale ghaþâbhâva-vat.
(Gaógeœa continues:) But others hold the following.
Naiyâyika faction: In the case of a negative-only inference, the probandum is
nothing but an absence and this, which is indeed not known [prior to the inference],
is what is proved [on the following principle]. An absence of a prover (~H) is
grasped as pervading the absence of just that x (~S) whose absence is proved to
qualify the inferential subject by that prover (H), which [as itself qualifying the inferential subject] is an absence (~~H) of the pervading absence (~H) (i.e. H{~~H)—
if something is cognised as having an absence of a pervader (e.g. an absence of a pervading absence), necessarily is it cognised as lacking the pervaded [too].
For example, there are ‘Earth is distinct from the other things [on the traditional
list], since it has earthhood’ and other such inferences. Here an absence of earthhood (~H) is grasped as pervading the absence of the others (~S) beginning with
water [and so on down the list]. By that earthhood (H), which is an absence (~~H)
of the absence of earthhood (H{~~H), a mutual absence of the others is proved to
qualify [the inferential subject, namely] earth. That is to say, a mutual absence
(‘mutual distinctness’, here, a mutual absence from the others beginning with water)
that is itself unknown (i.e. prior to the inference) is proved. This is like an absence
of a pot on the floor known by perception because a cognition of the absentee (the
pot) has previously occurred [forming a memory-impression that in turn supplies the
absentee in the absential perception].
Comments
This principle about the pervasion of absences explains why even though a probandum has not been known before, so long as its absentee, or counter-positive, pratiyogin, has been known before, it can be proved by a negative-only inference. This
means the probandum would have to be an absence. And presumably insofar as
~H’s pervading ~S is grasped, S’s pervading H would be grasped.
Do not be mislead by the example of the absential perception involving an absolute absence, not a mutual absence. (‘The pot is not on the floor’ would express a
locative or ‘absolute’ absence, whereas ‘The pot is not the floor’ would express a
‘mutual’ absence.) The point is that the cognition of the absentee would be a causal
factor responsible, along with other factors, for generating the absential cognition.
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Text (TCMT 507 and TCMC 642) and Translation

evam anyatra apy avyâpya-våttîcchâyâÿ sâœrayatve29 siddhe svâœraye
yo ’tyantâbhâvas tad-avacchedakaô ghaþâdi sarvam, tad-avacchedena
icchânupalambhât. tathâ ca icchâtyantâbhâvâœrayatâvacchedakatvarûpasya nairâtmyasya ghaþâdau prâòâdimattvâbhâvo vyâpako gåhîta
iti jîvac-charîre prâòâdimattvena icchâtyantâbhâvâœrayatvâvacchedakatvasya abhâvaÿ sâtmkatvaô sâdhyate. evaô prâmâòya-sâdhakavyatirekiòy api vyadhikaraòa-prakârâvacchinnatvasya vyâpakaÿ
samartha-pravåtti-janakatvâbhâvo apramâyâô gåhîto ’to
vivâdâsitânubhave samartha-pravåtti-janakatvena vyadhikaraòaprakârâvacchinnasya abhâvaÿ siddhyati vyadhikaraòaprakârânavacchinnatvam30 eva pramâtvam.
(The Naiyâyika faction continues:) Elsewhere, too, it is this way. Given the proof
that desire has a substratum (i.e. that it is located in a substance, ‘since it is a quality’)—desire, that is, that as a property does not pervade its locus (a self being omnipresent, a desire occurs in a self only as delimited by the living body)—the absolute absence [of desire] has as its specifier a pot and so on, everything namely
[except the living body which specifies instead desire’s occurrence in a self]. For,
there is no experience of desire by means of specification by any of those things (a
pot and so on). But the living body is not like that. For, there is experience of desire
by means of that specification of its locus (i.e. a delimitation of a self’s being a locus by the specifier, being-a-living-body).
And so, not-being-a-self (or ‘not-enselved’ (nairâtmya) contrasting with ‘enselved’
(sâtmya)), which is to be (~S) a specifier of the locus of an absolute absence of desire, is grasped as absent in things where having-breath and the like are absent (~H),
namely, in a pot and the like. That is to say, it is grasped as having that absence as
its pervader (~So~H: the absence of the prover is grasped as pervading the absence of the probandum). Therefore, with respect to the living body [as inferential
subject], an absence of [what we just said, i.e. not being] a specifier of the substratum of an absolute absence of desire (~~S)—which is what it is to be ‘enselved’ (or,
having-a-self, sâtmya or sâtmakatva)—is proved by [the negative-only prover]
having-breath or the like.
In this way, there is also the negative-only inference that establishes veridicality
[to wit, the veridicality of a cognition arising in unfamiliar circumstances]. [~H, an

29

Emending svâœrayatve to sâœrayatve.
Reading vyadhikaraòa-prakârânavacchinnatvam instead of vyadhikaraòa-prakârâvacchinnatvam, with TCMC.
30
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absence of H, i.e.] an absence of a generating of successful effort, which is an absence that pervades [~S, non-veridicality, i.e.] that which is specified by predication
content whose locus or substratum is not the thing cognised—such an absence having been grasped in the case of a non-veridical cognition—there is, then, proved
with respect to an awareness whose veridicality has been drawn into question
[which is the inferential subject] an absence of the cognition’s being specified by
predication content whose locus is not the thing cognised, by [the prover in the form
of an absence of an absence of itself, ~~H, to wit] being a generator of successful
effort. [And so it is an absence that is proved. This is the same as veridicality, the
positive property, in that] veridicality is just an awareness’ not being specified by
predication content that belongs to a different locus than the thing cognised (~~S).
Comments
The inference is: ‘This cognition is veridical, since it is a generator of successful
effort; what is not so, is not so (~So~H), like a non-veridical cognition [of silver,
say, as mother-of-pearl].’31
Text (TCMT 514 and TCMC 643) and Translation

nanu sâdhyâprasiddhau kathaô sâdhya-viœišþa-jñânaô, viœešaòa-jñânajanyatvâd viœišþa-jñânasya iti cet, na. pakše sâdhyânumiti-sâmagrîsattvât pakša-viœešaòakaÿ sâdhya-viœešyaka eva pratyayo jâyate, bhûtale ghaþo nâsti ity abhâva-viœešyaka-pratyaya-vat.
Objection: Given that the probandum is not known, [that is, prior to the inference,
as you apparently hold], how can a cognition of an entity as qualified by the probandum come to be, since [there is the rule that] a cognition of an entity as qualified
is generated [in part] by a [prior] cognition of the qualifier.
Gaógeœa: No. Because of the collection of causal conditions coming together that
are sufficient to produce a [veridical] inferential awareness with respect to the inferential subject, a cognition arises that has the [eventual] inferential subject as the
qualifier (i.e. predication content) and the [eventual] probandum just as its qualificandum, [there being no rule that a cognition of an entity as qualified is generated
even in part by a prior cognition of the qualificandum]. This is like the [absential]
cognition, ‘On the floor the pot is not’, which has the absence as the qualificandum.

31

See PHILLIPS–RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 99–105), where the inference is first put forth
in Gaógeœa’s book, in the section on ‘knowing veridicality’ (jñapti-vâda). It figures crucially in
Gaógeœa’s account of knowledge and is discussed there at length.
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Comments
For example, ‘Fire is on the mountain’ is a cognition with the probandum fire as
qualificandum and ‘on the mountain’ as qualifier. Similarly, since a given absence
of a pot on the floor would not have been experienced before, properly speaking an
absential cognition has, first of all, the absence itself as qualificandum and ‘on the
floor’ as qualifier. The qualifier-qualificandum relation can be converted by inference.32
Thus does Gaógeœa appear to hold that with the negative-only inference about
earth being other than those other things (on the traditional list) the probandum is
first cognised as the qualificandum of an awareness and ‘from earth’ or ‘in earth’ as
first the qualifier. ‘Difference from those other things is in earth’ converts to ‘Earth
is different from those other things.’
Text (TCMT 515 and TCMC 643) and Translation

tathâ api sâdhyâbhâva-vyâpakâbhâvâbhâva-rûpa-hetumattayâ pakšajñânaô vyatirekiòi gamakatÛpâyikam. na ca sâdhya-prasiddhaô vinâ
etâdåœa-pratisandhânaô sambhavati. na ca vastu-gatyâ yaÿ
sâdhyâbhâvaÿ tad-vyâpakâbhâva-pratiyogimattayâ jñânaô mågyata
iti vâcyam. vyatireky-âbhâsânupapatter iti cet, na. yo ’bhâvo yasya
bhâvasya vyâpakatvena gåhîtaÿ tad-abhâvâbhâvena tasya vyâpyasya
abhâvaÿ pakše sâdhyata ity anugatânatiprasaktasya gamakatÛpâyikatvât. ayaô ca vyatireki-prakâraÿ svârtha eva. paraô prati
sâdhyâprasiddhyâ pratijñâdy-asambhavâd iti sarvaô samañjasam.
Objection (by Objector 1): So, too, in the case of the negative-only inference there
has to be [as you have urged, ‘consideration’ or ‘correct reflection’ (parâmarœa)
which is] cognition of the inferential subject as possessing the prover in the form of
an absence of the pervading absence (~~H along with the rule ~So~H), the absence that pervades the absence of the probandum: such is the method of inference.
[So you must still tell us how the probandum is available to such parâmarœa, as you
say.] And it is false that somehow without knowledge of the probandum [prior to
the inference], such correct reflection or putting it all together is possible.
Objection (by Objector 2 against Objector 1): [But] in reality, the cognition [we
have been talking about] is not only looked for but found: a having of the countercorrelate (or absentee, i.e. the prover) to an absence (i.e. ~H) that pervades (~S) that

32

The analogy to absential cognition is discussed in the perception chapter, PHILLIPS–
RAMANUJA TATACHARYA (2004: 113).
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which will be [with every negative-only inference] an absence of the probandum [as
we have explained].
Objector 1 (responding to Objector 2): That should not be said. For, it would not be
possible in that case that an inference look like a negative-only inference but be an
error. [And so the problem of the unknown probandum has not been solved.]
Gaógeœa: No. That absence (~H) grasped as pervasive of its presences (i.e. as uniform throughout a set, as earthhood is absent in water in so on) is such that by its
absence (~~H) the absence (~~S) of that which it (~H) pervades (~So~H) is
proved (by modus tollens) for the inferential subject. For, [in this way] the negative
inference as uniform (all such inferences that are correct take this form) and as free
of untoward consequences is a method of inference.
And this way [of correct reflection in a negative inference making a probandum
well-known for the first-time] works only in ‘inference for oneself’. For, in inference presented for another, since the probandum would not be known, presenting
the ‘proposition to be proved’ [as the first member of a formal five-membered demonstration] would not be possible.
Comments
The outstanding problem is to account for the cognition of pervasion without which no
veridical inferential awareness could occur. Objector 2 used the expression, ‘an
absence of the probandum’, in explaining how there is a cognition of pervasion in the
case of a negative inference. Gaógeœa’s formulation, in contrast, does not mention
the probandum and would thereby avoid the problem of an unavailable term. The
probandum is a generalisation made in the very process of making the inference. For
example, prior to inference, the probandum, ‘distinct from the others’, is not known
in its full generality, but its counter-correlate—the distinctness is an absence—
namely, the others (water and so on) are known prior to the inference. Indeed, they
form the stock of negative examples that the proof draws upon. In other words, water and so on are not specified through the property having-an-absence-of-the-probandum but rather as presences specified by waterhood and so on. The negative
inference requires a correct consideration that generalises for the first time, i.e. introduces, a new property made apparent by the prover, both of which are absences.
What a concession to the Buddhists to admit that in ‘inference for others’ the
negative-only fails because the probandum is not understood! It’s a concession because this is the nature of several key ‘religious’ inferences, concerning a self and
God. In other words, by pointing out that his discussion has been restricted to
‘inference for oneself’ (svârthânumâna) Gaógeœa signals a sense of need for some
kind of perceptual knowledge of self in the way that a pot known as earthen is cru-
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cial to the inference that renders definitional knowledge of earth. Otherwise, we
might as well call the ninth substance proved as the locus of psychological properties something else, not ‘self’ (âtman).
Gaógeœa does not say this explicitly, but he uses the svârtha / parârtha distinction
to differentiate his position from that of his teachers, especially Udayana, who do of
course try to prove the existence of the self against opposition. Indeed, Udayana
takes as his principal interlocutor the Buddhist stream-theorist who denies Nyâya’s
whole approach to ontology as a matter of properties, some of which are short-lived
and property-bearers enduring through some types of change. For the Buddhist opponent, ‘self’ is a ‘convenient fiction’, bundling momentary dharma or properties
that have no property-bearers but are causally ordered in sequences. Gaógeœa holds
that the inferences we have been discussing are bona fide only as ‘inference for
oneself’ (svârthânumâna) not ‘inference for others’ (parârthânumâna) and thus
would have no force against the Buddhist for whom the probandum would make no
sense. This is a sharp departure from tradition. The engine of the negative-only inference seems quite severely restricted by Gaógeœa if it is to be applied only to noncontroversial predicates.
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Logic,
Reality and Belief
in
Buddhist Tradition

A Hot Dispute About Lukewarm Air
Dignâga on Âpta-vâda1
HORST LASIC

Buddhism has often been associated with a strong leaning towards rationality, as
well as a high esteem for and strong belief in the words of the Buddha. These two
features might be regarded as indicating incompatible attitudes, and therefore one
may feel the need for justification.
Within the Buddhist pramâòa tradition, the relation between empirically gained
knowledge and knowledge based on the words of the Buddha is a recurrent theme. The
passage constantly referred to in this connection is Dharmakîrti’s Pramâòa-vârttikasva-våtti 108 ff., where the statements of a trustworthy person (âpta-vâda) are given
the status of a source of correct knowledge. An interesting point is that the statements
of a trustworthy person have been classified as inference, although the status of inference has been accepted only because there is no other way to enable Buddhist practice.
The discussion in the PVSV takes a line of verse from Dignâga’s Pramâòasamuccaya as its starting point:
PS 2.5ab: âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyâd anumânatvam /
There are several variants of this line. The one presented here is attested in Jinendrabuddhi’s Pramâòa-samuccaya-þîkâ.
Modern scholars have interpreted this line of verse in various ways. I refer here in
particular to Richard Hayes, Tom Tillemans, Hideomi Yaita, Vittorio van Bijlert
and John Dunne. These scholars agree that the main proposition is that something is
(or, respectively: is to be subsumed under; is to be regarded as; is classified as; is a
sort of) anumâna. The question of what the word anumâna means in this passage is
closely related to the question of what is intended to be identified as being a sort of
anumâna here. At this point the different contexts in which this line of verse occurs
have to be taken into account. HAYES (1980: 252), (1987: 238), TILLEMANS (1986:
32), (1990: 20 and 24) and VAN BIJLERT (1989: 122), who treat this passage in its
1
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own right as part of Dignâga’s work, hold that it is âpta-vâda which is said to be
anumâna.
In PVSV this line of verse occurs twice. First, in PVSV 108.1–2, it is cited by an
opponent in order to point out a contradiction in Dignâga’s as well as in Dharmakîrti’s statements:2
yat tarhîdam âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyâd anumânatêty
âgamasyânumânatvam uktam, tat katham.
The line has its second entry as part of verse PV 1.216:
âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyâd anumânatâ /
buddher agatyâbhihitâ parokše ’py asya gocare //
In the first passage, the opponent’s rendering of that part of the verse line he considers important to his argument, namely âgamasyânumânatvam, seems to say that
in PS 2.5ab, it is âgama that is identified as anumâna. If it is admissible to equate
âgama with âpta-vâda, this understanding fits well with the above-mentioned interpretation. The second passage however takes ‘cognition’ (buddhi) to be that which
is anumâna.
Concerning this question, namely, what precisely does anumâna mean here, Professor YAITA (1987: 4) cautions in his article ‘Dharmakîrti on the Authority of Buddhist Scriptures (âgama)’, that
‘in this context we have to be careful with the word anumâna.
“Anumâna” in PS 2.5ab and PV 1.216b etc. seem to mean an inferential cognition as a result, so to speak, anumânaphala. On the other
hand, “anumâna” in sentences as “âgamasya anumânatvam” (108.1–2
etc.) seems to mean an inferential source, like lióga.’
In a footnote he then points to the fact that Jinendrabuddhi explains anumâna in the
sense of lióga. To be sure, Jinendrabuddhi’s explanation3 refers to the ‘anumânatvam’
of PS 2.5b, or to be more precise, to its restatement in PSV, and not to the opponent’s rendering in PVSV 108.1–2. In the same footnote, Professor YAITA says that
‘H. Kitagawa (op. cit., p. 92) following J[inendrabuddhi], properly
translates the word “anumânatâ” in PS 2.5b into “its being the producer [of the inferential cognition]”.’

2
3

For the context, see the synopsis in YAITA (1987: 2–3).
PSÞ 64a5.
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Combining all this information, I understand that according to Professor Yaita,
anumâna means ‘inferential source’ in PS 2.5ab, but that—in an attempt, as I see it,
to harmonise this passage with PV 1.216—he opts to understand it in the sense of an
inferential cognition when the same line of verse is cited by the opponent in PVSV
108.1. Concerning its paraphrase by the opponent, however, YAITA keeps, so to
speak, to the original meaning.
Facing the same problem, Prof. John DUNNE (2004) seems cautiously indecisive
in his translation of the verse line. On p. 239, introducing his readers to Dharmakîrti’s treatment of scriptural inference, he translates PS 2.5ab as it occurs in
PVSV 108.1 in the following way:
‘Since the statements of a credible person are generally trustworthy, a
cognition arising from them is an instrumental inference.’
In a footnote thereon, he explains his motivation for adding the phrase ‘a cognition
arising from them’ with a reference to PV 1.216, which shows, so he says, that
‘Dharmakîrti clearly understand(s) this statement in that fashion.’ In the appendix of
the same book (2004: 361), however, DUNNE restrains from harmonising this passage with verse 216 and translates,
‘The testimony of a credible person is the source for an inference because it is generally trustworthy.’
In his translation of Œâkyabuddhi’s commentary, he renders this sentence in the
same manner. His rendering of luó4 / âgama, which corresponds to âgama of PVSV
108.2, with ‘[knowledge derived from] scripture’, however, again takes account of
Dharmakîrti’s understanding as expressed in PV 1.216.
The interpretations of âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât diverge even more than
those related to the expression anumânatvam / °tâ. Of greatest interest are the interpretations of sâmânyât. With the exception of Prof. HAYES (1980: 252), (1987: 238)
and VAN BIJLERT (1989: 122), both of whom render the ablative with ‘insofar / in so
far’,5 modern scholars interpret it as expressing cause or reason, rendering it by
‘since’, ‘as’ and ‘because’. We will later encounter still another possibility for interpreting this ablative.
A major interpretative difference concerns the expression sâmânya. One interpretation, offered by HAYES, TILLEMANS (1986) and VAN BIJLERT, understands âpta-

4

PVÞ Je 242b4.
For a criticism of this translation and especially of HAYES’ portrayal of Dignâga as a sceptic,
with which it is connected, see TILLEMANS (1990: 18–22).
5
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vâda to have something in common with inference or to be similar6 to it, the common character or, respectively, the tertium comparationis being avisaôvâda. Later,
TILLEMANS (1990) modified his translation, rendering it more ambiguous. This new
translation also allows it to be understood in line with Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary.7 According to this understanding, the similarity is not between âpta-vâda and
common anumâna, but between different âpta-vâdas. As for Dignâga’s intended
meaning, however, TILLEMANS sticks to his interpretation of 1986. 8
YAITA (1987: 6, 8), (2005: 443, 447) and DUNNE (2004: 239, 361, 363), on the
other hand, translate ‘sâmânya’ with ‘generally’. DUNNE (2004) refers to this interpretation twice, once in his description of Dharmakîrti’s treatment of scriptural inference (p. 239) in connection with the PVSV 108.1 quotation. His reason for preferring this interpretation over the ‘interpretation of sâmânya as “the same as” or
“similar to”’ is that this reading renders ‘the comments by Jinendrabuddhi, Karòakagomin and Œâkyabuddhi more intelligible.’9 In his translation in the Appendix,
DUNNE (2004: 363–4, n. 10) returns anew to the question of how to understand
sâmânya, here in connection with PV 1.216. He rejects a possible understanding of
sâmânya in the sense of ‘sameness’, which would imply ‘that the trustworthiness
(avisaôvâda) of a credible person’s statements about observable objects is the same
as the trustworthiness of those statements with regard to unobservable objects’, with
the argument that only two verses later Dharmakîrti would then contradict himself.
He informs us, however, that the rejected reading ‘appears to be the interpretation
taken by Œâkyabuddhi.’ Discussing his preferred understanding of sâmânya in the
sense of ‘generally’, DUNNE explains that on this interpretation, Dharmakîrti’s
‘argument is that, since the statements of a particular author have been observed to
be trustworthy in terms of observable objects, this general trustworthiness may be
extended to unobservable objects.’ As the obvious problem with this second interpretation, he points out ‘that it uses a type of reasoning that Dharmakîrti explicitly
rejects, namely, œešavad evidence.’ ‘However’, he continues, ‘since Dharmakîrti is
not concerned with rendering scriptural inferences fully instrumental, this tentative
reasoning may be adequate for his purposes.’ Indeed, when Dharmakîrti criticises
the Mîmâôsaka’s proof of validity of the Veda on account of being a œešavad6

To support the interpretation of sâmânya as ‘similarity’, TILLEMANS refers to mtshungs pa’i
phyir (tulyatvât) in PSV as Dignâga’s paraphrase of sâmânya.
7
TILLEMANS (1986: 32): ‘Because authoritative speech (âpta-vâda) is similar [to an inference] in being infallible …’, and TILLEMANS (1990: 20): ‘Because authoritative words are similar
in not belying …’
8
TILLEMANS (1990: 22): ‘[Authoritative statements] are similar to normal inference because
they too are non-belying with regard to the real particular.’
9
DUNNE (2004: 239, n. 25).
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anumâna, he is confronted with the accusation that he uses the same kind of reasoning in his own treatment of âgama. Dharmakîrti seems to accept this claim, and
in accordance with PV 1.216 to 217 and his commentary thereon he points out that
his approach is nevertheless the best option. 10
From DUNNE’s remarks we learn that Œâkyabuddhi provides two different explanations of âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât: one that is rendered ‘more intelligible’, as
DUNNE says, when sâmânya is understood as ‘generally’, and one that evidently relies
on an interpretation that implies sâmânya being understood in the sense of ‘sameness’.
According to Œâkyabuddhi’s first explanation, the relation expressed in âptavâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât implies that whatever is an âpta-vâda is trustworthy.11
According to the second explanation, the relation is such that as an âpta-vâda has
trustworthiness with regard to empirically verifiable things, it also, in the same way,
has trustworthiness with regard to empirically non-verifiable things.12 The ideas
expressed in these two explanations do not explicitly contradict one another, but
they are certainly different. Œâkyabuddhi’s second explanation is in the context of
PV 1.216, and as we would expect, it is influenced by Dharmakîrti’s treatment. The
first explanation, however, is in the context of PVSV 108.1–2. Here Dignâga’s line
of verse stands in its own right and is explicitly marked as a quotation. Would it be
absurd to suspect that here, in the context of the opponent’s reproach, Œâkyabuddhi
has deliberately chosen to explain this line of verse differently in order not to anticipate Dharmakîrti’s interpretation? And could it be conceivable that this nonDharmakîrtian interpretation is not just something invented by the commentator for
dramaturgical purposes, but that it renders a pre-Dharmakîrtian understanding?
I would like to refer here to yet another reading of PS 2.5ab, which displays an
understanding similar to Œâkyabuddhi’s first explanation regarding the relation of
âpta-vâda and avisaôvâda. In the MŒV œabda-pariccheda, Kumârila makes use of
the expression âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât. In Sucaritamiœra’s commentary,
ŒVÞ 111.20–23, we read:
ayam arthaÿ—yathâ dhûmâdišu bheda-hânena sâmânya-dharmayor
vyâptir avadhâryate, evaô œâbde ’py âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânayor

10

PVSV 173.16–174.2.
PVÞ Je 242b3: gang dang gang nyes pa zad pa’i tshig de dang de ni mi slu ba yin te; cf.
PVSVÞ 390.16: yo ya âpta-vâdaÿ so ’visaôvâdî.
12
PVÞ Je 245a7: ci ltar mngon sum dang rjes su dpag pas mi slu ba’i don* yongs su gcod par nus
pa la nyes pa zad pa’i tshig mi slu ba de ltar shin tu lkog tu gyur pa yang yin te (* read don instead of
mi slu ba’i don); cf. PVSVÞ 393.25–26: yathâ œâkya-paricchede ’rtha âpta-vâdasyâvisaôvâdas
tathâtyanta-parokše ’pi.
11
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vyâptir avagatâ. (âpta-vâdâvisaôvâdêti?). evaô ca viditvâ vede
’pîœvarâpta-vâdatvâd avisaôvâdo ’numîyate, ato ’numânam evêdam.
‘The meaning [of this argument] is as follows: Just as one, leaving
aside the differences, ascertains the pervasion of two universal properties in the case of smoke and so on, in the same way the pervasion of
the two universals of “a credible person’s statement” and of “trustworthiness” is cognised. Knowing it thus, one infers trustworthiness
also in the case of the Veda on account of its being a statement of the
credible Îœvara. Therefore it is precisely anumâna.’
Sucaritamiœra continues13 by emphasising that a statement is not an instrument of
knowledge as long as its trustworthiness has not been inferred, and then gives a
grammatical explanation of ‘âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât’. Of particular interest
is his understanding of the ablative. He says that the word sâmânya has to be construed twice: once with âpta-vâda, once with avisaôvâda (sâmânya-œabdaÿ
pratyekam abhisambadhyate). The ablative case is explained in such a way that âptavâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânya is to be understood as the object of a verb in its gerund-form,
the gerund-form being elided (lyab-lope pañcamî). He then restates PS 2.5ab: ‘Even
if one cannot recognise a connection between particular instances of statements by
credible persons and particular instances of trustworthiness, one can nevertheless
call [a credible person’s statement] an anumâna, after one has cognised the universal [of each] of those two, since pervasion is possible between two univer sals.’
These various readings of PS 2.5ab display a variety of ideas associated with this
line of verse and thereby may suggest possibilities for our own understanding of it.
It is noteworthy, however, that none of the Sanskrit authors gives the slightest hint
that âpta-vâda is to be classified as anumâna on account of trustworthiness being a
common character of both, or on account of their similarity in being trustworthy.
In the following, I will attempt to clarify the structural position of PS 2.5ab in
Dignâga’s text and will reflect on how this might influence our understanding of
this line of verse.
There will probably not be much disagreement that the understanding of the
Pramâòa-samuccaya poses some extraordinary difficulties. A large disadvantage is
that we do not have access to the Sanskrit original. Another cause for our difficulties

13
ŒVÞ 111.24–112.10: yâvat tv avisaôvâdo nânumîyate tâvad artha-gocaraô jñânam
utpannam apy aniœcâyakatvâd apramâòam eva. sâmânya-œabdaÿ pratyekam abhisambadhyate.
lyab-lope pañcamî. tad ayam anvayo bhavati—yady apy âpta-vâdâvisaôvâda-viœešâòâô bhedân
na sambandho ’vagantuô œakyate, tathâpi tayoÿ sâmânya<ô> pratîtyânumânatâ œakyate vaktum,
sâmânyayor vyâpti-sambhavâd iti.
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is that there is evidently no reliable commentarial tradition. Generally speaking,
many of the œâstric texts can only be interpreted and evaluated with the help of the
commentarial literature, which, if carefully used, often provides information about
the background of an argument, thereby helping us to better understand the problems addressed in the text. The closer the commentator is to the author, both in
terms of time and of personal acquaintance, the better it is for our purposes. And, of
course, the commentator should not be endowed with too much innovative energy.
The only available commentary on the Pramâòa-samuccaya, i.e. Jinendrabuddhi’s
Þîkâ—long known only in its Tibetan translation—has fortunately finally surfaced in
the Sanskrit original.14 However, it was composed considerably later than Dignâga’s
lifetime. As is clear on almost every page of the Þîkâ, Jinendrabuddhi’s understanding
of the Pramâòa-samuccaya has been influenced by concepts developed or adopted by
the highly creative philosopher Dharmakîrti and by his commentators. Therefore, I
would not place too much weight in Jinendrabuddhi’s interpretation of Dignâga, at
least with regard to those teachings of Dignâga that Dharmakîrti has dealt with.
Nevertheless, the value of Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary must not be underestimated. When dealing with opponents’ views, Jinendrabuddhi evidently had access
to and at times quotes verbatim some of the very texts referred to by Dignâga. To a
certain extent, this fact compensates for our otherwise meagre knowledge of
Dignâga’s philosophical environment. And, of course, Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary provides us with words and phrases of the Pramâòa-samuccaya, which together
with the hitherto known fragments permit us to gain a much clearer picture of what
the original Sanskrit text looked like.
Aside from the lack of a complete text in the original language and the missing
background information, both made up for only partially by Jinendrabuddhi’s commentary, there might still be another point that makes an understanding of the
Pramâòa-samuccaya difficult. I hesitate, but nevertheless suggest that perhaps the
work was not well composed. One explanation for the text of the Pramâòa-samuccaya seeming sometimes less clear and less coherent than one would hope for might
be based on the fact that Dignâga produced his samuccaya by recycling some of his
earlier works. And my impression is that he often did not bother to reformulate passages in order to embed them smoothly into the new context, but rather favoured the
method of copy-and-paste.
As far as the section under consideration is concerned, the work that has been recycled might well be the Vâyu-prakaraòa. Œâkyabuddhi, Karòakagomin, Vibhûticandra and Jinendrabuddhi mention the title Vâyu-prakaraòa in connection with
14

Chapter 1 has already been published, see STEINKELLNER–KRASSER–LASIC (2005). The remaining five chapters are under preparation.
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passages and ideas found in the said section. To my knowledge, modern scholars
consider it simply to be the title of the section of the Pramâòa-samuccaya we are
dealing with. Tibetan sources, however, speak of the Vâyu-prakaraòa as an independent work of Dignâga’s.15 These Tibetan sources also suggest that the Vâyuprakaraòa consisted of verses with commentary. This information fits well into the
picture. In the section of the Pramâòa-samuccaya in question, there are at least two
passages that are possibly identifiable as parts of verses; however they do not belong to the verses of the Pramâòa-samuccaya.
This said we may turn to the analysis. The discussion starts16 with a criticism of
Dignâga’s opinion that each and every inference has a universal (sâmânya) for its
object. One can, so the argument runs, indeed observe inferences that have nonuniversals for their object. To exemplify this, the inference of air (vâyu) from temperature (sparœa) is cited, an inference that is used in the Vaiœešika-sûtras. Dignâga
does not say exactly what distinguishes the inference of air from the inferences of
fire etc., making the object of the first an asâmânya and the objects of the others
sâmânya. Nevertheless, one difference that comes to my mind is that, at least according to the Vaiœešika’s opinion, air is not perceptible. Therefore, if one were to
infer air, this would be the first time one cognises air. Since in this case one would
not be able to relate the object of this cognition to something one has previously
perceived (*pûrva-dåšþânusandhâna), it may not be classified as a sâmânya. At least
PS 2.2ab and the Våtti thereon seem to point in this direction. 17
Thanks to Jinendrabuddhi’s Þîkâ we know that Dignâga, when discussing Vaiœešika
tenets, often makes use of direct and indirect commentaries on the Vaiœešika-sûtras
and even includes verbatim passages from these texts. It is also clear that at least
one of these commentaries is somehow genetically related to Candrânanda’s
Våtti. It is plausible that Candrânanda knew this Vaiœešika-sûtra commentary either
directly or via intermediate works, or that his Våtti and the commentary used by
Dignâga had a common source, again either direct or indirect.
Although there is no hint that Dignâga is quoting verbatim from one of these
commentaries in the present discussion, I think it is methodologically justifiable to
15

In his commentary on Sa skya paòðita’s Tshad ma rigs pa’i gter, Go rams pa (b. 1429,
d. 1489) mentions the Vâyu-prakâraòa together with its Våtti among a list of the works by
Dignâga that had been translated into Tibetan (RTZM 3a2–3). He mentions the title for the second
time in a list of the works that Sa kya paòðita had learned from Œâkyaœrîbhadra (RTZM 5b2).
16
PSV 450.9.
17
In PS(V) 2.2ab, Dignâga argues that ‘touch’ (sparœa), otherwise a particular and a typical
object of perception, is a sâmânya when inferred, on account of its being associated with a previously perceived ‘touch’. Cf. also PSÞ 58a1–2: tat-prathamataÿ sparœa-viœešeòa grahaòâd ity
asâmânya-višayam anumânam.
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use the passage of the commentary that we can access via Jinendrabuddhi to get an
idea of that understanding of the Vaiœešika-sûtras Dignâga refers to, taking recourse
in Candrânanda’s Våtti if required. In the following, I will try to lay out the structure
and the content of the vâyu-discussion as I understand it, as based on these materials.
To recapitulate, an opponent holds the opinion that an inference can also have a
non-universal as its object, as seen in the inference of air from temperature—more
precisely, the inference of the existence of air from a specific temperature,18 namely
one that is neither hot nor cold.
Dignâga’s first response19 is that the opponent has misunderstood the object of the
cited inference. It does not refer to air, but rather what it indicates is that temperature, being a quality, is supported by something. Since ‘being supported’ (âœritatva)
is a general property, there is no chance of the object being a non-universal. As an
alternative, Dignâga proposes that this inference indicates that temperature is supported by a substance. Since the state of being supported by a substance is also a
general property, there is again no chance for this inference to have a non-universal
as its object. This second reply gives the opponent an opportunity to begin a new
line of argumentation.20 Starting from the understanding that temperature must be
supported by a substance, and moreover, that according to Vaiœešika ontology there
are only nine substances, it would be possible to infer air by eliminating (pariœeša)
the other eight substances as possible substrata of the temperature in question.
Dignâga replies21 that the procedure of elimination is generally not applicable in
such cases. If we suppose that air is known to exist and that one can successfully
eliminate the other substances as substrata of the specific temperature in question, it
would be possible to establish air as its substratum. However, it is exactly the existence of air that one is attempting to prove by this inference. Therefore the necessary conditions for this procedure have not been fulfilled.
On top of this, Dignâga shows that it would not even be possible to exclude the
eight other substances as substrata of the temperature in question. These eight substances fall in two groups: perceptible substances22 and imperceptible substances.23
As far as the first group is concerned, the opponent supposedly uses mere non-per-

18

According to the commentary quoted in PSÞ 57b6, this temperature is particular insofar as it
is œîtôšòatva-viœeša-rahita; according to Karòakagomin (PVSVÞ 66.23) it is apâkajânušòâœîta, cf.
PBh 8.8–9.
19
PSV 450.17–451.5.
20
PSV 451.5–9.
21
PSV 451.9–452.6.
22
Namely påthivî, âp, tejas.
23
Apart from vâyu, these are âkâša, kâla, diœ, âtman and manas.
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ception to establish the absence of the temperature in question in them, a procedure
that is not acceptable to Dignâga. Nor does he accept the opponent’s manner of excluding the imperceptible substances as possible substrata.
The opponent’s argument may somehow be outlined as follows: Only substances
that are corporeal (mûrtiman) can offer physical resistance (abhighâta) and can
therefore serve as substrata of temperature.24 Other than air, of the group of imperceptible substances only the internal organ (manas) fulfils this requirement. Since
the qualities of the internal organ must all be inferred, that is, since they are not
perceptible,25 temperature, being perceptible, cannot be a quality of the internal
organ and therefore, one can exclude it as a possible candidate. Dignâga counters
that temperature, in general, is observed in perceptible substances. Merely because
one cannot decide which of those substances the temperature in question belongs to,
it is not possible to eliminate them as its possible substrata. Therefore one cannot
infer the existence of air by means of elimination. Lacking any other means, the
opponent must rely on âgama.26 Having first inferred a substance in general, he
establishes the existence of air by eliminating the other substances. This last process
is possible, since the authorities correctly gave names to things (âpta-sañjñâprâmâòyât), and therefore there are exactly nine substances and air is one of them.
If we now look at the Vaiœešika-sûtras, we discover a skeleton form of this discussion:
VS 2.1.9 (vâyoÿ sparœaœ ca) says that temperature is an indicator of
air. The commentary explains the ca as implying that temperature is
only one of several indicators. 27
VS 2.1.10 (na ca dåšþânâô sparœa ity adåšþa-liógo vâyuÿ) states that
the temperature in question does not belong to the other perceptible
substances. Therefore, air has as its indicator a temperature which is
not observed in the perceptible substances.28 The commentary explains
24

Cf. VSV 13.17: vibhûnâô sparœavattve bhâvânâô pratighâta(ÿ), and NKan 129.2–5: nâpy
amûrttešv âkâœa-kâla-dig-âtmasu varttate, sparœasya mûrttâvyabhicârôpalambhât. manasâñ ca
sparœavattve paramâòûnâm iva tešâô sajâtîya-dravyârambhakatvaô syât, na cÎvam, tasmât tešâm
api na bhavati, ato yatrâyam âœritaÿ sa vâyur iti pariœešaÿ.
25
See VS 2.1.25: paratra samavâyât pratyakšatvâc ca nâtma-guòo na mano-guòaÿ.
26
PSV 452.6–14.
27
The other indicators are œabda, dhåti and kampa, see PSÞ 57b6–7 and PBh 9.1.
28
The commentary (PSÞ 58b1) explains: na câyaô dåšþânâô kšity-âdînâm. ca-œabdân na
câdršþânâm âkâœâdînâm. ato dåšþâdåšþešv adåšþatvât sparœa-viœešo ’dåšþaÿ. so ’sya liógam ity
adåšþa-liógo vâyuÿ. The understanding of the compound adåšþa-liógaÿ, that is indicated, here may
be rendered in a more conventional form as dåšþešv [adåšþešu ca] dravyešv adåšþaÿ sparœo liógaô
yasya sa tathôktaÿ (‘that which has for its mark a temperature that has not been perceived in per-
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the ca as indicating that the temperature in question also does not belong to the imperceptible substances. 29
VS 2.1.16 (sâmânyato dåšþâc câviœešaÿ) and 2.1.17 (tasmâd âgamikam)
object that since temperature, in general, is seen in various substances,
a specific temperature cannot be an indicator of air. Therefore, so says
the opponent, air is known by tradition, by ‘mere telling’ as paraphrased by Candrânanda.
To this point it is clear that Dignâga has based his discussion very closely on a
discussion from the Vaiœešika tradition. Dignâga’s ostensible reason for presenting
this discussion, the alleged inference of a non-sâmânya, however, is not addressed
in VS. Whether the Vaiœešika commentary used by Dignâga referred to this problem
is unclear. When Jinendrabuddhi presents the assumption that this is an inference of
a non-sâmânya, one cannot decide, based on formal reasons, whether he is stating
an opinion actually expressed in the commentary or whether he is just showing a
possible consequence—as expressed by Dignâga—of what the commentary says.
Since I see no hints elsewhere that this topic was treated in the Vaiœešika tradition, I
prefer the second possibility. 30
Next,31 the opponent tries to save his argument that the cognition of air is an inference by saying that there is no difference between inference and verbal testimony
(âgama). Dignâga responds by arguing that there is a difference between inference
and œâbda. Jinendrabuddhi, of course, emphasises that this is not Dignâga’s real
opinion. This discussion, which is quite long, ends with the statement that inference
and œâbda are said to be different from each other merely because of a tiny difference.
At this point, the reader of the Pramâòa-samuccaya might ask: What should this
mean? Is the difference so small that verbal testimony might be treated as inference?
Then the Vaiœešika would have made his point and would be ready to fight another
round. Or is the difference small, but nonetheless decisive? Then the alleged inferceptible [nor in imperceptible] substances’). This solution seems to me more convincing than
WEZLER’s (1983: 53) proposal, adåšþe or adåšþasya liógaô yasya saÿ, which to his mind is ‘the
only one that really makes sense in the narrower and wider context.’
29
Interestingly, Kanakavarman’s translation renders this sûtra as if it explicitly were to say
that the temperature in question does not belong to the imperceptible substances either (PSV 451.8–
10: ji skad du mthong ba rnams la reg bya yod pa ma yin la / ma mthong ba rnams la yang ma yin
no zhes bya ba la sogs pa lta bu yin no).
30
In fact, it is extremely implausible that the question whether the inference of air has a nonsâmânya for its object could have been discussed prior to Dignâga. But theoretically, of course,
the Vaiœešika commentary may have referred to this topic. In that case its author must have been a
contemporary of Dignâga and must have already been acquainted with some of his teachings.
31
PSV 452.15–454.5/8.
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ence of air would not be an inference and should therefore not be cited as an example of an inference with a non-sâmânya for its object, and Dignâga’s position that each
and every inference has a sâmânya for its object would not be endangered, at least not
by the quoted example. Of course, this position would contradict PS 5.1, in which
Dignâga says that œâbda is not a different instrument of knowledge than anumâna.
In the first case, this means that if verbal testimony were to be accepted as inference,32 we would expect Dignâga to show in the remaining discussion why verbal
testimony, as a sort of inference, also can only have a sâmânya for its object. One
way to do so would be to reject that statements which assert the existence of air and
so on are in fact verbal testimonies.
Professor TILLEMANS’ (1990: 22) interpretation of the next paragraph33 of
Dignâga’s discussion might be understood as hinting in this direction. I will try to
summarise his explanation: ‘The general underlying principle in Dignâga’ is, according to TILLEMANS, ‘that the object of inference is not a real particular, or svalakšaòa, but that, nonetheless, via these mentally created objects we do gain knowledge about svalakšaòa.’ Dignâga distinguishes ‘two types of inference’, one having
an empirical object, the other a non-empirical. ‘In the latter case we only have a
concept (rnam par rtog pa = vikalpa) and do not cognize the svalakšaòa object.’
Against the reproach ‘that in that case authoritative statements about imperceptible
objects would just express the conceptually invented object and not the real particular at all’, Dignâga would reply ‘that authoritative statements about heaven and
the like do not express just the conceptually invented object: they are similar to normal
inference because they too are non-belying with regard to the real particular. For, although the heavens and so forth are beyond our sense range, authoritative people
have directly seen them and hence were able to apply the words “heaven”, etc.’
Explaining the final part of the discussion TILLEMANS states: ‘Dignâga then says,
“This position refutes inferences with regard to natures such as pradhâna and so
forth.” In other words, the word “pradhâna” has never been applied by an authoritative person to a real particular. His conclusion from all this is to restate his general
view, now safe from attack: “therefore, the object of inference is not a svalakšaòa”.’
In addition to many other interesting points in this explanation, we learn that
Dignâga denies the status of an inference to statements that have been made by
credible persons, as held by other schools, simply by saying that these allegedly
credible persons have never directly seen what they are talking about. The primordial nature, so TILLEMANS tells us, ‘is an example of something which does not
exist, and where the scriptures describing it are bogus.’
32
33

This position seems more likely and so I will treat only this option.
PSV 454.5/8–455.7.
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Admittedly it might be possible that this conforms to Dignâga’s private opinion.
However, could he really have bluntly said that only those statements that refer to
things he himself believes to exist are trustworthy? And how could this contribute to
the question of whether there are inferences that have a sva-lakšaòa for their object
or not? Besides, at this point of the discussion Dignâga does not yet speak of the
primordial nature. He is still talking about the inference of air. Only at the end of the
discussion does he add that one should refute inferences with regard to the primordial nature and other sva-bhâvas in the same manner as he has refuted the inference
of air.34 I doubt whether Dignâga would have impressed his contemporary Vaiœešika
opponents just by saying: ‘Your Great Lord has not seen a thing he could justifiably
call air.’
I also hesitate to believe that Dignâga aims here at openly discrediting the scriptures adhered to by his opponents. This is because of the fact that the passage Professor TILLEMANS understands as an argument against them—namely that an acceptable verbal testimony must refer to something the speaker has perceived—is
actually a Vaiœešika-sûtra, namely
VS 2.1.19: pratyakša-pûrvakatvât sañjñâ-karmaòaÿ.
Let us look at the context: With VS 2.1.18 (sañjñâ-karma tv asmad-viœišþânâô
liógam), the proponent of the Vaiœešika opinion counters the reproach expressed in
VS 2.1.17. According to Candrânanda, VS 2.1.18 states that the assignment of
names by those who are distinct from ourselves—this meaning the Great Lord
(mahêœvara)—is a reason for knowing that there are exactly nine substances, and
consequently, that the temperature in question definitely belongs to the air. VS
2.1.19, still according to Candrânanda’s explanation, answers the question of how
the Lord is known: He must exist, because the assignment of names is preceded by
perception.
Of course, we do not know how far Candrânanda’s interpretation of these two
sûtras agrees with the interpretation of the commentary used by Dignâga, but I think
there is no risk in saying that in his opinion, too, the one who assigned the name
‘vâyu’ to the air had really had a perception of it. Dignâga would not gain much in a
discussion by just denying this.
What I would like to emphasise here is that Dignâga’s discussion at this point still
seems to follow the one he met in the Vaiœešika literature of his time, possibly enriching it with related ideas from the same tradition.

34

PSV 455.4–6/5.
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This presumption may be supported by another source. If we look at a passage
from the Yukti-dîpikâ that refers to PS 2.5ab,35 the explanation given there seems to
associate PS 2.5ab with the Vaiœešikas rather than with the Buddhists, who would
not state that the mahêœvara and the åšis are trustworthy. As the Yukti-dîpikâ suggests, the question answered by PS 2.5ab is how verbal testimony that refers to
things imperceptible by common people can be related to a sâmânya and, therefore,
be classified as anumâna. The answer is that a credible person’s statement is an
inference since it can be thought of as having a universal for its object. This is because it has the universal feature of trustworthiness (avisaôvâda-sâmânya).
The argument’s representation in the Yukti-dîpikâ may be oversimplified so that it
can be easily refuted. And sure enough, the argument is rejected by pointing to the
fact that the universal is shared by the pramâòa, but not by the prameya.36 Nonetheless, the Yukti-dîpikâ’s discussion might well hint to a certain view that existed at
the time. Relying on the presented material and its interpretation that I have used so
far, I am tempted to identify this view with Dignâga’s reading of the Vaiœešikas’ advocacy of verbal testimony as a kind of inference, a reading that includes their discussion on vâyu and expands upon it with arguments prompted by his own contributions in the field of pramâòa. At a certain point, the hypothetical proponent of the
Vaiœešika tenet would have to admit that even if the œâbda type of inference of air
were acceptable (which of course is not the case), its object could not be an
asâmânya.37 And this is, I would like to suggest, the main conclusion of Dignâga’s
discussion. To prove that scriptures referring to air as a substance or claiming the
existence of a primordial nature and so on are bogus, other arguments would be
needed, arguments that would most likely question their qualification for âpta-vâda.
In this discussion, however, Dignâga seems not to have been concerned with the
question of which criteria a statement has to fulfil to be acceptable as an âpta-vâda.
The question was going to receive more attention from Dharmakîrti and from the
tradition that followed him.

35

YDî 100.21–101.3: ucyate—svargâdînâô tarhi katham anumânatvam iti. âha—âptavâdâvisaôvâda-sâmânyât. yathâ hairaòyaka-prabhåtînâm âptânâô vâkyam avyabhicâry evam,
îœvara-maha-ršayo ’pi câptâÿ. tasmâd ešâm api vâkyam avyabhicârîti œakyam atrâpi sâmânyavišayatvaô kalpayitum. evam anumânam evâgama iti.
36
YDî 103.15–104.4.
37
The statement that a credible person has perceived air, for instance, before having given a
name to it could somehow be used to show that a word like ‘air’ or ‘heaven’ refers to a sâmânya,
even if the listener has never cognised such a thing before and is therefore not able to connect the
present mental image in a generalising way to a previously perceived sva-lakšaòa.
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On (Non-semantically) Remembering Conventions:
Dharmakîrti and Dharmottara on Saôketa-kâla*
DAN ARNOLD

‘… a theory of meaning for a particular language
should be conceived by a philosopher as describing the practice of linguistic interchange by
speakers of the language without taking it as already understood what it is to have a language at
all: that is what, by imagining such a theory, we
are trying to make explicit.’
Michael DUMMETT (2004: 31)
1. Introduction
In the subtitle of a recent article, Mark SIDERITS (2001) asked: ‘Is the Eightfold
Path a Program?’ What SIDERITS thus wants to know is whether persons, on the Buddhist analysis thereof, can be understood as analogous to computers. More precisely,
Siderits wonders whether Indian Buddhist philosophy might finally be reconcilable
with the sort of physicalism currently exemplified by the contemporary research
programs of ‘cognitive science’. This is a large and flourishing field of inquiry comprising various approaches, and Siderits does not specify any particular instance of
it; he simply wonders whether or not the strong dualist tendencies of Indian Buddhist philosophy are really integral to the Buddhist project—or whether, instead, the
basic Buddhist commitment to selflessness might be compatible with physicalism,
of which cognitive science is widely thought to advance a uniquely cogent version.
Siderits argues that the basic Buddhist project is, in fact, thus com patible.
*

I would like to thank Charles Goodman and Mark Siderits for their helpful comments on an
earlier version of this paper. In addition, I would like to thank the participants in the International
Seminar on Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy (Poland, May 2006) for their comments on a different but related paper—and, especially, Piotr Balcerowicz for providing the opportunity for my
presentation of that work. For a full development of the related paper, see ARNOLD (2006).
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The constitutively Buddhist concern to advance a basically causal-reductionist account of the person surely makes it natural to ask whether Buddhist thought might
be compatible with contemporary cognitive science. But despite this, it seems to me
that SIDERITS is wrong to argue that the characteristically Buddhist form of dualism
is not really integral to the Buddhist project. It seems, in particular, that the role and
significance of rebirth in the Buddhist project commit Buddhists to refuting physicalism.1 Paul GRIFFITHS (1986: 112) is right, I think, to stress ‘just how radical a
dualism’ was advanced particularly by the Abhidharma and Yogâcâra trajectories of
Buddhist thought. ‘Physicalism’, GRIFFITHS argues, ‘in any form (identity theory,
epiphenomenalism and so forth) is not an option’ for this tradition of Buddhist
thought.
But that is not the point I want to defend here. What I want to suggest here is, I
hope, finally a more interesting point: that while Indian Buddhist thought is not
(contra SIDERITS) reconcilable with physicalism, central strands of Buddhist philosophy nevertheless turn out to be vulnerable to precisely the same kinds of critiques that can be brought to bear against physicalism. Attention to this can help us
appreciate the extent to which the category of intentionality is problematic for Buddhist philosophers.2 Chief among the questions faced by contemporary philosophers
of mind is whether it is possible to give an exhaustively causal account of intentionally describable states or events.3 It is, then, to the extent that theirs is an exhaustively causal account that many Buddhists share what is arguably the most im1
A well-known elaboration of such an argument (developed precisely in the context of arguing for rebirth) comes in the Pramâòa-siddhi chapter of Dharmakîrti’s Pramâòa-vârttika; for useful analyses of that argument, see FRANCO (1997: 95–132), HAYES (1993), and TABER (2003).
2
It should be said at the outset that in using variations on the word ‘intentionality’ here, I
have in mind a usage (common among Anglo-American philosophers) according to which intentionality is a constitutively semantic phenomenon. This usage follows Wilfrid Sellars in taking it
that mental events should be understood on the model of a thought’s meaning something. In other
words, the kind of aboutness that is typically taken to define ‘intentionality’ is here taken to be
inextricably related to the sense in which linguistic items are about what they mean. SELLARS’s
‘Empiricism and the Philosophy of Mind’ can, in this regard, be read as chiefly meant to advance
the conclusion that ‘the categories of intentionality are, at bottom, semantic categories pertaining
to overt verbal performances’ (1963: 180). Cf., as well, CHISHOLM–SELLARS (1957); and SEARLE
(1982: 260), who similarly urges that ‘[i]ntentional states represent objects and states of affairs in
exactly the same sense that speech acts represent objects and states of affairs.’ SEARLE (1982: 260)
emphasises, however, that ‘Language is derived from Intentionality, and not conversely. The direction of pedagogy is to explain Intentionality in terms of language. The direction of analysis is
to explain language in terms of Intentionality.’
3
Proponents of such causal accounts are often characterised as undertaking a project in
‘naturalising’ mental content, and the question is whether such a project can succeed; for a cogent
argument to the effect that such a project cannot, in principle, succeed, see BAKER (1987).
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portant presupposition of contemporary cognitive science—and that Buddhists are,
like cognitive scientists, therefore at pains to account particularly for the ‘intentional’
phenomena that are propositional attitudes.
I want to suggest some ways in which this point plays out particularly in the trajectory of thought stemming from Dignâga and Dharmakîrti. In hopes of being brief, I
would here like simply to suggest two issues—central to that philosophical trajectory—that are usefully characterised vis-à-vis the category of intentionality, and in
ways that show this Buddhist program to be vulnerable to critiques that have identified
intentional phenomena as what are most intractable for contemporary physicalists.
First, I want to suggest that the doctrine of apoha can be understood not only in
terms of familiar debates regarding the status of universals, but more generally as an
attempt at a non-intentional, non-semantic—a purely formal or syntactic—account
of mental content.4 Here, however, I want to approach this point indirectly. In particular, I want to suggest what I mean simply by considering an interesting problem
case that is briefly addressed by Dharmakîrti’s commentator Dharmottara: that of
the perceptual experience of any (necessarily unique) utterance of a word. Consideration of an utterance under this description—that is (as Dharmottara says), as a
perceptible œabda-sva-lakšaòa—then raises the question of how we get from this
perceptual experience of a noise, to the discursive awareness of a sentence. The
question then becomes: can the transition from one level of description to the other
itself be described in non-intentional terms?
The problem that Dharmottara thus addresses represents a special case of what is a
more general problem for Buddhist philosophers of this trajectory of thought: that of
how to go from (causally describable) sense perceptions to (semantically evaluable)
propositional awareness.5 I will suggest that in this form, we can appreciate this case
as a point of access to what the contemporary cognitive scientist Jerry FODOR identifies as the ‘disjunction problem’—and despite Dharmottara’s relatively brief treat4

In my use of the terms ‘semantic’ and ‘syntactic’, I particularly have in mind the usage exemplified by Jerry FODOR. In his early formulations of a computational theory of mind, FODOR proposes
the computer model as most basically meant to advance our understanding of how a process can be
(like the workings of a computer) exhaustively describable in physical (causal, ‘formal’) terms, and
yet yield semantically ‘meaningful’ outputs: ‘Computers are a solution to the problem of mediating
between the causal properties of symbols and their semantic properties’ (1985: 94). And ‘[w]hat
makes syntactic operations a species of formal operations is that being syntactic is a way of not being
semantic. Formal operations are the ones that are specified without reference to such semantic properties of representations as, for example, truth, reference, and meaning … formal operations apply in
terms of the, as it were, shapes of the objects in their domains’ (1982: 279).
5
For a development of this point with reference to Dharmottara’s revisions of Dharmakîrti’s
epistemology, see ARNOLD (2005) 42–48. Something precisely like the problem characterised
there is usefully stated in BRANDOM (1997: 126–28).
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ment of the problem, I will suggest, as well, that this way of framing the issue can
help us to appreciate what is, in point of fact, a very significant problem for Buddhist Apoha-vâdins. This can be appreciated by briefly considering the extent to
which a line of argument associated with the Mîmâôsakas (but one not ordinarily
brought to bear on discussions of apoha) turns out to have some purchase here.
Second, I want to suggest that another doctrine important to these thinkers—that
of sva-saôvitti, reflexive cognition or ‘apperception’—is important to understanding why these Buddhists may not, in principle, be able to address the issues raised
by consideration of the first point. It is, I suggest, the characteristically Buddhist
emphasis on sva-saôvitti that makes this trajectory of Buddhist thought an instance
of what Vincent DESCOMBES (2001) characterises as cognitivism—that is, of those
philosophies of mind that take the locus of the ‘mental’ to be exhaustively internal
to the subject, in the way, for example, that Jerry FODOR (1982) does in commending
‘methodological solipsism’ as a necessary ‘research strategy in cognitive psychology’. It is, according to a line of argument that I will sketch sympathetically, chiefly
the ‘cognitivism’ or ‘methodological solipsism’ of contemporary projects in physicalism that makes it finally impossible for physicalists to account for the semantic
content of intentional states—and I will suggest that arguments to this effect may
have considerable purchase, as well, with regard to Dignâga and Dharmakîrti’s svasaôvitti.
Before turning to these Buddhist thinkers, then, let us consider briefly what motivates and characterises at least some of the influential examples of cognitive-scientific
physicalism, and some of the lines of critique that have been developed against them.
2. The Problem of Semantics
in Cognitive-scientific Physicalism
Cognitive science is heralded by its proponents as a revolutionary breakthrough,
capable of solving the historically intractable ‘mind-body’ problem. It is particularly
the characteristically cognitive-scientific appeal to the analogy of computers—to the
idea, as proponents of this project often say, that thought is computational—that
promises this.
The basic problem is familiar: human bodies are manifestly material objects, and
so subject to whatever laws of physics we take to govern the behaviours of other
such objects. But despite the possibility of seemingly exhaustive descriptions of
bodily actions in physical terms, we experience at least a great many such actions as
governed by our intentional states—by our beliefs, reasons, fears, intentions, and so
forth. The question arises: How can we understand the content of such mental
events to be causally efficacious with respect to the physically described actions
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of our bodies, so that intentional states (like having a belief) can be thought to play
some explanatory role in our behaviour?
The ‘cognitive-scientific’ approach to this problem involves an appeal to the
model of computers to argue that thought is computational. There are reasons to
think this characterisation can achieve what had eluded all previous versions of
physicalism: namely, an intelligible characterisation of intentional states at the same
time in syntactic and semantic terms. To accomplish this would be to answer the
question, put by Vincent DESCOMBES (2001: viii–ix): ‘How can a mechanical sequence of mental states also be a chain of reasoning?’
Consider, in this regard, the operation of a simple calculator. The calculator’s execution of an algorithm can be described entirely in causal terms: the completion of
each instruction causes the machine to pass into a consequent electrical state, with the
series determined entirely by the algorithm. What is remarkable is that the end result of
this physically describable process—in the form of a numeric display on a screen—is
at the same time also a meaningful sign. With the example of a calculator, then, we
seem to find an instance of a ‘sign’ that can also be completely described as the effect
of certain causal transactions. So what is really advanced by the computer analogy is a
way to imagine describing a semantically meaningful occurrence (like having an idea)
as simply the effect of a series of causally efficacious, physical events.
This basic picture is expressed by Jerry FODOR’s (1982: 279) representative claim
that ‘computational processes are both symbolic and formal. They are symbolic because they are defined over representations, and they are formal because they apply
to representations, in virtue of (roughly) the syntax of the representations.’ For
FODOR, then, cognitive science is defined by its attempt to elaborate this idea that
states of mind simultaneously have semantically meaningful content, and yet are
formal in the sense that ‘they apply to representations by virtue of their non-semantic (e.g. syntactic, computational, functional, physical) properties.’
But it is, on this view, finally only under a causal-syntactic description that mental
representations can really be thought to play any explanatory role. This is because
FODOR thinks that a properly ‘scientific’ psychology can involve reference only to
causally efficacious particulars with specifiable identity criteria—in this case, individual tokens of what FODOR figuratively calls a ‘language of thought’: representations or neurologically ‘inscribed’ correlates to the propositions that we experience as ‘contentful’.6 And it is only to these that we can refer if we are to explain
6

Chief among the upshots of this is that this ‘language of thought’ would consist only in
unique particulars; this is the point of GARFIELD’s (1988: 51) characterisation of FODOR as treating
not propositional attitudes (which is Russell’s term for referring, basically, to intentional states),
but sentential attitudes; that is, on FODOR’s account, the propositional attitudes, ‘like overt utterances, are biologically instantiated relations of individuals to concrete inscriptions of sentence
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how intentional attitudes relate to our physically described actions; for a rigorously
causal account requires reference only to processes that are (like the neuro-electrical
and muscular transactions that figure in the description of bodily actions) internal
to the body.
Thus, the passages here quoted from FODOR all come from his influential article
‘Methodological Solipsism Considered as a Research Strategy in Cognitive Psychology’ (1982). FODOR (1982: 283) argues that the cognitive-scientific hypothesis
is ‘tantamount to a sort of methodological solipsism. If mental processes are formal,
they have access only to the formal properties of such representations of the environment as the senses provide. Hence, they have no access to the semantic properties of such representations, including the property of being true, of having referents, or, indeed, the property of being representations of the environment.’
It is chiefly this commitment that is attacked by critics who argue that intentional
phenomena cannot finally be explained in entirely non-semantic terms. Lynne Rudder BAKER (1987: 27), for example, has argued that ‘description of states in terms of
content at all is incompatible with the presupposition that nothing exists other than
the subject.’ There are several lines of argument behind this point, many of them
finally supporting a basically Wittgensteinian point against the coherence of a
‘private language’—though it is something like Hilary Putnam’s ‘semantic externalism’ (advanced with reference to numerous thought experiments that basically
resemble Putnam’s ‘Twin Earth’ case) that BAKER explicitly invokes. BAKER’s
(1987: 41) argument, then, is one to the effect that, among other things, ‘[t]he identity of … beliefs depends in part upon the language-using community of the believer; so even considered apart from semantic properties of truth and reference,
such beliefs are not wholly “in the head.” Therefore, if behavior is to be explained
only by what is in the head, it is not to be explained by belief.’
The physicalist’s case only becomes more problematic if we then factor in the additional ‘semantic properties of truth and reference’—as we must if his own analysis
is to be taken as possibly true.7 The argument here is that intentional descriptions
tokens’ (my emphasis). The ‘objects’ of intentional states, then, are on this account nothing like,
say, Fregean ‘thoughts’ or Husserlian ‘noemata’ (which are both fundamentally abstract ideas,
akin to ‘propositions’); rather, the objects of intentional states are invariably particular. Dharmakîrti, as we will see, is after the same thing, and emphasises, in his account of the cognitive
‘representations’ (pratibhâsa) that are produced by perception, that they, like their putatively object referents, are sva-lakšaòas. More on this in due course.
7
The argument that the intentionality of mental content thus necessarily involves the idea of
reference is one that is made by SELLARS in the section of his ‘Empiricism and the Philosophy of
Mind’ devoted to considering ‘The logic of “looks”.’ Against characteristically representationalist
attempts to show that knowledge is built on the foundations of what incorrigibly seems to a subject
to be the case, SELLARS (1963: 142) argues that ‘being red is logically prior, is a logically simpler
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are presupposed even by those accounts that aim to explain away intentionality.
Thus, it is not a trivial point to ask what analysis we are to give, on the cognitivist’s
own account, of the phenomenon of giving reasons in support of a belief. Suppose,
for example, that we want to give reasons to justify the belief that beliefs are reducible to brain states. If the claim itself is true, what difference can it be thought to
make to adduce reasons for it? What could it mean, in other words, for someone to
understand the meaning of a cognitive scientist’s argument, given that intentional
states like ‘understanding’ are said by this program to consist in the kinds of physical events that, ex hypothesi, do not mean anything at all? To press this question is
basically to make a transcendental argument—one to the effect that intentional descriptions are necessarily presupposed even by the very arguments that claim to explain them away.8
While it may yet be—as SIDERITS (2001: 307) says—that contemporary cognitive-scientific iterations of physicalism are ‘more difficult to resist’ than earlier versions, these lines of critique make clear, at least, the kinds of problems that it is in
principle difficult for physicalist accounts of mental content to accommodate. Thus,
intentionally described situations—like being persuaded by an argument or believing in physicalism—may be intractable even for those physicalists who have suggestively exploited computer analogies. Physicalists can here be said to face a dilemma: it is arguably the case that the semantic content of mental events (the description of what it is that intentional states are about) necessarily involves factors
external to the subject, such as truth conditions and the norms of a linguistic community; but to the extent that FODOR rightly takes a purely formal (causal, syntactic,
computational) description of mental tokens to compel ‘methodological solipsism’,
such physicalists cannot consider all of the factors that thus constitute mental content as being about what it’s about. The failure thus to vindicate intentionally described mental content cannot, however, coherently be taken to show that such semantic content is superfluous; for the very attempt to argue this necessarily turns
out to presuppose intentional descriptions. And if that is right, then it is not intentional descriptions that are dispensable; rather, it is putatively exhaustive causal explanations thereof that we can coherently do without.

notion, than looking red’—given which, ‘it just won’t do to say that x is red is analysable in terms
of x looks red to y.’ FODOR (1982: 279) can be understood to refuse just this notion with his contention that what is required is an account of the mental that involves only terms ‘that are specified
without reference to such semantic properties of representations as, for example, truth, reference,
and meaning.’
8
This is the basic argument in Part II of BAKER (1987); see also GARFIELD (1988), whose
sixth chapter comprises a similar approach.
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3. Buddhist Epistemology
and the Disjunction Problem
Let us now consider whether these lines of arguments against the program of cognitive-scientific physicalism have any purchase against the Buddhist tradition of
thought stemming from Dignâga and Dharmakîrti—and thus, whether this Buddhist
program might, despite its clear rejection of physicalism, share something of the
deep structure of physicalist arguments. Let me begin by briefly characterising the
epistemological and ontological commitments that create the conceptual problems
to be addressed by the Buddhist doctrine of apoha—which, I have said, I propose
we understand not simply as an account of the referents of words, but more generally as a non-intentional, non-semantic account of mental content .
As is well known to students of Indian philosophy, Dignâga and Dharmakîrti admit only two reliable epistemic warrants, i.e. two pramâòas: perception and inference.9 These have as their respective objects the only two kinds of things that are
held by these Buddhists to exist: ‘unique particulars’ (sva-lakšaòas) and ‘abstractions’ (sâmânya-lakšaòas). Only the former, though, are to be admitted into a final
ontology—in characteristically Buddhist terms, only these are ‘ultimately existent’
(paramârtha-sat), whereas abstractions are merely ‘conventionally existent’ (saôvåtisat). And what qualifies unique particulars as thus ‘real’, on Dharmakîrti’s view, is
that they alone possess causal efficacy.10
To the ontological claim that only causally efficacious particulars are ‘real’, there
is the epistemological corollary that only cognitions that bear on (that are caused by)
such particulars are finally warranted. More precisely, only cognitions that are
themselves the effects of causally efficacious particulars11 can be said to be (in
Dharmakîrti’s term) ‘inerrant’ (abhrânta). This is the point advanced by the claim—
—made alike by Dignâga and Dharmakîrti—that perception is constitutively ‘free
9

For a fuller development of my understanding of the epistemology of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti (and of its problems), see ARNOLD (2005: Part I).
10
So, for example, PV1 3.3, p. 112:
artha-kriyâ-samarthaô yat tad atra paramârtha-sat /
anyat saôvåti-sat proktaô te sva-sâmânya-lakšaòe //
11
See, for example, PV 1 3.224ab, p 186:
hetu-bhâvâd åtte nânyâ grâhyatâ nâma kâcana /
‘Other than being a cause, there is nothing at all that can be called being
apprehendable.’
As we will see, it is finally only subjectively occurrent cognitions that are the relevant ‘effects’
thus produced—a point of great significance for understanding Dharmakîrti’s project.
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of conceptual elaboration’ (kalpanâpoðha). The ‘conceptual elaboration’ that perceptual cognitions thus lack consists, we might say, in propositional attitudes—in
‘association with name and genus and so forth’ (as Dignâga defined it), or (with
Dharmakîrti) in thought whose phenomenological content is suitable for association
with such linguistic items. 12
Dignâga and Dharmakîrti thus maintain that discursive thought constitutively involves reference to things that are not actually present. A genuine ‘perception’ of,
say, a book will consist only in a sensory impingement caused by some particular
object, yielding a cognition whose appearance is itself caused by the object. But if
one then entertains the propositional belief that ‘this is a book’, one’s thought now
includes reference to something not actually present—for example, the generic image of a book, knowledge of the conventions for the use of the word ‘book’, and so
forth. What distinguishes perceptual encounters as uniquely warranted, then, is that
only these cognitions are causally constrained by actually present objects. Inferential cognitions are not so constrained, and therefore ‘add’ something to the uninterpreted data of perception. This amounts to a radical critique of naive realism; for
insofar as perceptual cognitions are really thus constrained only by fleeting sense
data, it turns out that whenever we think we experience a more or less enduring token of some type, we are deeply mistaken about what is really present. 13
I do not think it too much of a stretch to understand this program as roughly
analogous to cognitive science at least in the minimal sense that we have here a
systematic redescription of our common-sense intuitions about our epistemic situation. Thus, while we typically experience ourselves as confronted with a world of
intentionally described objects—which is to say, a world of things under familiar descriptions—the claim here being made is that objects as thus described do not really
exist; rather, we are only really warranted in believing there to be uniquely particular
and fleeting sensations, such as will, by definition, not admit of any predication.14
Moreover, this Buddhist approach thus admits of comparison with cognitive-scientific physicalism insofar as the privileged level of description involves only
causal transactions; just as on FODOR’s account it is finally only under a formal or
12

So, for example, NB 1.5, p. 47: abhilâpa-saôsarga-yogya-pratibhâsâ pratîtiÿ kalpanâ.—
—‘Conception is a thought whose phenomenological content is suitable for association with discourse.’
13
Here, it is helpful to recall the basically Buddhist point that is ultimately advanced by this
epistemology: all that is finally warranted by the kind of cognition that is uniquely in contact with
really existent phenomena is the conclusion that there are sensations—which does not also warrant the inferential belief that these must be the states of a ‘self.’
14
This is what Dignâga meant in saying of sva-lakšaòas only that they are ‘inexpressible’
(avyapadeœya); see HATTORI (1968: 24, and p. 81, n. 1.19).
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‘syntactic’ description that mental representations can be thought to have any explanatory role, so, too, it is affirmed by Dharmakîrti that only the world of causally
efficacious sensibilia consists in ‘ultimately existent’ (paramârtha-sat) things. And
the problem for Dharmakîrti, just as for FODOR, is whether and how the non-privileged level of description—the level consisting in those ‘conventionally’ described
things (saôvåti-sat) that involve the kinds of ‘abstractions’ (sâmânya-lakšaòas) that
alone are semantically evaluable—can be brought into contact with this.
But here is the problem: if perceptual cognition is defined by its independence
from conceptual thought, and if the latter is held to be the point of ingress for cognitive error, then how could one ever be certain that the (propositional) judgement
that follows a perception is in fact properly related to the perception in question?
More precisely, if perception’s privileged status is a function of its having been
caused by its object, and if discursive cognitions are defined by their adding something, then how can one ever be sure that what one is thinking about, when entertaining some proposition, is in any sense the same thing that was perceived? How
can perceptual data—which is exhaustively explicable in non-intentional (causal,
formal, or syntactic) terms—be made available as the content of thought? In the
terms suggested by FODOR, then, we have here a process that meets the formality
condition, but it is not clear how it can also meet the content condition.
One way to address this problem is to redescribe thought and its contents in the
same kind of non-intentional (causal, formal, or syntactic) terms here used to explain perception. And this is, I suggest, precisely the kind of answer that is elaborated by Dignâga and Dharmakîrti and their followers in the form of the doctrine of
apoha. While space will not permit me here to give a full account of this as an attempt at an entirely non-intentional re-description of intentional phenomena,15 I
want to suggest an oblique but revealing angle of approach to the issue. If the doctrine of apoha is to succeed at what I thus take to be its aims, it must provide an account that explains the conceptual construction of (semantic) mental content without
any reference to semantic descriptions (since these are what this account proposes to
explain)—it must, instead, finally make reference only to subjectively appearing
particulars16 in explaining how it is that the abstractions or universals that are the
objects of thought are constructed.
One problem for such an account is that it turns out to be very difficult at once to
provide a non-semantic description of the comprehension of a linguistic utterance,
and to distinguish that from a perception. We can see this if we consider that any
15

See ARNOLD (2006) for a fuller development of many of the relevant points.
The significance of its finally being subjectively appearing particulars that are in play here
will be considered in due course.
16
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particular utterance of a word or sentence is—considered as a unique, perceptible
acoustic event—in a sense precisely the kind of thing of which we can (these Buddhists have urged) have a wholly non-conceptual perception. Given, then, that the
utterance of a sentence can be appropriately described as a perceptible acoustic
event that, as such, is no different from the sound of, say, thunder, the task is to explain how in one such case (but not the other) the sound also means something—
—which involves the further question of how (or whether) the transition from one
level of description to the other can itself be described in non-intentional terms. That
is, the case of a speaker’s uttering a sentence presents us with an event that is describable in two very different kinds of terms: what is ‘conventionally’ (saôvåtitas)
taken as the expression of a meaningful proposition is, ‘ultimately’ (paramârthatas),
nothing but the causation of particular noises that in turn have among their effects
the production of certain cognitions. But insofar as it is only terms from the latter
level of description that have a place in the final ontology (which is just what it
means to characterise them as paramârtha-sat), the relation between these two descriptions must itself be explicable in terms that are paramârtha-sat—which is just
to say that the process of understanding sâmânya-lakšaòas must, as Apoha-vâdins
want to argue, finally be explicable with reference only to sva-lakšaòas.
The problem I thus pose is closely related to what Jerry FODOR (1990: 89) has
identified as the ‘disjunction problem’, which arises from the fact that ‘it’s just not
true that Normally [sic] caused intentional states ipso facto mean whatever causes
them.’ That this is a problem is clear from attempts to give thoroughly causal accounts even of perception; when, for example, one has a visual perception of a tree,
all manner of brain events are surely among the causes of the resultant cognition—
—but these are not among the things that we say are thus seen. A tenable causal
theory of perception requires, then, that there be some principled way to explain
which of the relevant causes of any perception is at the same time what is perceived.
If (as I think is the case) it turns out to be a not entirely straightforward matter to
provide such an account, the problem is even more difficult in the case of the specifically semantic version of the disjunction problem: ‘What the disjunction problem
is really about deep down is the difference between meaning and information … Information is tied to aetiology in a way that meaning isn’t … By contrast, the meaning of a symbol is one of the things that all of its tokens have in common, however
they may happen to be caused. All ‘cow’ tokens mean cow; if they didn’t, they
wouldn’t be ‘cow’ tokens’ (FODOR (1990: 90); emphasis original). In this way,
FODOR distinguishes between, as it were, artefacts that are efficiently precipitated
by their causes (‘information’), and those that somehow manage to ‘refer’ to something other (or something more) than the particulars that cause them; the latter he
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calls conveyors of ‘meaning’, and he characterises the relatively unconstrained nature of these in terms of the ‘robustness’ of signifying tokens.
The problem that FODOR thus identifies is the same as the problem of how innumerable uniquely particular acoustic events—such as those that occur when countless speakers of English make the sound conventionally represented by the letters
cow—can commonly be taken as utterances of the same word. Insofar as the
uniqueness (the contingency, temporality) of any such event can (as with anything
capable of being represented in space and time) be understood to consist in its being
causally describable, the problem is invariably that of how to relate the causal level
of description to the intentionally describable abstraction. 17
Something like the same question is anticipated by Dharmakîrti’s commentator
Dharmottara in his commentary to verse 5 of the first chapter of Dharmakîrti’s
Nyâya-bindu. It is in this verse that Dharmakîrti stipulates that the ‘conceptual
thought’ (kalpanâ) of which perception is constitutively devoid consists in ‘a
thought whose phenomenological content is suitable for association with discourse.’18
This definition significantly revises Dignâga’s earlier characterisation of conceptual
thought as simply ‘association with name and genus and so forth’, making it possible to infer conceptual thought even in pre or non-linguistic creatures—even, that
is, in the absence of any actual use of language.
But it raises various questions to argue, in this way, that constitutively discursive
thought can be inferred even in the absence of any overt use of discourse. Dharmottara elaborates on the situation:

17
The problem here characterised is one of the most prominently recurrent issues addressed in
HUSSERL’s Logical Investigations. ‘What in general’, HUSSERL (1970: 567 [Investigation V, §13])
asks, ‘is the surplus element distinguishing the understanding of a symbolically functioning expression from the uncomprehended verbal sound?’ And his answer is: ‘…we do not, qua expressing it, live in the acts constituting the expression as a physical object—we are not interested in this
object—but we live in the acts which give it sense: we are exclusively turned to the object that
appears in such acts, we aim at it, we mean it in the special, pregnant sense’ (1970: 584
[Investigation V, §19]). Again, ‘The ideality of the relationship between expression and meaning
is at once plain in regard to both its sides, inasmuch as, when we ask for the meaning of an expression, e.g. “quadratic remainder”, we are naturally not referring to the sound-pattern uttered here
and now, the vanishing noise that can never recur identically: we mean the expression in specie.
“Quadratic remainder” is the same expression by whomsoever uttered. The same holds of talk
about the expression’s meaning, which naturally does not refer to some meaning-conferring experience.’ (1970: 284 [Investigation I, §11]). HUSSERL’s point here (which is an expression of his
ongoing critique of psychologism in logic) could, I think, serve just as well as a critique of Dharmakîrti’s account of meaning, according to which utterances are, in the final analysis, to be understood as referring to ‘some meaning-conferring experience’; more on this shortly.
18
See n. L.
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‘There are some thoughts whose phenomenological appearance
(âbhâsa) is [actually] associated with discourse, such as the conception
of a jar on the part of someone by whom the [relevant linguistic] convention has been learned—[such a thought is one] whose phenomenological content [specifically] involves the word “jar”. But some
[thoughts] have phenomenological content that is [simply] suitable for
association with discourse, even though [they are in fact] un-associated
with discourse—like the conception of a child by whom the [relevant
linguistic conception] has not been learned.’ 19
While this passage raises various questions, I am most interested in Dharmottara’s
references to those who have learned the conventional usage of a word whose utterance is being heard (those who are, as Dharmottara says, vyutpanna-saôketa), and
those who have not. Dharmottara recurs to this idea when he gets around to considering the following objection:
‘An auditory cognition [that is, a sensory perception of the auditory
sort] apprehends a unique particular which is a sound. And since some
audible particulars are referents and some are signifiers,20 [it therefore
follows that cognition of an audible particular] would be one whose
phenomenological content is suitable for association with discourse—
and thus, it would be conceptual.’21
The objection, then, is that insofar as it is a unique, perceptible acoustic event, any
particular utterance of a word would seem to count as a sva-lakšaòa—that is, as the
kind of unique particular that can be the object of a constitutively non-conceptual perception; and yet, insofar as the thing that is thus uttered is a word, it seems that we
must allow that we here have a cognition that, though describable as a perception, is
conceptual.22 In order to avoid this unwanted consequence, Dharmottara must find
19

NBÞ, p. 48: tatra kâcit pratîtir abhilâpa-saôsåšþâbhâsâ bhavati, yathâ vyutpanna-saôketasya
ghaþârtha-kalpanâ ghaþa-œabda-saôsåšþârthâvabhâsâ bhavati. kâcit tv abhilâpenâsaôsåšþâpy
abhilâpa-saôsarga-yogyâbhâsâ bhavati, yathâ bâlakasyâvyutpanna-saôketasya kalpanâ.
20
I find Dharmottara’s use of the pair vâcya and vâcaka a bit counterintuitive here, since, in
fact, both of these would seem to denote abstractions (precisely parallel to Saussure’s ‘signified’
and ‘signifier’, respectively). But it seems clear that what is wanted here is a dichotomy one of
whose terms is a particular; hence, I render vâcya here as ‘referent’, rather than as ‘signified’.
21
NBÞ, p. 52: œrotra-jñânaô tarhi œabda-sva-lakšaòa-grâhi; œabda-sva-lakšaòaô ca kiñcid
vâcyaô kiñcid vâcakam ity abhilâpa-saôsarga-yogya-pratibhâsaô syât; tathâ ca savikalapakaô syât.
22
Dharmottara’s commentator Durvekamiœra introduces this whole discussion by noting the
following assertion ‘by previous commentators’ (pûrva-vyâkhyâtåbhiÿ; I do not know whom he is
quoting), which makes explicit the contradiction that Dharmottara is trying to avoid: DhPr, p. 52:
iha pûrva-vyâkhyâtåbhiÿ “asâmarthya-vaiyarthâbhyâô sva-lakšaòasya saôketayitum aœakyatvâd
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some way to keep these two descriptions of the same event distinct from one another
(so that the true ‘perception’ of the utterance can, as Dharmakîrti’s definition of perception requires, still count as non-conceptual); but he must do so in a way that allows
us to understand how we can, as users of language, effortlessly go from the perceptual
to the semantic (i.e. the conceptual) description.23 This is, then, another case of the
same problem that recurrently bedevils the philosophical program of Dignâga and
Dharmakîrti: how to bring these two sharply distinct levels of description together.
4. Recollection of Conventions
as Culminating in Sva-saôvitti
In response to the foregoing problem, Dharmottara elaborates the following account:
‘This is not a problem. Even if a unique particular can be a referent or a
signifier, the unique particular can be apprehended as referent or signifier [only insofar as it is] being apprehended as having been experienced
at the time [when one learned the relevant linguistic] convention. And a
thing’s being an object of experience does not now exist as occurring at
the time [when one learned the relevant linguistic] convention. And just
as the perception that existed at the time [one learned the relevant linguistic] convention has now ceased, in the same way a thing’s also being
an object of that [experience] does not now exist. Thus, a [purely perceptual] auditory cognition, not registering the fact of having been previously seen, does not [itself] apprehend a signifier-signified relation.’24
avâcya-vâcakatvam; avâcyâvâcaka-sva-lakšaòa-grâhitvâc cêndriya-jñânam avikalpakam iti”
vyâkhyâtam.—‘Since, as lacking both [intrinsic] significance and in-significance, it cannot be
involved in a linguistic convention (saôketayati), a unique particular is not a signifier or a signified; and a sensory cognition, because of [its] being the apprehender of a unique particular that is
neither signifier nor signified, is non-conceptual.’
23
Dharmottara’s task here would be further complicated by consideration of the phenomenology of such a situation; for in fact, we do not experience ourselves as moving from one level of
description to the other, but simply as understanding the sentence. Cf. HUSSERL (1970: I: 282–84,
§10)—a discussion that DUMMETT (2004: 11) summarises as attending to the fact that ‘we hear or
read the words as saying whatever it is that they say; only by a heroic effort can we hear them as
mere sounds or see them as mere shapes.’
24
NBÞ, pp. 52–53: nÎša došaÿ; saty api sva-lakšaòasya vâcya-vâcaka-bhâve, saôketa-kâladåšþatvena gåhyamâòaô sva-lakšaòaô vâcyaô vâcakaô ca gåhîtaô syât. na ca saôketa-kâlabhâvi darœana-višayatvaô vastunaÿ sampraty asti; yathâ hi saôketa-kâla-bhâvi-darœanam adya
niruddham, tadvat tadvišayatvam apy arthasyâdya nâsti. tataÿ pûrva-kâla-dåšþatvam apaœyac
chrotra-jñânaô na vâcya-vâcaka-bhâvi-grâhi.
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Let us first develop the idea that what Dharmottara is here addressing is something like FODOR’s ‘disjunction problem’—and in so doing, gain a more complete
picture of the account that Dharmottara’s references to saôketa-kâla here presuppose. Recall that the disjunction in question is between what FODOR referred to as
‘information’ and ‘meaning’. ‘Information’, on FODOR’s usage, is carried by the
kinds of events that are only ‘about’ what causes them; and his account is one according to which all instances of meaning must in the final analysis be explicable
with reference to some particular occasion on which the use of a signifying convention was in some sense caused by an interaction with some ostensible particular.
Meaning, then, is for FODOR explicable in terms of information—in terms of particular cognitions that are ‘about’ their causes.25 And FODOR needs thus to bring the
processes of signification to rest in some causally describable transaction with
unique particulars since his account of semantics, like that of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti, just is an account of how it is that semantically meaningful states are constructed out of the causally efficacious particulars that alone are really existent .26
Now, what thus causes foundational utterances on Dharmakîrti’s view is ultimately that kind of sva-lakšaòa (if it makes sense to talk of kinds of sva-lakšaòas!)
that is some particular, subjectively occurrent ‘intention’ (abhiprâya or vivakšâ).
Here it is important, then, to attend briefly to Dharmakîrti’s elaboration of another
view commonly held by Buddhist philosophers in this trajectory of thought: specifically, the claim that cognitions engendered by testimony (œâbda-jñâna) are not
themselves pramâòas just insofar as such cognitions are reducible to some other
pramâòa—namely, inference. On Dharmakîrti’s account, the inference involved
here is specifically one to the fact that the speaker has some ‘intention’ (abhiprâya).
As Dharmakîrti says at PV 1.213,
‘Since words have no inherent connection with things, there is no proof of
objects based on them; for they [merely] express a speaker’s intention.’27

25

See ARNOLD (2006) for a fuller elaboration of FODOR’s arguments here.
It should be said, in this regard, that FODOR claims to be a realist about propositional attitudes, which suggests that he might not endorse this characterisation of his project; but I am persuaded by such critiques as that of BAKER (1987) that, notwithstanding FODOR’s avowed realism,
his reductionist position reduces, in the end, to an eliminativist one, insofar as the only real explanatory work is done at the ‘syntactic’ level of description. To that extent, the semantic level of
description basically becomes epiphenomenal, which makes it hard to retain the claim that one is a
‘realist’ about things at this level.
27
PV2, p. 107:
nântarîyakatâbhâvâc chabdânâô vastubhiÿ saha /
nârtha-siddhis tatas te hi vaktr-abhiprâya-sûcakâÿ //
26
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Note, however, that Dharmakîrti thus credits only the inference to the fact that a
speaker has some intention, but cannot get at what that intention is; for the
‘intentions’ Dharmakîrti thus imagines must be understood not as anything like
‘propositions’ (not, that is, as concerning objective states of affairs), but only as
subjectively occurrent representations. This is the salient point of Dharmakîrti’s
saying (as he does at PV 2.2) that ‘language is a reliable warrant28 [only] in regard
to that object which appears in thought, which is the speaker’s object of engagement; it is not grounded in the reality of the object [itself].’29 And again, in the autocommentary on PV 1.227, Dharmakîrti explains:
‘An utterance is impelled by an intention regarding a particular point; for
one who knows that this [utterance thus] comes from that [intention,] the
point expressed [by the utterance] is the phenomenal appearance which
is its proper cause. Hence, there is a cause-effect relation between [an
intention] whose form is mental, and its expression in speech.’30
The inference to a speaker’s intention, then, is an inference based on a kârya-hetu
(that is, an inference from an effect to its cause).31 And the cause in question is a
subjectively occurrent representation (âbhâsa) appearing to the speaker. For Dharmakîrti, to say that such a representation is thus the cause of the utterance is in effect to say that the ‘intention’ in question must be a unique particular, since only
sva-lakšaòas, on his view, are causally efficacious.32 Indeed, Dharmakîrti has it that
the ‘intention’ in question—a mental representation that is itself causally produced
by what it is ‘about’—is, like any such representation, itself a sva-lakšaòa.33
But that means that this ‘intention’ must in some sense be perceptible, since svalakšaòas are the objects only of perception—although as a subjectively occurrent
representation, it would of course be ‘perceptible’ only to the subject to whom it
was appearing. This is not, however, a problem for Dharmakîrti, and the attractive28

More literally, ‘language has reliability’ (œabdasya prâmâòyaô).
PV1 1.4:
vaktå-vyâpâra-višayo yo ’rtho buddhau prakâœate /
prâmâòyaô tatra œabdasya nârtha-tattva-nibandhanam //
30
PV2, p. 113–114: artha-viœeša-samîhâ-preritâ vâg ata idam iti vidušaÿ sva-nidânâbhâsinam
arthaô sûcayatîti buddhi-rûpa-vâg-vijñaptyor janya-janaka-bhâvaÿ sambandhaÿ. Cf. DUNNE
(2004: 146).
31
As Kamalaœîla says in expressing this point, ‘the intention is understood from the utterance
because of [the utterance’s] being the effect of that [intention], but not as being [directly] expressible’ (TSaP, p. 376: sâ ca vivakšâ tat-kâryatvâd vacanât pratîyate, na tu vâcyatayâ.).
32
Cf. n. J.
33
On this point, DUNNE (2004: 116) says, ‘Since each image is an effect, it as much a particular’ as the sva-lakšaòas which they represent; cf. DUNNE (2004: 121).
29
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ness of this picture becomes clear when we then factor in one of the other central
commitments of Dharmakîrti and his philosophical fellow-travellers: the commitment to the view that sva-saôvedana or sva-saôvitti (reflexive cognition or ‘apperception’) is not only to be reckoned as a type of immediate, preconceptual awareness—which is to say, as a kind of pratyakša—but in the final analysis, as the only
such cognition.34 That is, the only truly non-conceptual, non-discursive cognition—
—the only kind whose status as ‘inerrant’ (abhrânta) is such as to make it indubitable—is the awareness we have of the contents of our own mental events. This, then,
is the account that is in play when Tom TILLEMANS (2000: 163), explicating
PV 4.109, thus summarises what he calls Dharmakîrti’s ‘fundamental position’ with
regard to the role of a speaker’s intentions: ‘words are used according to the speaker’s
wishes and designate anything whatsoever which he might intend. The speaker is thus
an authority as to what he is referring to in that he can ascertain his own intention by
means of a valid cognition (pramâòa), viz., reflexive awareness (sva-saôvedana).’
Now, however, we are in a position to see all the more clearly how problematic is
this account of inferences to a speaker’s intention; for precisely insofar as our inference is thus to a particular, subjectively occurrent representation, there remains the
question of how the speaker’s ‘intention’ itself relates to what that intention is
about. That is, if the only inference involved here is one to the bare fact of ‘some
speaker’s having an intention’, we are no closer to understanding what that intention
is.35 Indeed, the account we have just surveyed would seem to undermine whatever
claim Dharmakîrti has on giving an account of the reference of words; for insofar as
the ‘reference’ thus becomes a subjectively occurrent representation, what we are
‘explaining’ seems no longer to be the constitutively intersubjective phenomenon of
language, but rather, something eminently subjective and psychological.36 Against
such a view, understanding what a speaker’s intention is about arguably requires
reference to a universal such as a proposition—something with Husserlian ‘ideality’,37
or what the grammarian Bhartåhari called upacâra-sattâ (‘figurative reality’).38 Whatever it is we can thus be thought to require, the salient point is that it must, if it is to
explain how it is that thoughts and utterances can be about objective states of affairs, be something other than the efficient causes of any particular mental event.39
34
Dignâga first made this point in elaborating on Pramâòa-samuccaya 1.8; see ARNOLD (2005:
34–36).
35
For a highly illuminating development of this and related points, see NANCE (2004: 42–67).
36
DUNNE (2004: 139 ff.) has made a similar point.
37
See n. Q, above.
38
Cf. HOUBEN (1995: 257–262).
39
In fact, Dharmottara is arguably striving for precisely such an account of intentionality when he
revises Dharmakîrti’s account of perception. Thus, in commenting on the first chapter of the Nyâya-
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Here, then, we can begin to see how the specifically semantic kind of ‘aboutness’
exemplified by linguistic items can be considered inextricably related to the ‘intentionality’ of mental events;40 for giving any account that takes thoughts or sentences
to be about anything at all arguably requires reference to precisely the kinds of abstractions that pointedly do not figure in Dharmakîrti’s account of speakers’ intentions—requires reference, that is, to (what FODOR’s methodological solipsism is
precisely meant to exclude) the ‘semantic properties of such representations, including the property of being true, of having referents, or, indeed, the property of
being representations of the environment’ (FODOR (1982: 283)). This nicely discloses, I think, the main reason why Dharmakîrti’s epistemology can move so easily
between realist41 and idealist commitments; for on one reading of the Dharmakîrtian
account of sva-saôvitti, the whole point just is to bracket from consideration the
question of whether our mental events have the property of ‘being representations of
the environment.’42
5. Mîmâôsakas on the Impossibility
of a Non-intentional Account of Linguistic Conventions
To the extent that is right, the sva-saôvitti of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti can be understood to play a role precisely analogous to the ‘methodological solipsism’ that
underlies FODOR’s project—given which, we can say that the Buddhist commitment
to sva-saôvitti figures prominently in the difficulty of their giving a semantic account of mental content; for the view that all of our higher-order awareness has its
foundations in indubitably occurrent, uniquely particular episodes of reflexive cognition43 just is the view that an account of the mental cannot finally make reference
to the semantic properties of mental representations.

bindu, Dharmottara is concerned to reverse Dharmakîrti’s exhaustively causal account of perception,
with an eye towards allowing that perception must, after all, yield something like propositional content; cf. ARNOLD (2005: 42–48). But of course, Dharmottara (as a commentator who claims exegetical
adequacy to the texts of Dharmakîrti) tries to do so while yet maintaining that perception is
kalpanâpoðha.
40
Cf. n. B.
41
Here, I mean ‘realist’ in the ordinary sense that pertains to a world of external objects.
42
Thus, these ideas put Dharmakîrti in a good position to take the further, idealist step of arguing that there is no ‘environment’ thus to be ‘represented’; but insofar as this ‘bracketing’ does
not by itself commit Dharmakîrti to taking that step, he also remains in a good position to argue
(as he usually does) as a ‘Sautrântika’.
43
Which is just the view SELLARS (1963) attacks when he considers ‘the logic of “looks”’; cf. n. G.
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Now, I have been trying to argue that these considerations (to recur, finally, to our
passages from Dharmottara) represent the kind of thing that is presupposed by talk
of saôketa-kâla. Recall, then, that what makes a cognition ‘conceptual’, for Dharmakîrti and his ilk, is its not being causally constrained by an actually present object—by its involving, that is, reference to (or recollection of) something that is not
presently there. When we hear (i.e. perceive) someone speaking, all that is presently
occurring is the causally or ‘syntactically’ describable utterance of noises. The relevant non-present thing that is then recalled is the ‘linguistic convention’ (saôketa)
that governs the use of the word. Thus, on this way of describing the ‘computation’
(as it were) of a linguistic expression, the initial perception of the acoustic event that
is someone’s utterance can be described as the effect of a causally efficacious,
unique particular (namely, the sound emitted by the speaker). The sound’s being
taken as meaningful (i.e. as ‘vâcaka’) is then attributed to a stimulated recollection
of an arbitrary convention—and if we are to avoid question-begging, the initial devising or acquisition44 of the relevant convention, as well as the recollection thereof,
must itself be causally describable.
But can this picture work? What I want to suggest is that at least this part of the
Buddhist proposal cannot, in the end, coherently be given a non-semantic, non-intentional description; for the picture that Dharmottara has sketched here presupposes
precisely the intentional level of description that it is meant to explain. To see this,
the question to ask is: how are we to explain—in non-semantic, non-intentional
terms—the linkage between the sound that is immediately perceived, and the
‘convention’ (saôketa) one is thereby prompted to recall? More compellingly, how
are we to describe the making of this convention itself in non-intentional terms?
It is here that it becomes relevant to consider a Mîmâôsaka argument that has not,
so far as I am aware, been much considered with regard to the doctrine of apoha.
Here, I have in mind not the characteristically Mîmâôsaka arguments that were developed specifically against apoha, but rather, one of the arguments deployed to
support the quintessentially Mîmâôsaka claim that—as affirmed at Mîmâôsâ-sûtra
1.5—‘the relation between a word and its referent is primordial’ (MS, p. 28:
autpattikas tu œabdasyârthena sambandhaÿ…). Among the arguments marshalled in
support of this claim is the following, which Œabara—in his lengthy commentary on
Mîmâôsâ-sûtra 1.5—quotes from the earlier commentary of the unnamed Våtti-kâra
(‘author of the Våtti’):
44
Note that the expression saôketa-kâla is ambiguous in this regard; it could mean ‘the time
of [the devising of] the convention’—a translation that is recommended by the understanding of
saôketa as ‘agreement’ (for we can then simply translate ‘at the time of the agreement [i.e. between the creators of the convention]’)—or ‘the time of [the learning of] the convention.’ For
further reflections on this ambiguity, see ARNOLD (2006).
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‘There is no period whatsoever without a relation [between words and
their referents, no period] in which not a single word was related to
any referent. How so? Because the very act of making a relation does
not [otherwise] stand to reason. Some language must be used by the
one who is creating the relation; who created [the relations constitutive] of that [language] by which he would [thus] do so? If [that was
done] by someone else, then who created [linguistic relations] for him,
and who, [in turn,] for him? There is no end [to the series]. Therefore,
someone who is [ostensibly] creating [any linguistic] relation must
presuppose some words whose relations are unmade, established according to the usage of elders.’ 45
The Våtti-kâra’s argument is straightforward but compelling: the fundamental
connection (sambandha) of language with non-linguistic fact cannot coherently be
imagined without presupposing precisely the intentional, semantic level of description that is supposed to be explained by positing the creation of precisely such a
connection. This is, the Våtti-kâra argues, because we can only imagine an act of
meaning-assignment—an act such as that consisting in the utterance ‘this [accompanied by an act of ostension] is to be called a cow’—as itself a linguistic act. Hence,
the very act of creating such a ‘relation’ does not stand to reason unless we presuppose that both the agent and the audience of this act already have (what we are here
trying to understand) the idea of meaning something—already find intelligible, that
is, the very idea that the utterance that accompanies some act of ostension (‘this is
called a cow’) means what is ostended.
This argument brings to mind one made by WITTGENSTEIN, who nicely gets at
what all is involved in knowing a language by criticising Augustine’s account of
language-acquisition by children. Thus, against the view that children require only
to learn the names of things by attending to the ‘bodily movements’ of adults—‘as it
were the natural language of all peoples’ 46—WITTGENSTEIN says:
‘Augustine describes the learning of human language as if the child
came into a strange country and did not understand the language of the
45

ŒBh 1.5, p. 68: na hi sambandha-vyatiriktaÿ kaœcit-kâlo ’sti, yasmin na kaœcid api œabdaÿ
kenacid arthena saôbaddha âsît. katham? sambandha-kriyÎva hi nôpapadyate. avaœyam anena
sambandhaô kurvatâ kenacic chabdena kartavyaÿ. yena kriyeta, tasya kena kåtaÿ? athânyena
kenacit kåtaÿ, tasya kenêti, tasya kenêti, nÎvâvatišþhate. tasmâd avaœyam anena sambandhaô
kurvatâ akåta-sambandhâÿ kecana œabdâ våddha-vyavahâra-siddhâ abhyupagantavyâÿ. This line
of argument is further elaborated by Kumârila in the Saôbandhâkšepa-parihâra chapter of the
Œloka-vârttika; see ARNOLD (2006).
46
Augustine, Confessions, 1.8; quoted at WITTGENSTEIN (1958: § 1).
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country; that is, as if it already had a language, only not this one. Or
again: as if the child could already think, only not yet speak. And
“think” would here mean something like “talk to itself.”’ 47
Similarly, the Mîmâôsakas have argued that to presuppose the intelligibility of a
proposed convention’s meaning what is ostended is to presuppose that the audience
for this act of creation ‘already had a language, only not this one.’ The challenge to
the would-be nominalist here is a significant one: What must be imagined is how
anybody could explain to someone—how they could, that is, tell them—what it
means to mean something. This must be imagined, moreover, without presupposing
that the parties to this eminently intentional act can already ‘think’, where that
means (with Wittgenstein) something like talk to themselves.
6. Conclusion
It is this basically Wittgensteinian point that Vincent DESCOMBES (2001) develops
in his critique of ‘cognitivism’;48 for ultimately the problem with all instances of
cognitivism—with all philosophical programs, that is, that take the locus of the
‘mental’ as entirely internal to the subject—is that the normative, rule-governed,
semantic character of thought requires reference to a constitutively social dimension. This fact, DESCOMBES (2001: 58–59) suggests, applies to the explanation and
understanding of all constitutively social practices and institutions:
47

WITTGENSTEIN (1958: § 32). Interestingly, Jerry FODOR (1975: 63–64) quotes this passage from
WITTGENSTEIN at the conclusion to an argument almost precisely like that of the Våtti-kâra: ‘Learning
a language (including, of course, a first language) involves learning what the predicates of the language mean. Learning what the predicates of a language mean involves learning a determination of
the extension of these predicates. Learning a determination of the extension of the predicates involves
learning that they fall under certain rules (i.e. truth rules). But one cannot learn that P falls under R
unless one has a language in which P and R can be represented. So one cannot learn a language unless
one has a language. In particular, one cannot learn a first language unless one already has a system
capable of representing the predicates in that language and their extensions. And, on pain of circularity, that system cannot be the language that is being learned. Bur first languages are learned. Hence,
at least some cognitive operations are carried out in languages other than natural languages.’ FODOR
thus agrees with the Mîmâôsakas that trying to imagine a first creation (or acquisition) of linguistic
conventions seems to confront us with an infinite regress; it’s just that FODOR, thinking the regress
intolerable, takes the argument as a reductio, and argues that it is therefore necessary to posit what he
figuratively calls a ‘language of thought.’ For a much lengthier development of the role of that argument in FODOR’s project, and of the Mîmâôsaka argument briefly sketched here, see ARNOLD (2006).
48
Of which FODOR’s ‘methodological solipsism’ is a paradigm case—as would be Dharmakîrti’s sva-saôvitti, to the extent that (as I have suggested) this plays a role comparable to that
of FODOR’s guiding principle.
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‘… there can be no formal rules where there are no preexisting practices and customs… What we require, then, is an explanation that provides the institution’s intellectual principle, but without seeking it in
an individual consciousness…’
But insofar as they take causally describable instances of sva-saôvitti to be foundational—to be, as Dharmakîrti argues, all that is finally expressed by (because they
are the causes of) any linguistic utterance—Buddhist philosophers in the tradition of
Dharmakîrti are unable to look to anything other than the mental representations
occurring within an individual consciousness.
To be sure, there are characteristically Buddhist commitments that are well served
by this account. Chief among these, of course, is (what all Buddhist philosophy is
finally concerned to elaborate) the cardinal Buddhist doctrine of selflessness; Dharmakîrti’s account of a speaker’s ‘intention’ is, then, one among the many arguments
meant to block any inference from the experience of sensations to the conclusion
that these must be the properties or states of an enduring subject (a ‘self’). Dignâga
and Dharmakîrti can be understood to have recognised that even to allow that thoughts
or utterances could be about something other than their proximate causes—that they
could be about such enduring realities as ‘objective states of affairs’—is already to
clear the way for the view that our experiences could be related to something (a self)
other than their manifestly episodic causes. Accordingly, these thinkers developed a
radically thoroughgoing sort of empiricism, which is concomitant with a broadly
nominalist account (such as they elaborated with the doctrine of apoha) in which the
only existents to be admitted into a final ontology are causally efficacious particulars. The refusal that thoughts or utterances are really about anything so abstract as
‘objective states of affairs’ thus serves the goal of taking the only properly indubitable belief to be that there are sensations.
But the price to be paid for this is that the locus of truth becomes just subjectively
appearing representations; and this is precisely the view that Husserl, in his ongoing
struggle against psychologism, criticised by saying that an expression’s meaning
‘naturally does not refer to some meaning-conferring experience.’ For these Buddhists, in contrast, utterances are finally to be understood as referring simply to
some ‘meaning-conferring experience’—specifically, to the reflexive cognitions
(sva-saôvitti) of some particular speaker. Husserl’s argument against such a route,
however, is compelling, and has ultimately to do with the very idea of truth; for it is
only by taking expressions (and thoughts) to be, in general, about something other
than their proximate causes that it is possible to make sense of the fact that (as
Husserl says) ‘[q]uadratic remainder’ is the same expression by whomsoever uttered’—which is a condition of the possibility of our holding (what must be held by
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anyone who would make use of the idea of truth) that ‘[t]he state of affairs is what it
is whether we assert that it obtains or not.’ 49
The difficulties with holding a contrary view are clear in the Buddhist account
that can be elaborated as relevant to understanding Dharmottara’s brief references to
the recollection, by someone who perceives a speaker uttering sounds, of ‘saôketakâla’—of the ‘time of [one’s learning] a convention’. As we saw, Dharmottara
needs to give such an account if he is to allow that we can appropriately describe the
hearing of a œabda-sva-lakšaòa (an audible particular) as the non-conceptual perception of a unique acoustic event, while yet explaining how an event so described
can also be understood in terms of the auditor’s understanding what the speaker
means. On the view Dharmottara sketches, such an occasion is indeed describable as
a true perception, and the semantic level of description is brought in only by the
recollection that is stimulated thereby—the recollection, that is, of some bygone
‘saôketa-kâla’.
But in order for such an account to succeed—in order, that is, for it to explain the
emergence of a semantic level of description without at any point presupposing
one—it must be possible to imagine both this recollection itself, and the ‘saôketakâla’ so recalled, in constitutively non-semantic terms. And I have suggested that a
characteristically Mîmâôsaka argument for the eternality of linguistic relations can
be understood as cogently calling into question precisely this possibility. Thus,
Mîmâôsakas have argued, at least since the time of the Våtti-kâra, that we can only
imagine an act of meaning-assignment as itself a linguistic act. I have suggested that
among the things the Mîmâôsakas can be said thus to have recognised is (with Vincent Descombes) that we require ‘an explanation that provides the institution’s intellectual principle, but without seeking it in an individual consciousness.’ And
among the things that make it impossible for Buddhists like Dharmakîrti to look
anywhere other than to an individual consciousness is their deployment of the idea
of sva-saôvitti—which, we saw, lies at the root of characteristically Buddhist claims
that we are entitled to infer from anyone’s utterance of words only that some subjectively occurrent representation (some object, Dharmakîrti says, that ‘appears in
thought’, buddhau prakâœate)50 has caused the noise we perceive.
It is, among other things, to the extent that these Buddhists in this way uphold
something like FODOR’s ‘methodological solipsism’ that this Buddhist program is
vulnerable particularly to those critiques of physicalism that argue for ‘semantic
externalism’—that argue, in other words, that an intentional level of description
cannot be reduced to an efficient-causal level of description just insofar as the for49
50

Cf. n. Q.
Cf. n. CC.
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mer involves reference to something constitutively social. And the more compelling
argument is then one to the effect that these Buddhist philosophers cannot forego
such reference without also compromising their belief that their own account is intelligibly proposed as true.
Whether or not, then, arguments such as those developed by Lynne Baker and
Vincent Descombes are finally convincing in showing the program of cognitivescientific physicalism to be problematic, I hope to have suggested at least that they
apply as well to the thought of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti and Dharmottara as they
do to the accounts of mental content developed under the contemporary program of
cognitive science. I have not, then, here tried to argue that physicalism is false
(though I find the arguments sympathetically developed here to be cogent); only
that many of the important critiques that have been brought to bear upon physicalism can also be brought to bear against certain Buddhist arguments—and this despite the fact that these Buddhists are emphatically not physicalists .
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Studies in Dharmakîrti’s Religious Philosophy:
4. The Cintâ-mayî Prajñâ *
VINCENT ELTSCHINGER

1. From cintâ-mayî prajñâ to hetu-vidyâ
— 1.1 —
In the sixth chapter of his AK(Bh), Vasubandhu presents us with the following
statement about the sequence of the three traditional prajñâs (‘insights’, ‘wisdoms’,
‘discernments’):
‘Whoever desires to see the Truths should first of all keep the Precepts.
Then he reads the teaching upon which his Seeing of the Truths depends, or he hears their meaning. Having heard, he correctly reflects.
Having reflected, he gives himself up to the cultivation of meditation.
With the wisdom arisen from the teaching (œruta-mayî) for its support,
there arises the wisdom arisen from reflection (cintâ-mayî); with this
for its support, there arises the wisdom arisen from meditation
(bhâvanâ-mayî).’1
After criticising a Vaibhâšika conception of the prajñâs,2 Vasubandhu gives his own
explanation:
*

I wish to express my most sincere gratitude to Helmut Krasser, Cristina Pecchia and Ernst
Steinkellner, who looked at this paper and made useful comments on it, as well as to Cynthia
Peck-Kubacek, who kindly corrected my English.
1
AKBh 334.16–19 on AK 6.5ab: satyâni h[i] drašþu-kâma âdita eva œîlaô pâlayati. tataÿ
satya-darœanasyânulomaô œrutam udgåhòâty arthaô vâ œåòoti. œrutvâ cintayaty aviparîtaô cintayitvâ
bhâvanâyâô prayujyate. samâdhau tasya œruta-mayîô prajñâô niœritya cintâ-mayî jâyate. cintâmayîô niœritya bhâvanâ-mayî jâyate. English translation of POUSSIN (1980: VI,142–143) in
PRUDEN (1991: III,911–912). On the three prajñâs, see LAMOTTE (1976: 48) and SCHERRER-SCHAUB
(1981: 195–197).
2
AKBh 334.22–24 on AK 6.5cd: nâmâlambanâ kila œruta-mayî prajñâ. nâmârthâlambanâ
cintâ-mayî. kadâcid vyañjanenârtham âkaršati kadâcid arthena vyañjanam. arthâlambanÎva
Logic and Belief in Indian Philosophy
Warsaw Indological Studies 3 (2011/2016) 565–603.
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‘[T]he wisdom arisen from the teaching is a certitude which arises
from a means of correct knowledge termed “the word of a qualified
person”; the wisdom arisen from reflection is a certitude born of rational examination; and the wisdom arisen from meditation is a certitude arisen from absorption.’ 3
According to Saóghabhadra, Vasubandhu’s criticism falls in line with the so-called
Sûtra-master, i.e. it matches the Sautrântika doctrine.4 Although KRITZER (2005:
346–347) states that he is not aware of any parallel passages in the BoBh, I think
there is enough evidence to hold Vasubandhu’s interpretation of the cintâ-mayî
prajñâ as grounded in Yogâcâra literature. First and foremost, the expression yuktinidhyâna (‘rational examination’) itself occurs in an interesting MSABh account of
the three aforementioned wisdoms.5 Second, most6 Yogâcâra sources interpret cintâmayî prajñâ, or simply cint(an)â, in terms of reasoning. The ŒrBh distinguishes
between two forms of reflection (cintanâ). Whereas the first has an enumerative
aspect (gaòanâkârâ), the second is accounted as having an evaluative aspect
(tulanâkârâ), and is further described as an ‘examination of qualities and defects
through reasoning’ (yuktyâ guòa-došôpaparîkšaòâkârâ).7 The same holds true of the
BoBh’s depiction of a Bodhisattva’s correct reflection (samyak-cintanâ):
‘Engaged in reflection, the Bodhisattva analyses and penetrates [the
dharmas as he has heard them before] by means of reasoning.’ 8
And a few lines later:

bhâvanâ-mayî. sâ hi vyañjana-nirapekšâ ’rthe pravartate.—‘According to the Vaibhâšikas, wisdom arisen from the teaching has the name for its object; wisdom arisen from reflection has the
name and the thing for its object: in fact, sometimes it grasps the thing by means of the name, and
sometimes it grasps the name by means of the thing. Wisdom arisen from meditation has the thing
for its object; it goes to the things as an abstraction made from its name.’ English translation of
POUSSIN (1980: VI,143) in PRUDEN (1991: III,912).
3
AKBh 335.4–6 on AK 6.5cd: âpta-vacana-prâmâòya-jâta-niœcayaÿ œruta-mayî. yuktinidhyâna-jaœ cintâ-mayî. samâdhi-jo bhâvanâ-mayîti. English translation of POUSSIN (1980:
VI,143–144) in PRUDEN (1991: III,912–913).
4
Following POUSSIN (1980: VI,143, n. 4) and KRITZER (2005: 346).
5
See MSABh 82.1–4 on MSA 12.14–15. MSAVBh D Mi 240a7–b3 does not provide any explanation of yukti-nidhyânât.
6
SNS 8.24 (105.7–31) being a notable exception.
7
See ŒrBh 117*.15 = 140.12–14 (ŒrBhT D57a5–6 = Q67b3–4); °ôpaparîkšaòâ° according to
ŒrBhT (ñe bar brtag pa) and ŒrBh 121*.2 = 143.19–20.
8
BoBhD 76.11–12 = BoBhW 108.8–9 (BoBhT D58b4 = Q68a7–8, BoBhVy D128b7 = Q157a7–
8, BoBhVå D175b7 = Q222b1): bodhisattvaœ cintâ-prayukto yuktyâ vicârayaty anupraviœati.
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‘As he discerns, penetrates and analyses something through reasoning,
[the Bodhisattva] does not rely on anyone else with regard to the
dharmas he examines by means of reasoning.’ 9
Later Yogâcâra sources such as the ASBh10 present us with equivalent interpretations of cintâ-mayî prajñâ /cint(an)â.
— 1.2 —
Yogâcâra texts provide us with a fourfold analysis of the reasoning (yukti) which
bridges the gap between the servile learning of texts (œruta-mayî prajñâ) and the
sustained meditation on their rationally worked out contents (bhâvanâ-[mayî
prajñâ]):
‘How is one to reflect on the teaching of the skandhas by means of the
reflection consisting (°âkâra) of an examination through reasoning?
One is to examine [it] by means of four [types of] reasoning.—Which
four?—By means of apekšâ-yukti, kârya-karaòa-yukti, upapattisâdhana-yukti, and dharmatâ-yukti.’11
Three of these four yuktis share common features, namely the apekšâ-yukti, the
kârya-karaòa-yukti, and the dharmatâ-yukti. In contrast to the upapatti-sâdhanayukti, all of them have the character of an investigation into causal processes, which
they intend to reflect upon on a logical level.12 Let me first summarise the ŒrBh’s
9

BoBhD 76.18–19 = BoBhW 108.18–20 (BoBhT D58b7 = Q68b3, BoBhVy D129a5 = Q157b7,
BoBhVå D176a3 = Q221b6): yuktyâ punaÿ kiôcit pravicinvan praviœayan vicârayan na parapratyayo bhavati tešu yukti-parîkšitešu dharmešu. BoBhVå D176a3 = Q221b6 explains BoBhT
D58b7 = Q68b3 (gŸan gyi drió mi ’jog pa = na para-pratyayaÿ) as: gŸan la mi ltos pa Ÿes bya ba’i
don to //, to be compared with POUSSIN (1980: IX,246, n. 2).
10
See ASBh 150.10–12.
11
ŒrBh 118*,10–13 = 141.7–10 (ŒrBhT D57b2–3 = Q68a1–2): kathaô yukty-upaparîkšâkârayâ
cintayâ skandha-deœanâô cintayati. catasåbhir yuktibhir upaparîkšate. katamâbhiœ catasåbhiÿ.
yad utâpekšâ-yuktyâ kârya-karaòa*-yuktyôpapatti-sâdhana-yuktyâ dharmatâ-yuktyâ.
*
As SAKUMA (1990: II,8, n. 36) has rightly pointed out, one must read °karaòa° instead of
°kâraòa°.
On the four yuktis, see respectively TfphSI (1991: 74b–76a), (1996: 77a–78b), (1996: 40b–
42b), (1996: 124a–125b), and (2006: 93a–96b); see also MSABh 58.5–12 on MSA 19.43–46. On
yukti in general, see SCHERRER-SCHAUB (1981), SAKUMA (1990: II,99–102, nn. 596–605), YOSHIMIZU
(1996: 114–119, n. 85), DELEANU (2006: II,494–495, n. 74).
12
Buddhist theoreticians have tried to supply these expressions with an ontological foundation:
a given event x is the reason (yukti), device (yoga) or means (upâya) for a given event y to occur
(ŒrBh 119*,2–3 = 141.17–142.2 [ŒrBhT D57b5–6 = Q67b6–7], ŒrBh 119*,11–12 = 142.9–11
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account of these three yuktis. (1) In order to be produced (utpatti), a given skandha
depends (apekšâ) on particular causes (hetu) and conditions (pratyaya); coining the
verbal designation ‘skandha’ (skandha-prajñapti) depends on various linguistic factors
such as names (nâma-kâya), phrases (pada-kâya) and syllables (vyañjana-kâya).
The apekšâ-yukti investigates both of these dependences.13 (2) Arisen (utpanna)
from the aforementioned causes and conditions, our skandha is bound (viniyoga) by
them to produce such and such an effect of its own (tasmiôs tasmin sva-kâryakaraòe). The kârya-karaòa-yukti investigates this generation of effects.14 (3) That
the said skandha is so and so (tathâ-bhûta), say, impermanent (anitya), is due to its
nature (prakåti), to its own being (svabhâva), and to its fundamental nature
(dharmatâ). The dharmatâ-yukti investigates this fundamental nature. 15
Although the ŒrBh took the skandha-deœanâ as its main example, i.e. a core Buddhist doctrine, it also brought some more ‘profane’ or ordinary examples into discussion. Sthiramati presents us with a more sharply delineated account of the yuktis
in that he distinguishes between an ‘ordinary’ and, say, a ‘religious’ way of accounting for them.16 On an ordinary level, the apekšâ-yukti is concerned with the fact
[ŒrBhT D58a1 = Q68a2–3], ŒrBh 120*,9–10 = 143.11–14 [ŒrBhT D58a6–7 = Q69a2–3]). From an
ontological point of view, then, these terms must be construed as karma-dhâraya compounds: the
reason consisting in a [given event x’s] dependence [on the previous event y] (apekšâ-yukti), the
reason consisting in [the fact that x] brings about an effect [z] (kârya-karaòa-yukti), and the reason
consisting in [the fact that it is due to their] fundamental nature [that events are what they are]
(dharmatâ-yukti). Since, as (psycho)logical events (causae cognoscendi), our yuktis question these
ontological reasons or causes (causae fiendi), let me render them as follows: reasoning about
dependence (apekšâ-yukti), reasoning about the production of an effect (kârya-karaòa-yukti), and
reasoning about the fundamental nature [of events / things] (dharmatâ-yukti).
13
See ŒrBh 118*,15–119*,4 = 141.11–142.2 (ŒrBhT D57b3–6 = Q67b2–7); see also SNS 10.7
(155.17–19), with rjes su tha sñad gdags pa instead of prajñapti.
14
See ŒrBh 119*,6–12 = 142.3–11 (ŒrBhT D57b6–58a1 = Q67b7–68a3); see also SNS 10.7
(155.20–22).
15
See ŒrBh 120*,3–13 = 143.4–16 (ŒrBhT D58a4–b1 = Q68b6–69a4), and WAYMAN (1961:
79–80); see also SNS 10.7 (158.28–30), with an interesting explanation of dharmatâ-yukti through
the famous formula: utpâdâd vâ tathâgatânâm anutpâdâd vâ dharmâòâô sthitaye dharmatâdhâtu-sthititâ.
16
Respectively MSAVBh D Tsi 202a5 (’jig rten gyi tshul gyis) and 202b2 (chos kyi don daó
sbyar ba) on MSA 19.44cd. The scope of these three yuktis covers such transempirical (but by no
means less ‘natural’) states of affairs as the structure and sequence of the Buddhist path to salvation. In his rather lengthy commentary on MSA 19.43–46, Sthiramati exemplifies it as follows:
In the adhimukti-caryâ-bhûmi, a Œrâvaka, a Pratyeka-buddha or a Bodhisattva thoroughly concentrates (yoniœo manas-kâraÿ) on the dharmas’ being impermanent, unsatisfactory, empty and
unsubstantial. Depending on that yoniœo manas-kâraÿ, for the Œrâvaka or Pratyeka-buddha who
has entered the stream (srota-âpanna), the right view (samyag-dåšþi) that perceives pudgalanairâtmya will arise at the time of the path of vision (darœana-mârga); depending on that same
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that ‘a visual cognition (cakšur-vijñâna) arises in dependence on an eye (cakšus)
and a visible [object] (rûpa), and [that] a sprout (aókura) arises in dependence on a
seed (bîja).’17 As for the kârya-karaòa-yukti, it investigates the fact that ‘entities
bring about their own effects (sva-kârya) after they have arisen in dependence on
causes and conditions.’18 Finally, the dharmatâ-yukti devotes itself to the fact that
‘in the world (loka), fire is hot (ušòa) by its own nature and water is liquid (drava)
by its own nature.’19
Whereas the three yuktis discussed above are of an investigating character, the
upapatti-sâdhana-yukti has a mere probative or argumentative character, and aims
at rationally establishing the essentials of Buddhist doctrine. The ŒrBh defines it as
follows:
‘By means of the three pramâòas, viz. scriptures of a trustworthy
[person], direct perception and inference, [a monk and /or a Bodhisattva]
examines [the fact] that the skandhas are impermanent, [and /or] that
they are produced in dependence [on causes and conditions], unsatisfactory, empty and unsubstantial. By means of those three pramâòas,
which are subordinate to [particular] arguments (upapatti) [and] convince wise [people], one carries out probative determinations, viz. of
the skandhas’ being impermanent, or produced in dependence [on

yoniœo manas-kâraÿ, the supramundane (right) view (lokôttarâ [samyag-]dåšþiÿ) that realises both
pudgala and dharma-nairâtmya will arise for a Bodhisattva at the time of darœana-mârga, in the
first stage (bhûmi). In that case, the apekšâ-yukti examines this sequence by focusing upon the
dåšþis’ dependence on yoniœo manas-kâraÿ (see MSAVBh D Tsi 202b2–5 on MSA 19.47a;
MSAVBh D Tsi 205a6–8 on MSABh 168.7–8). As for the kârya-karaòa-yukti, it will examine the
dåšþis’ being endowed with a fruit/ effect (phalânvita), viz. the liberation (vimokša/ vimukti) =
nirvâòa that is brought about by the samyag-dåšþi born in the path of vision (see MSAVBh D Tsi
202b5–6 on MSA 19.47b). Finally, the dharmatâ-yukti will investigate the very naturality of the
fact that, once the samyag-dåšþi has arisen, one will reach those (presently) inconceivable (acintya)
states of affairs that consist e.g. in the true reality (dharma-dhâtu) and the nirvikalpaka-jñâna or
non-conceptual insight (see MSAVBh D Tsi 203a3–5 on MSA 19.45c2d1; MSAVBh D Tsi 205a8–
b3 on MSABh 168.10).
17
MSAVBh D Tsi 202a5 on MSA 19.44cd: mig daó gzugs la ltos nas mig gi rnam par œes pa
skye ba daó / sa bon la ltos nas myu gu skye ba [ni ltos pa’i rigs pa Ÿes bya’o] // .
18
MSAVBh D Tsi 202a5–6 on MSA 19.44cd: de ltar dóos po rnams rgyu daó rkyen la ltos nas
skyes pa’i ’og tu raó gi las byed pa [ni bya ba byed pa’i rigs pa Ÿes bya ste] / .
19
MSAVBh D Tsi 202b1–2 on MSA 19.44cd: ’jig rten na me raó bŸin gyis tsha ba daó / chu
raó bŸin gyis gœer ba [ni chos ñid kyi rigs pa Ÿes bya’o] // . ŒrBh 120*,4–5 = 143.4–7 (ŒrBhT
D58a4–5 = Q68b6–7, WAYMAN (1961: 79)) contains numerous examples of the like.
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causes and conditions], or unsatisfactory, or empty, or unsubstantial.
This is termed a reasoning that proves by means of arguments20.’21
Or, as the MSABh has it,22 ‘the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti is an examination [that
one carries out] by means of pramâòas such as direct perception.’
— 1.3 —
According to Sthiramati, upapatti-sâdhana-yukti is not only an (upa)parîkšâ, but
also a kind of knowledge that ascertains (dbab = niròaya?) and causes one to attain
(yoós su sgrub pa = samprâpaòa?) the objects it deals with,23 the latter property
being reminiscent of Pakšilasvâmin’s conception of a pramâòa.24 Sthiramati’s account presents us with other interesting features. First, upapatti-sâdhana-yukti is
concerned with two kinds of objects only, namely pratyakša and parokša; accordingly, this yukti makes use of only two pramâòas, viz. pratyakša and anumâna, thus
leaving no room for the third pramâòa Buddhists traditionally agreed upon, viz.
âptâgama.25 Second, and more importantly, the vocabularies of pramâòas and
yuktis tend to intermingle, as is testified to by such ‘hybrid’ expressions as

20

On the different translations of upapatti-sâdhana-yukti, see STEINKELLNER (1988: II 18, n. 43).
STEINKELLNER translates: ‘Argumentationsweise (yukti), die im Nachweis (sâdhana) durch Argumente (upapatti) besteht.’
21
ŒrBh 119*,14–120*,1 = 142.12–143.3 (ŒrBhT D58a1–4 = Q68b3–6): upapatti-sâdhanayuktiÿ katamâ. anityâÿ skandhâ iti pratîtya-samutpannâ duÿkhâÿ œûnyâ anâtmâna iti tribhiÿ
pramâòair upaparîkšate yad utâptâgamena pratyakšeòânumânena ca. ebhis tribhiÿ pramâòair
upapatti-yuktaiÿ satâô hådaya-grâhakair vyavasthâpanâ sâdhanâ kriyate yad uta skandhânityatâyâ
vâ pratîtya-samutpannatâyâ vâ duÿkhatâyâ vâ œûnyatâyâ vâ ’nâtmatâyâ vâ. iyam ucyata upapattisâdhana-yuktiÿ.
22
MSABh 168.9–10 on MSA 19.43–46: upapatti-sâdhana-yuktiÿ pratyakšâdibhiÿ pramâòaiÿ
parîkšâ. See also SNS 10.7 (155.23–25): so so’i œes pa daó / bœad pa daó / smras pa’i don sgrub
pa daó legs par khoó du chud par bya ba’i rgyu gaó dag yin pa daó / rkyen gaó dag yin pa de ni
’thad pas sgrub pa’i rigs pa yin no //, and SNS 10.7 (157.30–32): de ltar ’thad pa’i sgrub pa’i rigs
pa de ni móon sum gyi tshad ma daó / rjes su dpag pa’i tshad ma daó / yid ches pa’i luó gi tshad
mas mtshan ñid lóa po dag gis yoós su dag pa yin no // . On the SNS’s understanding of upapattisâdhana-yukti, see STEINKELLNER (1988: II,14–19).
23
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202a7 on MSA 19.44cd, MSAVBh D Tsi 202b7 on MSA 19.47c1. dbab
pa = niròaya (but also âveœa) in TSDLCh 1701b s.v. and TSDLCh-s 1313a s.v.; yoós su ’grub par
bya ba = samprâpaòa in TSDLCh 2174a s.v. On samprâpaòa, see BHSD 579a s.v.
24
See NBh 1.6–11.
25
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202a7, MSAVBh D Tsi 202b6–7.
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pratyakšânumâna-yukti, pratyakša-yukti and upapatti-sâdhana-pramâòa,26 which
are used side by side with pratyakšânumâna-pramâòa, pratyakša-pramâòa and
upapatti-sâdhana-yukti.27 Third, none of the examples Sthiramati adduces is concerned with the Buddhist path to salvation (this being in turn explicable by Sthiramati’s ruling out of supersensuous objects): perception of a pot (ghaþa) in a given
place (pradeœa),28 direct perceptual experience of pain (duÿkha) such as being
bound (bandhana) or beaten (tâðana) for having committed an evil act like murder
(prâòâtipâtâdi-duškarman) in a previous life;29 inference of fire from smoke,30 the
visual faculty /organ (cakšur-indriya) from the arising of a visual cognition (cakšurvijñânôtpatti),31 or impermanence (anityatâ) from the property of being brought
about by causes and conditions (hetu-pratyaya-kåtakatâ).32 The lexical confusion
that prevails in Sthiramati’s account of the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti mirrors the fact
that the latter’s properties and range have been transferred from the definiens (the
pramâòas) to the definiendum (the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti).
— 1.4 —
More interesting is the fact that Sthiramati’s interpretation of upapatti-sâdhanayukti is indeed very close to his own understanding of hetu-vidyâ (‘logic’, lit.
‘science of reasons’), one of the five traditional ‘sciences’ or ‘branches of knowledge’ (vidyâ-sthâna).33 Like the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti, the hetu-vidyâ is mainly
26

See MSAVBh D Tsi 202a6–7 (móon sum daó rjes su dpag pa’i rigs pa), MSAVBh D Tsi
202a7 (móon sum gyi rigs pa), MSAVBh D Tsi 202b7 (’thad pa sgrub pa’i tshad ma).
27
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202b6 (móon sum daó rjes su dpag pa’i tshad ma), MSAVBh D Tsi
202b1 (móon sum gyi tshad ma), MSAVBh D Tsi 202a6 (’thad pa sgrub pa’i rigs pa).
28
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202a7–b1.
29
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202b7–203a1.
30
See MSAVBh D Tsi 202b1.
31
See MSAVBh D Tsi 203a1–2.
32
See MSAVBh D Tsi 203a2.
33
The five branches of knowledge constituting a Bodhisattva’s œâstra-jñatâ (MSA 18.26a) are
adhyâtma-vidyâ (‘soteriology’, ‘scriptural science’), hetu-vidyâ (‘logic’, ‘epistemology’, lit. ‘science
of reasons’), œabda-vidyâ (‘grammar’, ‘linguistics’), cikitsâ-vidyâ (‘medicine’) and œilpa-karmasthâna-vidyâ (‘science of fine arts and crafts’, see GRIFFITHS (1990: 99)). For a useful overview,
see SEYFORT RUEGG (1995: 101 ff.), and also GRIFFITHS (1990: 99–101). Note also that
Sthiramati’s commentary on MSA(Bh) provides valuable pieces of information in the three following passages: MSAVBh D Tsi 91b5–93b6 (on MSA 18.25–26 and MSABh 136.21 ff.),
MSAVBh D Mi 202b3–203b6 (on MSA 11.60 and MSABh 70.14–18), MSAVBh D Tsi 201b6–
206b1 (on MSA 19.43–46 and MSABh 167.28–168.16). Adhyâtma-vidyâ consists in the mastery
over the Tathâgata’s twelvefold word, and leads to the knowledge of the noble path (ârya-mârga)
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concerned with investigation and demonstration by means of (mostly two)
pramâòas, as is testified to by the following definition:
‘We term “hetu-vidyâ” as being the mastery (mkhas pa = kauœal[y]a?)
over the treatises (gŸuó = grantha?) [bearing] upon [such] reasoning
(tarka) [that are] supported by the pramâòas direct perception and inference.’34
There is at least one passage in the MSAVBh that testifies to the fact that in
Sthiramati’s opinion yuktis and hetu-vidyâ somehow correspond or even coincide:
‘In that [case], we [shall] term “adhyâtma-vidyâ” the Mahâyâna itself.
Having included the hetu-vidyâ, the œabda-vidyâ, the cikitsâ-vidyâ and
the œilpa-karma-sthâna-vidyâ in the Mahâyâna-sûtras, the Blessed
One taught [them] to the Bodhisattvas. For instance, in Sûtras like the
Laókâvatâra and the Saôdhi-nirmocana, he taught the pramâòas direct perception and inference, which form / constitute (lta bu = bhûta?)
the hetu-vidyâ. In the Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra, he said: “Yukti should
be known as fourfold, that is, apekšâ-yukti, kârya-karaòa-yukti,
upapatti-sâdhana-yukti, and dharmatâ-yukti”.’35

as well as of the true reality (tattvârtha), which in turn bring about the destruction of passions
(kleœa). Œabda-vidyâ consists in the mastery of grammar (byâ ka ra òa, MSAVBh D Tsi 92a4);
skilfulness in Sanskrit (saô skri ta’i skad, MSAVBh D Mi 203a7–b2; see BoBh D 74.13 =
BoBhW 105.17: saôskåta-lapita°) allows a Bodhisattva not to resort to apabhraôœa (tshig zur
chags pa) when teaching. As for cikitsâ-vidyâ and œilpa-karma-sthâna-vidyâ, they consist in conversancy with such treatises as the Caraka-[saôhitâ] (ca ra ka la sogs pa sman dpyad kyi gtsug
lag, MSAVBh D Tsi 92a4–5; see also Sthiramati’s statement to the effect that medicine was
taught by the Tathâgata in the Suvaròa-prabhâs[ôttam]a-sûtra, MSAVBh D Tsi 203b7) and the
Bhârata-œâstra (bha ra ta’i gtsug lag, MSAVBh D Tsi 92a5).
34
MSAVBh D Mi 205b6 on MSA 11.60: móon sum daó rjes su dpag pa tshad mas ni zin pa’i
tar ka’i gŸuó la mkhas pa ni rgyu rig pa Ÿes bya’o // . See also MSAVBh D Tsi 92a4 on
MSA 18.26bd: tar ka’i phyogs la mkhas pa ni gtan tshigs œes pa Ÿes bya’o // . ‘We term “hetuvidyâ” the mastery over the field (phyogs) of reasoning.’
35
MSAVBh D Tsi 203b3–6 on MSABh 168.2: de la theg pa chen po ñid ni naó rig pa Ÿes
bya’o // rgyu rig pa daó / sgra rig pa daó / gso ba rig pa daó / bzo’i las kyi gnas rig pa dag kyaó
chen po’i mdo sder bsdus nas / bcom ldan ’das kyis byaó chub sems dpa’ rnams la bœad de / dper
na rgyu rig pa lta bu yaó móon sum daó / rjes su dpag pa’i tshad ma Laó ka ra gœegs pa daó
dGoós pa óes par ’grel ba la sogs pa mdo sde’i naó nas bœad de / dGoós pa óes par ’grel ba’i mdo
las / rig pa ni rnam pa bŸir œes par bya ste / ltos pa’i rigs pa daó / bya ba byed pa’i rigs pa daó /
’thad pa sgrub pa’i rigs pa daó / chos ñid kyi rigs pa’o Ÿes bya ba la sogs pa gsuós pa’o // . The
passage quoted is SNS 10.7 (155.14–16).
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In the BoBh as well as in the MSA(Bh),36 a Bodhisattva cannot reach omniscience
unless he gives himself up to the five vidyâ-sthânas. Studied separately, however, each
vidyâ-sthâna has a purpose of its own. So whereas cikitsâ-vidyâ and œilpa-karmasthâna-vidyâ aim at benefiting (anugrahaòa) others, hetu-vidyâ and œabda-vidyâ
mainly aim at defeating (nigraha) others, i.e. non-Buddhist heretics (tîrthika, tîrthya).
Let us consider first Sthiramati’s (rather simple) commentary on MSA 11.60:
‘The Bodhisattva devotes himself to hetu-vidyâ and œabda-vidyâ.—
Why [so]?—He devotes himself [to these two sciences] in order to defeat the heretics who boast of knowing (œes par rlom pa) the hetuvidyâ-œâstra and œabda-vidyâ-œâstra.’37
In another passage, Sthiramati makes a somewhat more explicit statement about
the identity of the heretics and the polemic aim of hetu-vidyâ:
‘By means of the [hetu-vidyâ, the Bodhisattva] recognises that the
heretics make errors that infringe the pramâòas [when they] invoke the
pramâòas direct perception and inference as [well-]established reasons
to [prove] such [doctrines] as âtman or permanence (rtag par yod pa)
[; he identifies these errors] and, defeating, by means of pramâòas like
direct perception and inference, opponents (para-vâdin) such as the
heretics who discard the Buddha-dharma, he refutes the heretics’
substantialist treatises.’38
From the time of the BoBh on, however, the purpose of hetu-vidyâ had by no
means been restricted to merely defeating non-Buddhist challengers. As the following passage testifies, it was correlatively connected with missionary aims:

36
See BoBhD 74.19–21 = BoBhW 105.25–106.2 (BoBhT D57a7–b1 = Q67a1–2). On the
MSA(Bh)’s doctrine of omniscience in relation to the vidyâ-sthânas, see GRIFFITHS (1990: 99–
101); see also KRASSER (2005: 135–137).
37
MSAVBh D Mi 203a3 on MSA 11.60: rgyu rig pa daó / sgra rig pa la byaó chub sems dpa’
brtson par byed do // ci’i phyir Ÿe na / mu stegs rgyu rig pa’i gtsug lag œes par rlom pa daó / sgra
rig pa’i gtsug lag œes par rlom pa de dag tshar gcad par bya ba’i phyir brtson par byed do // . See
also MSAVBh D Mi 203a6–7 on MSABh 70.16–17.
38
MSAVBh D Tsi 92b2–3 on MSABh 136.23–24: des ni mu stegs pa la sogs pa bdag daó rtag
par yod pa la sogs par grub pa’i gtan tshigs su móon sum daó / rjes su dpag pa’i tshad ma dag
smra ba la / tshad mar mi ruó ba’i ñes pa yod par rtog pa daó / mu stegs la sogs pa’i phas kyi rgol
ba rnams saós rgyas kyi chos la sun ’byin pa dag móon sum daó rjes su dpag pa la sogs pa’i tshad
mas tshar gcod ció mu stegs pa’i bdag tu smra ba’i gŸuó sun ’byin par byed de /.
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‘[The Bodhisattva gives himself up to hetu-vidyâ] in order that those
who have no faith [develop] faith in the [Buddhist] Teaching, and that
those who [already] have faith strengthen [it].’ 39
According to Sâgaramegha’s commentary, hetu-vidyâ helps those who have already
developed faith in Buddhism (whom he also terms Ÿugs pa rnams) to strengthen
(*sthâpana?) their own Buddhist position (sva-pakša). 40 In his MSAVBh,
Sthiramati borrows from the BoBh with only one slight change:
‘[The Bodhisattva] gives himself up [to hetu-vidyâ] in order that those
who have no faith develop faith in the [Buddhist] Teaching, and that
those who have [already] developed faith [in it] intensify [their] faith.’41
So according to Sthiramati, the yukti / hetu-vidyâ enterprise was expected to shape
arguments in order (1) to found and support key Buddhist doctrines, (2) to defeat the
non-Buddhist intellectuals’ hostility towards Buddhism; (3) to convert them to the
Buddhist sad-dharma or œâsana, (4) to strengthen the coreligionists’ adherence to
Buddhism.
— 1.5 —
Sthiramati’s text testifies to the circumstance that, by the middle of the sixth century, two structures that had long been kept separate and were meant to meet very
different theoretical and religious needs had merged with one another. On the one
hand, the yuktis which the cintâ-mayî prajñâ mainly consisted of had been shaped
as a hermeneutic tool aiming at demonstrating and investigating key Buddhist doctrines by means of reasoning. However, their purpose was strictly ‘internal’, and met
the need of subjecting scriptural contents to critical analysis before these were
passed on to cultivation / meditation.42 On the other hand, hetu-vidyâ as an episte39
BoBhD 74.11–13 = BoBhW 105.13–16 (BoBhT D57a3–4 = Q66b3–5): hetu-vidyâô bodhisattvaÿ paryešate … aprasannânâm asmiôœ châsane prasâdâya prasannânâô ca bhûyo-bhâvâya.
See also MVy 255.5–6: 5. anabhiprasannânâm abhiprasâdâya. 6. abhiprasannânâô bhûyo-bhâvâya.
40
See BoBhVy D126a2–3 = Q153b5–6.
41
MSAVBh D Mi 203a7 on MSABh 70.16–17: bstan pa ’di la ma dad pa rnams dad pa bskyed
pa daó / dad pa bskyed pa rnams dad pa’i phyir Ÿió ’phel bar bya ba’i phyir brtson par byed do // . It
is not easy to determine whether the second dad pa bskyed pa represents something like *utpannaprasâda (as a bahu-vrîhi compound), or if it just reflects the Tibetan translators’ understanding of
prasanna. At any rate, Sthiramati’s Sanskrit is likely to have read *prasâda-bhûyo-bhâvâya.
42
It is no wonder that of the many objects the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti is reputed to deal with,
impermanence (anityatâ) is quoted by far the most often (see ŒrBh 119*,14 = 142.12–13 and
119*,18 = 143.1 [ŒrBhT D58a1–2 and 3 = Q68a3 and 5]; SNS 10.7 [156.6]; MSAVBh D Tsi
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mological and methodological device had long been connected with the primarily
‘external’ ambition to defend the Buddhist Dharma,43 and to defeat (nigraha) and
convert non-Buddhist opponents by means of pramâòa-related reasoning (tarka). In
the sixth century, theoretical as well as religious needs changed44 to such an extent
that what had long been kept separate, because of reflecting different concerns, was
brought to coincide or coalesce. Dogmatics and dialectics, both of which had been
using pramâòas, came to merge and develop into a new apologetic and ‘heresiological’ enterprise. The gradual involvement of Buddhist dogmatics into the hetu-vidyâ
was made possible by Dignâga’s achievements in the field of logic and by his reshapement of the traditional hetu-vidyâ into a powerful epistemological enterprise.
Dignâga’s strong defence of Buddhist epistemological doctrine in the Pramâòasamuccaya both served as an example and paved the way for his successors’ endeavours in order to include key Buddhist doctrines like momentariness or Buddhology in the jurisdiction of hetu-vidyâ. Buddhist hetu-vidyâ specialists were now also
in charge of the former concern and scope of cint(an)â, in its upapatti-sâdhanayukti form especially, which they developed into a large-scale intellectual project
committed to protection from outside hostility as well as the redefinition of Buddhist identity. Dharmakîrti stands out as the most prominent representative of this
restructured Buddhist intellectual activity. But true to the traditional delineation
between hetu-vidyâ and adhyâtma-vidyâ, Buddhist epistemologists denied any soteriological relevance to epistemology as such, which, they contend, has no other
raison d’être than to discard the heretics’ misguiding epistemological doctrines. We
can easily understand why this task was deemed an important one: if the soteriologically valued cint(an)â exhausts itself in rational enquiry by means of pramâòas,
wrong epistemological doctrines can only be detrimental to the Buddhist path.
Epistemology has no soteriological relevance whatsoever, but makes the intellectual
turning-point between œruta-mayî prajñâ and bhâvanâmayî prajñâ possible.

203a2 on MSA 19.47c1); next in importance come those properties Buddhist intellectuals regarded
as closely connected with impermanence, namely, unsatisfactoriness (duÿkhatâ), selflessness
(anâtmatâ), dependent origination (< pratîtya-samutpannatâ), emptiness (œûnyatâ) and momentariness (kšaòikatva) (see ŒrBh 119*,14–15 = 142.13–14 and 119*,18–120*,1 = 143.1–2 [ŒrBhT
D58a2 and 3 = Q68a3 and 5]; SNS 10.7 [156.6–8]); mention can further be made of such
apratyakša topics as the existence of the other world (para-loka-sattâ), or the non-destruction of
good and evil actions (œubhâœubha-karmâvipraòâœa) (see SNS 10.7 [156.10–12] and [156.16]; see
also STEINKELLNER (1988: II,14–19)).
43
See MSA 18.25–26 and MSABh 137.3 (sad-dharma-[dh]âraòâya), where a Bodhisattva’s
œâstra-jñatâ, i.e. his conversancy with different sciences /scientific treatises, aims at preserving
(dhâraòa) the Buddhist sad-dharma. Sthiramati’s commentary is located at MSAVBh D Tsi 93b5–6.
44
See ELTSCHINGER (2007: 25–64).
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2. The Buddhist Epistemologists’ account of cintâ-mayî prajñâ
— 2.1 —
Dharmakîrti concludes the first chapter of his PVin with the following remark:
‘And it is this nature of the conventional means of valid cognition that
has been explained. [Not only with regard to the ultimate means of
valid cognition, but] also with regard to this [conventional cognition],
others who are confused lead the world astray. Those, however, who
cultivate the very wisdom born of reflection realise the ultimate
pramâòa, which is devoid of error, immaculate [and] without return.’45
In this passage, conventional means of valid cognition (sâôvyavahârika-pramâòa,
i.e. ordinary perception and inference) and ultimate means of valid cognition
(pâramârthika-pramâòa) are contrasted sharply. It is also suggested that Dharmakîrti
only elaborates on epistemology because dull-witted opponents develop and propagate misconceptions regarding conventional pramâòas. Since conventional pramâòas
are instrumental in the path to liberation insofar as the whole process of cintâ-mayî
prajñâ resorts to them, Dharmakîrti considers it his duty to refute these misconceptions so that people are not laid astray. In other words, epistemology or hetu-vidyâ
as a theoretical concern has no direct bearing on the path to salvation, but misconceived pramâòas ensure one’s failure to achieve liberation, and hence epistemology
is a necessary science.
A symmetrical contrast may be observed in the following statement by Kamalaœîla:
‘Because he is endowed with such a perfection of qualities, the
Blessed One causes the world to obtain elevation and summum bonum,
and hence is the Teacher. … Now it is by teaching dependent origination that the Blessed One causes [people] to attain such [human goals]
as elevation. Indeed, [both elevation and summum bonum originate]
from the correct teaching of dependent origination. [First,] firm conviction (sampratyaya) concerning the correct relation between action
and result etc., which is the cause of good destinies, arises from the
determination of its meaning; and [second,] the [proper] understanding
45
PVin 1.44.1–4: sâôvyavahârikasya cÎtat pramâòasya rûpam uktam, atrâpi pare mûðhâ
visaôvâdayanti lokam iti. cintâ-mayîm eva tu prajñâm anuœîlayanto vibhrama-viveka-nirmalam
anapâyi pâramârthika-pramâòam abhimukhî-kurvanti. Translation in KRASSER (2005: 143). On
this passage and Dharmottara’s important comments on it, see KRASSER (2005: 142–144), and
ELTSCHINGER (2005b: 154–162).
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of pudgala and dharma-nairâtmya, which is the cause of summum
bonum, arises through the sequence of hearing, reflection and cultivation, for once it has arisen, ignorance, which is the cause of saôsâra,
ceases, and once it has ceased, all the obstacles [consisting] of passions and [the obstacles that are screens] to the knowable, which are
rooted in this [ignorance], cease. One will therefore attain liberation
due to the cessation of all obstacles. … But opponents hold this dependent origination to be an unsuitable cause (?višama-hetu, Tib. mi
mthun pa’i rgyu) and to bear upon (°adhikaraòa, Tib. brten pa) entities that are contradicted by pramâòas. Therefore, both in order to
show, by refuting them, that [dependent origination] has been correctly
explained by the Blessed One, and in order to hint at the identity of the
topics that must be dealt with by the whole treatise that is to be composed, [Œântarakšita] enumerates the many attributes of dependent
origination as it was explained [by the Blessed One].’ 46
The epistemological endeavour here serves both a polemical and apologetic purpose in refuting challengers to Buddhist soteriology and reaffirming the pristine
truth of Buddhism. But for meeting (mainly outward) objections, Œântarakšita could
have spared himself the trouble of composing a treatise as impressive as the TSa.
Learning, reflecting and meditating upon dependent origination in order to realise the
two types of unsubstantiality is indeed enough (if I may say so) to ensure liberation.
First, both Dharmakîrti and Kamalaœîla hold theoretical epistemology (i.e. the
composition of treatises such as the PVin or TSa) to meet polemical needs, in the
case of Dharmakîrti, those pertaining to misconceptions with regard to conventional
pramâòas and, in the case of Kamalaœîla, objections raised against pratîtyasamutpâda. Dharmakîrti and Kamalaœîla agree in denying that epistemology itself
has any soteriological value whatsoever provided one is not under the sway of mis46

TSaPK 10.12–23 = TSaPSh 13.1–12 (TSaPT D Ze 141a4–b3 = P ’e 170a4–b5): [t]athâbhûtaguòa-sampad-yogâd abhyu*daya-niÿœreyasa-prâpaòato jagataÿ œâstâ bhavati bhagavân …
pratîtya-samutpâda-deœanayâ câbhyudayâdi-samprâpako bhagavân. tathâ hy aviparîta-pratîtyasamutpâda-deœanâtas** tad-arthâvadhâraòât sugati-hetur aviparîta-karma-phala-sambandhâdisampratyayôpajâyate. pudgala-dharma-nairâtmyâvabodhaœ ca niÿœreyasa-hetuÿ œruta-cintâbhâvanâ-krameòôtpadyate. tad-utpattau hy avidyâ saôsâra-hetur nivartate. tan-nivåttau ca tanmûlaô sakalaô kleœa-jñeyâvaraòaô nivartata iti sakalâvaraòa-vigamâd apavarga-samprâptir
bhavati … sa câyaô pratîtya-samutpâdaÿ parair višama-hetuÿ pramâòa-vyâhata-padârthâdhikaraòaœ cêšyate. atas tan-nirâsena yathâ-vad eva bhagavatâ ukta iti darœanârthaô vakšyamâòasakala-œâstra-pratipâdyârtha-tattvôpakšepârthaô ca bahûnâô yathôkta-pratîtya-samutpâdaviœešaòânâm upâdânam…
*
TSaPK, TSaPT: °yogâd abhyu°, TSaPSh: °yogâdy-abhyu°. ** TSaPSh, TSaPT: °deœanâ°, TSaPK
om. °deœanâ°.
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conceptions. Second, both of them consider the traditional sequence of prajñâs as a
self-sufficient means of securing enlightenment.
Let us now have a closer look at the various dimensions of cintâ-mayî prajñâ in
the Buddhist epistemological tradition. Five topics are worth considering in this
respect: the cintâ-mayî prajñâ as a definitional prerequisite for the cognition of yogins
(§ 2.2), the removal of nescience as the aim of a yogin’s endeavour (§ 2.3), the initial philosophical reflections of the Buddha-to-be (§ 2.4), the appraisal of scriptural
authority (§ 2.5) and the issue of practical rationality (§ 2.6).
— 2.2 —
As is well known, a given cognition must meet two conditions in order to be
termed a ‘(direct) perception’ (pratyakša) and thus a means of valid cognition: first,
it must be free of any intellectual / linguistic content whatsoever (kalpanâpoðha);
second, it must be non-erroneous (abhrânta).47 This holds true of the so-called
‘perception of mystics’ (yogi-pratyakša).48 According to ordinary understanding
(loka, loka-prasiddhi), a yogin is one who devotes himself to psychic concentration
(samâdhi) or mental one-pointedness (cittÎkâgratâ);49 according to (Buddhist) treatises (œâstra, œâstra-sthiti), a yogin is one who is endowed with tranquillity
(œamatha, i.e. samâdhi) and discernment (vipaœyanâ, i.e. prajñâ), the latter being also
described as the ‘discrimination’ of the (true) reality (*tattva-pravicaya?).50 Since
mystics’ cognition has a nearly endless mental cultivation (bhâvanâ) for its cause
(°maya),51 it is non-conceptual (vidhûta-kalpanâ-jâla, akalpa, avikalpaka) and

47

See PVin 1, p. 7.2, NB 1.5.
See PV 3.281–286, PVin 1, p. 27.7sq, NB 1.11. On the cognition of mystics (yogipratyakša), see ELTSCHINGER (forthcoming 2).
49
According to PVinÞ D117b2 /Q135b1 (’jig rten na ni mñam par gŸag pa la rnal ’byor ba
yin), NBÞŠ 12.8–9 = NBÞM 70.2 (yogaÿ samâdhiÿ. sa yasyâsti sa yogî) and DhPr 70.19–20 thereon
(yogi-œabdasya vyutpattim âha—yoga iti. samâdhiœ cittÎkâgratâ. iha dharmottareòa lokaprasiddhir âœritâ).
50
According to PVinÞ D117b2–3 = Q135b1–2 (bstan bcos las ni tió óe ’dzin daó œes rab kyi
bdag ñid Ÿi gnas daó lhag mthoó la yin te / rnal ’byor ba de dag la yod pa de dag ni rnal ’byor bas
te / rtag tu mñam par gŸag pa daó / de kho na rnam par ’byed pa la [D: P las] brtson pa’o // ) and
DhPr 70.20–22 (viniœcaya-þîkâyâô tu œâstra-sthitis tenâvirodhaÿ. yad vâ samâdhi-grahaòasyôpalakšanatvât prajñâ ca viveka-karaòa-œaktir drašþavyâ. s[â?] yasyâsti sa nitya-samâhito
viveka-karaòa-tatparaœ ca yogî).
51
Commented upon as °hetu-nišpattika (PVA 326.23–24), °hetuka (PVV 203.1–2), °rdzogs
pa las skyes pa (PVP D210b4 /Q246b7–8). For a grammatical explanation of °maya, see AKBh
335.6 (hetau mayaþ-vidhânât) and POUSSIN (1980: VI,144, based on AKVy 525.8–16).
48
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therefore presents a vivid or distinct image of its object.52 The first necessary condition is thus met. But contrary to other types of meditative experiences (aœubhâ,
påthivî-kåtsnâyatana etc.) or to dream-images, which present a vivid picture of an
unreal (abhûta) object, the mystics’ cognition Dharmakîrti describes is reliable /
non-belying (saôvâdin, avisaôvâdin),53 i.e. bears upon a real (bhûta) object.54
Cintâ-mayî prajñâ is the factor Dharmakîrti holds to be responsible for a cognition’s meeting the second defining condition and thus being a pramâòa. In PVin 1,
p. 27.9–11, Dharmakîrti presents us with the following sequence of cultivation
(bhâvanâ-krama55):
‘The yogins cultivate objects after they have [first] grasped [them]
through a cognition born of listening [to treatises that are favourable to
cultivation], and [then] ascertained [them] through a [cognition] born of
reflecting [upon them] by means of reasoning (yukti) [, i.e. by means of
pramâòas; of these yogins,] the [cognition] which, at the completion of
this [cultivation], appears as vividly as in cases such as fear [or sorrow,
and hence is] non-conceptual [but also] has a true object [because it
bears upon an object that has been formerly ascertained by pramâòas],
this is also the pramâòa [that consists in direct] perception.’56
Here, yukti-cintâ-maya (‘born from reflection by means of 57 reasoning’) already
points to Dharmakîrti’s indebtedness to the Yogâcâra / Sautrântika interpretation of
cintâ-mayî prajñâ /cint(an)â. Dharmottara’s explanations, which clearly borrow
from the AKBh, confirm this impression: whereas œruta-maya is commented upon
as ‘having for its cause the hearing of treatises that are suitable for /conducive to
mental cultivation’,58 yukti-cintâ-maya is explained as ‘reflection (cintâ), i.e. exami-

52

See PV 3.281 (spašþam evâvabhâsate), PVin 1.28 (spašþaô bhâsate), PVin 1, p. 27.10
(spašþâvabhâsin).
53
See PV 3.286, PVin 1.28.
54
Bhûta in PV 3.285 = PVin 1.31; bhûtârtha in NB 1.11.
55
Bhâvanâ-krama in PVinÞ D117b1–2 and 3 = Q135b1 and 3, DhPr 68.5.
56
PVin 1, p. 27.7–8: yoginâm api œruta-mayena jñânenârthân gåhîtvâ yukti-cintâ-mayena
vyavasthâpya bhâvayatâô tan-nišpattau yat spašþâvabhâsi bhayâdâv iva tad avikalpakam avitathavišayaô pramâòaô pratyakšam.
57
Contrary to PVin 1V, p. 72.30–31 (rigs pa sems pa), PVinÞJñ D195a5 = Q238a1 and PVinÞ’s
pratîka (D117b4 = Q135b4) read: rigs pas sems / bsams pa.
58
According to PVinÞ D117b3–4 /Q135b3–4: thos pa las byuó bas bsgoms pa daó rjes su
mthun pa’i bstan bcos mñan pa’i rgyu can gyis bzuó ba’i óes pa’i don… Cf. AKBh 334.16–17
(satya-darœanasyânulomaô œrutam udgåhòâti). Dharmakîrti’s gåhîtvâ is also reminiscent of
Vasubandhu’s formulation.
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nation (nidhyâna) by means of reasoning (yukti), i.e. by means of pramâòas.’59 According to Dharmakîrti, the objects of the yogin’s perception are bhûta or bhûtârtha,
‘real’, which Dharmottara comments upon as ‘grasped by means of a pramâòa.’60
Similarly, the reason why this perception is reliable / non-belying is, according to
Jñânaœrîbhadra, that ‘it cognises an object that has been [previously] determined
([b]Ÿag) by means of reasoning.’61 It is thus clear that the reliability of the yogin’s perception rests on the fact that its objects have been submitted to a rational analysis
carried out by means of pramâòas. As an example of such objects, Dharmakîrti refers
his reader back twice to (the vision of) the Noble Truths (ârya-satya) as he has ascertained (niròîta, gtan la pheb pa) them in his PV.62 Dharmottara adduces the same
example,63 whereas all of Dharmakîrti’s commentators interpret the latter’s use of prâk
(‘previously’) as a reference to the satya-vicâra-section of PV 2.64 Other examples
are Prajñâkaragupta’s para-loka and Devendrabuddhi’s impermanence (anityâdi).65
59

According to PVinÞ D117b4 = Q135b4: rigs pas te tshad mas sems œió óes par rtog pa ni
rigs pa sems pa’o // . Cf. AKBh 335.5 (yukti-nidhyâna-jaœ ca cintâ-mayî), n. 4 above. On the
equivalence óes par rtog pa = nidhyâna, see HIRAKAWA (1973: 209) s.v. nidhyâna. AKVy 525.9
glosses nidhyâna with nitîraòa, which also can be found as óes par rtog pa in Tibetan translations
(see TSDLCh s.v. óes par rtog pa).
60
According to NBÞŠ 11.18 = NBÞM 67.3: bhûtaÿ sad-bhûto ’rthaÿ. pramâòena dåšþaœ ca sadbhûtaÿ.
61
According to PVinÞJñ D195a5–6 /Q231b1: rigs pas [b]Ÿag pa’i don rtogs pa’i phyir bslu ba
med pa…
62
PVin 1, p. 27.11–12: ârya-satya-darœanavad yathâ niròîtam asmâbhiÿ pramâòa-vârttike;
PV 3.286b2: prâó-niròîta-vastuvat.
63
See NBÞŠ 11.18 = NBÞM 67.4 (yathâ catvâry ârya-satyâni) and DhPr 70.15–16 thereon;
PVinÞ D118a4–6 = Q136a5–8.
64
See PVP D210b4 = Q246b7 and D211b5 = Q248a5; PVA 327.32–33; PVV 204.12. In addition, mention should be made of the fact that all commentators interpret PV 3.281a (prâg uktaô
yoginâô jñânam) as: ‘[As to] the cognition of yogins, [it has already been] presented above [as
bearing upon the four Noble Truths]’ (PVP D210b4 = Q246b7: ’phags pa’i bden pa bŸi’i yul can
du bœad pa; PVA 326.23: catur-ârya-satya-višayam … uktam; PVV 203.1: satya-višayam uktam).
65
See PVA 327.32–33; PVP D211b2 = Q247b8–248a1. In his first BhK, Kamalaœîla also addresses the issue of the cintâ-mayî prajñâ. By means of the cintâ-mayî prajñâ, a yogin is supposedly
able to penetrate (nirvedhayati) the explicit as well as intentional meanings (nîta-neyârtha), and to
ascertain (niœÖci) the real object (or: meaning) in order to dispel any possible doubts (vicikitsâ) before
proceeding to mental cultivation (see BhK 1 p. 508/198.11–16). Kamalaœîla says (BhK 1 p. 508–509/
198.21–199.2): cintâ-mayyâ prajñayâ yukty-âgamâbhyâô pratyavekšya bhûtam eva vastu-rûpaô
bhâvanîyam. vastûnâô svarûpaô ca paramârthato ’nutpâda evâgamato yuktitaœ ca niœcitam.—‘The
real nature of entities alone should be cultivated [by the yogin], after he has pondered [on it] by
means of the cintâ-mayî prajñâ, i.e. through reasoning and scriptures. Now through reasoning and
scriptures, the proper nature of entities has been ascertained (niœcita) as consisting ultimately of
mere non-origination.’ A few pages later, Kamalaœîla concludes, BhK 1, p. 514/ 204.11–13: tad evaô
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In order to grasp at the metaphysical as well as soteriological relevance of a
yogin’s making use of pramâòas at the cintâ-mayî prajñâ-level, some explanations
may not be out of place.
— 2.3 —
According to Dharmakîrti and Vasubandhu,66 avidyâ (‘nescience’, ‘ignorance’) is
neither something other than vidyâ (‘knowledge’), nor is it the mere absence of
vidyâ.67 Avidyâ can therefore only be some kind of ‘anti-vidyâ’, i.e. a cognition that
counteracts or opposes (pratipakša, vipakša) vidyâ.68 Moreover, avidyâ must be
‘cognitional’ since it is a mental factor (caitta-[dharma]).69 Dharmakîrti sums up
this rather technical discussion in the following way:
‘Since [ignorance] is the opposite of vidyâ [and] is a perception
(upalabdhi) because it is a mental factor, ignorance consists in erroneous perception (mithyôpalabdhi).’70
Here (1) vidyâ is defined as the perception (darœana) or grasping (grahaòa) of a
real object (bhûtârtha);71 we may then expect avidyâ to grasp an unreal object
cintâ-mayyâ prajñayâ niœcitya bhûtam arthaô tasya pratyakšî-karaòâya bhâvanâ-mayîô prajñâm
utpâdayet.—‘Therefore [the yogin], having ascertained (niœcitya), in the [above-mentioned] way
(evam), the real object by means of the cintâ-mayî prajñâ, should generate the bhâvanâ-mayî prajñâ
in order to realise [this object] directly.’ Keywords are here the gerund and past passive participle
of niœÖci, ‘to ascertain’, a term we have already met in Durvekamiœra’s interpretation of pramâòena
dåšþam as pramâòena niœcitam. According to Kamalaœîla, the function of cintâ-mayî prajñâ is to
ascertain a real object (and meaning), the real or true nature ([sva]rûpa) of entities (vastu).
66
See AKBh 140.26–141.5, POUSSIN (1980: III,88–89), translated in PRUDEN (1991: II,419–420).
67
If avidyâ were something other than vidyâ, then it would ensue that rûpa (‘corporeity’) would
also be avidyâ; since nirvâòa puts an end to, or coincides with the elimination of (defiled) ignorance, mere asamprakhyâna (‘lack of clarity’) cannot define avidyâ, because it may still characterise an Arhat. See PVP D91a7–b1 = Q105b3–5, PVA 145.16–21, PVV 85.5–7.
68
See PVP D91b1–2 = Q105b5–6.
69
Abhidharma defines mental factors as associated (samprayukta) with citta (‘mind’), i.e.
sharing the latter’s support (âœraya), object (âlambana), aspect (âkâra), time (kâla) and (number
of) dravyas. Since asamprakhyâna is mere absence (abhâva), it can have no support, object, aspect etc., and therefore can be neither a mental factor nor a cognition. See AK 2.34b2d and AKBh,
p. 62.5–10, POUSSIN (1980: II,177–178) translated in PRUDEN (1991: 205–206), PVP D91b7–
92a2 = Q106a5–7, PVA 146.3–4, PVV 85.8–10.
70
PV 2.213ac: vidyâyâÿ pratipakšatvâc caittatvenôpalabdhitaÿ / mithyôpalabdhir ajñânam.
71
PVP D91a7 = Q105b3: yaó dag pa’i don mthoó ba ni rig pa yin la / ; PVÞ Je D113b7 =
Q134b2 = PVSVÞ 209.20–21: bhûtârtha-grahaòaô vidyâ / .
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(abhûtârtha) or, as Devendrabuddhi has it, to ‘grasp aspects that are contrary
(viparîta) to the aspects grasped by vidyâ.’72 (2) Unlike Vasubandhu, Dharmakîrti
defines avidyâ as the false view of Self (sat-kâya-darœana, âtma-dåšþi) or the belief
in / adherence to a Self (âtma-graha, °abhiniveœa).73 Erroneous perception / ignorance
then turns out to consist in the superimposition of ego-related aspects on a reality that
is devoid of them. As Manorathanandin puts it, ‘avidyâ is opposite to vidyâ, the
perception of unsubstantiality (nairâtmya-darœana).’ To sum up: whereas vidyâ
grasps the bhûtârtha, i.e. real aspects like impermanence, unsubstantiality etc., avidyâ
as erroneous perception grasps superimposed aspects like Self (âtman).
Vidyâ is nothing but the ‘normal’ or ‘natural’ operation of the mind. In this respect, the mind naturally has tattva-darœana (‘perception of the [true] reality’) or
vipaœyanâ (‘discernment’) as its own nature. This is the way Dharmakîrti interprets
the canonical topos of the mind’s natural luminosity (prakåtyâ prabhâsvaram) in PV
2.208ab.74 However, it is the very nature of human beings’ saôsâric existence to be
under the sway of avidyâ, i.e. to superimpose erroneous aspects on the unsubstantial, unsatisfactory and impermanent reality. In other words, the erroneous cognition
that defines avidyâ represents a distortion of the mind’s ‘natural’ operation or
vipaœyanâ-nature. But there is a way out, as Dharmakîrti himself puts it:
‘Owing to another cause[, i.e. to a cause of error], the [mind] moves
away from this [own nature, and with regard to its object engages in
the superimposition of unreal aspects such as permanence; but as] unsettled [in this distortion] as the cognition of a serpent [instead of a
rope, the mind stands] in need of a condition in order to get rid [of
such deviations].’ 75
The condition the mind depends upon in order to rid itself of that distortion consists in the pramâòas, as is made clear by Devendrabuddhi.76 Commenting on PV
2.209, the same author holds direct perception and inference to be causes that annul

72

According to PVP D91b1–2 = Q105b5–6: de ltar na rnam pa gaó rig pas gzuó ba de las phyin
ci log pa’i rnam pa ’dzin pa can ni ma rig pa Ÿes bya bar ’gyur ro // . Note also PVP D91b5–6 =
Q106a2–3: rigs pas gzuó bar bya ba rnams las phyin ci log tu rtogs pa’i óo bo ñid ni ma rig pa’o // .
73
Among numerous other passages, see PVSV 111.11–112.5 and PV 2.212d.
74
See ELTSCHINGER (2005b: 180, 184–197 and n. 133) for vipaœyanâ as the nature of the mind.
75
PV 2.207a2d:
… asyâs tan nimittântarataÿ skhalat /
vyâvåttau pratyayâpekšam adåðhaô sarpa-buddhivat //
On this stanza, see also ELTSCHINGER (2005b: 187–190).
76
PVP D89a3 = Q102b6: ’khrul pa gnod pa can gyi tshad ma la ltos pa daó bcas pa yin no // .
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(bâdhaka-nimitta) the mind’s distortion.77 But whereas Devendrabuddhi remains
silent about the way pramâòas may neutralise or oppose error, Œâkyabuddhi provides us with an interesting explanation:
‘For example, at the time of the elimination [of error], one perceives
another phase (kšaòa) that is entirely dissimilar (ativilakšaòa?) to the
preceding one; therefore, by means of the [kind of] perception
(pratyakša) called “non-perception” (anupalabdhi), one establishes
(vyavasthâp-?) the impermanence (anityatâ) of the cause, and on account of this, unsubstantiality (nairâtmya). Then, once the sequence of
cultivation has taken place, perception turns out to be the annulling
cause (bâdhaka-nimitta) which consists of (°lakšaòa) the perception of
unsubstantiality (nairâtmya-darœana). And when one successively undertakes such [stages] as reflection (cintâ) and cultivation (bhâvanâ)
after having determined unsubstantiality on the [logical] ground
(lióga) of being a product (kåtakatva), then inference (anumâna) also
turns out to be an annulling cause.’ 78
As this passage makes clear, pramâòas are asked to establish or ascertain the real
aspects that will help cognitions oppose erroneous superimpositions and will thus
gradually correct the mind’s distortion.
The cognitions that take these aspects for their objects are regularly described as
‘agreeing with / corroborated by (a) means of valid cognition’ (pramâòa-saôvâdin).
According to Devendrabuddhi and Œâkyabuddhi, a cognition (first and foremost
nairâtmya-darœana) that bears upon such aspects as impermanence or unsubstantiality is termed pramâòa-saôvâdin (but also ‘correct’ [aviparîta], ‘true’ [satya]), and
as such may successfully oppose and finally overcome the âtmâtmîya-dåšþi. Conversely, an erroneous cognition that functions (pravåtta) on the basis of superimpositions (or bears upon superimposed aspects such as the Self) is described as ‘disagreeing with /non-corroborated by (a) means of valid cognition’ (pramâòâsaôvâdin),
and is nothing but a condition that is entirely adventitious (âgantuka-pratyaya) to the
77

PVP D89b5–6 = Q103b4: móon sum daó rjes su dpag pa’i rkyen ji lta ba bŸin du gnod pa
can gyi rgyu mtshan khas blaós pa’i phyir ro // .
78
PVÞ Ñe D134a6–b1 = Q165b4–5: rgyun rnam par ’chad pa’i dus na / sóa ma las œin tu
mtshan ñid mi ’dra ba’i skad cig ma gŸan móon sum du byed pa’i phyir / mi dmigs pa Ÿes bya ba’i
móon sum gyis rgyu mi rtag pa ñid daó / de’i stobs kyis bdag med pa ñid rnam par ’jog par byed
do // de nas bsgom pa’i rim pa yin pa de’i tshe móon sum ni bdag med pa ñid mthoó ba’i mtshan
ñid can gyi gnod pa can rgyu mtshan ñid yin no // gaó gi tshe byas pa ñid la sogs pa’i rtags kyis
bdag med pa rnam par [b]Ÿag nas / bsam pa daó bsgom pa la sogs pa rim bŸin rtsom pa de’i tshe /
rjes su dpag pa yaó rgyu mtshan ñid yin no // .
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mind.79 As for Dharmottara, he holds the objects of the yogin’s perception to have
been ‘purified’ ([pari]œuddha) by, i.e. to be correct in virtue of (a) pramâòa(s). According to him, the yogins’ perception80 ‘is non-belying because it grasps an object
that has been purified (œuddha) by the pramâòas’, or because81 ‘it bears upon something that has been ‘purified’ (pariœuddha) by the pramâòas.’ To put it in other words,
it is the very function of yukti-cintâ-mayî prajñâ to provide the yogin’s cultivation
with pramâòa-(pari)œuddhârtha, to make it *pramâòa-pariœuddha-vastu-višayâ.82
79

According to PVP D58b3 = Q66b7–8 (bdag med pa mthoó ba ni bdag daó bdag gir lta ba’i
gñen po daó / phyin ci ma log pa daó tshad ma’i grogs can yin no // ), PVP D58b4–5 = Q67a1–2
(bdag med pa mthoó ba ni bdag daó bdag gir lta ba ’joms par byed pa yin no // gaó gi phyir bden
pa daó tshad ma’i grogs can ñid yin pa…), PVP D90a4 /Q104a4 (mi rtag pa la sogs pa’i rnam
pa’i yul can ñid yin pa’i phyir ro // des ni tshad ma’i grogs can ñid yin par bœad do // ), PVÞ Ñe
D133a5 /Q164a4–5 (rgyu mtshan ’ga ’Ÿig las bdag la sogs par sgro btags pas ’jug pa’i ’khrul pa’i
œes pa ni glo bur gyi rkyen yin te / de ni tshad ma’i grogs ma yin pa ñid kyi phyir ro // ), PVP
D89a7 /Q103a3–4 ([concerning dri ma] sgro btags pa’i rnam pa’i sgo nas dóos po med pa’i stobs
kyis Ÿugs pa’i phyir daó tshad ma’i grogs med pa ñid kyi phyir ro // ). See also PVV 86.24.
80
NBÞŠ 12.8 = NBÞM 70.1: pramâòa-œuddhârtha-grâhitvâc ca saôvâdakam. Note also Durvekamiœra’s explanation (DhPr 67.15–16): pramâòâdhigato ’rthaÿ pramâòa-œuddha ity ucyate.
81
According to PVinÞ D117b1 = Q135a8: tshad mas yoós su dag pa’i dóos po’i yul can yin
pa’i phyir ma ’khrul pa yin pas… Note also PVinÞ D123a1–2 = Q142a2–3: tshad mas yoós su
dag pa’i don can ñid kyis kyaó mi slu ba ñid yin te / . For a similar use of pariœuddha, see the
passage of the SNS quoted in n. 22 above, and compare PVSV 109.3–4.
82
The following two stanzas also make the sequence between cintâ and bhâvanâ quite clear,
PV 2.252–253:
saôskâra-duÿkhatâô matvâ kathitâ duÿkha-bhâvanâ /
sâ ca naÿ pratyayôtpattiÿ sâ nairâtmya-dåg-âœrayaÿ //
muktis tu œûnyatâ-dåšþes tad-arthâÿ œeša-bhâvanâÿ /
anityât prâha tenÎva duÿkhaô duÿkhân nirâtmatâm //
‘The meditation on [such an aspect as] suffering has been stated thinking [not of
suffering qua suffering, but] of [that] suffering [that is] essential to conditioned
factors as such (saôskâra-duÿkhatâ), and this [very suffering] is for us [Buddhists]
the arising through conditions, this [being in turn] the basis of the [right] view of
unsubstantiality. [As for] the liberation [from the bondage in saôsâra, it] is due to
the [right] view of emptiness, [all] the remaining meditations aiming at this [view
of emptiness]; this is the reason why [the Blessed One] taught suffering out of
impermanence [and] selflessness out of suffering.’
That sâ nairâtmya-dåg-âœrayaÿ pertains to yukti is made clear by Devendrabuddhi’s commentary on this pâda (PVP D108b4–5 = Q126a1–3): bdag med lta rten yin / bdag med pa ñid mthoó
ba skye ba’i thabs yin te / skad cig mar zad pa can gyi dóos po mi rtag pa rigs pas óes par byas
pas mi rtag pa gaó yin pa de ni rgyu’i gŸan dbaó skad cig ma re rer ’jig pa can byed pa med par
’jug par ’gyur ro // de bas na ’di ni bdag gam bdag gi ma yin no Ÿes bsgoms pa na / gaó zag stoó
pa ñid du rtogs pa ’gyur ro // —‘[Suffering which is essential to conditioned factors as such] is the
basis of the right view of unsubstantiality, viz., is the means (upâya) for the rise of the perception
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Though unable to uproot ignorance by themselves, pramâòas do more than just
pave the way toward the Path to liberation. In being responsible for the arising of
right views that (still on a theoretical level) counteract the most visible and gross
manifestations of avidyâ, they form the turning point that makes the Path toward
salvation possible. This is I think exactly what Œâkyabuddhi and Karòakagomin intend to say when they state that83 ‘the pramâòas, which grasp real aspects such as
impermanence, induce (âvahanti) the counteracting path (pratipakša-mârga)’ a
yogin will have to go through in order to reach liberation, i.e. to have his mind freed
from the adventitious defilements that hinder its ‘natural’ operation.
— 2.4 —
Dharmakîrti’s PV 2 presents us with a sketchy account of the main stages in the
Bodhisattva’s long career, from the prerequisite of compassion (jagad-dhitÎšitva,
PV 2.34–131ab) to the various intellectual and meditative achievements that constitute the religious Path (œâståtva, PV 2.131c–138), and from the Enlightenment
(sugatatva, PV 2.139–144) to the (new) Buddha’s teaching of the four Noble Truths
(tâyitva, PV 2.145–279).84 This chapter often provides an opportunity to fixate
rather abstruse epistemological topics onto the general map of Dharmakîrti’s Buddhism. In other words, PV 2 provides us with narrative equivalents of theoretical
elaborations. The sequence between cintâ-mayî and bhâvanâ-mayî prajñâ is no exception. Its ‘biographical’ account occurs in PV 2.131cd–136, where Dharmakîrti
recounts the Bodhisattva’s reflections and subsequent transition to cultivation:
‘[Wishing to calm other people’s suffering,] the compassionate
[Bodhisattva] engages in [the cultivation of] means to [calm suffering]
in order to eradicate [his own] suffering: for whom the goal (upeya)
and [its] cause remain imperceptible (parokša), it is indeed a difficult
task to [correctly] teach [others about them]. Reflecting on [the means
and the goal] through reasoning (yukti) and the Scriptures (âgama),
[the compassionate Bodhisattva] inquires into the cause of the sufferof unsubstantiality. The ascertainment, by means of reasoning (yukti), that momentary entities are
impermanent, [makes it clear that] what[ever] is impermanent exists as dependent on causes (hetuparatantra), momentarily perishing ([kšaòa-]kšaòa-kšayin) and bereft of an agent (akartå?).
Therefore, the understanding of pudgala-nairâtmya occurs when one has cultivated [the view] that
the [impermanent] is neither I nor mine.’
83
PVÞ Je D252a1–2 = Q299a8–b1 = PVSVÞ 401.12–13: pramâòâny anityâdi-bhûtâkâra-grâhîòi
pratipakša-mârgam âvahanti.
84
On this sequence of properties, see FRANCO (1997: 15–43), and ELTSCHINGER (forthcoming 1).
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ing [that is to be eradicated] and, through the particularities of suffering
itself, [he also inquires] into the impermanent nature etc., of the [cause in
question]. Since in this way [he who wishes to eradicate suffering] sees
that there is no end to the effect as long as the cause remains, he inquires
into the antidote of the cause [of suffering] in order to eliminate it. [As
for the dharma forming] the antidote to that [cause, it] is also ascertained
by the [Bodhisattva’s] knowledge of the nature of the cause [itself].
[That] cause [is] attachment to dispositions, [an attachment which] is due
to the belief in Self and “one’s own”; [as for] the antidote to that [cause,
it is] the perception of unsubstantiality, [which is] incompatible with it.
All the [respective] virtues and shortcomings of the [means and its antidote] become [very] clear to [the altruistic Bodhisattva] who practices
the means [that he has ascertained, i.e. the perception of unsubstantiality]
constantly, without interruption and for a [very] long time.’85
This passage presents us with no less than Dharmakîrti’s account of the future
Buddha’s initial philosophical reflections, i.e. with an exemplary or paradigmatic
case of cintâ-mayî prajñâ. Dharmakîrti’s (and his commentators’) terminology is
typical for cintâ: first, the Bodhisattva analyses (< vimåœan, PV 2.132c) through
yukti and âgama,86 which we can safely interpret as the characteristic attitude gov85

PV 2.131cd–136:
dayâvân duÿkha-hânârtham upâyešv abhiyujyate //
parokšôpeya-tad-dhetos tad-âkhyânaô hi duškaram /
yukty-âgamâbhyâô vimåœan duÿkha-hetuÿ parîkšate //
tasyânityâdi-rûpaô ca duÿkhasyÎva viœešaòaiÿ /
yatas tathâ sthite hetau nivåttir neti paœyati //
phalasya hetor hânârthaô tad-vipakšaÿ parîkšate /
sâdhyate tad-vipakšo ’pi heto rûpâvabodhataÿ //
âtmâtmîya-graha-kåtaÿ snehaÿ saôskâra-gocaraÿ /
hetur virodhi nairâtmya-darœanaô tasya bâdhakam //
bahuœo bahudhôpâyaô kâlena bahunâsya ca /
gacchanty abhyasyatas tatra guòa-došâÿ prakâœatâm //
On that passage, see in general ELTSCHINGER (2005a: 397–408).
86
In his review of VETTER (1984) = (19902), FRANCO (1989: 86) has made a strong case of the
former’s ‘belittling of the Buddha’: VETTER’s interpretation ‘would leave no room for the Buddha
to innovate anything, not even to improve a previously existing way to liberation’ (1989: 85).
According to FRANCO (1989: 88), Dharmakîrti’s allusion to âgama in PV 2.132cd should be understood as referring to ‘the time when the Buddha was not yet a Buddha, i.e. when he was still a
Bodhisattva.’ Moreover, it should be read against the background of the Buddhist ‘traditional
solution’ (1989: 89) to the ‘problem of the originality of the Buddha’ (1989: 89), namely ‘that
there were many Buddhas, and they all have exactly the same teaching, but each of them discovers
the way by himself’ (1989: 90). In ELTSCHINGER (2005a: 399–400, n. 22), I partly interpreted
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erning cintâ in the light of the passages from Kamalaœîla’s BhK quoted above;
whereas Œâkyabuddhi interprets âgama as actually consisting of a critical examination of the means taught in the scriptures (des bstan pa = luó gis bstan pa),87 he explains yukti as being inference (anumâna) as well as the analysis (vicâra) one carries out by means of inference;88 second, yukty-âgamâbhyâô vimarœaÿ serves the
end of a double examination (parîkšâ, PV 2.132d, 134b); third, both parîkšâs function
by way of proof / establishment (< sâdhyate, PV 2.134a), which Manorathanandin as
well as the Tibetan translators of PV understand as ascertainment (< niœcîyate; óes
’gyur).89 Now let us have a closer look at the structure and sequence of the double
examination carried out by the Bodhisattva. First he inquires into the cause of suffering (duÿkha-hetu) as well as into the nature (rûpa) of this cause. By analysing
causation (hetu-mâtra), he makes certain that suffering cannot be without cause, and
that it will be possible to put an end to it if its cause is not eternal;90 as suffering
itself is occasional (kâdâcitka), its cause must be occasional too, and hence impermanent and destructible (< nivartana-yogyatâ).91 Second, he inquires into the antidote (vipakša) to the cause of suffering, i.e. into the dharma which proves to be
contradictory to that cause, for he knows that the resultant suffering (phala) will last
as long as its cause; the cultivation (abhyâsa) or practice (anušþhâna) of this oppoPV 2.132cd along the line suggested by FRANCO. I would now suggest an altogether different
interpretation of PV 2.132cd, one that reads with a decidedly Mahâyânist perspective. Although
virtually infinite in number in all places and times, Buddhas are extremely rare in one and the
same world-system. At the beginning of their careers, they all learn Buddhist teachings under the
kind guidance of such kalyâòa-mitras as fellow but more advanced Bodhisattvas or even Buddhas,
and then proceed to reflect on these teachings in a rational and independent way. It is my contention that Dharmakîrti alludes here only to the cintâ-mayî level: yukty-âgamâbhyâm does not refer
in reversed order to œruta-mayî and cintâ-mayî, but to the latter only, in much the same way as
Buddhist, Yogâcâra or Mâdhyamika literature examines various topics yukty-âgamâbhyâm, i.e.
first by demonstrating and then by quoting authoritative Buddhist scriptures. That cintâ-mayî
prajñâ also consists of reasoning yukty-âgamâbhyâm is made clear by the passage of BhK 1 (see
n. 65 above) quoted above, but also by some suggestive remarks by Kajiyama (see SCHERRERSCHAUB (1981: 196–197)). If Dharmakîrti’s half-verse is to be read against a Mahâyânist background, as I would suggest, the question of a Buddha’s originality is no longer a problem: first,
because all Buddhas have become Buddhas by first hearing Buddhist scriptures; second, because
Buddhas are so rare that their uniform teaching is nevertheless always new to their audience, thus
meeting the criterion of ajñâtârtha-prakâœatva.
87
See PVÞ Ñe D117a3–4 = Q143a4–7, and ELTSCHINGER (2005a: 398–400).
88
PVÞ Ñe D117a2 = Q143a3–4: rigs pa ni rjes su dpag pa yin la des rnam par dpyad pa ni
rigs pa yin te / .
89
PVV 57.19.
90
See PVP D55a4–5 = Q62b6–8.
91
See PVP D55b1–2 = Q63a3–5 and PVV 57.8–10.
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site dharma will destroy the cause of suffering.92 Just as the Bodhisattva inferred the
properties of the cause from the properties of its effect, he now identifies the antidote as that which presents an aspect (âkâra) of the object (âlambana) which is
contrary to the aspect of the cause.93 The cause of suffering can be identified as an
attachment (sneha) (1) that bears upon (gocara, višaya = âlambana) the dispositions
(saôskâra), and (2) that itself arises from the belief in the Self and ‘one’s own’, i.e.
has âtman and âtmîya for its aspects. In other words, the ultimate cause of suffering
is nothing other than avidyâ = sat-kâya-dåšþi, which in its turn gives rise to tåšòâ.
The opposing or counteracting dharma can but consist in the perception of unsubstantiality (nairâtmya-darœana).
This narrative account of cintâ-mayî prajñâ yields the same results as the materials we have been dealing with earlier. By means of reasoning (yukti, vimarœa,
parîkšâ, anumâna, vicâra, niœcaya, sâdhana), the Bodhisattva first ascertains the cause
of the suffering that must be eliminated, i.e. sat-kâya-dåšþi or the superimposition of
such erroneous aspects as âtmâtmîya on saôskâras, which are devoid of them.94
Second, he determines nairâtmya-darœana to be the antidote, i.e. the opposing or
counteracting factor that is to be cultivated. Our investigation into Dharmakîrti’s
conception of yogi-pratyakša also showed that the four Noble Truths represent the
most typical object of the yogins’ perception or mental cultivation. Now it is easy to
show that the passage considered above describes the Bodhisattva’s rational ascertainment of the Noble Truths. PV 2.131cd–132ab present us with a Mahâyânist
account of the Bodhisattva’s being struck by his own as well as the other living
beings’ suffering (duÿkha-satya). This of course needs not be further investigated
since duÿkha is but an empirical fact. PV 2.132c–133ab and 135ac1 account for the
Bodhisattva’s inquiry into the origin of suffering (samudaya-satya), whereas
PV 2.134bd and 135c2d describe his determination of the path leading to the destruction of suffering (mârga-satya). As to the destruction of suffering (nirodha-satya)
itself, it cannot be made the object of an analysis, but merely be hinted at, which we
can observe in PV 2.133cd–134a, with its characteristic allusion to nivåtti.
— 2.5 —
Having thoroughly cultivated the means of salvation (upâya) he ascertained by
way of reasoning, the Bodhisattva has rid himself of passions together with their
traces (vâsanâ) and has become a fully enlightened Buddha (or Sugata). He is now
See PVP D56a2 = Q63b6 | PVV 57.15–16 and PVP D56a4 = Q63b8–64a1.
See PVP D56a5–6 = Q64a2–3, PVV 57.19–20 and 58.5–6.
94
PVP D56b1 = Q64a5–6: sdug bsóal du gyur pa’i ’dus byas bdag daó bdag gi daó bral ba la / .
92
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endowed with the perfection of teaching (œâståtva-sampad) or miracle of instruction95 (anuœâsanî-prâtihârya) that enables him to teach what he had reflected upon
myriads of rebirths earlier, i.e. the Path or the four Noble Truths:
‘[The Blessed Buddha’s] protecting [of living beings consists in his]
teaching [them] the Path he himself experienced [in order to rid himself of suffering]; he does not speak untruth for this would be useless,
[both] because he is compassionate and because [it is but] for the others’ sake [that] he has yoked himself to [that] whole [religious] enterprise; therefore, [the Blessed Buddha] is a pramâòa [with regard to the
means of salvation for those who seek salvation]. Or [his] protecting
[them and hence being a pramâòa consists in his] revealing the four
Truths.’96
The next 133 stanzas of PV 2 present us with Dharmakîrti’s own account of the
four ârya-satyas.97
But to expound on his ideas pertaining to the Truths is by no means the only purpose
Dharmakîrti assigns to PV 2.145–279.98 As he himself suggests in PVSV 109.15–16,
the inferential analysis to be carried out in PV 2 illustrates the way a pravåtti-kâmapuruša (‘a person who wishes to act /engage [religiously]’) should proceed in order
to make sure that the scriptures on which he intends to base his religious endeavour
are trustworthy. To be more precise, PV 2.145–279 exemplifies how one is to ascertain the reliability of a given scripture (here the Buddhist âgamas) on empirical matters in order to transfer the said reliability to completely imperceptible objects.99
Dharmakîrti first shapes the general contour of this legitimisation strategy:
95

See PVP D61a2–3 = Q69b5–6 and PVV-Vibh 61, n. 3.
PV 2.145–146ab:
tâyaÿ sva-dåšþa-mârgôktir vaiphalyâd vakti nânåtam /
dayâlutvât parârthaô ca sarvârambhâbhiyogataÿ //
tataÿ pramâòaô tâyo vâ catuÿ-satya-prakâœanam /
The explanation is based on PVP D61a1–62b3 = Q69b4–71b2.
97
Duÿkha-satya in PV 2.146c–178; samudaya-satya in PV 2.179–189; nirodha-satya in
PV 2.190–204; mârga-satya in PV 2.205–279. See VETTER (1990: 53–168).
98
On the location of the tâyitva/ satya-vicâra section in the framework of Dharmakîrti’s proof of
the Buddha’s pramâòa-bhûtatva, see FRANCO (1997: 15–43).
99
The strategy adopted here by Dharmakîrti is indeed an alternative to the one he develops in
PVSV 108.16–109.11 (in PVSV 108.24–25, Dharmakîrti also resorts to the four Noble Truths in
order to exemplify an ‘objectively’ inferable state of affairs). As I have argued elsewhere (see
ELTSCHINGER (2007: 112–114)), the first model is heresiological, whereas the second is of a more
apologetic character. For a short overview of the two strategies and their Tibetan developments,
see TILLEMANS (1993: 9–17).
96
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‘Or, the principal point [viz. the four Noble Truths] is reliable, for the
nature of what is to be rejected and what is to be realised as well as the
means is established[, i.e. ascertained by means of a pramâòa]. Therefore [the understanding arising from the Buddha’s words can properly]
be an inference in the case of other things [too, i.e. completely imperceptible objects].’100
Dharmakîrti next comments on his own stanza in the following way:
‘Reliability consists in the correctness[, when analysed by means of inference,] of that which the [alleged authority] has taught, i.e. what is to
be rejected and what is to be realised as well as their [respective]
means. As an example, [we may adduce the reliability] of the four Noble Truths [when analysed] by the method (nîti) we shall present [in
the second chapter].’101
In the passage of PVin 1 quoted above,102 the four ârya-satyas as they have been
dealt with in PV 2 also exemplify the kind of objects a yogin meditates on after
having ascertained them by means of yukti-cintâ-mayî prajñâ. The consequence is
easily drawn: the critique of authority that Dharmakîrti elaborates on in the PVSV
clearly falls within the realm of yukti-cintâ-mayî prajñâ. This is not surprising in the
least if we remember that to assess the reliability of scriptures on the empirical level
was the defining feature of cintanâ in the ŒrBh and especially in the BoBh: there,
the Bodhisattva was advised to reflect upon (< cintayitu-kâma), evaluate (< tulayitukâma) and examine (< upaparîkšitu-kâma) the dharmas as he had learnt them from
the Buddhist dvâ-daœâóga-pravacana; to set inconceivable subjects (acintya-sthâna)
aside from the very beginning;103 to be intent on meaning alone; and to discriminate
correctly between kâlâpadeœa and mahâpadeœa.104

100

PV 1.217:
heyôpâdeya-tattvasya sopâyasya prasiddhitaÿ /
pradhânârthâvisaôvâdâd anumânaô paratra vâ //
Translation in TILLEMANS (1993: 15), slightly modified (i.a. on account of PVSVÞ 394.28:
pramâòena prasiddhito niœcayataÿ).
101
PVSV 109.15–16: heyôpâdeya-tad-upâyânâô tad-upadišþânâm avaiparîtyam avisaôvâdaÿ.
yathâ catûròâm ârya-satyânâô vakšyamâòa-nîtyâ. Note PVSVÞ 395.15–16: vakšyamâòayâ nîtyâ
vicâreòa.
102
See § 2.2 above.
103
The oldest Yogâcâra layers warn the Bodhisattva from tackling the so-called inconceivable
subjects (acintya-sthâna), which contradict the scope and operation of cint(an)â by remaining
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unfathomable (note the interesting [and quite rare] definition of acintya in Asvabhâva’s MSaóU
D277a4–5 = Q335a7–b1 on MSaó 10.3.5: bsam gyis mi khyab pa’i mtshan ñid ni de bŸin ñid rnam
par dag pa de so so raó gis rig par bya ba Ÿes bya ba la sogs pa la / bsam pa Ÿes bya ba ni rigs pa
óes par sems pa las byuó ba’i œes pa ste / rtog ger gtogs [P: D rtogs] pa dper œes par bya ste / de’i
spyod yul ma yin pas rtog ge’i sa la yaó dag par ’das pa’i phyir bsam gyis mi khyab pa ñid do //;
see LAMOTTE’s (1973: II,274) translation of the Chinese equivalent of MSaóU; for an analysis of
‘acintya’, see also BoBhVå D175b4–6 = Q221a5–8). Let us consider first the following statement
from BoBhD 76.8–10/ BoBhW 108.3–7 (BoBhT D58b2–3/ Q68a5–7, BoBhVy D128b3–7/ Q157a2–
b1, BoBhVå D175b4–7/ Q221a5–b1): iha bodhisattva ekâkî raho-gato yathâ-œrutân dharmâôœ
cintayitu-kâmas tulayitu-kâma upaparîkšitu-kâma âdita evâcintyâni sthânâni vivarjayitvâ dharmâôœ
cintayitum ârabhate / —‘Wishing to reflect upon, evaluate and examine the dharmas as [he has]
heard [them before], the lonesome and secluded Bodhisattva sets about reflecting on dharmas by
setting aside the inconceivable subjects right from the outset.’
In its definition of cintanâ, the ŒrBh is a little more explicit regarding these acintyâni sthânâni:
ŒrBh 117*,8–12 /140.6–11 (ŒrBhT D57a3–5/ Q67a8–b3): ekatyas tân eva yathâ-œrutân dharmân
ekâkî raho-gataÿ šað acintyâni sthânâni tad yathâ âtma-cintâô sattva-cintâô loka-cintâô
sattvânâô karma-vipâka-cintâô dhyâyinâô dhyâyi-višayaô buddhânâô buddha-višayaô
varjayitvâ sva-lakšaòataÿ sâmânya-lakšaòataœ ca cintayati / —‘Setting aside the six inconceivable subjects, viz. reflection on a self, reflection on a living being, reflection on a person (loka),
reflection on the maturation of living beings’ karman, reflection on the meditative range of those
who meditate, and reflection on the Buddha-range of the Buddhas, a lonesome and secluded one
reflects on the dharmas as [he has] heard [them before] from [the point of view of] their individual
and general characteristics.’
As hinted at by Sâgaramegha (BoBhVy D128b5/ Q157a5–6), these six acintya-sthânâni have
their locus classicus in the Œruta-mayî-bhûmi of the VinSg. First, the VinSg (D190a6–b1/ Q197b2–
4) makes a sharp distinction between, on the one hand, âtma-cintâ, sattva-cintâ and loka-cintâ,
which all resort to the false view of Self (sat-kâya-dåšþi, VinSg D190b5–6/ Q197b8), and
sattvânâô karma-vipâka-cintâ, dhyâyinâô dhyâyi-višayaÿ and buddhânâô buddha-višayaÿ,
which are all, of course, devoid of sat-kâya-dåšþi. Next, the VinSg (D191a1–2/ Q198a4–5) gives a
threefold content to the dhyâyinâô dhyâyi-višayaÿ, and a fivefold one to the buddhânâô buddhavišayaÿ: whereas the meditative range of those who meditate consists of tathatâ-mâtrârtha (de
bŸin ñid zad pa’i don), vaœitâ (?dbaó [b]sgyur ba) and anâsrava-dhâtu (zag pa zad pa’i dbyiós),
the Buddha-range of Buddhas consists of these three plus two others, viz. anâvaraòa (sgrib pa
med pa) and sattvârtha-kriyâkâra (?sems can gyi don bya ba mdzas pa).) Why should a Bodhisattva who is giving himself up to reflection set these subjects aside? Because, as the BoBh has it, ‘a
Bodhisattva who sets the inconceivable aside will not lapse into confusion and mental perplexity.’
(BoBhD 76.15–16/ BoBhW 108.13–14 (BoBhT D58b5–6/ Q68b1, BoBhVy D129a3–4/ Q157b4–5,
BoBhVå D176a2 / Q221b3–4): acintyaô varjayan bodhisattvaÿ sammohaô citta-vikšepaô
nâdhigacchati). Put in other words: ‘And when [merely] trusting something, he does not reject
those profound dharmas that his intelligence does not fathom, [but simply says] so: “These dharmas are [within] the range of the Tathâgatas, [but] not [within] the range of our [ordinary] intelligence”; [in so doing,] he keeps himself uninjured and unimpaired, [and remains] beyond reproach.’
(BoBhD 76.19–22/ BoBhW 108.19–23 (BoBhT D58b7–59a1/ Q68b3–4, BoBhVy D129b5–6/ Q157b7–
158a1, BoBhVå D176a3–4/ Q221b6–7): kiôcit punar adhimucyamâno yešv asya dharmešu
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— 2.6 —
We have seen how the Epistemologists’ critique of authority as well as their account of the Bodhisattva’s first philosophical steps relate to the issue of cintâ-mayî
prajñâ. Now it should be noted that both themes are closely connected with the
representation of the ‘rational person’ (prekšâvat-puruša), a key normative figure in
the Buddhist Epistemologists’ anthropology.105 Suffice it to say here that as a property of goal-oriented actions, practical rationality (prekšâvattva) consists in one’s
using the best possible means for the achievement of his aims (prayojana). And
since practical aims of the religious type (e.g. sugati, nirvâòa, bodhi) are the highest
goals one can strive for, it is but natural that practical rationality should first and
foremost characterise the so-called pravåtti-kâma-puruša, he who is most in need
both of trustworthy scriptures and sound soteriological strategies.

gambhîrešu buddhir nâvagâhate tathâgata-gocarâ ete dharmâ nâsmad-buddhi-gocarâ ity evam
apratikšipaôs tân dharmân âtmânam akšataô cânupahataô ca pariharaty anavadyam).
104
At the stage of the cintâ-mayî prajñâ, the Bodhisattva continues to concentrate on the
meaning (artha-pratisaraòa) of what he has already heard, i.e. the twelvefold teaching of the
Tathâgata, and not on the letter (vyañjana-pratisaraòa) alone (see ŒrBh 113*,4–117*,6 = 135.6–
140–5 [ŒrBhT D55b3–57a3 = Q65b5–67a8], and LAMOTTE (1976: 159–161)); moreover, he proves
able to discriminate between the so-called black teachings (kâlâpadeœa), i.e. non-authoritative
teachings, and great teachings (mahâpadeœa), i.e. authenticated Buddhist scriptures (see BoBhD
76.13–14 = BoBhW 108.9–11 [BoBhT D58b4–5 = Q68a8]; note BoBhVy D129a1–2 /Q157b1–2:
nag po bstan pa ni mdo sde la mi ’jug ’dul ba la mi snaó / chos ñid daó ’gal bar gnas pa’o // de
las bzlog pa dkar po’i phyogs ni chen po bstan pa’o // ; BoBhVå D175b7–176a1 = Q221b2–3: nag
po bstan pa daó chen po bstan pa rnams kyaó yaó dag pa ji lta ba bŸin du rab tu œes so Ÿes bya ba
ni / gaó mdo sde la ’jug ció ’dul ba la snaó la / chos ñid daó mi ’gal ba de ni chen po bstan pa yin
la / de las bzlog pa ni nag po bstan pa’o // ; on kâlâpadeœa and mahâpadeœa, see LA VALLÉE
POUSSIN (1938: 158–160) [who did not know of Sâgaramegha’s and Guòaprabha’s explanations]).
As the BoBh puts it, ‘being concentrated on the meaning and not on the letter, the Bodhisattva will
penetrate all the Blessed Buddhas’ intentional sayings, [so that] in no [possible] way can anybody
cause the Bodhisattva, who masters the black and the great teachings, to turn away and shrink
from the [true] reality (tattvârtha).’ (BoBhD 76.22–24 = BoBhW 108.23–109.2 [BoBhT D59a1–2 =
Q68b4–6, BoBhVå D176a5 = Q221b8–222a1]: arthaô pratisaran bodhisattvo na vyañjanaô
buddhânâô bhagavatâô sarva-sandhâya-vacanâny anupraviœati. kâlâpadeœa-mahâpadeœa-kuœalo
bodhisattvas tattvârthân na vicalayituô na vikampayituô kenacit kathaôcic chakyate). That our
text resorts to the traditional doctrines of the apadeœas and pratisaraòas gives evidence to the fact
that the exegetical function of cint(an)â is not limited to the assessment of a text’s proper meaning, but also covers critique of scriptural authenticity and authority (see LAMOTTE (1947: 218–
222) and (1949); DAVIDSON (1990); POUSSIN (1980: IX,246–248)).
105
See MCCLINTOCK (2002: 38–42) and ELTSCHINGER (2007b).
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The connection between prekšâvat-puruša and the critique of authority can already be found in Dharmakîrti’s writings, most conspicuously in the following
summary of his own position with regard to the authority of scriptures:
‘Every [person] who wishes to act [religiously] as a rational agent and
not by [mere blind] devotion examines [whether a given treatise] is an
[authoritative] scripture or not[, thinking in the following way]: “May
I be successful [in my endeavour], if I act after having learnt from [this
authoritative scripture] what I ought to practice[, i.e. realise106].” This
[person indeed] acts with regard to [objects of] another [type, i.e. imperceptible objects] on the ground of [a scripture’s] reliability on
[perceptually and inferentially] ascertainable107 [objects], because ordinary practical activity usually [proceeds] that way.108 But if one were
to act by [first] inquiring into the [alleged trustworthy] person [himself],
there would be no action at all, because such109 [a person] is impossible to recognise, but not because [we would] not accept [that such a
person exists], for such [persons assuredly] speak the truth.’110
However, the most striking expression of practical rationality is no doubt found in
the entire career of the Bodhisattva itself. Driven by compassion, the Bodhisattva
ultimately aims at alleviating other people’s suffering; but in order to do so, he will
have to teach them the goal (upeya) and its means (upâya); now since he will not be
able to teach correctly unless he has experienced upâya and upeya himself, he sets
about reflecting and meditating upon them in order to realise (sâkšâtÖkå) them and
hence remove his own suffering. To the best of my knowledge, we owe the first explicit mention of the prekšâvat-(puruša) in this context to Devendrabuddhi:
‘To set about [practising] the means of removing his own suffering is
[for the Bodhisattva] the only [method] suited to [strive for] the wellbeing of others. Thus, by putting [its] means (upâyârtha), i.e. its cause
into practice, those who must be [religiously] trained (v[a]ineya) will
reach the goal (tad-upeyârtha). [But] for whom the goal and its cause
106

According to PVSVÞ 396.19: anušþheyaô sâkšât-kartavyam artham.
According to PVSVÞ 396.20: œakyaô darœanaô niœcayaÿ.
108
PVSVÞ 396.23: evam ity eka-deœâvisaôvâda-darœanenânyatra pravartanam.
109
PVSVÞ 396.26: tasya puôsas tathâ-bhûtasya yathârtha-darœanâdi-guòa-yuktasya.
110
PVSV 110.3–8: sarva eva âgamam anâgamaô vâ pravåtti-kâmo ’nvešate prekšâ-pûrva-kârî
na vyasanena. api nâmânušþheyam ato jñâtvâ pravåtto ’rthavân syâm iti. sa œakya-darœanâvisaôvâdapratyayenânyatrâpi pravartate. evaô-prâyatvâl loka-vyavahârasya. puruša-parîkšayâ tu pravåttâv
apravåttir eva. tasya tathâ-bhûtasya jñâtum aœakyatvân nânišþeÿ. tâdåœâm avitathâbhidhânât.
107
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remain imperceptible, it is [indeed] a difficult task to teach them, i.e. to
correctly explain the goal and its cause to the living beings who ought
to be instructed, because one who is ignorant of the way [to go] is not
qualified to show the correct way [to others]. [Hence] one who wishes
to teach living beings that very [goal] and its cause as they really are[,
if he is] rational, first realises [them himself].’ 111
The full-fledged version of this doctrinal complex can be found in Kamalaœîla,
who harmonises broader Mahâyânist concerns (here drawn mainly from the BoBh)
and epistemological issues, thus often bringing Dharmakîrti’s doctrinal background
to light. In his commentary on TSa no. 3337(/8), Kamalaœîla argues strongly in favour of the purposefulness (arthitva) and hence rationality of bhâvanâ. But, contrary to Devendrabuddhi, he does not restrict practical rationality to the commitment
to Mahâyâna, but takes into consideration the (admittedly lower) motives (nimitta)
that drive Œrâvakas and Pratyeka-buddhas in the direction of nirvâòa:
‘And neither could [our opponent] say the following: “A [mental] cultivation that would result in a perceptual knowledge of the type [you
assert] is not possible for anyone.” [Our opponent would not be able to
say this,] for he would [then] have to state the reason for [such] an impossibility. … Here, since the practice of a rational [person always]
implies purposefulness, the reason for not engaging in [mental] cultivation could be that [the mental cultivation of unsubstantiality] is not
at all useful to anyone. … First, among the [various reasons supposed
to justify the fact that a rational person does not engage in mental cultivation], purposelessness is not established. Indeed, fear of saôsâra is
the reason why those who are limited to the Awakening of the Hearers
or [Buddhas-for-themselves] cultivate unsubstantiality: [their] thoughts
being tormented by the suffering of birth etc., [and their] mind being
terrified by saôsâra, they seek to calm it for themselves. But since [a
person] to whom the goal and its cause [remain] imperceptible cannot

111
PVP D54b5–7 = Q62a4–8, rather freely in order to avoid the commentarial style: ñid ñid
kyi sdug bsóal rab tu Ÿi ba’i thabs rtsom pa gaó yin pa ’di ñid gŸan gyi don daó rjes su mthun pa
yin no // de lta yin na thabs kyi don gaó yin pa de’i rgyu gaó yin pa nan tan du byas pa las de’i
thabs las byuó ba’i don de gdul bya de dag gis ’thob par ’gyur ro // … thabs byuó de rgyu lkog
gyur can* no // sems can bstan par bya ba la de ’chad pa ste / thabs las byuó ba daó de’i rgyu
phyin ci ma log par bstan par mdzad pa dka’ ba yin te / lam mi œes pas phyin ci ma log pa’i lam
ston pa’i skabs med pa’i phyir** / re Ÿig rtogs pa daó ldan pa ñid sems can rnams la de ñid daó
de’i rgyu ji ltar gnas pa bŸin du ’chad par bŸed pas móon sum du mdzad pa yin no // .
*
PVT 2.132a. ** PVV-Vibh 57, n. 2: na hy amârga-jño ’viparîta-mârgôpadeœe ’dhikriyate.
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teach them [to others properly], the reason why the [Bodhisattvas] proceed with the cultivation is compassion: having by nature, due to a
specific gotra, the good of others as their sole delectation, they consider [this] world afflicted by the three sufferings of being conditioned
etc.; suffering from its painfulness because they rely upon commiseration, they reject [all] self-interest; and considering all the [beings] who
are caught in transmigration as themselves, they make the vow to
come to their rescue.’112
— 2.7 —
On the level of the Epistemologists’ religious anthropology, the wisdom born of
(rational) reflection mirrors the concerns of a human ‘type’ who ideally has two properties: first, his desire to commit himself to and engage in a religious path, second,
his practical rationality. Although the Bodhisattva, driven by compassion and acting
for the sake of living beings, typically incarnates this ideal (Devendrabuddhi), other religious types such as Œrâvakas or Pratyeka-buddhas-to-be, albeit on an inferior level,
are not denied those properties (Kamalaœîla). Desire to engage as well as practical
rationality command one to critically assess the truth of scriptures on the empirical
level in order to maximise the probability of their trustworthiness in transempirical
matters too. The four Noble Truths which form the core or principal point of the Buddhist teachings, stand critical analysis by means of valid cognition and especially by
inference: ‘instrumental in [such] human goals [as nirvâòa]’, these Noble Truths can
then be declared ‘worthy of exertion[, i.e. of repeated practice / cultivation].’113
The Bodhisattva’s philosophical reflections at the eve of his long career form a
second complex closely connected with cintâ-mayî prajñâ. In a philosophical narra112
TSaPK 871.12–15 and 872.1–7 = TSaPSh 1054.19–22 and 1055.14–20 (TSaPT D ’e 296a6–7
and 296b6–297a2 = P Ye 361b1–2 and 362a3–7): na câpy evaô œakyaô vaktum—sÎva tâdåœî
bhâvanâ na kasyacit sambhavati, yâ tathâ-bhûta-pratyakša-jñâna-phalâ bhaved iti, yato ’sambhave
kâraòaô vacanîyam. tathâ hi bhâvanâyâm aprayoge sarvešâm evânarthitvaô … kâraòaô bhavet,
prekšâvataÿ pravåtter arthitayâ vyâptatvât. … tatra na tâvad anarthitvaô siddham. tathâ hi
ye tâvaj jâtyâdi-duÿkhôtpîðita-mânasâÿ saôsârâd uttrasta-manasas tad-upaœamam âtmanaÿ
prârthayante, tešâô œrâvakâdi-bodhaniyatânâô saôsârâd bhayam eva nairâtmya-bhâvanânimittam. ye tu gotra-viœešât prakåtyÎva para-hita-karaòÎkâbhirâmâÿ saôskârâdi-duÿkhatâ-tritayaparipîðitaô jagad avekšya, kåpâ-paratantratayâ tad-duÿkha-duÿkhinaÿ svâtmani vyapekšâm apâsya,
sakalân eva saôsâriòa âtmatvenâbhyupagatâs tat-paritrâòâya praòidadhate, tešâô karuòÎva
bhâvanâ-pravåtti-nimittam, parokšôpeya-tad-dhetos tad-âkhyânasya duškaratvât.
113
According to PVSV 109.17 (purušârthôpayogino ’bhiyogârhasyâvisaôvâditvât) and Karòakagomin’s comment thereon (PVSVÞ 395.17–18: purušârthôpayoginaÿ. purušârtho nirvâòaô
tatrôpayogaÿ kâraòatvaô sa yasyâsti tathâ. ata evâbhiyogârhasyâbhyâsârhasya…).
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tive, Dharmakîrti relates how the compassionate Buddha-to-be rationally ascertains
both the cause of suffering and the antidote to that cause, viz. the false view of Self
and the perception(/realisation) of unsubstantiality respectively. But in so doing, the
Bodhisattva rationally determines the four Noble Truths and hence the path of
unsubstantiality that, once duly cultivated, will lead him to Buddhahood. Both doctrinal structures lay strong emphasis on inferential analysis and ascertainment, the
first one in the perspective of a critical appraisal of the already existent Truths, the
second as the very means of their determination. In both cases, these Truths or
unsubstantiality alone are made the object(s) of repeated practice, mental cultivation
and exertion, i.e. of the counteracting path that leads ultimately to the definitive
suppression of (passions together with their) traces.
On a more theoretical level, these objects perfectly match the ones Dharmakîrti
himself as well as his commentators associate repeatedly with the so-called perception of yogins. That the cognition of (Buddhist) mystics can be termed a perception
and hence a valid cognition is not due only to the bhâvanâ’s securing a vivid image,
but also to the fact that its objects have been subjected to rational investigation
(parîkšâ, vicâra etc.) and ascertainment (niœcaya, niròaya, vyavasthâpanâ, nidhyâna
etc.) at the yukti-cintâ-mayî-level. As the commentators have it, the truth or nonbelying character of the yogins’ cognition consists in its being pramâòa-saôvâdin
(Devendrabuddhi, Œâkyabuddhi, Manorathanandin) or bearing upon pramâòa-(pari)
œuddhârthas (Dharmottara). In the stage of rational reflection, pramâòas (i.e. inference) ascertain or determine the real aspects (impermanence, unsatisfactoriness,
unsubstantiality, selflessness) of entities and hence provide the reflecting yogin’s
cognition with aspects and objects that contradict, oppose or counteract the superimpositions (Self, ‘one’s own’, permanent etc.) ignorance as a generalised erroneous
perception is responsible for. What the yogin does here is tantamount to the Bodhisattva’s rational identification of unsubstantiality as the antidote to sat-kâya-dåšþi.
And what the yogin is intent upon is nothing other than a counteracting path that
will enable him to remove the adventitious filth of passions and hence establish ‘his’
mind in its originally radiant and flawless condition.
3. Concluding remarks
Vasubandhu’s Sautrântika definition of cintâ-mayî prajñâ as yukti-nidhyâna-jo
niœcayaÿ testifies to his indebtedness to the Yogâcâra tradition (ŒrBh, BoBh,
MSA[Bh] etc.), which understands cint(an)â as a rational appraisal-cum-examination
(tulanâ, upaparîkšâ, vicâra etc.) of scripture-based contents. Of the four yuktis resorted to by this tradition, the upapatti-sâdhana-yukti is the only one endowed with
a probative / demonstrative function: as a vyavasthâpanâ sâdhanâ (ŒrBh), this yukti
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serves the function of establishing key Buddhist doctrinal contents (anityatâ, œûnyatâ,
kšaòikatva, duÿkhatâ, pratîtya-samutpannatâ, para-loka, anâtmatâ etc.) by means
of pramâòas (pratyakša, anumâna, âptâgama). In sharp contrast to the exegetical as
well as soteriological purpose of cint(an)â, hetu-vidyâ possesses a strong polemical /
dialectical character, aiming as it does at defeating (nigraha) non-Buddhist opponents
with the help of pramâòas; hetu-vidyâ is also traditionally assigned the apologetic
and missionary function of defending (dhâraòa) the Sad-dharma against outward
hostility, converting non-Buddhists and strengthening the coreligionists’ faith
(*prasâda-sthâpana). Although cint(an)â and hetu-vidyâ both give strong emphasis
to pramâòas, they seem to have developed independently. This is in turn explainable in terms of their meeting religious needs that must have been felt quite distinct.
Sthiramati’s remarks may well testify to the fact that by the middle of the sixth century, the two structures and concerns started merging with one another, for the most
part, I would suggest, not because of a growing awareness of their common resort to
pramâòas, but rather, with the collapse of the Gupta empire, because social, economical and political factors made it necessary. Epistemological debate and the religious
quest for exegetical and doctrinal certainty could no longer be kept separated as the
communities faced an easily documentable hostility and concomitant lack of political
and economical security.114 This time coincides with the foundation of such centralised institutions as Valabhî and Nâlandâ, which probably mirrors on the institutional
level what (the Valabhî-based) Sthiramati testifies to on the doctrinal level.
Dharmakîrti and his successors’ ideas are in close consonance with older accounts
of cint(an)â and especially upapatti-sâdhana-yukti, to which they assign the same
function (cf. vyavasthâpya in PVin) and the same contents (the real aspects of entities, but also para-loka etc.). This consonance is best seen in two parallel but rhetorically distinct doctrinal complexes in Dharmakîrti, viz. the theoretical / epistemological depiction of yogi-pratyakša, and the narrative account of the future Buddha’s first philosophical reflections. Moreover, the works of Dharmakîrti as well as
those of Œântarakšita or Kamalaœîla are remarkable representatives of the overlap
between para-nigraha, sad-dharma-dhâraòa and *prasâda-sthâpana on the one
hand, and cint(an)â-like establishment of key Buddhist doctrinal contents on the
other. Maybe some tentative explanations are necessary here. On the normative
level of individual religious practice, no authority may substitute for a Bodhisattva’s
and /or bhikšu(òî)’s beginning to reflect on scriptural contents (cf. BoBh: na parapratyayo bhavati tešu yukti-parîkšitešu dharmešu) by means of reasoning. On a first
institutional level, hetu-vidyâ-specialists probably did not encroach upon the jurisdiction of the various competing dogmatists or adhyâtma-vidyâ-specialists. On a
114

See ELTSCHINGER (2007: 25–64).
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second institutional level, however, hetu-vidyâ-specialists now seem to be concerned with dialectics and epistemology as well as with apologetics and doctrinal
elaboration; by creating some kind of ‘interface’ between outward pressure and
competing doctrinal interests within, they attempted to shape and propagate the nonritual part of a renewed Buddhist identity. Note should be made, however, that
authors like Dharmakîrti and Kamalaœîla maintained the traditional clear-cut distinction between the polemical precincts of hetu-vidyâ, to which they denied any
soteriological value whatsoever, and the salvational aims of cint(an)â. One is of
course free to consider whether these authors’ playing down of epistemology (!)
bears sincere testimony to their beliefs or was rather a concession imposed on them
by the dominating institutional concerns.
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The ‘Principle of True Nature’ (dharmatâ-yukti)
as a Justification for Positive Descriptions of Reality
in Mahâyâna Buddhism1
KLAUS-DIETER MATHES

When looking for a suitable topic for my contribution to the seminar on logic and
belief in Indian philosophy, I quickly settled on the Tattva-daœaka of Maitrîpa (ca.
1007–ca. 1085)2, in which reality is not only ascertained to be neither existent nor
non-existent, on the basis of common Madhyamaka logic, but also equated with
luminosity as directly experienced in the samâdhi of realising reality as it is (yathâbhûta-samâdhi). Ultimately, there is of course only one reality for Maitrîpa, but
descriptions of it differ depending on one’s approach: while reality escapes any
category (ontological or otherwise) in analysis, it can be described in a more positive way on the basis of direct experience.3 Madhyamaka analysis can and should be
questioned on logical grounds, but the positive descriptions of reality as luminosity
and the like must be first believed in, and can be verified by becoming a successful
yogin or Buddha oneself.4
1

Improvements to my English by Philip H. Pierce (Nepal Research Centre, Kathmandu) are
gratefully acknowledged.
2
TATZ (1994: 65).
3
See MATHES (2006: 210–220).
4
This is clear, for example, from the Anûnatvâpûròatva-nirdeœa (as quoted in the Ratnagotra-vibhâga-vyâkhyâ on stanza 1.1), RGVV, p. 2.8–11: tathâgata-višayo hi œâriputra ayam arthas
tathâgata-gocaraÿ[.] sarva-œrâvaka-pratyeka-buddhair api tâvac châriputra ayam artho na œakyaÿ
samyak sva-prajñayâ [jñâtuô vâ]a drašþuô vâ pratyavekšituô vâb prâg eva bâla-påthag-janair
anyatra tathâgata-œraddhâ-gamanataÿ. œraddhâ-gamanîyo hi œâriputra paramârthaÿ. paramârtha iti
œâri[putra] sattva-dhâtor etad adhivacanam.—‘ Œâriputra, this [ultimate] meaning is the [cognitive]
object of the Tathâgata; it comes under the range of the Tathâgata[’s awareness]. Œâriputra, it cannot,
to start with, be known, seen or examined correctly even by Œrâvakas or Pratyeka-buddhas on the
basis of their own insight, much less by fools and ordinary people, unless they (i.e. Œrâvakas,
Pratyeka-buddhas, fools and ordinary persons) realise it by faith in the Tathâgata. Œâriputra, that
which must be realised by faith is the ultimate. Œâriputra, “ultimate” is an expression for the
[Buddha]-element in sentient beings.’ [a Not readable in B (2a2) (several akšaras are broken
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To grasp reality correctly is thus not only a philosophical discipline, but also a
crucial soteriological pursuit. The long history of Mahâyâna Buddhism in India has
witnessed a host of different views on what reality precisely is. For the Mâdhyamikas
it is the emptiness of all phenomena, while for the Yogâcâras it is the mind empty of
duality (to give only the generally accepted descriptions for the two main traditions
in Mahâyâna). Whatever tenet was maintained, it is safe to say that nobody ever
considered reality to be self-evident to ordinary sentient beings.
Thus reality must be either determined logically (usually to be something which is
‘free from mental fabrications’ (nišprapañca)) or experienced directly in advanced
yoga practices that mainly rely on non-conceptual types of insight. The latter approach enables, besides the definiens nišprapañca or emptiness, such positive descriptions of reality as found in the sûtras of and commentaries on the third dharmacakra (i.e. the Yogâcâra works, the Ratna-gotra-vibhâga and so forth). The division
of the Buddhist doctrine into three sets or ‘wheels’ (cakra) of teachings was provided its chief doctrinal support in the Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra, and became necessary in order to accommodate the philosophical tenets of the Mahâyâna schools
within mainstream Buddhism. The Yogâcâras in particular felt compelled to resolve
the tensions they observed between the Abhidharma ontology of momentary ‘factors
of existence’ (dharmas) and the Prajñâpâramitâ’s emptiness of all dharmas (these
two forming the first two dharma-cakras) by restricting emptiness to what has been
wrongly projected onto the dharmas. A similar approach can be found among the
proponents of a Buddha-nature (tathâgata-garbha) in all sentient beings. 5
The reaction to such interpretative strategies was mainly twofold. While some
Mâdhyamikas, such as Candrakîrti (seventh century CE), refuted the Yogâcâra and
Tathâgata-garbha doctrines and dismissed their hermeneutics (which concluded that
the third dharma-cakra has definitive meaning), Kamalaœîla (ca. 700–750)6 tried to
show that the last two dharma-cakras do not contradict each other. Within such latter
traditions, the differences between the second and third dharma-cakra were explained
by distinguishing an analytical from a direct approach to one and the same reality.7
Positive descriptions of reality must at first simply be believed in, but the believer
eventually acquires the means of verifying them as he progresses along the path. In
other words, one has to trust a yogin that reality has the nature of luminosity, in the
away); A is not available. The gap is filled in according to the Tibetan. See also TAKASAKI (1966:
143). b B (2a2) reads mvâ; A is not available. DE JONG (1979: 567) suggests reading vâ without a
following daòða.]
5
For a detailed explanation of the three dharma-cakras see MATHES (1996: 155–163).
6
NAKAMURA (1987: 281).
7
Such a strategy can be discerned, for example, in ’Gos Lo tsâ ba gZhon nu dpal’s commentary on the Ratna-gotra-vibhâga-vyâkhyâ. See MATHES (2008: 375–377).
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same way as one trusts a scientist that gamma rays reveal their nature of being both
a wave and matter when hitting gold atoms in the Compton Experiment; with a
laboratory of one’s own one can then verify this. It is such a trust or belief in the
true nature of the factors of existence (dharmatâ) or reality that led to the coining of
the ‘principle of true nature’ (dharmatâ-yukti).
Dharmatâ-yukti is the last in a group of four yuktis, which are as follows: (a) the principle of dependence (apekšâ-yukti), (b) the principle of cause and effect (kârya-kâraòayukti), (c) the principle of proving on the basis of feasibility (upapatti-sâdhana-yukti),
and (d) the principle of true nature (dharmatâ-yukti).8 In the Mahâyâna-sûtrâlaôkâra,
stanza 19.45, the four yuktis respectively correlate to (a) correct mental engagement,
(b) the right view accompanied by [its] fruit, (c) analysis based on valid cognition, and
(d) the inconceivable.9 In his bhâšya on MSA 19.45 Vasubandhu comments:
‘A proper presentation of principle [explains its] fourfold [nature]: The
principle of dependence, the principle of cause and effect, the principle
of proving on the basis of feasibility, and the principle of true nature…
The principle of dependence is correct mental engagement on the three
yânas. Since the correct, supramundane view arises in virtue of that,
that is, from that precondition, the principle of cause and effect is the
right view accompanied by [its] fruit. The principle of proving on the
basis of feasibility is an investigation on the basis of direct and the
other types of valid cognition. The principle of true nature is an inconceivable subject. For the true nature is established and not some-

thing to be worried about—[worries] such as “From which correct mental engagement does the right view arise?” or “Is the
abandonment of defilements because of that the fruit?”’10
While the first three principles are more or less based on logical analysis, dharmatâyukti is considered to be a principle in the sense that reality is of a given nature
8

See MSABh, p. 168.5–12.
MSA 19.45, p. 167.24–25:
yoniœaœ ca manas-kâraÿ samyag-dåšþiÿ phalânvitâ /
pramâòair vicayo ’cintyaô jñeyaô yukti-catušþayaô //
10
MSABh, p. 168.5–12: yukti-prajñapti-vyavasthânaô catur-vidhaô. apekšâ-yuktiÿ. kâryakâraòa-yuktiÿ. upapatti-sâdhana-yuktiÿ. dharmatâ-yuktiœ ca. … tatrâpekšâ-yuktis trišv api yânešu
yoniœo-manas-kâraÿ. tam apekšya tena pratyayena lokôttarâyâÿ samyag-dåšþer utpâdât. kâryakâraòa-yuktiÿ samyag-dåšþiÿ saphalâ. upapatti-sâdhana-yuktiÿ. pratyakšâdibhiÿ pramâòaiÿ
parîkšâ. dharmatâ-yuktir acintyaô sthânaô. siddhâ hi dharmatâ na punaœ cintyâ. kasmâda
yoniœo-manas-kârât samyag-dåšþir bhavati. tato vâ kleœa-prahâòaô phalam ity evam-âdi.
a
According to Lévi’s emendation, see BHATTACHARYA (2001: 14).
9
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which can be as inconceivable as the fact that the building blocks of the universe do
not only behave like billiard balls but also like waves, something which is difficult
to grasp on purely logical grounds, but must be accepted as a result of experiments.
In the presentation of the four yuktis in the Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra, dharmatâyukti is taken in the following way:
‘Whether Tathâgatas appear [in this world] or not, because the factors
of existence (dharmas) must abide [in their true nature (dharmatâ)]
this very abiding in the sphere of dharmatâ (i.e. the dharma-dhâtu) is
the principle of true nature (dharmatâ-yukti).’11
In his Þîkâ on the Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra (Peking Tanjur No. 5517), Yüan-ts’ê
(613–696)12 explains that dharmatâ-yukti implies the fact that things have a certain
nature throughout beginningless time, just as fire burns, water moistens and wind
moves.13
In the Tathâgata-garbha-sûtra we find a passage similar to the dharmatâ-yukti
passage in the Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra. The true nature is here taken as the Buddhanature in all sentient beings:
‘Son of a noble family, the true nature (dharmatâ) of the factors of
existence is this: whether Tathâgatas appear [in this world] or not,
these sentient beings always possess the Buddha-nature.’14
Asaóga15 comments:
‘This true nature is here principle, argument and method: by virtue of
which (i.e. true nature) this (i.e. contents of perception) is this way (i.e.
an accurate realisation of mind), and not otherwise. Everywhere it is
precisely the true nature which is what is relied upon,16 the principle
underlying an “accurate realisation” [and] a “correct knowledge” of

11

SNS, p. 158.29–31: de la de bzhin gshegs pa rnams byung yang rung / ma byung yang rung
ste / chos gnas par bya ba’i phyir chos nyid dbyings gnas pa nyid gang yin pa de ni chos nyid kyi
rigs pa yin no / .
12
A disciple of Hsüan-tsang, see STEINKELLNER (1989: 233).
13
POWERS (1994: 369).
14
As quoted in RGVV, p. 73.11–12: ešâ kula-putra dharmâòâô dharmatâ. utpâdâd vâ
tathâgatânâm anutpâdâd vâ sadÎvête sattvâs tathâgata-garbhâ iti.
15
For the sake of convenience, I simply follow the Tibetan tradition here in ascribing the
Ratna-gotra-vibhâga-vyâkhyâ to Asaóga.
16
DRSM rten, D rtogs, NP rtog. Given Skt. pratisaraòa, the reading must be rton [pa], which
is, moreover, the lectio difficilior.
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mind. The true nature is inconceivable and unthinkable; it must rather
be simply believed in.’ 17
To sum up, the true nature is taken as either luminosity (Yogâcâra) or the Buddhanature (Tathâgata-garbha-sûtra and Ratna-gotra-vibhâga). In justification of this it
is claimed that reality is simply of such a nature. This must be believed in, and can
be verified when one eventually becomes a Buddha.
In his commentary on the above-quoted passage from the Ratna-gotra-vibhâga,
’Gos Lo tsâ ba gZhon nu dpal (1392–1481) makes it clear that the possibility to see
the similarity between the mind of sentient beings and the dharma-kâya of the
Buddhas (i.e. the Buddha-nature of all sentient beings) is established by dharmatâyukti and not by a direct cognition obtained on the basis of familiarity with the content of inferences:
‘Well then, one may ask, whether such a seeing is one that has become a
direct [cognition] by virtue of first realising [what the Buddha-nature is]
through an inferential valid cognition based on the principle of proving
on the basis of feasibility (upapatti-sâdhana-yukti), and [then] becoming
continuously used to it (i.e. to the content of the inferential cognition); or
whether it is a seeing that [occurs] without any special reason, [that is,]
adventitiously? It is neither a seeing based on [the principle of] proving
on the basis of feasibility nor a seeing without reason. It is a seeing based
on the principle of true nature (dharmatâ-yukti).’18
In other words, reality cannot be ascertained as luminosity or the Buddha-nature
on logical grounds, for the simple reason that such a nature remains inconceivable
even for somebody who relies on inferential valid cognitions. This leaves us with

17

RGVV, p. 73.12–16: yÎva câsau dharmatâ sÎvâtra yuktir yoga upâyaÿa. yayÎvamb evÎtatc
syât. anyathâ nÎvÎtatc syâd iti. sarvatra dharmatÎva pratisa(text:œa)raòam. dharmatÎva yuktiœ
citta-nidhyâpanâya citta-saôjñâpanâya. sâ na cintayitavyâ na vikalpayitavyâ[. a]ddhimoktavyêti.
[a Johnston inserts after upâyaÿ, against B (38a3), paryâyaÿ (A is not available), but neither the
Tibetan nor the Chinese has an equivalent for paryâyaÿ. See TAKASAKI (1966: 295, n. 8).b According
to DE JONG (1979: 575). c According to B (38a3); Johnston reads in both cases eva tat. d TAKASAKI
(1966: 296, n. 14) inserts kevalaô tv, but the unemended phrase (that is, without TAKASAKI’s
insertion, but an additional daòða) is also found in ŒrBh, p. 377.6.]
18
DRSM, p. 431.13–6: ’o na de ltar mthong ba de dang por ’thad pas sgrub pa’i rigs pa la
brten nas rjes su dpag pa’i tshad mas rtogs te de’i rgyun goms par byas pa las mngon sum du gyur
pa zhig gam / rgyu mtshan chen med par glo bur du mthong ba zhig yin zhe na / ’thad pas sgrub
pa la brten nas mthong ba yang ma yin / rgyu mtshan med par mthong ba yang ma yin te / chos
nyid kyi rigs pa la brten nas mthong ba yin no / .
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the path of the yogin, which starts with direct valid cognitions right from the beginning (as described in Sahajavajra’s commentary on TD 7cd). 19
One might object that working with direct cognitions right from the beginning
does not reveal the luminous nature of reality either, for everybody has direct cognitions—for example, in the first moment of perceiving visual forms—without experiencing their luminous nature. A similar objection is raised in Œântarakšita’s
Madhyamakâlaôkâra, stanzas 73:
‘Now, since the nature of it (i.e. a vase etc.) is directly manifest
By virtue of its having been realised,
Why is it that unwise persons
Do not similarly realise the nature (dngos po)20 of entities?’21
The point here is that a direct cognition is non-conceptual and thus free from reifications and denials. Ordinary people should thus realise the object of a direct perception exactly as it is (in the context of the Madhyamakâlaôkâra, as being empty
of its own-being, which is emptiness that corresponds to luminosity in the Tattvadaœaka). Œântarakšita refutes this objection in stanza MA 74:
‘[In fact] they do not. Having a burdensome [mind]-stream without
beginning,
They are overpowered by [their habit of] of imagining entities as real;
Therefore no living beings
Directly realise it (i.e. the nature of entities).’ 22
In other words, even though direct perceptions enable the seeing of objects as they
are, these sense data are immediately processed under the distorting influence of mental
imprints. In his commentary on these two stanzas (MA 73–74) gZhon nu dpal explains:
‘Moreover, [ordinary direct perception] is not very amazing. Even though
the shapes of a vase, an ox and so forth, which are devoid [of any universal properties] of oxness and so forth, are clearly seen, those who have a
19

See MATHES (2006: 219–220).
Mi pham explains in his dBu ma rgyan rtsa ’grel, 383: dngos rnams kyi dngos po as: dngos
po rnams kyi dngos po’am ngo bo yin lugs.
21
MA, p. 244.10–13: ’o na de ni rtogs gyur pas // de yi rang bzhin mngon sum phyir // mi
mkhas rnams kyang dngos rnams kyi // dngos po ’di ’dra cis mi rtogs / .
ICHIG÷ (1985: 244) introduces this and the following two stanzas (MA 73–75) in the following
way: ‘By whom and how is the absence of intrinsic nature in all dharmas understood?’ MA 73–74
are given the subtitle: ‘Emptiness (œûnyatâ) and unwise people’.
22
MA, p. 246.9–12: ma yin thog med rgyud lci bar // dngos por sgro btags dbang byas pas //
de phyir srog chags thams cad kyis // mngon sum rtogs par mi ’gyur ro / .
20
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mistaken understanding, [viewing as they do things] according to the
traditions of Kapila, Kaòâda and the like, do not perceive [them] in this
way (i.e. as being empty of universal properties). Thus all sentient beings
possess a knowledge of [direct] appearances [even] on the basis of not
having ascertained natural emptiness. Nevertheless, owing to the confusion which has arisen throughout beginningless time, ascertainment is
lacking. It is like the Sâôkhyas and others, who possess a knowledge [of
things] which clearly appear to be devoid of real universal properties,
and still a [corresponding] ascertainment does not arise [in them].’23
In the epistemological tradition of Dignâga and Dharmakîrti, reality consists of
specifically characterised phenomena or particulars (sva-lakšaòas), which are the
object of direct valid cognition, but usually unreal universals are projected onto
these particulars and this leads to a distorted knowledge of reality. This is most clear
from Pramâòa-vârttika-kârikâ 1.68–70:24
‘The other form is concealed
By [thought’s] own form—[imputed] by the intellect,
Which, [while] basing itself on different entities,
Reflects a single object.
Through [such] a concealing [thought]
The concealed manifold objects appear—even though discrete in
themselves—
As if they were not different entities,
In some form [suggestive of a universal property].25
Under the constraint of [such] thinking on the part of it (i.e. the intellect),
[This] universal is [then] declared to be [something] existent.
It does not exist in any ultimate sense,
As imagined by that [intellect].’ 26
23

DRSM, p. 57.8–13: gzhan yang ’di ni ngo mtshar mi che ste / ’di ltar bum pa dang ba lang
nyid la sogs pas dben pa’i ba lang la sogs pa’i dbyibs gsal bar mthong yang / ser skya dang /
gzegs ma spyod pa la sogs pa’i lugs kyis blo gros phyin ci log tu gyur pa dag de ltar rtogs par mi
byed do // zhes sems can thams cad la rang bzhin stong pa nyid ma nges pa las snang ba’i shes pa
ni yod la / de yod kyang thog ma med pa nas byung ba’i ’khrul pas nges su mi lter ba ni grangs
can la sogs pa la spyi dngos po bas dben pa’i gsal bar snang ba’i shes pa yod kyang nges pa mi
skye ba bzhin no / .
24
The numbering follows STEINKELLNER (1977).
25
Even though concrete entities (i.e. particulars) are completely different from each other, certain
entities can cause a perception whose image is the same. Such an image is usually mistaken for the
concrete entity itself (see FRAUWALLNER (1932: 264–5) for a discussion of these stanzas).
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gZhon nu dpal’s commentary on these three stanzas is as follows:
‘To a conceptual knowledge governed by direct cognition that takes in
different entities, such as sandalwood and nyagrodha [trees], there appears the form of a single universal called “tree”, into which all distinctive
features of a tree are gathered. When it appears, one thinks that that form
is external, and clings to the existence of a single object universal. Even
though such objects do not relate to a single universal, the latter’s nonexistence becomes obscured by the thought’s own form, and the
[concrete] entities that are trees are looked upon as something not different from the single entity of the universal “tree”. Since a great number of
sentient beings possess such thoughts, the existence of universals is proclaimed in accordance with the ideas of the many. The intellect which
harbours the form of a universal “tree” thus corresponds to the apparent
[truth], concealing as it does the ultimate. Such a universal [form] of
trees is a mere convention, but apart from that it does not exist in any ultimate sense. To sum up, it may be said that the universal [called] “tree” is
imputed to the set of trees taken as the basis of imputation.’27
In other words, the initial non-conceptual moments in the process of ordinary perception cannot lead to a soteriologically relevant realisation of reality as long as
one’s mind is engaged in the usual process of false imagining. It goes without saying that in the eyes of the Mâdhyamikas it is not only the adherence to a notion of

26

PV 1.68–70 (ed. GNOLI (1960: 38.11–6)):
para-rûpaô sva-rûpeòa yayâ saôvriyate dhiyâ /
ekârtha-pratibhâsinyâ bhâvân âœritya bhedinaÿ //
tayâ saôvåta-nânârthâÿa saôvåtyâ bhedinaÿ svayam /
abhedina ivâbhânti bhâvâ rûpeòa kenacit //
tasyâ abhiprâya-vaœât sâmânyaô sat prakîrtitam /
tad asat paramârthena yathâ saôkalpitaô tayâ //
[a Manorathanandin reads °nânâtvâÿ, which is supported by the Tibetan tha dad pa nyid (see the
PV edition of Miyasaka (1972: 124–5)). My translation is based on Gnoli’s edition.]
27
DRSM, p. 57.20–26: tsan dan dang nya gro dha sogs dngos po tha dad pa mthong ba’i mngon
sum gyis drangs pa’i rtog pa’i shes pa la shing gi khyad par de dag gang du ‘du ba’i shing zhes pa’i
spyi gcig gi rnam pa shar zhing / de shar na rnam pa de phyi rol yin snyam nas don gyi spyi gcig pa
zhig yod par ’dzin to / de ’dra ba’i don la spyi gcig pa med kyang med pa de rtog pa rang gi rnam pas
bsgribs nas shing gi dngos po rnams shing gi spyi’i dngos po gcig tu tha mi dad par mthong la / rtog
pa de ’dra ba sems can shin tu mang ba la yod pas mang po’i bsam pa dang mthun par spyi yod pa
skad du bsgrags so // de bas na shing spyi’i rnam pa can gyi blo ni kun rdzob ste dam pa’i don la
sgrib byed yin pa’i phyir ro // de lta bu’i shing gi spyi de ni tha snyad tsam las dam pa’i don du med
de / don bsdu na shing gi tshogs pa gdags gzhir byas nas shing gi spyi ’dogs so zhes bya ba yin no / .
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really existing universals which distorts one’s perception of reality, but also the adherence to particulars, for both particulars and universals lack an own-being. gZhon
nu dpal makes the following claim:
‘Likewise, all imputations that a nature of entities exists are made on
the basis of different parts. All perceptions of permanence, such as the
thought that “The man of last year is this one [here]”, are merely imputations relating to different earlier and later parts. Therefore,
[whereas] Dharmakîrti [applies this critique] only to how universals
are [wrongly] imputed to be real, it is applied in the Madhyamaka
treatises to assertions concerning particulars as well, and [then] it is
determined that all entities are without their own-being.’ 28
Coming back to our principle of true nature: it has been shown why an ordinary
conceptual mind does not experience reality as luminosity or the Buddha-nature (as
taught in the teachings of the third dharma-cakra). Luminosity cannot be inferred
by an inferential valid cognition, nor can it be ascertained on the basis of the first
moments of a direct valid cognition. In this context it is of interest, how the Third
Karmapa Rang byung rdo rje (1284–1339) defends his definition of apparent truth
as being mere appearances in the Zab mo nang don gyi rang ’grel. Rang byung rdo
rje claims that even though the duality of a perceived object and a perceiving subject does not exist, something appears which is not deceptive. In response to the
objection that these mere appearances would then be the ultimate truth, he clarifies
his understanding of the ultimate truth:
‘These [mere appearances] are presented as the expressible ultimate
(paryâya-paramârtha), whereas the ultimate truth [here] is that which
is related to the principle of the true nature (dharmatâ-yukti), [namely]
the natural emptiness previously mentioned while presenting the eighteen great [types of] emptiness.’ 29

28

DRSM, p. 58.23–26: zhes gsungs pa ltar dngos po’i ngo bo yod snyam du btags pa thams
cad cha tha dad pa la btags shing / na ning gi mi de ’di’o snyam pa la sogs pa’i rtag par ’dzin pa
thams cad ni snga phyi’i cha tha dad pa la btags pa kho na yin pas chos kyi grags pas spyi dngos
po bar btags pa’i tshul de kho na dbu ma’i bstan bcos rnams su rang gi mtshan nyid du ’dod pa
rnams la yang sbyar nas dngos po thams cad rang bzhin med par gtan la phab bo / .
29
Rang byung rdo rje: Zab mo nang don gyi rang ’grel: 63a5–6: ’di yang rnam grangs kyi don
dam par bzhag pa yod mod kyi / chos nyid kyi rigs pa’i rjes su ’brel pa dag ni stong pa nyid chen
po bco brgyad kyi rnam par bshad pa’i rang bzhin stong pa nyid sngar smos pa de nyid don dam
pa’i bden pa yin no / .
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In other words, the principle of true nature does not refer here to a correct perception
of phenomenal reality (which yields apparent truth), but to the fact that the ultimate is
of a given nature. Although its emptiness can be inferred on logical grounds, other
aspects of it, such as luminosity, can only be verified after abandoning all wrong projections onto reality and the underlying process of false imagining. This is described in
the Nirvikalpa-praveœa-dhâraòî, for example, and referred to by Maitrîpa and Sahajavajra in the context of directly realising the luminous nature of reality.30
Conclusion
The positive descriptions of the ultimate in the third dharma-cakra are mainly
justified on the basis of the principle of true nature. This principle is not taken to
stand in contradiction to the analytic approach of the second dharma-cakra, the
latter being viewed indeed as a possible preparation for overcoming false imagining,
which is a necessary condition for experiencing reality as it is. Since reality is thus
beyond the reach of an ordinary intellect, one has to believe that it is of a certain
nature, and that one will eventually experience it this way.
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Tsong kha pa on the Three Times:
New Light on the Buddhist Theory of Time*
HIROSHI NEMOTO

1. Introduction
— 1.1 —
For Buddhist philosophers, time is not a substance existing apart from entities
such as colour / form, sound and so on. In the Abhidharma-koœa time, not being enumerated in the list of seventy-five factors (dharma), is considered to be a nominal
designation of conditioned phenomena (saôskâra).1 In the Abhidharma-samuccaya
it is included in the list of non-associated compositional factors (viprayukta-saôskâra)
and is not posited as a substantial entity but rather as a nominal designation of a causal
stream (hetu-phala-prabandha-pravåtti).2 Not surprisingly, Mâdhyamikas deny that
time is intrinsically existent, as is shown by such texts as the Mûla-madhyamakakârikâ (Chapter 19) and Catuÿ-œataka (Chapter 11).
While denying the substantiality or intrinsic nature of time, however, Buddhist
philosophers admit time divisions: the future, present and past, in terms of conventional experience. For otherwise one could not account for the recollection of past
events, for the law of karman and transmigration, for the fact that previous karmic
actions are responsible for our present experiences and so on. In fact, we can find

*

I wish to express my sincere gratitude to Prof. Tom Tillemans for his helpful remarks regarding an earlier version of this paper.
1
AKBh 212.13–14 (cf. POUSSIN (1937: 135)): kâlo nâma ka eša dharmaÿ. saôskâra-paridîpanâdhivacanam etat.—‘What is this dharma called “time”? It is a nominal designation indicating saôskâras.’). AKBh 180.23: kalpaô kiô-svabhâvaÿ. pañca-skandha-svabhâvaÿ.—‘What is
the essence of kalpa? [It has] the essence of being five aggregates.’
2
AS1 19.8–9: kâlaÿ katamaÿ. hetu-phala-prabandha-pravåttau kâla iti prajñaptiÿ.—‘What is
time? It is a designation indicating the continuous succession of causes and effects.’
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the definitions of the three times given in Buddhist texts such as the Madhyântavibhâga, Abhidharma-samuccaya and Catuÿ-œataka-þîkâ.3
Turning to Tibetan Buddhism, we notice that Tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa
(1357–1419), who flourished in Medieval Tibet and founded the dGe lugs pa sect,
develops the Buddhist theory of time in an original way. He is unique, we have to
say, in that he thinks that Prâsaógika-Mâdhyamikas assert that all the three times
(dus gsum ga) are effective things (dngos po), that is, future, present and past things
are equally capable of producing their effects. While it may be a challenging task to
discuss whether and how Prâsaógikas actually express such an idea, this paper focuses upon Tsong kha pa’s own view of time which he presents in his rTsa she Tik
chen (Chapter 19), as well as in the mNgon sum le’u’i Tikka, a memorandum of his
lecture on the Pramâòa-vârttika 3, compiled by his prominent student mKhas grub rje
dge legs dpal bzang po (1385–1438). His unique interpretation of the idea of time, we
may say, has had a great influence on later dGe lugs pa scholars to this day.4
Tsong kha pa seems to have formed his own view of time by considering how the
views of time accepted by the Sautrântika, Yogâcâra and Mâdhyamika schools differed from that of the Vaibhâšika school. Thus the purpose of this paper is first to
consider his exposition of the Vaibhâšika’s view on time and then to examine his
understanding of the view of time accepted by the other three schools.
2. Tsong kha pa on the Vaibhâšika’s view of time
— 2.1 —
As is generally known, Vaibhâšikas, alias Sarvâsti-vâdins, advocate the doctrine
that factors exist as real entities (dravya) in the three time periods of future, present
and past. Sautrântikas, on the other hand, argue that there is no future nor past and
that factors exist only in the present. Such a divergence of opinion had already been
known in Tibet before the arrival of Tsong kha pa. mChims ’jam pa’i dbyangs
(13c.) says the following:
‘Therefore, it is also stated by Âcârya Pûròavardhana as follows:
“Those who admit the existence of [an entity in each of] the three
times are Sarvâsti-vâdins; those who admit the existence of present
3

See MAVBh 47.8–11 (ad MAV 3.20cd), AS1 22.25–23.5 (=AS2 21.8–22), CŠÞ 171b6–7.
Cf. rTsa she Tik chen, 197a3 ff.
4
For example, Sras bsdus grwa, an elementary textbook used at Drepung Gomang Monastery
(’bras spungs sgo mang grwa tshang), devotes to the topic ‘Three Times’ (dus gsum) one chapter,
in which Tsong kha pa’s view is propounded.
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things as well as that of past things which have not brought about effects are Vibhajya-vâdins; and those who admit that [only] present
things exist are Sautrântikas”.’5
mChims ’jam pa’i dbyangs already knew in this way that there is a divergence of
opinion about the existence of a thing in the three time periods. According to him, in
the Sarvâsti-vâdins’ view future, present and past things are equally existent; in the
Vibhajya-vâdins’ view past things which have not yet brought about effects and
present things are existent; in the Sautrântikas’ view only present things are existent.
It is natural to assume that Tsong kha pa must have been aware of such a difference
of opinion among Buddhist schools concerning the existence of the three times.
— 2.2 —
Tsong kha pa summarises the Vaibhâšika’s theory of time as follows:
‘Vaibhâšikas establish each [entity], e.g. a sprout, [as existent] in all of
the three temporal periods. By doing so, they [intend to] say that a
sprout exists even when the sprout has not yet come about and even
when the sprout has passed away. They say the same thing about other
entities also.’6
Tsong kha pa points out here that, in the Vaibhâšika system, every entity is regarded as existing in each of the three temporal periods. This means that a single
sprout, for example, continues to exist and remains constant throughout the three
temporal periods. In Vaibhâšikas’ view, consequently, a single sprout can be established not only as a present sprout but also as a future sprout and a past sprout. Of
course, this does not mean that a single entity can at the same time be a future thing,
a present thing, as well as a past thing; for Vaibhâšikas do accept time divisions. On
the question of how the three times are distinguished from one another, there are
four different views among Vaibhâšikas: According to Dharmatrâta the three times are

5

mDzod ’grel mngon rgyan, 513.19–22 (cf. AKLA Chu. 112b4–5): de’i phyir slob dpon gang
spel gyis kyang / dus gsum ga yod par smra ba dang / da ltar ba dang ’das pa ’bras bu ma bskyed
pa yod par smra ba dang / da ltar byung ba yod par smra ba rnams ni go rim bzhin du thams cad
yod par smra ba dang / rnam par phye ste smra ba dang / mdo sde pa yin no zhes bshad do //
6
rTsa she Tik chen, 198a3–4 (cf. SAMTEN—GARFIELD (2006: 400)): bye brag tu smra ba
rnams myu gu la sogs pa re re la dus gsum gsum du ’jog pas myu gu ma ’ongs pa dang ’das pa’i
dus su yang myu gur yod par ’dod de dngos po gzhan la yang de ltar ’dod do //
Comp. the parallel passages in mNgon sum le’u’i Tikka, 24b2 and sTong thun chen mo,
180a3–4; cf. CABEZÓN (1992: 307).
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distinguished in terms of a change in nature (bhâvânyathika); according to
Ghošaka, in terms of a change in characteristic (lakšaòânyathika); according to
Vasumitra, in terms of a change in state (avasthânyathika); and according to Buddhadeva, through their mutual difference in state of affairs (anyathânyathika).7 According
to Tsong kha pa, however, all Vaibhâšikas should accept that an entity exists even
when it has not yet come about and even when it has passed away. This is precisely
what the three times theory advocated by Vaibhâšikas claims.
3. Tsong kha pa
on the Sautrântika, Yogâcâra and Mâdhyamika’s view of time
— 3.1 —
Tsong kha pa, basing himself on such Indian Buddhist treatises as the Madhyântavibhâga, Abhidharma-samuccaya and Catuÿ-œataka-þîkâ, attempts to grasp the point
made by Sautrântikas, Yogâcâras and Mâdhyamikas (including both Svâtantrikas
and Prâsaógikas), saying:
‘Such being the case, the ceased sprout is the past sprout; the nonarisen sprout is the future sprout; the sprout which has arisen but
which has not yet ceased is the present sprout. Therefore, with reference to three times, one has to take into consideration the following respective times of an entity like a sprout: the time of having ceased, that
of having not yet arisen and that of having arisen but not yet ceased .’8
What Tsong kha pa means to say is as follows. First, when a sprout has ceased, it
no longer exists; instead, there exists a ceased sprout (myu gu zhig pa). We should
notice that the ceased sprout is not the sprout itself which has ceased (zhig pa’i myu
gu). The sprout which has ceased is what existed before and what is hence not currently existent. The ceased sprout, on the other hand, refers to the state of the
sprout’s having ceased, which is considered to be existent. It is such a state of the
sprout that is said to be ‘a past sprout’ (myu gu ’das pa). Secondly, when a sprout
7

See rTsa she Tik chen, 198a4–b8 (cf. SAMTEN—GARFIELD (2006: 400–401); AKBh 296.9–
297.3 ad AK V 26ab) and sTong thun chen mo, 180a4–b3; cf. CABEZÓN (1992: 307–308).
8
rTsa she Tik chen, 197b6–198a1 (cf. SAMTEN—GARFIELD (2006: 400)): de ltar na myu gu
zhig pa ni myu gu ’das pa’i dus dang myu gu ma skyes pa ni myu gu ma ’ongs pa’i dus dang myu
gu grub nas ma zhig pa ni myu gu da ltar ba’i dus yin pas / dus gsum char yang myu gu la sogs
pa’i dngos po de’i zhig pa dang ma skyes pa dang skyes nas ma zhig pa’i dus gang yin pa de la
rtsi ba yin gyi /… Comp. the parallel passages in mNgon sum le’u’i Tikka, 25b6–26a1 and sTong
thun chen mo, 183a5–b1; cf. CABEZÓN (1992: 311).
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has not yet arisen, it does not exist; instead there exists a non-arisen sprout (myu gu
ma skyes pa). Here again, we should notice that the non-arisen sprout is not the
sprout itself which has not yet arisen (ma skyes pa’i myu gu). The sprout which has
not yet arisen is what will exist later and hence is not currently existent. The nonarisen sprout, on the other hand, is the sprout’s state of having not arisen, which is
considered to be existent. And such a state of the sprout is said to be ‘a future
sprout’ (myu gu ma ’ongs pa). Thirdly, when a sprout has come into existence but
has not yet ceased, the sprout itself is spoken of as ‘a present sprout’ (myu gu da ltar
ba). In this case, there is no need to posit any factor other than the currently existent
sprout as a present sprout. 9
This is how Tsong kha pa explains the view of time held by the Sautrântika,
Yogâcâra and Mâdhyamika schools. The points he wishes to emphasise are (1) that
in the three schools’ view a sprout is regarded as existent only when it is in the present state; (2) and that in their view a future sprout is not the sprout which will come
about, nor is a past sprout the sprout which existed before. Of these two points, the
first point is in stark contrast to the Vaibhâšika school’s view that a single sprout
continues to exist and remains constant throughout the three temporal periods.
—3.2 —
Of the second point, Tsong kha pa goes on to say:
‘That which does not exist at the present moment when a speaker is in
the process of using temporal language can nonetheless be said to be
present (lit. ‘is not said to be non-present’), because the [moment at
which the speaker is making a statement] is the present [only] in relation to the speaker.’ 10
9

The same idea is expressed by dKon mchog ’jigs med dbang po (1728–1791) who defines
the three times as follows: ‘The past is defined as the factor of another thing’s having ceased in its
second moment after its own time [i.e. the moment at which it is existent]. The future is defined as
the factor of another thing’s having not yet arisen due to the incompletion of conditions within the
context of a certain place and time even though causes producing it exist. The present is defined as
that which has arisen but has not yet ceased.’ (Grub mtha’ rin phreng, 144.6–10: dngos po gzhan
zhig rang grub dus kyi skad cig gnyis par zhig pa’i cha de ’das pa’i mtshan nyid / dngos po gzhan
zhig skye ba’i rgyu yod kyang rkyen ma tshang ba’i dbang gis yul dus ’ga’ zhig tu ma skyes pa’i
cha de ma ’ongs pa’i mtshan nyid / skyes la ma ’gag pa da ltar ba’i mtshan nyid / ).
10
rTsa she Tik chen, 198a1–2 (cf. SAMTEN—GARFIELD (2006: 400)): dus kyi tha snyad byed
pa pos brjod bzhin pa’i da ltar ba’i dus su med pa la da ltar ba ma yin par smra ba ma yin te de ni
brjod pa po de la ltos pa’i da ltar ba yin pa’i phyir ro // Comp. the parallel passage in mNgon sum
le’u’i Tikka, 26a1–2 and sTong thun chen mo, 183b1–b2; cf. CABEZÓN (1992: 311).
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This statement requires clarification. According to Tsong kha pa, the word
‘present’ has two different senses. First, the word is used in the sense of the moment
at which a person makes a statement about a certain entity. For example, when a
sprout has not yet arisen, one may say: ‘A sprout does not exist in the present.’ We
may say that this is just the way we use the word ‘present’ from a commonsensical
point of view.11 Tsong kha pa, however, rejects such a way of using the word. He,
instead, defines the present as the state of having arisen but not yet ceased, which is
not distinct from the thing in that state. In his view, consequently, even the object
which will arise tomorrow is regarded as present, for the object satisfies the condition of being present in the sense that it will be in the state of having arisen tomorrow. For example, when one speaks of the sprout which will be in the state of having arisen tomorrow, one may say: ‘It is a present sprout’, instead of saying: ‘It is a
future sprout.’ What is, then, a future sprout? As we have seen, the future is defined
as a thing’s state of having not arisen. Therefore, such a state of the sprout of tomorrow, today, yesterday, and so on, is spoken of as a future sprout. In the same manner, the object which existed yesterday is regarded as present. For example, when
one speaks of the sprout which was in the state of having arisen yesterday, one may
say: ‘It is a present sprout’, instead of saying: ‘It is a past sprout.’ What is, then, a
past sprout? The past, under Tsong kha pa’s definition, is a thing’s state of having
ceased. Therefore, such a state of the sprout of yesterday, today, tomorrow, and so
on, is spoken of as a past sprout.
Tsong kha pa thus rejects the view that the present time is established in terms of
a speaker’s perspective. From his standpoint, both the sprout of yesterday and that
of tomorrow are ever present and never become past or future. We can recognise
from these things that he takes the fact of the sprout being present as an unchanging
truth.12
11
We may recall that Bertrand RUSSELL (1940: Chap. VII) considers the words ‘past’, ‘present’
and ‘future’ to be ‘egocentric particulars’, the denotation of which is relative to the speaker.
12
Interestingly enough, gSer mdog paò chen Shâkya mchog ldan (1428–1507), who argues
against Tsong kha pa, seems to hold the view that the three times are established in terms of a
speaker’s perspective. He defines the three times as follows: ‘The present is defined as that which
has arisen but which has not elapsed at the present moment. This is illustrated by the harvest of
this year. The past is defined as that which, in general, has arisen and then has gone away at the
present moment. This is illustrated by the harvest of last year. The future is defined as that which,
in general, has not yet arisen even though causes producing it exist. This is illustrated by the harvest of next year.’ (dBu ma rnam nges, Ba. 13b5–6: da ltar gyi dus su skyes zhing thal ma zin pa
de / da ltar ba’i mtshan nyid / mtshan gzhi ni da lo’i lo thog lta bu’o // spyir skye myong zhing da
ltar gyi dus las gzhan du song ba de / ’das pa’i mtshan nyid / mtshan gzhi ni / na ning gi lo thog
lta bu’o // spyir ’byung ba’i rgyu yod cing ma byung ba de / ma ’ongs pa’i mtshan nyid / mtshan
gzhi ni / sang phod kyi lo thog lta bu’o // ).
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— 3.3 —
Let me stress again that, as Tsong kha pa understands it, in the view of the three
schools in question the sprout which will exist is not a future sprout; and the sprout
which existed before is not a past sprout. Tsong kha pa distinguishes the sprout of
tomorrow from a future sprout and the sprout of yesterday from a past sprout. In his
view, the sprout of tomorrow, called ‘that which will come about’ (’ong rgyu), is
considered to be the sprout’s present state which has not yet come about; and the
sprout of yesterday, called ‘that which would cease’ (zhig rgyu), is considered to be
the sprout’s present state which once existed. Let us consider the following remarks:
‘On account of this, we speak of the past king Mahâ-saômata as a present person (lit. a present entity). This means that the king Mahâsaômata is a present person at his own time. And further, what will
occur tomorrow is [said to be] a present entity since what will occur
tomorrow is a present entity at its own time.’ 13
This might be explained as follows. A thing’s own time (rang dus) is the moment
at which the thing is existent, before which it has not arisen and after which it will
cease. That something is a present entity at its own time means that it exists at such
a moment. Consequently, when one uses the expression ‘the sprout of tomorrow’, if
one intends to imply that the sprout will exist tomorrow, one may speak of it as a
present entity in the sense that the sprout is tomorrow’s ‘present’ sprout; and similarly, when one uses the expression ‘the sprout of yesterday’, if one intends to imply
that the sprout existed yesterday, one may speak of it as a present entity in the sense
that the sprout is yesterday’s ‘present’ sprout. What all this shows is that the sprout
which exists at any particular moment should always be described as present irrespective of when the statement concerning the sprout is made.
In everyday linguistic usage also, we can describe the sprout of yesterday as the
present by using a past tense, as we say: ‘The sprout was present’; and similarly, we
can describe the sprout of tomorrow as the present by using a future tense, as we
say: ‘The sprout will be present.’ But we should notice that Tsong kha pa, while
analysing the expression of time, does not introduce the notion of verb tense at all.
The fact of the sprout being present, as we have seen, is considered to be an unchanging truth. Accordingly, unlike in the case of ordinary language, the sprout is
13

mNgon sum le’u’i Tikka, 26a2–4: rgyu mtshan ’di nyid kyis na ’das pa’i rgyal po mang pos
bkur ba da ltar ba’i dngos po yin par smras pa ni rgyal po mang pos bkur ba’i rang dus na da ltar
ba’i dngos po yin pa’i don dang / sang nyin dngos po da ltar ba yin pa’ang sang nyin rang dus na
dngos po da ltar ba yin pa’i don yin no //
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always described as present by using an atemporal verb ‘is’ (yin), as it is said: ‘The
sprout is present’ (myu gu da ltar ba yin). Mutatis mutandis for the future and past.
The non-arisen sprout and the ceased sprout are always described as future and past,
respectively, by using the atemporal verb, as it is said: ‘The non-arisen sprout is
future’ (myu gu ma skyes pa ma ’ongs pa yin), and ‘The ceased sprout is past’ (myu
gu zhig pa ’das pa yin). We may say that Tsong kha pa is thus trying to formulate
all statements concerning the three times in an atemporal fashion.
4. Concluding Remarks
As shown above, Tsong kha pa, while explaining the view of time shared by the
Sautrântika, Yogâcâra and Mâdhyamika schools, makes a unique interpretation of
the idea of the three times. According to him, the future is not that which will come
about, but a thing’s state of having not arisen; the past is not that which existed before, but its state of having ceased; and the present is the thing which is in the state
of having arisen at the moment at which it exists. Consequently, from his viewpoint,
the words ‘future’, ‘present’, and ‘past’ are used to refer to such objects without
depending on the context in which their utterance is made. It is interesting that,
identifying the three states of an entity with the three times, he ends up with the
existence of the three times. This is along the line where he holds that PrâsaógikaMâdhyamikas claim that the three times are effective things.
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The Bodhi-caryâvatâra and Its Monastic Aspects:
On the Problem of Representation*
KAORU ONISHI

1. Introduction
— 1.1 —
Œântideva, the author of the Bodhi-caryâvatâra (henceforth abbreviated BCA), is
considered to have been active sometime between the mid-seventh century and the
mid-eighth century.1 If we are to believe the legendary accounts, he composed the
BCA as a monk-scholar at the monastic university (mahâ-vihâra) in Nâlandâ.2 At
the time of Œântideva, Nâlandâ was one of the main mahâ-vihâras that came to be
the centres of Buddhist monastic life in India. Nâlandâ was so prosperous and prestigious that many monks from various regions of India, Tibet, and China wanted to
come and study there.3 According to Xuanzang, who studied in Nâlandâ for six
years (630–635 CE), 4 there were several thousand monks at the ‘Nâlandâ
*

I would like to thank Professor Robert Sharf (The University of California, Berkeley), Professor Donald Lopez and Professor Luis Gómez (both, The University of Michigan) for their
helpful comments and suggestions on earlier versions of this paper, although of course I am solely
responsible for any surviving errors.
1
According to BHATTACHARYA (1926: XXIII), the terminus a quo is suggested from the fact
that Yijing, who left India in 695 CE, does not mention Œântideva in his ‘Record’ (Nanhai jigui
naifazhuan); the terminus ad quem is drawn from the fact that Œântarakšita, who visited Tibet in
743 CE, quotes two stanzas from the BCA (1.10 and 7.28) in his Tattva-siddhi. See PEZZALI
(1968: 38; DE JONG (1975: 163, 179–80); SEYFORT RUEGG (1981: 82). Also see BENDALL (1992:
III–VI), who, earlier than Bhattacharya, suggests that the terminus a quo is the middle of the seventh century and the terminus ad quem is 800 CE, depending mostly on the accounts of Târanâtha.
Cf. SCHIEFNER (1869: 161–164).
2
OBERMILLER (1932: 162–63). Also see CHIMPA–CHATTOPADHYAYA (1970: 217), and
SCHIEFNER (1869: 162–166).
3
DUTT (1962: 331–32).
4
LI (1959: 105, 120).
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saóghârâma’.5 Yijing, having stayed there for ten years (675–685 CE), also reports
that there were more than three thousand monks and that there were eight halls and
three hundred apartments in the monastery, for it was difficult for them all to assemble in one place.6 We can imagine a highly organised and institutionalised
community from these accounts.
The Buddhist monastic community7 had, from early on, been regulated by the monastic codes: vinaya. It was the vinaya that prescribed the rules of discipline as well
as rituals and behaviours of monks. The vinaya remained valid for the monastic
communities regardless of whether they belong to ‘Hînayâna’ or ‘Mahâyâna’.8
Œântideva, who is believed to have been a ‘Mahâyâna monk’, was very well aware
of the vinaya regulations and seems to have respected them, which we know from
his direct mention of Prâtimokša rules in the BCA.9 And it is most probably in this
local, cultural, and historical context that the BCA was produced by Œântideva .
— 1.2 —
The BCA10 has been very popular in Western Buddhist scholarship. This is probably one of the texts most often rendered into Western languages throughout the his-

5

BEAL (1884: 170).
TAKAKUSU (1966: 154).
7
The word that refers to a Buddhist community in the broadest sense is saógha, which includes fully ordained monks and nuns (bhikšu/ bhikšuòî), male and female novices (œrâmaòera/
œrâmaòerî), and laymen and laywomen (upâsaka/ upâsikâ). Saógha as a whole, which can be translated as ‘Buddhist community’, therefore, does not mean monastic community; however, the
monks, nuns and novices constitute the community that is distinctive from lay people in terms of
their social status. This community, which can be called ‘saógha’ in the narrow sense of the word,
can be conceived of as monastic; they left home and became wanderer (parivrâjaka) or live in
temporary retreats (âvâsa), or, later, they lived in monasteries (vihâra) or cave dwellings (guhâ).
See COLLCUTT (1987: 41–44) and GÓMEZ (1987: 57–60).
8
We do not know whether a monk could be called definitively Hînayâna or Mahâyâna. Even
if it was possible to somehow distinguish them, we do not know exactly how or to what extent this
distinction was made.
9
ISHIDA (1993) details the correspondence between the stanzas and the Prâtimokša rules. Together with other evidence, he suggests a hypothesis that the revision from Dunhuang version to
the canonical version is a part of monachising process of the text.
10
The first Sanskrit edition of the text was published in 1889 by MINAYEFF, based on three
manuscripts, two now in London and another in his possession. This edition was reproduced by H.
P. Shastri in 1894 but it is said to be full of mistakes (KANAKURA (1958: 244)). Based on two
more manuscripts, now in Paris (Bibliothèque Nationale, Devanâgarî 78 and Burnouf 98), la
Vallée POUSSIN edited the text, along with Prajñâkaramati’s Pañjikâ, from 1901 to 1914, which I
6
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tory of Buddhist Studies.11 The introductions to these translations, and other numerous remarks on the BCA, show that this work has been read in various manners: it
was once called a ‘book of religious ardour (enthusiasm) and propaganda’ (la Vallée
POUSSIN (1892)); KERN (1989: 11) defined it as a ‘poem breathing a truly pious
spirit.’ In their subtitles to their translations, BARNETT (1959) and SCHMIDT (1923)
characterised it as a ‘manual of Mahâyâna Buddhism’ and a ‘Buddhist didactic
poem (Lehrgedicht) of the seventh century’, respectively. MURTI (1980: 101) said
that the BCA and the Œikšâ-samuccaya are ‘our chief sources for the Mâdhyamika
path of spiritual realisation’; SEYFORT RUEGG (1981: 82–83) claimed that it presented ‘the mystical aspects of Madhyamaka thought’, but should be read as ‘a
philosophical treatise’ rather than a ‘religious and devotional poem’.
What is striking, however, is that most of these translators, as well as other scholars, have ignored its monastic aspects, which are especially evident in chapters five
and six. It is only recently that its monastic character has been explicitly recognised
and acknowledged. GÓMEZ (1995: 183) emphasised its monastic elements, such as
ritual, demeanour, and monastic rules, by attributing importance to ‘precepts’12. Further, in the ‘General Introduction’ to a recent English translation (CROSBY–SKILTON
(1995)), WILLIAMS (1995: xi) imagines, based on the BCA, Œântideva’s everyday
life in a monastery, which serves as an indication of its monastic provenance. The
translators are also well aware of the monastic context of the BCA.13 Despite this,
believe remains the best edition so far. V.S. Shastri (=Vidhushekhara BHATTACHARYA) also published an edition, together with the Tibetan translation, in 1960, probably based on the abovementioned H.P. Shastri’s edition and perhaps revised depending on la Vallée Poussin’s edition.
Also in 1960, VAIDYA published another edition based on a manuscript in Nepalese script (all
stanzas in ten chapters and Pañjikâ on the first nine chapters) and another in Maithilî script
(VAIDYA used this for the stanzas and Pañjikâ of the ninth chapter); cf. KANAKURA (1958: 243–
245); VAIDYA (1960: VII–VIII); PEZZALI (1968: 47–56); WALLACE (1997: 145–151).
11
There have been two translations in French (from Sanskrit), two in German (from Sanskrit),
eight in English (from either Sanskrit or Tibetan or both), one in Italian (partial), one in Spanish,
one in Estonian. The BCA has been rendered into non-Western languages as well: two in Japanese
(one from Sanskrit, one from Tibetan); one in each of four modern Indian languages—Hindi, Gujarati, Marathi, and Bengali; one in Mongol and Oirat (Kalmuk). Cf. VAIDYA (1960: x); PEZZALI
(1968: 63–5); BATCHELOR (1994: 58); WALLACE (1997: 145–151).
12
It is noteworthy that he presents selected passages from the BCA under the title of
‘Mahâyâna Liturgy’. Here, he also mentions the problem of circulation or usage of texts, which
has rarely been asked, noting that the BCA was very popular ‘at least in monastic circles, during
the later Mahâyâna period in India’ (1995: 184).
13
The translators repeatedly mention the importance of its monastic context. For example,
CROSBY–SKILTON (1996: xxviii) say: ‘Particularly pertinent to Œântideva’s work was the development of the monastic university at Nâlandâ, where it is said that he lived as a monk during the
period at which he composed the Bodhicaryâvatâra.’ Also see pp. xxvii, xxix, and xxxv.
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perhaps because this translation is published as one of ‘World Classics’, the translators
still try to present the BCA as a book not only for monks but also for lay peo ple.14
In this paper, I consider how and why the BCA’s monastic aspects had been
largely neglected until recently and why its monastic characteristics tend to be underrepresented still today. In other words, I address the problem of cultural representation, which has been recently raised in Buddhist Studies—e.g. in ALMOND
(1988), TUCK (1990), SCHOPEN (1991), LOPEZ (1996)—reflecting the recent development of other fields, notably history and literary studies. Although there have
been numerous translations of the BCA, there is no critical research on the interpretations of the BCA as cultural representation. This essay would be the first contribution that links the BCA to a broader discussion about the question of the production of knowledge in Buddhist Studies.
— 1.3 —
Before starting to discuss how the BCA has been represented and why its monastic aspects have been ignored, however, I should make it clear what I mean by
‘monastic’. The word ‘monastic’, when referring to people, generally means people
living in a religious community who lead disciplined lives. Monasticism can be defined by its unique combination of social status, specific discipline, ritual and behaviour. The monastic leaves his lay household and dwells in a ‘new’ sacred home.
His special status and self-identification are usually presented by his clothing, daily
schedule, diet, all of which are distinctive from those of ordinary lay people. The
monastic observes specific discipline, or monastic codes, in order to attain his religious goals. The monastic discipline also serves as the monastic identification by
prescribing certain rituals and normative behaviours.15 Bearing in mind this general

14

In their comment on the monastic rules in the fifth chapter, CROSBY–SKILTON (1996: 33) note:
‘Yet although Œântideva uses the terms of the monastic discipline, he is not merely quoting rules
which must be obeyed mechanically. By emphasising that this code of discipline is a means of developing mindfulness, in a sense he is bringing these rules to life, both for the monks, for whom they
may have become banal from familiarity, and for the layman who has no obligation to observe them.
… and in this way implies the primacy of practice and attainment over and above mere clerical hierarchy and formalism’ [my emphasis]. The prototype of this kind of view can be found in la Vallée
Poussin’s introduction to his translation of chapter five; see la Vallée POUSSIN (1896: 308). WILLIAMS
(1995: xxvi), too, says: ‘Though it was composed in India over a thousand years ago by a Buddhist
monk for himself and a few like-minded friends, even allowing for the verses concerned with a Buddhist monastic environment, the Bodhicaryâvatâra nevertheless presents us with a series of brilliant
meditations directly relevant to our own present lives’ [my emphasis].
15
Cf. WECKMAN (1987: 35–41).
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usage of the word ‘monastic’, I will here use the word ‘monastic aspects’ to refer to
these elements that are found in a text written by a monk, not by a lay person, composed for monks, not for lay people, and produced in a monastic community rather
than in a lay community. In other words, monastic aspects are the features of a text
as a product of monastic life. And, although the BCA is precisely this kind of work
with many of these ‘monastic’ elements, it is these aspects that have received little
attention in the study of, and in the production of knowledge about, the BCA.
2. Representations of the Text
The BCA has been represented in various manners but it would be useful, just for
our discussion’s sake, to classify these portrayals into four models according to their
presupposed orientations: (1) a doctrinal history model, (2) a spirituality model,
(3) a philosophy model and (4) a way of life model. I should note, however, that
these models have been historically influenced by, and ideologically connected
with, each other. I will discuss the representatives of these models basically in
chronological order, but we should keep in mind that most ‘portraits’ of the BCA
represented by a translator have elements of two or more models.
2.0. Four Models
— 2.1 —
The first model sees the BCA from the perspective of the history of doctrines as
an exemplar of thought as opposed to religious practice. La Vallée POUSSIN’s
(1892) introduction to his first translation of the BCA (only chapters I–IV, and X) is
an example of this strain; since his arguments presented there have influenced many
other introductions, I will examine his introduction in greater detail.
La Vallée Poussin’s introduction consists of three parts: (1) general Introduction;
(2) Œântideva and the composition of the BCA according to Târanâtha’s history; and
(3) Religious doctrine of the BCA. In the first part, he says that ‘from the point of
view of ideas and religious impression the BCA is similar to Bhagavad-gîtâ as a religious and philosophical song’, and states that ‘several chapters are devoted to
metaphysical discussions of the school.’16 After having explained the meaning of its
title, he defines the BCA as a ‘book of religious ardour (enthusiasm) and propa16

POUSSIN (1892: 68–69). It is not very clear what he means by ‘the school’, but it probably
means ‘Mahâyâna Buddhism’ because he does not mention Mâdhyamika before this sentence but
says that the BCA is the most interesting and suggestive ‘parmi les textes Bouddhiques du Nord’ (68).
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ganda’, for, according to him, ‘all the flames of pious thought are expressed in it
nobly and sincerely.’ La Vallée POUSSIN (1892: 69) further maintains:
‘We know the name of its author and the time of its composition, therefore, it is possible to construct the history of religion in India through the
study of the dated document and through the history of the sects.’
Here we can see his excitement about a document of which he thought he could
know the date somewhat precisely; at the same time, however, we must note that he
is particularly interested in placing the BCA in ‘the history of sects’ (l’histoire des
sectes), showing his personal inclination to the analysis of the different sects.17 But
it is not of course just a matter of personal preference. La Vallée Poussin’s assumption that we can reconstruct the history of religion in India by tracing the history of
sects is of great significance in thinking about the representation of the BCA in the
West. This presupposition most probably comes from the nineteenth-century Zeitgeist: historicism, which is concerned primarily, if not solely, with the reconstruction of historical, objective, and therefore universal ‘facts’. This historicist orientation led to the idea that the analysis of the doctrines of different sects can constitute
the major part of the study of religion. We should not overlook that it is this idea,
represented by la Vallée Poussin, that has played a key role in creating the privileged status of the ninth chapter in the research history of the BCA. After all, la
Vallée POUSSIN (1898) published the Sanskrit edition of chapter nine of the BCA,
with the corresponding section of the Pañjikâ, before he published the complete
edition of all nine chapters of the Pañjikâ.
In the second part, la Vallée Poussin tries to place Œântideva in the lineage of scholars at Nâlandâ by utilising secondary sources—mostly Chinese texts.18 But he does not
even mention Nâlandâ’s local situation as a monastic university, despite the fact that
we can see it, albeit indirectly, in Târanâtha’s accounts la Vallée POUSSIN (1892: 72–
5) introduces in the following part. This omission of the local context shows that he is
only interested in ‘universal’ thoughts that are supposedly constructed from a philological reading of written texts. La Vallée Poussin only summarises the ‘legend’
told by Târanâtha and does not reflect upon the implication the legend carries. In
other words, he deals with the legend only as a quasi-historical account, which he
uses as external evidence to support his ‘reconstructed’ ideas, and does not fully
consider the meaning of the legend in Indo-Tibetan tradition itself. Many other trans17

DE JONG (1987: 45) says: ‘He preferred to analyse the views of the different schools. No
scholar has contributed more to our knowledge of Buddhist Abhidharma than La Vallée Poussin.’
18
La Vallée POUSSIN (1892: 70) acknowledges three books as his sources: (1) Bouddhisme by
Ry÷on Fujishima, (2) Buddhisme II by H. Kern (Jacobi’s translation), and (3) Minayeff’s article (?): ‘La doctrine du salut dans le Bouddhisme postérieur’ (source unidentified).
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lators follow la Vallée Poussin and, in almost the same manner, give a summary of
the Tibetan historian’s account in their introductions (e.g. Finot, Schmidt).
In the third part, la Vallée Poussin first declares that the BCA ‘expounds the doctrine of Salvation’ and is ‘not a philosophical treatise but a vivid and sincere exhortation.’ What is surprising is that, for him, ‘philosophical treatise’ means ‘certain
Buddhist works, the Dhamma-pada for example and the works of Southern
(Buddhism) in general.’ La Vallée POUSSIN (1892: 75) then goes on to the comparison of them with the BCA and claims:
‘These Pâli treatises are completely unaware of the confidence of the
faithful in its master, love and faith. In a word, it is Bhakti that characterises the Northern Buddhism and the Hindu religions (les religions
hindoues).’
The subtext here is of course the dichotomy between Hînayâna and Mahâyâna
Buddhisms. It is originally an emic categorisation with highly polemical intentions,
but, in the West, it was generalised to become a framework for conceiving Buddhism as an object of study. In this framework, Hînayâna and Mahâyâna came to be
considered sharply distinctive from each other with little overlaps, which we know
is no longer true. This is obviously a result of too much emphasis on the doctrinal
history in which the contention between the two is most evident.19 Thus, while ‘Pâli
Buddhism’ is restricted by ‘philosophical’ doctrines, la Vallée POUSSIN (1892: 77)
maintains, we find in the BCA a ‘living and warm religion.’ And he concludes his
discussion by noting as follows:
‘Now we know that the doctrine of salvation, which is the core (le tout)
of Buddhism, appears to us very differently in the books of Pali and in
the books of Northern Buddhism. … Buddhism sometimes assumes the
character of philosophy and morality without God. This is the doctrine of

19
In his article, ‘Mahâyâna’, la Vallée POUSSIN (1908–1926: 330–31) begins his ‘Definition
and Description’ by noting that ‘[i]n order to define Mahâyâna, we must first notice certain characteristics of the Hînayâna.’ He then lists five points that he thinks define Hînayâna: (1) the doctrine of salvation, which he calls a ‘perfectly coherent mysticism’ with ‘philosophical’ and
‘ethical’ dogmas; (2) the method of salvation, which, he notes, cannot be practised ‘except by a
person who observes … ‘morality’ and, what is very important, ‘a person who practises continence … as a Buddhist monk’; (3) the view on Buddha, who is ‘very different from other saints’;
(4) the place of ‘devotion (bhakti)’ in the cult of the Buddha, which is ‘useful and recommended …, as penance (tapas) is, but is not essential’; (5) teachings on ‘how to be re-born in
heaven, in the world of Brahmâ.’ In contrast with these characteristics of Hînayâna, la Vallée
Poussin argues that Mahâyâna consists of three elements: (1) the practice of the virtues (pâramitâs) of
a bodhisattva or future Buddha; (2) the wisdom or knowledge of vacuity; (3) devotion.
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Southern Buddhism, which became popular in the West (en occident). It
sometimes assumes the character of ardent religion (religion enthousiaste). This is Northern Buddhism with countless deities, tutelary
Buddhas, and benevolent Bodhisattvas.’ (1892: 82) [My emphasis].
Nevertheless, as the title of the third part, ‘religious doctrine’, shows, most of his
argument there consists of ‘doctrinal’ and ‘soteriological’ issues such as views on
Buddha and nirvâòa and the philosophies of Yogâcâra and Mâdhyamika found
mostly in the ninth chapter. On account of these almost exclusively doctrinal discussions, it should be noted, la Vallée Poussin came to the above conclusion. Even
though he says that the BCA is not a ‘philosophical treatise’, he still perceives it
only from the perspective of Buddhist doctrines, excluding the elements of religious
practice that would have indicated the monastic context of the BCA. He published a
complete translation of the BCA in 1906 and 1907 but again never explicitly mentioned its monastic aspects in his introduction.
La Vallée Poussin, however, was by no means indifferent to, nor of course ignorant of, Buddhist monastic rules. On the contrary, he was well aware of the fact that
Œântideva refers to the Prâtimokša rules in the BCA, which we know from the footnotes in his translation (1906–1907) and his introduction to the translation of chapter five (1896) that was published between the two above-mentioned translations.20
la Vallée POUSSIN (1896: 308) notes:
‘Bodhicaryâvatâra is a sort of Vinaya or Dharmaœâstra for the use of
Buddhists: we read in the fifth chapter the series of precepts of a practical nature, (on the manner of eating, of sitting, of gesturing) (91, 92,
94, 95), general advice on purity, the rule which orders that one avoid
what is disapproved of in society (93). The ascetic must have a smiling
face, he must speak gently and clearly; he looks at creatures in the
face, his step is silent, he encourages good people.—All these practices are dominated by a constant concern about “the purification of
thought (pensée)”: … To realise this essential “vrata” (see 16, 18) one
must read the books of Dharma (98).’21
But, at the same time, la Vallée POUSSIN (1896: 308) maintains that:

20

It is not all clear to me why he published this chapter separately.
He has a footnote to this passage: ‘We must not forget that the practice is an inferior means
of salvation: if intelligence is not illuminated by the supreme truth, nothing serves for taking vow
of Bodhi and for observing the rules of conduct (rien ne sert de former vœu de Bodhi et d’observer
les régles de vie) …’
21
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‘Œântideva does not address the Bhikšus, members of a religious order
with regular Prâtimokšas, but the lay Bodhisattvas, the faithful of a
broader Church (see œl.93).’
The verse in question (5.93) does not talk about rules to address ‘the lay Bodhisattvas’ but about monastic codes laid down for ascetic monks, however.22 As la
Vallée Poussin himself explains, the second half of the verse is simply ‘the rule
which orders that one avoid what is disapproved of in society.’ And the context of
the verse makes it clear that ‘one’ here means an ‘ascetic’ (yati).23 Still, as is evident
in his discussions on ‘religious doctrines of Bodhicaryâvatâra’, la Vallée Poussin
assumes that Mahâyâna is entirely different from Hînayâna. And this assumption
comes from his conception that ‘the core of Buddhism’ is ‘the doctrine of salvation’.
It thus seems that his limited interests in the doctrinal history prevented him from
recognising the fact that these verses in chapter five are the rules for ascetic monks.
He must have thought that he should present the BCA as an exclusively Mahâyâna
text that is distinctive from Hînayâna texts. 24
— 2.2 —
The second model emphasises the ‘spirituality’ of the Bodhisattva practice. The
examples are Louis FINOT’s (1920) introduction and Auguste BARTH’s (1893) remark that compares the BCA to the Imitation of Christ by Thomas à Kempis. FINOT
22

BCA 5.93 reads:
nâikânya-striyâ kuryâd yânaô œyanam âsanaô /
lokâprasâdakaô sarvaô dåšþvâ påšþvâ ca varjayet //
‘One should neither walk nor lay down nor sit down with any one women. By
knowing and asking all the things that are considered disturbing by common people, one should avoid them.’
I have not identified the rule in Prâtimokša corresponding to 93cd, but ISHIDA (1993: 8–9)
points out that we can find the elements in 93ab in more than one Prâtimokšas. Cf. la Vallée
POUSSIN (1901–1914: 149). Also see CROSBY–SKILTON (1995: 163, a note to 5.93b).
23
We find explicit references to yati twice (5.21 and 5.73). If you look at only the verse 5.93,
it is not entirely impossible to take it as an exhortation to ‘ascetise’ lay people. But chapter five as
a whole makes this interpretation very unlikely. Cf. ROBINSON (1965–66).
24
In the introduction to his edition of the ninth chapter of the BCA and Âdikarma-pradîpa, la
Vallée POUSSIN (1898: 1–161) opposes the views of the so-called Pâli school, represented by
Oldenberg and Rhys Davids, that only the Pâli canon can be the source for the ‘historical’ study of
Buddhism. He maintains that ‘Pâli Buddhism’ is a narrow doctrinal system and Mahâyâna Buddhism, which the BCA represents as a new text of the time, can provide much richer religious
ideas. Cf. its review by Paul CARUS (1899).
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(1920: 9) gives a literal translation of the title: ‘Introduction to the Practice leading
to Bodhi’, and explains that ‘the practice (caryâ, the “course”, or “career”, in the
etymological sense) is the set of spiritual exercises which lead the future Buddha
toward his goal.’ It seems that he uses the word ‘spiritual exercises’, which is of
course a Catholic term,25 to emphasise two elements of Buddhist practice that he
thinks share their value with Christianity: piety and charity.26 Interpreting the key
words such as ‘Buddha’, Finot maintains that Œântideva belongs to the ‘Mahâyânist
church’, in which, according to him, ‘the travellers’ are led to the ideal state of
‘Buddha, Saviour of the world’ through the practice of charity. Although he does
not attempt to detail the doctrinal history, he takes for granted the dichotomy between Hînayâna and Mahâyâna. He certainly gives the impression that only Mahâyâna Buddhism can be ‘spiritual’. FINOT 1920: (13–14) states:
‘Although hagiography tells us very little about this person
(personnage), his work is more instructive: it reveals an original and
engaging physiognomy, where the characteristics of the Mahâyânist
spirit dominate: piety and charity.’
In order to support this point, FINOT (1920: 14) quotes the following remark by
Auguste BARTH (1893: 259–260):
‘It is a very beautiful work, … a kind of Buddhist equivalent to the
Imitation of Christ, with which it shares its humble renunciation and
passionate charity. An aspect in the Indian Buddhism of the seventh
century, about which we had not known, is revealed to us: the true
spirit of the apostolic mission had not been extinguished and, among
its ranks, it included not only bonze (il ne comptait pas que des
bonzes).’ [My emphasis]
The BCA’s similarity to The Imitation of Christ is one of the recurring themes in
its representation, especially in the early stage of Western studies on the BCA (from
1890’s to 1920’s).27
25
For Ignatius Loyola’s well-known work, which has the very term, ‘Spiritual Exercises’, as
its title, see, for example, an English translation by Anthony MOTTOLA (1989). Thomas à Kempis
also wrote a book titled ‘Spiritual Exercises’; see SHERLEY-PRICE (1952: 22).
26
FINOT (1920: 19–20) is aware of Poussin’s doctrinal inclination and seems to have tried to
contrast his translation against it by emphasising spiritual aspects and the poetical beauty of the
BCA. On its poetical beauty, also see WINTERNITZ (1987: 308, 313).
27
On BARTH’s remark, also see FOUCHER (1908: 241–42) and WINTERNITZ (1987: 313). MURTI
(1980: 101) also regards the BCA in a similar way: ‘A very high order of spiritual serenity and
detachment pervades his works. One is invariably reminded of the Imitation of Christ in reading
the Bodhicaryâvatâra, which is the stronger in appeal, as it is born of deep philosophical insight.
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The Imitation of Christ (Imitatio Christi) is a fifteenth-century work that is usually,
at least since the nineteenth century, included in the genre of ‘devotional’ literature
(CREASY (1989: xiii)), or what is now called books of ‘spirituality’. It has been traditionally attributed to Thomas à Kempis (c. 1379–1471), an Augustinian monk of
Mount St. Agnes monastery (near Zwolle, Holland) that was associated with a religious movement called Devotio Moderna. The movement led to the formation of
the Brethren of the Common Life, a group that stressed ‘simplicity, humility and great
faith’, ‘an intimate relationship with God’, and ‘personal piety grounded in devotion to
Jesus and to prayer and meditation’ (CREASY (1989: xliv)). As a monk of such a
community, Thomas spent 72 years in the monastery in his 92 year-long life; he wrote
as Novice Master his collection of sermons to the novices and other didactic works,
one of which is the Imitation. It is therefore a well-known fact that this text was composed in a monastic context (SHERLEY-PRICE (1958: 11)): a monk composed it for
novices in a monastic community. We should also note that it is primarily an ascetic
work because, as a work of Devotio Moderna movement, its main themes are
contemptus mundi and self-denial. Given that the Imitation thus has monastic and
ascetic aspects, it seems curious that scholars who noticed its similarity to the BCA did
not acknowledge the monastic and ascetic aspects of the BCA. In other words, why,
despite The Imitation’s monastic provenance, was the BCA’s monastic context ignored? Why did they think that the BCA and the Imitation had in common only such
elements as ‘piety and charity’ or ‘humble renunciation and passionate charity’?
We can probably find a clue to these questions if we consider how the Imitation
has been recommended to and read by lay people in Christian countries. It is perhaps the case that lay readers have been attracted not so much by its monastic and
ascetic roots and ideals as by its devotional and ‘spiritual’ aspects, that is, by those
aspects of its message that can be taken out of their monastic contexts to become
‘internalised’, ‘individualised’ and ‘universalised’ private ideals. It also appears that
the translators of the Imitation have tried to present it as a book from which not only
monks but also laymen can learn something about their spiritual life.28 It thus seems
highly probable that in the time of secularisation, especially from the Victorian era
onward, both groups of lay intellectuals, those who read the medieval Christian text
from modern lay perspectives and those who introduced the Buddhist text from the
‘Orient’ to the West, have interpreted their texts on a similar set of presuppositions,
seeing them as documents of private piety, or ‘spirituality’. Such presuppositions
reflect major changes that came with modernity but culminated in the late nineDevotion (bhakti) to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas, and confession of one’s transgressions
(pâpadeœanâ) before them are enjoined as part of spiritual purification. This is by no means an
innovation; Nâgârjuna’s Catuÿstava is in the same strain.’
28
See in particular CREASY’s (1989) introduction to his translation.
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teenth century, and led to the secularising of religion in general and the laicising of
monastic works in particular. 29
The last sentence of BARTH’s comment as well furnishes a clue to these questions.
The word ‘bonze’ in particular seems to be suggestive in this context because this
word had been used, since the late eighteenth century, in the ‘rhetoric of indolent
and decadent Chinese monasticism.’30 As Almond explains, the nineteenth-century
views on contemporary Buddhist monasticism were primarily negative ones. He suggests that severe criticism against Buddhist monasticism was motivated by ‘an antiCatholic bias in Victorian society’ in general and ‘Victorian gospel of work’ in particular. Thus, Buddhist monasticism of the time came to be seen as ‘pre-eminently
selfish and anti-social.’ Its similarity to the practice of Catholicism, says Almond, also
played an important role in forming the negative evaluations of Buddhist monasticism.
In considering the origin of the spirituality model in the BCA’s representation, it
is even more significant that not only Protestant Victorians but also Catholic missionaries from earlier periods criticised Buddhist monasticism, particularly that of
Chinese Buddhism, which came to produce the dominant ‘image of a decadent Mahâyâna monasticism’ (ALMOND (1988: 121)) in the Victorian era. This image therefore
is not just a product of Protestant bias against other religions but a typical manifestation of Orientalism, which postulates the absolute difference between the West
and the Orient, claiming the ultimate supremacy of the West over the Other. ALMOND (1988: 140) suggests that this ‘fundamental mode of organising the East’
provided Europeans with a ‘conceptual filter through which acceptable aspects of
Buddhism could be endorsed, unacceptable ones rejected.’ It is of course difficult,
from BARTH’s brief remark quoted above, to determine whether or not he actually
had this filter, or how strongly he held it even if he did. In other words, we cannot
tell, depending only on the remark, whether or not he acknowledged the BCA’s
similarity to the Imitation in order to give his endorsement to the ‘spirituality’ of the
BCA in the Orientalist discourse.
The context in which he made this remark, however, makes it clear that Barth was
working within a massive textualisation of ‘religions of India’. He commented on
the BCA as one of the numerous Indian texts that were newly edited and translated
in the West. In fact, his article entirely consists of the enumeration of such texts and
his brief comments on them. And this article as a whole, we should note, is called
29

For a useful account of ‘laicisation’, ‘monachisation’, ‘secularisation’, and ‘asceticisation’,
see ROBINSON (1965–66).
30
ALMOND (1988: 120). There have been much criticism of Almond’s book and I agree that it
poses certain problems we should be careful of. See, in particular, Charles HALLISEY’s (1995: 31–
32) critique on ‘latent Orientalism’. Even so, I believe, Almond accounts on the nineteenth-century construction of Buddhism give much useful information for my present discussion.
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‘Bulletin des religions de l’inde’. This kind of textualisation of the Other, which has
as its basis what SAID calls ‘textual attitude’, is one of the main features of Orientalism.31 Seen from this perspective, it is perhaps not farfetched to interpret Barth’s
words as a part of Orientalist discourse. ‘True spirit of the apostolic mission had not
been extinguished’; in other words, it had survived in this eighth-century Indian
text, which only we, Westerners, can read and understand to reconstruct the ideal of
Mahâyâna Buddhism. It is we in the West, he would maintain, that speak for the
true form of Mahâyâna that has been long lost, not they, the contemporary ‘corrupt’
Buddhists in the Orient.
On the surface level, the spirituality model can be seen as a reaction to the Victorian denigration of Mahâyâna monasticism. But on the deeper level, we should note,
this type of admiration of the BCA is still in the same framework of Orientalist discourse. They share with the Victorians the Orientalist and textualist assumption that
that true Buddhism can be found only in the text, not in the actual practices of
‘fallen’ Buddhists in Asia. Despite the fact that FINOT (1913), before his translation
of the BCA, edited the Prâtimokša of the Sarvâsti-vâdins, which explains his often
accurate understanding of stanzas referring to these rules in chapter five of the BCA,
he never mentioned the monastic context of the BCA.32 He dismissed it deliberately
and emphasised its spirituality expressed in the text, since the image of Buddhist
monasticism was too negative to be acknowledged as an aspect of a text that was
supposed to represent ‘true’ Mahâyâna Buddhism. What we should remember here
is that this negative image had largely been formed on account of the actual practice
in contemporary Asian countries.
— 2.3 —
In the third place, partly as a reaction against the spirituality model and partly as a
continuation of the doctrinal history model, the BCA is often seen as primarily, if
not exclusively, a philosophical treatise. This tendency has been demonstrated by
many Japanese scholars as well,33 but the best examples are still Western. Consider,
for instance, the following statement of D. SEYFORT RUEGG (1981: 83):
31

On the textualisation of Buddhism, see ALMOND (1988: 3). On ‘textual attitude’, see SAID
(1979: 92–95). Cf. HALLISEY (1995: 37 and n. 37).
32
He does not mention the existence of these stanzas in his introduction and never gives reference to the rules in his translation of these stanzas.
33
To discuss how Japanese scholars have seen the BCA is beyond the scope of this paper, but I
should note here that most research in Japan have dealt only with chapter nine.
Privileging philosophical aspects of Buddhist texts as the object of study appears to have a lot
to do with Japanese scholars’ fear of being called ‘sectarian’. By avoiding being explicitly
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‘Because it is concerned also with the religious side of Madhyamaka
thought the Bodhicaryâvatâra has sometimes been described as a primarily religious and devotional poem rather than a philosophical treatise. Such a description however curiously neglects the ninth chapter—
the longest in the whole work—dealing with the prajñâpâramitâ,
which clearly places the treatise in the main stream of Madhyamaka
thought; and if due consideration is given to this chapter it becomes
abundantly clear that the work is hardly more religious in any sense
exclusive of philosophy than certain earlier works of the school attributed to Nâgârjuna, e.g. the Ratnâvalî, as well as important portions of
Âryadeva’s, Bhâvaviveka’s and Candrakîrti’s treatises.’
Notice first that he considers the BCA only in the context of Madhyamaka philosophical treatises. Chapter nine is the most important of all the chapters, he appears
to think, just because it ‘places the treatise in the main stream of Madhyamaka
thought.’34 Notice also his presupposition that ‘philosophy’ is different from the
‘religious’ side of thought; he even considers the ‘religious’ side as a side of
‘Madhyamaka thought’, not as an aspect of Buddhism as religion. In other words, he
‘sectarian’, they try not to ‘taint’ their supposedly scientific objectivity with their faith or religious
commitment. Since the creation of ‘Buddhist Studies’ in the Meiji period, Japanese scholars, most
of whom are Buddhist priests, have struggled to establish the discipline as a scientific field of
study worthy of pursuing even in an increasingly modernised and secularised society. For instance, in the introduction to Nanj÷ Bunyû’s autobiography, Hajime SAKURABE (1979: 327–8), a
contemporary scholar of Abhidharma (now retired from Otani University), argues that ‘modern
Buddhist Studies’ differ from sectarian studies in three aspects: (1) sources and materials,
(2) method and (3) purpose or goal of study:
‘They are different in terms of sources in that, while previous studies deal with
Chinese and Japanese materials …, modern Buddhist Studies, in addition to them,
use Sanskrit and Pâli materials … They are different in terms of method in that,
while previous studies placed their main emphasis on the exposition of sectarian
doctrines …, modern Buddhist Studies, by introducing Western academic method,
explore new research fields such as historical, philological, and doctrinal studies,
with liberal and critical attitude that is free from sectarian restrictions. They are
different in terms of purpose in that, if one can, or should, distinguish academic
study of Buddhism which stems from universal desire for knowledge from following Buddhist path guided by one’s inner religious desire, modern Buddhist
Studies definitely fall into the first category.’ [My translation and my emphasis].
34
He assumes that the longer a chapter is the more important it is, but there is no ground for
that assumption. Moreover, as for the number and length of kârikâ themselves, chapter nine (168
œlokas) is merely the second longest after the eighth one (with 180 œlokas and 6 trišþubhs). Apparently SEYFORT RUEGG is wrong because it is Prajñâkarmati’s commentary that dedicates more
space to the ninth chapter than to any other.
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seems to be forgetting that Buddhist philosophy is a part of the religion and Buddhism is more than just a thought.
For SEYFORT RUEGG (1981: 82), Œântideva is simply a ‘great representative of the
(Prâsaógika?) Madhyamaka school.’ It is in a manner of speaking only natural, however, that he takes this point of view because his book is, after all, about the Literature of the Madhyamaka Philosophy in India published in a series called A History of Indian Literature. But the real problem is that, as LOPEZ (1995a: v) pointed
out, this kind of book, or series, which focuses almost exclusively on philosophy or
‘the religious expressions of elite groups’, have until recently dominated Indology
in general and Buddhist Studies in particular. Seyfort Ruegg claims that, ‘if due
consideration is given to this chapter’, it becomes evident that the BCA is as philosophical as other earlier works of Madhyamaka school. But the question I am asking
here is how, by what standard, one decides what is ‘due’ in the study of Buddhism.
Who decides what is ‘due’ is also a critical question, of course, which appears to
elude Seyfort Ruegg’s ‘philosophical’ mind.
There seem to be a number of factors that have brought the special emphasis on
philosophy into Buddhist Studies. One element among others would be the rationalism of the Enlightenment of the eighteenth century, which made Buddhism an
object of ‘reasoned analysis and study’ and ultimately aimed at ‘rational construction of Buddhism’ (BATCHELOR (1994: 231, 246)). Romanticism of the nineteenth
century appears to be another reason; as TUCK (1990: 10) suggests, Europeans have
enthusiastically studied Buddhism to find ‘answers to Western philosophical problems.’ But the nature of modern scholarly tasks can be counted among the most
important reasons for the privileged status of philosophy. Scholars in Buddhist
Studies, and perhaps scholars in humanities in general as well, who undertake intellectual tasks as their profession, tend to pay more attention to intellectual activities,
or ‘high tradition’, of Buddhists, thus granting a privileged status to ‘philosophy’, a
culmination of intellectual practice. But they all too easily forget the fact that philosophy is for most Buddhists only a part of their religious life; the majority of people in Buddhist traditions, both the monastic and the lay who do not produce philosophical texts, are more concerned with ‘mundane’ things such as merit, right behaviour, rituals, and ceremonies in a community. 35
What should be noted here, however, is that, among traditional Buddhists themselves, philosophy and ‘philosophers’ often claim authority over a whole religious
tradition, trying to create the identity, consistency, and integrity of the tradition. This

35

These aspects of Buddhism are clearly demonstrated in LOPEZ (1995a). SCHOPEN (1997) has
also shown that monks and nuns in India were as well concerned with these ‘mundane’ matters as
lay people.
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point about the place of philosophy in Buddhist traditions is supported by the fact
that the emphasis on philosophical aspects can also be found in Indian scholarship.
As is well-known, Prajñâkaramati (late tenth century to early eleventh century)
comments more on the ninth chapter than on any other. Furthermore, the fact that
there is a commentary on only chapter nine (P No. 5278) suggests that this chapter
assumed a special meaning among Indian scholars already around the eleventh
century.36 This does not mean that the BCA as a whole was thought of as a philosophical work,37 but it does mean that what might be called ‘philosophical bias’,
which must have been pervasive in Indian Buddhist scholars’ circles, began to be
applied to the BCA rather soon after its production by Œântideva. And it is this attitude that has been inherited in modern Buddhist Studies in the West.38 As SEYFORT
RUEGG’s confusion about the length of the chapters (eight and nine) of the BCA
implies,39 he looks at the text only through the eyes of Prajñâkaramati, who most
certainly represents the ‘religious expressions of elite groups’ and, therefore, cannot
be counted as one of the majority in Buddhist traditions at large.
It is thus not surprising at all that Western scholars who have been interested only
in philosophy or in the thought of individual authors as the representatives of philosophical schools, have not taken into account the BCA’s monastic aspects in their
representation of the text. The purpose of studying a text, those scholars would
maintain, is to reconstruct its author’s thinking process as meticulously as possible
in the historical development of ‘Buddhist thought.’ Their assumption is that philosophy is a purely intellectual entity that can be treated separately from other sides
of religion. Monastic elements, such as the liturgical structure and allusions to the
36

The Tibetan Tri-piþaka also lists a commentary only on the ninth and tenth chapters (P No.
5279) as an independent work. But this commentary is actually an extract of the two chapters from
another commentary on all chapters (P No. 5274). This confusion may suggest that chapter nine,
together with chapter ten, in this case, had been circulated independently probably as a text for
philosophical debates; cf. EJIMA (1966).
37
On the contrary, clear evidence shows that the BCA had been used as liturgical manual as
well as pedagogical device in Indo-Tibetan tradition. For its liturgical structure, see GÓMEZ
(1995). As to a pedagogical usage of the text, see EIMER (1981), which contains the list of stanzas
in a summary called Piòðârtha. The Piòðârtha is an abridgement of the text, but the inclusion of
the first stanzas of some chapters gives an impression that these stanzas were chosen somewhat
mechanically just to draw an outline of the BCA. Nevertheless, its selection of verses clearly
shows that this work was meant to be a kind of introductory guide for novices.
38
Considering the nature of any scholarly tasks and the place of philosophy in both Western
and traditional Buddhist scholarships, it should be clear why the philosophical bias remains strong
even today. For example, SEYFORT RUEGG (1995: 145), again, recently confirmed his conviction
that ‘philosophical thinking constitutes a major component in Buddhism.’
39
See n. 34.
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states of mind of monks in a community found in the BCA, is irrelevant to this reconstruction of the author’s philosophy. For, an author’s philosophy consists of his
‘private’ thoughts and, therefore, can be placed in the historical, and ‘universal’,
development of philosophy. Accordingly, scholars who privilege philosophy tend to
ignore social and cultural conditions in local and traditional communities, in which
various thoughts were produced, accepted (or rejected), and transmitted over time.
— 2.4 —
At the almost exactly opposite pole of the philosophy model and, therefore, at
least on one level, on somewhat closer side of the spirituality model, we find the
fourth approach to the BCA: the ‘way of life’ model.40 It is represented by modern
Western scholars who sympathise with certain aspects of Tibetan Buddhism as their
‘spiritual’ ideal. It also serves as a model when the BCA is presented to Western
audience by modern Tibetan scholars who appeal to Westerners to make them supporters of their endangered culture and religion in the current historical situation
since 1959.41 In this model the BCA is portrayed as a book that tells the way of life
to modern everyday man in the West. Asking why the BCA has been popular in the
Western intellectual world, BATCHELOR (1994: 58) maintains:
‘What is it about A Guide to the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life that makes
it so appealing even today? … It is the compelling humanism of the
text, the author’s intensely personal tone, that speaks across time and
culture to the concerns and aspirations of our age.’ [My emphasis]
In the chapter of his book that contains this passage, Batchelor describes the historical and cultural context in which the BCA was produced. He is probably right
when he assumes that Œântideva ‘lived at a time of internal political conflict and
disarray in the Indian subcontinent’, noting that the time of the production of the
40

Tenzin GYATSO (1994: 1), the Fourteenth Dalai Lama, notes: ‘Shântideva composed this text in
the form of an inner dialogue. He turned his own weapons upon himself, doing battle with his negative emotions. Therefore, when we teach or listen to this text, it is important that we do so in order to
progress spirituality, rather than making it simply a subject of academic study.’ He seems to warn
Western scholars and practitioners to avoid both the doctrinal history and philosophy models.
41
For a brief account of Tibet’s cultural and political relation to the West and China in the
twentieth century, see SNELLGROVE–RICHARDSON (1995: Chap. 9, esp. 233–36, 242–45, 264–67;
268–71 [‘Epilogue’] and 272–83 [‘Aftermath’]). As for Tibetans’ as well as Westerners’ struggle
to keep Tibetan culture in exile and in the West after 1959, see in particular (1995: 274–77). For
an account that places this cultural endeavour in the broader context of Orientalism, see LOPEZ
(1995c: 251–52, 263–68).
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BCA was ‘renowned for its advances in scholarship and philosophical analysis’ in
‘vast monastic universities’ that had replaced the ‘freely wandering bhikshus’ and it
was therefore ‘the time when Buddhism became top-heavy with institutions’ (1984:
55). What makes me wonder, however, is his logic and rhetoric when BATCHELOR
(1984: 57), interpreting the meaning of Œântideva’s legendary life in Tibetan historiographies, states:
‘Whatever the historical legitimacy of these accounts, they confirm the
underlying principles of Shantideva’s legend. The example of
Shantideva stands as a model Buddhist life of his times. He is a true
individual, one who follows his own insights and intuition …, first by
rejecting the expectations of the world and then those of the monastic
establishment. His life is a critique of the institutionalization of the
Buddhist order, which he purifies, as it were, through his poem, by
forcefully restating the principles of the Bodhisattva’s Way of Life.’
It is now clear that he emphasises the ‘institutionalization’ of Buddhist orders in
his description of the historical context of the BCA because he wants to claim that
Œântideva is, curiously enough, not only an exception but also a critic of that
movement. BATCHELOR (1984: 57) goes on to say:
‘… the institutions were beyond salvation. The authentic Buddhist life
was to be found outside the monastic walls, in a return to the world, to
a practice based on a personal insight and expressed through protean
forms of life, some of which might outwardly appear shocking.’
Here we see Batchelor’s rather obvious agenda: he tries to create the autonomy of
the individual author free of the institution of a monastic community, thus, in effect,
explicitly laicising the BCA to include the Western lay people, the target audience of
his book, into the BCA’s audience as well. We, modern everyday people in the West,
can learn the way of life from the BCA, he seems to say, because it is only based on
Œântideva’s ‘personal insight’ and ‘intuition’. However, it should be noted, Batchelor
laicises the BCA by interpreting Œântideva’s legend in the historiographies in a Tibetan tradition, not by presenting an analysis of the discourse found in the BCA.
In societies with pre-modern culture, legends about authors are created and confirmed through the interpretation of texts attributed to them. An author’s legend
generally shows how his works have been interpreted in a given tradition during a
certain period in history. But Batchelor here ignores that these interpretations often
reflect not so much what is actually said in texts as Zeitgeist of later period in which
they are interpreted. In Œântideva’s case, you could surely find some elements in his
legend that could be interpreted as the ‘critique of the institutionalization’, reflecting
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the growth of Tantrism in the late stage of Buddhism in India. But we cannot find in
the BCA’s text itself any evidence indicating that Œântideva actually criticised the
so-called institutionalisation of Buddhist order. In other words, Batchelor deals with
the legend in the same way as other scholars in that they all use it as external evidence to support their own readings of the BCA and their ‘reconstructed’ ideas
about Buddhism. He does so only in a very different direction.
But why does he have to laicise the BCA to appeal to Western audience today? It
is perhaps helpful to quote from SNELLGROVE–RICHARDSON (1995: 276) to answer
the question from a broader perspective:
‘… the United States has now become the most sought after haven for
Tibetan lamas intent on establishing a following amongst westerners.
Following in the wake of Indian yoga schools and the very successful
Zen Buddhist movement, they have learned rapidly how to best adapt
their teachings to an American audience.’
Their observation that Tibetan Buddhists came to the West after ‘Indian yoga
schools’ and ‘Zen Buddhist movement’ is important. This perspective would allow
us to see the fact that Tibetan Buddhism in the West is another instance of the
transmutation of a religion that tends to happen when it moves from one cultural
realm to another, both geographically and historically (e.g. from pre-modern to
modern). In other words, it would allow us to place the laicising process of Tibetan
Buddhism in the historical context of the modern Western world.
The historically contingent combination of current political and cultural situation
of Tibetan Buddhism and a modern Western myth about religion has undoubtedly
played a major role in creating this laicising process. In the modern West, notably in
the United States, people deeply and firmly believe that religion is, and should be,
simply a matter of individual choice based on private experience and individual
conscience.42 Their antipathy toward overtly institutionalised religions is common
and pervasive. Those who present a text to Westerners, especially to an ‘American
audience’, necessarily try to underrepresent the monastic aspects of their religion in
general and of their religious texts in particular. Acknowledging the BCA’s monastic character, let alone emphasising it, is the last thing they would do if they want
the BCA to be accepted by such an audience.
In considering more specifically how Tibetan scholars ‘adapted’ their teachings, it
is suggestive that Batchelor chooses ‘compelling humanism’ and ‘intensely personal
tone’ as the factors that have supposedly made the BCA ‘appealing even today’ in

42

For the individualism in the United States based on the concept of Civil Religion, see
BELLAH–TIPTON (1985: 220–27, 232–35, 243–46).
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the West. These two factors represent the universalisation and internalisation of religion—the two sides of the coin—which are usually employed to construct an individual Self that is free from local communities, traditional discourse, and historicity,
both sociologically and psychologically.43 Indeed we find ‘the author’s intensely
personal tone’ in the BCA—many verses are presented in the first person voice. But
it is questionable if we can call it ‘compelling humanism’ that ‘speaks across time
and culture’44 that can be juxtaposed against institutionalised religions. Writing a
text in a ‘personal’ tone at a monastic university in medieval India is most likely
very different from doing so in a modern Western society in the twenty-first century. If we want to understand something the author wrote in his ‘personal tone’, we
first have to ask what it meant to present a text in a ‘personal’ tone, or more generally, what it was to be ‘personal’ at a monastic university in the eighth-century India,45 rather than universalising it as ‘humanism’. The reality of the monastic community must have conditioned writing and being ‘personal’ in its own historicity. In
other words, instead of trying to retrieve our modern values and ideals from the text,
we should raise the various questions about the cultural representations of the Self
to re-think our modern presuppositions and values.
I am not saying that we, lay people in contemporary secular industrial society, can
learn nothing ‘spiritual’ from the BCA. What I am saying is that we do not have to
ignore nor dismiss its monastic aspects to maintain that we can learn something
spiritual, ‘the way of life’. Emphasising only the way of life, while ignoring these
monastic elements, would be a gross distortion of the text, which is produced by not

43

Two following remarks offer good examples of the universalisation and individualisation of religion. First, Tulku Pema WANGYAL (1994: vii), while referring to the Dalai Lama, says: ‘For him,
Buddhism is not a dogma or religion but a way of life, a source of happiness, inner peace, and wisdom. It awakens in us kindness and love, teaching us to protect every living thing on this earth. This is
why he emphasises universal responsibility, the awareness that each one of us, as a member of the
human family, can be a worker for peace and a protector of the environment’ [my emphasis]. Second,
Jonathan LANDAW (1989: xi) notes: ‘In presenting his commentary Geshe Kelsang continually reminded his audience that despite the antiquity of the root text and the rigorously logical language in
which certain of its sections (notably the ninth chapter) are couched, everything contained within
Shantideva’s work is meant to be taken as personal advice by the modern day practitioner interested
in travelling the path leading to full spiritual awakening’ [my emphasis].
44
The word and the concept ‘humanism’ is only an ‘invention’ of nineteenth-century scholarship on the history of Renaissance, although Batchelor here seems to use the word in an extended
meaning closer to ‘humanitarianism’ (also the nineteenth-century origin), which is more ‘altruistic’ in orientation; see NAUERT (1995: 8).
45
GÓMEZ (1994) has raised this sort of question and discussed it from the perspective of autobiography. I believe that further exploration of this line is necessary and would be fruitful in the
future study of the BCA.
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taking critical steps in the representation of other cultures. ‘The way of life’ presented in the BCA is embedded in the monastic life in medieval India in its cultural
and historical context.
I should also note here that my intention in this discussion is not to undermine the
entire value of the effort of Tibetan people, including scholars, to desperately preserve their jeopardised religion and culture. It is easy to criticise the obvious connection between the political situation of Tibet and their apologetic production of
knowledge under this circumstance. But the question about the role of scholars in
this kind of condition remains to be answered. My point here is at least to suggest
another, less obvious, but perhaps equally grave danger: namely, that modern Tibetan scholars, either consciously or unconsciously, adjust their own culture to the
value of the modern West. Tibetans hope that politically strong power of the West
would help them to restore the nation of Tibetan Buddhism. But the culture of the
restored nation would inevitably be coloured by the ideology of the West.
3. Provisional Conclusion: Summary and Implications
The purpose of this paper has been to discuss how and why the monastic aspects
of the BCA have largely been neglected, in the hope that this examination gives us
ideas about what kinds of questions we could and should ask in the study of the
BCA. Now, as a provisional conclusion, I summarise the discussion and consider
some of its implications to link them to the question of the production of knowledge
in Buddhist Studies.
In the first model, although la Vallée Poussin was very aware of the reference to
monastic codes found in the BCA, he did not see its significance in presenting the
text as a whole. He is concerned only with ‘universal’ thought and shows little interest in the local context for the production of meanings.46 Seen in the broader intellectual context in the West, which I discussed in the second and third models, we
can also see the doctrinal history model as another example of Orientalist
textualisation. The process of this textualisation was intertwined with a traditional
Buddhist discourse: the dichotomy between Hînayâna and Mahâyâna. For him, the
BCA must be a book of the doctrine of salvation representing Mahâyâna Buddhism.
For, he thought, it offered richer and broader religious doctrines than the narrow
philosophical system of Hînayâna Buddhism. What has been overlooked, as the result of this doctrine-oriented textualisation, is the continuity between ‘Mahâyâna’
and ‘Hînayâna’. As the BCA clearly demonstrates, this continuity manifests par-

46

Cf. HALLISEY (1995: 49–53).
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ticularly in the lives of monks in monastic communities situated in the local, institutional, and cultural contexts.
Finot ignored the BCA’s monastic aspects and emphasised the spirituality of Bodhisattva practice because he represented it as a text that speaks for Mahâyâna Buddhism. What makes his and Barth’s representation problematic is that they did not
find ‘true’ Mahâyâna Buddhism in religious practice found in contemporary Asia.
From the nineteenth century on, Westerners had been constructing ‘Buddhism’
based on the philological elaboration, with Orientalist discourse working under this
‘scientific’ enterprise. Although Finot was critical of the philological and doctrinal
orientation in its extreme, he was still working in the Orientalist discourse. He might
have sincerely admired the spirituality of Bodhisattva practice expressed in the
BCA. But he had to choose only that side of the text as the ‘true’ Mahâyâna Buddhism and suppress the monastic aspects also found in the text. For, thanks to the
Orientalist and textualist construction of ‘Buddhism’ in the West, the actual practice
found in monastic communities in the ‘Orient’ assumed too negative an image to be
represented as ‘true’ Buddhism to a Western audience.
The third model offers yet another example of this textualisation of Buddhism,
privileging philosophy as a purely intellectual entity that can be separated from
other aspects of religion. Accordingly, chapter nine, which surely deals with philosophical issues, came to be considered the most significant of all. Several scholars
have attempted to study some particular points in the BCA, rather than simply
translating the entire text. But most of them have investigated, with few exceptions,
only the ninth chapter from the perspective of the history of Buddhist philosophy,
often with the help of philologically meticulous reading of commentaries. This kind
of research has been legitimised by the dominant discourse of modern Buddhist
scholarship. As long as one studies a philosophical text in a ‘scientific’ way, following the principles of philology, his research is valid and useful. It is therefore
only natural that monastic aspects of the BCA have been ignored in this model.
Scholars representing this model are only interested in the history of Buddhist philosophy that is reconstructed by philology-oriented ‘scientific’ method. They assume that philosophy is not a product of communal activities of monks but a product of individual authors’ ‘private’ thinking process. It is entirely legitimate to investigate it without taking account of the local circumstances of the production of
knowledge. Thus, monastic aspects that would help us to shed a light on the different sides of philosophical issues do not fall into the scope of their research.
The origin of the fourth model is found in a more general intellectual realm in the
West. ‘The way of life’, is not a matter of a small number of scholars interested in
Buddhism. To single out the way of life first and foremost results from Batchelor’s
historically contingent agenda that he has to effectively appeal to Western audience
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in general and American public in particular. His need to make the BCA more attractive for Western audience comes from the current political and cultural situation
of Tibetan Buddhism since 1959. But the way he does so reflects more about modern Western values and ideals than about those of Tibetan Buddhism.
Batchelor not only neglects the BCA’s monastic aspects but also explicitly
laicises the BCA by creating an individual and autonomous author. His rhetoric of
individualisation is evidently brought by the BCA’s encounter with modern Western
myth that religion is a matter of private experience and individual conscience. As a
result, Tibetan Buddhism, represented by the BCA, has been transformed into an
internalised and universalised religion free of local communities, traditional discourse, and its own historicity. When we conceive a religion as such, we necessarily
make very little room for an institutional side of a traditional religion to be acknowledged in the representation of a text.
This universalisation and internalisation of religion raises the question of modernity in cultural representation. As the problem of the representation of the Self indicates, this question of modernity is most evident in the way of life model (§ 2.4.).
But all other models are also the products of modernity, which in general underplays
communal activities of believers (e.g. cosmology, ritual and ceremonies) in their
local and institutional milieu, in favour of individual, rational, and therefore universal elements of religion.47 Both the doctrinal history and philosophy models are the
epitome of the rationalisation of religion. The spirituality and way of life models
exemplify the internalisation and universalisation. In short, Orientalism, which has
certainly played a significant role in shaping these models, is only one of the variations of the discourse of modernity.
This essay is meant to be a point of departure for more critical discussions on the
research history of the BCA. As such, it only reconfirms a now well-known fact that
Buddhist Studies has been dominated by Orientalist and modernist discourse. But
one contribution of this paper on the problem of the production of knowledge would
be to offer a specific example of a situation in which not only the selection of texts48
but also the selection of aspects of a single text to be represented has been deeply
affected in various ways by these modern, often ideological, presuppositions in the
West. The BCA has been chosen as a text worthy of study in the West. Even so, it
should be clear from what I have been discussing in this paper, only a part of the
text has been represented and properly understood due to the assumptions of Western scholarship that have been ingrained in modernity.

47
48

Cf. HALLISEY (1995: 49).
Cf. LOPEZ (1995b: 7).
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Belief, Hope
and
Gambling

Sociological and Juridical Aspects of Dice-Play in Ancient India
IRMA PIOVANO

Society in ancient India was organised according to an ideal division of the individual’s existence into four stages or subsequent phases (âœrama-dharma, i.e. dharma
applied to the way of living): the stage devoted to study, characterised by the initiation
ceremony (upanayana), known as brahma-carya; the stage devoted to practical life
when the individual establishes a career for himself and forms a family (gåha-stha);
the stage characterised by retirement from active life and withdrawal to the forest
(vânaprastha); the final stage when the individual devotes himself entirely to an ascetic life (saônyâsa). This structure highlights the all-pervading nature of the religious
element and the constant aspiration to escape the cycle of rebirth (saôsâra). At the age
of seven or eight, children of the higher castes began the long stage devoted to study
and lived with a teacher (guru) who was deeply knowledgeable of the Vedic texts—
the inescapable foundation of all knowledge—consequently little time was left for
playing. Indeed, classic literature contains but little reference to children’s games and
toys1. One of the children’s most common and most cherished toys was a cart made
either of metal—sometimes precious—or terracotta, and in fact ‘The terracotta cart’
was the title of a famous play which dates back to the fourth century CE and is attributed to Œûdraka. This play offers an insight into the social life in an Indian town at a
time, when dice players contributed towards enlivening the realistic portrayal.2
Outdoor and indoor pastimes and games were numerous, the most popular being
archery, playing ball, horse and chariot racing and several others. 3
Bearing witness to often neglected playful spirit of the Indian people are the numerous festivals which offered an occasion to dice-playing. The latter was very popular
1

ALTEKAR (1951: 273–275).
See BOTTO (1969: 228–29); BASAK (1929: 299–325). It must be noted that OLEKSIW (1980–
81: 415–435) expresses his regret about the fact that the part devoted to dicing in MåK, while
certainly remarkable, was not paid adequate attention by LÜDERS (1907), presenting an analysis
and classification of the various types of dice-play.
3
See RAY (1939: 240–26); BIARDEAU (1981: 875–881); GOKHALE (1959).
2
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and was practised both as a ritual, in order to interpret the will of the gods, and even
more so as a gambling activity. According to anthropologists, the latter is the category
to which it belongs, because it offers the opportunity to place bets and it generates in
the player a deep sense of excitement which prompts him to increase his wagers.
Dicing has recently become an object of many studies, offering an analysis of its
ritualistic and philosophical-religious aspects, as well as its technical components,
the way in which the game is played and the various types of dice used. A vast diachronic analysis of the primary and secondary sources in Sanskrit literature that
contain references to dice-play is to be found in the volume by C. PANDURANGA
BHATTA (1985). Such analysis, however, is not within the scope of this article, which
intends to examine a few sociological and juridical aspects of dice-play, as can be
inferred from ancient Indian literature, particularly juridical-political writings.
Vedic texts contain many references to dice-play, that appears to have been
popular among all the social classes. The famous ‘Lament of the dicer’ contained in
the Åg-veda4 not only bears witness to the popularity of the game in the Âryan society, but it reflects emblematically the influence dice-play exercised on social life,
especially in terms of its negative consequences such as the loss of one’s wealth—
often also of one’s wife—and the resultant social decline of the dice player: ‘Now
my mother-in-law hates me, my wife turns me out. The dicer is like a beggar for
whom nobody feels any sympathy, claiming that «I cannot find any usefulness in a
player, like an old horse put up for sale»’. And again ‘The winning die yearned for
his possessions and now others embrace his spouse. His father, his mother, and his
brothers say of him, «We do not know him: take him away in chains!»’.
In some hymns the anguish emerges in all its dramatic clarity, the desire to escape
the addiction to the game, that assumes almost ‘erotic’ contours: dice ‘by their appeal on the player seem to be smeared with honey.’5 The attraction of dicing is
impellent: ‘If I resolve not to play anymore with these dice and step aside when my
friends go to play dice, none the less, those brown nuts6, thrown on the table, call
out for me, then I go to meet them, as a woman in love.’7 As narrated in the
Måccha-kaþika, the same powerful pull of the dice makes the losing player
Saôvâhaka come out of the temple, where he was hiding, the same temple where
the game supervisor and another player, who had been chasing him, had stopped to
play, probably counting on his very weakness to flush him out. It is this weakness
4

RV 10.34.3–4; see SANI (2000: 203).
RV 10.34.7; see SANI (2000: 203). SANI (1989–1990: 239–260).
6
The ‘brown nuts’ refer to the fruit of the vibhîdaka tree (Terminalia bellerica) that were
used as dice and this term will also come to indicate the type of game played in the Vedic age.
7
RV 10.34.5; see SANI (2000: 203) and BASHAM (1969: 207).
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that makes him exclaim, ‘The tinkling of the dice inflames the heart of a penniless
person just like the beat of drums fills the heart of a king who has lost his kingdom!’8
The torment is such that the player abandons himself to exhort others to avoid this
addiction: ‘Do not play dice: plough your field, enjoy what you have and regard it
as enough.’9
The player was not immune to hopes of increasing his wealth, the desire to tempt,
to dominate fate, the attraction to risk, a sort of exaltation that took hold of the gamblers then as it does today and that transforms the game into a sort of total addiction
and enslavement.
Prayers and rituals to bring luck to the game can be found in the Atharva-veda. In
particular, hymn AV 4.38, contains a prayer to Apsaras, the deity who brings luck to
gambling. It describes dancing with the dice and invoking the deity’s propitious intervention to make the opponent lose: ‘The winning Apsaras who arrives unexpectedly,
who plays deftly, who wins at the gambling table, this Apsaras I hereby invoke’, while
in hymn AV 7.52, the invocation is addressed to Agni, the Maruts, Indra and lastly,
directly to the dice urging them to concede a game as ‘fruitful as a milk cow.’10
The way the winning player casts the dice is likened to the action of the god
Varuòa who sets down his laws: ‘King Varuòa can probe into what is between sky
and earth and what is beyond. He also counts the battings of men’s eyes: he does
this in the same way as the player [does] with the dice.’11 Centuries later, in the
Bhagavad-gîtâ—where dice-playing is listed among human passions—the god
Kåšòa, addressing Arjuna and listing his prerogatives, declares himself to be the
personification of dicing: ‘I am the dicing of the deceivers, of the glorious I am the
glory, I am the victory and the firm purpose, I am the courage of the braves.’ 12
The fact that the Vedic gods were even likened to the throwing of the dice and
therefore were able to award or take away wealth, depending on whether the game
was won or lost, was a belief that was based on social foundations. References to
the distribution of wealth—a distribution that took place in the assembly hall
(sabhâ, samiti)—can be found in several passages of the Åg-veda, among which is
the following, addressed to Agni: ‘O Lord, for an equal fruition you have bestowed
your wealth dividing it in parts in the assembly.’13 Once determined that the function of the sabhâ or samiti—two synonymous terms that indicate the assembly (the
8

MåK 2.5.
RV 10.34.13; see SANI (2000: 204).
10
For both extracts see ORLANDI–SANI (1992: 548–549).
11
AV 4.16.5 (The literal translation of this extract is provided by Prof. Saverio Sani).
12
BhG 10.36.
13
RV 2.1.4; see OLDENBERG (1964: 186).
9
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terms also refer to the assembly hall) of the clan or military chiefs in the Åg-veda—
was to distribute wealth through a draw by casting the dice, N.N. BHATTACHARYA
(1974: 297) wonders if dice-play, representing one of the most important characteristics of the coronation ceremonies known as râja-sûya and agny-âdheya, is perhaps
reminiscent of the drawing of the riches in pre-Vedic times, that is, the illusory representation of an ancient custom of equal distribution. The dice game played symbolically by the sovereign in the course of the râja-sûya, is described as follows in
the Œatapatha-brâhmaòa: ‘He then throws the five dice in his hand, reciting «You are
the dominant one: may these five regions of yours prosper! Since there are indeed five
regions, he thus determines their prosperity’14 (the dice used in the ceremony of the
râja-sûya were made of gold and in numbers of over a hundred or over a thousand).
Moving away from the principle that every ritual is the symbolic representation of
ancient social realities, N.N. BHATTACHARYA (1974) maintains that the dice game,
mimed by the sovereign, contributes towards understanding the long phase of change
from a tribe-based society to a society organised in classes and to the stabilisation of the
figure of the elected sovereign—and therefore not yet hereditary—among the clan or
military chiefs who had distinguished themselves particularly in the wars of conquest.
The action of the sovereign symbolised therefore the application of an ancient norm of
social justice of which the sovereign represented the highest ideal. He thus provided
evidence of the adherence to ancient tribal customs linked to the collective ownership of
wealth and the principle that required one not to keep it personally as this was contrary
to the åta (justice)15. Drawing by casting dice was in fact the best method to distribute
wealth because, without knowing the cost of the products amassed as collective wealth,
it was impossible to determine its exact value. Dice play—the original tribal nature of
which is demonstrated—takes, in this context, on significance that is deeply different
from the one it will acquire later on, that is to say a high-betting game of chance.
The dice most commonly referred to in the texts are kåta, tretâ, dvâpara and kali,
with decreasing values of four to one. The same terminology is used in the Hindu
mythology to define the four times (yuga) or eras of the existence of the world.
The most feared dice is the one worth one point, known as kali, indicated in the
Atharva-veda16 as ‘the lord of the dice’, and later on in the Œatapatha-brâhmaòa17
referred to as ‘the die dominating on the other (dice)’, the die that sanctions the loss.
14

ŒaT 5.4.4. See RAYCHAUDURY (1953: 165 f.).
WINTERNITZ (1981–85, I: 154) regards it as the order of the universe, MACDONELL (1972:
75) as the physical and moral order, KEITH (1989: 248) as the cosmic, RADHAKRISHNAN (1996, I:
78–79) as, literally, the ‘course of events’, i.e. a law in general and the immanence of justice, the
order of the world.
16
AV 7.114.1; see ORLANDI–SANI (1992: 551).
17
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The game was played in rather a complex manner and several dice were used; one
verse refers to no less than 150! This number probably refers to the most ancient
period when vibhîdaka nuts were used.
Dice-play is absolutely forbidden to students (brahma-carin) and to the youth who
have completed their student stage (snâtaka)18. This concern to protect youth from
the vice of gambling is clearly expressed in a few passages of the Gåhya-sûtras and
the Œrauta-sûtras (auxiliary and doctrinal handbooks pertaining to different Vedic
schools of thought, containing norms and provisions of various nature) in which
there are indications for the construction of buildings which state that assembly or
meeting halls must be oriented southwards. Other authors believe instead that such
an attitude leads the youth to indulge in gambling and, among them, Âœvalâyana in
particular maintains that the people who frequent such halls will turn into gamblers,
troublemakers and will have a short life.19 Kâtyâyana, for his part, suggests that the
building where a gambling hall is located must have a special entrance in the shape
of an arc (dvârâvasthita-toraòa) so as to be recognisable by decent people, thus
implying a negative judgement.20 Instead an assembly hall is considered favourable
and, more to the point, free from gambling when it is built on land21 where the waters flow easily in all directions. According to Apastamba22, it is up to the sovereign
to see to the construction of an assembly hall where a gambling table (adhidevana)
is to be positioned and dice in even numbers are made available to the devoted and
trusted subjects so as to allow them to gamble. The assembly hall described in the
Mahâ-bhârata23 is monumental and lavishly decorated with precious metals and
stones, but this was the assembly hall of the palace of the sovereign. Also in the
Hari-vaôœa the hall where the dice game between Rukmin and Bâlarâma takes
place is adorned with golden columns and embellished with flowers and fountains
from which sprinkle sandal-scented water24, but in general the references contained
in theatre works, in prose and also in the Artha-œâstra by Kauþilya, refer to public
and private gambling houses of a popular nature that existed in the larger towns 25.
The popularity enjoyed by dice-play in different historical times is witnessed by
archaeological excavations that have brought to light several dice, some of which
18

See GDhS 2.17,VSm 71.45 and MDhŒ 4.74.
See PANDURANGA BHATTA (1985: 107).
20
KMS 785.
21
APTE (1954: 139).
22
ÂDhS 2.10.25.12–13, no.11.
23
MBh, Sabhâ-parvan 56.18. See MANI (1984).
24
See PANDURANGA BHATTA (1985: 108).
25
AŒ 3.20; DKC, dvitîyôcchvâsa, pp. 76–77 (tr.: pp. 53–54).
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with six faces, as well as gambling tables. In Mohenjo-daro dice were found that
date back to the Civilisation of the Valley of the Indus (fig. 1)26. In Taxila instead
were found dice dating back to the Greek and Schythian-Parthian period; in
Kumrahar archaeological finds confirm the existence of dice-play, while in the famous Buddhist site of Andhra Pradesh, Nâgârjunakoòða, several ivory dice were
found with engraved pips, similar to those of the Vedic period27. Yet another testimony is represented by a bas-relief of Bharhut stûpa (2nd–1st century BCE) depicting two people engaging in a game that is presumably dice-play (fig. 2)28.
According to the law texts (dharma-œâstra), the two authors Gautama and
Baudhâyana strongly disapprove of dicing and gambling. Indeed, Gautama29 regards
the dice player as belonging to that group of people who must be avoided during the
performance of the rites to honour ancestors (œrâddha); Manu goes as far as to forbid the company of players during such ceremonies and extends the same injunction
also towards the managers of gambling houses,30 while Baudhâyana31 confines himself to judging gambling as a cause of impurity.
Manu32 cites dice-play as the eighteenth and last category that can lead to a law
suit. He considers dice-play as the act of earning money from the use of inanimate
objects and wagers (samâhvaya) in the same way as if they were animated beings
used for the same purpose33.
Manu, whose vision of society is governed by balance and strict moral principles, is
rather harsh in his appraisal of gambling and wagering. According to this author these
are practices—or rather vices—that lead to the destruction of kingdoms and their sovereigns; they are blatant thefts and the sovereign should spare no efforts to suppress
both and condemn to corporal punishment not only those who engage in gambling and
wagering, but also those who make them possible. Since players are regarded as thieves,
they should be banned from the town in order to prevent them from corrupting honest
subjects. However the punishment to be inflicted, envisaged also for those who gamble
in private, is left to the discretion of the sovereign and may simply consist of a fine.34

26

See CITÉS (1988: 171).
See KRISHNA MURTHY (1982: 69–70) and KRISHNA MURTHY (1961: 1–4).
28
See COOMARASWAMI (1956: 93–94).
29
GDhS 15.18.
30
MDhŒ 3.151 and 159.
31
BDhS 14.2.1.2–16.
32
MDhŒ 8.7.
33
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As if to justify his completely hostile position towards gambling, Manu recalls that
in earlier times (kalpa) dice-play was the cause of great enmities and therefore the
wise man would be well advised to refrain from it even if practised only for the purpose of entertainment35. These statements clearly refer, according to Georg BÜHLER
(1984: lxxx), to two episodes contained in the Mahâ-bhârata, and specifically to the
one regarding the loss of King Nala’s kingdom at dicing, and the tragic dice game
between Yudhišþhira and Œakuni, representing respectively the two warrior groups of
the Pâòðava and the Kaurava. But if the loss of the kingdom caused by Nala’s gambling led to the touching tale of the love and fidelity of his spouse Damayantî,
Yudhišþhira’s fateful dice game triggered the bloody war among the cousins. From a
juridical point of view, Yudhišþhira’s obstinacy in continuing his dice-playing which
led to the loss of his kingdom, his brothers, himself and his spouse Draupadî, contains
an important juridical issue to which M.A. MEHENDALE (1986: 179–194) devotes a
vast and detailed analysis. The question is posed by Draupadî when, humiliated and at
that point regarded as a slave by the winning cousins, addressing the two groups of
contenders in the assembly hall where she has been led, leaves all those present
speechless. The anguished question asked by Draupadî is: Was she lost at gambling by
Yudhišþhira before or after he wagered and lost himself? From this answer depends
nothing less than her honour or her future as a slave. And the answer will be given by
Arjuna, who affirms that Yudhišþhira, having lost himself first at gambling, is no
longer in a position to lose his spouse and thus Draupadî preserves her honour.
According to P.V. KANE (1930–62, III: 542), the intentions of the author of the
Mahâ-bhârata were to emphasise a condemnation of gambling regarded as a deplorable practice and so detrimental and degrading as to lead even the best and the
greatest to lose all sense of duty, morals and even the ties of love and family life.
Both Nârada36 and Båhaspati37 declare that, in the same way as the worst criminals and
even murderers, dice players cannot be called to testify, and the possessions, that is to
say the winnings, obtained through gambling represent possessions of the lowest type38.
The definition of dice players as blatant cheats put forth by Manu39 is shared by
Nârada, who puts them on the same level as alcoholics and those belonging to the
lowest strata of society according to their work activity, and, in particular, those
who use crooked dice are considered manifest thieves 40 .
35

MDhŒ 9.227.
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In his very strict view, Manu considers any art form and also gambling among the
ten vices that derive from a love for entertainment that a sovereign should avoid 41.
Several contradictions appear evident in the Manu-småti due to the fact that the
text dates back to a time characterised by the reaffirmation of the ideals of purity,
which were set in the Vedic time and which represent the foundations of the theory
of the varòa and of the corresponding social hierarchy42, a hierarchy which under
the influence of the theories made popular by Buddhism, were rejected earlier on.
The theory of equality among the castes and the importance attached to work and to
frugality preached by Buddhism had indeed determined the development of activities
pertaining to industry and commerce, with a consequent affirmation of a prosperous social class which, concerned with the preservation of integrity and wealth, had promoted
conservative values and punitive norms towards gambling. The latter was regarded as
dangerous for society and one of the six ways in which to squander one’s wealth. The
Dîgha-nikâya, the Buddhist canonical text, maintains that there are six negative consequences of gambling: the winner is hated, the loser is saddened by the money lost,
there is an evident loss of wealth, the player is not admitted to testify in a court of law,
he is despised by his friends and is not taken in consideration by the parents of girls at
a marriageable age because a scoundrel addicted to gambling is unfit to have a wife43.
Consequently, if society in Buddhist times condemned gambling by virtue of the
conservative values mentioned above, so did the society that developed in Manu’s
time a few centuries later, in the name of a return to the fundamental values of the
Vedic world.
Nevertheless the commentators Mitramiœra and Nîlakaòþha, respectively the
authors of the Viramitrôdaya and the Vyavahâra-mâyuka, assert that the prohibition
of gambling on the part of Manu extends only to cases in which crooked dice are
used or the authorisation of the sovereign has not been obtained. Clearly the commentators tend to stress that no particular differences exist among the texts of the
småti, precisely because these are texts belonging to a consolidated tradition and
therefore are regarded as sacred 44.
On the other hand, the statement by Nârada is decidedly supportive in that it considers gambling as a form of entertainment that is completely legal as long as it is
carried out in public gambling houses and is organised and managed by an official
whose authority must be recognised by the players and to whom they must spontaneously pay a set sum amounting to 10% of the winnings. If gambling takes places
41

MDhŒ 7.47.
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without the authorisation of the sovereign, the player has no right to receive his
winnings and must instead pay a fine 45.
Already in the Yajur-veda a passing reference is made to a supervisor (akša-vâpa)
who oversaw the gambling on behalf on his sovereign: a figure that will be found,
centuries later, recognised and affirmed in the Artha-œâstra and the law texts. Thus a
professional figure is consolidated, that of the sabhika, indicated clearly by
Yâjñavalkya46 as the official in charge of overseeing games with specific duties and
who, in the Mitâkšarâ47, is identified with the manager and owner of the gambling
house. The sabhika is assisted by an employee (sabhâ-pati) whose task consists in
making available to the players all that is necessary for the game, a task from which
he earns his living. In this text there is a curious definition of the players who, while
having lost everything and therefore are unable to continue gambling, are nevertheless incapable of leaving the gambling hall and remain watching the others play, as
motionless as pillars (sabhâ-stâòû)48.
According to Yâjñavalkya the sabhika has the right to receive 10% of the wagers
of the losers, and also 5% of the winnings if the bet was increased—fraudulently—
by 100 times. He must pay the sovereign a set percentage and, after collecting what
is owed by the defeated player, sees to the winner’s payment. According to this
author, in order to expose thieves, it is useful that the gambling houses be supervised by an appointed supervisor whose job it is to gather information on thieves
also to visit gambling houses regularly. If the sabhika fails to make the losing player
pay what he owes and if the game was played publicly in the presence of himself
and other players, the sovereign may require the sabhika himself to pay off the sum
owed by the loser, as well as what is owed to the state in taxes. 49
The sabhika is also charged with collecting pledges, seeing to it that various articles are sold inside the gambling house, and he himself is subject to fines if he fails
to prohibit cheating due to dexterity of hands during the game. 50
If the losing player does not have the money to pay off his debt to the winner,
Kâtyâyana maintains that the sabhika must take it upon himself to pay the sum,
granting the loser a 45-day respite, but he must demand to be paid back immediately
when the possibility exists that he could lose the money. In a subsequent passage he
45

NâSm 17.2.5.7.
YDhŒ 2.202–203.
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PANDURANGA BHATTA (1985: 111) and BANERJI (1997: 361).
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is however more drastic and states that the wagers must be paid off immediately in
the gambling house and that the sabhika, being the one who established the exact
procedure to be followed for the game, is the person who has to compel the loser to
pay, even by resorting to force51. The Måccha-kaþika contains an emblematic scene
when Saôvâhaka, unable to settle his gambling debt amounting to 10 gold coins,
runs away and is chased by the supervisor Mâthura and another player. Saôvâhaka
complains and asks for a reduction of his debt, Mâthura declares that he is under
arrest in the name of the Association of Dicers and invites him to sell his own parents or himself. A third person intervenes to defend Saôvâhaka and the quarrel
degenerates into a fight with insults and blows 52.
In this text too the figure of the sabhika appears again as particularly significant53.
Furthermore the game supervisor Mâthura seems to have used a book where he
recorded the winnings and the losses and the names of the players who had yet to
settle their debts before being allowed to visit other gambling houses54. The
sabhika, who was familiar with the habits of many of the subjects, could also become a precious informant for the sovereign 55.
The players who were unable to settle gambling debts were allowed to leave the
house after submitting adequate guarantees. Gambling debts however were not
transferable and therefore could not fall on heirs 56 .
The powerful role of the sabhika in the society of the time is attested by the fact
that he could also inflict punishments and for this reason, not infrequently, many a
defaulting player ran away at the mere sight of him57. The Kathâ-sarit-sâgara narrates of a sabhika so enraged that, after beating up with a stick a player who had not
paid off his debt, he got other players to throw him into a well and personally committed himself to settling the debt to the winner 58.
Kauþilya, who has a supervisor appointed even for the courtesans, has not appointed one for gambling (dyûtâdhyakša). He deems it necessary however to appoint a director whose responsibility it is to make available a clean dice, cup and the
dice against a payment of 5% of the winnings, a percentage to which has to be
added the rent for the cups, the dice, a supplement for water, the use of the premises
51

KMS 783–792 (dyûta-samâhvaya).
MåK 2, p. 84–85.
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See BANERJEE (1994: 116).
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and the permit to play. The description of the fines is detailed and meticulous: 20
paòa to replace the cup or the dice, while the fine for fraudulent gambling is as high
as the lowest one implemented for an act of violence; confiscation of winnings and,
in case of cheating, a fine for theft. In general terms, Kauþilya, while regarding the
players as cheats, seems to be more concerned about the economic aspects—that is,
the increase in the state revenue—than about the moral issues related to the game 59.
The chance to make easy gains from gambling determined the adoption of fraudulent practices such as dice manipulation and many other expedients, not the least of
which the possibility to swallow the unfavourable die. Cheating at dice play was a
rather common practice, so much so that the terms kitava and dhuta that originally
indicated dicers finally came to mean cheat and scoundrel respectively. 60
In order to prevent frauds, it was decided that dice play should take place in especially selected sites, approved by the state. If however the game took place in secret
locations and without authorisation, the players and the game supervisor could not collect their due and were also punished61. For cheats particularly harsh punishments
were adopted, such as exile62, those who used crooked dice could have their hands cut
off and those who adopted other fraudulent practices to win risked losing their index
finger and thumb63. And then there were also interesting punishments, intended to
expose dishonest players to public contempt, like branding their foreheads with the
shape of dog’s pawn and sending them into exile64 or the less ignominious one of
wearing a dice collar around the neck65. Those who appeared reluctant to settle what
they owed risked being beaten mercilessly by the managers of gambling houses and
forced to ‘sell’ their parents or be tortured or hung upside down by their feet for one
full day or be dragged on their backs on an uneven road 66.
The case list is vast and very detailed and suggests that players resorted to very
sophisticated stratagems and shrewd ruses in order to win. This case history however also bears witness to the moral decay in which the dicers eventually fell, inveterate gamblers who regularly visited gambling houses where chaos and racket
reigned undisturbed and talk was vulgar and indecent 67.
59
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To resolve the disputes that arose among the players both Nârada and
Yâjñavalkya believe other players who would act as judges and witnesses, as the
case required, should be called in68. The players were to be appointed by the sovereign. Båhaspati maintains very fairly that a judging panel made up of the sabhika
and three players could also act as witnesses to settle a dispute related to the game
and if the players were manifestly hostile to the disputants, it was up to the king to
settle the issue. The losing players, if not aware of the rules of the game, had to be
released, just like the players who were indeed familiar with the rules, but were
defeated through cheating or using crooked dice. And if a player lost all his belongings in gambling, he was not required to relinquish them all69. As regards disputes between two players, based on the widespread belief that both are dishonest
and therefore there is no distinction between winner and loser, Kauþilya maintains
that, if the contenders have gambled without authorisation, both must be punished,
while if the winner of the game is nominated by the court, no fines are inflicted.
Kauþilya believes that the habit of accepting that, if the player who won the game by
cheating also wins the dispute and therefore his fine is small, while the loser of the
game and of the dispute is given a higher fine, only encourages more fraudulent
behaviour at gambling 70 .
The juridical writings of the different authors of the småti appear to contain a
number of incongruities, justified by the fact that this type of norms was of a customary nature and was for a long time rooted in definitions that were totally informal and often contradictory; only later were they elaborated and systematised over
the course of the centuries.
The variations and the contradictions in form and substance are nevertheless evidence of an effort to adjust to the historical context and of a constant commitment
towards adapting the rules to a truth that proved very ephemeral in itself, before attaining the definition and the actual implementation of laws that adhered more closely
to reality. The dissimilarities contained in the writings themselves speak eloquently of
the commitment on the part of the legislator towards his quest for absolutes that, by
their formulation, represent the cornerstones and the main lines of civil law71.
These derogations originate from an analysis of the human behaviour, that is often
animated by deep passions and ardent attraction of the imponderable. The gambler
sets off for his own destruction, leaving it to the dice to decide about his future.
68

NâSm 17.4; YDhŒ 2.205. This is an exception to the general rule that forbids players to
testify in a court of law and be part of a jury.
69
BåSm 26.7–8.
70
AŒ 3.20.3–7.
71
See PIOVANO (1999: 158).
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The examination of the gambler’s behaviour reveals not only the purpose of improving his habits and restraining his wild passions but also an unusual aptitude to
deep psychological investigation.
The dice game becomes the symbol of a fortuitousness that affects both the cosmic and the human world; both åta and dharma, albeit regulated by rigid laws and
by a supratemporal and changeless order, can be impaired by events escaping the
rule, or rather escaping human rationality.
Recourse to an irresponsible act and thus to irrationality consequently implies an
unforeseen and deadly event but, as ancient Indian texts state, this is the fate of our
age. These considerations lead legislators to recognise the difficulty, almost impossibility, of complying with all the norms of dharma and to accept, around the eleventh century, the theory of ‘the actions forbidden in the Kali Age’ ( kali-varjya).

ILLUSTRATIONS

Fig.1
Cubic dice found during archaeological excavations in
Mohenjo-daro. The position of the spots on the six faces follows the arithmetic progression and varies from one item to the
next. The dice on the left is made of white limestone and on
opposing faces presents the following pairs: one-three, twofive, four-(nought); the middle one is made of terracotta and
has the following pairs: one-two, three-four, five-six; the one
on the right is one of the finest and has the following pairs: onetwo, three-five, four-six.
Source: CITÉS (1988: 171).
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Fig. 2
Dice players depicted on the relief of the trabeation in the
Bharhut stûpa.
Source: A.K. COOMARASWAMI (1956: 93–94, pl. XLVIII, fig 223).

Fig. 3
Pacîsî players depicted in the Zanana (Janana) Mahal of the
Udaipur Royal Palace (by courtesy of Prof. Rosa Maria Cimino).
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Bhâmatî, 433; 434; 435; 437; 438; 440;
442; 444
Bhâmatî-school, 433
Bhâratavarša, 32
Bharhut stûpa, 662; 670
Bhartåhari, 222; 223; 231; 233; 258; 296;
321; 322; 395; 396; 397; 398; 399; 400;
401; 402; 403; 405; 409; 415; 416; 417;
418; 420; 421; 422; 423; 424; 425; 426;
427; 428; 429; 555
Bhâsarvajña, 36
bhâšâ-samiti, 144
Bhaþþa Vâdîndra, 257; 258; 296
Bhaþþoji-dîkšita, 398
bhâvanâ-mayî prajñâ, 565; 566; 581; 585
bhikšu, bhikšuòî, 119; 597; 628; 635
bhûtâkâra, 585
bhûtârtha, 391; 579; 580; 581; 582
bi-functional nature of karman, 438
Båhaspati, 663; 668
Bodhicaryâvatâra, 629; 630; 634; 635; 636;
640
Bodhisattva, 327; 566; 567; 568; 569; 571;
572; 573; 574; 575; 585; 586; 587; 588;
590; 591; 592; 593; 595; 596; 597; 633;
634; 635; 637; 643; 644; 648
body-self conjunction, 345; 489; 490; 494;
497
brahma-carya, 657
brahma-jñâna, 441; 443; 444
brahman, 38; 73; 78; 79; 299; 300; 343;
398; 399; 410; 434; 435; 436; 437; 438;
439; 441; 442; 443; 444
Brahman realisation (brahma-jñâna), 434;
438; 441; 443; 444
Brâhmaòa, 23; 24; 25; 27; 28; 29; 30; 35;
36; 96; 97; 98; 131; 132; 140; 151; 179;
180; 185; 322; 323; 439
Brahmanhood, 443
brahma-prâpti, 397
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brahma-saôsthatâ (abiding in Brahman),
443
Brahma-siddhi, 433; 434; 444
Brahma-sûtra, 433; 435; 437; 441; 443
Brahma-sûtra-œâókara-bhâšya, 433; 435;
437; 443
Brahmâ, 26; 27; 28; 299; 327; 343; 633
Buddha, 20; 27; 149; 173; 521; 573; 578;
585; 586; 588; 589; 590; 594; 596; 597;
605; 606; 608; 609; 634; 636
Buddha’s pramâòa-bhûtatva, 589
Buddhadeva, 620
Buddha-dharma, 573
Buddha-nature (tathâgata-garbha), 606;
608; 609; 613
buddhi, 48; 49; 50; 76; 259; 260; 263; 294;
296; 297; 301; 302; 303; 304; 331; 338;
345; 384; 408; 483; 522; 554; 592
Buddhism, 35; 37; 38; 81; 85; 96; 97; 120;
133; 149; 150; 156; 270; 521; 574; 577;
585; 606; 618; 633; 635; 636; 638; 639;
640; 641; 642; 643; 644; 645; 646; 647;
648; 664
Buddhist Dharma, 575
Buddhist pramâòa tradition, 521
Buddhist Studies, 629; 630; 640; 641; 642;
647; 649

C
Candrakîrti, 606; 640
Candramati, 251; 256; 267; 276; 278; 292;
293; 315
Candrânanda, 293; 296; 310; 315; 528; 529;
531; 533
Caraka-saôhitâ, 342
Carnap, Rudolph, 104
Cârvâka, 314; 486; 509
cat, 58; 319
categorical imperative, 151; 152
category, 48; 49; 50; 59; 71; 72; 77; 78; 91;
104; 108; 113; 115; 119; 132; 138; 144;
145; 146; 155; 157; 159; 161; 162; 163;
165; 167; 170; 172; 173; 174; 178; 246;
249; 250; 251; 252; 253; 254; 255; 256;
257; 258; 259; 260; 261; 264; 265; 266;
267; 268; 275; 276; 277; 278; 279; 284;
290; 294; 295; 298; 312; 315; 316; 330;

331; 332; 340; 341; 343; 346; 364; 370;
372; 376; 377; 409; 450; 458; 459; 461;
465; 466; 468; 472; 473; 478; 481; 485;
493; 540; 541; 605; 640; 658; 662
Catuÿ-œataka, 617; 618; 620
Catuÿ-œataka-þîkâ, 618; 620
catuš-koþi, 156; 157; 168; 176
causa finalis, 304
causal complex, 346
causal efficacy (artha-kriyâ-kâritva), 75;
546
causal stream (hetu-phala-prabandhapravåtti), 617
causality, 38; 136; 272; 279; 282; 294; 323;
333; 339; 340; 343; 346; 411; 460; 461;
494; 495; 497; 498; 500; 511; 513; 540;
541; 542; 544; 545; 546; 547; 548; 549;
550; 553; 554; 556; 557; 560; 561; 567
causation theory, 333
cause, 73; 77; 141; 161; 162; 222; 237; 238;
240; 252; 262; 268; 272; 287; 293; 301;
303; 304; 306; 316; 321; 324; 333; 334;
335; 336; 338; 339; 341; 343; 345; 346;
367; 371; 372; 373; 374; 376; 377; 390;
395; 396; 401; 410; 419; 423; 424; 425;
426; 436; 441; 460; 461; 488; 489; 490;
491; 492; 493; 494; 495; 496; 497; 498;
523; 526; 546; 554; 576; 577; 578; 579;
582; 583; 585; 587; 593; 594; 596; 607;
662; 663
cause of karmic bondage, 161
cause of liberation, 77
cause of saôsâra, 577
cause of suffering, 77; 587; 588; 596
cause of the world, 238; 335; 336; 374
cause-effect relation, 272; 343; 367; 373;
376; 377; 554; 607
chala, 77; 166; 284; 290
Chomsky, Noam, 89; 121
cintâ, 132; 565; 566; 567; 574; 576; 577;
578; 579; 580; 581; 583; 584; 585; 586;
587; 588; 590; 591; 592; 595; 596
Cintâ-maòi, 398
cintâ-mayî prajñâ, 565; 566; 567; 576; 578;
579; 580; 581; 584; 585; 586; 587; 588;
590; 592; 595; 596
cintanâ, 566; 590; 591
circularity, 57; 72; 75; 258; 400; 404; 559
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citta, 384; 385; 386; 387; 389; 390; 434;
435; 440; 581; 591; 609
citta-våtti, 384; 390
citta-våtti-nirodha, 390
civil law, 668
Civilisation of the Indus Valley, 662
clarifying explanation (anuvâda), 386
closure with respect to conjunction
elimination, 282; 283
codanâ, 294; 295; 297; 309; 346
co-extension, 250; 449
coextensiveness, 250; 253; 254; 255; 256;
274; 276; 278; 279; 280
cognisability (jñeyatva), 249; 250; 254;
255; 262; 274; 275; 276; 278; 279; 280;
283; 331
cogniser (pramâtå), 341
cognition of recurrent continuity (apekšâbuddhi), 301; 302; 303; 304
cognitive criterion (pramâòa), 268; 313;
325; 341
cognitive science, 539; 540; 541; 542; 543;
547; 562
comparison (upamâna), 68; 76; 161
complete, 404
complex whole, 300; 304
Compton Experiment, 607
computational, 541; 542; 543; 545
concentration, 259; 308; 309; 310; 325;
385; 578
concept of belief, 46; 48
conceptual content, 46
conceptual scheme, 401
conceptual thought, 550
conceptualisation, 75; 134; 185; 424
conclusion (nigamana), 82; 306; 365; 368;
370; 371; 449; 452; 457; 458; 469; 479;
486; 559
conflict, 27; 29; 31; 32; 89; 93; 104; 107;
112; 113; 114; 115; 116; 121; 122; 136;
151; 194; 283; 340; 643
conflict resolution, 89; 93; 107; 114; 116;
668
Confucius, 20
conjunct, 283; 289
conjunction, 280; 282; 283; 285; 289; 345;
346; 347; 438; 439; 489; 490; 492; 493;
494; 495; 496; 497; 498
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consciousness of a means of knowing
(pramâòa-caitanya), 73
consciousness of an object (višayacaitanya), 73; 74
consciousness of the knower (pramâtåcaitanya), 73; 74
consciousness-centric error theory (âtmakhyâti-vâda), 81
contemplation, 259; 327; 328; 434
conventional time (samaya), 165
conveyor of a verbal message, 60
cosmological argument, 324; 343; 345
counterfactual reasoning (tarka), 49; 470;
471; 480; 486; 489; 502; 505; 506
counter-thesis, 50
counter-thesis (sat-pratipakša), 50; 247;
458
cûlikârtha, 367
cultural dogmas, 222
cultural representation, 630; 646; 649

D
d’India, Sigismondo, 282
d’Indy, Vincent, 282
Daœa-padârtha-œâstra, 251; 315
Daœaratha, 320
de dicto belief, 60; 283; 287; 288; 289; 290
de re belief, 59; 283; 287; 288
demerit, 77; 293; 331; 333; 334; 335; 336;
337; 338; 344; 346; 347; 348
Descombes, Vincent, 542; 543; 559; 561;
562
designation, 161; 260; 261; 262; 275; 276;
277; 279; 280; 320; 369; 415; 448; 568;
617
desire for knowledge, 365; 440; 441; 442;
640
destruction of banks (setu-bhaóga), 366
determinate perception (savikalpakapratyakša), 76; 254
Devendrabuddhi, 580; 582; 583; 584; 593;
594; 595; 596
dharma, 26; 38; 77; 252; 268; 269; 290;
292; 293; 294; 295; 300; 307; 311; 312;
314; 315; 316; 317; 318; 320; 323; 325;
331; 334; 340; 344; 372; 377; 397; 398;
399; 406; 425; 426; 498; 516; 569; 574;
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575; 577; 581; 586; 587; 588; 597; 606;
607; 608; 617; 634; 657; 669
dharma-cakra, 606; 613; 614
dharma-dhâtu, 569; 608
dharma-kâya, 609
Dharmakîrti, 63; 65; 66; 67; 69; 75; 238;
240; 241; 243; 244; 245; 246; 247; 268;
326; 327; 449; 521; 522; 523; 524; 525;
527; 534; 540; 541; 542; 544; 546; 547;
548; 550; 552; 553; 554; 555; 556; 557;
559; 560; 561; 562; 575; 576; 577; 579;
580; 581; 582; 585; 586; 588; 589; 590;
593; 594; 596; 597; 598; 611; 613
dharma-nairâtmya, 569; 577
Dharma-parîkšâ, 29
Dharmarâja Adhvarîndra, 73; 74; 75; 79; 80
dharma-œâstra, 662
dharmatâ, 449; 451; 452; 454; 507; 567;
568; 569; 572; 607; 608; 609; 613
dharmatâ-yukti, 567; 568; 569; 572; 607;
608; 609; 613
Dharmatrâta, 619
Dharmottara, 35; 327; 541; 550; 551; 552;
553; 555; 556; 557; 561; 562; 576; 579;
580; 584; 596
Dhûrtâkhyâna, 28
dialetheia, 167
dialethic approach, 167
dice, 657; 658; 659; 660; 661; 662; 663;
664; 666; 667; 668; 669; 670
Digambara, 96; 99; 100; 130; 132; 144;
149; 173; 177; 180
Dîgha-nikâya, 27; 664
Diónâga, 292; 377; 521; 522; 523; 524;
525; 526; 527; 528; 529; 530; 531; 532;
533; 534; 541; 542; 546; 547; 548; 550;
552; 553; 555; 556; 562; 575; 611
direct valid cognition, 610; 611; 613
disjunction, 159; 496; 541; 546; 549; 553
disjunction problem, 541; 549; 553
dissolution of the world (pralaya), 298;
299; 304; 305; 307; 330; 336; 339; 340;
344; 347; 348
distinction in intellectu / in re, 222; 223;
224; 225; 226; 227; 230; 231; 232; 233
dKon mchog ’jigs med dbang po, 621

dåšþânta, 50; 141; 186; 240; 272; 275; 284;
290; 365; 366; 369; 371; 372; 448; 455;
476; 484; 504
Dostoevsky, Fyodor, 334
double meaning (œleša), 99
doubt, 48; 49; 51; 52; 65; 144; 158; 166;
170; 173; 179; 181; 225; 227; 228; 325;
365; 378; 458; 462; 465; 466; 467; 474;
475; 476; 500; 501; 502; 506; 593. See
also saôœaya
Draupadî, 663
dravya, 159; 160; 233; 252; 253; 257; 258;
259; 260; 261; 262; 263; 265; 266; 267;
271; 284; 295; 300; 302; 310; 311; 323;
408; 423; 424; 425; 487; 488; 494; 500;
501; 503; 506; 509; 530; 581; 618
dravyatva, 259; 263; 311; 425; 504
duÿkha, 48; 50; 76; 77; 263; 309; 331; 337;
338; 342; 571; 587; 588; 597
dualism, 134; 138; 539; 540
duality, 124; 300; 301; 302; 304; 606; 613
Dummett, Michael, 286; 539; 552
Dunne, John, 521; 523; 524; 525; 554; 555
Duns Scotus, 224; 257
Durkheim, Émile, 109; 112; 115; 125; 126
Durvekamiœra, 35; 551; 581; 584
Dvâdaœâra-naya-cakra, 369
dveša, 48; 50; 77; 162; 263; 293; 331; 342;
371; 372
dvy-aòuka. See atomic dyad

E
earth, 23; 26; 31; 32; 33; 239; 240; 241;
242; 243; 344; 373; 455; 458; 459; 461;
463; 464; 465; 466; 467; 468; 469; 470;
472; 473; 474; 475; 476; 477; 478; 479;
480; 482; 483; 484; 485; 486; 488; 489;
498; 499; 503; 504; 509; 511; 514; 516;
544; 646; 659
effect, 26; 87; 93; 101; 104; 105; 106; 107;
108; 109; 111; 113; 124; 142; 148; 162;
170; 174; 190; 191; 238; 239; 240; 241;
242; 243; 259; 272; 300; 333; 339; 341;
343; 344; 367; 368; 371; 373; 376; 377;
395; 396; 397; 401; 410; 421; 428; 436;
437; 439; 487; 488; 489; 490; 492; 493;
494; 495; 498; 502; 507; 540; 542; 543;
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544; 545; 546; 549; 554; 557; 568; 569;
572; 586; 588; 607; 617; 618; 619
efficient cause, 304; 324; 555
emancipation. See also liberation
emancipation (mokša), 315; 444
emergent cause, 491; 492; 493; 494; 495;
496; 497; 498
empirical, 47; 52; 55; 67; 86; 92; 94; 96; 97;
104; 105; 107; 109; 111; 113; 114; 118;
119; 120; 121; 127; 132; 133; 134; 140;
145; 160; 172; 178; 190; 286; 304; 396;
399; 400; 532; 588; 589; 590; 595
empiricism, 540; 544; 560
emptiness (œûnyatâ), 575; 584; 606; 610;
611; 613; 614
epiphenomenalism, 540; 553
epistemic logic, 283
epistemic operator K, 282; 287; 288
epistemology, 45; 51; 54; 55; 56; 67; 68;
70; 71; 74; 75; 78; 80; 90; 97; 134; 136;
233; 239; 242; 244; 245; 246; 387; 400;
402; 404; 410; 447; 449; 450; 457; 541;
546; 556; 571; 574; 575; 576; 577; 578;
585; 592; 594; 595; 597; 598; 611
equivocation, 169; 455; 476
error, 45; 49; 65; 69; 81; 343; 433; 456;
472; 473; 474; 475; 486; 515; 548; 573;
576; 582; 583; 627
error theory (akhyâti), 81
essentialism, 86; 87; 89; 118; 190; 194
ether, 311; 318; 344; 462; 466; 472; 478;
479; 480; 489; 494; 499; 503; 504; 507
ethicisation, 110
ethics, 86; 90; 94; 99; 102; 104; 107; 110;
120; 121; 125; 129; 130; 136; 139; 140;
142; 146; 148; 152; 153; 158; 162; 163;
165; 171; 177; 178; 181; 182; 193; 194;
290; 331; 334; 335; 336; 340; 373; 633
evil, 324; 336; 337; 338; 571; 575
evil, problem of, 336; 337; 338
example (dåšþânta), 58; 64; 81; 240; 271;
272; 275; 306; 347; 365; 366; 369; 370;
372; 375; 403; 448; 456; 462; 463; 475;
476; 477; 483; 484; 485; 486; 496; 498;
499; 503; 504; 532; 619; 622
excellence (atiœaya), 328
existence in intellectu, 222; 223; 224; 230;
232; 233. See also existence in mind
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existence in mind, 223; 229; 265; 269; 278.
See also existence in intellectu
existence in re, 222; 223; 224; 230; 232;
233. See also existence in reality
existence in reality, 223; 229; 230. See also
existence in re
existent (sat), 75; 81; 253; 254; 257; 259;
260; 261; 262; 266; 268; 269; 271; 273;
275; 276; 277; 278; 279; 280; 330; 373;
421; 423; 429; 547; 553; 596; 605; 611;
617; 619; 620; 621; 623
existentiality (astitva), 249; 250; 253; 254;
255; 256; 257; 258; 260; 262; 263; 264;
266; 267; 268; 269; 273; 276; 278; 279;
283; 308; 330; 331; 340; 348
extraordinary cognitive capabilities,
powers, experiences, 300; 304; 307;
326; 396; 406; 411
extraordinary perception (alaukikapratyakša), 76
extrasensory objects, 296; 314; 316
extrasensory perception, 308
extrinsic validity of proof (parataÿprâmâòya), 72; 76

F
factual limits to cognition, 281
fallacy, 65; 66; 163; 165; 170; 240; 241;
247; 269; 272; 321; 454; 457; 458; 459;
462; 463; 465; 466; 476; 478; 479; 480;
483; 486; 489; 490; 502; 505; 506; 510
falsity, falsehood, 168; 170; 171; 179; 487;
499
fictitious entity, 268; 269; 273
final cause (causa finalis), 304
Finot, Louis, 633; 635; 636; 639; 648
fire, 26; 49; 58; 64; 65; 82; 241; 242; 245;
327; 332; 335; 344; 379; 408; 423; 453;
460; 472; 474; 485; 507; 508; 514; 528;
569; 571; 608
first cause, 222; 324; 345
first mover, 303; 324; 347
Fitch, Frederic Brenton, 281; 282; 283; 284;
286; 289; 291
Fitch’s Paradox of Knowability. See
Paradox of Knowability
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fixed means of knowing (pramâòavyavasthâ), 81
Fodor, Jerry, 541; 542; 543; 544; 545; 548;
549; 550; 553; 556; 559; 561
Frege, Gottlob, 544
functionalism, 95; 125; 190
future, 106; 166; 171; 293; 331; 586; 597;
617; 620; 622; 624; 636; 646

G
gaja-krîða, 366
gambling, 658; 659; 661; 662; 663; 664;
665; 666; 667; 668
Gaunilo, 222; 224; 225; 226; 227; 228; 230;
233
gaurava, 372; 399; 440; 453
Gautama, 662
Gautama Akšapâda, 36; 237; 341; 342; 390
Ghošaka, 620
Go rams pa, 528
god, 340
God of the Naiyâyikas, transcendent, 246
God, aphorisms (sûtras) on, 239
God, as the logical culmination of the
Nyâya system, 239
God, gods, 21; 23; 26; 28; 30; 33; 36; 60;
79; 98; 160; 167; 179; 222; 223; 224;
225; 226; 229; 230; 232; 233; 237; 238;
239; 240; 241; 242; 244; 245; 246; 247;
268; 289; 290; 291; 292; 293; 294; 295;
296; 297; 298; 299; 300; 303; 304; 305;
306; 307; 311; 314; 319; 324; 325; 328;
329; 330; 331; 333; 334; 335; 336; 337;
338; 339; 340; 342; 343; 344; 345; 347;
348; 372; 374; 375; 461; 488; 493; 507;
508; 515; 633; 658; 659
God, proof / argument against the existence
of. See proof against the existence of
God
God, proof / argument for the existence of.
See proof for the existence of God
god’s existence, 222; 223; 225; 226; 228;
229; 230; 232; 233; 237; 238; 239; 240;
241; 242; 244; 245; 246; 247; 250; 251;
292; 297; 303; 323; 324; 325; 326; 330;
331; 333; 335; 336; 340; 343; 344; 346;
348

Gödel, Kurt, 286; 288
Gödel’s theorems, 286; 288
golden egg (hiraòya-garbha), 293
’Gos Lo tsâ ba gZhon nu dpal, 606; 609;
610; 612; 613
gradual development argument, 318; 319;
323; 326; 327; 330
gradual progression, 321; 402
grammarian paradigm, 277
grammarians, 36; 397; 398; 400; 415; 555
Gramsci, Antonio, 91
Grice, Herbert Paul, 90; 94; 104; 105; 107;
108; 111; 113; 114; 116; 117; 118; 124;
129; 144; 145; 146; 149; 151; 153; 154;
155; 170; 178; 179; 180; 181; 182; 190
Gricean maxims, 115; 116; 129; 144; 145;
146; 149; 170; 180; 181; 182
Griffiths, Paul, 91; 540; 571; 573
guòa, 48; 99; 100; 160; 257; 261; 263; 265;
271; 284; 295; 302; 310; 311; 312; 313;
316; 320; 322; 324; 325; 331; 385; 423;
424; 425; 439; 483; 487; 492; 497; 498;
506; 530; 566; 577; 586; 593
guòatva, 259; 263; 311; 491
gupti, 144; 154; 156; 158

H
Habermas, Jürgen, 86; 87; 88; 89; 90; 91;
92; 93; 94; 96; 102; 103; 104; 105; 106;
107; 108; 109; 110; 111; 112; 113; 115;
117; 118; 121; 123; 124; 126; 127; 129;
130; 133; 136; 142; 143; 144; 145; 146;
148; 151; 152; 153; 158; 166; 175; 178;
180; 182; 184; 185; 190; 193
haecceity, 257
happenstance, 402
happiness, 46; 80; 336; 338; 371; 646
Haribhadra, 29; 35; 37; 156; 160; 162; 173
Harišeòa, 29
Harivåšabha, 322; 323
Hayes, Richard, 521; 523; 540
Hegel, Georg Wilhelm Friedrich, 91; 127;
152; 224
Helârâja, 232; 233; 426; 428
hermeneutics, 29; 90; 123; 124; 132; 134;
140; 150; 159; 165; 190; 247; 403; 606
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hetu (logical reason, probans, prover,
cause), 71; 238; 252; 260; 275; 285;
295; 317; 364; 365; 366; 369; 370; 371;
372; 376; 412; 417; 425; 448; 449; 456;
476; 488; 496; 504; 546; 554; 568; 571;
572; 573; 574; 575; 576; 577; 578; 585;
586; 587; 597; 617
hetu-phala-prabandha-pravåtti, 617
hetu-vidyâ, 571; 572; 573; 574; 575; 576;
597
hetv-âbhâsa, 77; 284; 458
hima-vilayana, 366
Hînayâna, 628; 633; 635; 636; 647
Hinduism, 85; 95; 96; 97; 100; 101; 104;
134; 194
hiôsâ, 141; 151; 181; 192; 194
hiraòya-garbha, 293
Hsuan-tsang. See Xuanzang
human knowability, 284; 285; 289
human knownness, 284; 285; 291
humanitarianism, 646
Husserl, Edmund, 89; 131; 544; 550; 552;
555; 560
hypothetical judgement, 49

I
I-awareness, 401
icchâ, 48; 50; 170; 251; 293; 342; 487; 488;
490; 491; 492; 493; 498; 499; 501; 503;
504; 506; 508; 509; 512
idealism, 125; 148; 230; 556
identity (tâdâtmya), 78
identity (tattva), 427
illocutionary, 106; 107; 109; 115; 124; 154;
166; 171; 174; 178; 184
Imitatio Christi, 637
Imitation of Christ (Imitatio Christi), 635;
636; 637
implication, 46; 47; 78; 94; 99; 101; 102;
106; 111; 114; 117; 123; 124; 125; 126;
127; 129; 133; 135; 140; 141; 145; 146;
152; 156; 178; 179; 180; 185; 188; 191;
192; 194; 240; 277; 278; 282; 396; 508;
647
implicit knowledge, 46
inclusion, 49; 72; 96; 129; 224; 253; 254;
255; 314; 363; 387; 388; 642
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incommunicable, 146; 192; 417; 419; 420;
422. See also unnameable, nameability,
abhidheyatva
incompleteness, 108; 182; 286; 288. See
also: complete
incompleteness of any system' view /
theorem, 404
incompleteness theorem, 286; 288
indescribable theory of error (anirvacanîyakhyâti-vâda), 81
indeterminate perception (nirvikalpakapratyakša), 72; 75; 76; 78
Indian logic, 7; 45; 47; 51; 52; 53; 66; 67;
68; 69; 70
Indian tradition, 47; 51; 70; 119
individuator (viœeša), 257; 258; 259; 260;
267; 268; 306; 311; 312; 313; 318; 329;
466
induction, 402; 403
inductive logic, 448; 449; 450
Indus Valley Civilisation. See Civilisation
of the Indus Valley
inference, 28; 48; 52; 53; 55; 62; 63; 64; 65;
66; 67; 68; 69; 70; 71; 76; 81; 108; 132;
187; 237; 238; 239; 240; 241; 242; 243;
245; 246; 247; 251; 252; 278; 284; 298;
308; 309; 313; 325; 341; 346; 363; 364;
365; 366; 367; 368; 369; 370; 371; 372;
373; 374; 375; 376; 377; 378; 379; 387;
389; 390; 391; 396; 397; 403; 406; 407;
409; 410; 447; 448; 449; 450; 451; 452;
453; 454; 455; 456; 457; 458; 459; 460;
461; 462; 463; 464; 465; 466; 467; 468;
469; 471; 472; 473; 474; 475; 476; 477;
479; 480; 481; 482; 483; 484; 485; 486;
488; 489; 490; 491; 492; 493; 494; 495;
496; 497; 498; 499; 500; 501; 502; 503;
504; 505; 507; 509; 510; 511; 512; 513;
514; 515; 516; 521; 523; 524; 528; 529;
531; 532; 534; 546; 553; 555; 560; 569;
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278; 284; 290; 341; 497; 510; 534
prameyatva, 262; 275; 497; 510
pramiti (resultant cognition, valid
cognition), 64; 71; 293; 341
prâòa, 309; 316; 488; 497
prâòin, 25; 263; 299; 300; 338
prasaóga, 28; 266; 323; 364; 365; 366; 375;
376; 425; 460; 464; 470; 485; 490; 492;
507
Prâsaógika, 618; 620; 624; 641
Praœastamati, 260; 261; 262; 274; 275; 276;
279; 280; 292; 305; 306; 307; 318; 329;
345
Praœastamati-þîkâ, 252; 260; 262; 274
Prâœastamat, 274
Praœastapâda, 25; 26; 27; 29; 36; 37; 249;
251; 252; 253; 255; 256; 257; 258; 259;
262; 268; 269; 274; 275; 283; 291; 292;
294; 295; 296; 297; 298; 300; 302; 303;
304; 307; 308; 310; 311; 312; 313; 314;
315; 316; 317; 318; 324; 326; 329; 330;
331; 341; 342; 343; 345; 347; 348; 385
Praœastapâda-bhâšya, 25; 48; 67; 252; 255;
274; 315
Praœastapâda-bhâšya-samâlocana, 259
Praœastapâda-bhâšya-sûkti, 266
pratibhâ, 265; 315; 400; 403
pratijñâ (proposition, thesis), 82; 275; 365;
369; 371; 372; 378; 508; 514
Prâtimokša, 628; 634; 635; 639
prâtipadika, 79
pratyakša. See also: yogi-pratyakša;
supernatural perception; sensory

perception; perfect perception
perception of yogins
pratyakša (perception), 50; 64; 72; 73; 74;
75; 76; 78; 79; 80; 81; 132; 254; 263;
265; 292; 298; 303; 308; 309; 310; 311;
312; 314; 315; 317; 318; 320; 324; 325;
327; 328; 329; 341; 342; 346; 369; 384;
386; 387; 390; 391; 396; 400; 401; 407;
408; 410; 411; 412; 417; 440; 468; 470;
475; 482; 485; 487; 496; 511; 530; 533;
555; 570; 571; 575; 578; 579; 580; 583;
588; 595; 597; 607
pratyaya, 48; 253; 258; 260; 261; 262; 263;
266; 270; 275; 276; 305; 312; 313; 314;
373; 385; 386; 418; 425; 434; 437; 513;
567; 568; 571; 576; 582; 583; 584; 593;
607
Pratyeka-buddha, 568; 594; 595; 605
pravåtti-kâma-puruša, 589; 592
prayatna, 48; 50; 263; 331; 342; 406; 496
prayojana, 284; 290; 306; 316; 337; 338;
365; 397; 412; 592
predicative existence, 265; 279
prekšâvat-puruša, 592; 593; 595
present, 133; 166; 267; 286; 618; 620; 621;
622; 623; 624
present king of France, 267; 271
primary entities, 278
primordial matter (prakåti), 364; 366; 367;
368; 369; 370; 371; 373; 374; 375; 376;
377; 378; 379; 380
principal existence, 232
principle of cause and effect (kârya-kâraòayukti), 607
principle of dependence (apekšâ-yukti), 607
principle of proving on the basis of
feasibility (upapatti-sâdhana-yukti),
607; 609
principle of true nature (dharmatâ-yukti),
607; 608; 609; 613; 614
proof against the existence of God, 238;
335; 336; 340
proof for the existence of God, 222; 223;
225; 226; 228; 229; 230; 232; 233; 237;
238; 239; 240; 241; 242; 244; 245; 246;
247; 292; 297; 303; 325; 326; 335; 343;
348
proposition, atomic subject-predicate, 49
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propositional attitude, 59; 541; 543; 547;
553
Proslogion, 224
pseudo-pramâòa (pramâòâbhâsa), 72
pseudo-reason (hetv-âbhâsa), 77
psychologism, 550; 560
pudgala-nairâtmya, 568; 585
Purâòa, 25; 31; 32; 33; 336
pure categories of understanding, 145
Pûròavardhana, 618
Puruša-sûkta, 23; 24; 25
Pûrva-mîmâôsâ, 403
pûrvavat anumâna, 363; 369; 377
Putnam, Hilary, 544

Q
qualificand (viœešya), 78; 243; 252; 458;
466; 475; 495; 503; 513; 514
qualifier (viœešaòa), 78; 252; 423; 462; 466;
472; 497; 509; 513; 514
qualitativeness (guòatva), 259; 311
quibble (chala), 77
Quine, Willard van Orman, 287; 401

R
râjanya, 23; 24
Râmâyaòa, 23; 24; 30; 320
Rang byung rdo rje, the Third Karmapa,
613
rational examination, 7; 566
rational examination (yukti-nidhyâna), 566
rationality, 55; 61; 97; 105; 114; 190; 192;
396; 521; 578; 592; 593; 594; 595; 669
Ratna-gotra-vibhâga, 605; 606; 608; 609
Ratnakîrti, 244
realism, 95; 162; 180; 281; 547; 553; 556
reasoning from dependence (apekšâ-yukti),
568; 569; 607
rebirth, 35; 76; 77; 336; 540; 589; 657
recollection, 418; 420; 557; 561; 617
reflection (cintanâ), 566; 567; 576; 583
reflexive cognition (sva-saôvitti), 542; 555;
556; 560
relational absence (saôsargâbhâva), 267;
450; 460
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relational non-existence (saôsargâbhâva),
267
religious discourse, 87; 94; 101; 110; 119;
125; 132; 180; 192
remembrance (småti), 49; 69; 70; 333; 346
renunciation, 98; 104; 150; 151; 152; 153;
170; 442; 443; 636; 637
representation, 19; 85; 108; 142; 156; 158;
160; 179; 328; 385; 541; 543; 544; 545;
548; 554; 555; 556; 560; 561; 592; 630;
632; 636; 638; 642; 646; 647; 648; 649;
660
Rescher, Nicholas, 283; 285; 286; 287; 288
resolution of conflicts. See conflict
resolution
restraint, 115; 120; 131; 140; 153; 154; 181;
183; 188; 259; 316; 399
resultant cognition (pramiti), 341; 549
Rikhof, Herwy, 229
åta (justice), 660; 669
Russell, Bertrand, 172; 176; 271; 543; 622

S
Sa skya paòðita, 528
sabhâ, samiti, 659; 665
sabhika, 665; 666; 668
sacred violence, 150
sad-abhidhâna, 260; 261; 262; 275
sâdhu, 123; 397; 398
šaðja, 410; 417; 418; 419; 420; 421; 422;
424
sad-pratyaya, 262
Sahajavajra, 610; 614
Said, Edward W., 639
saint, 191; 222; 223; 224; 225; 228; 229;
230; 326; 633
sâkšât-kåta-dharman, 400
salvific violence, 149; 150
samâdhi, 259; 308; 309; 325; 386; 566;
578; 605
samâkhyeya (communicable), 419; 420. See
also asamâkhyeya
Samantabhadra, 326
sâmânya, 81; 257; 258; 259; 260; 261; 262;
263; 267; 271; 272; 285; 295; 302; 307;
311; 322; 323; 364; 370; 375; 384; 385;
387; 389; 416; 419; 420; 425; 460; 474;
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479; 493; 523; 524; 525; 526; 528; 531;
532; 534; 546; 548; 549; 591; 612
sâmânyâbhâva, 267
sâmânya-lakšaòa, 81; 546; 548; 549; 591
sâmânyato-dåšþa, 363; 364; 369; 370; 377;
452; 487
samavâya (inherence), 252; 257; 259; 260;
263; 265; 267; 284; 295; 307; 310; 311;
331; 343; 425; 427; 428; 472; 492; 530
Samaya-sâra, 134; 146; 180
sâmayika, 258
sambandha, 78; 252; 258; 259; 261; 266;
272; 279; 302; 309; 323; 343; 345; 346;
369; 416; 423; 426; 427; 428; 429; 440;
526; 554; 557; 558; 577
samiti. See sabhâ, samiti
Sampâti, 320
saôbhava, 67; 160; 162; 366; 403
Saôdhi-nirmocana-sûtra, 572; 606; 608
saôketa, 551; 552; 557
saôketa-kâla, 552; 553; 557; 561
Sâôkhya, 35; 36; 221; 363; 365; 366; 368;
369; 374; 378; 379; 380; 383; 384; 385;
386; 387; 388; 389; 390; 391; 611
Sâôkhya-kârikâ, 363; 365; 367; 368; 369;
372; 373; 377; 378
Sâôkhya-tattva-kaumudî, 377
saônyâsa, 442; 443; 444; 657
saônyâsin, 316
saôpratipatti, 51
saôsâra, 284; 290; 299; 440; 577; 584;
594; 657
saôsargâbhâva, 267; 460; 470
saôskâra (impression, accumulation,
disposition), 98; 302; 333; 438; 439;
448; 496; 584; 586; 588; 617
saôœaya (doubt), 48; 49; 170; 173; 174;
251; 284; 365; 366; 378; 401; 411; 458;
465; 466; 474; 499; 501
saôvijñâna-pada, 410; 415; 416; 417; 418;
425; 426; 427; 428; 429
saôvåti-sat, 546; 548
saógha, 88; 96; 110; 188; 628
Saóghabhadra, 566
saóghârâma, 628
sapta-bhaógî, 139; 168; 176; 178
Saptarši stars, 31
Sartre, Jean-Paul, 334

sarva-jñâna (omniscience), 298; 324
sarva-jñâtå (omniscient), 298
Sarvâsti-vâdin, 618; 619; 639
Šašþi-tantra, 367; 369; 390
sat (being), 75; 191; 260; 263; 266; 280;
309; 546; 548; 549
sat-padâbhidheyatva, 266; 280
sat-pratipakša, 65; 66; 241; 449; 484; 485;
510
sattâ-sâmânya, 263
sattâ-sambandha, 258; 259; 279
Saturn, 31; 32
Sautrântika, 37; 556; 566; 579; 596; 618;
619; 620; 621; 624
savikalpaka-pratyakša, 254
scriptural testimony, 298; 325. See also
âgama
Searle, John Rogers, 89; 93; 105; 106; 107;
108; 111; 112; 113; 115; 124; 146; 175;
178; 190; 540
seer’s perception (ârša-pratyakša), 76; 265;
296; 308; 314; 315; 317; 406
selflessness, 539; 560; 575; 584; 596
Sellars, Wilfrid, 540; 544; 556
semantic externalism, 544; 561
semantic loss, 250; 253
semantics, 90; 96; 99; 102; 108; 114; 133;
134; 135; 139; 161; 178; 185; 262; 553
sense capacities, 385; 386; 387; 391
sense object (artha), 384; 385
sensory perception, 551
Sertillanges, Antoine, 224
setu-bhaóga, 366
Seyfort Ruegg, David, 133; 146; 149; 150;
156; 186; 571; 627; 629; 639; 640; 641;
642
Shengzong shijuyi lun, 251
siddhi, 71; 72; 82; 237; 241; 292; 293; 294;
306; 316; 363; 366; 369; 370; 373; 409;
410; 442; 472; 474; 480; 485; 496; 507;
553
Siderits, Mark, 457; 539; 540; 545
signifier–signified relationship (vâcyavâcaka-bhâva), 79
Siôha-sûri, 262; 369
Sîtâ, 320
skandha, 567; 568; 569; 570; 617
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småti, 49; 82; 132; 293; 294; 297; 346; 397;
402; 412; 418; 420; 437; 439; 664; 668
solipsism, 542; 544; 545; 556; 559; 561
soul, 50; 90; 91; 133; 134; 137; 138; 142;
147; 149; 165; 188; 222; 227; 246; 251;
269; 270; 271; 293; 298; 299; 303; 305;
308; 309; 312; 314; 316; 319; 324; 325;
326; 331; 332; 333; 341; 342; 344; 345;
346; 347
space, 73; 137; 270; 306; 309; 311; 318;
323; 461; 466; 503; 550
speech act, 92; 93; 104; 105; 106; 107; 111;
112; 113; 117; 123; 124; 142; 144; 145;
158; 162; 163; 170; 172; 174; 180; 182;
186; 194; 540
sphoþa, 79
spiritual cultivation (manana), 435; 436
standpoint (naya), 132; 133; 135; 159; 168;
178
status-mobility, 98
stem (prâtipadika), 79
sthita-prajña, 436; 437
strict implication, 282
sublation, 81
subliminal impression (saôskâra), 302; 333
substantiality, 259; 311; 577; 582; 583; 584;
585; 586; 588; 594; 596; 617
Sucaritamiœra, 329; 525; 526
successful practice, 55
suffering, 76; 77; 80; 191; 336; 338; 584;
585; 586; 587; 588; 589; 593; 594; 595;
596
sukha, 48; 50; 263; 331; 337; 338; 342;
372; 386; 440
sûkšma, 310; 311; 320; 327; 386; 391; 408;
411; 416; 417; 423
summum bonum, 334; 576; 577
superimposition (adhyâsa), 82; 582; 583;
588; 596
supernatural perception, 250; 265; 292; 296;
308; 309; 310; 311; 312; 313; 314; 315;
316; 317; 318; 319; 320; 321; 324; 327;
329; 330; 341; 348
supervision of moral law, 123; 303; 333;
334; 335; 336; 337; 338; 340; 343; 344
suprasensory perception (yogi-pratyakša),
265
supremacy (aiœvarya), 328
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supreme knowledge (atiœaya-jñâna), 300;
305; 307; 318; 319; 329; 345
supreme lord (îœvara), 293; 386; 388
svabhâva-hetu, 66
sva-lakšaòa, 75; 81; 370; 532; 533; 534;
541; 544; 546; 547; 549; 551; 552; 553;
554; 561; 591; 611
sva-saôvedana, 316; 555
sva-saôvitti, 316; 542; 555; 556; 559; 560;
561
Svâtantrika, 620
syâd-vâda, 97; 134; 140; 156; 162; 165;
168; 186
syllogism, 240; 241; 245; 365; 369; 370;
371; 374; 377; 378; 380
syntactic, 181; 287; 467; 541; 543; 545;
548; 553; 557
syntactic expectancy, 467
synthetic truths, 404
system of beliefs, 292

Œ
Œabara, 29; 30; 557
œabda, 53; 60; 76; 79; 81; 124; 131; 133;
261; 262; 270; 271; 272; 297; 309; 365;
372; 388; 397; 398; 400; 401; 403; 404;
410; 411; 415; 418; 419; 420; 421; 422;
423; 426; 434; 444; 492; 505; 525; 526;
530; 541; 551; 554; 557; 558; 561; 571;
572; 573; 578
œabda-brahman, 79
œâbda-janya-pratyakša, 80
Œabda-kaustubha, 398
œabda-sva-lakšaòa, 541; 561
œabda-vidyâ, 571; 572; 573
Œaiva, 36; 37; 99; 100; 341
Œakuni, 663
Œâkyabuddhi, 523; 524; 525; 527; 583; 585;
587; 596
Œâkyaœrîbhadra, 528
Œântarakšita, 241; 256; 268; 274; 577; 597;
610; 627
Œântideva, 627; 628; 629; 630; 631; 632;
634; 635; 636; 641; 642; 643; 644
Œaókaramiœra, 260; 264; 266; 279; 280
Œaókarasvâmin, 35
Œâriputra, 605
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œešavat anumâna, 363; 366; 369; 370; 377
œišþa, 396; 398; 407; 411; 412
Œiva, 31; 36; 100; 233; 343
Œiva-purâòa, 31
œrâddha, 662
œrâvaka, 86; 98; 128; 188; 568; 594; 595;
605
Œrâvaka-prajñapti, 184
œruta, 131; 132; 388; 565; 566; 567; 575;
577; 579; 587; 591
œruta-kevalin, 132
œruta-mayî prajñâ, 565; 566; 567; 575; 587;
591
œruti, 80; 293; 294; 297; 402; 409; 412;
437; 438; 439; 441; 442; 443; 444
œûdra, 23; 24; 25; 28
Œûdraka, 657
œûnyatâ, 81; 570; 575; 584; 597; 610
œûnyatâ (voidness, emptiness), 81; 570;
575; 584; 597; 610
Œvetâmbara, 93; 129; 155; 160; 161; 173;
177; 178

T
tâdâtmya, 78; 263
tamaP suffix, 323
Tanjur, 608
tapas, 98; 188; 309; 318; 411; 633
taraP suffix, 323
tarka, 37; 49; 59; 284; 401; 403; 470; 471;
480; 495; 501; 506; 510; 572; 575
Tarka-sâgara, 296. See Vaiœešika-sûtravârttika
Tarka-saôgraha, 49; 57; 58; 59; 60; 65;
401
tat tvam asi, 78; 79; 81
tathâgata, 571; 591; 592; 605; 606; 608
tathâgata-garbha, 606; 608
Tathâgata-garbha-sûtra, 608; 609
Tattva-daœaka, 605; 610
Tattva-samîkšâ, 433; 434
Tattva-vaiœâradî, 384
Taxila (Takšaœila), 662
ten main topics (cûlikârtha), 367
Terâpanth, 102
Thales, 287; 289; 346

Thales’ theorem, 287; 289
the present, 179; 534; 622
theism, 233; 237; 238; 239; 245; 247; 295;
296; 297; 307; 331; 335; 342; 347; 348
theistic shift, 331
thematic coincidences, 221
theodicy, 337
theorem, 61; 282; 283; 284; 286; 287; 288;
289
theory of error, 81; 433
Theravâda, 96; 97
thesis of knowability of everything, 250;
280; 289; 291
Thomas Aquinas, 222; 224; 225; 228; 229;
323; 324; 325
Thomas à Kempis, 635; 636; 637
three-atom particle. See atomic triad
Tillemans, Tom, 521; 523; 524; 532; 533;
555; 589; 590
time, 73; 76; 78; 131; 164; 165; 166; 167;
169; 176; 178; 179; 279; 286; 306; 309;
311; 312; 318; 339; 346; 364; 366; 373;
407; 441; 461; 466; 468; 503; 557; 561;
568; 581; 608; 611; 617; 618; 619; 620;
621; 622; 623; 624; 635
time, theory of, 169; 617; 618; 619
Tîrthaókara, 131; 191; 327
transcendental argument, 545
transcendental perception (yogi-pratyakša),
76
transfer of merit, 347; 348
transmigration, 180; 284; 290; 299; 317;
326; 595; 617. See also saôsâra
Trikâòðî, 395; 396; 397; 398; 401; 403;
404; 405; 406; 407; 408; 409; 410; 411;
412
Trikâòðî-våtti, 398; 400; 404; 405; 406;
407; 408; 409; 410; 411; 412
trustworthiness, 60; 524; 525; 526; 534; 595
trustworthy person (âpta), 64; 82; 369; 388;
521
truth, 20; 22; 37; 38; 45; 47; 56; 57; 60; 62;
66; 67; 68; 70; 76; 82; 88; 93; 104; 107;
108; 131; 132; 133; 139; 141; 142; 144;
145; 146; 154; 155; 156; 157; 158; 159;
160; 161; 162; 163; 166; 167; 168; 169;
170; 171; 172; 175; 176; 177; 178; 179;
180; 181; 182; 183; 185; 187; 191; 192;
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225; 226; 282; 283; 284; 285; 288; 314;
334; 389; 404; 440; 458; 487; 541; 544;
545; 559; 560; 561; 577; 593; 595; 596;
612; 613; 614; 622; 623; 634; 668
truth class, 282
truth conditions, 545
truth, unknowable. See unknowable truths
truth, unknown. See unknown truths
truth-value, 76; 140; 170; 273
try-aòuka. See atomic triad
Tshad ma rigs pa’i gter, 528
Tsong kha pa blo bzang grags pa, 618; 619;
620; 621; 622; 623; 624
Twin Earth, 544

U
Udayana, 238; 239; 240; 242; 243; 244;
245; 247; 254; 266; 298; 303; 338; 458;
459; 487; 488; 493; 510; 516
Uddyotakara, 36; 37; 65; 238; 239; 240;
247; 251; 252; 256; 262; 269; 271; 275;
292; 324; 333; 334; 335; 343; 345; 377;
449; 452; 493
ûha, 403
undercutter (upâdhi), 456; 458
undesired consequence (prasaóga), 289;
323. See also prasaóga
unestablished invariable concomitance
(vyâpyatvâsiddhi), 241
unique singular (sva-lakšaòa), 75; 81
universal, 167; 175; 176; 257; 258; 259;
260; 261; 262; 263; 267; 268; 273; 275;
279; 284; 306; 311; 318; 321; 387; 402;
458; 466; 469; 473; 483; 492; 503; 504;
505; 526; 528; 529; 534; 541; 548; 555;
610; 611; 612; 613; 632
unknowable truths, 283; 291
unknown truths, 282
unnameable, 415. See also
incommunicable; nameability;
abhidheyatva
unsubstantiality (nairâtmya), 577; 582; 583;
584; 585; 586; 588; 594; 596
upacâra, 232; 370; 402; 555
upacâra-sattâ, 402; 555
upâdhi (limiting adjunct, undercutter), 73;
79; 423; 424; 455; 456; 457; 458
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upalabdhi, 48; 49; 50; 263; 270; 305; 581
upamâna, 76; 313; 401
upanayana, 657
Upanišad, 38; 78; 434; 435; 437; 440; 443
Upanišadic sentences, 434; 435
upapatti-sâdhana-yukti, 567; 569; 570; 571;
572; 574; 575; 596; 597; 607; 609
upâsaka, upâsikâ, 128; 188; 628
upasaôhâra, 365; 369; 371; 372; 387

V
vâcaka, 79; 416; 427; 551; 552; 557
Vâcaspatimiœra, 35; 240; 244; 245; 247;
377; 384; 433; 434; 437; 440; 442; 477
vâcya, 79; 80; 266; 427; 428; 452; 467;
472; 474; 476; 501; 514; 551; 552; 554
vâcya-vâcaka-bhâva (signifier–signified
relationship), 79; 551; 552
Vâdi Vâgîœvara, 37
Vaibhâšika, 565; 566; 618; 619; 621
Vaiœešika, 25; 26; 28; 35; 36; 37; 48; 49;
50; 138; 223; 246; 250; 251; 252; 253;
254; 257; 258; 259; 260; 265; 267; 268;
269; 271; 273; 274; 275; 276; 277; 278;
279; 280; 281; 283; 284; 285; 286; 289;
290; 291; 292; 295; 297; 298; 307; 308;
311; 312; 313; 314; 315; 316; 317; 329;
330; 331; 333; 335; 337; 338; 339; 340;
341; 342; 343; 344; 346; 347; 348; 385;
403; 458; 464; 483; 493; 498; 528; 531;
533; 534
Vaiœešika-sûtra, 251; 252; 257; 263; 292;
296; 308; 311; 315; 333; 335; 343; 347;
528; 529; 530; 533
Vaiœešika-sûtra-vârttika (Tarka-sâgara),
257; 296
vaiœya, 23; 24; 97
Vaiyâkaraòa (grammarian), 397
vâkya-bhâva, 365; 371
Vâkyapadîya, 231; 321; 395; 415
Valabhî, 597
valid cognition (pramiti, pramâòa), 71; 131;
341; 400; 555; 576; 578; 583; 595; 596;
607; 609; 611; 613
validity, 66; 72; 76; 93; 104; 105; 106; 107;
108; 109; 111; 112; 113; 117; 118; 121;
123; 124; 125; 126; 129; 132; 133; 142;
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145; 146; 148; 152; 153; 157; 158; 175;
178; 182; 190; 192; 193; 233; 240; 283;
286; 290; 292; 293; 294; 297; 340; 364;
366; 367; 396; 400; 401; 402; 450; 462;
524
validity claims, 104; 105; 106; 107; 108;
109; 111; 112; 113; 118; 121; 123; 124;
125; 126; 129; 142; 145; 146; 148; 153;
178; 182; 190; 193
Vâlmîki, 23
vânaprastha, 657
vandhyâ-suta, 267
varòa, 23; 24; 25; 26; 27; 160; 664
Vâršagaòya, 367; 369; 378
Vâseþþha, 27
Vasubandhu, 37; 335; 565; 566; 579; 581;
582; 596; 607
Vasumitra, 620
Vâtsyâyana Pakšilasvâmin, 71; 238; 292;
297; 308; 324; 325; 329; 331; 348; 452;
458; 476; 487; 488; 489; 493; 570
Vâyu-prakaraòa, 527; 528
Veda, 29; 30; 31; 35; 54; 77; 98; 221; 222;
293; 296; 297; 330; 397; 399; 524; 526
Vedânta, 35; 36; 37; 38; 77; 398; 433; 435
Vedânta-paribhâšâ, 79
Venus, 31; 32
verbal communication, 53; 54; 60; 61; 64;
65; 67; 68; 69; 70; 388
verbal expression, 259; 260; 261; 369; 370;
388; 423
verbal testimony (œabda, âgama), 76; 80;
81; 132; 308; 309; 388; 390; 531; 532;
533; 534
verification, 87; 379; 399
vicâra, 251; 566; 567; 580; 587; 588; 589;
596
vidyâ, 48; 406; 437; 439; 440; 441; 442;
565; 571; 572; 573; 574; 575; 576; 577;
581; 597; 598
Vijñânabhikšu, 384
vikaraòatva, 344
Vimalamitra, 335
Vindhyavâsin, 378; 379; 380
Vinîtadeva, 328
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